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National Semiconductor's Non-Volatile Memory Databook is
a representation of the NEW Memory Products Division
(MPD); a division that offers innovative system solutions to
you, our customers.

National's memory products have come about through years
of participation in the non-volatile memory market, which is
why National is a world leader in this arena. As a matter of
fact, in 1980 we brought to market the first low density
EEPROMs: % Kbit and 1 Kbit NMOS devices. We now offer
three families of EEPROMs: MICROWIRETM products in den-
sities from % Kbit to 4 Kbit; IICTM products in densities from
2 Kbit to 16 Kbit; and a 4 Kbit Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPITM) EEPROM. We were also the first company to manu-
facture CMOS EPROMs, which are currently available in all
densities from 16 Kbit to 4 Mbit. Our portfolio is now growing
to include 1 Mbit and 4 Mbit NOR FLASH, and 16 Mbit NAND
FLASH.

In addition to the products listed above, we have brought to
market memory devices designed to benefit our customers
by meeting the needs of specific markets and systems.
Some examples of that would be our Low Voltage EPROMs
(3V ::t 0.3V); our Processor Oriented EPROMs (POPTM),
which were designed to improve system performance 25%;
and our "Burst" mode EPROM (in design)-a wordwide
1 Mbit EPROM with four data word bursts capable of operat-
ing in 33 MHz and 40 MHz systems with no wait states. Each
of these products bring to you system solutions that provide
the end user customer increased satisfaction.

The Memory Products Division of National Semiconductor is
committed to excellence in design, manufacturing reliability,
and service to our customers through the continued develop-
ment of new technologies, products, solutions!

I sincerely hope that you will continue to look to National for
all your non-volatile memory needs.

For additional information, please contact our Customer Re-
sponse Center at 800-272-9959.

Thanks once again for your support!

Dr. Bami Bastani
VP and General Manager
Memory Products Division

MICROWIRETM is a trademark of National Semiconductor,
IICTM is a trademark of Philips, and SPITM is a trademark of
Motorola.
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Product Status Definitions

Definition of Terms
Data Sheet Identification Product Status Definition

Adv.n_lnform.llon Formative or This data sheet contains the design specifications for product
In Design development. Specifications may change in any manner without notice.

Prellmln.~ First This data sheet contains preliminary data, and supplementary data will
Production be published at a later date. National Semiconductor Corporation

reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice in order
to improve design and supply the best possible product.

No Full This data sheet contains final specifications. National Semiconductor
Identification Production Corporation reserves the right to make changes at any time without
Noted notice in order to improve design and supply the best possible product.

Obsolete Not In Production This data sheet contains specifications on a product that has been
discontinued by National Semiconductor Corporation. The data sheet
is printed for reference information only.

National Semiconductor Corporation reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products herein to
improve reliability, function or design. National does not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any product
or circuit described herein; neither does it convey any license under its patent rights, nor the rights of others.
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~National
~ semiconductor

Features
• High performance 0.7 p.m CMOS
• Single or dual power supplies
• High endurance

-10k for NOR
- lOOk for NAND

• Embedded program/erase algorithm
• FLASH for all applications

- Code storage (NOR)
- File storage (NAND)

FLASH Memory Selection Guide

General Description
National Semiconductor's family of FLASH memory prod-
ucts cover applications for both code storage and data stor-
age. The high density NM29N16 provides 16 Mbits of stor-
age for data storage applications that require sequential ac-
cess and high endurance. National's lower density NOR
FLASH product line offers a reprogram mabie solution for
code storage.

NAND Flash
NM29N16

Packages
S,R

NOR Flash
NM28F010 N, M, V, T, TR 100 ns, 120 ns, 150 ns

"The NM28F010 is advanced information only. Contact your local sales office for availability.

National Memory j-~M j
Power Supply Configuration

28 = 5VVcc,12VVpp
29=5VVcc

FLASH Type
F = NOR
N = NAND

010 M 1001 L A~ •• TO., ' •••• d'
10 = 100 ns
12 = 120ns
15 = 150ns

Packaging
N = Plastic DIP
M = SOP
V = PLCC
T = TSOP, Type I

TR = Reversed TSOP, Type I
S = TSOP, Type II
R = Reversed TSOP, Type II

Size
010 = 1 Mb

16 = 16 Mb

III
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NM28F010
1-Mbit (131,072-Word X 8-Bit) CMOS FLASH
General Description
The NM28F010 is a 1,048,576-bit FLASH Electrically Eras-
able and Programmable non-volatile Memory device. The
NM28F010 stores data reliably even after 10,000 program
and erase cycles. The NM28F010 features single command
control for read, chip erase, and programming operations to
allow ease of use for on-board programming.
The NM28F010 is ideally suited for applications such as
firmware storage, BIOS, engine control, and wireless com-
munication-where EPROM has been used in the past.
The NM28F010 is available in either a 32-pin plastic DIP,
SOP, PLCC, or forward and reverse bend TSOP packages
to suit a variety of applications.

Features
• Power supply: Vpp = 12V ±0.6V

Vcc = 5V ±0.25V
• Mode: Read/Reset

Program (byte)
Chip Erase

• Mode Control: command input
• Program: 10 p's typical per byte

(loops = 10 P.sx 25 max.)
• Erase: 1 see typical per chip

(loops = 10 ms x 1,000 max.)
• W/E Cycles: 10,000 cycles minimum target
• Access Time: 100 ns/120 ns
• Power Dissipation: Operating = 30 mA

Standby = 100 p.A
• Packages available: 32-pin DIP, SOP, TSOP, TRSOP,

PLCC
• Pin compatible with NM27C010 EPROM
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~ semiconductor

NM29N16
16 MBit (2M x 8 Bit) CMOS NAND FLASH E2PROM
General Description
The NM29N16 is a 16 Mbit (2 Mbyte) NAND FLASH. The
device is organized as an array of 512 blocks, each consist-
ing of 16 pages. Each page contains 264 bytes. All com-
mands and data are sent through eight I/O pins. To read
data, a page is first transferred out of the array to an on-chip
buffer. Sending successive read pulses (RE low) reads out
successive bytes of data. The erase operation is implement-
ed in either a single block (4 kbytes) or on multiple blocks at
the same time. Programming the device requires sending
address and data information to the on-board buffer and
then issuing the program command. Typical program time
for 264 bytes is less than 300 p.s. The erase and program
operations are internally timed.
The NM29N16 incorporates a number of features that make
it ideal for portable applications requiring high density stor-
age. These features include single 5V operation, high read/
write endurance (106 cycle), and low current operation
(15 mA during reads). The device comes in a TSOP Type 11

package which meets the requirements of PCMCIA cards.
The NM29N16 is suited for numerrious applications such as
Solid State Drives (SSD), Audio Recording, and Image Stor-
age for digital cameras.

Features
• Single 5V ±5% power supply
• Write/Erase endurance of 100,000 cycles
• Fast Erase/Program Times

- Average Program Time of 300 p.s/264 bytes
- Typical Block Erase Time of 6 ms

• Organized as 512 blocks, each consisting of 16 pages
of 264 bytes
- Read/Program in pages of 264 bytes
- Erase in Blocks of 4 kbytes

• High Performance Read Access times
- Initial 25 P.spage transfer
- Sequential 80 ns access

• Low Operating Current
- Typical Read current of 15 mA (80 ns sequential

read)
- Typical Program current of 40 mA
- Typical Erase current of 20 mA
- Standby current less than 100 p.A (CMOS)

• Command Register for Mode Control:
- Read -Reset
- Auto Page Program -Suspend/Resume
- Auto Block Erase -Status Read
- Auto Multi-Block Erase

• 400 mil TSOP Type 11 Package, Normal or Reverse
Pinout

I/o 1 } 0

1/08 0

Vcc GND

! !

R 8 R
o U 0 0
W F W E

, C
A [ A a
ORO 0
D 0 [
R 0 R R
[[ [

s c s
s 0 S

D
[

R



NM29N16S NM29N16R

----------------- ---------------_.
44 Vcc vcc 44

43 CE CE 43

42 RE RE 42

41 R/8 R/8 41

40 VSS VSS 40
-----------------

39 NC NC 39 6

38 NC NC

37 NC NC

36 HC NC

10 35 HC NC

11 34

12 33

13 32 NC NC

14 31 NC HC

15 30 NC NC

16 NC NC

17 NC NC
-.- .. --- .... --.-.
18 I/os 1/°8
19 I/~ I/~
20 1/°6 1/°6
21 1/°5 1/°5
22 23 VCC VCC
-----------------

TLiD/11915-2

VSS

CLE

ALE
WE
WP
HC
NC

NC

NC

10 NC

11

12

13 NC

14 NC

15 NC

16 NC

17 NC

18 1/01

19 1/02

20 1/03

21 I/0.

22 VSS

1/01-8 I/O Port

CE GhipEnable

WE Write Enable

RE Read Enable

GLE Command Latch Enable

ALE Address Latch Enable

WP Write Protect

R/B Ready/Busy

VcclVss Power Supply/Ground

National_M_e_m_O_ry T_M_j
5VOnly
NAND
Flash

16 S

LPackage Type
S = Standard Pinout. TSOP Type II
R = Reverse Pinout. TSOP Type II

Density
16 = 16 Mbit

NM29N16
.

Symbol Parameter I I Units
Mln Typ Max

NVB Valid Block Number 502 I 508 I 512 Blocks

Symbol Parameter Condition Mln Type Max Units

GIN Input VIN = OV 5 10 pF

GOUT Output VOUT = OV I 5 10 pF
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Input Voltage (VIN) -0.6V to 7.0V High Level Input Voltage (VIH) 2.2 VCC + 0.5 V

Input/Output Voltage (VI/O) -0.6VtoVcc ±0.5V(QV) Low Level Input Voltage (VIU -0.3' 0.8 V

Power Dissipation (Po) 0.5W
• - 2V (Pulse Width < 20 ns)

Soldering Temperature (T solder) (10 seconds) 260'C

Storage Temperature (Tst9) - 55'C to 150'C

Operating Temperature (T opr) O'Ct0700C

DC Operating Characteristics (TA = O'Ct070'C, VCC = 5V ±5%)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

III Input Leakage Current VIN = OVtoVCC ±10 /LA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = 0.4V to Vcc ±10 /LA

ICC01 Operating Current (Serial Read) CE = VIL I !cYCLE = 80 ns 15 30 mA

ICG02 Operating Current (Serial Read) lOUT = OmA I !cYCLE = 1 /Ls 5 mA

ICG03 Operating Current (Command Input) !cYCLE = 80 ns 15 30 mA

ICG04 Operating Current (Data Input) !cYCLE = 80 ns 50 70 mA

IcGOS Operating Current (Address Input) !cYCLE = 80 ns 15 30 mA

ICC06 Operating Current (Register Read) !cYCLE = 80 ns 15 30 mA

ICG07 Programming Current 40 60 mA

ICC08 Erasing Current 20 40 mA

ICCS1 Standby Current CE = VIH 1 mA

ICCS2 Standby Current CE = VCC - 0.2V 100 /LA

VOH High Level Output Voltage IOH = -400/LA 2.4 V

VOL Low Level Output Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

IOLIR/B) Output Current of (RIB) Pin VOL = 0.4V 10 mA

,

I

•



AC Test Conditions
Input Level 2.6V/0.4V

Input Comparison Level 2.2V/0.8V

Output Data Comparison Level 2.0V/0.8V

Output Load 1TIL & CL (100 pF)

Transition Time tT';; 5 ns

AC Electrical Characteristics (TA = O·C to lO·C, vcc = 5V + 5%)

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Notes

leLS CLE Setup Time 20 ns

leLH CLE Hold Time 40 ns

les CE Setup Time 20 ns

tCH CEHoldTime 40 ns

twP Write Pulse Width 40 ns

tALS ALE Setup Time 20 ns

tALH ALE Hold Time . 40 ns

tos Data Setup Time 30 ns

tOH Data Hold Time 20 ns

twc Write Cycle Time 80 ns (1)

tWH WE High Hold Time 20 ns

tAA Ready to RE Falling Edge 20 ns

tAC Read Cycle Time 80 ns

tAEA RE Access Time (Serial Data Access) 45 ns

leEH CE High Time at the Last Address in Serial Read Cycle 250 ns (3)

tAEAIO RE Access Time (10 Read) 90 ns

tAHZ RE High to Output High Impedance 5 20 ns

tCHZ CE High to Output High Impedance 30 ns

tAEH RE High Hold Time
\

20 ns

tlA Output High Impedance to RE Rising Edge 0 ns

tASTO RE Access Time (Status Read) 45 ns

leSTO CE Access Time (Status Read) 55 ns

tAHW RE High to WE Low 0 ns

tWHC WE High to CE Low 50 ns

tWHA WE High to RE Low 50 ns

tAA1 ALE Low to RE Low (Address Register Read. 10 Read) 200 ns

tCA CE Low to RE Low (Address Register Read, 10 Read) 200 ns

tA Memory Cell Array to Starting Address 25 ",s

tWB WE High to Busy 200 ns

tAA2 ALE Low to RE low (Read Cycle) 150 ns

tAB RE Last Clock Rising Edge to Busy (At Sequential Read) 200 ns

leAY CE High to Ready (in case of interception by CE at Read Mode) 100+ tr(R/B) ns (2)



AC Electrical Characteristics (TA = O'C to 70'C, vcc = 5V +5%) (Continued)
Note 1: In case that CLE, ALE, cr ara input with clock, twe exc~s 80 ns

set-up time + hold time + ~ + txx + ~
20 ns 40 ns 40 ns 20 ns

CLE =xALE ---------------------------

Note 3: In the case that cr turns to a high level after accessing the last address (263) in read mode (1) or (2), cr high time must keep equal to or greater than
250 ns when the delay time of cr against ~ is 0 to 200 ns as shown below.

In the second case. the device will not turn to a "BUSY" state when the ~ delay time is less than 30 ns.

teEH > 250 n.

® : 0-200 ns - teEH > 250 ns

~0-30 ns - BUSY SIGNAL
BUSY IS NOT OUTPUT

Symbol Parameter Mln Typ Max Unit Notel

tpROG Average Programming Time 400 1000 ",s

N Divided Number on Same Page 10 Cycles (1)

tBERASE Block Erasing Time 6 100 ms

tMBERASE Multi-Block Erasing Time 6-12 130 ms

tSR Suspend Input to Ready 1 ms •



Schematic Cell Layout and Address Assignment
Programming is done in page units of 264 Bytes while the erase operation is carried out in blocks of 4 kBytes.

8192
PAGES

512 BLOCKS

A page consists of 264 bytes in which 256 bytes are for main
memory and 8 bytes are for redundancy or other uses.

1 page ~ 264 bytes
1 Block ~ 264 bytesx 16 pages ~ (4k + 128)bytes
Totaldevicedensity~ (264bytes)x (16pages)x (512block)

~ 17.3MBits(2.162MBits)
The address is acquired through the I/O port using three con-
secutive clock cycles as shown in Table I.

~1/0---_v I

Tl/D/11915-28

FIGURE 1. NM29N16 Schematic Cell Layout

1/01 1/02 1/03 1/04 1/05 1/06 1/07 1/08

First Cycle Ao A1 A2 A3 A4 As A6 A7

Second Cycle AB A9 Al0 All A12 A13 A14 A15

Third Cycle A16 A17 A18 A19 A20 'L 'L 'L

AO-A7

A8-All

A1Z-AZO

: Byte (Column) Address

: Page Address in Block

: Block Address

Operation Mode: Logic and Command Tables

The operation modes such as Program, Erase, Read, Erase Suspend, and Reset are controlled by the twelve different command
operations shown in Table III. The Address, Command Input and Data InputlOutput are controlled by the CLE, ALE, CE, WE, RE
and WP signals as shown in Table II.

CLE ALE CE WE RE WP

Command Input H L L i H ·
Data Input L L L i H ·
Address Input L H L i H ·
Address Output L H L H J. ·
Serial Data Output L L L H J. ·
During Programming (Busy) · · · · · H

During Erasing (Busy) · · · · · H

Program, Erase Inhibit · · · · · L



First Cycle Second Cycle
Acceptable Command

During Busy

Sequential Data Input 80 -
Read Mode (1) 00 .'
Read Mode (2) 50

Reset FF Yes

Auto Program 10

Auto Block Erase 60 DO

Auto Multi Block Erase 60 ...60 DO

Suspend in Erasing BO Yes

Resume DO

Status Read 70 Yes

Register Read EO

10 Read 90

Bit Assignment of HEX Data
(Example)
DATA INPUT: 8DH

,---e=\~

=1/08 7 6 5 4 3 2 I/o 1
TLiD/11915-84

Once the device is set into Read mode by "OOH" or "50H" command. additional Read commands are not needed for sequential
page read operations. Table III shows the operation mode for Reads.

CLE ALE CE WE RE 1101-1/08 Power

Read Mode L L L H L Data Output Active

Output Deselect L L L H H High Impedance Active

Standby L L H H . High Impedance Standby

Device Operation
READ MODE (1)
The Read mode (1) is set by issuing a "OOH" command to the command register. Refer to Figure 2 below for timing details and
block diagram.

R/B ------N---"
" ,.--"-----,

g '"
"";:::-Ii" ,L""i}:ELL.

N ARRAY
'f T

TL/D/11915-30

A data transfer operation from the cell array to the register starts at the rising
edge of W'E in the third cycle (after latching the address information). The
device will be in a busy state during this transfer period.

After the transfer period the device returns to a ready state. Serial data can
be output synchronously with the RE clock from the designated starting
pointer indicated during the address input cycle.

•



CD.•..
i Device Operation (Continued)
C'l== READ MODE (2)
Z The Read mode (2) is the same timing as Read mode (1) but it is used to access information in the extra 8 byte redundancy area

of the page. The starting pointer is therefore assigned between byte 256 and 263.

CLE J\ _
CE , _

ALE-.l
liE

RIB -----------j

Address A<J-A2 are used to set the starling pointer for the redundant memo-
ry cell while A3-A7 are ignored.

Once the "SOH" command is set, the pointer moves to the redundant cell
locations and only those 8 cells can be addressed regardless of the As-A7
address.
(The "OOH" command is necessary to move the pointer back to the

0-255, main memory cell locations.)

SEQUENTIAL READ (1) (2)

This mode allows sequential read without the additional address input

~

OH >---- _
SOH ~ DATA OUTPUT DATA OUTPUT

ADDRESS INPUT ~ ~

RIB ' __ B_US_Y_ •• ""~~

FIGURE 4. sequential Read
Sequential Read mode (1) outputs the address 0 to 263 while Sequential Read mode (2) outputs the redundant address location
only. When the pointer reaches the last address, the device continues to output last data with each RE cleek signal.



Device Operation (Continued)

STATUS READ
The NM29N16S/R automatically implements the execution and verification of the program and erase operations. The status
read function is used to monitor the Ready/Busy status of the device, determines the pass/fail result of a program or erase
operation, and determines if the device is in a suspend or protect mode. The device status is output through the I/O port using
the R"E clock after a "70H" command input. The resulting information is outlined in Table V.

TABLE V. Status Output Table

Status Output

I/O 1 Pass/Fail Pass: "0" Fail: "1"

1/02 Not Used "0" ,
1/03 Not Used "0"

1/04 Not Used "0"

I/O 5 Not Used "0"

I/O 6 Suspend Suspended: "1" Not suspended: "0"

1/07 Ready/Busy Ready: "1" Busy: "0"

1/08 Write Protect Protect: "0" Not Protect: "I"

CE1

CLE

ALE

WE
RE

1/01-8

R/B

R/B~

CLE
,

ALE

WE

CE1

CEN

RE

I/o

The Pass/Fail status in I/O 1 is only valid
when the device is in the Ready state.
The device will always indicate a Pass
status while in the Busy state at Read
mode.

'--J
'----J\ ,

FIGURE 5. Status Read Timing Application Example
Note: If the R/B pin signals of multiple devices are common-wired as shown in the diagram, the status Read function can be used to determine the status of each
individually selected device.

III



CD.•..
~ Device Operation (Continued)
C'I
::::IE AUTO PAGE PROGRAM
Z The NM29N1SS/R implements the automatic page program operation by receiving a "10H" program command after the

address and data have been input. The sequence of command. address and data input is shown below. (Refer to the detail
timing chart).

~~
DATA INPUT ADDRESS DATA INPUT

COt.4t.4AND INPUT 0 - 263

\ /
RIB TURNS TO READY AFTER COt.4PLETION••••• ..J. AUTOt.4ATICALLY.

DATA
INPUT -j~~=;~~~::;:]I.

PROGRAt.4 ( 'READ'" VERIFICATION

\

The deta is transferred (programmed) from the register to the selected page at the rising edge of WE
following the "10H" command input. The programmed data is transferred back to the register after pro-
gramming to be automatically verified by the device. "the program does not succeed, the above program I
verify operation is repeated by the device until success or the maximum loop number set in the device.

THE VERIFICATION RESULT IS OUTPUT BY BIT UNIT

(
PASS: '0')

FAIL: 'I'

AUTO BLOCK ERASEI AUTO MULTI-BLOCK ERASE
The block erase operation starts with the rising edge of WE after the erase execution command "DOH" which follows the erase
setup command "SOH". This two cycle process for erase operations acts as an ex1ralayer protection from accidental erasure of
data due to possible ex1ernalnoise issues. The device automatically executes the erase and verify operations.
Multiple blocks can be simultaneously erased by inputting the "SOH" setup command and the block address for all desired
blocks before issuing the "DOH" command to start the erase operation. The length of the erase busy period will depend upon
the number of blocks. The command sequence is shown as follows:

ERASE EXECUTION
COt.4t.4AND

FIGURE 7. Auto Block Erase Operation



BLOCK
ADDRESS

INPUT

BLOCK
ADDRESS

INPUT

BLOCK
ADDRESS

INPUT

BLOCK
ADDRESS

INPUT

------------------------! ~ ~..!------------
RIB : ~:

ERASE STATUS READ
CO~~AND CO~~AND

SUSPEND/RESUME ERASE OPERATION
Because a multi-block erase operation can keep the device in a busy state for an extended period of time, the NM29N16S/R
has the ability to suspend the erase operation to allow program or read operations to be performed on the device. The block
diagram and command sequence on this operation are shown as below. (Refer to the detail timing chart).

F4 ~RESUMECOMMAND r=1' ,SELECT <:'" SUSPEND COMMAND INPUT INPUT ERASE OPERATION
BLOCK "" RESU~E--+ --+

1 T SUSPEND THE ERASE OPERATION 1 J 1 T
~ / /- /~· ·..··0---------

'---"' '.'

The BO...DO suspend/resume cycle can be repeated up to 20 times during a multi-block erase operation. After the resume
command input, the erase operation continues from the point at which it left off and does not have to restart.

•



CD.•..
~ Device Operation (Continued)
N== RESET
Z The reset mode compulsorily stops all operations. For example, in the case of a program or erase operation, the regulated

voltage is discharged to OV and the device will go to a wait state. The address and data register are set as follows after a reset:
• Address Register: All "0"
• Data Register: All "1"
• Operation Mode: Wait State

\_-----_/
:---:

REGISTER SET:

('" 101'S)

FIGURE 10. Reset During Programming

----...0,.----..0,.----------0-
INTERNA~O~~~~~ / ~------------_-

: REGISTER SET: _--_\ :. ·v
('" 1 mS)

FIGURE 11. Reset During Erasing

-0-----0------G>-
\---~,-I~

('" 51'S)

FIGURE 12. Reset During Read

---0---.....0 ..----~0
, THIS RESET CANCELS SUSPENO STATUS.

/ '--------------
\ / U



Device Operation (Continued)

• In the case that the status read command (70H) is input after reset:

o C2;)- I/o STATUS: PAss/rAil - PASS

R/B ----- ••, / ~ : READY/BUSY-READY

'FIGURE 14. Read After Reset

• However the following operation is prohibited. If the following operation is executed, set up for address and data register can
not be guaranteed. ----~_ •..----------

~ - I/o STATUS: PAss/rAil - PASS

: READY/BUSY-BUSY

• In the case that the reset command is input in succession:

(1)

IDREAD

The NM29N16S/R contains an 10 code to identify the device type and the manufacturer. The 10 codes are read out using the
following timing conditions:

1/08 1/07 1/06 1105 1/04 1/03 1/02 1/01 Hex Data

Maker Code 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8FH

Device Code 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 64H
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CLE)ALE
CE
FE

I/o 1-8

TLID/11915-7

Command Input Cycle

CLE ICLH

CE ICH

WE
Iwp

IAlH

ALE

Ins InH

I/o 1-8

TUD/11915-B

Serial Read Cycle

CE

RE



•



Status Read Cycle

teLS



~LS

CLE

CE

WE

ALE

RE

I/o 1-8

RIB

•



CLE \ _

CE\ _



CLE~ .

tCLS
tes

R/Ei ---------------------------------\\
TL/O/11915-17

\
I/o 1-8

\

•



AUTO BLOCK ERASE
SETUP

COt.4t.4ANO



RIB J BLOCK' ERASE
SETUP CO~~AND

\~I

\'-:1WE

~
'WB

v

•



\_----\\
TL/D/11915-22



~EAID ~EAID

ADDRESS ~AKER DEVICE CODE
INPUT CODE

TL/D/11915-24

Register Read Cycle

CLE~

CE

WE

ALE

FE

I/o 1-8

'V 'V
OUTPUT OUTPUT

ADDRESS REGISTER DATA REGISTER
TUD/11915-25



The NM29N16 is a sequential access memory which utilizes
time sharing input of address and data information. The de-
vice pinout is configured as shown in Figure 17.

Vss vcc
CLE CE
ALE FE
WE RIB
WP TOP GND

VIEW
1/11 18 1/°8
1/°2 19 I/a.,
1/°3 20 1/°6
1/°4 21 I/os
Vss 22 Vcc

TL/D11191S-27

FIGURE 17. NM29N16 Standard Pinout
Command Latch Enable: ClE The CLE input signal is
used to control the input of commands into the internal
command register. The command is latched into the com-
mand register from the liD port at the rising edge of the WE
signal while CLE is high.
Address Latch Enable: ALE The ALE signal is used to
control the input of either address information or input data
into the internal addressl data register. Address information
is latched at the rising edge of wr=. if ALE is high. Inpu1data
is latched if ALE is low.

Chip Enable: CE The device goes into a low power stand-
by mode during a read operation when "CE goes high. The
cr signal is ignored when the device is in a busy state (R/1:i
= L) such as during a program or erase operation and will
not go into standby mode if a "CE high signal is input.
Write Enable : WE The WE signal is used to strobe data
into the liD port.
Read Enable: RE The Ai: signal strobes data output. Data
is available tREAafter the falling edge of RE. The internal
column address counter is also incremented (Address + 1)
with this falling edge.
I/O Port: I/O 1-8 The liD 1-8 pins are used as the port for
transferring address. command and inputloutput data infor-
mation to or from the device.
Write Protect : WP The WP signal is used to protect the
device from inadvertent programming or erasing. The inter-
nal voltage regulator is reset when WP is low. This signal is
usually used for protecting the data during the power onloff
sequence when the input signals are invalid.
Ready/Busy: RIB The RIB output signal is used to indi-
cate the operating condition of the device. The R/1:i signal is
in a busy state (RIB = L) during the program, erase or read
operations and will return to a ready state (R/1:i = H) after
completion. The output buffer of this signal is an open drain.



Supplementary Device Operation
(1) PROHIBITION OF UNSPECIFIED COMMANDS
The operation commands are listed in Table III. Data input as a command other than the specified commands in Table III is
prohibited. Stored data may be corrupted if an unspecified command is entered during the command cycle.

(2) POINTER CONTROL FOR "OOH", "SOH"

The NM29N16S/R has two read modes to set the destination of the pointer in either the main memory area of a page or the
redundancy area. The pointer can be designated at any location between 0 and 255 in read mode (1) and between 256 and 263
in read mode (2). Figure 18 shows the block diagram of their operations.

o 255 256

16 6 6 A 6 166 B

~~

263

I6

The pointer is set to region "A" by the "OOH" command and to region "S" by the "50H" command.
(Example)
The "OOH" command needs to be input to set the pointer back to region "A" when the pointer exists in region "S".

~-·~::::::=::::=: ..•~---.===:::=:.:.:.:.,..•e~~---._---------------------
AOO START POINT ADD START POINT ADD

AA~A BA~A

~~~~ ADD ADD ADD ADD ~

START POINT START POINT START POINT START POINT
A AREA B AREA A AREA A AREA

(3) ACCEPTABLE COMMANDS AFTER SERIAL INPUT COMMAND OF "SOH"
Once the serial input command ("aOH") is input, do not input any command other than the program execution command
("10H") or the reset command ("FFH") during programming.

0-----------0~-------
WE ----uL..IL..I"l'---.,.--J

ADDRESS
INPUT ~----

\_-_1

10 } IN CASE or THIS OPERATION, AN 'rrH'

PROGRA~~ING CAN NOT BE EXECUTED CO~~AND IS NEEDED.

•



Supplementary Device Operation (Continued)

(4) STATUS READ DURING READ OPERATION

COMMAND 0....-------------- .....0)

.~~
RE U :

REA~T~6~~AND '\. STATUS

INPUT READ

\...f\.Fuom
I I
STATUS OUTPUT

TL/D/11915-53

The device status can be read out by inputting the status read command "lOH" during the read mode. Once the device is set to
the status read mode after the "lOH" command input, the device does not return to the read mode. Therefore, the status read
during the read operation is prohibited. However, when the read command "OOH" is input during [A], the status mode is reset,
then the device returns to the read mode. In this case, the data output starts from N address without address input.

(5) SUSPEND COMMAND "BOH"

The following issues need to be observed when the device is interrupted by a "SOH" command during block erasing.

Although the device status changes from busy to ready after "SOH" is input, the following two cases cannot be recognized.

- After a "SOH" command input, Susy -+ Ready

- After an erase operation is finished with "DOH". Susy -+ Ready

Therefore, the device status needs to be checked to see whether or not the "SOH" command has been accepted by issuing a
"lOH" command after the device goes to ready.

The device responds as follows when a "DOH" command (Resume) is input instead of "lOH".

- "SOH" has been accepted: Erase operation is executed. (The device is busy.)

- "SOH" has not been accepted. (Erase operation has been completed) : "DOH" command cannot be accepted. (The device
is in ready.)

Each case above is confirmed by monitoring the RIB signal.

(6) PROGRAM FAIL

FIGURE 21. Program Fall

When the programming result for the page address M is "Fail", do not try to program the page to address N in another block.
Secause the previous input data is lost, the same sequence of "SOH" command. address and data input is necessary.



Supplementary Device Operation (Continued)

(7) DATA TRANSFER

The data in page Address M cannot be automatically transferred to page address N. If the following sequence is executed, the
data will be inverted (i.e., "1" data will become "0" and "0" will become "1").

+
PROGRA~

DATA}
_ INVERTED DATA Will BE TRANSFERRED.

DATA

FIGURE 22. Page to Page Transfer

(8) BLOCK ERASE AFTER SUSPEND COMMAND "BOH"

A block erase command is prohibited when the device has been suspended by inputting "SOH" during a block erase or multi-
block erase operation. Only a program or read operation is allowed during this erase suspend interruption.

(9) INTERRUPTION OF AN ERASING BLOCK

After a "SOH" command input. neither a program nor a read operation is allowed for the accessed block which is currently in an
erase operation.

(10) ADDRESSING FOR PROGRAM OPERATION

Within a block, the pages must be programmed consecutively from the lSS (least significant bit) page of the block (i.e., Row 16
must be programmed before row 15, etc.). Random page address input is prohibited. Programming must be executed in order
from the NAND cell transistor closest to ground to the one closest to the bit line. Refer to the diagram below .

.~[
{

OOO: R16
NAND address -+ As-An J.

111: R1 TL/D/11915-60

FIGURE 23. Page Program In Order within a Block

The order of the external address from As to A11 corresponds to the device internal page address from R16 to R1.



CD•...
~ Supplementary Device Operation (Continued)
N
~ (11) RIB: TERMINATION FOR THE READY IBUSY PIN (RIB)
Z A pull-up resistor needs to be used for termination because the RIB buffer consists of an open drain circuit.

TUD/11915-61

This data may vary by device. We recommend that you use this data as a
reference when selecting a resistor value.

~
RE:.:::__.VCC ~·4.av

: : 1.av BUSY 1.av: i. . , ,;............: :-..:
. ~ . .~.

TUD/11915-62

Vcc = 5.0V

TA = 25°C 15 ns
S. = 100pF

..~

(12) STATUS AFTER POWER ON
Although the device is set to read mode after power-up, the following sequence is recommended because each input signal may
not be stable at power on.
• Operation mode
• Address register
• Data register
• High voltage generation circuit

: Read mode (1)
: All "0"
: Indeterminacy
: Off state

(13) POWER ONIOFF SEQUENCE
The WP signal is useful for protecting against data corruption at power on/off. The following timing is recommended:

7
4.75V.

4.5V ' :, ,, ,

'reoo,!,?--------~CARAi



Supplementary Device Operation (Continued)

(14) NOTIFICATION FOR WP SIGNAL
The erase and program operations are reset when WP goes low. The following conditions must be recognized:

Program _----cv
WP-.r-

RIB ,-
wp-----

RIB --------J------
HIGH

_----cv
WP-.r-

RIB 7-
iiiP-------

RIB -------J------
HIGH

In the case that WP goes high during erase/program operation

ERASE ~------------

PROGRAM ~------------

RIB d
iiiP--(

TLIO/11915-70

The previous operation is reset even when WP returns to high level and the device waits for the next command. The same
loading sequence as after the reset command is needed to restart the operation.

•



Supplementary Device Operation (Continued)

(15) IN THE CASE THAT 4 ADDRESS CYCLES ARE INPUT
Although the device may acquire the fourth address. it is ignored inside the chip.

CLE --I \
CE\
WE

ALE

I/O

R/B

At programming operation:

CLE --I
CE\ _

'---v--J
ADDRESS INPUT

~
DATA INPUT

FIGURE 35

(16) DIVIDED PROGRAM IN THE SAME PAGE (PARTIAL PAGE PROGRAM)
The device allows a page to be divided typically into 10 segments and to program each page segment selectively as follows:

THE FIRST PROGRAMMING I DATA PATTERN 1

THE SECOND PROGRAMMING ~ DATA PATTERN 2

THE TENTH PROGRAMMING DATA PATTERN 10 I



UIU,,",f'\.;;J 111"".;;J\ ••• 9 ••••••.•••••••• .., •••••• , •••••.•.., •••.•••.•• _ •• _.- __ •••• ;::11••..• - ,..

eration. Do not try to access bad blocks. A bad block does
not affect the performance of good blocks because it is iso-
lated from the bit line by the select gate. The valid number
of blocks is as follows:

IDENTIFY
BAD

BLOCK

•



CD.•..
i Supplementary Device Operation (Continued)
N::E (18) ERROR IN PROGRAM OR ERASE OPERATION (FAIL AT STATUS READ)
Z The device may fail during a program or erase operation due to exceeding write/erase cycle limits, for example. The following

system architecture will enable high system reliability if a failure occurs:

Program
When the error happens in Block A, try to reprogram the data into another Block B by loading from an external buffer. Then,
prevent further system accesses to Block A (by creating a "bad block" table or other appropriate scheme).

} BLOCK B

Erase
When the error oocurs after an erase operation, prevent future accesses to this bad block (again by creating a table within the
system or other appropriate scheme).
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~National
~ semiconductor

General Description
National Semiconductor offers a family of CMOS EEPROMs
which share the following features: MICROWIRE Serial In-
terface, floating gate M2CMOSTM technology, extended
voltage (2.5V-5.5V) R/W range or 5V R/W only, Direct-
write, and self-timed programming cycle with programming
status on the data out pin. All of these devices are offered in
compatible packages and pinouts.
There are also several features not shared by all family
members, which separate the family into three groups.
These features are operating voltage range, write pro-
tection, and sequential register read. Other differences
are memory size, packaging, and operating temperature
range. Although, for the purpose of this selection guide, the
family will not be separated by these differences, as each
individual device is available with all of these value added
options.

Features
• 40 year data retention
• Extended voltage operation
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• Single voltage operation in all modes
• MICROWIRE compatible serial interface
• Directwrite, no erase cycles required
• Self-timed programming cycle
• Device status signal during programming mode
• Sequential Register Read·
• User configurable write protection·

Packages Temperature Ranges 4.5V-5.5V 2.0V-6.0V
NM93CS06 N,M8 C,E y y
NM93CS46 N,M8 C,E y y
NM93CS56 N,M8 C,E y y
NM93CS66 N,M8 C,E y y

NM93C06 N,M8 C,E y y
NM93C13 N,M8 C y
NM93C46 N,M8 C,E y y
NM93C14 N,M8 C y
NM93C56 N,M8 C,E y y
NM93C66 N,M8 C,E y y

-For Mil. Temp. Range Contact your Sales Office
"tV-8V is available for the NM93C06XLZINM93C46XLZin the commercial temp. range only (0 to +70"C).

National Memory T r9aJe jS
Microwire Interface ---------

CMOS -

Features
No Entry = Standard

S = User programmable write protection and
sequential read

Memory Size
06/13 = 256 bit
46/14 = 1024 bit

56 = 2048 bit
66 = 4096 bit

E M81 Lp_N = Plastic DIP
J = Ceramic DIP
M = 14 Lead SO

M8 = 8 Lead SO

Operating Temperature Range
No Entry = erc to + 7erC

E = -4erCto +85°C
M = -55°C to + 125°C

'------Zero Standby Current
Z = <1 /LAStandby Current

Operating Voltage Range
L = 2.0V to 5.5V

No Entry = 4.5V to 5.5V
X = 1.8V Read/Write

•



General Description
National Semiconductor offers a full line of CMOS
EEPROMs. Some share the MICROWIRETM Serial Interface
such as the NM93C06 and the NM93CS06; others share
the 12C (2-wire) Interface such as the NM24C02 and the
NM24C08. In addition to the above EEPROMs, we also of-
fer some specialty EEPROMs.

These include the NM95C12, NM93C46A and the
NM25C04 EEPROMs.

Features
• No erase necessary
• MICROWIRE compatible interface
• Self-timed programming cycle
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology

The NM95C12 is a 976-bit CMOS EEPROM with 8 program-
mable outputs that can be used as switches, i.e., DIP or
analog. The 976 bits of memory are divided into 61 registers
of 16 bits each with each register individually accessible.
Registers 61-63 are dedicated for DIP switch functions.
The NM95C12 contains 8 individually programmable out-
puts which can be used as switches.

The NM25C04 is 4096 bits of CMOS EEPROM with an SPI-
interface. The device is designed to seamlessly interface
with the 68HCXX family of Motorola microcontrollers.

The NM93C46A is 1024 bits of CMOS EEPROM which can
be organized as either 64 16-bit registers or as 128 8-bit
registers. The NM93C46A shares the MICROWIRE Inter-
face and the x8 and x16 configuration. The differentiating
feature is in the pin configuration: The NM93C46A's Pro-
gram/Erase status is output on the Data-Out (DO) pin. The
device uses a low to high transition on the clock (SK) to
clock all data into or out of the device, except device pro-
gramming status which is independent of the clock.

NM95C12
NM93C46A
NM25C04

Packages
N,M

N,M8
N,M

Temperature Ranges
C,E
C,E
C,E

4.5V-5.5V
Y
Y



~National
~ semiconductor

NM93C06/C46/C56/C66
256·/1024·/2048·/4096·Bit Serial EEPROM
(MICROWIRETM Bus Interface)
General Description
The NM93C06/C46/C56/C66 devices are 256/1024/
2048/4096 bits, respectively, of CMOS non-volatile electri-
cally erasable memory divided into 16/64/128/256 16-bit
registers. They are fabricated using National Semiconduc-
tor's floating-gate CMOS process for high reliability and low
power consumption. These memory devices are available in
an SO package for small space considerations.
The EEPROM Interfacing is MICROWIRE compatible for
simple interface to standard microcontrollers and micro-
processors. There are 7 instructions that control these de-
vices: Read, Erase/Write Enable, Erase, Erase All, Write,
Write All, and Erase/Write Disable. The ready/busy status
is available on the DO pin during programming.

Features
• Device status during programming mode
• Typical active current of 400 /LA; Typical standby

current of 25 /LA
• No erase required before write
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• 4.5V to 5.5V operation in all modes
• MICROWIRE compatible serial I/O
• Self-timed programming cycle
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Packages available: 8-pin SO, 8-pin DIP

INSTRUCTION
DECODER.

CONTROL LOGIC.
AND CLOCK

GENERATORS.

HIGH VOLTAGE
GENERATOR

AND
PROGRAM

TIMER

•



Dual·in-Llne Package (N)
and S-Pln SO (MS)

CS 1 8 VCC
SK 2 7 NC
01 3 6 NC
DO •• 5 GNO

TL/OI10751-2

Top View

See NS Package Number
NOSE and MOSA

NM93C06N/NM93C46N
NM93C56N/NM93C66N
NM93C06M8/NM93C46M8
NM93C56M8/NM93C66M8

NM93C06EN/NM93C46EN
NM93C56EN/NM93C66EN
NM93C06EM8/NM93C46EM8
NM93C56EM8/NM93C66EM8

CS Chip Select

SK Serial Data Clock

DI Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GND Ground

Vcc Power Supply

Alternate (Turned) SO Pinout

Order Number

NM93C06TM8/NM93C46TM8/NM93C56TM8
NM93C06TEM8/NM93C46TEM8/NM93C56TEM8

NM93C06MN/NM93C46MN
NM93C56MN/NM93C66MN
NM93C06MM8/NM93C46MM8
NM93C56MM8/NM93C66MM8

HC HC
VCC 2 GHO
CS 3 DO
SK •• 5 01

TlIO/l0751-12

See NS Package M08A



Office/Distributors for availability and specifIcations.
Ambient Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C

All Input or Output Voltages + 6.5V to -0.3V
with Respect to Ground

Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 sec.)

ESDRating

NM93G06E-NM93G66E
NM93C06M-NM93C66M

Power Supply (Vcel

- 40"G to + !lo"G
- 55'C to + 125'C

4.5Vt05.5V

+300'C

2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V ± 10% unless otherwise specified
Note: Throughout this table, "M" refers to temperature range (- 55"C to + 125"C), not package.

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

ICCA Operating Current NM93C06-NM93C66 CS = VIH, SK = 1 MHz 1
NM93C06E-NM93C66E SK = 1 MHz 1 mA
NM93C06M-NM93C66M SK = 0.5 MHz 1

Iccs Standby Current NM93C06-NM93C66 CS = Vil 50 I-'A
NM93C06E-NM93C66E 50 I-'A
NM93C06M-NM93C66M 100 I-'A

III Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vcc ±1 I-'A
IOl Output Leakage (Note 4)

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8
V

VIH Input High Voltage 2 Vcc + 1

VOL1 Output Low Voltage IOl = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOH = -400I-'A 2.4 V

VOl2 Output Low Voltage IOl = 10I-'A 0.2
V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = -10 I-'A Vcc - 0.2

fSK SK Clock Frequency NM93C06-NM93C66 (Note 5) 0 1
NM93C06E-NM93C66E 0 1 MHz
NM93C06M-NM93C66M 0.5

tSKH SK High Time NM93C06-NM93C66 250
NM93C06E-NM93C66E 300 ns
NM93C06M-NM93C66M 500

tSKl SKLowTime 250 ns

tSKS SK Setup Time SK must be at Vil for
50 ns

tSKS before CS goes high

tcs MinimumCS NM93C06-NM93C66 (Note 2) 250
Low Time NM93C06E-NM93C66E 250 ns

NM93C06M-NM93C66M 500



DC and AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V ±10% (unless otherwise specified) (Continued)

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

less CS Setup Time NM93C06-NM93C66 50
NM93C06E-NM93C66E 50 ns
NM93C06M-NM93C66M 100

tOH DO Hold Time 70 ns

tOIS DI Setup Time NM93C06-NM93C66 100
NM93C06E-NM93C66E 200 ns
NM93C06M-NM93C66M 200

lesH CS Hold Time 0 ns

tOIH DI Hold Time 20 ns

tPOt Output Delay to "1" NM93C06-NM93C66 500
NM93C06E-NM93C66E 500 ns
NM93C06M-NM93C66M 1000

tpoo Output Delay to "0" NM93C06-NM93C66 500
NM93C06E-NM93C66E 500 ns
NM93C06M-NM93C66M 1000

tsv CS to Status Valid NM93C06-NM93C66
.

500
NM93C06E-NM93C66E 500 ns
NM93C06M-NM93C66M 1000

tOF CStoDOin NM93C06-NM93C66 CS = Vil 100
TRI-STATE~ NM93C06E-NM93C66E 100 ns

NM93C06M-NM93C66M 200

twP Write Cycle Time 10 ms

Capacitance (Note 3)
TA = 25°C f = 1 MHz

Symbol Test Typ Max Units

COUT Output Capacitance 5 pF

CIN Input Capacitance 5 pF

Note 1: Stress ratings above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: CS (ChipSelect)mustbe broughtlow (to V,u for an intervelof tes in order to resetall intemaldeviceregisters(devicereset)prior to beginninganother
opcodecycle (Thisis shownin the opcodediagramsin the followingpages).
Note 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

Note 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Note 5: The shortestallowableSKclockperiod ~ 1/f5K (asshownunderthe f5Kparameter).MaximumSKclockspeed(minimumSK period)is determinedbythe
interaction of several AC parameters stated in the datasheet. Within this SK period, both tSKH and tsKL limits must be observed. Therefore, it is not allowable to set
1/fsK = tSKHminlmum + tSKLminimumfor shorter SK cycle time operation.

AC Test Conditions
vcc Range

Vll/VIH Vll/VIH VOL/VOH
IOL/1OHInput Levels Timing Level TimIng Level

4.5V ~ Vcc ~ 5.5V 0.4V/2.4V 1.0V/2.0V 0.4V/2.4V - 2.1 mAlO.4 mA
(TTL Levels)

Output Load: 1 TTL Gate (Cl = 100 pF)



Functional Description
The NM93C06/C46/C56/C66 devices have 7 instructions '1' indicates that the register, at the address specified in the
as described below. Note that the MSB of any instruction is instruction, has been erased, and the part is ready for an-
a "1" and is viewed as a start bit in the interface sequence. other instruction.
For the C06 and C46 the next a bits carry the op code and Write (WRITE):
the 6-bit address for register selection. For the C56 and C66 The WRITE instruction is followed by 16 bits of data to be
the next 10-bits carry the op code and the a-bit address for written into the specified address. After the last bit of data is
register selection. put on the data-in (01) pin, CS must be brought low before
All Data in signals are clocked into the device on the low-to- the next rising edge of the SK clock. This falling edge of CS
high SK transition. initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The DO pin indi-
Read (READ): cates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if CS is brought
The READ instruction outputs serial data on the DO pin. high after the tes interval. DO = logical 0 indicates that
After a READ instruction is received, the instruction and ad- programming is still in progress. DO = logical 1 indicates
dress are decoded, followed by data transfer from the se- that the register at the address specified in the instruction
lected memory register into a 16-bit serial-out shift register. has been written with the data pattern specified in the in-
A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 16-bit data output struction and the part is ready for another instruction.
string. Output data changes are initiated by a low to high Erase All (ERAL):
transition of the SK clock. The ERAL instruction will simultaneously program all regis-
Erase/Write Enable (WEN): ters in the memory array and set each bit to the logical '1'
When Vcc is applied to the part, it powers up in the Erase/ state. The Erase All cycle is identical to the ERASE cycle
Write Disable (WDS) state. Therefore, all programming except for the different op-code. As in the ERASE mode,
modes must be preceded by an Erase/Write Enable WEN the DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if
instruction. Once an Erase/Write Enable instruction is exe- CS is brought high after the les interval.
cuted, programming remains enabled until an Erase/Write Write All (WRALL):
Disable (WDS) instruction is executed or Vcc is completely The WRALL instruction will simultaneously program all reg-
removed from the part. isters with the data pattern specified in the instruction. As in
Erase (ERASE): the WRITE mode, the DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY
The ERASE instruction will program all bits in the selected status of the chip if CS is brought high after the les interval.
register to the logical '1' state. CS is brought low following Write Disable (WDS):
the loading of the last address bit. This falling edge of the To protect against accidental data disturb, the WDS instruc-
CS pin initiates the self-timed programming cycle. tion disables all programming modes and should follow all
The DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if programming operations. Execution of a READ instruction is
CS is brought high after the les interval. DO = logical '0' independent of both the WEN and WDS instructions.
indicates that programming is still in progress. DO = logical
NOTE: The NSC CMOS EEPROMs do not require an 'ERASE' or 'ERASE ALL' operation prior to the 'WRITE' and 'WRITE ALL' instructions. The 'ERASE' and
'ERASE ALL' instructions are included to maintain compatibility with earlier technology EEPROMs.

Instruction Set for the NM93C06 and NM93C46
Instruction S8 OpCode Address Data Comments
READ 1 10 A5-AO Reads data stored in memory, at specified address.
WEN 1 00 11XXXX Enable all programming modes.
ERASE 1 11 A5-AO Erase selected register.
WRITE 1 01 AS-AD . 015-00 Writes selected register.
ERAL 1 00 10XXXX Erases all registers.
WRALL 1 00 01XXXX 015-00 Writes all registers.
WDS 1 00 OOXXXX Disables all programming modes.

Note: Address bits AS and A4 become "Don't Care" for the NM93C06.

Instruction Set for the NM93C56 and NM93C66 ,
Instruction S8 OpCode Address Data Comments

READ 1 10 A7-AO Reads data stored in memory, at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXXXX Enable all programming modes.

ERASE 1 11 A7-AO Erase selected register.

ERAL 1 00 10XXXXXX Erases all registers. ~
WRITE 1 01 A7-AO 015-00 Writes selected register.

WRALL 1 00 01XXXXXX 015-00 Writes all registers.

WDS 1 00 OOXXXXXX Disables all programming modes.

Note: Address bit A7 becomes "Don't Care" for the NM93C56.
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NM93CS06/CS46/CS56/CS66
(MICROWIRETM Bus Interface) 256-/1024-/2048-/4096-Bit
Serial EEPROM with Data Protect and Sequential Read
General Description
The NM93CS06/CS46/CS56/CS66 devices are 2561
1024/2048/4096 bits, respectively, of CMOS non-volatile
electrically erasable memory divided into 16/64/1281
256 16-bit registers. Selected registers can be protected
against data modification by programming the Protect Reg-
ister with the address of the first register to be protected
against data modification (all registers greater than, or equal
to, the selected address are then protected from further
change). Additionally, this address can be "locked" into the
device, making all future attempts to change data impossi-
ble. These devices are fabricated using National Semicon-
ductor floating-gate CMOS process for high reliability, high
endurance and low power consumption. The NM93CSXX
Family is offered in an SO package for small space consid-
erations.
The EEPROM interfacing is MICROWIRE compatible pro-
viding simple interfacing to standard microcontrollers and
microprocessors. There are a total of 10 instructions, 5
which operate on the EEPROM memory, and 5 which oper-
ate on the Protect Register. The memory instructions are

READ, WRITE, WRITE ALL, WRITE ENABLE, and WRITE
DISABLE. The Protect register instructions are PRREAD,
PRWRITE, PRENABLE, PRCLEAR, and PRDISABLE.

Features
• Write protection in a user defined section of memory
• Sequential register read
• Typical active current of 400 IJ-Aand standby current of

25IJ-A
• No erase required before write
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible serial 1/0
• Self timed write cycle
• Device status during programming mode
• 40 year data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• 4.5V to 5.5V operation in all modes of operation
• Packages available: 8-pin SO, 8-pin DIP
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Top View

NS Package Number
N08E and M08A

Commercial Temp. Range (O"C to +70'C)

Order Number'

SK Serial Data Clock

DI Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GND Ground

PE Program Enable

PRE Protect Register Enable

Vcc Power Supply

NM93CS06N/NM93CS46N/NM93CS56N/NM93CS66N
NM93CS06M8/NM93CS46M8/NM93CS56M8/NM93CS66M8

Extended Temp. Range (- 40"C to +85'C)

Order Number'

NM93CS06EN/NM93CS46EN/NM93CS56EN/NM93CS66EN
NM93CS06EM8/NM93CS46EM8/NM93CS56EM8/NM93CS66EM8

NM93CS06MNINM93CS46MN/NM93CS56MN/NM93CS66MN
NM93CS06MM8/NM93CS46MM8/NM93CS56MM8/NM93CS66MM8



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications.
Ambient Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C

All Input or Output Voltages + 6.5V to -0.3V
with Respect to Ground

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.)

ESO rating

Operating Conditions
Ambient Operating Temperature

NM93CSxx
NM93CSxxE
NM93CSxxM

Power Supply (Vee>

O'Cto +70'C
-40'Cto + 85'C

-55'C to + 125'C

4.5Vt05.5V

+300'C

2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V unless otherwise specified
Throughout this table. "M" refers to temperature range (- 55'C to + 125'C), not package.

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

leeA Operating Current NM93CS06-NM93CS66 CS = VIH. SK = 1.0 MHz 1
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E SK = 1.0 MHz 1 mA
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M SK = 0.5 MHz 1

Ices Standby Current NM93CS06-NM93CS66 CS = Vil 50
NM93CS06E - NM93CS06E 50 p.A
NM93CS06M-NM93CS06M 100

III Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vee ±-1 p.A
tOl Output Leakage (Note 4)

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8
V

VIH Input High Voltage 2 Vee + 1

VOL1 Output Low Voltage IOl = 2.1 mA 0.4
V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOH = -400 p.A 2.4

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOl = 10 p.A 0.2
V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = -10 p.A Vee - 0.2

fSK SK Clock Frequency NM93CS06-NM93CS66 (Note 5) 0 1
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E 0 1 MHz
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M 0 0.5

tSKH SK High Time NM93CS06-NM93CS66 . 250
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E 300 ns
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M .. 500

tSKl SKLowTime 250 ns

tSKS SK Setup Time SK Must Be at Vil 50
for tSKS before CS 50 ns
goes high 100

les MinimumCS NM93CS06-NM93CS66 (Note 2) 250
Low Time NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E 250 ns

NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M 500

less CS Setup Time
"

100 ns

tpRES PRE Setup Time NM93CS06·NM93CS66 50
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E 50 ns
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M 100

tOH 00 Hold Time 10 ns

tpES PE Setup Time NM93CS06-NM93CS66 50
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E 50 ns
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M 100

tOIS 01Setup Time NM93CS06-NM93CS66 100
NM93CS06E - NM93CS66E 100 ns
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M 200

leSH CSHoldTime 0 ns

•
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Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

tpEH PE Hold Time NM93CS06-NM93CS66 2S0
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E 2S0 ns
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M SOO

tpREH PRE Hold Time SO ns

tOIH 01 Hold Time 20 ns

tp01 Output Delay to "1" NM93CS06-NM93CS66 SOO
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E SOO ns
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M ,. 1000

tpDO Output Delay to "0" NM93CS06-NM93CS66 SOO
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E SOO ns
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M - 1000

tsv CS to Status Valid NM93CS06-NM93CS66 SOO
NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E SOO ns
NM93CS06M-NM93CS66M 1000

tOF CSto DO in NM93CS06-NM93CS66 CS = VIL 100
TRI-STATE~ NM93CS06E-NM93CS66E 100 ns

NM93CS06M- NM93CS66M 200

twP Write Cycle Time 10 ms

Capacitance (Note 3)
TA = 2SoC, f = 1 MHz

Symbol Test Typ Max Units

COUT Output Capacitance S pF

CIN Input Capacitance S pF

Note 1: Stress ratings above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: CS (Chip Select) must be brought low <to VIU for an interval of tes in order to reset all internal device registers (device reset) prior to beginning another
opcode cycle (this is shown in the opcode diagrams in the following pages).

Note 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

Note 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Note 5: The shortest allowable SK clock period ~ 1fISK (as shown under the 'SK parameter). Maximum SK clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the
interactton of several AC parameters stated in the datasheet Within this SK period, both tsKH and tsKllimits must be observed. Therefore, it is not allowable to set
1/fSK = tsKH (minimum) + tSKl (minimum)for shorter SK cycle time operation.

Vcc Range
VIL/VIH VIL/VIH VOL/VOH

IOL/1OHInput Levels Timing Level Timing Level

4.SV ,;; Vcc
-2.1 mAl

,;; S.SV 0.4V/2.4V 1.0V/2.0V 0.4V/2.4V 0.4 mA
(TTL Levels)



Read and Sequential Register Read (READ):
The READ instruction outputs serial data on the DO pin.
After a READ instruction is received, the instruction and ad-
dress are decoded, followed by data transfer from the se-
lected memory register into a 16-bit serial-out shift register.
A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 16-bit data output
string. Output data changes are initiated by a low to high
transition of the SK clock. In the sequential register read
mode of operation, the memory automatically cycles to the
next register after each 16 data bits are clocked out. The
dummy-bit is suppressed in this mode and a continuous
string of data is obtained.

Write Enable (WEN):
When Vcc is applied to the part, it "powers up" in the Write
Disable (WDS) state. Therefore, all programming modes
must be preceded by a Write Enable (WEN) instruction.
Once a Write Enable instruction is executed, programming
remains enabled until a Write Disable (WDS) instruction is
executed or VCCis completely removed from the part.

Write (WRITE):
The WRITE instruction is followed by 16 bits of data to be
written into the specified address. After the last bit of data is
put on the data-in (DI) pin, CS must be brought low before
the next rising edge of the SK clock. This falling edge of the
CS initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The PE pin
MUST be held high while loading the WRITE instruction,
however, after loading the WRITE instruction the PE pin be-
comes a "don't care". The DO pin indicates the READYI
BUSY status of the chip if CS is brought high after the tcs
interval. DO = logical 0 indicates that programming is still in
progress. DO = logical 1 indicates that the register at the
address specified in the instruction has been written with
the data pattern specified in the instruction and the part is
ready for another instruction.

Write All (WRALL):
The WRALL instruction is valid only when the Protect Regis-
ter has been cleared by executing a PRCLEAR instruction.
The WRALL instruction will simultaneously program all reg-
isters with the data pattern specified in the instruction. Like
the WRITE instruction, the PE pin MUST be held high while
loading the WRALL instruction, however, after loading the
instruction the PE pin becomes a "don't care". As in the
WRITE mode, the DO pin indicates the READYIBUSY
status of the chip if CS is brought high after the tes interval.
This function is DISABLED if the Protect Register is in use
to lock out a section of memory.

Write Disable (WDS):
To protect against accidental data disturb, the Write Disable
(WDS) instruction disables all programming modes and
should follow all programming operations. Execution of a
READ instruction is independent of both the WEN and WDS
instructions.

Protect Register Read (PRREAD):
The PRREAD instruction outputs the address stored in the
Protect Register on the DO pin. The PRE pin MUST be held
high while loading the instruction sequence. Following the
PRREAD instruction the 6- or a-bit address stored in the
memory protect register is transferred to the serial out shift
register. As in the READ mode, a dummy bit (logical 0) pre-
cedes the 6- or a-bit address string.

Protect Register Enable (PREN):
The PREN instruction is used to enable the PRCLEAR,
PRWRITE, and PRDS modes. Before the PREN mode can
be entered, the part must be in the Write Enable (WEN)
mode. Both the PRE and PE pins MUST be held high while
loading the instruction sequence.
Note that a PREN instruction must Immediately precede a
PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, or PRDS instruction.

Protect Register Clear (PRCLEAR):
The PRCLEAR instruction clears the address stored in the
Protect Register and. therefore, enables all registers for the
WRITE and WRALL instruction. The PRE and PE pins must
be held high while loading the instruction sequence, howev-
er, after loading the PRCLEAR instruction the PRE and PE
pins become "don't care". Note that a PREN instruction
must Immediately precede a PRCLEAR instruction.
Please note that the PRCLEAR instruction and the
PRWRITE instruction will both program the Protect Register
with all 1s. However, the PRCLEAR instruction will allow the
LAST register to .be programmed, whereas the PRWRITE
instruction = all 1s will PREVENT the last register from
being programmed. In addition, the PRCLEAR instruction
will allow the use of the WRALL command, where the
PRWRITE = all 1s will lock out the Bulk programming op-
code.

Protect Register Write (PRWRITE):
The PRWRITE instruction is used to write into the Protect
Register the address of the first register to be protected.
After the PRWRITE instruction is executed, all memory reg-
isters whose addresses are greater than or equal to the
address specified in the Protect Register are protected from
the WRITE operation. Note that before executing a
PRWRITE instruction the Protect Register must first be
cleared by executing a PRCLEAR operation and that the
PRE and PE pins must be held high while loading the in-
struction, however, after loading the PRWRITE instruction
the PRE and PE pins become 'don't care'. Note that a
PREN instruction must Immediately precede a PRWRITE
instruction.

Protect Register Disable (PROS):
The PRDS instruction is a ONE TIME ONLY instruction
which renders the Protect Register unalterable in the future.
Therefore, the specified registers become PERMANENTLY
protected against data changes. As in the PRWRITE in-
struction the PRE and PE pins must be held high while
loading the instruction, and after loading the PRDS instruc-
tion the PRE and PE pins become "don't care".
Note that a PREN instruction must Immediately precede a
PRDS instruction.

•
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Instruction S8 OpCode Address Data PRE PE Comments

READ 1 10 A5-AO 0 X Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXX 0 1 Enable all programming modes.

WRITE 1 01 A5-AO D15-DO 0 1 Writes address if unprotected.

WRAll 1 00 01XXXX D15-DO 0 1 Writes all registers. Valid only when Protect Register is
cleared.

WDS 1 00 OOXXXX 0 X Disables all programming modes.

PRREAD 1 10 XXXXXX 1 X Reads address stored in Protect Register.

PREN 1 00 11XXXX 1 1 Must immediately precede PRClEAR, PRWRITE, and
PRDS instructions.

PRClEAR 1 11 111111 1 1 Clears the Protect Register so that no registers are
protected from WRITE.

PRWRITE 1 01 A5-AO 1 1 Programs address into Protect Register. Thereafter,
memory addresses;;, the address in Protect Register are
protected from WRITE.

PRDS 1 00 000000 1 1 ONE TIME ONLY instruction after which the address in the
Protect Register cannot be altered.

Instruction S8 OpCode Address Data PRE PE Comments

READ 1 10 A7-AO 0 X Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXXXX 0 1 Enable all programming modes.

WRITE 1 01 A7-AO D15-DO 0 1 Writes address if unprotected.

WRAll 1 00 01XXXXXX D15-DO 0 1 Writes all registers. Valid only when Protect Register is
cleared.

WDS 1 00 OOXXXXXX 0 X Disables all programming modes.

PRREAD 1 10 XXXXXXXX 1 X Reads address stored in Protect Register.

PREN 1 00 11XXXXXX 1 1 Must immediately precede PRClEAR, PRWRITE, and
PRDS instructions.

PRClEAR 1 11 11111111 1 1 Clears the "protect register" so that no registers are
protected from WRITE.

PRWRITE 1 01 A7-AO 1 1 Programs address into Protect Register. Thereafter,
memory addresses;;' the address in Protect Register are
protected from WRITE.

PRDS 1 00 00000000 1 1 ONE TIME ONLY instruction after which the address in the
Protect Register cannot be altered.
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Features
• 2.0V to 5.5V operation in Read mode
• 2.5V to 5.5V operation in all other modes
• Typical active current of 400 ,..A; Typical standby

current of 25 ,..A
• No erase required before write
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible serial 1/0
• Self-timed programming cycle
• Device status during programming mode
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Packages available: 8-pin SO, 8-pin DIP
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Connection Diagrams
Dual-ln-L1ne Package (N)

and 8-Pln SO (M8)

CS 1

SK 2

DI 3

DO 4

8 Vet
7 NC

6 NC

5 GND

Top View

NS Package Number N08E or M08A

CS Chip Select

SK Serial Data Clock

01 Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GND Ground

Vcc Power Supply

Commercial Temp. Range (O'C to + 70'C)

Order Number

NM93C06LNINM93C46LN
NM93C56LNINM93C66LN
NM93C06LMB/NM93C46LMB
NM93C56LMB/NM93C66LMB

Extended Temp. Range (-40'C to + 85"C)

Order Number

NM93C06LEN/NM93C46LEN
NM93C56LEN/NM93C66LEN
NM93C06LEMB/NM93C46LEMB
NM93C56LEMBINM93C66LEMB

Alternate (Turned) SO Pinout

Order Number

NM93C06TLMB/NM93C46TLMB/NM93C56TLMB
NM93C06TLEMB/NM93C46TLEM8/NM93C56TLEMB

Alternate SO Pinout (TM8)NcOa NC
Vee 2 7 GNO

CS 3 6 DO

SK 4 5 01



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions
If MIlitary/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales NM93C06l-NM93C66l O'Cto +70'C
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM93C06lE-NM93C66lE -40'Cto +85'C

Ambient Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C Power Supply (Vccl Range

All Input or Output Voltages +6.5Vto -0.3V Read Mode 2.0Vt05.5V

with Respect to Ground Bulk (ERAlIWRAll) Programming 3.0Vt05.5V

lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 sec.) +300'C
All Other Modes 2.5Vto 5.5V

ESDRating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics: 2V < Vcc < 4.5V
Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

ICCA Operating Current CS = VIH, SK = 250 kHz 1 mA

Ices Standby Current CS = VIL 50 fLA

IlL Input leakage VIN = OV to Vcc ±1 fLA
IOL Output leakage (Note 4)

VIL Input low Voltage -0.1 0.15 VCC
V

VIH Input High Voltage 0.8Vcc VCC + 1

VOL Output low Voltage IOL = 10 fLA 0.1 VCC
V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -10 fLA 0.9 VCC

fSK SK Clock Frequency (Note 5) 0 250 kHz

tSKH SK High Time 1 fLs

tSKL SKlowTime 1 fLs

tSKS SK Setup Time SK Must Be at VIL for
0.2

tSKS before CS goes high
fLs

les MinimumCS (Note 2)
1

low Time
fLs

less CS Setup Time 0.2 fLs

tOH DO Hold Time 10 ns

tOIS 01 Setup Time c 0.4 fLs
tesH CSHoldTime 0 fLs

tOIH 01 Hold Time 0.4 fLs

tpD1 Output Delay to "1" 2 fLs

tpDO Output Delay to "0" : 2 fLs

tsv CS to Status Valid 1 fLs

tOF CSto DO in CS = VIL
0.4

TRI-STATE~
fLs

twP Write Cycle Time PH 15 ms



DC and AC Electrical Characteristics: 4.5V < VCC < 5.5V
Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

ICCA Operating Current CS = VIH. SK = 1 MHz 1 mA

Ices Standby Current CS = VIL 50 ",A

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OVtoVCC
±1 ",A

IOL Output Leakage (Note 4)

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8
V

VIH Input High Voltage " 2 VCC + 1

VOl1 Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4
V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOH = -400 ",A 2.4

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL=10",A 0.2
V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOL = -lO",A VCC - 0.2

ISK SK Clock Frequency (Note 5) 0 1 MHz

tSKH SKHighTime NM93C06L-NM93C66L 250
NM93C06LE-NM93C66LE 300

ns,

tSKL SKLowTime 250 ns

tSKS SK Setup Time .' SK Must Be at VIL for
tSKS before CS goes high

50 ns

les MinimumCS
,

(Note 2)
Low Time

250 ns

less CS Setup Time 50 ns

tOH DO Hold Time 10 ns

tOIS 01 Setup Time NM93C06L-NM93C66L 100
NM93C06LE-NM93C66LE 200

ns

leSH CSHoldTime 0 ns

tOIH 01 Hold Time ,- 20 ns

tp01 Output Delay to "1" 500 ns

tpDO Output Delay to "0" 500 ns

tsv CS to Status Valid
,

500, ns

tOF CSto DO in
100

TRI-STATE CS = VIL
ns

twP Write Cycle Time , .... 10 ms
\



Capacitance (Note 3)
TA = 25'C, f = 1 MHz

Symbol Test Typ Max Units

COUT Output Capacitance 5 pF

CIN Input Capacitance 5 pF

Note 1: Stress above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the dsvtce. This is a stress rating only and operation of the
device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating
conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: CS (Chip select) must be bfoughtlow (to V,u for an interval of tcs in order to reset all internal device registers (device reset) prior to beginning another
opcode cycle (this is shown in the opcode diagrams in the folla'Mng pages).

Note 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

Note 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Note 5: The shortest allowable SK clock period ~ 1/fSK (as shown under the fSK parameter). Maximum SK clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the
interaction of several AC parameters stated in the datasheet. Within this SK period. both tsKH and tsKL limits must be observed. Therefore, it is not allowable to set
1/tsK = tsKH (minimum) + tsKL (minimum)for shorter SK cycle time operation.

VIL/VIH
Input Levels

0.3V/1.8V2.0V ,;; Vcc < 4.5V
(Extended Voltage Levels)

4.5V ,;; Vcc ,;; 5.5V
(TTL Levels)

VIL/VIH
Timing Levels

1.0V

VOL/VOH
TIming Levels

0.8V/1.5V

Functional Description
The NM93C06L/C46L/C56L/C66L device have 7 instruc-
tions as described below. Note that the MSB of any instruc-
tion is a "1" and is viewed as a start bit in the interface
sequence. For the C06 and C46 the next 8 bits carry the op
code and the 6-bit address for register selection. For the
C56 and C66 the next 10-bits carry the op code and the 8-
bit address for register selection.

Read (READ):
The READ instruction outputs serial data on the DO pin.
After a READ instruction is received, the instruction and ad-
dress are decoded, followed by data transfer from the se-
lected memory register into a 16-bit serial-out shift register.
A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 16-bit data output
string. Output data changes are initiated by a low to high
transition of the SK clock.

Erase/Write Enable (WEN):
When Vcc is applied to the part, it powers up in the Erase/
Write Disable (WDS) state. Therefore, all programming
modes must be preceded by an Erase/Write Enable WEN

instruction. Once an Erase/Write Enable instruction is exe-
cuted, programming remains enabled until an Erase/Write
Disable (WDS) instruction is executed or Vcc is completely
removed from the part.

Erase (ERASE):
The ERASE instruction will program all bits in the selected
register to the logical "1" state. CS is brought low following
the loading of the last address bit. This falling edge of the
CS pin initiates the self-timed programming cycle.
The DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if
CS is brought high after the tes interval. DO = logical "0"
indicates that programming is still in progress. DO = logical
"1" indicates that the register, at the address specified in
the instruction, has been erased, and the part is ready for
another instruction.



CS is brought high after the tes interval.

Write All (WRALL):

The WRALL instruction will simultaneously program all reg-
isters with the data pattern specified in the instruction. As in
the WRITE mode. the DO pin indicates the READY IBUSY
status of the chip if CS is brought high after the les interval.

is put on the data-in (DI) pin. CS must be brought low before
the next rising edge of the SK clock. This falling edge of CS
initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The DO pin indi-
cates the READY IBUSY status of the chip if CS is brought
high after the tes interval. DO = logical 0 indicates that
programming is still in progress. DO = logical 1 indicates
that the register at the address specified in the instruction
has been written with the data pattern specified in the in-
struction and the part is ready for another instruction.

Write Disable (WD5):

To protect against accidental data distrub. the WDS instruc-
tion disables all programming modes and should follow all
programming operations. Execution of a READ instruction is
independent of both the WEN and WDS instructions.

Erase All (ERAL):

The ERAL instruction will simultaneously program all regis-
ters in the memory array and set each bit to the logical "1"
Not.: NSC CMOS EEPROMs do not require an "ERASE" or "ERASE ALL" operation prior to the "WRITE" and "WRITE ALL" instructions. The "ERASE" and
"ERASE ALL" instructions are included to maintain compatibility with earlier technology EEPROMs.

Instruction 58 OpCode Address Data Comments

READ 1 10 A5-AO Reads data stored in memory at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXX Enable all programming modes.

ERASE 1 11 A5-AO Erase selected register.

WRITE 1 01 A5-AO D15-DO Writes selected register.

ERAL 1 00 10XXXX Erases all registers.

WRALL 1 00 01XXXX D15-DO Writes all registers.

WDS 1 00 OOXXXX Disables all programming modes.

Instruction 58 OpCode Address Data Comments

READ 1 10 A7-AO Reads data stored in memory at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXXXX Enable all programming modes.

ERASE 1 11 A7-AO Erase selected register.

WRITE 1 01 A7-AO D15-DO Writes selected register.

ERAL 1 00 10XXXXXX Erases all registers.

WRALL 1 00 01XXXXXX D15-DO Writes all registers.

WDS 1 00 OOXXXXXX Disables all programming modes.
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~National
~ semiconductor

NM93CS06L/CS46L/CS56L/CS66L
256-1 1024-/2048-/4096-Bit Serial EEPROM
with Extended Voltage (2.0V to 5.5V) and Data Protect
(MICROWIRETM Bus Interface)
General Description
The NM93CS06L/CS46L/CS56L/CS66L devices are
256/1024/2048/4096 bits, respectively, of non-volatile
electrically erasable memory divided into 16/64/128/256 x
16-bit registers (addresses). The NM93CSxxL Family func-
tions in an extended voltage operating range, and is fabri-
cated using National Semiconductor's floating gate CMOS
technology for high reliability, high endurance and low pow-
er consumption. N registers (N ,;; 16, N ,;; 64, N ,;; 128, N ,;;
256) can be protected against data modification by pro-
gramming the Protect Register with the address of the first
register to be protected against data modification. (All regis-
ters greater than, or equal to, the selected address are then
protected from further change.) Additionally, this address
can be "locked" into the device. making all future attempts
to change data impossible.
These devices are available in an SO package for small
space considerations.
The serial interface that controls these EEPROMs is
MICROWIRE compatible, providing simple interfacing to
standard microcontrollers and microprocessors. There
are a total of 10 instructions, 5 which operate on the EEPROM

memory and 5 which operate on the Protect Register. The
memory instructions are READ, WRITE, WRITE ALL,
WRITE ENABLE, and WRITE DISABLE. The Protect regis-
ter instructions are PRREAD, PRWRITE, PRCLEAR.
PRDISABLE and PRENABLE.

Features
• Sequential register read
• Write protection in a user defined section of memory
• 2.0V to 5.5V operating range in read mode
• 2.5V to 5.5V operating range in other modes
• Typical active current of 400 ".A; typical standby

current of 25 ".A
• No erase required before write
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible serial I/O
• Self timed write cycle
• Device status during programming mode
• 40 year data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Packages Available: 8-pin SO, 8-pin DIP
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Connection Diagrams
Dual-In-Llne Package (N)

and 8-Pln SO Package (M8):02
~;~

ot 3 6 PE

DO • 5 GND

CS Chip Select

SK Serial Data Clock

01 Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GND Ground

PE Program Enable

PRE Protect Register Enable

Vcc Power Supply

Top View

See NS Package Number N08E (N)
See NS Package Number M08A (M8)

NM93CS06LN/NM93CS46LN/NM93CS56LN/NM93CS66LN
NM93CS06LM8/NM93CS46LM8/NM93CS56LM8/NM93CS66LM8

NM93CS06LEN/NM93CS46LEN/NM93CS56LEN/NM93CS66LEN
NM93CS06LEM8/NM93CS46LEM8/NM93CS56LEM8/NM93CS66LEM8



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales NM93CSxxL O·Cto +700C
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM93CSxxLE -400Cto + 85·C

Ambient Storage Temperature -65·C to + 150·C Power Supply (Vecl Range

All Input or Output Voltages +6.5Vto -0.3V Read Mode 2.0Vto 5.5V

with Respect to Ground WRALL Bulk Programming 3.0Vt05.5V

Lead Temperature (Soldering. 10 sec.) +300·C All Other Modes 2.5Vt05.5V

ESD rating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics: 2V < Vcc < 4.5V
Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Max Units

leeA Operating Current CS = VIH. SK = 250 kHz 1 mA

Ices Standby Current CS = VIL 50 I-'A

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vee ±1 I-'A
IOL Output Leakage (Note 4)

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.15Vee V
VIH Input High Voltage 0.8 Vee Vee + 1

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 10 I-'A 0.1 Vee
V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -101-'A 0.9Vee

fSK SK Clock Frequency (Note 5) 0 250 kHz

tSKH SK High Time 1 I-'s

tSKL SKLowTime 1 I-'s

tSKS SK Setup Time SK must be at VIL for
0.2 I-'stSKS before CS goes high

les MinimumCS (Note 2)
1

Low Time I-'s

less CS Setup Time 0.2 ,. I-'s

tpRES PRE Setup Time 0.2 I-'s

tpES PE Setup Time 0.2 I-'s

to IS DI Setup Time 0.4 I-'s

toH DO Hold Time 10 ns

leSH CSHoldTime 0 I-'s

tpEH PE Hold Time 0.4 I-'s

tpREH PRE Hold Time 0.4 I-'s

tolH DI Hold Time 0.4 I-'s

tpo1 Output Delay to "1" 2 I-'s

tPDQ Output Delay to "0" 2 I-'s

tsv CS to Status Valid 1 I-'s

toF CStoDOin CS = VIL
0.4TRI-STATE<Il I-'s

twP Write Cycle Time 15 ms

fJI



ICCA uperatlng C;urrent GS = VIH. SK = 1.0 MHz
1 mA

CMOS Input Levels .
Ices Standby Current

.,
CS = Yll 50 ,.,.A-

III Input Leakage YIN = OY to YCC ±1 ,.,.A
IOl Output Leakage (Note 4)

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8
Y

YIH Input High Voltage . 2 Ycc+1

YOL1 Output Low Yoltage
.

IOl = 2.1 mA 0.4

YOHl Output High Yoltage IOl = 400,.,.A 2.4Y
Y

YOL2 Output Low Voltage IOl = 10,.,.A 0.2
Y

VOH2 Output High Yoltage IOl = -10,.,.A Ycc-0.2

fSK SK Clock Frequency (Note 5) 0 1 MHz

tSKH SKHighTime NM93CS06L-NM93CS66L 250
NM93CS06LE-NM93CS66LE 300

ns

tSKl SKLowTime 250 ns

tSKS SK Setup Time SK must be at Yll for
50 ns

tSKS before CS goes High

tes MinimumCS (Note 2) 250
Low Time

ns

tess CS Setup Time
r

50 ns

tpRES PRE Setup Time 50 ns

tOH DO Hold Time 10 ns

tpES PE Setup Time 50 ns

tOIS DI Setup Time 100 ns

tcsH CS Hold Time 0 ns

tpEH PE Hold Time 250 ns

tpREH PRE Hold Time 50 ns

tOIH DIHoldTime t 20 ns

tpOl Output Delay to "1" 500 ns

tpDO Output Delay to "0" , 500 ns

tsv CS to Status Valid 500 ns

tOF CSto DO in CS = Vil
100

TRI-STATE
ns

twP Write Cycle Time 10 ms
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COUT Output Capacitance 5 pF

CIN Input Capacitance 5 pF

Note 1: Stress ratings above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating onty and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specffication is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliabilrty.

Note 2: CS (Chip Select) must be brought low (to VIlJ for an interval of tcs in order to reset all internal device registers (device reset) prior to beginning another
opcode cycle (This is shown in the opcode diagrams in the following pages).

Note 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

Note 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Note 5: The shortest allowable SK clock period = 1/fSK (as shown under the f5K parameter). Maximum SK clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the
interaction of several AC parameters stated in the datasheet. Within this SK period, both tSKH and tSKL limits must be observed. Therefore, it is not allowable to set
1/fSK = tSKH (minimum) + tSKL (minimum)for shorter SK cycle time operation,

Vcc Range
VIL/VIH VIL/VIH VOL/VOH

IOL"OHInput Levels Timing Level Timing Level

2.0V ~ Vcc < 4.5V O.3V/1.6V 1.0V O.6V/1.5V ±10/LA
(Extended Voltage Levels)

4.5V ~ VCC ~ 5.5V O.4V/2.4V 1.0V/2.0V O.4V/2.4V - 2.1 mAlO.4 mA
(TTL Levels)



Functional Description
The extended voltage EEPROMsof the NM93CSxxL Family
have 10 instructions as described below. Note that MSB of
any instruction is a "1" and is viewed as a start bit in the
interface sequence. For the CS06 and CS46 the next 8 bits
carry the opcode and the 6-bit address for register selec-
tion. For the CS56 and CS66, the next 10 bits carry the
opcode and the 8-bit address for register selection. All Data
In signals are clocked into the device on the low-to-high SK
transition.

Read and Sequential Register Read (READ):
The READ instruction outputs serial data on the DO pin.
After a READ instruction is received, the instruction and ad-
dress are decoded, followed by data transfer from the se-
lected memory register into a 16-bit serial-out shift register.
A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 16-bit data output
string. Output data changes are initiated by a low to high
transition of the SK clock. In the Sequential Read mode of
operation, the memory automatically cycles to the next reg-
ister after each 16 data bits are clocked out. The dummy-bit
is suppressed in this mode and a continuous string of data is
obtained.

Write Enable (WEN):
When Vcc is applied to the part, it "powers up" in the Write
Disable (WDS) state. Therefore, all programming modes
must be preceded by a Write Enable (WEN) instruction.
Once a Write Enable instruction is executed, programming
remains enabled until a Write Disable (WDS) instruction is
executed or Vcc is removed from the part.

Write (WRITE):
The WRITE instruction is followed by 16 bits of data to be
written into the specified address. After the last bit of data is
allocated to the data-in (01) pin, CS must be brought low
before the next rising edge of the SK clock. This falling edge
of the CS initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The PE
pin MUST be held high while loading the WRITE instruction;
however, after loading the WRITE instruction, the PE pin
becomes a "don't care". The DOpin indicates the READY/
BUSY status of the chip if CS is brought high after the tes
internal. DO = logical 0 indicates that programming is still in
progress. DO = logical 1 indicates that the register at the
address specified in the instruction has been written with
the data pattern specified in the instruction and that the part
is ready for another instruction.

Write All (WRALL):
The WRALL instruction is valid only when the Protect Regis-
ter has been cleared by executing a PRCLEAR instruction.
The WRALL instruction will simultaneously program all reg-
isters with the data pattern specified in the instruction. Like
the WRITE instruction, the PE pin MUST be held high while
loading the WRALL instruction; however, after loading the
WRITE instruction, the PE pin becomes a "don't care". As
in the WRITE mode, the DO pin indicates the READY/
BUSY status of the chip if CS is brought high after the tes
interval. This function is DISABLED if the protect register is
in use to lock out a section memory.

Write Disable (WDS):
To protect against accidental data disturb, the WDS instruc-
tion disables all programming modes and should follow all
programming operations. Execution of a READ instruction is
independent of both the WEN and WDS instructions.
Note: For all protect register operations: If the PRE pin is
not held at VIH, all instructions will be applied to the
EEPROM array, rather than the Protect Register.

Protect Register Read (PRREAD):
The PRREAD instruction outputs the address stored in the
Protect Register on the DO pin. The PRE pin MUST be held
high while loading the instruction sequence. Following the
PRREAD instruction the 6- or 8-bit address stored in the
memory protect register is transferred to the serial out shift
register. As in the READ mode, a dummy bit (logical 0) pre-
cedes the 6- or 8-bit address string.

Protect Register Enable (PREN):
The PREN instruction is used to enable the PRCLEAR,
PRWRITE, and PROS modes. Before the PREN mode can
be entered, the part must be in the Write Enable (WEN)
mode. Both the PRE and PE pins MUST be held high while
loading the instruction sequence.
Note that a PREN instruction must immediately precede a
PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, or PROS instruction.

Protect Register Clear (PRCLEAR):
The PRCLEAR instruction clears the address stored in the
Protect Register and therefore enables all registers for the
WRITE and WRALL instruction. The PRE and PE pins must
be held high while loading the instruction sequence; howev-
er, after loading the PRCLEAR instruction, the PRE and PE
pins become "don't care". Note that a PREN instruction
must immediately precede a PRCLEAR instruction.
Please note that the PRCLEAR instruction and the
PRWRITE instruction will both program the Protect Register
with all 1s. However, the PRCLEAR instruction will allow the
LAST register to be programmed, whereas the PRWRITE
instruction = all 1s will PREVENT the last register from
being programmed. In addition, the PRCLEAR instruction
will allow the use of the WRALL command, where the
PRWRITE = all ls will lock out the Bulk programming op-
code.

Protect Register Write (PRWRITE):
The PRWRITE instruction is used to write into the Protect
Register the address of the first register to be protected.
After the PRWRITE instruction is executed, all memory reg-
isters whose addresses are greater than or equal to the
address specified in the Protect Register are protected from
the WRITE operation. Note that before executing a
PRWRITE instruction, the Protect Register must first be
cleared by executing a PRCLEAR operation and the PRE
and PE pins must be held high while loading the instruction;
however, after loading the PRWRITE instruction, the PRE
and PE pins become "don't care". Note that a PREN in-
struction must immediately precede a PRWRITE instruc-
tion.

Protect Register Disable (PROS):
The PROS instruction is a ONE TIME ONLY instruction
which renders the Protect Register unalterable in the future.
Therefore, the specified registers become PERMANENTLY
protected against data changes. As in the PRWRITE in-
struction the PRE and PE pins must be held high while
loading the instruction, and after loading the PROS instruc-
tion the PRE and PE pins become "don't care".
Note that a PREN instruction must Immediately precede a
PROS instruction.



Instruction S8 OpCode Address Data PRE PE Comments

READ 1 10 A5-AO 0 X Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXX 0 1 Enable all programming modes.

WRITE 1 01 A5-AO D15-DO 0 1 Writes address if unprotected.

WRALL 1 00 01XXXX D15-DO 0 1 Writes all registers. Valid only when Protect Register is
cleared.

WDS 1 00 OOXXXX 0 X Disables all programming modes.

PRREAD 1 10 XXX XXX ~ 1 X Reads address stored in Protect Register.

PREN 1 00 11XXXX 1 1 Must immediately precede PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, and
PRDS instructions.

PRCLEAR 1 11 111111 1 1 Clears the Protect Register so that no registers are
protected from WRITE.

PRWRITE 1 01 A5-AO 1 1 Programs address into Protect Register. Thereafter,
memory addresses :<: the address in Protect Register are
protected from WRITE.

PRDS 1 00 000000 1 1 ONE TIME ONLY instruction after which the address in the
Protect Register cannot be altered.

Instruction S8 OpCode Address Data PRE PE Comments

READ 1 10 A7-AO , 0 X Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXXXX' 0 1 Enable all programming modes.

WRITE 1 01 A7-AO D15-DO 0 1 Writes address if unprotected.

WRALL 1 00 01XXXXXX D15-DO 0 1 Writes all registers. Valid only when Protect Register is
cleared.

WDS 1 00 OOXXXXXX 0 X Disables all programming modes.

PRREAD 1 10 XXXXXXXX 1 X Reads address stored in Protect Register.

PREN 1 00 11XXXXXX ~ 1 1 Must immediately precede PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, and, PRDS instructions.

PRCLEAR 1 11 11111111 1 1 Clears the "protect register" so that no registers are
protected from WRITE.

PRWRITE 1 01 A7-AO 1 1 Programs address into Protect Register. Thereafter,
memory addresses :<: the address in Protect Register are
protected from WRITE.

PRDS 1 00 00000000 1 1 ONE TIME ONLY instruction after which the address in the
Protect Register cannot be altered.
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~National
~ semiconductor

NM93C06LZ/C46LZ/C56LZ/C66LZ
256-/1024-/2048-/4096-Bit Serial EEPROM
with Zero Power and Extended Voltage (2V to 6V)
(MICROWIRETM Bus Interface)

General Description
The NM93C06LZ/C46LZ/C56LZ/C66LZ devices are 256/
1024/2048/4096 bits respectively, of CMOS non-volatile
electrically erasable memory divided into 16/64/128/256
16-bit registers. They are fabricated using National Semi-
conductor's floating-gate CMOS process for high reliability
and low power consumption. These memory devices are
available in an SO package for small space considerations.
The serial interface that operates these EEPROMs is MI-
CROWIRE compatible for simple interface to standard mi-
crocontrollers and microprocessors. There are 7 instruc-
tions that control these devices: Read, Erase/Write Enable,
Erase, Erase All, Write, Write All, and Erase/Write Disable.
The ready/busy status is available on the DO pin during
programming.

Features
• 2.0Y to 6.0Y operation In all modes
• Less than 1.0 !LA standby current
• Typical active current of 400 !LA
• Direct write: no erase before program
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible serial I/O
• Self·timed programming cycle
• Device status indication during programming mode
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Packages available: 8-pin SO, 8-pin DIP
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Dual-In-Llne Package (N)
and 8-Pln SO (M8)::02: :~C

01 3 6 NC

DO 4 5 GNo

Tl/D/llB65-2

Top View

See NS Package Number
N08E and M08A

Alternate SO Pinout (TM8)

v:: 02 : ::0
CS 3 6 DO

SK 4 5 01

TUD/llB65-3

NS Package Number M08A

Pin Description

CS Chip Select

SK Serial Data Clock

01 Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GND Ground

Vcc Power Supply

Commercial Temperature Range (O"C to +70"C)

Order Number

NM93C06LZN/NM93C46LZN/NM93C56LZN/NM93C66LZN
NM93C06LZM8/NM93C46LZM8/NM93C56LZM8/NM93C66LZM8

NM93C06LZTM8/NM93C46LZTM8/NM93C56LZTM8/NM93C66LZTM8

Extended Temperature Range (- 40'C to +85'C)

Order Number

NM93C06LZEN/NM93C46LZEN/NM93C56LZEN/NM93C66LZEN
NM93C06LZEM8/NM93C46LZEM8/NM93C56LZEM8/NM93C66LZEM8

NM93C06LZTEM8/NM93C46LZTEM8/NM93C56LZTEM8/NM93C66LZTEM8



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales NM93C06LZ/46LZ/56LZ/66LZ O'Cto +70'C
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM93C06LZE/46LZE/56LZE/66LZE -40'Cto +85'C

Ambient Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C Power Supply (Ved Range:

All Input or Output Voltage ERAL/WRALL Operation . 3.0Vto 6.0V

with Respect to Ground Vee + 1 to -0.3V All Other Modes (Note 6) 2.0Vt06.0V

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) +300'C

ESDRating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics: 2V < VCC < 4.5V
Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

ICCA Operating Current CS = VIH. SK = 250 kHz 0.4 1 mA

Ices Standby Current CS = OV 0.5 1 ",A

III Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vee ±200 nA
IOl Output Leakage (Note 4)

Vll Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.15Vee V
VIH Input High Voltage 0.8 Vee Vee + 1

VOL Output Low Voltage IOl= 10 ",A 0.2
V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -10",A 0.9Vee

ISK SK Clock Frequency (Note 5) 0 250 kHz

tSKH SK High Time 1 ",s

tSKl SKLowTime
,

1 ",s

tSKS SK Setup Time 0.2 ",s

tes Minimum CS Low Time (Note 2) 1 ",s

tess CS Setup Time 0.2 ",s

tOH DO Hold Time 70 ns

tOtS 01 Setup Time
,

0.4 . ",s

teSH CSHoldTime • 0 . ",s

tOIH 01 Hold Time 0.4 ",s

tpOl Output Delay to "1" 2 ",s

tPDQ Output Delay to "0" 2 ",s

tsv CS to Status Valid 1 ",s

tOF CS to DO in TRI-STATEIBl CS = Vll 0.4 ",s

twP Write Cycle Time NM93C06LZ Vee = 2.0V 15 25 ms
NM93C46LZ Vee = 2.5V 10 15 ms
NM93C56LZ Vcc = 3.0V 8 10 ms

NM93C06LZE Vcc = 2.0V 40 50 ms
NM93C46LZE Vec = 2.5V 12 15 ms
NM93C56LZE Vcc = 3.0V 10 15 ms
NM93C66LZE •



ICCA Operating Current (j~ = vIH. ~II. = 1 MHZ v .•• I 1111"\

Iccs Standby Current CS = OV 0.4 1 ,...A

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vcc
±200 nA

IOL Output Leakage (Note 4)

VIL Input Low Voltage (Note 7) -0.1 0.8
V

VIH Input High Voltage 2 VCC + 1

VOL1 Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4
V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOL = -400,...A 2.4

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL=10,...A 0.2
V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = -10,...A 0.9Vcc

fSK SK Clock Frequency (Note 5) 0 1 MHz

tSKH SK High Time NM93C06/46/56/66LZ 250
ns

NM93C06/46/56/66LZE 300

tSKL SKLowTime 250 ns

tSKS SK Setup Time SK Must Be at
VIL for tSKS before 50 ns
CS goes high

tes Minimum CS Low Time (Note 2) 250 ns

less CS Setup Time 50 ns

tDH DO Hold Time 70 ns

tDIS 01 Setup Time 100 ns

leSH CS Hold Time 0 ns

tDIH 01 Hold Time 20 ns

tpD1 Output Delay to "1" 500 ns

tPDQ Output Delay to "0" 500 ns

tsv CS to Status Valid 500 ns

tDF CS to DO in TRI-STATE CS = VIL 100 ns

twP Write Cycle Time 6 10 ms



Note 1: Stress ratings above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent dam-
age to the device. This is a stress rating only, and operation of the device at these or any other conditkms
above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: CS (Chip Select) must be brought low (to V,LJfor an interval of tes in order to reset all intemal device
registers (device reset) prior to beginning another opcode cycle (this is shown in the opcode diagrams in the
following pages).

Note 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

Nole 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Nole 5: The shortest allowable SK clock period = 1/fSK (as shown under the fSK parameter). Maximum SK
clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the interaction of several AC parameters stated in the
datasheel. Within this SK period, both tSKH and !sKL limits must be observed. Therefore, n is not allowable to
set 1/fsK ~ !sKH (minimum) + tSKL (minimum)for shorter SK cycle time operation.

Nole 6: LOW VOLTAGE OPERATION: All functional modes are guaranteed over the specified Vcc range (as
shown in the Operating Condltlons and DCI AC Electrical CheraClertsttca) EXCEPT the ERAL and
WRALL bulk programming modes. These bulk programming commands, which reprogram the entire array,
are only guaranteed for the Vcc range shown on page 3.

Nole 7: For operation at Vcc levels greater than 5.5V, V,H must conform to EXTENDED VOLTAGE levels
where V,H = Vcc - 0.2V.

Symbol Test Max UnIts

COUT Output Capacitance 5 pF

C,N Input Capacitance 5 pF

Vcc Range Vll/VIH V'l/VIH VOl/VOH
IOl"OHInput Levels Timing Level Timing Level

2.0V ,;; Vcc < 4.5V
0.3V/1.BV 1.0V 0.BV/1.5V ±10/LA(Extended Voltage Levels)

4.5V ,;; Vcc ,;; 5.5V 0.4V/2.4V 1.0V/2.0V 0.4V/2.4V
-2.1 mAl

(TTL Levels) 0.4mA

5.5V < Vcc';; 6.0V 0.3V/5.BV 1.0V/2.0V 0.4V/2.4V
-2.1 mAl

(Extended Voltage Levels) O.4mA

Output Load: 1 TIL Gate (Cl = 100 pF)

•



Functional Description
The NM93C06LZ/C46LZ/C56LZ/C66LZ devices have 7 in- Write (WRITE): The WRITE instruction is followed by 16
structions as described below. Note that the MSB of any bits of data to be written into the specified address. After the
instruction is a "1" and is viewed as a start bit in the inter- last bit of data is put on the data-in (01) pin, CS must be
face sequence. For the C06 and C46 the next a bits carry brought low before the next rising edge of the SK clock.
the op code and the 6-bit address for register selection. For This falling edge of CS initiates the self-timed programming
the C56 and C66 the next 10 bits carry the op code and the cycle. The DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the
a-bit address for register selection. All data in signals are chip if CS is brought high after the tes interval. DO = logical
clocked into the device on the low-to-high SK transition. o indicates that programming is still in progress. DO = logi-
Read (READ): The READ instruction outputs serial data on cal 1 indicates that the register at the address specified in
the DO pin. After a READ instruction is received, the instruc- the instruction has been written with the data pattern speci-
tion and address are decoded, followed by data transfer fied in the instruction and the part is ready for another in-
from the selected memory register into a 16-bit serial-out struction.
shift register. A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 16-bit Erase All (ERAL): The ERAL instruction will simultaneously
data output string. Output data changes are initiated by a program all registers in the memory array and set each bit to
low to high transition of the SK clock. the logical "1" state. The Erase All cycle is identical to the
Erase/Write Enable (WEN): When Vee is applied to the ERASE cycle except for the different op-code. As in the
part, it powers up in the Erase/Write Disable (WDS) state. ERASE mode, the DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY
Therefore, all programming modes must be preceded by an status of the chip if CS is brought high after the tes interval.
Erase/Write Enable (WEN) instruction. Once an Erase/ Write All (WRALL): The WRALL instruction will simulta-
Write Enable instruction is executed, programming remains neously program all registers with the data pattern specified
enabled until an Erase/Write Disable (WDS) instruction is in the instruction. As in the WRITE mode, the DO pin indi-
executed or until Vee is completely removed from the part. cates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if CS is brought
Erase (ERASE): The ERASE instruction will program all bits high after the tes interval.
in the selected register to the logical "1" state. CS is Write Disable (WDS): To protect against accidental data
brought low following the loading of the last address bit. disturb, the WDS instruction disables all programming
This falling edge of the CS pin initiates the self-timed pro- modes and should follow all programming operations. Exe-
gramming cycle. cution of a READ instruction is independent of both the
The DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if WEN and WDS instructions.
CS is brought high after the tes interval. DO = logical "0" Note: NSC CMOS EEPROMs do not require an "ERASE" or "ERASE ALL"

indicates that programming is still in progress. DO = logical operation prior to the "WRITE" or "WRITE ALL" instructions. The
"ERASE" and "ERASE ALL" instructions are included to maintain

"1" indicates that the register, at the address specified in compatibility with earlier technology EEPROMs.
the instruction, has been erased, and the part is ready for
another instruction.

Instruction Set for the NM93C06LZ and NM93C46LZ
Instruction S8 OpCode Address Data Comments

READ 1 10 A5-AO Read data stored in memory, at selected address

WEN 1 00 11XXXX Enable all programming modes

ERASE 1 11 A5-AO Erase selected register

WRITE 1 01 A5-AO 015-00 Writes selected register

ERAL 1 00 10XXXX Erases all registers

WRALL 1 00 01XXXX 015-00 Writes all registers

WDS 1 00 OOXXXX Disables all programming modes

Note: Address bits A5 and A4 become "Oon't Care" for the NM93C06LZ.

Instruction Set for the NM93C56LZ and NM93C66LZ
Instruction S8 OpCode Address Data Comments

READ 1 10 A7-AO Read data stored in memory, at specified address

WEN 1 00 11XXXXXX Enable all programming modes

ERASE 1 11 A7-AO Erase selected register

ERAL 1 00 10XXXXXX Erases all registers

WRITE 1 01 A7-AO 015-00 Write selected registers

WRALL 1 00 01XXXXXX 015-00 Writes all registers

WDS 1 00 OOXXXXXX Disables all programming modes

Note: Address bits A7 becomes "Don't Care" for the NM93C56LZ.
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~National
~ semiconductor

NM93CS06LZ/CS46LZ/CS56LZ/CS66LZ
256-/1024-/2048-/4096-Bit Serial EEPROM
with Extended Voltage (2.0V to 6V) and Data Protect
(MICROWIRETM Bus Interface)
General Description
The NM93CS06LZ/CS46LZ/CS56LZ/CS66LZ devices are
256/102412048/4096 bits, respectively, of non-volatile
electrically erasable memory divided into 16164/128/256 x
16-bit registers (addresses). The NM93CSxxlZ Family func-
tions in an extended voltage operating range and is fabricat-
ed using National Semiconductor's floating gate CMOS
technology for high reliability, high endurance and low pow-
er consumption. N registers (N';; 16, N,;;64, N ,;;128,
N,;;256) can be protected against data modification by pro-
gramming the Protect Register with the address of the first
register to be protected against data modification. (All regis-
ters greater than, or equal to, the selected address are then
protected from further change.) Additionally, this address
can be "locked" into the device, making all future attempts
to change data impossible.
These devices are available in an SO package for small
space considerations.
The serial interface that control these EEPROMs is
MICROWIRE compatible, prOViding simple interfacing to
standard microcontrollers and microprocessors. There are a

total of 10 instructions, 5 which operate on the EEPROM
memory and 5 which operate on the Protect Register. The
memory instructions are READ, WRITE. WRITE All,
WRITE ENABLE, and WRITE DISABLE. The Protect regis-
ter instructions are PRREAD, PRWRITE, PRClEAR,
PRDISABlE and PRENABlE.

Features
• 2.0Y to 6.0Y operation In all modea
• Less than 1.0 ,...A standby current
• Sequential register read'
• Write protection in a user-defined section of memory
• Typical active current of 400 ,...A
• Direct write: no erase before program
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible serial 1/0
• Self-timed programming cycle
• Device status indication during programming mode
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 changes
• Packages available: 8-pin SO, 8-pin DIP

INSTRUCTION
DECODER,

CONTROL LOGIC,
AND CLOCK

GENERATORS,

+-- vee
PRE

PE

ADDRESS COMPARE
AND

WRITE ENABLE
HIGH VOLTAGE

GENERATOR
AND

PROGRAM
TIMER



Connection Diagrams
Dual-In-Llne Package (N)

and 8-Pln SO Package (M8)
CS Chip Select

SK Serial Data Clock

01 Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GNO Ground

PE Program Enable

PRE Protect Register Enable

Vcc Power Supply

CS

SK

01 3

DO 4

Top View

NS Package Number N08E (N)
NS Package Number M08A (M8)

Commercial Temp. Range (OOCto +700C)

Order Number

NM93CS06LZN/NM93CS46LZN/NM93CS56LZN/NM93CS66LZN
NM93CS06LZM8/NM93CS46LZM8/NM93CS56LZM8/NM93CS66LZM8

Order Number

NM93CS06LZEN/NM93CS46LZEN/NM93CS56LZEN/NM93CS66LZEN
NM93CS06LZEM8/NM93CS46LZEM8/NM93CS56LZEM8/NM93CS66LZEM8

•



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales NM93CSxxLZ O·Cto +700C
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM93CSxxLZE - 40·C to + 85·C

Ambient Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C Power Supply (Vcc) Range

All Input or Output Voltages Vcc + Wto -0.3V WRALL Operation 3.0Vto 6.0V

with Respect to Ground All Other Modes 2.0Vto 6.0V

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) +3000C (Note 6)

ESD rating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics: 2V < VCC < 4.5V
Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

ICCA Operating Current CS = VIH, SK = 250 kHz 1 mA

Ices Standby Current CS = OV 1 1J.A

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vcc
±200 nA

IOL Output Leakage (Note 4)

VIL Input Low Voltage (Note 7) -0.1 0.15Vcc V
VIH Input High Voltage 0.8 Vcc Vcc + 1

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 101J.A 0.1 Vcc
V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -101J.A 0.9Vcc

fSK SK Clock Frequency (Note 5) 0 250 kHz

tSKH SK High Time c o. 1 1J.s

tSKL SKLowTime 1 1J.s

tSKS SK Setup Time 0.4 1J.S

tes MinimumCS (Note 2) 1 1J.s

less CS Setup Time 0.2 1J.s

tpRES PRE Setup Time 0.2 1J.s

tpES PE Setup Time 0.2 1J.s

tOIS 01 Setup Time 0.4 1J.s

tOH DO Hold Time 70 ns

teSH CS Hold Time 0 1J.s

tpEH PE Hold Time 0.4 1J.s

tpREH PRE Hold Time 0.4 1J.s

tOIH 01 Hold Time 0.4 1J.s

tP01 Output Delay to "1" 2 1J.s

tpDO Output Delay to "0" 2 1J.s

tsv CS to Status Valid 1 1J.S

tOF CSto DO in CS = VIL
0.4

TRI-STATEiII
1J.s

twP Write Cycle Time NM93CS06LZ Vcc = 2.0V 15 25 ms
NM93CS46LZ Vcc = 2.5V 10 15 ms
NM93CS56LZ Vcc = 3.0V 8 10 ms

NM93CS06LZE Vcc = 2.0V 40 50 ms
NM93CS46LZE Vcc = 2.5V 12 15 ms
NM93CS56LZE Vcc = 3.0V 10 15 ms



Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

ICCA Operating Current CS = VIH. SK = 1.0 MHz 0.4 1 mA

Ices Standby Current CS = OV 1 ,...A

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vcc
±200 nA

IOL Output Leakage

VIL Input Low Voltage (Note 7) -0.1 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2 Vcc+ 1 V

VOLl Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOHl Output High Voltage IOH = -400,...A 2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL = lO,...A 0.2 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOL = -lO,...A Vcc - 0.2 V

fSK SK Clock Frequency (NoteS) 0 1 MHz

tSKH SKHighTime NM93CS06LZ-NM93CS66LZ 250
NM93CS06LZE-NM93CS66LZE 300

ns

tSKL SKLowTime 250 ns

tSKS SK Setup Time SK Must Be at VIL for
50 ns

tSKS before CS goes high

tes MinimumCS (Note 2)
250

Low Time
ns

tess CSSetupnme 50 ns

tpRES PRE Setup Time
T

50 ns

tOH DO Hold Time
,

70 ns

tpES PE Setup Time . - 50 ns

tOIS DI Setup Time 100 ns

tesH CSHoldTime 0 ns

tpEH PE Hold Time 250 ns

tpREH PRE Hold Time 50 ns

tOIH DI Hold Time 20 ns

tpOl Output Delay to "1" 500 ns

tpDO Output Delay to "0" 500 ns

tsv CS to Status Valid 500 ns

tOF CStoDOin CS = VIL
100

TRI-STATE·
ns

twP Write Cycle Time 10 ms

fI



Output Capacitance

Input Capacitance

Note 1: Stress ratings above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: CS (Chip Select) must be brought low (to VIU for an interval of tes in order to reset all internal device registers (device reset) prior to beginning another
opcode cycle (this is shown in the opcode diagrams in the following pages).

Note 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

Note 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Note 5: The shortest allowable SK clock period = 1/fSK (as shown under the fSK parameter). Maximum SK clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the
interaction of several AC parameters stated in the datasheet. Within this SK period, both tSKH and tSKL limits must be observed. Therefore, it is not allowable to set
1/fSK = tSKH (minimum) + tsKL (minimum) for shorter SK cycle time operation.

Note 6: LOW VOLTAGE OPERATION: Alilunctional modes are guaranteed over specified Vcc range (as shown in the Operating Conditions and DC/AC
Electrical Characteristics) EXCEPT the WRALL bulk programming mode. This bulk programming command, which reprograms the entire array, are only guaran-
teed for the VCC range shown on page 3.

Note 7: For operation at Vcc levels greater than 5.5V, VIH must conform to EXTENDED VOLTAGE levels where VIH = VCC - 0.2V.

Vcc Range
VIL/VIH VIL/VIH VOL/VOH

IOL/lOHInput Levels Timing Level Timing Level

2.0V ,;; Vcc < 4.5V
O.3V/1.8V 1.0V O.8V/1.5V ±10/LA

(Extended Voltage Levels)

4.5V ,;; Vcc ,;; 5.5V
O.4V/2AV 1.0V/2.0V O.4V/2AV - 2.1 mAlO.4 mA

(TTL Levels)

5.5V < Vcc ,;; 6.0V
O.3V/5.8V 1.0V/2.0V OAV/2.4V - 2.1 mAlOA mA

(Extended Voltage Levels)
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Functional Description
The extended voltage EEPROMsof the NM93CSxxLZ Fam-
ily have 10 instructions as described below. Note that MSB
of any instruction is a "1" and is viewed as a start bit in the
interface sequence. For the CS06 and CS46 the next B bits
carry the op code and the 6-bit address for register selec-
tion. For the CSS6 and CS66, the next 10 bits carry the op
code and the B-bit address for register selection. All Data In
signals are clocked into the device on the low-to-high SK
transition.

Read and Sequential Register Read (READ):
The READ instruction outputs serial data on the DO pin.
After a READ instruction is received, the instruction and ad-
dress are decoded, followed by data transfer from the se-
lected memory register into a 16-bit serial-out shift register.
A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 16-bit data output
string. Output data changes are initiated by a low to high
transition of the SK clock. In the Sequential Read mode of
operation, the memory automatically cycles to the next reg-
ister after each 16 data bits are clocked out. The dummy-bit
is suppressed in this mode and a continuous string of data is
obtained.

Write Enable (WEN):
When Vee is applied to the part, it "powers up" in the Write
Disable (WDS) state. Therefore, all programming modes
must be preceded by a Write Enable (WEN) instruction.
Once a Write Enable instruction is executed, programming
remains enabled until a Write Disable (WDS) instruction is
executed or Vee is removed from the part.

Write (WRITE):
The WRITE instruction is followed by 16 bits of data to be
written into the specified address. After the last bit of data is
allocated to the data-in (DI) pin, CS must be brought low
before the next rising edge of the SK clock. This falling edge
of the CS initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The PE
pin MUST be held high while loading the WRITE instruction;
however, after loading the WRITE instruction, the PE pin
becomes a "don't care". The DOpin indicates the READY/
BUSY status of the chip if CS is brought high after the tes
interval. DO = logical 0 indicates that programming is still in
progress. DO = logical 1 indicates that the register at the
address specified in the instruction has been written with
the data pattern specified in the instruction and that the part
is ready for another instruction.

Write All (WRALL):
The WRALL instruction is valid only when the Protect Regis-
ter has been cleared by executing a PRCLEAR instruction.
The WRALL instruction will simultaneously program all reg-
isters with the data pattern specified in the instruction. Like
the WRITE instruction, the PE pin MUST be held high while
loading the WRALL instruction; however, after loading the
WRITE instruction, the PE pin becomes a "don't care". As
in the WRITE mode, the DO pin indicates the READY/
BUSY status of the chip if CS is brought high after the tes
interval. This function is DISABLED if the protect register is
in use to lock out a section memory.
Write Disable (WDS):
To protect against accidental data disturb, the WDS instruc-
tion disables all programming modes and should follow all
programming operations. Execution of a READ instruction is
independent of both the WEN and WDS instructions.
Note: For all protect register operations: If the PRE pin is
not held at VIH, all instructions will be applied to the
EEPROM array, rather than the Protect Register.

Protect Register Read (PRREAD):
The PRREAD instruction outputs the address stored in the
Protect Register on the DO pin. The PRE pin MUST be held
high while loading the instruction sequence. Following the
PRREAD instruction the 6- or B-bit address stored in the
memory protect register is transferred to the serial out shift
register. As in the READ mode, a dummy bit (logical 0) pre-
cedes the 6- or B-bit address string.

Protect Register Enable (PREN):
The PREN instruction is used to enable the PRCLEAR,
PRWRITE, and PRDS modes. Before the PREN mode can
be entered, the part must be in the Write Enable (WEN)
mode. Both the PRE and PE pins MUST be held high while
loading the instruction sequence.
Note that a PREN instruction must Immediately precede a
PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, or PRDS instruction.

Protect Register Clear (PRCLEAR):

The PRCLEAR instruction clears the address stored in the
Protect Register and therefore enables all registers for the
WRITE and WRALL instruction. The PRE and PE pins must
be held high while loading the instruction sequence; howev-
er, after loading the PRCLEAR instruction, the PRE and PE
pins become "don't care". Note that a PREN instruction
must Immediately precede a PRCLEAR instruction.
Please note that the PRCLEAR instruction and the
PRWRITE instruction will both program the Protect Register
with all 1s. However, the PRCLEAR instruction will allow the
LAST register to be programmed, whereas the PRWRITE
instruction = all 1s will PREVENT the last register from
being programmed. In addition, the PRCLEAR instruction
will allow the use of the WRALL command, where the
PRWRITE = all 1s will lock out the Bulk programming op-
code.

Protect Register Write (PRWRITE):
The PRWRITE instruction is used to write into the Protect
Register the address of the first register to be protected.
After the PRWRITE instruction is executed, all memory reg-
isters whose addresses are greater than or equal to the
address specified in the Protect Register are protected from
the WRITE operation. Note that before executing a
PRWRITE instruction, the Protect Register must first be
cleared by executing a PRCLEAR operation and the PRE
and PE pins must be held high while loading the instruction;
however, after loading the PRWRITE instruction, the PRE
and PE pins become "don't care". Note that a PREN in-
struction must Immediately precede a PRWRITE instruc-
tion.

Protect Register Disable (PROS):
The PRDS instruction is a ONE TIME ONLY instruction
which renders the Protect Register unalterable in the future.
Therefore, the specified registers become PERMANENTLY
protected against data changes. As in the PRWRITE in-
struction the PRE and PE pins must be held high while
loading the instruction, and after loading the PRDS instruc-
tion the PRE and PE pins become "don't care".
Note that a PREN instruction must Immediately precede a
PRDS instruction.

II



Instruction Set for the NM93CS06LZ and NM93CS46LZ
Instruction 5B OpCode Address Data PRE PE Comments

READ 1 10 A5-AO 0 X Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXX 0 1 Enable all programming modes.

WRITE 1 01 A5-AO 015-00 0 1 Writes address if unprotected.

WRALL 1 00 01XXXX 015-00 0 1 Writes all registers. Valid only when Protect Register is
cleared.

WOS 1 00 OOXXXX 0 X Disables all programming modes.

PRREAD 1 10 XXXXXX 1 X Reads address stored in Protect Register.

PREN 1 00 11XXXX 1 1 Must immediately precede PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, and
PROS instructions.

PRCLEAR 1 11 111111 1 1 Clears the Protect Register so that no registers are
protected from WRITE.

PRWRITE 1 01 A5-AO 1 1 Programs address into Protect Register. Thereafter,
memory addresses;" the address in Protect Register are
protected from WRITE.

PROS 1 00 000000 1 1 ONE TIME ONLY instruction after which the address in the
Protect Register cannot be altered.

Not.: Address bits A5 and A4 become "Don't Care" for the NM93CS06LZ.

Instruction Set for the NM93CS56LZ and NM93CS66LZ
Instruction 5B OpCode Address Data PRE PE Comments

READ 1 10 A7-AO 0 X Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXXXX 0 1 Enable all programming modes.

WRITE 1 01 A7-AO 015-00 0 1 Writes address if unprotected.

WRALL 1 00 01XXXXXX 015-00 0 1 Writes all registers. Valid only when Protect Register is
cleared .

WDS 1 00 OOXXXXXX
.

0 X Disables all programming modes.

PRREAD 1 10 XXXXXXXX 1 X Reads address stored in Protect Register.

PREN 1 00 11XXXXXX 1 1 Must immediately precede PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, and
PROS instructions.

PRCLEAR 1 11 11111111 1 1 Clears the "protect register" so that no registers are
protected from WRITE.

PRWRITE 1 01 A7-AO 1 1 Programs address into Protect Register, Thereafter,
memory addresses;" the address in Protect Register are
protected from WRITE.

PROS 1 00 00000000 1 1 ONE TIME ONLY instruction after which the address in the
Protect Register cannot be altered.

Not.: Address bit A7 becomes "Don't Care" for the NM93CS56LZ.
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~National
~ semiconductor

NM93C46XLZ
1024-Bit Serial EEPROM for Extra Low Voltage Operation
(MICROWIRETM Bus Interface)

General Description
The NM93C46XLZ device is 1024 bits of CMOS non-volatile
electrically erasable memory divided into 64 16-bit registers.
It is fabricated using National Semiconductor's floating-gate
CMOS process for high reliability and low power consump-
tion. These memory devices are available in an SO package
for small space considerations.

The serial interface that operates these EEPROMs is
MICROWIRE compatible for simple interface to standard
microcontrollers and microprocessors. There are 7 instruc-
tions that control these devices: Read, Erase/Write Enable,
Erase, Erase All, Write, Write All, and Erase/Write Disable.
The ready/busy status is available on the DO pin during
programming.

Features
• Less than 1.0 !LA standby current
• 1.aV to 4.0V operation in read/write mode
• Typical active current of 400 !LA
• Direct write: No erase before program
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible serial I/O
• Self-timed programming cycle
• Device status indication during programming mode
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Packages available: a-pin SO, a-pin DIP

Instruction
Decoder

Control Logic,
And Clock
Generators

High Voltage
Generator

And
Vpp Program

Timer



Connection Diagrams
Dual-In-Llne Package (N)

and 8-Pln SO (M8)::02: :~c
01 3 6 NC

DO 4 5 GNO

TL/D/11943-2

Top View
See NS Package Number

N08E and M08A

Alternate SO Pinout (TM8)

NcDs NC
Vcc 2 7 GNO

CS 3 6 DO

SK 4 5 01

TL/D/11943-11

See NS Package Number M08A

Commercial Temp. Range (O"C to + 70"C)

Order Number

NM93C46XLZN
NM93C46XLZM8/NM93C46XLZTM8

Pin Description

CS Chip Select

SK Serial Data Clock

01 Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GND Ground

Vcc Power Supply



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales NM93C46XL O'Cto +70'C
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Power Supply (Vce> Range
Ambient Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C ERALlWRALL Operation 3.0Vt04.0V

All Input or Output Voltage All Other Modes (Note 6) 1.8Vt04.0V

with Respect to Ground +6.5Vto -0.3V

Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 sec.) +300'C

ESDRating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics: 1.8V < Vcc < 4.0V

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

ICCA Operating Current CS = VIH, SK = 250 kHz 0.4 1 mA

Ices Standby Current CS = OV 0.5 1 p.A

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vec ±200 ,.,.A
IOL Output Leakage (Note 3)

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.15
V

VIH Input High Voltage J ,- 0.8 Vcc Vcc

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 10,.,.A 0.2
V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -10,.,.A .'-1 0.8Vec

ISK SK Clock Frequency (Note 4) 0 250 kHz

tSKH SKHighTime 1 ,.,.s

tSKL SKLowTime 1 ,.,.s

tSKS SK Setup Time 0.4 ,.,.s

tcs MinimumCS (Note 2)
1

Low Time
,.,.s

tcss CS Setup Time 0.2 ,.,.s

tOH DO Hold Time 70 ns

tOIS DI Setup Time 0.4 p's

tcsH CSHoldTime 0 ,.,.s

tOIH DI Hold Time 0.4 ,.,.s

tpOl Output Delay to "1" 2 p's

tpDO Output Delay to "0" 2 p's

tsv CS to Status Valid 1 ,.,.s

tOF CSto DOin CS = VIL 0.4
TRI-STATE*

,.,.s

twP Write Cycle Time 100 150 ms



Input Pulse Levels
Timing Measurement Level (VILIVIH)
Timing Measurement Level (VOLIVOH)
(CMOS Load Condition: IOL = 10 !-LA,IOH = -10 !-LA)

0.3V and 1.aV
1.0V
O.aVand 1.5V

Note 1: Stress ratings above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and
operation of the deyjc8 at these or any other condrtions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating condmons for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: CS (Chip Select) must be brought low (to V,u for an interval of tcs in order to reset all internal device registers (device reset) prior to beginning another
opcode cycle (This is shown in the opcode diagrams on the following pages).

Note 3: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Note 4: The shortest allowable SK clock period ~ 1/fSK (as shown under the 15Kparameter). Maximum SK clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the
interaction of several AC parameters stated in the datasheet. Within this SK period, both tsKH and tsKL limits must be observed. Therefore, it is not allowable to set
1/fsK = tsKHminimum + tsKlminimum for shorter SK cycle time operation.
Note 5: LOW VOLTAGE OPERATION: All functional codes are guaranteed over the specified Vcc range (as shown in the O••••.• tlng Conditions and DCIAC
EIeclrtcaI Ch8rllc1erlstlce) EXCEPT the ERAL and WRALL bolk programming modes. These bulk programming commands. which reprogram the entire array, are
only guaranteed for the operating renge shown on page 3.

Functional Description
The NM93C46XLZ device has 7 instructions as described
below. Note that the MSB of any instruction is a "1" and is
viewed as a start bits in the interface sequence. The next a
bits carry the op code and the 6-bit address for register
selection.
All Data-In signals are clocked into the device on the low-to-
high SK transition.
Read (READ): The READ instruction outputs serial data on
the DO pin. After the READ instruction is received, the in-
struction and address are decoded, followed by data trans-
fer from the selected memory register into a serial-out shift
register. A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 16-bit data
output string. Output data changes are initiated by a low to
high transition of the SK clock.
Erase/Write Enable (WEN): When Vcc is applied to the
part, it powers up in the Erase/Write Disable (WDS) state.
Therefore, all programming modes must be preceded by an
Erase/Write Enable (WEN) instruction. Once an Erase/
Write Enable instruction is executed programming remains
enabled until an Erase/Write Disable (WDS) instruction is
executed or until Vcc is completely removed from the part.
Era•• (ERASE): The ERASE instruction will program all bits
in the specified register to the logical "1" state. CS is
brought low following the loading of the last address bit.
This falling edge of the CS pin initiates the self-timed pro-
gramming cycle.
The DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if
CS is brought high after an interval of IeS. DO = logical "0"
indicates that programming is still in progress. DO = logical
"1" indicates that the register, at the address specified in
the instruction, has been erased, and the part is ready for
another instruction.

Write (WRITE): The WRITE instruction is followed by 16
bits of data to be written into the specified address. After the
last bit of data is put on the data-in (01) pin, CS must be
brought low before the next rising edge of the SK clock.
This falling edge of CS initiates the self-timed programming
cycle. The DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the
chip if CS is brought high after an interval of Ies. DO =
logical "0" indicates that programming is still in progress.
DO = logical "1" indicates that the register at the address
specified in the instruction has been written with the data
pattern specified in the instruction and the part is ready for
another instruction.
Erase All (ERAL): The ERAL instruction will simultaneously
program all registers in the memory array and set each bit to
the logical "1" state. As in the ERASE mode, the DO pin
indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if CS is
brought high after an interval of Ies.
Write All (WRALL): The WRALL instruction will simulta-
neously program all registers with the data pattern specified
in the instruction. As in the WRITE mode, the DO pin indi-
cates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if CS is brought
high after an interval of Ies.
Erase/Write Disable (WDS): To protect against accidental
data disturb, the (WDS) instruction disables all programming
modes and should follow all programming operations. Exe-
cution of a READ instruction is independent of both the
WEN and WDS instructions.
Note: The NM93C46XLZ devices do not require an "ERASE" or "ERASE

ALL" prior to the "WRITE" or "WRITE ALL" instructions.



!j
>< Instruction Set for the NM93C46XLZ
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Instruction SB OpCode Address Oats Comments

READ 1 10 A5-AO Read data stored in memory, at specified address

WEN 1 00 11XXXX Enables all programming modes

WOS 1 00 OOXXXX J Disables all programming modes

ERASE 1 11 A5-AO Erase selected register

WRITE 1 01 A5-AO 015-00 Writes selected register ",
ERAL 1 00 10XXXX Erases all registers _.
WRALL 1 00 01XXXX 015-00 Writes all registers

CS
V,H

V'l

V,H
SK

V'l

V,H
01

V,l

VOH
DO (READ)

VOL

VOH
DO (PROGRAN) ----

VOL

DO --------------_~ •.

CS -.J"'--------------- ...ll
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~National
~ semiconductor

NM93C46A
1024-Bit Serial EEPROM 64 x 16-Bit or
128 x 8-Bit Configurable (MICROWIRE™ Bus Interface)
General Description
The NM93C46A is 1024 bits of CMOS non-volatile electri-
cally erasable memory organized as either 64 16-bit regis-
ters or 128 8-bit registers. The organization is determined by
the status of the ORG input. The memory device is fabricat-
ed using National Semiconductor's floating gate CMOS pro-
cess for high reliability, high endurance and low power con-
sumption. The NM93C46A is available in an SO package for
space considerations.

The EEPROM interfacing is MICROWIRETM compatible for
simple interfacing to a wide variety of microcontrollers and
microprocessors. There are 7 instructions that operate the
NM93C46A: Read, Erase/Write Enable, Erase, Write,
Erase/Write Disable, Write All, and Erase All. The Ready/
Busy status is available on the Dour pin during program-
ming.

The NM93C46A is compatible with National Semiconduc-
tor's NM93C46 if the ORG pin (Pin 6) is left floating, as it is
internally pUlled up to Vcc to default to the 64 x 16 configu-
ration.

Features
• Device status during programming mode
• Typical active current of 400 /LA; typical standby

current of 25 /LA
• No erase required before write
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible interface
• Self-timed programming cycle
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Packages available: 8-pin SO, 8-pin DIP

INSTRUCTION
DECODER,

CONTROL LOGIC,
AND CLOCK

GENERATORS

HIGH VOLTAGE
GENERATOR

AND
PROGRA~

T1~ER



Dual·ln-Llne Package (N)
and 8-Pln SO (M8)

cs 1 8 Vcc
SK 2 7 Ne

01 3 6 ORG

DO 4 5 GNO

TL/D/11042-2

CS Chip Select

SK Serial Data Clock

01 Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GND Ground

Vcc Power Supply

ORG Organization
Top View

NS Package Number
N08E and M08A

Commercial Temp. Range (O'C to +70'C)

Order Number

NM93C46AN
NM93C46AM8

Extended Temp. Range ( - 40'C to +8S'C)

Order Number

NM93C46AEN
NM93C46AEM8

Military Temp. Range (-SS'C to + 125'C)

Order Number

NM93C46AMN
- NM93C46AMM8



.
Ambient Storage Temperature -65'C to + 150'C NM93C46AM - 55'C to + 125'C

All Input or Output Voltages Power Supply (Veel 4.5Vt05.5V

with Respect to Ground +6.5Vto -0.3V

Lead Temperature
(Soldering, 10 Seconds) +300'C

EDSRating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristicsvee = 5.0V ±10% Unless Otherwise Specified
Note: Throughout this table, "M" refers to temperature range (-SS'C to + 12S'C), not package.

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

leeA Operating Current NM93C46A CS = VIH, SK = 1 MHz
NM93C46AE SK = 1 MHz 1 mA
NM93C46AM SK = 0.5 MHz ..

lees Standby Current NM93C46A CS = VIL 50
NM93C46AE 50 ,..A
NM93C46AM I 100

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OVtoVee
±1 ,..A

IOL Output Leakage (Note 4)

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8
V

VIH Input High Voltage 2 Vee+1

VOLl Output Low Voltage tOL = 2.1 mA 0.4
V

VOHl Output High Voltage IOH = -400,..A 2.4

VOL2 Output Low Voltage tOL = 10,..A 0.2
V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = -1O,..A Vee - 0.2

fSK SK Clock Frequency NM93C46A (Note 5) 0 1
NM93C46AE 0 1 MHz
NM93C46AM 0 0.5

tSKH SK High Time NM93C46A 250
NM93C46AE 300 ns
NM93C46AM 500

tSKL SKLowTime NM93C46A 250
NM93C46AE 250 ns
NM93C46AM 500

tSKS SK Setup Time SK must be at VIL for
50 ns

tSKS before CS goes High

les MinimumCS NM93C46A (Note 2) 250
Low Time NM93C46AE 250 ns

NM93C46AM 500 •



'VoWJoWJ -- ----r .. -
NM93C46AE 50 ns
NM93C46AM 100

tOH DO Hold Time 10 ns

to IS 01 Setup Time NM93C46A 100
NM93C46AE 100 ns
NM93C46AM 200

teSH CS Hold Time Cd- ;' 0 .1 <- ns

tOIH 01 Hold Time 20 ns

tPOl Output Delay to "1" NM93C46A 500
NM93C46AE 500 ns
NM93C46AM . 1000

tpDO Output Delay to "0" NM93C46A
\ ,

500
NM93C46AE 500 ns
NM93C46AM 1000

tsv CS to Status Valid NM93C46A } 500
NM93C46AE 500 ns
NM93C46AM 1000

tOF CStoDOin NM93C46A CS = VIL 100
TRI-STATE<II> NM93C46AE 100 ns

NM93C46AM 200

twP Write Cycle Time 10 ms

Capacitance (Note 3)

TA = +25"C. f = 1 MHz

Symbol Test Max Units

COUT Output Capacitance 5 pF

CIH Input Capacitance 5 pF

Note 1: Stress ratings above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: CS (Chip Select) must be brought low (to V1U for an interval of les in order to reset all internal device registers (device reset) prior to beginning another
opcode cycle. (This is shown in the opcode diagrams in the following pages).

Nole 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and noll00% tested.

Note 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Note 5: The shortest allowable SK clock period ~ 1/fSK (as shown under the 'SK parameter). Maximum SK clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the
interaction of several AC parameters stated in the datasheet. Within this SK period, both tsKH and tSKL limits must be observed. Therefore, it is not allowable to set
1/tsK = tsKH (minimum) + tsKl (mlnlmum) for shorter SK cycle time operation.

Vcc Range
VIL/VIH VIL/VIH VOL/VOH

IOL/IOHInput Levels Timing Level Timing Level

4.5V';; Vcc';; 5.5V 0.4V/2.4V 1.0V/2.0V 0.4V/2.4V - 2.1 mA/O.4 mA
(TTL Levels)



Functional Description
The NM93C46A has 7 instructions as described below. Write (WRITE)
Note that the MSB of any instruction is a "1" and is viewed The WRITE instruction is followed by 8 or 16 bits of data to
as a start bit in the interface sequence. The next 8/9 bits be written into the specified address. After the last bit of
carry the op code and the 6/7 -bit address for register selec- data is put on the data-in (01) pin, CS must be brought low
tion. before the next rising edge of the SK clock. This falling edge
All Data·in signals are clocked into the device on the low-to- of CS initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The DO
high SK transition. pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if CS is

Read (READ)
brought high after the les interval. DO = logical 0 indicates
that programming is still in progress. DO = logical 1 indi-

The READ instruction outputs serial data on the DO pin. cates that the register at the address specified in the in-
After a READ instruction is received, the instruction and ad· struction has been written with the data pattern specified in
dress are decoded, followed by data transfer from the se- the instruction and the part is ready for another instruction.
lected memory register into an 8- or 16·bit serial·out shift

Erase All (ERAL)register. A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 8· or 16·bit
data output string. Output data changes are initiated by a The ERAL instruction will simultaneously program all regis-
low to high transition of the SK clock. ters in the memory array and set each bit to the logical '1'

Erase/Write Enable (WEN)
state. The Erase All cycle is identical to the ERASE cycle
except for the different op·code. As in the ERASE mode,

When Vcc is applied to the part, it powers up in the the DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if
Erase/Write Disable (WDS) state. Therefore, all program· CS is brought high after the les interval. The ERASE ALL
ming modes must be preceded by an WEN instruction. instruction is not required, see note below.
Once an Erase/Write Enable instruction is executed, pro-

Write All (WRALL)gramming remains enabled until an Erase/Write Disable
(WDS) instruction is executed or Vcc is removed from the The WRAL instruction will simultaneously program all regis-
part. ters with the data pattern specified in the instruction. As in

Ern. (ERASE) the WRITE mode, the DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY
status.

The ERASE instruction will program all bits in the specified
Erase/Write Disable (WDS)register to the logical '1' state. CS is brought low following

the loading of the last address bit. This falling edge of the To protect against accidental data disturb, the WDS instruc·
CS pin initiates the self-timed programming cycle. tion disables all programming modes and should follow all
The DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if programming operations. Execution of a READ instruction is
CS is brought high after the tes interval. DO = logical '0' independent of both the WEN and WDS instructions.
indicates that programming is still in progress. DO = logical
'1' indicates that the register, at the address specified in the
instruction, has been erased, and the part is ready for an·
other instruction.

Note: The NM93C46A device does not require an 'ERASE' or 'ERASE ALL' prior to the 'WRITE' and 'WRITE ALL' instructions. The 'ERASE' and 'ERASE ALL'
instructions are included to maintain compatibility with the NMOS NMC9346.

Instruction Set

Instruction Start Bit Opcod. Address Data
Comments

128x8 64x 16 128 x 8 64 x 16

READ 1 1 0 A6-AO A5-AO Read Selected Address

ERASE 1 1 1 A6-AO A5-AO Erase Salected Address

WRITE 1 0 1 A6-AO A5-AO 07-00 015-00 Write Selected Address

WEN 1 0 0 11XXXXX 11XXXX Program Enable

WDS 1 0 0 OOXXXXX OOXXXX Program Disable

ERAL 1 0 0 10XXXXX 10XXXX Erase All Addresses

WRAL 1 0 0 01XXXXX 01XXXX 07-00 015-00 Program All Addresses •
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~National
~ semiconductor

NM93C46AL
1024-Bit Serial EEPROM
64 x 16-Bit or 128 x 8-Bit Configurable
with Extended Voltage (2.0V to 5.5V)
(MICROWIRETM Bus Interface)

General Description
The NM93C46AL is 1024 bits of CMOS non-volatile electri-
cally erasable memory organized as either 64 16-bit regis-
ters or 128 8-bit registers. The organization is determined by
the status of the ORG input. The memory device is fabricat-
ed using National Semiconductor's floating gate CMOS pro-
cess for high reliability, low power consumption and a wide
operating voltage range. The NM93C46AL is available in an
SO package for space considerations.

The interlace is MICROWIRETM compatible for simple inter-
facing to a wide variety of microcontrollers and microproc-
essors. There are 7 instructions that operate the
NM93C46AL: Read, Erase/Write Enable, Erase, Write,
Erase/Write Disable, Write All, and Erase All. The READY/
BUSY status is available on the DOUT pin during program-
ming.

The NM93C46AL is compatible with National Semiconduc-
tor's NM93C46L if the ORG pin (Pin 6) is left floating, as it is
internally pulled up to Vcc to default to the 64 x 16 configu-
ration.

Features
• 2.0V to 5.5V operation in read mode
• 2.5V to 5.5V operation in all other modes
• Typical active current of 400 p.A; typical standby cur-

rent of 25 p.A

• No erase required before write
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible interlace
• Self-timed programming cycle
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Packages available: 8-pin SO, 8-pin DIP

INSTRUCTION
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Dual-In-Llne Package (N)
and 8-Pln SO (M8)

CS Chip Select

SK Serial Data Clock

01 Serial Data Input

DO Serial Data Output

GND Ground

Vcc Power Supply

ORG Organization

CS 8 Vcc
SK 7 HC

01 ORG

00 4 GHO

TL/D/11330-2

Top View

NS Package Number
N08E and M08A

Commercial Temp. Range (O"C to +70"C)

Order Number

NM93C46ALN
NM93C46ALM8

Extended Temp. Range (- 40"C to +8S'C)

Order Number

NM93C46ALEN
NM93C46ALEM8



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,
please contact the National Semiconductor sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications.
Ambient Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C

All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground

Lead Temperature
(Soldering. 10 Seconds)

ESDRating

Operating Conditions
Ambient Operating Temperature

NM93C46AL
NM93C46ALE

Power Supply Range
Read Mode
Bulk (ERALlWRALE) Programming
All Other Modes

2.0Vt05.5V
3.0Vto 5.5V
2.5Vto 5.5V

O·Cto +700C
-40·Cto +85·C

+3000C

2000V

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Max Units

lecA Operating Current CS = VIH. SK = 250 kHz 1 mA

Ices Standby Current CS = VIL 50 I'-A

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vec ±1
(Note 4) I'-A

Pin6 ±10

tOL Output Leakage VIN = OV to Vcc ±1 I'-A

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.2Vcc V
VIH Input High Voltage T 0.8Vec Vcc + 1

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL=10I'-A 0.1 Vec
V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -10I'-A 0.9Vec

fSK SK Clock Frequency (Note 5)
I

0 250 kHz

tSKH SK High Time
-

1 I'-s

tSKL SKLowTime 1 I'-s

tes MinimumCS (Note 2)
Low Time

1 I'-s

tSKS SK Setup Time SK must be at VIL for
0.2

tSKS before CS goes high I'-s

less CS Setup Time 0.2 I'-s

tOIS 01 Setup Time 0.4 I'-s

teSH CS Hold Time 0 ,. I'-s

tOIH 01 Hold Time 0.4 I'-s

tpOl Output Delay to "1" r 2 I'-s

tPDQ Output Delay to "0" 2 I'-s

CS to Status Valid
-

tSY 1 I'-s

tOF CStoDOin CS = VIL
-

0.4 I'-s

twP Write Cycle Time 15 ms

tOH DO Hold Time 10 ns



DC and AC Electrical Characteristics: 4.5V < VCC < 5.5V
Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

ICCA Operating Current NM93C46AL CS = VIH. SK = 1 MHZ
1 mA

NM93C46ALE SK = 0.5 MHz

Ices Standby Current CS = VIL 50 !-,A

IlL Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vcc
±1

(Note 4) !-,A

Pin6 ±10

IOL Output Leakage VIN = OV to VCC . ±1 !-,A

VIL Input Low Voltage
.

-0.1 0.8

VIH Input High Voltage 2 Vcc+1
V

VOL1 Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4
V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOH = -400!-'A 2.4

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL=10!-'A 0.2
V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = -1O!-,A VCC - 0.2

ISK SK Clock Frequency NM93C46AL (Note 5) 0 1
MHz

NM93C46ALE 0 0.5

tSKH SK High Time NM93C46AL 250
NM93C46ALE 300

ns

tSKL SKLowTime 250 ns

tSKS SKS Setup Time SK Must Be at VIL for
50 ns

tSKS before CS Goes High

les MinimumCS (Note 2)
250

Low Time
ns

tOH DO Hold Time 10 ns

less CS Setup Time I 50 ns

tOIS 01 Setup Time NM93C46AL 100
NM93C46ALE 200

ns

lesH CSHoldTime 0 ns

tOIH 01 Hold Time 100
200

ns

tp01 Output Delay to "1 " 500 ns

tpDO Output Delay to "0" c 500 ns

tsv CS to Status Valid 500 ns

tOF CS to DO in TRI-STATE CS = VIL 100 ns

twP Write Cycle Time 10 ms



Capacitance (Note 3)

TA = +25°C, f = 1 MHz

Symbol Test Msx Units

COUT Output Capacitance 5 pF

CIH Input Capacitance 5 pF

Note 1: Stress above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and operation of the
device at these 0< any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating
conditions 10<extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: CS (Chip Select) must be brought low (to VIL) lor an interval of tes in order to reset all internal device registers (device reset) prior to beginning another
op<:ode cycle (This is shown in the opcode diagrams in the following pages).

Nota 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

Note 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Nota 5: The shortest allowable SK clock period = 1/fSK (as shown undar the ISK parameter). Maximum SK clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the
interaction of several AC parameters stated in the datasheel Within this SK period, both tSKH and tsKL limits must be observed. Therefore, ~ is not allowable to set
1/1$1( = tsKH(minimum) + tSKl(minimum) lor shorter SK cycle time operation.

Vcc Range
VIL/VIH VIL/VIH VOL/VOH IOLIIOH

Input Levels Timing Level Timing Level

2.0V s: Vcc < 4.5V 0.3V/1.8V 1.0V 0.8V/1.5V ± 10 I£A
(Extended Voltage Levels)

4.5V s: Vcc s: 5.5V 0.4V/2.4V 1.0V/2.0V 0.4V/2.4V - 2.1 mAlO.4 mA
(lTL Levels)



bits carry the op code and the 6/7 -bit address for register
.... -- ........................... -,..-_ ..._- --_ ............. "''''' ......._ •..••. _ ........
data is put on the data-in (01) pin, CS must be brought low

selection. before the next rising edge of the SK clock. This falling edge
All Data-in signals are clocked into the device on the low-to- of CS initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The DO
high SK transition. pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if CS is

Read (READ)
brought high after the tes interval. DO = logical 0 indicates
that programming is still in progress. DO = logical 1 indi-

The READ instruction outputs serial data on the DO pin. cates that the register at the address specified in the in-
After a READ instruction is received, the instruction and ad- struction has been written with the data pattern specified in
dress are decoded, followed by data transfer from the se- the instruction and the part is ready for another instruction.
lected memory register into an 8- or 16-bit serial-out shift
register. A dummy bit (logical 0) precedes the 8- or 16-bit Erase All (ERAL)

data output string. Output data changes are intiated by a low The ERAL instruction will simultaneously program all regis-
to high transition of the SK clock. ters in the memory array and set each bit to the logical "1"

Erase/Write Enable (WEN)
state. The ERAL cycle is identical to the ERASE cycle ex-
cept for the different op-code. As the ERASE mode, the DO

When Vcc is applied to the part, it powers up in the Erase/ pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if CS is
Write Disable (WDS) state. Therefore, all programming brought high after the tes interval. The ERAL instruction is
modes must be preceded by an WEN instruction. Once an not required, see note below.
Erase/Write Enable instruction is executed, programming
remains enabled until an Erase/Write Disable (WDS) in- Write All (WRALL)

struction is executed or Vcc is removed from the part. The WRALL instruction will simultaneously program all reg-

Erase (ERASE)
isters with the data pattern specified in the instruction. As in
the WRITE mode, the DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY

This ERASE instruction will program all bits in the specified status.
register to the logical "1" state. CS is brought low following

Erase/Write Disable (WDS)the loading of the last address bit. This falling edge of the
CS pin initiates the self-timed programming cycle. To protect against accidental data disturb, the WDS instruc-

The DO pin indicates the READY/BUSY status of the chip if tion disables all programming modes and should follow all

CS is brought high after the tcs interval. DO = logical "0" programming operations. Execution of a READ instruction is

indicates that programming is still in progress. DO = logical independent of both the WEN and WDS instructions.

"1" indicates that the register, at the address specified in
the instruction, has been erased, and the part is ready for
another instruction.

Note: The NM93C46AL device does not require an "ERASE" or "ERASE ALL" prior to the 'WRITE" and "WRITE ALL" instructions. The "ERASE" and "ERASE
ALL" instructions are included to maintain compatibility with the NMOS NMC9346.

Instruction Set

Instruction Start Bit Opcode
Address Data

Comments
128 x 8 64x 16 128 x 8 64x 16

READ 1 1 0 A6-AO A5-AO Read Selected Address

ERASE 1 1 1 A6-AO A5-AO Erase Selected Address

WRITE 1 0 1 A6-AD A5-AO 07-00 015-00 Write Selected Address

WEN 1 0 0 11XXXXX 11XXXX Program Enable

WDS 1 0 0 OOXXXXX OOXXXX Program Disable

ERAL 1 0 0 10XXXXX 10XXXX Erase All Addresses

WRALL 1 0 0 01XXXXX 01XXXX 07-00 015-00 Program All Addresses
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NM93C86A 16,384-Bit Serial Interface
CMOS EEPROM (MICROWIRETM Synchronous Bus)
General Description
The NM93C86A is 16,384 bits of CMOS non-volatile electri-
cally erasable memory organized as either 1024 16-bit reg-
isters or 2048 8-bit registers. The organization is determined
by the status of the ORG input. The memory device is fabri-
cated using National Semiconductor's floating gate CMOS
process for high reliability, high endurance and low power
consumption. The NM93C86A is available in an SO pack-
age for space considerations.

The interface that controls the EEPROM is MICROWIRE
compatible for simple interfacing to a wide variety of micro-
controllers and microprocessors. There are 7 instructions
that operate the NM93C86A: Read, Erase/Write Enable,
Erase, Write, Erase/Write Disable, Write All, and Erase All.

The NM93C86A is compatible with National Semiconduc-
tor's NM93C46 if the ORG pin (Pin 6) is left floating, as it is
internally pulled up to Vcc to default to the 1024 x 16 con-
figuration.

DECODER
1 of 1024
(or 2048)

Features
• Device status during programming mode
• Typical active current of 400 ,..A; typical standby

current of 25 ,..A
• No erase required before write
• Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
• MICROWIRE compatible interface
• Self-timed programming cycle
• 40 years data retention
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Packages available: 8-pin SO, a-pin DIP

INSTRUCTION
DECODER,

CONTROL LOGIC,
AND CLOCK

GENERATORS

PROGRAM

ENABLE

HIGH
VOLTAGE

GENERATOR
AND

PROGRAM
TIMER



Dual-In-Llne Package (N)
and 8-Pln SO (M8)

csOa vcc
SK 2 7 HC

013 60RG

DO 4 5 Vss

Top View
see NS Package Number

N08E and M08A

Pin Description

CS Chip5elect
SK Serial Data Clock

• 01 Serial Data Input
DO Serial Data Output

I Vss Ground
ORG Memory Organization Select
NC Not Connected

Vcc Positive Power Supply

Commercial Temp Range (O'C to + 70'C)

Order Number

NM93C86AN
NM93C86AM8

Extended Temp Range (- 40'C to +8S·C)

Order Number

NM93C86AEN
NM93C86AEM8

Military Temp Range (- SS·C to + 12S·C)

Order Number

NM93C86AMN
NM93C86AMM8
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Ambient Storage Temperature - 6S'C to + 1S0'C

All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground

Lead Temperature
(Soldering, 10 seconds)

ESD Rating

NM!I:1l;8oAt:
NM93C86AM

Power Supply (Vcc)

- 400G to +85'G
-SS'Cto + 12S'C

4.SVtoS.SV

+300'C

2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = S.OV ±10% (unless otherwise specified)
Note: Throughout this table, "M" refers to temperature range (- SS'C to + 12S'C), not package.

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

leel Operating Current NM93C86A CS = VIH,SK = 1 MHz 2
CMOS Input Levels NM93C86AE SK = 1 MHz 2 mA

NM93C86AM SK = O.S MHz 2

ICC2 Operating Current NM93C86A CS = VIH,SK = 1 MHz 3
TIL Input Levels NM93C86AE SK = 1 MHz 3 mA

NM93C86AM SK = O.S MHz 4

ICC3 Standby Current NM93C86A CS = OV SO
NM93C86AE SO p.A
NM93C86AM 100

IlL Input Leakage NM93C86A VIN = OV to Vee
NM93C86AE -2.S 2.S p.A

NM93C86AM

IOL Output Leakage NM93C86A VIN = OV to Vee
NM93C86AE -2.S 2.S p.A

NM93C86AM

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8
V

VIH Input High Voltage 2 Vcc + 1

VOl1 Output Low Voltage NM93C86A IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4
NM93C86AE IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V
NM93C86AM IOL = 1.8mA 0.4

VOHl Output High Voltage IOH = -400p.A 2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage NM93C86A IOL=10p.A 0.2
V

VOH2 Output High Voltage NM93C86AM IOH = -10p.A Vee - 0.2

fSK SK Clock Frequency NM93C86A 0 1
NM93C86AE 0 1 MHz
NM93C86AM O.S

tSKH SKHighTime NM93C86A (Note 2) 2S0
NM93C86AE 300 ns
NM93C86AM SOO

tSKL SKLowTime NM93C86A (Note 2) 2S0
NM93C86AE 2S0 ns
NM93C86AM SOO

tSKS SK Setup Time NM93C86A Relative to CS SO
NM93C86AE SO ns
NM93C86AM 100

tes MinimumCS NM93C86A (Note 3) 2S0
Low Time NM93C86AE 2S0 ns

NM93C86AM SOO



Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

tess CS Setup Time NM93C86A Relative to SK 50
NM93C86AE 50 ns
NM93C86AM 100

tOH DO Hold Time Relative to SK 70 ns

tOIS 01 Setup Time NM93C86A Relative to SK 100
NM93C86AE 200 ns
NM93C86AM 200

tesH CS Hold Time Relative to SK 0 ns

tOIH 01 Hold Time Relative to SK 20 ns

tp01 Output Delay to "1" NM93C86A Relative to SK 500
NM93C86AE 500 ns
NM93C86AM 1000

tpDO Output Delay to "0" NM93C86A Relative to SK 500
NM93C86AE 500 ns
NM93C86AM 1000

tsv CS to Status Valid NM93C86A Relative to SK 500
NM93C86AE 500 ns
NM93C86AM 1000

tOF CSto DO in NM93C86A CS = VIL 100
TRI-STATEI> NM93C86AE 100 ns

NM93C86AM 200

twP Write Cycle Time 10 ms

Capacitance (Note 4)
TA = 25'C, f = 1.0 MHz

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TILGate

and CL = 100 pF

OAVto 2.4V
Symbol Test Typ Max Units

COUT Output Capacitance 5 pF

CIN Input Capacitance 5 pF

Input Pulse Levels

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Input
Output

Wand2V
0.8V and 2.0V

Note 1: Stress above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Retings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indtcated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: The SK frequency specification specifies a mimimum SK clock period of 1 ~s.therefore in an SK clock cycle tsKH + tsKL must be greater than or equal to
1 ,...8. For example if tsKL = 250 ns then the minimum tSKH = 750 ns in order to meet the SK frequency specification.

Note 3: CS must be brought low for a minimum of 250 ns (tes) between consecutive instruction cycles.
Note 4: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

fII



Instruction Set for NM93C86A
The NM93C86A has 7 instructions as described below. the op code, the next 10 (or 11) bits carry the address for
Note that the MSB of any instruction is a "1" and is viewed selection of 1 of 1024 16-bit registers or 1 of 2048 8-bit
as a start bit in the interface sequence. The next 2 bits carry register, depending on memory array organization.

1024 by 16-Bit Organization (ORG = VccorNC)

Instruction 5B
OpCode Address Data Comments

2 Bits 10 Bits 16 Bits

READ 1 10 A9-AO Read data stored in selected register.

EWEN 1 00 11XXXXXXXX Enables programming modes.

EWDS 1 00 OOXXXXXXXX Disables all programming modes.

ERASE 1 11 A9-AO Erase selected register.

WRITE 1 01 A9-AO 015-00 Writes data pattern 015-00 into selected register.

ERAL 1 00 10XXXXXXXX Erases all registers.

WRAL 1 00 01XXXXXXXX 015-00 Writes data pattern 015-00 into all registers.

2048 by 8-Bit Organization (ORG = Vss)

Instruction 5B OpCode Address Data Comments
2 Bits 11 Bits a Bits

READ 1 10 A10-AO Read data stored in selected register.

EWEN 1 00 11XXXXXXXXX Enables programming modes.

EWDS 1 00 OOXXXXXXXXX Disables all programming modes.

ERASE 1 11 A10-AO Erase selected register.

WRITE 1 01 A10-AO 07-00 Writes data pattern 07 -DO into selected register.

ERAL 1 00 10XXXXXXXXX Erases all registers.

WRAL 1 00 01XXXXXXXXX 07-00 Writes data pattern 07 -DO into all registers.

Functional Description
The memory organization is selected by the state of the Erase/Write Disable (EWD5)
ORG input pin. If ORG is forced to Vcc or left unconnected, To protect against accidental data disturb, the Erase/Write
the 1024 x 16 memory organization is selected. If ORG is Disable (EWDS) instruction disables all programming modes
forced to Vss, the 2048 x 8 memory organization is select- and should follow all programming operations. Execution of
ed. a READ instruction is independent of both the EWEN and
Read (READ) EWDS instructions.

The READ instruction outputs serial data on the DO pin. In all programming modes the READY/BUSY status of the
After a READ instruction is received, the instruction and ad- device can be determined by polling the DO pin. After clock-
dress are decoded, followed by data transfer from the se- ing in the last bit of the instruction sequence and with CS
lected memory register into a serial-out shift register. A held "high," the DO pin will exit the high impedance state
dummy bit (logical "0") precedes the serial data output and indicate the READY/BUSY status of the device. DO =
string. Output data changes are initiated by a low to high logical "0" indicates that programming is still in progress
transition of the SK clock. and no other instruction can be executed, DO = logical "1"

indicates that the device is READY for another instruction. If
Erase/Write Enable (EWEN) CS is forced "low" the DO pin will return to the high imped-
When Vcc is applied to the part, it "powers up" in the ance state. After the programming cycle has completed and
Erase/Write Disable (EWDS) state. Therefore, all program- DO = logical "1," the DO pin can be reset back to the high
ming modes must be preceded by an Erase/Write Enable impedance state, by clocking a logical "1" into the 01 pin.
(EWEN) instruction. Once an Erase/Write Enable instruc- (This is also performed with the start bit on all opcodes, thus
tion is executed, programming remains enabled until a clocking an instruction has the same affect).
Erase/Write Disable (EWDS) instruction is executed or until
Vcc is removed from the part.
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cycle is initiated on the rising edge of the SK clock as the
last address bit (AO) is clocked in. At this point es, SK and
01 become don't care states. After starting an Erase cycle
the DO pin indicates the READY IBUSY status of the chip if
es is held "high". DO = logical "0" indicates that program-
ming is still in progress. DO = logical "1" indicates that the
register, at the address specified in the instruction, has been
erased.

Write (WRITE)
The WRITE instruction is followed by 16 bits of data (or 8
bits of data depending on the organization selected) to be
written into the specified address. Note that if es is brought
"low" before clocking in all of the data bits, then the WRITE
instruction will be aborted. The self-timed programming cy-
cle is initiated on the rising edge of the SK clock as the last

As in the ERASE instruction, after starting a WRITE cycle,
the DO pin indicates the READY IBUSY status of the chip if
es is held "high". DO = logical "0" indicates that program-
ming is still in progress. DO = logical "1" indicates that the
register, at the address specified in the instruction, has been
written and that the part is ready for another instruction.

Erase All (ERAL)

The ERAL instruction will simUltaneously program all regis-
ters in the memory array and set each bit to the logical "1"
state.

Write All (WRAL)

The WRAL instruction will simultaneously program all regis-
ters with the data pattern specified in the instruction.

VOH
00 (REAO) VOL

VOH
00 (PROGRAIol)

VOL

'This is the minimum SK period (See Note 2)

tlgKS is not needed if 01 - V,L when CS is going active (HIGH).



1024 x 16

2048 x8

EWEN:
DO = TRI-STATE

CS ~ IS ~

SK JlJ1fl1UUUl1~
ORG = VCC' 8 X's

ORG = VSS' 9 X's

EWDS:
DO = TRI-STATE

CS ~ IS ~

SK JlJl.f1.11JUUl1UUUUUUUl
ORG = VCC' 8 X's

ORG = VSS' 9 X's

II---------------V
CS J
SK -.1lJlJ11UU11U1JUl n_

--------------------d READY

~lwp-==l READY STATUS SIGNAL
DISABLED AfTER CLOCKING
IN 1 SK CYCLE WITH DI = 1

TUD/11254-7



v

--------------------...d READY

~lwp-==l READY STATUS SIGNAL
DISABLED AfTER CLOCKING
IN 1 SK CYCLE WITH 01 = 1

TUD/11254-8

CS J v
ORG = VCC' 8 X's

ORG = VSS' 9 X's

-------------------L.1 READY

~lwp--==1 READY STATUS SIGNAL
DISABLED AFTER CLOCKING
IN 1 SK CYCLE WITH 01 = 1

CS J v

ORG = VCC' 8 X's

ORG = VSS' 9 X's

-----------------------\:1 READY

~IWP~
READY STATUS SIGNAL
DISABLED AfTER CLOCKING
IN 1 SK CYCLE WITH 01 = t

Tl/D/11254-10
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NM95C12 Quad DataSwitch EEPROM (1K)
(MICROWIRETM Bus Inferface)

This device is fabricated using National Semiconductor's
General Description floating-gate CMOS process for high reliability and low pow-
The NM95C12 is a 976-bit CMOS EEPROM configured as er consumption. In addition, this device is available in an SO
16 bits x 61 addresses (registers) of EEPROM memory, in- package for small space considerattions.
tegrated with four DataSwitch units. Each DataSwitch con- The EEPROM interfacing is MICROWIRE compatible for
sists of two outputs that can be configured to a logic "0", simple interface to standard microcontroller and microproc-
logic '1', or as an analog DIP switch between the two. esors. There are 7 instructions that control the EEPROM
Therefore, this device can be programmed to form 4 pairs of memory: Read (READ), Write (WRITE), Write Enable
SPST switches or 8 configurable outputs in addition to all (WEN), Write Disable (WDS) and Write all (WRALL). All pro-
standard EEPROM memory functions. gramming is self-timed with the READYIBUSY status avail-
All DataSwitch functions are controlled by a 16-bit Switch able on the DO pin during programming.
Control Register (SCR) with the current switch setting
stored in a Switch Readback Register (SRR) for switch Features
status confirmation. In addition, DataSwitch power-up condi- _ Four on-chip DataSwitch units
tions are set by a standard EEPROM Switch Power-up Con- _ Each DataSwitch can be configured as 2 programmable
figuration Register (SPCR) dedicated for this purpose. outputs or as an Analog switch
The NM95C12 memory is organized as follows: _ DataSwitch power-up settings controlled by EEPROM

Type
register (SPCR)

Register Function _ No erase required before write
Registers 0-60 EEPROMarray Nonvolatile _ Sequential register read

Register 61 DataSwitch Power-up Nonvolatile _ Reliable CMOS floating gate technology
_ 4.5V to 5.5V operation in all modesConfiguration
_ MICROWIRE compatible serial 1/0Register (SPCR)
_ Self-timed programming cycle

Register 62 Switch Control Volatile _ 40 year data retention
Register (SCR) _ Endurance: 106 data changes

Register 63 Switch Readback Volatile _ Packages availability: 14-pin DIP, 14-pin SO
Register (SRR)

~ . r

EEPRO_ ARRAY
(61 x 16)

SWITCH
POWER-UP

CONFIGURATION
REGISTER



Dual-In-Llne Package

cs 14 Vee
SK 13 A4

01 12 B4

DO 11 A3

B1 10 B3

A1 9 A2

GNO 8 B2

CS 1

SK 2

01 3

DO 4
B1 5

Al 6

GNO 7

CS Chip Select

SK Serial Clock

DI Serial Data In

DO Serial Data Out

A1-A4
Switch Terminals

81-84

Top View
Order Number NM95C12M,

NM95C12EM and NM95C12MM
See NS Package M14A

Top View
Order Number NM95C12N,

NM95C12EN and NM95C12MN
See NS Package N14A

Pin
I

Name
Description

CS Chip Select, Input-This input must be high while communicating with the NM95C12. When this
input is LOW, the chip is powered down into the standby mode. It should be noted that the CS ,
does not control the A 1 through A4 and 81 through 84 outputs and hence has no effect on them.

- The CS input must be made LOW after completing an instruction to prepare the control logic to
accept the next instruction. If the CS input becomes LOW prematurely, the operation in progress
is aborted. If programming the E2 memory is in progress and the CS goes LOW, the programming
is not aborted but will proceed to its normal completion.

SK Serial Clock, Input-This input is used for clocking the serial I/O. The CS input must be high for
clocking to have any effect. Information presented on the DI input will be shifted into the device
on the LOW to HIGH transition of the clock. Information from the device will be available on the
DO output serially, in response to the LOW to HIGH transition of the clock.

DI Serial Data In, Input-All information needed for the operation of the device is entered serially
from this input. HIGH represents logic '1' and LOW represents logic, '0'. The entry order is most
significant bit first and least significant bit last.

DO Serial Data Out, Output, TRI-STATE~-When data is read, data from the addressed location will
be available on this output serially, in sync with the LOW to HIGH transitions on the SK input.
Normally the DO pin is in high impedance state. During a read instruction, when the last bit of the
address is shifted in, the DO will go LOW indicating that data will follow. The data will follow in
response to the clock transitions. The data will come out most significant bit first and least .
significant bit last. During E2 programming operations, this output is also used as the status
indicator. During programming operations, LOW indicates 8usy (programming in progress) and
HIGH indicates Ready. The DO output will be in the high impedance state if the CS input is LOW
unconditionally.

A1-A4 Switch Terminals-These pins provide the simulated DIP switch features and hence are called
81-84 terminals. The behavior of these pins is determined by the settings in the Switch Configuration

Register and are independent of the CS input.

Vcc Power Supply.

GND Ground. I



Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM95C12E -40'Cto +B5'C

Supply Voltage Vcc 6.5V NM95C12Mo -55'C to + 125'C

Voltage at Any Pin -0.3 to +6.5V Power Supply Voltage (Vccl 4.5Vt05.5V

Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150'C ·Contact factory for availability

Maximum Power Dissipation @25'C 500mW

Lead Temperature
(Soldering. 10 seconds) 300'C

ESDRating 2000V

DC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5V ±10%

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Max Units

ICC1 Operating Current CMOS Input Levels Cs = VIH. SK = 1 MHz 4 mA

ICC2 Operating Current TIL Input Levels ., Cs = VIH. SK = 1 MHz 6 mA

ICC3 Standby Current Cs = OV
50 IJ-ACMOS Input Levels on Switches

ICC4 Standby Current Cs = OV
BOO IJ-A

TIL Input Levels on Switches

liL Input Leakage (Note 4) VIN = OV to Vcc ±1 IJ-A
loL Output Leakage (Note 4)

VIL Input Low Voltage . -0.1 0.8 V
VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V
VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -400 IJ-A 2.4 V

RON Switch On Resistance ~- 200 n

ROFF Switch Off Resistance 10 Mn

Vs Maximum Voltage Allowed on any Switch Terminal
.

Vcc + 1 V

IS Max Current Allowed through Switch Terminals 10 mA

AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5V ± 10% unless otherwise specified

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

fSK SK Clock Frequency NM95C12 (Note 5) 0 1
NM95C12E 0 1 MHz
NM95C12M . 0 0.5

tSKH SK High Time NM95C12 250
NM95C12E 300 ns
NM95C12M 500

tSKL SKLowTime NM95C12 250
NM95C12E 250 ns

- NM95C12M 500

tSKS SKSetup NM95C12 50 ns
NM95C12E 50 ns
NM95C12M 100 ns

tcs MinimumCS NM95C12 (Note 2) 250
Low Time NM95C12E 250 ns

NM95C12M 500

tess CS Setup Time NM95C12 50
NM95C12E 50 ns
NM95C12M 100



AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5V ± 10% unless otherwise specified (Continued)

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

tpUSR Power Up Slew Rate 1 ms

tOIS 01 Setup Time NM95C12 100
NM95C12E 100 ns
NM95C12M 200

teSH CSHoldTime -, 0 ns

tOIH 01 Hold Time 20 ns

tpOl Output Delay to "1" NM95C12 500
NM95C12E 500 ns
NM95C12M 1000

tPDO Output Delay to "0" NM95C12 500
NM95C12E 500 ns
NM95C12M 1000

tsv CS to Status Valid NM95C12 "- 500
NM95C12E 500 ns

d' NM95C12M 1000

tOF CStoDOin NM95C12 CS = VIL 100
TRI-STATE NM95C12E 100 ns

NM95C12M 200

tlSWO Switch Delay NM95C12 250
from Switch Input NM95C12E 250 ns

NM95C12M 500

tswPDO Switch Delay NM95C12 500
to 0 from NM95C12E 500 ns
Config, Change NM95C12M 1000

tSWPOl Switch Delay NM95C12 500
to 1 from NM95C12E 500 ns
Config. Change NM95C12M 1000

tsws A1-A4,B1-B4 NM95C12 100
Setup Time for NM95C12E 100 ns
SRR Read NM95C12M 200

tsWH A1-A4,B1-B4 NM95C12 100
Hold Time for NM95C12E 100 os
SRR Read NM95C12M 200

twP Write Cycle Time 10 ms

tOH DO Hold Time 10 ns

'I



N.•..
~ Capacitance (Note 3)
m TA = 25'C, f = 1 MHz
:Ii
Z Symbol Test Max Units

COUT Output Capacitance 5 pF

CIN Input Capacitance 5 pF

Note 1: Stress ratings above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliabilty.

Note 2: CS (Chip Select) must be brought low (to VIU for an interval of tes in order to reset all internal device registers (device reset) prior to beginning another
opcode cycle. (This is shown in the opcode diagrams in the following pages.)

Note 3: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

Note 4: Typical leakage values are in the 20 nA range.

Note 5: The shortest allowable SK clock period = 1/fSK (as shown under the 1SKparameter). Maximum SK clock speed (minimum SK period) is determined by the
interaction 01several AC parameters stated in the datasheet. Within this SK period, both tsKH and tSKL limits must be observed. Therefore, it is not allowable to set
1/fSK = tsKH (minimum) = tsKL (minimum)for shorter SK cycle time operation.

Vcc Range
VIL/VIH VIL/VIH VOL/VOH

IOL/1OHInput Level Timing Level Timing Level

4.5V ,;; Vcc ,;; 5.5V 0.4V/2.4V 1.0V/2.0V 0.4V/2.4V - 2.1 mAlO.4 mA
(TTL Levels)

Output Load: 1 TTL Gate (Cl = 100 pF)



function blocks:

• EEPROM memory array: Addresses 0-60

• Switch Control Registers:
Switch Power-up Configuration Register (SPCR)
Switch Control Register (SCR)
Switch Readback Register (SRR)

ADDRESS SPACE
Registers 0-60 of the E2PROM are available to the user as
general purpose non-volatile memory. Data may be read or
programmed into this memory using the appropriate instruc-
tions. Address location 61 is an E2 location which also can

switch configuration infOrmatiOn autOmaticallY on power-up
(SPCR) .

The switch Control Register (SCR) is located at address 62.
The SCR is not an E2 location and hence is volatile. It does
not have endurance limits or programming time require-
ments associated with it, allowing the switches to be recon·
figured an unlimited number of times.

The SCR is automatically loaded from address 61 on power-
up. The SCR controls the switch logic and hence the behav-
ior of the terminals A1 through A4 and 61 through 64.

Located at address 63 is the Switch Readback Register
(SRR). This is a read only register.

1oI00E" Z y X W SWITCHCONFIGURATION COIoIIolENTS

0 0 0 0 0 ~A~B A=O,B=O

1 0 0 0 ,
~A ~B A=O,B=1

2 0 0 , 0 ~A ~B A=I.B=O

3 0 0 , , ~A ~B A= 1 , B= 1

4 0 1 0 0
~A A = 0 , B = TRI-STATE
0 OB

5 0 , 0 1 ~; A=B

6 0 , 1 0 0»:; A=ii

7 0 , , 1 ~A A = 1 • B = TRI-STATE

0 OB

0 OA

8 1 0 0 0 ~B
A = TRI-STATE • B = 0

9 , 0 0 , ~; B=A

10 , 0 , 0 ~: B=A

0 OA

11 1 0 , , E.r>---oB A=TRI-STATE, B='

12 1 1 0 X .~+. Analog Switch
Opan

+-+13 , 1 1 X A B
Analog Switch
Cloled

- -- -
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control logic. The individual bits in each field are labelled W,
X, Y, and Z. Table I shows the relationship between these
bit values and the resulting behavior of the terminals. It
should be remembered that the CS input has no effect on
the behavior of the terminals.

SWITCH READBACK REGISTER
The SRR allows the current logic level present at the switch
terminals to be read back via the Microwire bus. The SRR is
loaded by the rising edge of SK immediately after the last
instruction bit is clocked in (The same clock edge that loads
AO). The SRR is loaded on this clock edge only when regis-
ter 63 (Switch Readback Register) is being read. In the case
of switch mode 13 (Analog switch mode), the SRR will not
report the actual levels present at the terminals due to this

when the device is used in the analog switch mode.

The bit assignments and conceptual function of the SRR is
shown in Figure 3. As shown, only bits 15 thru 8 are used,
and bits 7 thru 0 are always read as logical O. The SRR is a
Read-Only register and if it is written, the device will not
perform a write or generate a Ready/Busy status.

INSTRUCTION SET
The NM95C12 instruction set contains five instructions, and
each instruction is ten bits long. The first 2 bits of the in-
struction are the start bits (SB) and are always a logical
"01", followed by the op code (2 bits) and the address field
(6 bits). The WRITE and WRALL instructions are followed
by sixteen bits of data (015-00) which is written into the
memory. Table II is a list of the instructions and their format.

ENABLE"

ENABLE 3
ENABLE 2

ENABLE 1

FIGURE 3. Switch Readback Register (SRR)

TABLE II. NM95C12 Instructions

Instruction SB OpCode Address Oats Comments

REAO 01 10 A5-AO Reads data at selected address.

WEN 01 00 11XXXX Enables all programming modes.

WRITE 01 01 A5-AO 015-00 Writes selected register.

WRALL 01 00 01XXXX 015-00 Writes all registers.

WOS 01 00 OOXXXX Oisables all programming modes.



Functional Description (Continued)
WDS (Write Disable): When this instruction is issued, all
programming modes are disabled. Any attempt to write into
a disabled device is ignored. The NM95C12 powers up in
the disabled state. The WEN is the only instruction that en-
ables the device. The write disable operation has no effect
on read operations.
WRALL (Write All): When this instruction is executed, the
NM95C12 bulk-programs the same 16-bit data pattern into
all of its E2 memory locations (address 0 through 61). The
SCR is unaffected since it is not an E2 location. However,
since the SPCR is included in the EEPROM array it will be
programmed. The data pattern must follow immediately af-
ter the last bit of this instruction. The chip enters into the
self-timed program mode after CS is brought low, before the
next rising edge of SK.
WEN (Write Enable): This instruction is used to enable all
programming modes. The circuits will remain enabled until
the WDS instruction disables them. The NM95C12 powers
up in the disabled state and hence WEN must be executed
prior to any programming instructions.
WRITE (Write/Program): This instruction writes a 16-bit
data word into the address location specified by the Ao-As
bits of the instruction. The 16 data bits must follow the last
bit of the instruction. After loading the WRITE instruction
and the 16-bit data, the chip enters into the self-timed pro-
gram mode when CS is brought low before the next rising
edge of the SK clock. If the addressed location is the SCR,
then the chip does not enter into the self-timed E2 program-
ming mode (the SCR is not an E2 location) but loads the
switch configuration data into the SCR. The WRITE instruc-
tion can only be aborted by deselecting the chip (CS LOW)
before entering all the instruction bits.
READ (Read): This instruction reads the data from the ad-
dressed location. As before, the instruction also contains

the address. The data will come out serially on the DOout-
put on the rising edge of the clock. A logical '0' precedes
the 16-bit data (dummy bit).
The NM95C12 has a convenient feature called sequential
register read. Normally, the CS input is made LOW after the
last data bit is shifted out. However, if the CS input is left
HIGH and clocking continues, data from the next address
location will be delivered on the DOpin. This sequential read
can continue indefinitely whereby the address is automati-
cally incremented after delivering 16 bits of data. It should
be noted that in the sequential register read mode, address
wrap-around will occur from Amax-Amin.
During a sequential register read there will be a dummy bit
preceding the first word read, after which, the bit stream will
be continuous without any dummy bits separating the data
words.

Ready/Busy Indication
Programmingan E2 memory takes several milliseconds. Un-
like some devices which require the user to keep track of
the elapsed time to ensure completion of the programming
cycle, the NM95C12 contains an on-chip timer. The timer
starts when the CS input goes LOW after the last data bit is
entered. After entering a programming cycle (CS forced
LOW), the timer status may be observed by forcing the CS
input back HIGH. The timer status is available on the DOpin
if the CS input is forced HIGH within one ms of starting the
programming cycle. LOW on the DO pin indicates that the
programming is still in progress while HIGH indicates the
device is READY for the next instruction. It should be noted
that if the CS input is made HIGH for status observation, it
must be made LOW when READY is indicated before load-
ing the next instruction.

STATUS VALID

~I
Ai,8i ------------"------i\~.?~t= _

Bi,Ai ~ •• _







General Description
National Semiconductor's family of 12C CMOS EEPROMs
share the following features: A serial interface and software
protocol allowing operation on a two wire bus. Also, pro-
gramming of the upper half of the memory can be disabled
by connecting the WP pin to Vcc on certain members of the
family.
National Semiconductor EEPROMs offer 1 million data
changes typical with data retention greater than 40 years.
The 12C CMOS EEPROMs are all available in DIP and SO
packaging.

Features
• Low power CMOS

- 2 mA active current typical
- 60 /LA standby current typical

• Hardwire write protect for upper half of memory on
03/0S/09/17

• 2-wire serial interface
• Bidirectional data transfer protocol
• Sixteen byte page write mode

- Minimizes total write time per byte
• 2.SV to S.SVavailable in "L" option
• Self timed write cycle

- Typical write cycle time of S ms
• Data retention greater than 40 years
• 8-pin mini-DIP, or 8-pin SO package

Packages Temperature Ranges 2.5V-5.5V Security
NM24C02 N,M8 C,E y
NM24C03 N,M8 C,E y y
NM24C04 N,M8 C,E y
NM24COS N,M8 C,E y y
NM24C08 N,M8 C,E y
NM24C09 N,M8 C,E y y
NM24C16 N,M8 C,E y
NM24C17 N,M8 C,E y y

·For Mil Temp Range and 14-Lead SO availability contact your sales office.

National Mem_ory T_
M_J24

JC JOB
12C Interface -

CMOS---------------

Memory Size
02 = 2 kbit
03 = 2 kbit wlwrite protect
04 = 4 kbit
OS= 4 kbit wlwrite protect
08 = 8 kbit
09 = 8 kbit wIwrite protect
16 = 16 kbit
17 = 16 kbit wlwrite protect

LEN

LPaCkage
N = Plastic DIP
M = 14-Lead SO

M8 = 8-Lead SO

Operating Temperature Range
No Entry = O'Cto + 70'C

E = -40'Cto +8S'C
M = -SS'Cto + 12S'C

L-----Operatlng Voltage Range
No Entry = 4.SVto 5.5V

L = 2.SVto 5.SV



~National
~ semiconductor

NM24C02/C04/C08/C 16
2K-/4K-/8K-/16K-Bit Serial EEPROM
(12CSynchronous 2-Wire Bus)
General Description
The NM24C02/C04/C08/C16 devices are 2048/40961
8192/16,384 bits, respectively, of CMOS non-volatile elec-
trically erasable memory. These devices conform to all
specifications in the 12C 2-wire protocol and are designed to
minimize device pin count and simplify PC board layout re-
quirements.

This communication protocol uses CLOCK (SCL) and DATA
1/0 (SDA) lines to synchronously clock data between the
master (for example a microprocessor) and the slave
EEPROM device(s). In addition, this bus structure allows for
a maximum of 16K of EEPROM memory. This is supported
by the NSC family in 2K, 4K, 8K and 16K devices, allowing
the user to configure the memory as the application requires
with any combination of EEPROMs (not to exceed 16K).

National EEPROMs are designed and tested for applica-
tions requiring high endurance, high reliability and low power
consumption.

Vcc-
vss-

SLAVE ADDRESS
REGISTER

+ COllPARATOR

Features
• Low Power CMOS

- 2 mA active current typical
- 60 IJoAstandby current typical

• 2-wire 12C serial interface
- Provides bidirectional data transfer protocol

• Sixteen byte page write mode
- Minimizes total write time per byte

• Self timed write cycle
- Typical write cycle time of 5 ms

• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Data retention greater than 40 years
• Packages available: 8 pin mini·DIP or 14 pin SO

package

H.V. GENERATION
TilliNG

I: CONTROL

E2PROll
16x16x8
32 x 16 x 8
64x16x8

128 x 16 x 8

•



AO 8 Vcc

Al 2 NW24C02 7 NC
NW24C04

A2 3 NW24C08 6 SCl
NW24C16

VSS 4 5 SDA

Top View

See NS Package Number N08E (N)

SO Package (M8)

AO Vcc
Al 2 7 NC

NW24C02
A2 3 NW24C04 6 SCl

Vss 4 5 SDA

Top View

See NS Package Number M08A (M8)

AO,A1, A2 Device Address Inputs

Vss Ground

SDA Data 1/0

SCL Clock Input

NC No Connection

Vcc +SV

Commercial Temperature Range (O'C to +70'C)

Order Number

NM24C02N/NM24C04N/NM24C08NINM24C16N
NM24C02MINM24C04M/NM24C08M/NM24C16M

NM24C02M8INM24C04M8

Extended Temperature Range ( - 40'C to + 85'C)

Order Number

NM24C02EN/NM24C04EN/NM24C08EN/NM24C16EN
NM24C02EM/NM24C04EM/NM24C08EM/NM24C16EM

NM24C02EM8INM24C04EM8

Military Temperature Range ( - 55'C to + 125'C)

Order Number

NM24C02MN/NM24C04MN/NM24C08MN/NM24C16MN
NM24C02MM/NM24C04MM/NM24C08MM/NM24C16MM

NM24C02MM8/NM24C04MM8

INPUTS NC

AO

Al

NC

A2

VSS
NC

TUOlll099-3

Top View

See NS Package Number M14B (M)



Ambient Storage Temperature

All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground

Lead Temperature
(Soldering, 10 seconds)

ESORating

NM24L~2M/C04M/C08M/C16M
(Mil. Temperature)

Positive Power Supply (Vcel

-SS·C to + 12S·C

4.SVto S.SV

+300·C

2000Vmin

Limits
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Typ Units

Mln
(Note 1)

Max

ICCA Active Power Supply Current fSCL = 100 kHz 2.0 3.0 mA

ISB Standby Current VIN = GNO or VCC 60 100 p.A

III Input Leakage Current VIN = GNO to Vcc 0.1 10 p.A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = GNO to VCC 0.1 10 p.A

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 Vcc x 0.3 V

VIH Input High Voltage Vcc x 0.7 Vcc + O.S V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 3mA 0.4 V

Symbol Test Conditions Max Units

ClIO (Note 2) Input/Output Capacitance (SOA) VI/O = OV 8 pF

CIN (Note 2) Input Capacitance (AO, A 1, A2, SCL) VIN = OV 6 pF

Input Pulse Levels Vcc x 0.1 to Vcc x 0.9

Input Rise and
10 ns

Fall Times

Input and Output
Vcc x O.S

Timing Levels

Output Load 1 TIL Gate and
CL=100pF

Note 1: Typicel values are lor TA = 2S·C and nominal supply voltsge (SV).

Note 2: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

•
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TI Noise Suppression TIme

100 ns
Constant at SCl, SDA Inputs

tAA SCl low to SDA Data Out Valid 0.3 3.5 IJ-s

tBUF Time the Bus Must Be Free
before a New Transmission 4.7 IJ-s
Can Start

tHD:STA Start Condition Hold Time 4.0 JH IJ-s

tLOW Clock low Period 4.7 IJ-s

tHIGH .. Clock High Period 4.0 IJ-S

tSU:STA Start Condition Setup Time
4.7

IJ-s
(for a Repeated Start Condition)

tHD:DAT Data in Hold Time 0 IJ-s

tSU:DAT Data in Setup Time ;" 250 ns

tR SDA and SCl Rise Time : 1 IJ-s

tF SDA and SCl Fall Time 300 ns

tSU:STO .' Stop Condition Setup Time 4.7 IJ-s

tDH Data Out Hold Time 300 ns

tWR (Note 3) Write Cycle Time 10 ms

Note 3: The write cycle time (tWR)is the time from a valid stop condition of a write sequence to the end ot the internal erass/program cycle. During the write cycle,
the NM24Cxx bus interface circuits are disabled, SDA is allowed to remain high per the bus-level pull-up resistor, and the device does not respond to ~s slave
address.

Bus Timing
lr It!- - I-lttMlH1 - r--•... It.ow.... .....It.ow ...•

~~

SCL 1
.,.. , ,.

IsU:STA I lttO:STA lttD:DAT lsu:DAT

SDA "' I /IN

--jtAA --j1oN leur

SDA xxxxxxxxxx XXI. :xOUT

TL/D/ll099-4



BACKGROUND INFORMATION (12C Bus)

As mentioned, the 12C bus allows synchronous bidirectional
communication between transmitter/Receiver using the
SCl (clock) and SDA (Data I/O) lines. All communication
must be started with a valid START condition, concluded
with a STOP condition and acknowledged by the Receiver
with an ACKNOWLEDGE condition.

In addition, since the 12C bus is designed to support other
devices such as RAM, EPROM, etc., the device type identifi-
er string must follow the START condition. For EEPROMs,
this 4-bit string is 1010.

As shown below, the EEPROMS on the 12C bus may be
configured in any manner required, providing the total mem-
ory addressed does not exceed 16K (16,834 bits). EEPROM
memory addressing is controlled by two methods:

• Hardware configuring the AO, Al and A2 pins (Device
Address pins) with pull-up or pull-down resistors. All
UNUSED PINS MUST BE GROUNDED (Tied to Vss).

• Software addressing the required PAGE BLOCK within
the device memory array (as sent in the Slave Address
string).

Addressing an EEPROM memory location involves sending
a command string with the following information:

[DEVICE TYPE)-[DEVICE ADDRESS)-[PAGE BLOCK
ADDRESS)-[BYTE ADDRESS)

DEFINITIONS

WORD 8 bits (byte) of data.
PAGE 16 sequential addresses (one byte

each) that may be programmed
during a "Page Write" programming
cycle.

PAGE BLOCK 2,048 (2K) bits organized into 16
pages of addressable memory.
(8 bits) x (16 bytes) x (16 pages) =
2,048 bits

MASTER Any 12C device CONTROLLING the
transfer of data (such as a
microprocessor).

SLAVE Device being controlled (EEPROMs
are always considered Slaves) .

TRANSMITTER Device currently SENDING data on
the bus (may be either a Master OR
Slave).

RECEIVER Device currently receiving data on
the bus (Master or Slave).

NtolHCD2
AD A1 A2 vss

NtolHCD2
AD Al A2 vss

NtolHCD4
AD A I A2

Ntol24CD8
AD Al A2

Note: The SDA pUll-up resistor is required due to the open·drain/open-collector output of 12C bus devices.

Note: The Sel pull-up resistor is recommended because of the normal SeL line inactive "high" state.

Note: It is recommended that the total line capacitance be less than 400 pF.
Note: Specific timing and addressing considerations are described in greater detail in the following sections.

Device
Address Pins

Memory Size
Number of

AD A1 A2 Page Blocks

NM24C02 DA DA DA 2048 Bits 1

NM24C04 Vss DA DA 4096 Bits 2

NM24C08 Vss Vss DA 8192 Bits 4

NM24C16 Vss Vss Vss 16,384 Bits 8

•



Pin Descriptions
SERIAL CLOCK (SCL)
The SCl input is used to clock all data into and out of the
device.

SERIAL DATA (SDA)
SDA is a bidirectional pin used to transfer data into and out
of the device. It is an open drain output and may be wire·
ORed with any number of open drain or open collector out·
puts.

DEVICE ADDRESS INPUTS (AO,A 1,A2)
Device address pins AO,A1 and A2 are connected to Vcc
or VSS to configure the EEPROM address. The following
table (Table A) shows the active pins across the NM24Cxx
device family. I

TABLE A

Device AO A1 A2 Effects of Addresses

NM24C02 ADR ADR ADR 23 = 8 (8) x (2K) = 16K
NM24C04 X ADR ADR 22 = 4 (4) x (4K) = 16K
NM24C08 X X ADR 21 = 2 (2) x (8K) = 16K
NM24C16 X X X 20 = 1 (1) x (16K) = 16K

Ii !x!
J I I

J I I

----"V------U
I I

I I

I I

Device Operation
The NM24Cxx supports a bidirectional bus oriented proto·
col. The protocol defines any device that sends data onto
the bus as a transmitter and the receiving device as the
receiver. The device controlling the transfer is the master
and the device that is controlled is the slave. The master will
always initiate data transfers and provide the clock for both
transmit and receive operations. Therefore, the NM24Cxx
will be considered a slave in all applications.

CLOCK AND DATA CONVENTIONS
Data states on the SDA line can change only during SCl
lOW. SDA state changes during SCl HIGH are reserved for
indicating start and stop conditions. Refer to Figures 1 and
2.

START CONDITION
All commands are preceded by the start condition, which is
a HIGH to lOW transition of SDA when SCl is HIGH. The
NM24Cxx continuously monitors the SDA and SCl lines for
the start condition and will not respond to any command
until this condition has been met.

STOP CONDITION
All communications are terminated by a stop condition,
which is a lOW to HIGH transition of SDA when SCl is
HIGH. The stop condition is also used by the NM24Cxx to
place the device in the standby power mode.

\•..:_---

DATA
CHANGE

FIGURE 1. Data Validity

;1
I

I\...._-1\........1-: ----
\•......_---11
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OUTPUT

FROM
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ACKNOWLEDGE
Acknowledge is a software convention used to indicate suc-
cessful data transfers. The transmitting device, either mas-
ter or slave, will release the bus after transmitting eight bits.
During the ninth clock cycle the receiver will pull the SDA
line LOW to acknowledge that it received the eight bits of
data. Refer to Figure 3.

The NM24Cxx device will always respond with an acknowl-
edge after recognition of a start condition and its slave ad-
dress. If both the device and a write operation have been

selected, the NM24Cxx will respond with an acknowledge
after the receipt of each subsequent eight bit word.
In the read mode the NM24Cxx slave will transmit eight bits
of data. release the SDA line and monitor the line for an
acknowledge. If an acknowledge is detected and no stop
condition is generated by the master. the slave will continue
to transmit data. If an acknowledge is not detected, the
slave will terminate further data transmissions and await the
stop condition to return to the standby power mode.

,.
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0 bits of the slave address are those of the device type identi-

0 fier (see Figure 4). This is fixed as 1010 for all four devices:
'" NM24C02, NM24C04, NM24COB and NM24C16.C'I
0
0

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE•C'I IDENTIFIER ADDRESS
::IE
Z

NM24C021 : A2 : Al : AO :R/WI (LSB)0 0

TL/D/l1099-17

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIFIER ADDRESS.~

NM24C041 0 0 : A2 : Al : AO :R/WI (LSB)
•......••......
PAGE

BLOCK ADDRESS
TL/D/11099-9

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIFIER ADDRESS.~

NM24Coei : A2 : A I : AO : R/W I(LSB)

'---,..--'
PAGE

BLOCK ADDRESS
TL/D/ll099-18

DEVICE TYPE
IDENTIFIER

NM24C18I 0 0 : A2 : Al : AO :R/Wl (LSB)

PAGE
BLOCK ADDRESS

TL/D/ll099-19

FIGURE 4. Slave Addresses

Number of
Device AO Al A2 Page Block Addre ••••

Page Blocks

NM24C02 A A A 1 (2K) (NONE)

NM24C04 P A A 2 (4K) 0 1

NM24C06 P P A 4 (6K) 00 01 10 11

NM24C16 P P P 6 (16K) 000 001 010 011 ... 111

A: Refers to a hardware configured Device Address pin
P: Refers to an internal PAGE BLOCK memory segment

All 12C EEPROMs use an internal protocol that defines a
PAGE BLOCK size of 2K bits (for Word addresses 0000
through 1111). Therefore, address bits AO, A 1 or A2 (if des-
ignated "P") are used to access a PAGE BLOCK in con·
junction with the Word address used to access any individu-
al data byte (Word).

The last bit of the slave address defines whether a write or
read condition is requested by the master. A "1" indicates
that a read operation is to be executed, and a "0" initiates
the write mode.

A simple review: After the NM24C02/C04/COB/C16 recog-
nizes the start condition, the devices interfaced to the 12C
bus wait for a slave address to be transmitted over the SDA
line. If the transmitted slave address matches an address of
one of the devices, the designated slave pulls the line LOW
with an acknowledge signal and awaits further transmis-
sions.



Write Operations
BYTE WRITE
For a write operation a second address field is required
which is a word address that is comprised of eight bits and
provides access to anyone of the 256 words in the selected
page of memory. Upon receipt of the word address the
NM24Cxx responds with an acknowledge and waits for the
next eight bits of data, again, responding with an acknowl-
edge. The master then terminates the transfer by generat-
ing a stop condition, at which time the NM24Cxx begins the
internal write cycle to the nonvolatile memory. While the
internal write cycle is in progress the NM24Cxx inputs are
disabled, and the device will not respond to any requests
from the master. Refer to Figure 5 for the address, acknowl-
edge and data transfer sequence.

PAGE WRITE
The NM24Cxx is capable of a sixteen byte page write opera-
tion. It is initiated in the same manner as the byte write
operation; but instead of terminating the write cycle after the
first data word is tranferred, the master can transmit up to
fifteen more words. After the receipt of each word, the
NM24Cxx will respond with an acknowledge.

S
T S

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE WORD T
WASTER R ADDRESS ADDRESS DATA 0

T • j • • • P

SDA LINE EfUl..CJ..J-: :-::-::-:u :::::::LJj
A A A

BUS ACTIVITY: C C C
NW24CXX KKK

After the receipt of each word, the internal address counter
increments to the next address and the next SDA data is
accepted. If the master should transmit more than sixteen
words prior to generating the stop condition, the address
counter will "roll over" and the previously written data will
be overwritten. As with the byte write operation, all inputs
are disabled until completion of the internal write cycle. Re-
fer to Figure 6 for the address, acknOWledgeand data trans-
fer sequence.

ACKNOWLEDGE POLLING
Once the stop condition is issued to indicate the end of the
host's write operation the NM24Cxx initiates the internal
write cycle. ACK polling can be initiated immediately. This
involves issuing the start condition followed by the slave
address for a write operation. If the NM24Cxx is still busy
with the write operation no ACK will be returned. If the
NM24Cxx has completed the write operation an ACK will be
returned and the host can then proceed with the next read
or write operation.

S
T S
A SLAVE T
R ADDRESS WORD ADDRESS (nJ DATA n DATA n + 1 DATA n + 15 0
T • • • j • • • • • • • • j • • p

ffiJl ..C:=L.J: : : : : : : u ::: :: : :u :: :: :: :LDJ: : : : : LB
A A A A - A
C C C C C
KKK K K

TLID/11099-11



Read Operations
Read operations are initiated in the same manner as write
operations, with the exception that the R/W bit of the slave
address is set to a one. There are three basic read opera-
tions: current address read, random read and sequential
read.

CURRENT ADDRESS READ

Internally the NM24Cxx contains an address counter that
maintains the address of the last word accessed, incre-
mented by one. Therefore, if the last access (either a read
or write) was to address n, the next read operation would
access data from address n + 1. Upon receipt of the slave
address with R/W set to one, the NM24Cxx issues an ac-
knowledge and transmits the eight bit word. The master will
not acknowledge the transfer but does generate a stop con-
dition, and therefore the NM24Cxx discontinues tranmis-
sion. Refer to Figure 7 for the sequence of address, ac-
knowledge and data transfer.

RANDOM READ

Random read operations allow the master to access any
memory location in a random manner. Prior to issuing the
slave address with the R/W bit set to one, the master must
first perform a "dummy" write operation. The master issues
the start condition, slave address and then the word ad-

s
T S

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE T
~ASTER R ADDRESS 0

T ., P

SDA LINE ffiJl.D1J :--:-::;--:: rEf"
A' ,

BUS ACTIVITY: C DATA
N~2.CXX K

dress it is to read. After the word address acknowledge, the
master immediately reissues the start condition and the
slave address with the R/W bit set to one. This will be fol-
lowed by an acknowledge from the NM24Cxx and then by
the eight bit word. The master will not acknowledge the
transfer but does generate the stop condition, and therefore
the NM24Cxx discontinues transmission. Refer to Figure 8
for the address, acknowledge and data transfer sequence.

SEQUENTIAL READ

Sequential reads can be initiated as either a current address
read or random access read. The first word is transmitted in
the same manner as the other read modes; however, the
master now responds with an acknowledge, indicating it re-
quires additional data. The NM24Cxx continues to output
data for each acknowledge received. The read operation is
terminated by the master not responding with an acknowl-
edge or by generating a stop condition.

The data output is sequential, with the data from address n
followed by the data from n + 1. The address counter for
read operations increments all word address bits, allowing
the entire memory contents to be serially read during one
operation. After the entire memory has been read, the coun-
ter "rolls over" and the NM24Cxx continues to output data
for each acknOWledge received. Refer to Figure 9 for the
address, acknOWledge and data transfer sequence.

S S
T T S
A SLAVE WORD A SLAVE T
R ADDRESS ADDRESS n R ADDRESS 0

~i :::::::LIfuu=rtJ-: :-:;-::-:rB
A A A' •
C C C DATA n
KKK

S
A A A T

SLAVE C C 0

~ ~ K K P

= Jlt.-; :-::-::-:W,""----: :=: :=: :=: W.....-: :.....-: :•..•..; : •..•..; : 011-: :-:;.....-:;:ra
C DATA n DATA n + 1 DATA n + 2 DATA n + x
K



FIGURE 10. Typical System Configuration
Note: Due to open drain configuration of SDA, a bus-level pull-up resistor is called for, (typical value = 4.7 kil)



~ NM24C03/t05/C09/C17
~ 2K·/4K·/SK·/16K·Bit Serial EEPROM
; with Write Protect (I2C Synchronous 2·Wire Bus)z

General Description
The NM24C03/COS/C09/C17 devices are 2048/4096/
8192/16,834 bits, respectively, of CMOS non-volatile elec-
trically erasable memory. These devices conform to all
specifications in the 12C 2-wire protocol, and are designed
to minimize device pin count and simplify PC board layout
requirements.
The upper half of the memory can be disabled (Write Pro-
tected) by connecting the WP pin to VCC' This section of
memory then becomes unalterable unless WP is switched
to Vss.
This communication protocol uses CLOCK (SCL) and DATA
I/O (SDA) lines to synchronously clock data between the
master (for example a microprocessor) and the slave EEP-
ROM device(s). In addition, this bus structure allows for a
maximum of 16K of EEPROM memory. This is supported by
the NSC family in 2K, 4K, 8K and 16K devices, allowing the
user to configure the memory as the application requires
with any combination of EEPROMs (not to exceed 16K).
National EEPROMs are designed and tested for applica-
tions requiring high endurance, high reliability, and low pow-
er consumption.

Features
• Hardwire write protect for upper block
• Low Power CMOS ,

- 2 mA active current typical
- 60 ",A standby current typical

• 2-wire 12C serial interface
- Provides bidirectional data transfer protocol

• Sixteen byte page write mode
- Minimizes total write time per byte

• Self timed write cycle
- Typical write cycle time of S ms

• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Data retention greater than 40 years
• Packages available: 8 pin mini-DIP or 14 pin SO

package

Va;-

vss-
WP



Top View

see NS Package Number
N08E (N) or M08A (M8)

AO,A1, A2 Device Address Inputs

Vss Ground

SDA Data lID

SCl Clock Input

Vcc +SV

WP Write Protect

NC No Connection

14 NC

13 Vcc
12 WP

11 NC

10 SCL

9 SDA

8 NC

INPU1S NC 1

040 2

Al 3

NC 4

A2 5
Vss 6

Ne 7

Tl/D/11100-3

TOp View

See NS Package Number M14B

Commercial Temperature Range (O"C to +70"C)

Order Number

NM24C03NINM24COSNINM24C09NINM24C17N
NM24C03M8/NM24COSM8INM24C09M/NM24C17M

Extended Temperature Range ( - 40"C to +8S·C)

Order Number

NM24C03ENINM24COSENINM24C09EN/NM24C17EN
NM24C03EM8/NM24C05EM8INM24C09EMINM24C17EM

Military Temperature Range ( - S5"C to + 125"C)

Order Number

NM24C03MN/NM24COSMN/NM24C09MN/NM24C17MN
NM24C03MM8INM24C05MM8INM24C09MM/NM24C17MM

•



Absolute Maximum Ratings Operating Conditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales NM24C03/COS/C09/C17 O"Cto +70"C
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM24C03E/COSE/C09E/C17E - 40"C to + 8S·C

Ambient Storage Temperature - 6S·C to + lS0·C NM24C03M/COSM/C09M/C17M

All Input or Output Voltages
(Mil. Temp.) -SS·Cto + 12S·C

with Respect to Ground +6.SVto -0.3V Positive Power Supply (VCe> 4.SVto S.SV

Lead Temperature
(Soldering, 10 sec.) +300·C

ESD Rating 2000V
y

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = sv ± 10% (unless otherwise specified)

Umlts
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Typ. Units

Mln
(Note 1)

Max

ICCA Active Power Supply Current fSCL = 100 kHz 2.0 3.0 mA

19B Standby Current VIN = GND or Vcc 60 100 ",A

III Input Leakage Current VIN = GND to Vcc 0.1 10 ",A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = GND to VCC 0.1 10 ",A

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 VccxO.3 V

VIH Input High Voltage VccxO.7 Vcc + O.S V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 3mA 0.4 V

- " ~
Capacitance TA = 2S·C, f = 1.0 MHz, Vcc = SV

Symbol Test Conditions Max Units

CliO (Note 2) Input/Output Capacitance (SDA) VI/O = OV 8 pF

CIN (Note 2) Input Capacitance (Ao. A1. A2' SCL. WP) VIN = OV 6 pF

A.C. Conditions of Test
Input Pulse Levels VCCxO.1 toVCCxO.9

Input Rise and
10ns

Fall Times

Input and Output
VccxO.STiming Levels

Output Load 1 TTL Gate and
CL = 100pF

Note 1:Typicalvaluesare for TA - 2S·C and nominalsupplyvoltage (SV).

Note 2: This parameteris periodicallysampledand not 100%tested.



z
Read and Write Cycle Limits i:

N••
Symbol Parameter Mln Max Units

(")
0
Co)

fsel SCl Clock Frequency 100 kHz ....
0

TI Noise Suppression Time 0
100 ns U1

Constant at SCl, SDA Inputs
.....
0

tAA SCl low to SDA Data Out Valid 0.3 3.5
0

".S CD....
tSUF Time the Bus Must Be Free 0..•.

before a New Transmission 4.7 ".S
....•

Can Start

tHO:STA Start Condition Hold Time 4.0 ".5
tLOW Clock low Period 4.7 ".5
tHIGH Clock High Period 4.0 ".5
tSU:STA Start Condition Setup Time

4.7
p.S

(for a Repeated Start Condition)

tHO:OAT Data in Hold Time 0 ".5
tSU:OAT Data in Setup Time 250 ns

tR SDA and SCl Rise Time ".5
tF SDA and SCl Fall Time 300 ns

tSU:STO Stop Condition Setup Time 4.7 ".5
tOH Data Out Hold Time 300 ns

tWR (Note 3) Write Cycle Time 10 ms

Note 3: The write cycle time (twRl is the time from a valid stop condition of a write sequence to the end ot the internal erase/program cycle. During the write cycle,
the NM24Cxx bus interface circui1s are disabled, SDA is allowed to remain high per the bus-level pull-up resistor, end the device does not respond to its slave
address.



BACKGROUND INFORMATION (12C Bus)
As mentioned, the 12C bus allows synchronous bidirectional
communication between Transmitter/Receiver using the
SCl (clock) and SDA (Data I/O) lines. All communication
must be started with a valid START condition, concluded
with a STOP condition and acknowledged by the Receiver
with an ACKNOWLEDGE condition.

In additon, since the 12C bus is designed to support other
devices such as RAM, EPROM, etc., the device type identifi-
er string must follow the START condition. For EEPROMs,
this 4-bit string is 1010.

As shown below, the EEPROMs on the 12C bus may be
configured in any manner required, providing the total mem-
ory addressed does not exceed 16K (16,834 bits). EEPROM
memory addressing is controlled by two methods:

• Hardware configuring the AO, A 1 and A2 pins (Device
Address pins) with pull-up or pull-down resistors. All
UNUSED PINS MUST BE GROUNDED (tied to Vss).

• Software addressing the required PAGE BLOCK within
the device memory array (as sent in the Slave Address
string)

Addressing an EEPROM memory location involves sending
a command string with the following information:

[DEVICE TYPE)-[DEVICE ADDRESSJ.[PAGE BLOCK AD-
DRESSJ.[BYTE ADDRESS)

DEFINITIONS

WORD 8 bits (byte) of data.
PAGE 16 sequential addresses (one byte

each) that may be programmed
during a "Page Write" programming
cycle.

PAGE BLOCK 2,048 (2K) bits organized into 16
pages of addressable memory.
(8 bits) x (16 bytes) x (16 pages) =
2,048 bits

MASTER Any 12C device CONTROLLING the
transfer of data (such as a
microprocessor).

SLAVE Device being controlled (EEPROMs
are always considered Slaves).

TRANSMITIER Device currently SENDING data on
the bus (may be either a Master OR
Slave).

RECEIVER Device currently receiving data on
the bus (Master or Slave).

Nt.l24C03
AO Al A2 Vss

Nt.l24C03
AO At A2 Vss

Nt.l24C05
AO Al A2

Nt.l24C09
AO At A2 Vss

Nol.:

The SOA pull-up resistor is required due to the open-drain/open-collector output of 12C bus devices.
The SCL pull-up resistor is recommended because of the normal SCL line inactive "high" state.
It is recommended that tha total line capacitance be less than 400 pF.
Specific timing and addressing considerations are described in greater detail in the following sections.

Address Pins
Memory Size

Number ofDevice
Page BlocksAO A1 A2

,

NM24C03 DA DA DA 2048 Bits 1

NM24C05 Vss DA DA 4096 Bits 2

NM24C09 Vss Vss DA 8192 Bits 4

NM24C17 Vss Vss Vss 16,384 Bits 8



Pin Descriptions
SERIAL CLOCK (SCL)

The SCl input is used to clock all data into and out of the
device.

SERIAL DATA (SDA)

SDA is a bidirectional pin used to transfer data into and out
of the device. It is an open drain output and may be wire-
ORad with any number of open drain or open collector out-
puts.

DEVICE ADDRESS INPUTS (AO, A 1, A2)

Device address pins AO, A1 and A2 are connected to VCC
or Vss to configure the EEPROM address. The following
table (Table A) shows the active pins across the NM24Cxx
device family.

Device AO A1 A2 Effects of Addresses

NM24C03 ADR ADR ADR 23 = 8 (8) x ( 2K) = 16K
NM24COS X ADR ADR 22 = 4 (4) x ( 4K) = 16K
NM24C09 X X ADR 21 = 2 (2) x ( 8K) = 16K
NM24C17 X X X 20 = 1 (1) x (16K) = 16K

ADR: Denotes an active pin used for device addressing

X: Not used for addressing (must be lied to GroundlVssJ

WP WRITE PROTECTION

If tied to VCC, PROGRAM operations onto the upper half of
the memory will not be executed. READ operations are pos-
sible.

If tied to Vss, normal memory operation is enabled, READ/
WRITE over the entire memory is possible.

This feature allows the user to assign the upper half of the
memory as ROM which can be protected against accidental
programming. When write is disabled, slave address and
word address will be acknowledged but data will not be ac-
knowledged.

Device Operation
The NM24C03/COS/C09/C17 supports a bidirectional bus
oriented protocol. The protocol defines any device that
sends data onto the bus as a transmitter and the receiving
device as the receiver. The device controlling the transfer is
the master and the device that is controlled is the slave. The
master will always initiate data transfers and provide the
clock for both transmit and receive operations. Therefore,
the NM24Cxx is considered a slave in all applications.

CLOCK AND DATA CONVENTIONS

Data states on the SDA line can change only during SCl
lOW. SDA state changes during SCl HIGH are reserved for
indicating start and stop conditions. Refer to Figures 1 and
2.

START CONDITION

All commands are preceded by the start condition, which is
a HIGH to lOW transition of SDA when SCl is HIGH. The
NM24Cxx continuously monitors the SDA and SCl lines for
the start condition and will not respond to any command
until this condition has been met.

Write Cycle Timing

SCL ~

SOA ~~~~~~ __

WORD n
tw.

• STOP STA'T NW24C03/COS/COi/C17
CONDITION CONDITION ADDRESS

!x!, ,, ,, ,



DATA --X C:=X 7OUTPUT IFROIol
TRANSlolmER I I

I

I

DATA II
I

OUTPUT \ rFROIol
RECEIVER I I

I I

I I

START ACKNOWLEDGE
TL/D/l1100-8

STOP CONDITION
All communications are terminated by a stop condition,
which is a LOW to HIGH transition of SDA when SCL is
HIGH. The stop condition is also used by the NM24Cxx to
place the device in the standby power mode.

ACKNOWLEDGE
Acknowledge is a software convention used to indicate suc-
cessful data transfers. The transmitting device, either mas-
ter or slave, will release the bus after transmitting eight bits.
During the ninth clock cycle the receiver will pull the SDA
line LOW to acknowledge that it received the eight bits of
data. Refer to Figure 3.

The NM24Cxx device will always respond with an acknowl-
edge after recognition of a start condition and its slave ad-
dress. If both the device and a write operation have been
selected, the NM24Cxx will respond with an acknowledge
after the receipt of each subsequent eight bit word.

In the read mode the NM24Cxx slave will transmit eight bits
of data, release the SDA line and monitor the line for an
acknowledge. If an acknowledge is detected and no stop
condition is generated by the master, the slave will continue
to transmit data. If an acknowledge is not detected, the
slave will terminate further data transmissions and await the
stop condition to return to the standby power mode.

Device Addressing
Following a start condition the master must output the ad-
dress of the slave it is accessing. The most significant four
bits of the slave address are those of the device type identi-
fier, (see Figure 4). This is fixed as 1010 for all four devices:
NM24C03. NM24COS, NM24C09 and NM24C17.

NM24C031

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIFIER ADDRESS

~
NM24cosl' : D : 1 : D : A2 : AI : AD :R/WI (LSB)

•....••.....•
PAGE

BLOCK ADDRESS

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIFIER ADDRESS-------.~

NM24C091 D : A2 : A I : AD : R/W I (LSB)
0........,,--..

PAGE
BLOCK ADDRESS

NM24C171 : A2 : AI: AD : R/W I (LSB)



Device AO A1 A2
I'IIUmDeroT

Page Block Addresses
Page Blocks

NM24C03 A A A 1 (2K) (None)
NM24C05 P A A 2 (4K) 0 1
NM24C09 P P A 4 (8K) 00 01 10 11
NM24C17 P P P 1 (16K) 000 001 010 011 . .. 111

A: Refers to a hardware configured Device Address pin

P: Refers to an internal PAGE BLOCK memory segment

All 12C EEPROMs use an internal protocol that defines a
PAGE BLOCK size of 2K bits (for Word addresses 0000
through 1111). Therefore, address bits AO,A1 or A2 (if des-
ignated "P") are used to access a PAGE BLOCK in con-
junction with the Word address used to access any individu-
al data by1e(Word).
The last bit of the slave address defines whether a write or
read condition is requested by the master. A "1" indicates
that a read operation is to be executed and a "0" initiates
the write mode.
A simple review: After the NM24C03/C05/C09/C17 recog-
nizes the start condition, the devices interfaced to the 12C
bus wait for a slave address to be transmitted over the SDA
line. If the transmitted slave address matches an address of
one of the devices, the designated slave pulls the line LOW
with an acknowledge signal and awaits further transmis-
sions.

Write Operations
BYTE WRITE

For a write operation a second address field is required
which is a word address that is comprised of eight bits and
prOVidesaccess to anyone of the 256 words in the selected
page of memory. Upon receipt of the word address the
NM24Cxx responds with an acknowledge and waits for the
next eight bits of data, again, responding with an acknowl-
edge. The master then terminates the transfer by generat-
ing a stop condition, at which time the NM24Cxx begins the
internal write cycle to the nonvolatile memory. While the
internal write cycle is in progress the NM24Cxx inputs are
disabled, and the device will not respond to any requests
from the master. Refer to Figure 5 for the address, acknowl-
edge and data transfer sequence.

S
T S

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE WORD T
tolASTER R ADDRESS ADDRESS DATA 0

T ------ ------- ------- P

SDA liNE EfU1...D..J-: :-::-::-:U-: :-: :-: :-: LEr
A A A

BUS ACTIVITY: C C C
Ntol24C03/COS/C09/C17 KKK

FIGURE 5. Byte Write



Write Operations (Continued)

PAGE WRITE

The NM24Cxx is capable of a sixteen byte page write opera-
tion. It is initiated in the same manner as the byte write
operation; but instead of terminating the write cycle after the
first data word is tranferred, the master can transmit up to
fifteen more words. After the receipt of each word, the
NM24Cxx will respond with an acknowledge.

After the receipt of each word, the internal address counter
increments to the next address and the next SDA data is
accepted. If the master should transmit more than sixteen
words prior to generating the stop condition, the address
counter will "roll over" and the previously written data will
be overwritten. As with the byte write operation, all inputs
are disabled until completion of the internal write cycle. Re-
fer to Figure 6 for the address, acknowledge and data trans-
fer sequence.

ACKNOWLEDGE POLLING

Once the stop condition is issued to indicate the end of the
host's write operation, the NM24Cxx initiates the internal
write cycle. ACK polling can be initiated immediately. This
involves issuing the start condition followed by the slave
address for a write operation. If the NM24Cxx is still busy
with the write operation, no ACK will be returned. If the
NM24Cxx has completed the write operation, an ACK will be
returned and the host can then proceed with the next read
or write operation.

WRITE PROTECTION

Programming of the upper half of the memory will not take
place if the WP pin of the NM24Cxx is connected to Vcc
(+ 5V). The NM24Cxx will accept slave and word address-
es; but if the memory accessed is write protected by the WP
pin, the NM24Cxx will not generate an acknowledge after
the first byte of data has been received, and thus the pro-
gram cycle will not be started when the stop condition is
asserted.

Read Operations
Read operations are initiated in the same manner as write
operations, with the exception that the R/W bit of the slave
address is set to a one. There are three basic read opera-
tions: current address read, random read and sequential
read.

CURRENT ADDRESS READ

Internally the NM24Cxx contains an address counter that
maintains the address of the last word accessed, incre-
mented by one. Therefore, if the last access (either a read
or write) was to address n, the next read operation would
access data from address n + 1. Upon receipt of the slave
address with R/W set to one, the NM24Cxx issues an ac-
knowledge and transmits the eight bit word. The master will
not acknowledge the transfer but does generate a stop con-
dition, and therefore the NM24Cxx discontinues tranmis-
sion. Refer to Figure 1for the sequence of address, ac-
knowledge and data transfer.

RANDOM READ

Random read operations allow the master to access any
memory location in a random manner. Prior to issuing the
slave address with the R/W bit set to one, the master must
first perform a "dummy" write operation. The master issues
a start condition, slave address and then the word address it
is to read. After the word address acknowledge, the master
immediately reissues the start condition and the slave ad-
dress with the R/W bit set to one. This will be followed by
an acknowledge from the NM24Cxx and then by the eight
bit word. The master will not acknowledge the transfer but
does generate the stop condition, and therefore the
NM24Cxx discontinues transmission. Refer to Figure 8 for
the address, acknowledge and data transfer sequence.

S
T S

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE T
WASTER R ADDRESS WORD ADDRESS (n) DATA n DATA n + 1 DATA n + 15 0

SDALINE rlru1.oJ::::::: U-·: ---':: :"--::-: U : : : : : : : LClt: : : : : LB
A A A A A
C C C C C
KKK K K

TUD/lll00-11

S
T S

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE T
WASTER R ADDRESS 0

T •• P

SDA LINE EIl..fi..DlJ-: -:-::-:-:-:rEf
A'"·-----~

BUS ACTIVITY: C DATA
NW24C03/C05/C09/C17 K

FIGURE 7. Current Address Read



Read Operations (Continued)

SEQUENTIAL READ
Sequential reads can be initiated as either a current address
read or random access read. The first word is transmitted in
the same manner as the other read modes; however, the
master now responds with an acknowledge, indicating it re-
quires additional data. The NM24Cxx continues to output
data for each acknowledge received. The read operation is
terminated by the master not responding with an acknowl-
edge or by generating a stop condition.

The data output is sequential, with the data from address n
followed by the data from n + 1. The address counter for
read operations increments all word address bits, allowing
the entire memory contents to be serially read during one
operation. After the entire memory has been read, the coun-
ter "rolls over" and the NM24Cxx continues to output data
for each acknowledge received. Refer to Figure 9 for the
address, acknowledge and data transfer sequence.

s S
T T S
A SLAVE WORD A SLAVE T
R ADDRESS ADDRESS n R ADDRESS 0
T I • I T. I PErUlI:lJ-: :-::-:-::LIrul.CJ1J-: :-::-::-:ra

A A A'~ ------~
C C C
KKK

S
SLAVE A A A T

ADDRESS C C C 0_____ KKK P

=JlJ-: :-: :-::-:U-: :-::-::-:U-: :-::-: :-:Lc1lJ-: :-::-::-:raA.------~~ J' •. , •.~ --_'

BUS ACTIVITY: C DATA n
NIol24C03/C05/C09/C17 K

fII



~National
~ semiconductor

NM24C02L/C04L/C08L/C16L
2K-/4K-/8K-/16K-Bit Serial EEPROM
(12CSynchronous 2-Wire Bus)
General Description
The NM24C02L/C04L/C08L1C16L devices are 2048/
4096/8192/16,384 bits, respectively, of CMOS non-volatile
electrically erasable memory. These devices conform to all
specifications in the 12C 2-wire protocol and are designed to
minimize device pin count and simplify PC board layout re-
quirements.

This communication protocol uses CLOCK (SCL) and DATA
I/O (SDA) lines to synchronously clock data between the
master (for example a microprocessor) and the slave
EEPROM device(s). In addition, this bus structure allows for
a maximum of 16K of EEPROM memory. This is supported
by the NSC family in 2K, 4K, 8K and 16K devices, allowing
the user to configure the memory as the application requires
with any combination of EEPROMs (not to exceed 16K).

National EEPROMs are designed and tested for applica-
tions requiring high endurance, high reliability and low power
consumption.

Features
• Extended Operating Voltage: 2.5V -+ 5.5V

• Low Power CMOS
- 2 mA active current typical
- 60 p.A standby current typical

• 2-wire 12C serial interlace
- Provides bidirectional data transfer protocol

• Sixteen byte page write mode
- Minimizes total write time per byte

• Self timed write cycle
- Typical write cycle time of 5 ms

• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Data retention greater than 40 years
• Packages available: 8 pin mini-DIP, 8 and 14 pin SO

Functional Diagram
VCC-

VSS-

SLAVE ADDRESS
REGISTER

+ COIolPARATOR

H.V. GENERATION
TIIoIING

a: CONTROL

E2PRON
16x16x8
32 x 16 x 8
64x16x8

t 28 x 16 x 8



AO VCC

Al 2 NW24C02L 7 HC
NW24C04L

A2 3 NW24C08L 6 SCL
NW24C16L

VSS 4 5 SOA

AO 8 VCC

Al 2 7 HC
NW24C02L

A2 3 NW24C04L 6 SCL

Vss 4 SOA

IHPUTS HC 1 14 HC

AO 2

Al

HC

A2

Vss
HC

Top View

See NS Package Number N08E (N)

Top View

See NS Package Number M08A (M8)
TL/D/11738-4

Top View

See NS Package Number M148 (M)

AO,A1,A2 Device Address Inputs

Vss Ground

SDA Data 1/0 l"
SCL Clock Input

NC No Connection (Float, GND, or Vccl
Vcc Power Supply

Commercial Temperature Range (O"C to + 70"C)

Order Number

NM24C02LN/NM24C04LN/NM24C08LN/NM24C16LN
NM24C02LM8/NM24C04LM8/NM24C08LM/NM24C16LM

Extended Temperature Range ( - 40"C to + 8S·C)

Order Number

NM24C02LEN/NM24C04LEN/NM24C08LEN/NM24C16LEN
NM24C02LEM81 NM24C04LEM8/NM24C08LEM/NM24C16LEM



please contact the National Semiconductor Sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications.
Ambient Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C
All Input or Output Voltages

with Respect to Ground
Lead Temperature

(Soldering, 10 seconds)
ESD Rating

NM24C02L1C04L1C08L1C16L O'Cto + 70'C
NM24C02LE/C04LE/C08LE/C16LE -40'C to + 85'C
NM24C02LM/C04LMlC08LM/C16LM
(Mil. Temperature) -55'C to + 125'C

Positive Power Supply (Vccl 4.5V to 5.5V

+300'C
2000Vmin

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5V ± 10% unless otherwise specified

Limits
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Typ Units

Mln (Note 1) Max

ICCA Active Power Supply Current fSCL= 100 kHz 2.0 3.0 mA

IS8 Standby Current VIN = GND or VCC 60 100 /-LA

III Input Leakage Current VIN = GND to Vcc 0.1 10 /-LA

ILO Output Leakage Current Your = GNDtoVcc 0.1 10 /-LA

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 Vcc x 0.3 V

VIH Input High Voltage Vcc x 0.7 Vcc + 0.5 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 3mA 0.4 V

Capacitance TA = 25'C, f = 1.0 MHz,Vcc = 5V

Symbol Test Conditions Max Units

CliO (Note 2) Input/Output Capacitance (SDA) Vila = OV 8 pF

CIN(Note 2) Input Capacitance (AO,A1, A2, SCL) VIN = OV 6 pF

Input Pulse Levels

Input Rise and
Fall Times

Input and Output
Timing Levels

Output Load 1 TTL Gate and
CL = 100 pF

Nole 1: Typical values are for TA ~ 2S'C and nominal supply voltage (SV).

Note 2: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.



z
LOW VOLTAGE (2.5V :5: VCC < 4.5V) SPECIFICATIONS 3:

N.co.

Read and Write Cycle Limits
0
0- Nr-

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Units -0
fSCL SCL Clock Frequency 80 kHz 0.co.

r-
TI Noise Suppression Time -100 ns 0

Constant at SCL, SDA Inputs 0c»
tM SCL Low to SDA Data Out Valid 0.3 7.0 ",5 r--tsuF Time the Bus Must Be Free

0..•.
before a New Transmission 6.7 ",5 alr-
Can Start

tHD:STA Start Condition Hold Time 4.5 ",5
tLOW Clock Low Period 6.7

I ",5
tHIGH Clock High Period 4.5 ",5
tSU:STA Start Condition Setup Time

6.7 ",5
(for a Repeated Start Condition) -

tHD:DAT Data in Hold Time 0 ",5
tSU:DAT Data in Setup Time 500 ns

tR SDA and SCL Rise Time 1 ",5
tF SDA and SCL Fall Time 300 ns

tSU:STO Stop Condition Setup Time 6.7 ",5
tDH Data Out Hold Time 300 ns

tWR (Note 3) Write Cycle Time 15 ms

Note 3: The write cycle time (tWR) is the time from a valid stop condition of a write sequence to the end ot the internal erase/program cycle. During the write cycle,
the NM24CXxL bus interface circuits are disabled, SDA is allowed to remain high pet" the bus-level pulI·up resistor. and the device does not respond to its slave
address.
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Symbol Parameter Mln Max Units

fSCL SCl Clock Frequency 100 kHz

TI Noise Suppression Time
100 ns

Constant at SCl, SDA Inputs

tAA SCl low to SDA Data Out Valid 0.3 3.5 ,..s

tauF Time the Bus Must Be Free
before a New Transmission 4.7 ,..s
Can Start

tHD:STA Start Condition Hold Time 4.0 ,..s

tLQW Clock low Period 4.7 ,..s

tHIGH Clock High Period 4.0 ,..s

tSU:STA Start Condition Setup Time
4.7

,..s
(for a Repeated Start Condition)

tHD:DAT Data in Hold Time 0 ,..s

tSU:DAT Data in Setup Time 250 ns

tR SDA and SCl Rise Time 1 ,..s

tF SDA and SCl Fall Time 300 ns

tSU:STO Stop Condition Setup Time 4.7 ,..s

tDH Data Out Hold Time 300 ns

tWR (Note 3) Write Cycle Time 10 ms

Note 3: The write cycle time (tWR) is the time from a valid stop condition of a write sequence to the end ot the internal erase/program cycle. During the write cycle.
the NM24CxxL bus interface circuits are disabled, SDA is allowed to remain high per the bus-level pull-up resistor, and the device does not respond to its slave
address.



As mentioned, the 12C bus allows synchronous bidirectional
communication between transmitter/Receiver using the
SCL (clock) and SDA (Data I/O) lines. All communication
must be started with a valid START condition, concluded
with a STOP condition and acknowledged by the Receiver
with an ACKNOWLEDGE condition.

In addition, since the 12C bus is designed to support other
devices such as RAM, EPROM, etc., the device type identifi-
er string must follow the START condition. For EEPROMs,
this 4-bit string is 1010.

As shown below, the EEPROMS on the 12C bus may be
configured in any manner required, providing the total mem-
ory addressed does not exceed 16K (16,834 bits). EEPROM
memory addressing is controlled by two methods:

• Hardware configuring the AO, A1 and A2 pins (Device
Address pins) with pull-up or pull-down resistors. ALL
UNUSED PINS MUST BE GROUNDED (Tied to Vss).

• Software addressing the required PAGE BLOCK within
the device memory array (as sent in the Slave Address
string).

Addressing an EEPROM memory location involves sending
a command string with the following information:

[DEVICE TYPE!-[DEVICE ADDRESS!-[PAGE BLOCK
ADDRESS!-[BYTE ADDRESS!

WORD 8 bits (byte) of data.

PAGE 16 sequential addresses (one byte
each) that may be programmed
during a "Page Write" programming
cycle.

PAGE BLOCK 2,048 (2K) bits organized into 16
pages of addressable memory.
(8 bits) x (16 bytes) x (16 pages) =

2,048 bits.

MASTER Any 12C device CONTROLLING the
transfer of data (such as a
microprocessor) .

SLAVE Device being controlled (EEPROMs
are always considered Slaves).

TRANSMITIER Device currently SENDING data on
the bus (may be either a Master OR
Slave).

RECEIVER Device currently receiving data on
the bus (Master or Slave).

Nt.t24CD2L

AD Al A2 vss

Nt.t24CD2L

AD Al A2 Vss
Nt.t24CD4L

AD Al A2 Vss
Nt.t24CD8L

AD Al A2 Vss

Note: The SDA pull-up resistor is required due to the open-drain/ open-collector output of 12C bus devices.

Note: The Sel pull-Up resistor is recommended because of the normal Sel line inactive "high" state.

Note: It is recommended that the total line capacitance be less than 400 pF.
Note: Specific timing and addressing considerations are described in greater detail in the following sections.

Device
Address Pins

Memory Size
Number of

AO A1 A2 Page Blocks

NM24C02L DA DA DA 2048 Bits 1

NM24C04L Vss DA DA 4096 Bits 2

NM24C08L Vss Vss DA 8192 Bits 4

NM24C16L Vss Vss Vss 16,384 Bits 8

fII



The Sel input is used to clock all data into and out of the
device.

the bus as a transmitter and the receiving device as the
receiver. The device controlling the transfer is the master
and the device that is controlled is the slave. The master will
always initiate data transfers and provide the clock for both
transmit and receive operations. Therefore, the NM24Cxxl
will be considered a slave in all applications.

CLOCK AND DATA CONVENTIONS

Data states on the SDA line can change only dUring SCl
lOW. SDA state changes during SCl HIGH are reserved for
indicating start and stop conditions. Refer to Figures 1 and 2.

START CONDITION

All commands are preceded by the start condition, which is
a HIGH to lOW transition of SDA when SCl is HIGH. The
NM24Cxxl continuously monitors the SDA and SCl lines
for the start condition and will not respond to any command
until this condition has been met.

SERIAL DATA (SDA)

SDA is a bidirectional pin used to transfer data into and out
of the device. It is an open drain output and may be wire-
ORed with any number of open drain or open collector out-
puts.

DEVICE ADDRESS INPUTS (AD, A 1, A2)

Device address pins AO, Al and A2 are connected to Vcc
or Vss to configure the EEPROM address. The following
table (Table A) shows the active pins across the NM24Cxxl
device family.

Device AD A1 A2 Effec1s of Addresses

NM24C02l ADR ADR ADR 23 = 8 (8) x (2K) = 16K

NM24C04l X ADR ADR 22 = 4 (4) x (4K) = 16K

NM24C08l X X ADR 21 = 2 (2) x (8K) = 16K

NM24C16l X X X 20 = 1 (1) x (16K) = 16K

STOP CONDITION

All communications are terminated by a stop condition,
which is a lOW to HIGH transition of SDA when SCl is
HIGH. The stop condition is also used by the NM24Cxxl to
place the device in the standby power mode.

'WR
STOP START NW24C02L/C04L/C08L

CONDITION CONDITION ADDRESS
TLIO/11738-58

SDA Ii !x! ,
I I

I I I

V U ~SCL
I I

I I I
I I I
I I I

DATA STABLE DATA
CHANGE

TLID/11738-9
FIGURE 1. Data Validity

SDA \ I \ I
SCL \ r--L.J

START BIT STOP BIT
TLlD/11738-10

FIGURE 2. Definition of Start and Stop

2-136
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OUTPUT
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TRANS •••ITTER
~ I C~ I
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I

11 \ ,-
I I
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I I

DATA
OUTPUT

FRO'"
RECEIVER

FIGURE 3. Acknowledge Response from Receiver

selected, the NM24CxxL will respond with an acknowledge
after the receipt of each subsequent eight bit word.

In the read mode the NM24CxxL slave will transmit eight
bits of data, release the SDA line and monitor the line for an
acknowledge. If an acknowledge is detected and no stop
condition is generated by the master, the slave will continue
to transmit data. If an acknowledge is not detected, the
slave will terminate further data transmissions and await the
stop condition to return to the standby power mode.

Acknowledge is a software convention used to indicate suc-
cessful data transfers. The transmitting device, either mas-
ter or slave, will release the bus after transmitting eight bits.
During the ninth clock cycle the receiver will pull the SDA
line LOW to acknowledge that it received the eight bits of
data. Refer to Figure 3.

The NM24CxxL device will always respond with an acknowl-
edge after recognition of a start condition and its slave ad-
dress. If both the device and a write operation have been



Device Addressing
Following a start condition the master must output the ad-
dress of the slave it is accessing. The most significant four
bits of the slave address are those of the device type identi-
fier (see Figure 4). This is fixed as 1010 for all four devices:
NM24C02L, NM24C04L, NM24C06L and NM24C16L.

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIfIER ADDRESS

NM24C02L I < 0 0 : A2 : A1 : AO :R!WI (LSB)

TL/D/11738-12

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIfIER ADDRESS.~

NM24C04L I 0 : A2 : At : Ao :R/Wl (LSB)
•....•.....•
PAGE

BLOCK ADDRESS
TL/D/11738-13

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIfIER ADDRESS.,.........,

NM24C08L I 0 0 : A2 : A 1 : AO : R!W I(LSB)

~
PAGE

BLOCK ADDRESS
TL/D/11738-14

NM24C18L I : A2 : A1 : AD :R!W1 (LSB)

DEVICE ADDRESSING

Refer to the following table for Slave Addresss string de-
tails:

Number of
Page Block AddresaesDevice AO Al A2

Page Blocks

NM24C02L A -A A 1 (2K) (NONE)

NM24C04L P A A 2 (4K) 0 1

NM24C08L P P A 4 (BK) 00 01 10 11

NM24C16L P P P B (16K) 000001 010 011 ... 111

A: Refers to a hardware configured Device Address pin
P: Refers to an internal PAGE BLOCK memory segment

All 12C EEPROMs use an internal protocol that defines a
PAGE BLOCK size of 2K bits (for Word addresses 0000
through 1111). Therefore, address bits AO,A1 or A2 (if des-
ignated "P") are used to access a PAGE BLOCK in con-
junction with the Word address used to access any individu-
al data byte (Word).
The last bit of the slave address defines whether a write or
read condition is requested by the master. A "1" indicates
that a read operation is to be executed, and a "0" initiates
the write mode.
A simple review: After the NM24C02L/C04L1C06L1C16L
recognizes the start condition, the devices interfaced to the
12C bus wait for a slave address to be transmitted over the
SDA line. If the transmitted slave address matches an ad-
dress of one of the devices, the designated slave pulls the
line LOW with an acknowledge signal and awaits further
transmissions.
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BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE WORD T
ljASTER R ADDRESS ADDRESS DATA 0
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FIGURE 5. Byte Write

S
T S
A SLAVE ' T
R ADDRESS WORD ADDRESS (n) DATA n DATA n + 1 DATA n + 15 0
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A A ,A A - A
C C C C C
KKK K K

TLiD/11738-17

Write Operations
BYTE WRITE

For a write operation a second address field is required
which is a word address that is comprised of eight bits and
provides access to anyone of the 256 words in the selected
page of memory, Upon receipt of the word address the
NM24CxxL responds with an acknowledge and waits for the
next eight bits of data. again. responding with an acknowl-
edge, The master then terminates the transfer by generat-
ing a stop condition, at which time the NM24CxxL begins
the internal write cycle to the nonvolatile memorY,While the
internal write cycle is in progress the NM24CxxL inputs are
disabled. and the device will not respond to any requests
from the master. Refer to Figure 5 for the address, acknqwl-
edge and data transfer sequence. .

PAGE WRITE

The NM24CxxL is capable of a sixteen byte page write oper-
ation. It is initiated in the same manner as the byte write
operation; but instead of terminating the write cycle after the
first data word is tranferred, the master can transmit up to
fifteen more words. After the receipt of each word, the
NM24CxxL will respond with an acknowledge.

After the receipt of each word, the internal address counter
increments to the next address and the next SDA data is
accepted. If the master should transmit more than sixteen
words prior to generating the stop condition, the address
counter will "roll over" and the previously written data will
be overwritten. As with the byte write operation, all inputs
are disabled until completion of the internal write cycle. Re-
fer to Figure 6 for the address, acknowledge and data trans-
fer sequence.

ACKNOWLEDGE POLLING
Once the stop condition is issued to indicate the end of the
host's write operation the NM24CxxL initiates the internal
write cycle. ACK polling can be initiated immediately. This
involves issuing the start condition followed by the slave
address for a write operation. If the NM24CxxL is still busy
with the write operation no ACK will be returned. If the
NM24CxxL has completed the write operation an ACK will
be returned and the host can then proceed with the next
read or write operation.



Read Operations
Read operations are initiated in the same manner as write
operations, with the exception that the R/W bit of the slave
address is set to a one. There are three basic read opera-
tions: current address read, random read and sequential
read.

CURRENT ADDRESS READ

Internally the NM24CxxL contains an address counter that
maintains the address of the last word accessed, incre-
mented by one. Therefore, if the last access (either a read
or write) was to address n, the next read operation would
access data from address n + 1. Upon receipt of the slave
address with R/W set to one, the NM24CxxL issues an ac-
knowledge and transmits the eight bit word. The master will
not acknowledge the transfer but does generate a stop con-
dition, and therefore the NM24CxxL discontinues tranmis-
sion. Refer to Figure 7 for the sequence of address, ac-
knowledge and data transfer.

RANDOM READ

Random read operations allow the master to access any
memory location in a random manner. Prior to issuing the
slave address with the R/W bit set to one, the master must
first perform a "dummy" write operation. The master issues
the start condition, slave address and then the word ad-
dress it is to read. After the word address acknowledge, the

master immediately reissues the start condition and the
slave address with the R/W bit set to one. This will be fol-
lowed by an acknowledge from the NM24CxxL and then by
the eight bit word. The master will not acknowledge the
transfer but does generate the stop condition, and therefore
the NM24CxxL discontinues transmission. Refer to Figure 8
for the address, acknowledge and data transfer sequence.

SEQUENTIAL READ

Sequential reads can be initiated as either a current address
read or random access read. The first word is transmitted in
the same manner as the other read modes; however, the
master now responds with an acknowledge, indicating it re-
quires additional data. The NM24CxxL continues to output
data for each acknowledge received. The read oJ?llration is
terminated by the master not responding with an acknowl-
edge or by generating a stop condition.

The data output is sequential, with the data from address n
followed by the data from n + 1. The address counter for
read operations increments all word address bits, allowing
the entire memory contents to be serially read during one
operation. After the entire memory has been read, the coun-
ter "rolls over" and the NM24CxxL continues to output data
for each acknowledge received. Refer to Figure 9 for the
address, acknowledge and data transfer sequence.
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T T S

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE WORD A SLAVE T
IIASTER R ADDRESS ADDRESS n R ADDRESS 0

T ~-~~-~ ~-----~ T ~----- P
SDA LINE ffifL.D....J : : : : : : : L8lJlCJlJ ::::::: rG

A'~--~~--J
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K
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FIGURE 10. Typical System Configuration
Notr. Due to open drain oonflguralion of SDA, a bus-level pull-up resistor is called for, (typical value ~ 4.7 kO)

•



NM24C03L/C05L/C09L/C17L
2K-/4K-/8K-/16K-Bit Serial EEPROM
with Write Protect (12C Synchronous 2-Wire Bus)
General Description
The NM24C03L1C05l/C09l/C17l devices are 20481
4096/8192/16,834 bits, respectively, of CMOS non-volatile
electrically erasable memory. These devices conform to all
specifications in the 12C 2-wire protocol, and are designed
to minimize device pin count and simplify PC board layout
requirements.
The upper half of the memory can be disabled (Write Pro-
tected) by connecting the WP pin to Vcc. This section of
memory then becomes ROM.
This communication protocol uses CLOCK (SCl) and DATA
1/0 (SDA) lines to synchronously clock data between the
master (for example a microprocessor) and the slave
EEPROM device(s). In addition, this bus structure allows for
a maximum of 16K of EEPROM memory. This is supported
by the NSC family in 2K, 4K, 8K and 16K devices, allowing
the user to configure the memory as the application requires
with any combination of EEPROMs (not to exceed 16K).
National EEPROMs are designed and tested for applica-
tions requiring high endurance, high reliability, and low pow-
er consumption.

Features
• Ex1endedOperating Voltage: 2.5V-5.5V
• Hardwire write protect for upper block
• low Power CMOS

- 2 mA active current typical
- 60 IJoAstandby current typical

• 2-wire 12C serial interface
- Provides bidirectional data transfer protocol

• Six1eenbyte page write mode
- Minimizes total write time per byte

• Self timed write cycle
- Typical write cycle time of 5 ms

• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Data retention greater than 40 years
• Packages available: 8 pin mini-DIP, 8 and 14 pin SO

vcc-
vss-
WP

E2PRON
16x16x8
32x16x8
604 x 16 x 8

128 x 16 x 8



AU Yee
NM

Al 2 HC03L 7 WP
A2 3 2'COSL 6 SCL

2'C09L
Vss ' 2'C17L 5 SOA

Top View

see NS Package Number N08E (N)
and M08A (M8)

y~~ UIUUIIU

SDA Data 1/0

SCL Clock Input

Vcc Power Supply

WP Write Protect

NC No Connection

Commercial Temperature Range (O"Cto +70'C)

Order Number

NM24C03LN/NM24C05LN/NM24C09LN/NM24C17LN
NM24C09LM/NM24C17LM

NM24C03LM8/NM24C05LM8

Extended Temperature Range (- 40"C to +85'C)

Order Number

NM24C03LEN/NM24C05LEN/NM24C09LEN/NM24C17LEN
NM24C09LEMINM24C17LEM

NM24C03LEM8/NM24C05LEM8

AO 13 Vee is
U'I

A1 3 12 WP r-
NM2'C09L

.....
NC ,

NM2'CI7L 11 NC (")
0

A2 5 10 SCL CD

Vss 6 SOA C
(")

NC 7 NC -......•r-
TLlD111739-3

Top View

See NS Package Number M14B
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LOW VOLTAGE (2.5V ::;;VCC < 5.5V) SPECIFICATIONS

AbsoluteMaximumRatings OperatingConditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor sales NM24C03L/COSL/C09L/C17L
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM24C03LE/COSLE/C09LE/C17LE

Ambient Storage Temperature -6S·C to + lS0·C Positive Power Supply (Vcc)

All Input or Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground

Lead Temperature
(Soldering. 10 seconds)

ESDRating

O·Cto +70·C
-40·Cto +8S·C

2.SVtoS.SV

+300·C

2000Vmin

Limits
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Typ Units

Mln (Note 1) Max

ICCA Active Power Supply Current fSCL = 100 kHz 2.0 3.0 mA

ISB Standby Current VIN = GND or Vcc 60 100 ",A

III Input Leakage Current VIN = GND to Vcc
_.

0.1 10 ",A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = GNO to Vcc 0.1 10 ",A

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 Vcc x 0.3 V

VIH Input High Voltage Vcc x 0.7 Vcc + O.S V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 3mA 0.4 V

Symbol Test Conditions Max Unit.

ClIO (Note 2) Input/Output Capacitance (SOA) VI/O = OV 8 pF

CIN (Note 2) Input Capacitance (AO, A 1, A2, SCL. WP) VIN = OV 6 pF

Input Pulse Levels VCC x 0.1 to VCC x 0.9

Input Rise and
10 ns

Fall Times

Input and Output
Vcc X O.S

Timing Levels

Output Load 1 TTL Gate and
CL = 100pF

Note 1: Typical values are for TA - 2S"C and nominal supply voltage (SV).

Note 2: This parametar is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.



STANDARD VOLTAGE (4.5V :5: VCC :5: 5.5V) SPECIFICATIONS

Absolute Maximum Ratings Operating Conditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor sales NM24C03L/COSLlC09L/C17L O'Cto +70'C
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM24C03LE/COSLE/C09LE/C17LE -40'Cto +8S'C

Ambient Storage Temperature - 6S'C to + lSO'C NM24C03LM/COSLM/C09LM/C17LM

All Input or Output Voltages
(Mil. Temp.) -SS'C to + 12S'C

with Respect to Ground +6.SVto -0.3V Positive Power Supply (Vcc) 4.SVtoS.SV

Lead Temperature
(Soldering, 10 sec.) +300'C

ESD Rating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = sv ± 10% (unless otherwise specified)

Limits
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Typ. Units

Mln (Note 1) Max

ICCA Active Power Supply Current fSCL = 100 kHz 2.0 3.0 mA

ISB Standby Current VIN = GND or Vcc 60 100 /LA

III Input Leakage Current VIN = GND to Vcc 0.1 10 /LA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = GND to Vcc 0.1 10 /LA

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 VccxO.3 V

VIH Input High Voltage VccxO.7 Vcc + O.S V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 3mA 0.4 V

Capacitance TA = 2S'C. f = 1.0 MHz, VCC = SV

Symbol Test Conditions Max Units

CliO (Note 2) Input/Output Capacitance (SDA) VI/a = OV 8 pF

CIN (Note 2) Input Capacitance (Ao, A1' A2' SCL, WP) VIN = OV 6 pF

A.C. Conditions of Test
Input Pulse Levels Vcc x 0.1 to Vcc x 0.9

Input Rise and
10 ns

Fall Times

Input and Output
VccxO.STiming Levels

Output Load 1 TTL Gate and
CL = 100pF

Nole 1: Typicalvaluesare for TA ~ 2S'C and nominalsupplyvoltage (SV).
Nole 2: This parameteris periodicallysampledand not 100%tested. •



fsel SCl Clock Frequency 80 kHz

TI Noise Suppression Time
100 ns

Constant at SCl, SDA Inputs

tM SCl low to SDA Data Out Valid 0.3 7.0 p-s

tsuF Time the Bus Must Be Free
before a New Transmission 6.7 p-s
Can Start

tHD:STA Start Condition Hold Time 4.5 'S' p-s

tLOW Clock low Period 6.7 p-s

tHIGH Clock High Period
.

4.5
.. .

f. p-s

tSU:STA Start Condition Setup Time
6.7 p-s

(for a Repeated Start Condition)

tHD:DAT Data in Hold Time 0 '. p-s

tSU:DAT Data in Setup Time 500 ns

tR SDA and SCl Rise Time 1 p-s

tF SDA and SCl Fall Time 300 ns

tSU:STO Stop Condition Setup Time 6.7 p-s

tOH Data Out Hold Time 300 ns

tWR (Note 3) Write Cycle Time 15 ms

Note 3: The write cycle time (twRl is the time from a valid stop condition of a write sequence to the end ot the internal erass/program cycle. During the write cycle,
the NM24CxxL bus interface circuits are disabled, SDA is allowed to remain high per the bus-level pull·up resistor, and the device does not respond to its slave
address.

Bus Timing
lr 'R- - r\iIGH-j -Ir-

- 'tOW - I-- 'tOW -

'""~
SCL

~.

.,. "' 'rI"
lsU:STA I \iO:STA \iO:OAT 1--+ ..- lsU:OAT

SDA "' I /IN

I- tAA I- IoH
•• leur

SDA XXXXXXXXXXXXlOUT
"'." -

TLIO/11739-4



z
Read and Write Cycle Limits (4.5V ,;; Vcc ';;5.5V)

~
N•••

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Units 0
(;)
Co)

fSCl SCL Clock Frequency 100 kHz r-.......
TI Noise Suppression Time 0

100 ns (;)

Constant at SCL, SDA Inputs U'Ir-.......
tM SCL Low to SDA Data Out Valid 0.3 3.5 ",s 0

(;)

tSUF Time the Bus Must Be Free CDr-
before a New Transmission 4.7 ",s

.......
0

Can Start -..•..•
Start Condition Hold Time 4.0 ",s r-

tLQW Clock Low Period 4.7 ",s

tHIGH Clock High Period 4.0 ",s

tSU:STA Start Condition Setup Time
4.7 ",s

(for a Repeated Start Condition)

tHD:DAT Data in Hold Time 0 ",s

tSU:DAT Data in Setup Time 250 ns

tR SDA and SCL Rise Time ",s

tF SDA and SCL Fall Time 300 ns

tSU:STO Stop Condition Setup Time 4.7 ",s

tDH Data Out Hold Time 300 ns

tWR (Note 3) Write Cycle Time 10 ms

Note 3: The write cycle time (tWR) is the time from a valid stop condition of a write sequence to the end ot the internal erase/program cycle. During the write cycle,
the NM24CXXL bus interface circuits are disabled, SOA is allowed to remain high per the bus-level pull-up resistor, and the device does not respond to its slave
address.



Bus Timing (Continued)

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (12C Bus)

As mentioned, the 12C bus allows synchronous bidirectional
communication between Transmitter/Receiver using the
SCL (clock) and SDA (Data I/O) lines. All communication
must be started with a valid START condition, concluded
with a STOP condition and acknowledged by the Receiver
with an ACKNOWLEDGE condition.

In additon, since the 12C bus is designed to support other
devices such as RAM, EPROM, etc., the device type identifi-
er string must follow the START condition. For EEPROMs,
this 4-bit string is 1010.

As shown below, the EEPROMs on the 12C bus may be
configured in any manner required, providing the total mem-
ory addressed does not exceed 16K (16,834 bits). EEPROM
memory addressing is controlled by two methods:

• Hardware configuring the AO, A 1 and A2 pins (Device
Address pins) with pull-up or pull-down resistors. ALL
UNUSED PINS MUST BE GROUNDED (tied to Vss).

• Software addressing the required PAGE BLOCK within
the device memory array (as sent in the Slave Address
string)

Addressing an EEPROM memory location involves sending
a command string with the following information:

[DEVICE TYPE)-[DEVICE ADDRESS)-[PAGE BLOCK AD-
DRESS)-[BYTE ADDRESS]

DEFINITIONS

WORD 8 bits (byte) of data.

PAGE 16 sequential addresses (one byte
each) that may be programmed
during a "Page Write" programming
cycle.

PAGE BLOCK 2,048 (2K) bits organized into 16
pages of addressable memory.
(8 bits) x (16 bytes) x (16 pages) =
2,048 bits.

MASTER Any 12Cdevice CONTROLLING the
transfer of data (such as a
microprocessor).

SLAVE Device being controlled (EEPROMs
are always considered Slaves).

TRANSMIITER Device currently SENDING data on
the bus (may be either a Master OR
Slave).

RECEIVER Device currently receiving data on
the bus (Master or Slave).

NWHC03L

AO Al A2 vss
NWHC03L

AO A 1 A2 vss
NWHC05L

AD Al A2 vss
NWHC09L

AD Al A2 Vss

Not.:
The SDA pull-up resistor is required due to the open-drain/open-collector output of 12Cbus devices.
The Sel pull-up resistor is recommended because of the normal Sel line inactive "high" state.
It is recommended that the total line capacitance be less than 400 pF.
Specific timing and addressing considerations are described in greater detail in the following sections.

Device
Address Pins

Memory Size
Number of

AO A1 A2 Page Blocks

NM24C03L DA DA DA 2048 Bits 1

NM24C05L Vss DA DA 4096 Bits 2

NM24C09L Vss Vss DA 8192 Bits 4

NM24C17L Vss Vss Vss 16,384 Bits 8



Pin Descriptions
SERIAL CLOCK (SCL)
The SCL input is used to clock all data into and out of the
device.

SERIAL DATA (SDA)
SDA is a bidirectional pin used to transfer data into ;:Ind out
of the device. It is an open drain output and may be wire-
ORed with any number of open drain or open collector out-
puts.

DEVICE ADDRESS INPUTS (AO, A 1, A2)

Device address pins AO. A1 and A2 are connected to Vcc
or Vss to configure the EEPROM address. The following
table (Table A) shows the active pins across the NM24CxxL
device family.

Device AO A1 A2 Effects of Addresses

NM24C03L ADR ADR ADR 23 = 8 (8) x ( 2K) = 16K

NM24C05L X ADR ADR 22 = 4 (4) x ( 4K) = 16K

NM24C09L X X ADR 21 = 2 (2) x ( 8K) = 16K

NM24C17L X X X 20 = 1 (1) X (16K) = 16K

ADA: Denotes an active pin used for device addressing

X: Not used for addressing (must be tied to GroundlVss)

WP WRITE PROTECTION

If tied to VCC. PROGRAM operations onto the upper half of
the memory will not be executed. READ operations are pos-
sible.

If tied to Vss. normal memory operation is enabled. READI
WRITE over the entire memory is possible.

This feature allows the user to assign the upper half of the
memory as ROM which can be protected against accidental
programming. When write is disabled. slave address and
word address will be acknowledged but data will not be ac-
knowledged.

Device Operation
The NM24C03L/C05L/C09L/C17L supports a bidirectional
bus oriented protocol. The protocol defines any device that
sends data onto the bus as a transmitter and the receiving
device as the receiver. The device controlling the transfer is
the master and the device that is controlled is the slave. The
master will always initiate data transfers and provide the
clock for both transmit and receive operations. Therefore.
the NM24CxxL is considered a slave in all applications.

CLOCK AND DATA CONVENTIONS
Data states on the SDA line can change only during SCL
LOW. SDA state changes during SCL HIGH are reserved for
indicating start and stop conditions. Refer to Figures 1 and
2.

START CONDITION
All commands are preceded by the start condition, which is
a HIGH to LOW transition of SDA when SCL is HIGH. The
NM24CxxL continuously monitors the SDA and SCL lines
for the start condition and will not respond to any command
until this condition has been met.

SCL'~

so. ~~~~~~ ~ __
WORD n

tw,

!x!, ,, ,, ., ,



() MASllH '---J '---J '---J \.....0..1 '--.•.•....
It)

DATA0

~ C::J 10 OUTPUT I.•.•.
FRON...

TRANSNITTER I('I) I
0 I
0 DATA I•••• OUTPUT lZ \ rN:E FRON
Z RECEIVER I I

I I
I I

START ACKNOWLEDGE
TUD/11739-10

FIGURE 3. Acknowledge Response from Receiver

STOP CONDITION

All communications are terminated by a stop condition.
which is a lOW to HIGH transition of SDA when SCl is
HIGH. The stop condition is also used by the NM24Cxxl to
place the device in the standby power mode.

ACKNOWLEDGE

Acknowledge is a software convention used to indicate suc-
cessful data transfers. The transmitting device. either mas-
ter or slave. will release the bus after transmitting eight bits.
During the ninth clock cycle the receiver will pull the SDA
line lOW to acknowledge that it received the eight bits of
data. Refer to Figure 3.

The NM24Cxxl device will always respond with an acknowl-
edge after recognition of a start condition and its slave ad-
dress. If both the device and a write operation have been
selected. the NM24Cxxl will respond with an acknowledge
after the receipt of each subsequent eight bit word.

In the read mode the NM24Cxxl slave will transmit eight
bits of data. release the SDA line and monitor the line for an
acknowledge. If an acknowledge is detected and no stop
condition is generated by the master. the slave will continue
to transmit data. If an acknowledge is not detected. the
slave will terminate further data transmissions and await the
stop condition to return to the standby power mode.

Device Addressing
Following a start condition the master must output the ad-
dress of the slave it is accessing. The most significant four
bits of the slave address are those of the device type identi-
fier. (see Figure 4). This is fixed as 1010 for all four devices:
NM24C03l. NM24C05l. NM24C09l and NM24C17L.

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIFIER ADDRESS

NN24C03L I 0 : A2 : Al : AO :R/WI (LSB)

TUD/11739-11

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIFIER ADDRESS.~

NN24C05L I : A2 : A1 : AO :R/WI (LSB)

'--".-I
PAGE

BLOCK ADDRESS
TL/D/11739-12

DEVICE TYPE DEVICE
IDENTIFIER ADDRESS.,............

NN24C09LI 0 0 : A2 : A 1 : AO : R/W I (LSB)

'----,.---J
PAGE

BLOCK ADDRESS
TUD/11739-13

DEVICE TYPE
IDENTIFIER

NN24C17L I 0 : A2 : A 1 : AO : R/W I (LSB)

PAGE
BLOCK ADDRESS

TUD/11739-14

FIGURE 4. Slave Addresses



Device Addressing (Continued)
Refer to the following table for Slave Address string details:

Device AO A1 A2
Number of

Page Block Addresses
Page Blocks

NM24C03L A A A 1 (2K) (None)

NM24C05L P A A 2 (4K) 0 1

NM24C09L P P A 4 (8K) 00 01 10 11

NM24C17L P P P 1 (16K) 000 001 010 011 . .. 111

A: Refers to a hardware configured Device Address pin

P: Refers to an internal PAGE BLOCK memory segment

All 12CEEPROMs use an internal protocol that defines a
PAGE BLOCK size of 2K bits (for Word addresses 0000
through 1111). Therefore, address bits AO,A1 or A2 (if des-
ignated "P") are used to access a PAGE BLOCK in con-
junction with the Word address used to access any individu-
al data byte (Word).
The last bit of the slave address defines whether a write or
read condition is requested by the master. A "1" indicates
that a read operation is to be executed and a "0" initiates
the write mode.
A simple review: After the NM24C03L1C05L1C09L/C17L
recognizes the start condition, the devices interfaced to the
12Cbus wait for a slave address to be transmitted over the
SDA line. If the transmitted slave address matches an ad-
dress of one of the devices, the designated slave pulls the
line LOW with an acknowledge signal and awaits further
transmissions.

Write Operations
BYTE WRITE
For a write operation a second address field is required
which is a word address that is comprised of eight bits and
provides access to anyone of the 256 words in the selected
page of memory. Upon receipt of the word address the
NM24CxxL responds with an acknowledge and waits for the
next eight bits of data, again, responding with an acknowl-
edge. The master then terminates the transfer by generat-
ing a stop condition, at which time the NM24CxxL begins
the internal write cycle to the nonvolatile memory. While the
internal write cycle is in progress the NM24CxxL inputs are
disabled, and the device will not respond to any requests
from the master. Refer to Figure 5 for the address, acknowl-
edge and data transfer sequence.

S
T S

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE WORD T
WASTER R ADDRESS ADDRESS DATA 0

T ~----~ ~-----~ ~-----~ P

SDA LINE 01Jl.D..J::::::: U: : : : : : :L.Er
A
C
K

FIGURE 5. Byte Write

fII



S
T

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE
WASTER R ADDRESS WORD ADDRESS (n) DATA n DATA n + 1

T

SOA LINE 01Jl..D..J::::::: U:: : : : : :u :: : : : : :

Write Operations (Continued)

PAGE WRITE

The NM24CxxL is capable of a sixteen byte page write oper-
ation. It is initiated in the same manner as the byte write
operation; but instead of terminating the write cycle after the
first data word is tranferred, the master can transmit up to
fifteen more words. After the receipt of each word, the
NM24CxxL will respond with an acknowledge.

After the receipt of each word, the internal address counter
increments to the next address and the next SDA data is
accepted. If the master should transmit more than sixteen
words prior to generating the stop condition, the address
counter will "roll over" and the previously written data will
be overwritten. As with the byte write operation, all inputs
are disabled until completion of the internal write cycle. Re-
fer to Figure 6 for the address, acknowledge and data trans-
fer sequence.

ACKNOWLEDGE POLLING
Once the stop condition is issued to indicate the end of the
host's write operation, the NM24CxxL initiates the internal
write cycle. ACK polling can be initiated immediately. This
involves issuing the start condition followed by the slave
address for a write operation. If the NM~4CxxL is still busy
with the write operation, no ACK will be returned. If the
NM24CxxL has completed the write operation, an ACK will
be returned and the host can then proceed with the next
read or write operation.

WRITE PROTECTION

Programming of the upper half of the memory will not take
place if the WP pin of the NM24CxxL is connected to Vcc
(+5V). The NM24CxxL will accept slave and word address-
es; but if the memory accessed is write protected by the WP
pin, the NM24CxxL will not generate an acknowledge after
the first byte of data has been received, and thus the pro-
gram cycle will not be started when the stop condition is
asserted.

Read Operations
Read operations are initiated in the same manner as write
operations, with the exception that the R/Vii bit of the slave
address is set to a one. There are three basic read opera-
tions: current address read, random read and sequential
read.

CURRENT ADDRESS READ
Internally the NM24CxxL contains an address counter that
maintains the address of the last word accessed, incre-
mented by one. Therefore, if the last access (either a read
or write) was to address n, the next read operation would
access data from address n + 1. Upon receipt of the slave
address with R/Vii set to one, the NM24CxxL issues an ac-
knowledge and transmits the eight bit word. The master will
not acknowledge the transfer but does generate a stop con-
dition, and therefore the NM24CxxL discontinues tranmis-
sion. Refer to Figure 7 for the sequence of address, ac-
knowledge and data transfer.

RANDOM READ

Random read operations allow the master to access any
memory location in a random manner. Prior to issuing the
slave address with the R/Vii bit set to one, the master must
first perform a "dummy" write operation. The master issues
a start condition, slave address and then the word address it
is to read. After the word address acknowledge, the master
immediately reissues the start condition and the slave ad-
dress with the R/Vii bit set to one. This will be followed by
an acknowledge from the NM24CxxL and then by the eight
bit word. The master will not acknowledge the transfer but
does generate the stop condition, and therefore the
NM24CxxL discontinues transmission. Refer to Figure 8 for
the address, acknowledge and data transfer sequence.

S
T

DATAn+15 0

LOt: : : : : LE
A A
C C
K K

TLIO/11739-16

S
T S

BUS ACTIVITY: A SLAVE T
WASTER R ADDRESS 0

T • P
SDA LINE 0l..n..DlJ :::--:::-:rEf

A-'--_--~
C
K



Read Operations (Continued)

SEQUENTIAL READ
Sequential reads can be initiated as either a current address
read or random access read. The first word is transmitted in
the same manner as the other read modes; however, the
master now responds with an acknowledge, indicating it re-
quires additional data. The NM24CxxL continues to output
data for each acknowledge received. The read operation is
terminated by the master not responding with an acknowl·
edge or by generating a stop condition.

The data output is sequential, with the data from address n
followed by the data from n + 1. The address counter for
read operations increments all word address bits, allowing
the entire memory contents to be serially read during one
operation. After the entire memory has been read, the coun-
ter "rolls over" and the NM24CxxL continues to output data
for each acknowledge received. Refer to Figure 9 for the
address, acknowledge and data transfer sequence.

S S
T T S
A SLAVE WORD A SLAVE T
R ADDRESS ADDRESS n R ADDRESS 0
T • • • T.. P

0l.fLCJ..J-: :-::-::-:l.ElJ1.OlJ-: :-::-::-:ra
A A A"" J

C C C
KKK

S
BUS ACTIVITY: SLAVE A A A T
MASTER ADDRESS C C C 0

----. KKK P

SDA LINE =]lJ-: :-: :-: :-:U-: :-: :-: :-:U-: :-: :-: :-:Lc1tl-: :-::-::-:rEl
BUS ACTIVITY: ~. DATA n •• DATA 'n + 1 ,. DATA 'n + 2' • DATA 'n + x '
NM24C03L/C05L/C09L/C 17L K



NM25C04 4096-Bit Serial Interface CMOS EEPROM
(Serial Peripheral Interface (SPITM)Synchronous Bus)
General Description
The NM25C04 is a 4096-bit SPI compatible CMOS
EEPROM. The NM25C04 is designed for data storage in
applications requiring both non-volatile memory and in-sys-
tem data updates. This EEPROM is well suited for applica-
tions using the 68HC11 series of microcontrollers that sup-
port the SPI protocol for high speed communication with
peripheral devices via a serial bus to reduce pin count. The
NM25C04 is implemented in National Semiconductor's sin-
gle poly, double metal CMOS process which provides supe-
rior endurance and data retention.
The serial data transmission of this device requires four sig-
nal lines to control the device operation: Chip Select (CS),
Clock (SCK), Serial Data In (SI). and Serial Data Out (SO).
All programming cycles are completely self-timed and do
not require an erase before WRITE.
BLOCK WRITE protection is provided by programming the
STATUS REGISTER with one of four levels of write protec-
tion. Additionally, separate program enable and program
disable instructions are provided for data protection.

Hardware data protection is provided by the WP pin to pro-
tect against accidental data changes. The OOLD pin allows
the serial communication to be suspended without resetting
the serial sequence.

Features
• 4096 bits organized as 512 bytes
• Multiple chips on the same 3-wire bus with separate

chip select lines
• Self-timed programming cycle
• Simultaneous programming of 1 to 4 bytes at a time
• Status register can be polled during programming to

monitor ROYIBUSY
• Write Protect (WP) pin and write disable instruction for

both hardware and software write protection
• BlOCKwrite protect feature to protect against accidental

writes
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Data retention greater than 40 years
• Packages available: 8-pin DIP or 8-pin SO

EEPRO~ ARRAY
4096 BITS
(64 x B x 8)

INSTRUCTION
DECODER.

CONTROL LOGIC
AND CLOCK

GENERATORS

PROGRA~

ENABLE
HIGH VOLTAGE

GENERATOR
AND

PROGRA~
TI~ER



Dual-In-Llne Package (N)
and SO Package (M8)

0
,

es 1 8 Vcc
~ 2 7 HOLD

WP 3 6 5CK

Vss 4 5 51

Commercial Temperature Range (O"Cto +70'C)

Order Number

NM25C04N
NM25C04M8

Extended Temperature Range (- 40"C to +8S'C)

Order Number

NM25C04EN
NM25C04EM8

cs Chip Select Input

SO Serial Data Output

WP Write Protect

Vss Ground

SI Serial Data Input I

SCK Serial Clock Input •
'ROO) Suspends Serial Input I .." ~. .

Vcc Power Supply ,

NM25C04MN
NM25C04MM8



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales NM25C04 -O"Cto +70"C
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. NM25C04E - 40"C to + 85·C

Ambient Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C NM25C04M - 55·C to + 125·C

All Input or Output Voltages +6.5Vto -0.3V Power Supply (Vee) 4.5Vto 5.5V

with Respect to Ground

Lead Temperature
(Soldering, 10 sec.) +300"C

ESD Rating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics 4.5V ,;; Vcc ,;; 5.5V (unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units
lee Operating Current NM25C04 CS = Vil 3 mA

NM25C04E 3 mA

NM25C04M 3 mA

Iccss Standby Current NM25C04 CS = Vcc 150 IJ-A

NM25C04E 150 IJ-A

NM25C04M 150 IJ-A

III Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vee -1 1 IJ-A

IOl Output Leakage NM25C04 Your = OV to Vee -1 1 IJ-A

NM25C04E -1 +1 !J.A

NM25C04M -1 +1 IJ-A

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.3· Vee V

VIH Input High Voltage 0.7· Vee Vee + 0.3 V

VOL Output Low Voltage NM25C04 tOl = 1.6 mA 0.4 V

NM25C04E 0.4 V

NM25C04M 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = 0.8mA Vee - 0.8 V

fop SCK Frequency NM25C04 2.1 MHz

NM25C04E 1 MHz

NM25C04M 1 MHz

tAl Input Rise Time 2.0 IJ-s

tFI Input Fall Time 2.0 IJ-s

telH Clock High Time NM25C04 Note 2 190 ns

NM25C04E 410 ns

NM25C04M 410 ns

tell Clock Low Time NM25C04 Note 2 190 ns

NM25C04E 410 ns

NM25C04M 410 ns

tcsH Min CS High Time NMC25C04 Note 3 240 ns

NM25C04E 500 ns

NM25C04M 500 ns

less CS Setup Time NM25C04 240 ns

NM25C04E 500 ns

NM25C04M 500 ns

tOIS Data Setup Time NM25C04 100 ns

NM25C04E 100 ns

NM25C04M 100 ns



NM2SC04E 90 ns

NM2SC04M 90 ns

tesN CSHoldTime NM2SC04 240 ns

NM2SC04E SOO ns

I NM2SC04M SOO ns

tOIN Data Hold Time , 100 ns

tHON HOLD Hold Time 90 ns

tpo Output Delay NM2SC04 CL = 200 pF 240 ns

NM2SC04E 360 ns

NM2SC04M ~ 360 ns

tLZ HOLD to Output Low Z NM2SC04 100 ns

NM2SC04E SOO ns

NM2SC04M SOO ns

tOF Output Disable Time NM2SC04 CL = 200pF 240 ns

NM2SC04E SOO ns

NM2SC04M SOO ns

tHZ HOLD to Output High Z NM2SC04 100 ns

NM2SC04E SOO ns

NM2SC04M SOO ns

twP Write Cycle Time 1-4 Bytes S ms

Capacitance (Note 4)
TA = 2S'C, f = 1 MHz

Symbol Test Typ Max Units

GoUT Output Capacitance 3 8 pF

CIN Input Capacitance 2 6 pF

Output Load

Input Pulse Levels

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Input 1V and 2V
Output 0.8V and 2V

Note 1: Stress above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect devtc8 reliability.

Note 2: The SCK frequency specification specifies a minimum clock period of 476 ns; therefore. in an SCK clock cycle tcLH + telL must be greater than or equal to
476 ns. For example, if tell = 190 ns, then the minimum teLH = 286 ns in order to meet the SCK freqency speciftcation.

Nole 3: ~ must be brought high for a minimum of 240 ns (tCSH) between consecutive instruction cycles.

Nol. 4: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.

CL = 200pF

0.8Vto 3.SV



SCK

VIL

VIH

SI

VIL

VOH • - - --
HI-Z

SO VALID OUT

FIGURE 1. Timing Diagram
Note: When connected to the SPI port of a 68HC11 microcontroller. the NM25C04 accepts only a clock phase of 1 and a clock parity of O.

Clock Phase 1: ~ is held LOW during all serial communications and is held HIGH only between instructions.

Clock Polarity 0: Clock data IN on negative clock edge and clock data OUT on positive clock edge.

DATA OUT (IlOSI) SI

DATA IN (1oIIS0) SO

SERIAL CLOCK (SPICK) SCK

SSO CS
SPI

CHIP SS1

SELECTION SS2 - ~ SI

SS3 - •.... l- SO

SCK

CS

~ SI
•.... l- SO

SCK

CS

L..t
SI

- SO

SCK

CS



Lexicon
This lexicon describes terms used in this serial interface
description.

MASTER: The device that generates the serial clock is des-
ignated as the master. The NM25C04 can never function as
a master.

SLAVE: The NM25C04 always operates as a slave as the
serial clock pin is always an input.

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER: The NM25C04 has separate
pins for data transmission (SO) and reception (51).

MSB: The Most Significant Bit is the first bit transmitted and
received.

CHIP SELECT: The chip is selected when pin CS is low.
When the chip is not selected, data will not be accepted
from pin 51, and the output pin SO is in high impedance.

SERIAL OP·CODE: The first byte transmitted after the chip
is selected with CS going low contains the op-code that
defines the operation to be performed. In the READ and
WRITE instructions the op-code also contains address bit
A8.

PROTOCOL: When connected to the SPI port of a 68HC11
microcontroller, the NM25C04 accepts only a clock phase
of 1 and a clock polarity of O. The SPI protocol for this
device defines the bytes transmitted on the 51 and SO data
lines for proper chip operation. See Figure 3.

cs ----, 1
SCK --f1.n..r ...l..IL--

51 W////I!IJ~BlT7 ~ ••• ~ BlTO f7llJlllll

Phase 1: CS is held LOW during all serial communications
and is held HIGH only between instructions.

Polarity 0: Clock data IN on negative SCK edge and clock
data OUT on positive SCK edge.

HOLD: The HOLD pin is used in conjunction with the CS to
select the device. Once the device is selected and a serial
sequence is underway, HOLD may be forced low to sus-
pend further serial communication with the device without
resetting the serial sequence. Note that HOLD must be

brought low while the SCK pin is high. The device must
remain selected during this sequence. To resume serial
communication HOLD is brought high while the SCK pin is
high. Pins 51, SCK, and SO are at a high impedance state
during HOLD. See Figure 4.

\lOH!--H \iDS \lON!--H \los

HOLD 1 .... .....1
I--i ~z I--i \z

so ::=J.....--------c=
FIGURE 4. HOLD Timing

INVALID Op·CODE: After an invalid code is received, no
data is shifted into the NM25C04, and the SO data output
pin remains high impedance until a new CS falling edge re-
initializes the serial communication. See Figure 5.

--_I
51 W/II/III/fA INVALID OP-CODE WI//I/ffi

Instruction Instruction
Operation

Name Format

WREN 0000 X110 Set Write Enable Latch

WRDI 0000 X100 Reset Write Enable Latch

RDSR 0000 X101 Read Status Register

WRSR 0000 X001 Write Status Register

READ 0000A011 Read Data from Memory
Array

WRITE 0000 A010 Write Data to Memory Array

tI



READ SEQUENCE: (One or More Bytes)

Reading the memory via the SPI link requires the following
sequence. The CS line is pulled low to select the device.
The READ op-code (which includes A8) is transmitted on
the Siline followed by the byte address (A7-AO) to be read.
After this is done, data on the SI line becomes don't care.
The data (D7-DO) at the address specified is then shifted
out on the SO line. If only one byte is to be read, the CS line
can be pulled back to the high level. It is possible to contin-
ue the READ sequence as the byte address is automatically
incremented and data will continue to be shifted out. When
the highest address is reached (1 FF), the address counter
rolls over to lowest address (000) allowing the entire memo-
ry to be read in one continuous READ cycle. See Figure 6.

os 1 1
51 ~////!I//!I/!lJI///!I//!I//~

READ STATUS REGISTER (RDSR): The Read Status Reg-
ister (RDSR) instruction provides access to the status regis-
ter which is used to interrogate the READY IBUSY and
WRITE ENABLE status of the chip. Two non-volatile status
register bits are used to select one of four levels of BLOCK
WRITE PROTECTION. The status register format is shown
in Table 2.

Status register Bit 0 = 0 (RDY) indicates that the device is
READY; Bit 0 = 1 indicates that a program cycle is in prog-
ress. Bit 1 = 0 (WEN) indicates that the device is not
WRITE ENABLED; Bit 1 = 1 indicates that the device is
WRITE ENABLED. Non-volatile status register Bits 2 and 3
(BPO and BP1) indicate the level of BLOCK WRITE PRO-
TECTION selected. The block write protection levels and
corresponding status register control bits are shown in Ta-
ble 3. Note that if a RDSR instruction is executed during a
programming cycle only the RDY bit is valid. All other bits
are 1s. See Figure 7.

Level Status Register Bits Array Addresses
BP1 BPO Protected

0 0 0 None

1 0 1 180-1FF

2 1 0 100-1FF

3 1 1 000-1FF

OSI ~
51 ~///I///////////////ffi

WRITE ENABLE (WREN): When Vcc is applied to the chip,
it "powers up" in the write disable state. Therefore, all pro-
gramming modes must be preceded by a WRITE ENABLE
(WREN) instruction. Additionally the WP pin must be held
high during a WRITE ENABLE instruction. At the completion
of a WRITE or WRSR cycle the device is automatically re-
turned to the write disable state. Note that a WRITE DIS-
ABLE (WRDI) instruction or forcing the WP pin low will also
return the device to the write disable state. See Figure 8.

cs 1 1
51 1/I//!III//JJ WREN OP-CODE r;1//1/Ii

WRITE DISABLE (WRDI): To protect against accidental
data disturbance the WRITE DISABLE (WRDI) instruction
disables all programming modes. The WRITE DISABLE in-
struction is independent of the status of the WP pin. See
Figure 9.

cs 1 1
51 11//////11//J WRDI OP-CODE WilliM



WRITE instruction must be executed. Moreover, the ad-
dress of the memory location(s) to be programmed must be
outside the protected address field selected by the Block
Write Protection Level. See Table 3.
A WRITE command requires the following sequence. The
~ line is pulled low to select the device, then the WRITE
op-code (which includes A8) is transmitted on the SI line
followed by the byte address (A7-AO) and the correspond-
ing data (07 - DO)to be programmed. Programmingwill start
atter the ~ pin is forced back to a high level. Note that the
LOW to HIGH transition of the ~ pin must occur during the
SCK low time immediately atter clocking in the DOdata bit.
See Figure 10. The READYIBUSY status of the device can
be determined by executing a READ STATUS REGISTER

struction is enabled.
The NM25C04 is capable of a four byte PAGE WRITE oper-
ation. Atter receipt of each byte of data the two low order
address bits are internally incremented by one. The seven
high order bits of the address will remain constant. If the
master should transmit more than four bytes of data, the
address counter will "roll over", and the previously loaded
data will be reloaded.
At the completion of a WRITE cycle the device is automati-
cally returned to the write disable state.
If the WP pin is forced low or the device is not WRITE en-
abled, the device will ignore the WRITE instruction and re-
turn to the standby state when ~ is forced high. A new ~
falling edge is required to re-initialize the serial communica-
tion. See Figure 11.

cs 1 1

fJI



cs 1 1

51 WI/I////!lJ Op~~OROE XXi:BP~~~~XX WI/////~

WRITE STATUS REGISTER (WRSR): The WRITE
STATUS REGISTER (WRSR) instruction is used to program
the non-volatile status register Bits 2 and 3 (BPO and BP1).
As in the WRITE mode the WRITE PROTECT (WP) pin must
be held high and two separate instructions must be execut-
ed. The chip must first be write enabled via the WRITE EN-
ABLE instruction and then a WRSR instruction must be exe-
cuted.

The WRSR command requires the following sequence. The
CS line is pulled low to select the device and then the
WRSR op-code is transmitted on the SI line followed by the
data to be programmed (see Figure 12). Note that the first
four bits are don't care bits followed by BP1 and BPO then

two additional don't care bits. Programming will start after
the CS pin is forced back to a high level. As in the WRITE
instruction the LOW to HIGH transition of the ~ pin must
occur during the SCK low time immediately after clocking in
the last don't care bit. See Figure 13.

The READY IBUSY status of the device can be determined
by executing a READ STATUS REGISTER (RDSR) instruc-
tion. Bit 0 = 1 indicates that the WRSR cycle is still in
progress and Bit 0 = 0 indicates that the WRSR cycle has
ended.

At the completion of a WRSR cycle the device is automati-
cally returned to the write disable state.
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NM25C04L 4096-Bit Serial Interface CMOS EEPROM
(Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI™) Synchronous Bus)
General Description
The NM25C04L is a 4096-bit CMOS EEPROM with an SPI
compatible serial interface. The NM25C04L is designed for
data storage in applications requiring both non-volatile
memory and in-system data updates. This EEPROM is well
suited for applications using the 68HC11 series of micro-
controllers that support the SPI interface for high speed
communication with peripheral devices via a serial bus to
reduce pin count. The NM25C04L is implemented in Nation-
al Semiconductor's single poly, double metal CMOS pro-
cess that provides superior endurance and data retention.
The serial data transmission of this device requires four sig-
nal lines to control the device operation: Chip Select (eg),
Clock (SCK), Data In (SI), and Data Out (SO). All program-
ming cycles are completely self-timed and do not require an
erase before WRITE.
BLOCK WRITE protection is provided by programming the
STATUS REGISTER with one of four levels of write protec-
tion. Additionally, separate program enable and program
disable instructions are prOVidedfor data protection.

Hardware data protection is provided by the WP pin to pro-
tect against accidental data changes. The HOLD pin allows
the serial communication to be suspended without resetting
the serial sequence.

Features
• 4096 bits organized as 512 bytes
• Multiple chips on the same 3-wire bus with separate

chip select lines
• Self-timed programming cycle
• Simultaneous programming of 1 to 4 bytes at a time
• Status register can be polled during programming to

monitor RDYIBUSY
• Write Protect (WP) pin and write disable instruction for

both hardware and software write protection
• Block write protect feature to protect against accidental

writes
• Endurance: 106 data changes
• Data retention greater than 40 years
• Packages available: 8-pin DIP or 8-pin SO
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Dual-In-Llne Package (N)
and SO Package (M8)EDs Vcc

~2 7 HOLD

WP 3 6 5CK

V5S 4 5 51

Commercial Temperature Range (O"Cto + 70"C)

Order Number

NM25C04LN
NM25C04LM8

"CS Chip Select Input

SO Serial Data Output

WP Write Protect

VSS Ground

SI Serial Data Input

SCK Serial Clock Input

fiO[[i Suspends Serial Input

Vcc Power Supply

Extended Temperature Range (-40"C to +8S'C)

Order Number

NM25C04LEN
NM25C04LEM8



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Ambient Operating Temperature
please contact the National semiconductor sales NM2SC04L -O'Cto +70'C
Office/Distributors for availability and speclflcetlons. NM2SC04LE -40'Cto +8S'C

Ambient Storage Temperature - 6S'C to + 1SO'C Power Supply {Vecl

All Input or Output Voltages +6.SVto -0.3V Read Mode 2.0Vto S.SV

with Respect to Ground All Other Modes 2.SVtoS.SV

Lead Temperature
(Soldering, 10 sec.) +300'C

ESDRating 2000V

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics 4.SV s; Vce s; S.SV (unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter Part Number Conditions Mln Max Units

Ice Operating Current NM2SC04L ~=Vll 3 mA

NM2SC04LE 3 mA

leess Standby Current NM2SC04L ~= Vee 1S0 IJ-A

NM2SC04LE 1S0 IJ-A

III Input Leakage VIN = OV to Vee -1 1 IJ-A

IOl Output Leakage NM2SC04L VOUT = OV to Vee -1 1 IJ-A

NM2SC04LE -1 +1 IJ-A

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.3' Vee V

VIH Input High Voltage 0.7' Vce Vee + 0.3 V

VOL Output Low Voltage NM2SC04L IOl = 10IJ-A 0.2' Vce V

NM2SC04LE 0.2' Vce V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = 10IJ-A 0.8' Vce V

fop SCK Frequency NM2SC04L 1 MHz
NM2SC04LE . 1 MHz

tRI Input Rise Time '-" . ..
2.0 IJ-s

tFI InpU1 Fall Time 2.0 IJ-s

telH Clock High Time NM2SC04L Note 2 SOO ns

NM2SC04LE SOO ... ns

tell Clock Low Time NM2SC04L Note 2 SOO ns

NM2SC04LE SOO M

tesH Min ~ High Time NMC2SC04L Note 3 SOO os

NM2SC04LE SOO ns

less ~Setupnme NM2SC04L SOO ns

NM2SC04LE SOO ns

tOIS Data Setup Time NM2SC04L 100 ns

NM2SC04LE 100 ns



tHOS HOLD Setup Time NM25C04L 200 ns

NM25C04LE 200 ns

tesN ~HoldTime NM25C04L 500 ns

NM25C04LE 500 ns

tOIN Data Hold Time 100 ns

tHON HOLD Hold Time 200 ns

tpo Output Delay NM25C04L CL = 200pF 500 ns

NM25C04LE 500 ns

tLl HOLD to Output Low Z NM25C04L 500 ns

NM25C04LE 500 ns

tOF Output Disable Time NM25C04L CL = 200pF 500 ns

NM25C04LE 500 ns

tHZ HOLD to Output High Z NM25C04L 500 ns

NM25C04LE 500 ns

twP Write Cycle Time 1-4 Bytes 10 ms

Capacitance (Note 4) AC Test Conditions
TA = 25'C, f = 1 MHz Output Load IOL = 10 ,...A,IOH = 10,...A

Symbol Test Typ Max Units Input Pulse Levels 0.3V and 1.8V

COUT Output Capacitance 3 8 pF Timing Measurement Reference Level

CIN Input Capacitance pF
Input 0.4Vand 1.6V

2 6 Output 0.8V and 1.6V
Note 1: Stress above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of the specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating condmons for extended periods may affect device reliabilrty.

Note 2: The SCK frequency specification specifies a minimum clock period of 1000 ns; therefore, in an SCK clock cycle teLH + telL must be greater than or equal
to 1000 ns. For example, jf telL = 410 ns, then the minimum teLH = 550 ns in order to meet the SCK freqency specification.

Note 3: ~ must be brought high for a minimum of 500 ns <lcSH) between consecutive instruction cycles.

Note 4: This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested.
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FIGURE 1. Timing Diagram
Nole: When connected 10 the SPI port of a 68HC11 microeontrolier, Ihe NM25C04L accepts only a clock phase of 1 and a clock parity of O.

Clock Phase 1: CS is held LOW during all serial communications and is held HIGH only between instructions.

Clock Polarity 0: Clock data IN on negative clock edge and clock data OUT on positive clock edge.

DATA OUT (140SI) SI

DATA IN (14IS0) SO

SERIAL CLOCK (SPICK) SCK

SSO CS
SPI

CHIP SS1

SELECTION SS2 - ~ SI

SS3 - •....- SO

SCK

. CS

~ SI

~ - SO

SCK

CS

.... SI

'--- SO

SCK

CS



Functional Description
MASTER: The device that generates the serial clock is des-
ignated as the master. The NM25C04L can never function
as a master.

SLAVE: The NM25C04L always operates as a slave as the
serial clock pin is always an input.

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER: The NM25C04L has separate
pins for data transmission (SO) and reception (51).

MSB: The Most Significant Bit is the first bit transmitted and
received.

CHIP SELECT: The chip is selected when pin "CS is low.
When the chip is not selected, data will not be accepted
from pin 51, and the output pin SO is in high impedance.

SERIAL OP-CODE: The first byte transmitted after the chip
is selected with "CS going low contains the op-code that
defines the operation to be performed. In the READ and
WRITE instructions the op-code also contains address bit
A8.

PROTOCOL: When connected to the SPI port of a 68HC11
microcontroller, the NM25C04L accepts only a clock phase
of 1 and a clock polarity of O. The SPI protocol for this
device defines the bytes transmitted on the 51 and SO data
lines for proper chip operation. See Figure 3.
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Phase 1: "CS is held LOW during all serial communications
and is held HIGH only between instructions.

Polarity 0: Clock data IN on negative SCK edge and clock
data OUT on positive SCK edge.

HOLD: The oom pin is used in conjunction with the "CS to
select the device. Once the device is selected and a serial
sequence is underway, HOUi may be forced low to sus-
pend further serial communication with the device without
resetting the serial sequence. Note that HOl15 must be

brought low while the SCK pin is high. The device must
remain selected during this sequence. To resume serial
communication HOl15 is brought high while the SCK pin is
high. Pins 51, SCK, and SO are at a high impedance state
during HOLD. See Figure 4.

~DllI--H~os ~DllI--H~os
HOlD 1 1

H~' H\z
so ::::J------c=

FIGURE 4. HOLI:) Timing

INVALID OP-CODE: After an invalid code is received, no
data is shifted into the NM25C04L, and the SO data output
pin remains high impedance until a new "CS falling edge re-
initializes the serial communication. See Figure 5.

--_I
51 0'/"1'0) INVALID OP-CODE W.tW!a

Instruction Instruction
Operation

Name Format

WREN 0000X110 Set Write Enable Latch

WRDI 0000X100 Reset Write Enable Latch

RDSR ooסס X101 Read Status Register

WRSR OOOOXOO1 Write Status Register

READ ooסס A011 Read Data from Memory
Array

WRITE 0000 A010 Write Data to Memory Array



READ SEQUENCE: (One or More Bytes)
Reading the memory via the serial SPI link requires the fol-
lowing sequence. The "CS line is pulled low to select the
device. The READ op-code (which includes A8) is transmit-
ted on the Siline followed by the byte address (A7-AO) to
be read. After this is done, data on the SI line becomes
don't care. The data (D7-DO) at the address specified is
then shifted out on the SO line. If only one byte is to be
read, the "CS line can be pulled back to the high level. It is
possible to continue the READ sequence as the byte ad-
dress is automatically incremented and data will continue to
be shifted out. When the highest address is reached (1FF),
the address counter rolls over to lowest address (000) al-
lowing the entire memory to be read in one continuous
READ cycle. See Figure 6.

READ STATUS REGISTER (RDSR): The Read Status Reg-
ister (RDSR) instruction provides access to the status regis-
ter which is used to interrogate the READYIBUSY and
WRITE ENABLE status of the chip. Two non-volatile status
register bits are used to select one of four levels of BLOCK
WRITE PROTECTION. The status register format is shown
in Table 2.

Status register Bit 0 = 0 (ADY) indicates that the device is
READY; Bit 0 = 1 indicates that a program cycle is in prog-
ress. Bit 1 = 0 (WEN) indicates that the device is not
WRITE ENABLED; Bit 1 = 1 indicates that the device is
WRITE ENABLED. Non-volatile status register Bits 2 and 3
(BPOand BP1) indicate the level of BLOCK WRITE PRO-
TECTION selected. The block write protection levels and
corresponding status register control bits are shown in Ta-
ble 3. Note that if a RDSR instruction is executed during a
programming cycle only the RDY bit is valid. All other bits
are 1s. See Figure 7.

TABLE 3. Block Write Protection Levels

Level Status Register Bits Array Addresses
BP1 BPO Protected

0 0 0 None
1 0 1 180-1FF
2 1 0 100-1FF
3 1 1 000-lFF

cs ' 1
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WRITE ENABLE (WREN): When Vcc is applied to the chip,
it "powers up" in the write disable state. Therefore, all pro-
gramming modes must be preceded by a WRITE ENABLE
(WREN) instruction. Additionally the WP pin must be held
high during a WRITE ENABLE instruction. At the completion
of a WRITE or WRSR cycle the device is automatically re-
turned to the write disable state. Note that a WRITE DIS-
ABLE (WRDI) instruction or forcing the WP pin low will also
return the device to the write disable state. See Figure 8.

cs 1 1
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WRITE DISABLE (WRDI): To protect against accidental
data disturbance the WRITE DISABLE (WRDI) instruction
disables all programming modes. The WRITE DISABLE in-
struction is independent of the status of the WP pin. See
Figure 9.

cs 1 1
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WRITE SEQUENCE: To program the device the WRITE
PROTECT (WP) pin must be held high and two separate
instructions must be executed. The chip must first be write
enabled via the WRITE ENABLE instructioll and then a seri-
al WRITE instruction must be executed. Moreover, the ad-
dress of the memory location(s) to be programmed must be
outside the protected address field selected by the Block
Write Protection Level. See Table 3.
A serial WRITE command requires the following sequence.
The ~ line is pulled low to select the device, then the
WRITE op-code (which includes A8) is transmitted on the SI
line followed by the byte address (A7-AO) and the corre-
sponding data (07-00) to be programmed. Programming
will start after the ~ pin is forced back to a high level. Note
that the LOW to HIGH transition of the ~ pin must occur
during the SCK low time immediately after clocking in the
DOdata bit. See Figure 10. The READYIBUSY status of the
device can be determined by executing a READ STATUS

REGISTER (RDSR) instruction. Bit 0 = 1 indicates that the
WRITE cycle is still in progress and Bit 0 = 0 indicates that
the WRITE cycle' has ended. During the WRITE program-
ming cycle (Bit 0 = 1) only the READ STATUS REGISTER
instruction is enabled.
The NM25C04L is capable of a four byte PAGE WRITE op-
eration. After receipt of each byte of data the two low order
address bits are internally incremented by one. The seven
high order bits of the address will remain constant. If the
master should transmit more than four bytes of data, the
address counter will "roll over", and the previously loaded
data will be reloaded.
At the completion of a WRITE cycle the device is automati-
cally returned to the write disable state.
If the WP pin is forced low or the device is not WRITE en-
abled, the device will ignore the WRITE instruction and re-
turn to the standby state when ~ is forced high. A new ~
falling edge is required to re-initialize the serial communica-
tion. See Figure 11.
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WRITE STATUS REGISTER (WRSR): The WRITE
STATUS REGISTER (WRSR) instruction is used to program
the non-volatile status register Bits 2 and 3 (BPOand BP1).
As in the WRITE mode the WRITE PROTECT(WP) pin must
be held high and two separate instructions must be execut-
ed. The chip must first be write enabled via the WRITE EN-
ABLE instruction and then a serial WRSR instruction must
be executed.
The serial WRSR command requires the following se-
quence. The CS line is pulled low to select the device and
then the WRSR op-code is transmitted on the SI line fol-
lowed by the data to be programmed (see Figure 12). Note
that the first four bits are don't care bits followed by BPl

and BPOthen two additional don't care bits. Programming
will start after the CS pin is forced back to a high level. As in
the WRITE instruction the LOW to HIGH transition of the CS
pin must occur during the SCK low time immediately after
clocking in the last don't care bit. See Figure 13.

The READYIBUSY status of the device can be determined
by executing a READ STATUS REGISTER (RDSR) instruc-
tion. Bit 0 = 1 indicates that the WRSR cycle is still in
progress and Bit 0 = 0 indicates that the WRSR cycle has
ended.
At the completion of a WRSR cycle the device is automati-
cally returned to the write disable state.
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CMOS EPROM Selection Guide
Standard Products

General Description
National Semiconductor's family of high performance
CMOS EPROMs offer the following shared features: pin
compatibility with byte-wide JEDEC EPROMs; "Don't Care"
feature during read operations; high speed operation with
high performance CPUs such as the 80186, 68020, 80386;
single chip solutions for the code storage requirements of
100% firmware based equipment.

This family of EPROMs are available in densities from
16k-bit to 4 Mbit and a variety of packages including CerDIP,
PLCC, OTP and TSOP.

NMC27C16B
NMC27C32B
NMC27C64

NM27C128
NM27C256
NM27C512
NM27C010
NM27C210
NM27C020
NM27C040

Packages
a
a

a,N

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 90 ns access time

• Fast programming
• EPI processing

- Latch-up immunity
- ESD protection

• Compatible with JEDEC EPROM configurations
• Simplified upgrade path

- Vpp and PGM are "Don't Care" during normal read
operation

• Single 5V power supply

Temperature Ranges
C,E
C,E

C, E, M'

Speed
150 ns, 200 ns
200 ns
150 ns, 200 ns

a,N
a,V,N
a,V,N

a,V,N,T
a,v
a,T
a

200 ns, 250 ns
100 ns, 150 ns, 200 ns
90 ns, 150 ns, 200 ns
90 ns, 150 ns, 200 ns
120 ns, 150 ns, 200 ns
150 ns, 200 ns
120 ns, 170 ns, 200 ns

·N package available only in commercial temperature range (O"C to + 700C).

Note: All products will operate at speeds slower than those listed.

National_M_e_m_O_ry T_M__ J Je
EPROM _

CMOS

Q E 12011 LA=T~(_)120 = 120 ns

Operating Temperature Range
Blank = O'C to +70'C

E = -40'Cto +85'C

Package
a = Ceramic DIP
N = OTPDIP
V = PLCC
T = TSOP •
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General Description
The NMC27C16B is a high performance 16K UV erasable
and electrically reprogrammable CMOS EPROM, ideally
suited for applications where fast turnaround, pattern exper-
imentation and low power consumption are important re-
quirements.
The NMC27C16B is packaged in a 24-pin dual-in-line pack-
age with a quartz window. The quartz window allows the
user to expose the chip to ultraviolet light to erase the bit
pattern. A new pattern can then be written into the device by
following the programming procedure.
This EPROM is fabricated with National's proprietary, time
proven CMOS double-poly silicon gate technology which
combines high performance and high density with low pow-
er consumption and excellent reliability.

Features
• Low CMOS power consumption

Active power: 55 mW max
Standby power: 0.55 mW max

• Extended temperature range available,
-40'C to +85'C

• Fast and reliable programming (100 ",s for most by1es)
• TTL compatible inputs/outputs
• TRI-STATE~ output
• Manufacturer's identification code for automatic pro-

gramming equipment
• High current CMOS level output drivers
• Upgrade for NMOS 2716

Vcc0--+
GND 0--+
Vpp0--+

OE --+ OUTPUT ENABLE; CHIP ENABLE
CE / PGW --+ AND PROG LOGIC

AO-Al0
ADDRESS

INPUTS

--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+
--+

AO-A10 Addresses

~ Chip Enable

m: Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

NC No Connect



Vpp Vpp Vpp
A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6 A6
A5 A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2 A2
A1 A1 A1 A1
AO AO AO AO

00 00 00 00
01 01 01 01
02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND

Vcr.
AS

A9

VPI'
or
A10

CE/PGII

°7
0,

O~

°4
°3

Vcc Vcc Vcc
PGQ J5G"fJ A14

VCC NC A13 A13
A8 A8 A8 A8
A9 A9 A9 A9

A11 A11 A11 A11
C5£/Vpp O£ O£ O£

A10 A10 A10 A10
cr cr cr cr
07 07 07 07
06 06 06 06
Os Os Os Os
04 04 04 04
03 03 03 03

Top View
Not.: Sockat compatibla EPROM pin configurations ara shown in the blocks adjacent to the NMC27C16B pins.

Order Number NMC27C16BQ
see NS Package Number J24AQ

Commercial Temp. Range (O"C to 70"C) Vcc = 5V ± 10%

Parameter/Order Number Acceaa Time (na)

NMC27C16B0150 150

NMC27C16B0200 200

Parameter/Order Number Acceaa Time (na)

NMC27C16BOE150 150

NMC27C16BOE200 200

•



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, All Output Voltages with
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Respect to Ground (Note 1 0) vee+ 1.0Vto GND-0.6V
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Vpp Supply and A9 Voltage
Temperature Under Bias 'With Respect to Ground + 14.0V to - 0.6V

Commercial Parts -10·C to +80·C Power Dissipation 1.0W
Extended Temp. Parts I -40·Cto +8S·C Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300·C

Storage Temperature - 6S·C to + 1S0·C

Vee Supply with
, Operating Conditions (Note 8)

Respect to Ground + 7.0V to -;0.6V Temperature Range
All Input Voltages except A9 with NMC27C16BQ1S0,200 O·Cto +70·C

Respect to Ground (Note 10) '+6.SVto -0.6V NMC27C16BQE1S0,200 - 40·C to + 8S·C
, Vee Power Supply +SV ±100/0

READ OPERATION -, ,~-
DC Electrical Characteristics '"

Symbol Parameter .. Condl~lons Mln
. Typ

Max Units(Note 11)

III Input Load Current VIN = Vee or GND 0.1 1 ",A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = Vee or GND, CE = 'VIH 0.1 1 ",A

lee1 Vee Current (Active) CE = VIL, f = S MHi
(Note 3) TTL Inputs Inputs = VIH or'vIL 5 20 mA

I/O = OmA

lee2 Vee Current (Active) CE = GND, f = 5 MHz
(Note 3) CMOS Inputs Inputs '= Vee or GND, 3 10 mA

1/0 = OmA

ICCSB1 Vee Current (Standby) CE = VIH
0.1 1 mA

TTL Inputs

leeSB2 Vee Current (Standby) CE "'; Vee 0.5 100 ",ACMOS Inputs i ._. ..
Ipp Vpp Load Current Vpp = 5.5V , ~ 10 ",A

VIL Input Low Voltage
..

-0.2 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 1 V

VOL1 Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.45 V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOH = -400mA 2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL = 10 ",A 0.1 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = -10 ",A Vee -0.1 V

AC Electrical Characteristics
NMC27C16BQ

Symbol Parameter Conditions Q150, QE150 Q200,QE200 Units

Mln Max Mln Max

tAee Address to Output Delay CE = DE = VIL 150 200 ns

teE CE to Output Delay DE = VIL 1S0 200 ns

toE DE to Output Delay CE = VIL 60 60 ns

tOF DE High to Output Float CE = VIL 0 50 0 60 ns

teF CE High to Output Float DE = VIL 0 50 0 60 ns

toH Output Hold from Addresses, DE = DE = VIL
0 0 ns

CE or OE, Whichever Occurred First



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 6 12 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

Output Load (Note 12)

Input Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

1 TILGate and CL = 100pF

,;; 5 ns
O.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level

Inputs

Outputs

O.8Vand2V

O.8V and 2V

CE 2V
O.SY

OE 2Y
O.SY

2Y
OUTPUT

O.BV

TL/O/9180-3

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliabiHty.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp.

Note 3: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming. ICCl :!>: the sum of the Ice active and Ipp read currents.

Note 4: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 5: 01'" may be delayed up to tAce - toe after the falling edge of cr wijhout impact on tAce.

Note 6: The !oF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI·STATE. the measuredVOHl (DC) - O.10V;
Low to TRI-5TATE, the measuredVOl1 (DC) + O.10V.

Note 7: TRI-5TATE may be attained using 01'" or cr.
Note 8: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that a 0.1 lJ-Fceramic capacitor be used on every
device between Vce and GND.

Note 9: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch·up and device damage.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns maximum.

Note 11: Typical values are for TA = 2S·C and nominal supply voltages.

Note 12: 1 TTL Gate: IOL ~ 1.6 mA, IOH - 400 p.A.
CL: 100 pF inlcudes fixture capacitance.

II



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3 & 4)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 /Ls

toES DE Setup Time ,] 1 /Ls

tos Data Setup Time 1 /Ls

tves Vee Setup Time 1 /Ls

tvps Vpp Setup Time 1 /Ls

tAH Address Hold Time 0 /Ls

tOH Data Hold Time 1 /Ls

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay CE/PGM = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 /Ls

toE Data Valid from DE CE/PGM = VIL 150 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current During CE = VIH 30 mA
Programming Pulse DE = VIH

Ice Vee Supply Current 10 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

Vee Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage ~ 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFA Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 3.0 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.
Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp.The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.
Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 J.LFcapacitor is required across Vpp, VCC to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply Yoltages and timings. The Min and Max Umit
Parameters are Design parameters, not Tested or guaranteed.

Programming Waveforms

PROGRA~ P~~~~/y~ -

ADDRESSES 2V ) ADDRESS STABLE KC.8Y

tAS I .1 Il-tAH

HIGH Z

DATA
2V

DATA OUT VALID
0.8V

DATA IN STABLE

IosL - lor

rl IoH

CE/PG~ 2V
a.8Y

W -toES 1-'0,-
Or 1\ I

6.25V
r--tvcs-

\
Vcc ov----1

r1vps•

12.75V
\

Vpp
DV TUO/9180-4





Table I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes
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are at TTLlevels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
common connection to all devices in the array and connect-

Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
ed to the READ line from the system control bus. This as-

three programming modes, and must be at Vcc in the other
sures that all deselected memory devices are in their low

modes. The Vce power supply must be at 6.25V during the
power standby modes and that the output pins are active

three programming modes, and at 5V in the other modes.
only when data is desired from a particular memory device.

Read Mode
Programming

The NMC27C16B has two control functions, both of which
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 21 (Vpp) will damage the

must be logically active in order to obtain data at the out-
NMC27C16B.

puts. Chip Enable (CE) is the power control and should be Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the NMC27C16B

used for device selection. Output Enable (DE) is the output are in the "1" state. Data is introduced by selectively pro-

control and should be used to gate data to the output pins, gramming "Os" into the desired bit locations. Although only

independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses "Os" will be programmed, both "1 s" and "Os" can be pre-

are stable, address access time (tAce) is equal to the delay sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a

from CE to output (leE). Data is available at the outputs toE "1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.

after the falling edge of DE, assuming that CE has been low The NMC27C16B is in the programming mode when the
and addresses have been stable for at least tAce - toE. Vpp power supply is at 12.75V and c:5t is at VIH. It is re-

The sense amps are clocked for fast access time. Vce quired that at least a 0.1 ,..F capacitor be placed across

should therefore be maintained at operating voltage during Vpp, Vce to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients

read and verify. If Vce temporarily drops below the spec. which may damage the device. The data to be programmed

voltage (but not to ground) an address transition must be is applied 8 bits in parallel to the data output pins.

performed after the drop to insure proper output data. When the address and data are stable, an active high, TTL

Standby Mode
program pulse is applied to the CE/PGM input. A program
pulse must be applied at each address location to be pro-

The NMC27C16B has a standby mode which reduces the grammed. The NMC27C16B is programmed with the Fast
active power dissipation by 99%, from 55 mW to 0.55 mW. Programming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
The NMC27C16B is placed in the standby mode by applying programmed with a series of 100 ,..S pulses until it verifies
a CMOS high signal to the CE input. When in standby mode, good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of program with a single 100 ,..S pulse.
the DE input.

The NMC27C16B must not be programmed with a DC signal
Output OR-Tying applied to the CE/PGM input.

Because NMC27C16Bs are usually used in larger memory Programming multiple NMC27C16Bs in parallel with the
arrays, National has proVided a 2-line control function that same data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections. of the programming requirements. like inputs of the paral-
The 2-line control function allows for: leled NMC27C16Bs may be connected together when they

a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and are programmed with the same data. A high level TTL pulse

b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not
applied to the CE/PGM input programs the paralleled

occur.
NMC27C16Bs.

TABLE I. Mode Selection

Pins CE/PGM OE Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode (18) (20) (21) (24) (9-11), (13-17)

Read VIL VIL Vcc 5 Dour

Standby VIH Don't Care Vce 5 Hi-Z

Output Disable Don't Care VIH VCC 5 Hi-Z

Program VIH VIH 12.75V 6.25 DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL 12.75V 6.25 Dour

Program Inhibit VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25 Hi-Z



Functional Description (Continued)

Program Inhibit

Programming multiple NMC27C16Bs in parallel with differ-
ent data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE/PGM all
like inputs (including DE) of the parallel NMC27C16Bs may
be common. A TIL high level program pulse applied to an
NMC27C16B's CE/PGM input with Vpp at 12.75V will pro-
gram that NMC27C16B. A TIL low level CE/PGM input in-
hibits the other NMC27C16Bs from being programmed.

Program Verify

A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Except during
programming and program verify, Vpp must be at Vee.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE

The NMC27C16B has a manufacturer's identification code
to aid in programming. The code, shown in Table III, is two
bytes wide and is stored in a ROM configuration on the chip.
It identifies the manufacturer and the device type. The code
for the NMC27C16B is, "8F80", where "8F" designates that
it is made by National Semiconductor, and "80" designates
a 16k part.

The code is accessed by applying 12.0V ±0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses A 1-A8, A 10, CE, and DE are held at VIL.
Address AO is held at VIL for the manufacturer's code, and
at VIH for the device code. The code is read out on the 8
data pins. Proper code access is only guaranteed at 25'C
±5'C.

The primary purpose of the manufacturer's identification
code is automatic programming control. When the device is
inserted in an EPROM programmer socket, the programmer
reads the code and then automatically calls up the specific
programming algorithm for the part. This automatic pro-
gramming control is only possible with programmers which
have the capability of reading the code.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS

The erasure characteristics of the NMC27C16B are such
that erasure begins to occur when exposed to light with
wavelengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms
(A). It should be noted that sunlight and certain types of
fluorescent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A
range. After programming, opaque labels should be placed

over the NMC27C16B window to prevent unintentional era-
sure. Covering the window will also prevent temporary func-
tional failure due to the generation of photo currents.

The recommended erasure procedure for the NMC27C16B
is exposure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2537 A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity x
exposure time) for erasure should be a mimimum of
15 W-sec/cm2.

The NMC27C16B should be placed within 1 inch of the
lamp tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table II
shows the minimum NMC27C16B erasure time for various
light intensities.

An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to unit should be maintained at one inch.
The erasure time increases as the square of the distance. (If
distance is doubled the erasure time increases by a factor of
4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. When a lamp is
changed, the distance has changed, or the lamp has aged,
the system should be checked to make certain full erasure
is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause symptoms that
can be misleading. Programmers, components, and even
system designs have been erroneously suspected when in-
complete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION

The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer-the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 I-'F ceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 I-'F bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Light Intensity
(Mlcro-Wattstcm2)

15,000

10,000

5,000

Erasure Time
(Minutes)

20

25
50

TABLE III. Manufacturer's Identification Code •Pins Ao 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(8) (17) (16) (15) (14) (13) (11) (10) (9) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80
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NMC27C32B
32,768·Bit (4096 X 8)
CMOS EPROM

General Description
The NMC27C32B is a 32k UV erasable and electrically re-
programmable CMOS EPROM, ideally suited for applica-
tions where fast turnaround, pattern experimentation and
low power consumption are important requirements.

The NMC27C32B is designed to operate with a single + 5V
power supply with ± 10% tolerance.

The NMC27C32B is packaged in a 24-pin dual-in-Iine pack-
age with a quartz window. The quartz window allows the
user to expose the chip to ultraviolet light to erase the bit
pattern. A new pattern can then be written electrically into
the device by following the programming procedure.

This EPROM is fabricated with National's proprietary, time
proven CMOS double-poly silicon gate technology which
combines high performance and high density with low pow-
er consumption and excellent reliability.

Features
• Low CMOS power consumption

- Active Power: 55 mW Max
- Standby Power: 0.55 mW Max

• Extended temperature range, -40·C to +85·C
• Fast and reliable programming
• TTL, CMOS compatible inputs/outputs
• TRI-STATEIlt output
• Manufacturer's identification code for automatic

programming
• High current CMOS level output drivers
• Compatible with NMOS 2732

Va:0---+
GNOO---+

Vpp0---+

AD-All
ADDRESS

INPIJTS

OUTPUT ENABLE
AND CHIP

ENABLE LOGIC

AO-All Addresses

cr Chip Enable

C5E Output Enable

Vpp Programming Voltage

00-07 Outputs

Vcc Power Supply

GND Ground



_. ---- _. - ._- _. -_. _. _.-
27256 27128 2764 2716

Vpp Vpp Vpp

A12 A12 A12

A7 A7 A7 A7

A6 A6 A6 A6

A5 A5 A5 A5

A4 A4 A4 A4

A3 A3 A3 A3

A2 A2 A2 A2

A1 A1 A1 A1

AO AO AO AO

00 00 00 00
01 01 01 01
02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND

NMC27C32B
Dual·ln·Llne Package

A7 1 Vcc
A6 2 A8

AS 3 A9

A4 4 All

A3 S OE/Vpp

A2 6 Al0

Al 7 CE

AO 8 °7
00 9 06

01 10 05

°2 11 0,

GND 12 03

_._.- _. -_. _._._- _. ----
2716 2764 27128 27256

Vcc Vcc Vcc

J5tm J5tm A14

Vcc NC A13 A13

AS AS AS AS

A9 A9 A9 A9

Vpp A11 A11 A11

OE OE OE OE
A10 A10 A10 A10

CE cr ~ ~
07 07 07 07
06 06 06 06
05 05 05 05
04 04 04 04
03 03 03 03

Order Number NMC27C32BQ
See NS Package Number J24AQ

TLiD/8827-2

Not.: Socket competible EPROM pin configurations are shown in the blocks adj8cent to the NMC27C32B pins.

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (n8)

NMC27C32B0150 150

NMC27C32B0200 200

NMC27C32B0250 250

ElrtendedTemp Range (-40"C to +8SOC)Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (n8)

•



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, OElVpp Supply and A9 Voltage with
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Respect to Ground + 14.0V to -0.6V
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Power Dissipation 1.0W
Temperature Under Bias - 40"C to + 85·C Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300"C
Storage Temperature -65·C to + 150·C

Vcc Supply Voltage with Operating Conditions (Note 6)
Respect to Ground +7.0Vto -0.6V Temperature Range

All Input Voltages except A9 NMC27C32B0150, 200, 250 O·Cto +70·C
and OElVpp with NMC27C32BOE200 -40·Cto +85·C
Respect to Ground (Note 9) +6.5Vto -0.6V Vcc Power Supply +5V ±10%

All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground (Note 9) Vcc+1.0Vto GND-0.6V

READ OPERATION

DC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units

III Input Load Current VIN = VceorGND 0.01 1 /-LA

Ipp OElVpp Load Current OElVpp = VCC or GND I 10 /-LA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = Vcc or GND, CE = VIH 0.01 1 /-LA

lcel Vcc Current (Active) CE = VIL, f = 5 MHz
5 20 mA

TILlnputs Inputs = VIH or VIL, I/O = 0 mA

ICC2 Vcc Current (Active) CE = GND, f = 5 MHz
3 10 mA

CMOS Inputs Inputs = Vcc or GND, I/O = 0 mA

ICCSSl Vcc Current (Standby) CE = VIH
,

TILlnputs
0.1 1 mA

ICCSS2 Vcc Current (Standby) CE = Vcc
0.5 100 /-LA

CMOS Inputs -

VIL Input Low Voltage \ ,- .,.
-0.2 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage
.

2.0 Vcc + 1 V

Vou Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.45 V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOH = -400/-LA '. 2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL = 10 /-LA 0.1 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = -lO/-LA
.,\:;> -

Vcc - 0.1 V
,. ;,

AC Electrical Characteristics
NMC27C32B

Symbol Parameter Conditions Q150 Q200,QE200 Q260 Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay CE = OE = VIL 150 200 250 ns

teE CE to Output Delay OE = VIL 150 200 250 ns

toE OE to Output Delay CE = VIL 60 60 70 ns

tOF OE High to Output Float CE = VIL 0 50 0 60 0 70 ns

teF CE High to Output Float OE = VIL 0 50 0 60 0 60 ns

toH Output Hold from Addresses, CE = OE = VIL
CE or OE, Whichever 0 0 0 ns
Occurred First



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN1 Input Capacitance except NlVpp VIN = OV 6 12 pF

CIN2 NlVpp Input Capacitance VIN = OV 16 20 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TIL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

';;5ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.8Vand2V
0.8V and 2VInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

TUD/8827-3

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other condrtions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect devk:e reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is anry sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: OE' may be delayed up to tACC - toE after the falling edge of CE without impacting tACC.

Note 4: The tOF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATE. the measured VOHl (DC) - O.10V;
Low to TRI-STATE, the measured Vou (DC) + O.10V,

Note 5: TRI-STATE may be attained using ~ or CE,
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,.,.F ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vex; and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch·up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TTL Gate: IOl ~ 1.6 mA, IOH ~ -400 pA.
Ct: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Inpu1s and outputs can undershoot to -2.0V for 20 ns Max, except for ~lVpp which cannot exceed -O.2V.

Note 10: Typical values are for TA = 2S·C and nominal supply voltages.



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3 & 4)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 "'S
toES OE Setup Time 1 "'S
tos Data Setup Time I 1 "'s

tves Vee Setup Time 1 "'S
tAH Address Hold Time 0 "'S
tOH Data Hold Time 1 "'S
teF Chip Enable to Output Float Delay m: = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 "'S
toEH OE Hold Time 1 "'S
tov Data Valid from ~ m: = VIL 250 ns

tpRT m:Pulse Rise Time 50
During Programming

ns
-

tVR Vpp Recovery Time 1 "'S
Ipp Vpp Supply Current During ct = VIL, 30 mA

Programming Pulse m: = Vpp

Ice Vee Supply Current 10 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 'C

Vcc Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms
PROGIlAW P~~F¢W_

ADDRESSES
y--- .. K~k ~ ADDRESSN ..- ...!&.

2V
DlTA II STAlL[ HI-Z 2V

DATA •••• DlTA OUT VALlI £DO It
o.av o.av

~ ~ ~ ~

"" '~~~
~

pp O.av \
'o£s rI 'oEH l-tVR1t,RT :::=-

C£ ~~v 'LJ 1\ "I
J=t

vcs-
Vcc 6.:

TUD/8827-4
Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Nole 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 fJoF capacitor is required across Vcc to GNO to suppress spurious
voltage transients which may damage the device.
Nole 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.
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Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the NMC27C32B are listed in
Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read
mode. All inputs are TTL levels except for DElVpp during
programming. In the program mode the DElVpp input is
pulsed from a TTL low level to 12.75V.

Read Mode
The NMC27C32B has two control functions, both of which
must be logically active in order to obtain data at the out-
puts. Chip Enable (CE) is the power control and should be
used for device selection. Output Enable (DE) is the output
control and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses
are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to the delay
from CE to output (teE). Data is available at the outputs toE
after the falling edge of DE, assuming that CE has been low
and addresses have been stable for at least tACC-toE.
The sense amps are clocked for fast access time. Vcc
should therefore be maintained at operating voltage during
read and verify. If Vcc temporarily drops below the spec.
voltage (but not to ground) an address transition must be
performed after the drop to ensure proper output data.

Standby Mode
The NMC27C32B has a standby mode which reduces the
active power dissipation by 99%, from 55 mW to 0.55 mW.
The NMC27C32B is placed in the standby mode by applying
a CMOS high signal to the CE input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the DE input.

Output OR-Tying
Because EPROMs are usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connection.
The 2-line control function allows for:
a. The lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b. complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE (pin 18) be decoded and used as the pri-
mary device selecting function, while DE (pin 20) be made a

common connection to all devices in the array and connect-
ed to the READ line from the system control bus. This as-
sures that all deselected memory devices are in their low
power standby modes and that the output pins are active
only when data is desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 20 DElVpp will damage
the NMC27C32B.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the NMC27C32B
are in the "1" state. Data is introduced by selectively pro-
gramming "Os" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"Os" will be programmed, both "1 s" and "Os" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
The NMC27C32B is in the programming mode when
DElVpp is at 12.75V. It is required that at least a 0.1 J.'F
capacitor be placed across Vcc and ground to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.
The data to be programmed is applied 8 bits in parallel to
the data output pins. The levels reqUired for the address
and data inputs are TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the CE input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The NMC27C32B is programmed with the Fast
ProgrammingAlgorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 "'S pulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
Program with a single 100 J.'spulse.
Note: Some programmer manufactures due to equipment limitation may of-

fer interactive program Algorithm (Shown in Figure 2).

The NMC27C32B must not be programmed with a DC signal
applied to the CE input.
Programming multiple NMC27C32Bs in parallel with the
same data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity
of the programming requirements. Like inputs of the paral-
leled NMC27C32B may be connected together when they
are programmed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse
applied to the CE input programs the paralleled
NMC27C32B.

Pins CE OE/Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode (18) (20) (24) (9-11,13-17)

Read Vil Vil 5V Dour
Standby VIH Don't Care 5V Hi-Z

Program Vil 12.75V 6.25V DIN
Program Verify Vil Vil 6.25V Dour
Program Inhibit VIH 12.75V 6.25V Hi-Z

Output Disable Don't Care VIH 5V Hi-Z



Functional Description (Continued)

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple NMC27C32B in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE all like in-
puts (including OE) of the parallel NMC27C32B may be
common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an
NMC27C32B's CE input with OElVpp at 12.75V will pro-
gram that NMC27C32B. A TIL high level CE input inhibits
the other NMC27C32B from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bit to de-
termine whether they were correctly programmed. The veri-
fy is accomplished with OElVpp and CE at VIL. Data should
be verified tov after the falling edge of CE.
MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The NMC27C32B has a manufacturer's identification code
to aid in programming. The code, shown in Table II, is two
bytes wide and is stored in a ROM configuration on the chip.
It identifies the manufacturer and the device type. The code
for the NMC27C32B is, "SF01", where "SF" designates that
it is made by National Semiconductor, and "01" designates
a 32k part.
The code is accessed by applying 12.0V ± 0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses Al-AS, A1O-A 11, CE, and OE are held
at VIL. Address AO is held at VIL for the manufacturer's
code, and at VIH for the device code. The code is read out
on the S data pins. Proper code access is only guaranteed
at 25·C ± S·C.
The primary purpose of the manufacturer's identification
code is automatic programming control. When the device is
inserted in an EPROM programmer socket, the programmer
reads the code and then automatically calls up the specific
programming algorithm for the part. This automatic pro-
gramming control is only possible with programmers which
have the capability of reading the code.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the NMC27C32B are such
that erasure begins to occur when exposed to light with
wavelengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms
(A). It should be noted that sunlight and certain types of
fluorescent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A
range. After programming, opaque labels should be placed
over the NMC27C32B's window to prevent unintentional

erasure. Covering the window will also prevent temporary
functional failure due to the generation of photo currents.
The recommended erasure procedure for the NMC27C32B
is exposure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2537A. The integrated dose (I.e., UV intensity x
exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of
15 W-sec/cm2.
The NMC27C32B should be placed within 1 inch of the
lamp tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table III
shows the minimum NMC27C32B erasure time for various
light intensities.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to unit should be maintained at one inch.
The erasure time increases as the square of the distance. (If
distance is doubled the erasure time increases by a factor of
4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. When a lamp is
changed, the distance has changed or the lamp has aged,
the system should be checked to make certain full erasure
is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause symptoms that
can be misleading. Programmers, components, and even
system designs have been erroneously suspected when in-
complete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer-the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vcc transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 I£Fceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vce and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 I£F bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vce and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins AO 07 O. Os 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(8) (17) (16) (15) (14) (13) (11) (10) (9) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 SF

Device Code VIH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 01

TABLE III. Minimum NMC27C32B Erasure Time

Light Intensity
(I£W/cm2)

15,000

10,000

5,000

Erasure TIme
(Minutes)

20
25
50
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NMC27C64
65,536-Bit (8192 X 8) CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NMC27C64 is a 64K UV erasable, electrically repro-
grammable and one-time programmable (OTP) CMOS
EPROM ideally suited for applications where fast turn-
around. pattern experimentation and low power consump-
tion are important requirements.

The NMC27C64 is designed to operate with a single +5V
power supply with ± 10% tolerance. The CMOS design al-
lows the part to operate over ex1ended and military temper-
ature ranges.

The NMC27C64Q is packaged in a 28-pin dual-in-line pack-
age with a quartz window. The quartz window allows the
user to expose the chip to ultraviolet light to erase the bit
pattern. A new pattern can then be written electrically into
the device by following the programming procedure.

The NMC27C64N is packaged in a 28-pin dual-in-line plastic
molded package without a transparent lid. This part is ideal-
ly suited for high volume production applications where cost
is an important factor and programming only needs to be
one once.

This family of EPROMs are fabricated with National's propri-
etary, time proven CMOS double-poly silicon gate technolo-
gy which combines high performance and high density with
low power consumption and excellent reliability.

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 150 ns access time
• JEDEC standard pin configuration

- 28-pin DIP package
- 32-pin chip carrier

• Drop-in replacement for 27C64 or 2764
• Manufacturers identification code

AO-A12
AOORESS

INPUTS

AO-A12 Addresses

cr Chip Enable

rn: Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

NC No Connect

Vpp Programming
Voltage

Vcc Power Supply

GND Ground



27512 27256 27128 2732 2716

A15 Vpp Vpp

A12 A12 A12

A7 A7 A7 A7 A7

A6 A6 A6 A6 A6

A5 A5 A5 A5 A5

A4 A4 A4 A4 A4

A3 A3 A3 A3 A3

A2 A2 A2 A2 A2

A1 A1 A1 A1 A1

AO AO AO AO AO

00 00 00 00 00

01 01 01 01 01

02 02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND GND

Dual-In-Llne Package 2716 2732 27128 27256 27512

vpp 28 Vet Vcc Vcc Vcc
A12 27 PGM PGM A14 A14
A7 26 Ne Vcc Vcc A13 A13 A13
AS 25 A8 A8 A8 A8 A8 A8
A5 24 A9 A9 A9 A9 A9 A9
A4 23 A11 A11 A11 A11 A11
A3 22 DE DElVp DE DE DElVp
A2 21 AID A10 A10 A10 A10
Al 20 CE CE CE CE/P CE
AD 10 19 0, 07 07 07 07
00 11 18 0, 06 06 06 06
0, 12 17 0, Os Os Os Os
Ot 13 16 0, 04 04 04 04

GNO I. 15 03 03 03 03 03

TLiD/8634-2

Commercial Temperature Range
Vcc=5V±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NMC27C64Q. N150 150
NMC27C64Q. N200 200
NMC27C64Q. N250 250

Extended Temp Range (-40"C to +8S"C)
Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NMC27C64QE150 150
NMC27C64QE200 200

Military Temp Range (-SS"C to + 125"C)
Vcc=SV±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NMC27C64QM200 200
NMC27C64QM250 250



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Vcc Supply Voltage with
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Respect to Ground + 7.0V to -0.6V
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Power Dissipation 1.0W
Temperature Under Bias -55'C to + 125'C Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300'C
Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C ESD Rating
All Input Voltages except A9 with (Mil Spec 883C, Method 3015.2) 2000V

Respect to Ground (Note 10) +6.5Vto -0.6V

All Output Voltages with Operating Conditions (Note 7)
Respect to Ground (Note 10) Vcc+ 1.0Vto GND-0.6V Temperature Range

Vpp Supply Voltage and A9 NMC27C64Q150, 200, 250 O'Cto +70'C
with Respect to Ground NMC27C64N150, 200, 250
During Programming + 14.0V to -0.6V NMC27C64QE150, 200 - 40'C to + 85'C

NMC27C64QM200, M250 -55'C to + 125'C

Vcc Power Supply +5V ±10%

READ OPERATION

DC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

III Input Load Current VIN = Vcc or GND 10 ",A

ILO Output Leakage Current Your = Vcc or GND, a: = VIH 10 ",A

ICC1 Vcc Current (Active) a: = VIL, f = 5 MHz
5 20 mA

(Note 9) TTL Inputs Inputs = VIH or VIL, I/O = 0 mA

ICC2 Vcc Current (Active) a: = GND, f = 5 MHz
3 10 mA

(Note 9) CMOS Inputs Inputs = Vcc or GND, I/O = 0 mA

ICCSB1 Vcc Current (Standby) cr = VIH 0.1 1 mA
TTL Inputs -

ICCSB2 Vcc Current (Standby) a: = Vcc
0.5 100 ",ACMOS Inputs

Ipp Vpp Load Current Vpp = Vcc { 10 ",A

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL1 Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.45 V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOH = -400 ",A
.

2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL = 0 ",A 0.1 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = o ",A Vcc - 0.1 V

AC Electrical Characteristics
NMC27C64Q/N

Symbol Parameter Conditions 150, E150 200, E200, M200 250, M250 Units

Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay a: = OE = VIL
150 200 250 ns

PGM = VIH

teE a: to Output Delay OE = VIL. PGM = VIH 150 200 250 ns

toE OE to Output Delay a: = VIL, J5GM = VIH 60 60 70 ns

tOF OE High to Output Float CE = VIL, PGM = VIH 0 60 0 60 0 60 ns

teF a: High to Output Float OE = VIL, PGM = VIH 0 60 0 60 0 60 ns

toH Output Hold from Addresses, a: = OE = VIL
CE or OE, Whichever PGM = VIH 0 0 0 ns
Occurred First



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 6 8 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 5 10 pF

GoUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 8 10 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TIL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)
,;;5 ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.8Vand2V
0.8Vand2VInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

IACC
(NOTE 3)

TUD/8634-3

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indtcated in the operational sections of this speciflC8tion is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameler is only sampled and is nol 100% tested.
Note 3: OE: may be delayed up 10 tACC - toE after the falling edge of cr without impacting IACC.
Note 4: The toF and teF compare level is determined as follows:

High to TRI-5TATE, the measured VOH1(DC) - O.IOV;
Low 10 TRI-STATE,lhe measured Vou (DC) + O.IOV.

Note 5: TRI-STATE may be attained using OE: or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 JLF ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.
Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TIL Gale: 10L - 1.6 mA, 10H ~ - 400 I'A
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except dUring programming.
Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to -2.0V for 20 ns Max.

III



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3 & 4)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 2 ,...S

toES m:Setup Time 2 ,...S

teES "C'E Setup Time 2 ,...S

tos Data Setup Time 2 ,...S

tvps Vpp Setup Time 2 ,...s

tves Vee Setup Time 2 ,...S

tAH Address Hold Time 0 ,...S

tOH Data Hold Time 2 ,...S

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay "C'E = VIL 0 130 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 0.45 0.5 0.55 ms

toE Data Valid from Oi:: ~=VIL 150 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current During "C'E = VIL
30 mA

Programming Pulse ~=VIL

Ice Vee Supply Current 10 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

Vee Power Supply Voltage 5.75 6.0 6.25 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.2 13.0 13.3 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 1.5 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 1.5 2.0 V

,



Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applted simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneousty or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Note 3: The maximum ebsolute ellowable voltage which may be epplied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 J.l.F capacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GNO to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.

Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the interactive Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

•





Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the NMC27C64 are listed in
Table I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes
are at TTL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 13.0V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6V during
the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other three
modes.

Read Mode
The NMC27C64 has two control functions, both of which
must be logically active in order to obtain data at the out-
puts. Chip Enable (~) is the power control and should be
used for device selection. Output Enable (DE) is the output
control and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. The programming pin
(PGM) should be at VIHexcept during programming. Assum-
ing that addresses are stable, address access time (tACel is
equal to the delay from ~ to output (teE). Data is available
at the outputs toE after the falling edge of DE, assuming
that ~ has been low and addresses have been stable for
at least tACC-toE'
The sense amps are clocked for fast access time. Vcc
should therefore be maintained at operating voltage during
read and verify. If Vcc temporarily drops below the spec.
voltage (but not to ground) an address transition must be
performed after the drop to insure proper output data.

Standby Mode
The NMC27C64 has a standby mode which reduces the
active power dissipation by 99%, from 55 mW to 0.55 mW.
The NMC27C64 is placed in the standby mode by applying
a CMOS high signal to the ~ input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the DE input.

Output OR-Tying
Because NMC27C64s are usually used in larger memory
arrays, National has prOVideda 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.

To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that ~ (pin 20) be decoded and used as the pri-
mary device selecting function, while DE (pin 22) be made a
common connection to all devices in the array and connect-
ed to the READ line from the system control bus. This as-
sures that all deselected memory devices are in their low
power standby modes and that the output pins are active
only when data is desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the
NMC27C64.
Initially, all bits of the NMC27C64 are in the "1" state. Data
is introduced by selectively programming "Os" into the de-
sired bit locations. Although only "Os" will be programmed,
both "ls" and "Os" can be presented in the data word. A
"0" cannot be changed to a "1" once the bit has been
programmed.
The NMC27C64 is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 13.0V and DE is at VIH. It is required that
at least a 0.1 ,..F capacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc to
ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which may
damage the device. The data to be programmed is applied 8
bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels required
for the address and data inputs are TTL.
For programming, CE should be kept TTL low at all times
while Vpp is kept at 13.0V.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the PGM input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The NMC27C64 is designed to be programmed
with interactive programming, where each address is pro-
grammed with a series of 0.5 ms pulses until it verifies (up to
a maximum of 20 pulses or 10 ms). The NMC27C64 must
not be programmed with a DC signal applied to the PGM
input.
Programming multiple NMC27C64s in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the paralleled
NMC27C64s may be connected together when they are
programmed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse ap-
plied to the PGM input programs the paralleled
NMC27C64s. If an application requires erasing and repro-
gramming, the NMC27C64Q UV erasable PROM in a win-
dowed package should be used.

Pins CE OE PGM Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode (20) (22) (27) (1) (28) (11-13,15-19)

Read VIL VIL VIH 5V 5V DOUT
Standby VIH Don't Care Don't Care 5V 5V Hi-Z

Output Disable Don't Care VIH VIH 5V 5V Hi-Z

Program VIL VIH 13V 6V DIN
Program Verify VIL VIL VIH 13V 6V DOUT
Program Inhibit VIH Don't Care Don't Care 13V 6V Hi-Z

•



Functional Description (Continued)

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple NMC27C64s in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for cr all like in-
puts (including DE and PGM) of the parallel NMC27C64
may be common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to
an NMC27C64's PGM input with cr at VIL and Vpp at 13.0V
will program that NMC27C64. A TIL high level cr input
inhibits the other NMC27C64s from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 13.0V. Vpp must be at
Vee, except during programming and program verify.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The NMC27C64 has a manufacturer's identification code to
aid in programming. The code, shown in Table II, is two
bytes wide and is stored in a ROM configuration on the chip.
It identifies the manufacturer and the device type. The code
for the NMC27C64 is "8FC2", where "8F" designates that it
is made by National Semiconductor, and "C2" designates a
64k part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± 0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A12, CE, and DE are held
at VIL. Address AO is held at VIL for the manufacturer's
code, and at VIH for the device code. The code is read out
on the 8 data pins. Proper code access is only guaranteed
at 25'C ± 5'C.
The primary purpose of the manufacturer's identification
code is automatic programming control. When the device is
inserted in a EPROM programmer socket, the programmer
reads the code and then automatically calls up the specific
programming algorithm for the part. This automatic pro-
gramming control is only possible with programmers which
have the capability of reading the code.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the NMC27C64 are such that
erasure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.
After programming, opaque labels should be placed over
the NMC27C64's window to prevent unintentional erasure.
Covering the window will also prevent temporary functional
failure due to the generation of photo currents.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

The recommended erasure procedure for the NMC27C64 is
exposure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2537 Angstroms (A). The integrated dose (i.e., UV
intensity x exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum
of 15W-sec/cm2.
The NMC27C64 should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table III
shows the minimum NMC27C64 erasure time for various
light intensities.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to unit should be maintained at one inch.
The erasure time increases as the square of the distance. (If
distance is doubled the erasure time increases by a factor of
4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. When a lamp is
changed, the distance has changed or the lamp has aged,
the system should be checked to make certain full erasure
is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause symptoms that
can be misleading. Programmers, components, and even
system designs have been erroneously suspected when in-
complete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer-the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 fLFceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 fLF bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Pins Ao 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(10) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 C2

Light Intensity Erasure Time
(Mlcro-Watts/cm2) (Minutes)

15,000 .•. 20 ,,'

10,000 25

5,000 50



NM27C128
131,072-Bit (16K x 8) High Performance CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27C128 is a high performance 128K UV Erasable
Electrically Programmable Read Only Memory. It is manu-
factured with National's latest CMOS split gate EPROM
technology which enables it to operate at speeds as fast as
100 ns access time over the full operating range.
The NM27C128 provides microprocessor-based systems
extensive storage capacity for large portions of operating
system and application software. Its 1OOnsaccess time pro-
vides high speed operation with high-performance CPUs.
The NM27C128 offers a single chip solution for the code
storage requirements of 100% firmware-based equipment.
Frequently-used software routines are quickly executed
from EPROM storage, greatly enhancing system utility.
The NM27C128, is configured in the standard EPROM pin-
out which provides an easy upgrade path for systems which
are currently using standard EPROMs.

The NM27C128 is one member of a high density EPROM
Family which range in densities up to 4 Mb.

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 100 ns access time
• Fast turn-off for microprocessor compatibility
• JEDEC standard pin configuration

- 28-pin DIP package
- 32-pin chip carrier

• Drop-in replacement for 27C128 or 27128

OUTPUT ENABLE
AND CHIP

ENABLE LOGIC

y

DECODER

AD-Al.
ADDRESS •INPUTS •

X •DECODER •• •
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<:; Connection Diagrams
"'"N:Ez 27C08O 27C040 27C020 27C010 27C512 27C256

A19 Vpp Vpp Vpp

A16 A16 A16 A16

A15 A15 A15 A15 A15 Vpp

A12 A12 A12 A12 A12 A12

A7 A7 A7 A7 A7 A7

A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6

A5 A5 A5 A5 A5 A5

A4 A4 A4 A4 A4 A4

A3 A3 A3 A3 A3 A3

A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2

Al Al Al Al Al Al

AO AO AO AO AO AO

00 00 00 00 00 00

01 01 01 01 01 01

02 02 02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND GND GND

-A7

-A6

-AS

-A.
-A3

-A2

-Al

-AO

-00

-01

-02

- GNO

Vee -
PGW -

A13 -

AS-

A9-

All-

27C256 27C512 27C010 27C020 27C040 27CoaO

vcc vcc vcc vcc
l'ml l'ml A18 A18

vcc vcc xx A17 A17 A17

A14 A14 A14 A14 A14 A14

A13 A13 A13 A13 A13 A13

A8 A8 A8 A8 A8 A8

A9 A9 A9 A9 A9 A9

All All All All All All

~ ~lVpp ~ ~ O£ O£lVpp

Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0

~ ~/l'ml ~ ~ ~/l'ml ~/l'ml
07 07 07 07 07 07

06 06 06 06 06 06

05 05 05 05 05 05

04 04 04 04 04 04

03 03 03 03 03 03

Commercial Temp. Range (O"Cto +70"C)
Vcc=5V±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C128 Q, N. V 100 100

NM27C128 Q, N, V 120 120

NM27C128 Q. N. V 150 150

NM27C128 Q, N. V 200 200

MIlitary Temp. Range (-55"C to + 125·C)
Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C128 QM 120 120

NM27C128QM 150 150

Symbol Description I
AO-A13 Addresses ~ r
a:: Chip Enable

OE Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

NC No Connect

Ext"nded Temp. Range (- 40"C to +85·C)
Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C128 QE. NE, VE 120 120

NM27C128 QE. NE, VE 150 150

NM27C128 QE. NE, VE 200 200

Package Types: NM27C128 Q, N, V XXX
Q = Quartz-Windowed Ceramic DIP
N = Plastic OTP DIP
V = Surface-Mount PLCC

• All packages conform to the JEDEC standard.
• All versions are guaranteed to function for slower

speeds.

As

As

A.
A3

A2
A, 10

Ao 11

HC

°0

AS

Ag

All

He

OE
24 1.,0
23 cr

~
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Range
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Range Temperature Vcc
Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C

Comm'l O·Cto +700C +5V ±10%
All Input Voltages except A9 with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V Industrial - 400C to + 85·C +5V ±10%

Vpp and A9 with Respect Military -55·C to + 125·C +5V ±10%
to Ground -0.7Vto +14V

Vcc Supply Voltage with
Respect to Ground - 0.6Vto +7V

ESD Protection > 2000V

All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground Vcc + 1.0VtoGND -0.6V

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = VCC

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.5 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 VCC + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA
j

I 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -2.5mA
-

3.5 V

ISB1 Vce Standby Current CE = Vcc ± 0.3V
100 ",A(CMOS) VIL = GND ± 0.3V, VIH = Vce ±0.3V

ISB2 Vce Standby Current (T2L) CE = VIH 1 mA

Ice1 Vcc Active Current, T2L Inputs CE = DE = VIL, f = 5 MHz
35 mA

I/O = 0 mA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vce - 10 ",A

Vpp Vpp Read Vortage . Vcc - 0.7 Vce V

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND
.

-1 1 ",A

ILO Output Leakage Current Your = 5.5V or GND -10 10 ",A

AC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vce

Symbol Parameter
120 150 200

Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 120 150 200 ns

teE CE to Output Delay 120 150 200 ns

toE DE to Output Delay 50 50 50 ns

tCF CE High to Output Float
30 45 55 ns

(Note 2)

tDF DE High to Output Float
35 45 55 ns

(Note 2)

toH Output Hold from Addresses,
(Note 2) CEorDE, 0 0 0 ns

Whichever Occurred First
•



Input Capacitance

Output Capacitance

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TILGateand

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

s: 5 ns

ADDRESSES 2.0V

CE 2.0V
0.8V

OE 2.0V
0.8V

2.0V
OUTPUT

0.8V

Input Pulse Levels

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.45 to 2.4V

(Nots 10)
0.8V and 2.0V
0.8V and 2.0V

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: OE may be delayed up to tACC - toE after the falling edge of cr without impacting tACC.

Note 4: The tDF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI·STATE"'. the measured VOHl (DC) - 0.10V;
Low to TRI-STATE, the measured VOll (DC) + 0.10V.

Note 5: TRI-STATE may be attained using OE or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 IA-Fceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: TTL Gate: IOL ~ 1.6 mA, IOH ~ - 400 )LA.
CL = 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to VCC except during programming.

Note 10: inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns Max.



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 ,.S
toES DE Setup Time 1 ,.S
teES CE Setup Time ~=VIH 1 ,.S
tyPS Vpp Setup Time 1 ,.S
tyCS Vcc Setup Time 1 ,.S
tos Data Setup Time 1 ,.S
tAH Address Hold Time 0 - ,.S
tOH Data Hold Time 1 ,.S
tOF Output Enable to Output cr = VIL 0 60 ns

Float Delay

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ,.5
toE Data Valid from DE CE = VIL 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current cr = VIL 30 mA
during Programming Pulse

Ice Vce Supply Current 50 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 'C

Vce Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

~PROGRA. P~~flyW_-ADDRESSES ~ ADDRESS N K"

~ 1tAH '-
D"TA~

DATA 1M StA81.E HI-Z OATA OUT VAUO -,DD. 'DD ,

~ ~ -to,

Vee
1.25\1

've,

Vpp
12.75'1 ..J

'vPS

-CE 0." \.

~
PGii "0.8V ....

I-to"1-to,-
- 2V , ----OE 0.8V

TUDI11329-5

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
boardwith vo~agaappliadto ypp 0' Vcc.
Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
suppty to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 j.LF capacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious vottage transients whtch may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the Fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.
Nole 5: Ouringpewa, up tha J5GJ..lpin mustbe broughthigh (:< V,H)althercoincidantwith 0' beto,. pewa, is appliadto Vpp.

•



~o Fast Programming Algorithm Flow Chart (Note 4)•.....
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I ne SIX moaes 01 operation of the EPROM are listed in Ta-
ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TTl levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (cr:) is the power control and should be used
for device selection. Output Enable (~) is the output con-
trol and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses
are stable, address access time (tACC)is equal to the delay
from ~ to output (teE). Data is available at the outputs toE
after the falling edge of ~, assuming that ~ has been low
and addresses have been stable for at least tAcc-toE.

Standby Mode

The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 220 mW to 0.55 mW.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the ~ input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the~input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTl
high signal to the ~ input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR· Typing
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that cr: be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while C5E be made a common con-
nection to all devices in the array and connected to the

deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the
EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1 's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
The EPROM is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 12.75V,cr is A7 VIL, and C5E is at VIH. It
is required that at least a 0.1 p.Fcapacitor be placed across
Vpp, VCCto ground to suppress spurious voltage transients
which may damage the device. The data to be programmed
is applied e bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTl
program pulse is applied to the ProJ input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 p's pulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 p's pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirments. like inputs of the parallel EP-
ROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TTl pulse applied
to the PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit

Programming multiple EPROMs in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for cr all like in-
puts (including C5E) of the parallel EPROMs may be com-
mon. A TTllow level program pulse applied to an EPROM's
CE input with Vpp at 12.75V will program that EPROM. A
TTl high level cr: input inhibits the other EPROMs from
being programmed.

•



verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
Vee, except during programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING

Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up .the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.

The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacture and device type. The
code for NM27C128 is "8F83", where "8F" designates that
it is made by National Semiconductor, and "83" designates
a 128K part.

The code is accessed by applying 12V ±0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A13, and all control pins
are held at VIL. Address pin AO is held at VIL for the manu-
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The
code is read on the eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code
access is only guaranteed at 25'C to ± 5'C.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.

The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-

Illtt E:r-nVIVI ::)IIUUIU ut::J .,IIi::llit1U W'1lI1111 I 111\;11 VI UIt:lI IClllf'"

tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table III
shows the minimum EPROM erasure time for various light
intensities.

An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system' de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent of the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,..F ceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 ,..F bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.



Mode Selection
The modes of operation of NM27C128 listed in Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read mode. All inputs are TIL
levels except for Vpp and A9 for device signature.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Pins "CE ~ ~ Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode

Read VIL VIL VIH Vcc 5.0V Dour

Output Disable X VIH VIH Vcc 5.0V High-Z

Standby VIH X X Vcc 5.0V High-Z

Programming VIL VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V Dour

Program Inhibit VIH X X 12.75V 6.25V High-Z

Pins
AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex

(10) (24) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 83

•
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NM27C256
262, 144-Bit (~2K X 8) High Performance CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27C256 is a 256K Electrically Programmable Read
Only Memory. It is manufactured in National's latest CMOS
split gate EPROM technology which enables it to operate at
speeds as fast as 120 ns access time over the full operating
range.
The NM27C256 provides microprocessor-based systems
extensive storage capacity for large portions of operating
system and application software. Its 120 ns access time
provides high speed operation with high-performance CPUs.
The NM27C256 offers a single chip solution for the code'
storage requirements of 100% firmware-based equipment.
Frequently-used software routines are quickly executed
from EPROM storage, greatly enhancing system utility.
The NM27C256, is configured in the standard EPROM pin-
out which provides an easy upgrade path for systems which
are currently using standard EPROMs.

The NM27C256 is one member of a high density EPROM
Family which range in densities up to 4 Mb.

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 120 ns access time
• JEDEC standard pin configuration

- 28-pin DIP package
- 32-pin chip carrier

• Drop-in replacement for 27C256 or 27256
• Manufacturer's identification code

Vcc0--+

GND 0--+
vPP 0--+

OUTPUT ENABLE
AND CHIP

ENABLE LOGIC

y

DECODER

AO-A!.
ADDRESS •INPUTS •

X •DECODER •
•
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27C512 27C010 27C020 27C040 27C080 N
DIP CIlen

NM27C2S6 VCC Vcc Vcc Vcc
XXI XXI A18 A18

-vPI' vct:;-- Vcc XX A17 A17 A17

-At2 A14 -- A14 A14 A14 A14 A14

-A7 AI3-- A13 A13 A13 A13 A13

-A6 AB-- A8 A8 A8 A8 A8

-AS A9-- A9 A9 A9 A9 A9

-A4 All-- All All All All All

-AS 0[-- OElVpp DE OE OE OElVpp

-A2 AtO-- Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0

-At cr/PGM - E/P cr cr E/P EI

-AO 07-- 07 07 07 07 07

-00 06-- 06 06 06 06 06

-01 05-- 05 05 05 05 05

-02 04-- 04 04 04 04 04

-GHO 03-- 03 03 03 03 03

27C080 27C040 27C020 27C010 27C512

A19 XXlVpp XXlVpp XXlVpp
A16 A16 A16 A16
A15 A15 A15 A15 A15
A12 A12 A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6 A6 A6
A5 A5 A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2
Al Al Al Al Al
AD AD AD AD AD
00 00 00 00 00
01 01 01 01 01
02 02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND GND

Commercial Temp. Range (lrC to +70'C)
VCC = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C256 Q, N, V 120 120

NM27C256 Q, N, V 150 150

NM27C256 Q, N, V 200 200

Military Temp. Range (-SS'C to + 125'C)
VCC = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C256 QM 150 150

NM27C256 QM 250 250

Symbol Description

AO-A14 Addresses

a= Chip Enable

DE Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (during Read)

Extended Temp. Range ( - 4lrC to +8S'C)
VCC = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C256 QE, NE, VE 120 120

NM27C256 QE, NE, VE 150 150

NM27C256 QE, NE. VE 200 200

Package Types: NM27C256 Q. N, V XXX

Q = Quartz-Windowed Ceramic DIP
N = Plastic OTP DIP
V = Surface-Mount PlCC

• All packages conform to the JEDEC standard.

• All versions are guaranteed to function for slower
speeds.

~
As

A(

A3

A2

~ 10
Ao 11

HC t2

00

As

28 Ag

27 ~I

26 HC

2S OE •24 ~o
23 cr/PGt.l
22 ~

06



-_ .._-. --~-_._-~~.~ ._. -~_..__ .....,_ ..- -,..-_ ...__ ..._ ..... NespeCt to I.:irouna Vcc + 1.0Vto GND -O.6V
Storage Temperature -65·C to + 150·C

All Input Voltages except A9 with Operating Range
Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

Range Temperature Vcc
Vpp and A9 with Respect

to Ground -0.7Vto +14V Comm'l O·Cto +70·C +5V ±100/0

Vcc Supply Voltage with Industrial -40·Cto + 85·C +5V ±100/0
Respect to Ground - 0.6Vto +7V

Military -55·C to + 125·C +5V ±100/0

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.5 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -2.5mA 3.5 V

1581 Vcc Standby Current CE = VCC ±0.3V
100 ",A

(Note 11) (CMOS)

1582 Vcc Standby Current (TTL) CE = VIH 1 mA

ICC1 Vcc Active Current CE = OE = VIL, f = 5 MHz
35 mA

TTL Inputs Inputs = VIH or VIL, I/O = 0 mA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vcc 10 ",A

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage VCC - 0.7 Vcc V

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND -1 1 ",A

ILa Output Leakage Current VOUT = 5.5V or GND -10 10 ",A

AC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter
100 120 150 200

Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 100 120 150 200

teE CE to Output Delay 100 120 150 200

toE DE to Output Delay 50 50 50 50

tOF Output Disable to
30 35 45 55

ns
(Note 2) Output Float

toH Output Hold from Addresses,
(Note 2) CEorDE, 0 0 0 0

Whichever Occurred First



I GoUT I Output Capacitance I VOUT = OV ~

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TTL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)
,;; 5 ns

Input Pulse Levels

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

ADDRESSES 2.0V

CE 2.0V
O.SV

OE 2.0V
O.SV

2.0V
OUTPUT

O.SV

0.45 to 2.4V

(Note 10)
0.8V and 2.0V
0.8V and 2.0V

TLiD/l0833-4

Not. 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absoiute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional
operation of tha device at thasa or any othar conditions above those indicated in the operational sections 01 this specification Is not Implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: ~ may be delayed up to t"ce - toE after the falling edge of CE without impacting t"ce.

Note 4: Tha !oF and IcF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-8TATE-. the measured VOHI (DC) - 0.10V;
Low to TRI-STATE. the measured VOlt (DC) + 0.10V.

Not. 5: TRI-8TATE may be attained using ~ or CE.

Not. 6: The power swjtching characteristics of EPAOMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ILF ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vce and GND.

Not. 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vce + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Not. 8: TIL Gate: tOl = 1.6 mA,lOH = -400,.A.
Cl - 100 pF Includes fixture capacitance.

Not. II: Vpp may be connected to Vce except during programming.

Not_ 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to -2.0V for 20 ns Max.

Not. 11: CMOS Inputs: V,l - GND ± 0.3V, VIH - Vce ± 0.3V.

•



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 ",s

toES m: Setup Time =-- 1 ",s

tyPS Vpp Setup Time 1 ",s

tyes Vce Setup Time 1 "'S
tos Data Setup Time 1 ",s

tAH Address Hold Time 0 ",s

tOH Data Hold Time 1 ",s

tOF Output Enable to Output cr = VIL 0 60 ns
Float Delay

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ",s

toE Data Valid from m: a: = VIL 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current a: = VIL 30 mA
during Programming Pulse = --

Ice Vce Supply Current 50 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

Vcc Power Supply Voltage
-

6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time - 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage \ 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

PROGRAM P~~~~rAyM_.,....-- KADDRESSESO.BV ~ ADDRESSN- -
~ ilAH .....

DATA ~
DATA IN STABLE Hi-Z OATA OUT VALID ---ADD H ADD N

~ ~ -tor

Vee
6.25'.1

tvcs,

V ~pp ~

- 2V
CE O.8V

!,ow

-
toEs1 •..• toE •..•

Or 2V 1\ JC.BV

TL/O/l0833-5

Nol. 1: National'B Btandard product warranty applieBlo davieas programmad to specifications dascribad harBin.

Nola 2: Vcc must be appliad simunaneously or before Vpp and rernovad simultaneously or aftar Vpp. Tho EPROM must not be in•• rtad into or removad from a
board with vonage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Nol. 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be appliad to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
suppty to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 J.4F capacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GNO to suppress
spurious vottage transients which may damage the device.
Nola 4: Programming and program verify are testad with the Fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

Nola 5: During power up the ~ pin must be brought high ('> VIH) either coincident with or before power is appliad to Vpp.
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at TIL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (CE/PGM) is the power control and should be
used for device selection. Output Enable (OE) is the output
control and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses
are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to the delay
from CE to output (teEl. Data is available at the outputs toE
after the falling edge of OE, assuming that CE/PGM has
been low and addresses have been stable for at least tACC-
toE·

Standby Mode

The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 385 mW to 0.55 mW.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the CE/PGM input. When in standby
mode, the outputs are in a high impedance state, indepen-
dent of the OE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TIL
high signal to the OE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Typing
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE/PGM be decoded and used as the primary
device selecting function, while OE be made a common
connection to all devices in the array and connected to the

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the
EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1 's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "l's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
The EPROM is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 12.75V and OE is at VIH. It is required
that at least a 0.1 JLFcapacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc
to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied 8 bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TIL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TIL
program pulse is applied to the CE/PGM input. A program
pulse must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 JLspulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 JLspulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the CE/PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirments. Like inputs of the parallel EP-
ROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TIL pulse applied
to the CE/PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROMs in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE/PGM, all
like inputs (including OE) of the parallel EPROMs may be
common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an EP-
ROM's CE/PGM input with Vpp at 12.75V will program that
EPROM. A TIL high level CE/PGM input inhibits the other
EPROMs from being programmed.



A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
Vee, except during programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING

Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for NM27C256 is "8F04", where "8F" designates that
it is made by National Semiconductor, and "04" designates
a 256K part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ±0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A16, and all control pins
are held at VIL. Address pin AOis held at VIL for the manu-
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The
code is read on the eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code
access is only guaranteed at 25'C to ± 5'C.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.
The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-

aA~V;)UI" lUll"} IVI "ICl~Ult:ll l)IIVUIU Ut:1 Cl 1IIIIIIIIfUIlt VI

15W-sec/cm2.
The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table III
shows the minimum EPROM erasure time for various light
intensities.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent of the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,...Fceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 ,...Fbulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

•



Mode Selection
The modes of operation of NM27C256 listed in Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read mode. All inputs are TTL
levels except for Vpp and A9 for device signature.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Pins
CE/PGM OE Vpp Vcc Outputs

Mode

Read VIL VIL Vcc 5.0V DOUT

Output Disable X
VIH Vcc 5.0V High-Z

(Note 1)

Standby VIH X Vcc 5.0V High-Z

Programming VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DOUT

Program Inhibit VIH VIH 12.75V 6.25V High-Z

Note 1: X can be VIL or VIH.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins
AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex

(10) (24) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 SF
Device Code VIH 12V 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 04
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NM27C512
524,288-Bit (64K x 8) High Performance CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27C512 is a high performance 512K UV Erasable
Electrically Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM). It
is manufactured using National's proprietary 0.8 micron
CMOS AMGTMEPROM technology for an excellent combi-
nation of speed and economy while providing excellent reli-
ability.
The NM27C512 provides microprocessor-based systems
storage capacity for portions of operating system and appli-
cation software. Its 90 ns access time provides no-
wait-state operation with high-performance CPUs. The
NM27C512 offers a single chip solution for the code storage
requirements of 100% firmware-based equipment. Fre-
quently-used software routines are quickly executed from
EPROM storage, greatly enhancing system utility.
The NM27C512 is configured in the standard JEDEC
EPROM pinout which provides an easy upgrade path for
systems which are currently using standard EPROMs.

AI-Ali
ADDRESS

•• PUTS

The NM27C512 is one member of a high density EPROM
Family which range in densities up to 4 Megabit.

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 90 ns access time
• Fast turn-off for microprocessor compatibility
• Manufacturers identification code
• JEDEC standard pin configuration

- 28-pin DIP package
- 32-pin chip carrier
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Ao Ao Ao Ao Ao

00 00 00 00 00
01 01 01 01 01
02 02 02 02 02
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VCC Vcc Vcc VCC
XX/~ XX/~ A1S A1S

Vcc XX A17 A17 A17
A14 A14 A14 A14 A14
A13 A13 A13 A13 A13
As As As As As
Ag Ag Ag Ag Ag

A11 A11 A11 A11 A11
~ ~ ~ ~ rn:/VPP
A10 A10 A10 A10 A10

a:/PGM cr ~ cr/P<m ~/~
07 0, 07 07 07
06 06 06 06 06
05 05 05 05 05
04 04 04 04 04
03 03 03 03 03

TL/D/10B34-2

Note: Compatible EPROM pin configurations are shown in the blocks adjacentt. the NM27C512 pins.

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)'

NM27C512Q, N, V90 90

NM27C512 Q, N, V 120 120

NM27C512 Q, N, V 150 150

NM27C512Q, N, V 200 200

Military Temp Range (- SSOCto + 12S0C)

Parameter/Order Number AcceBB Time (ns)'

NM27C512 QM 200 200

AO-A15 Addresses

~ Chip Enable

DE Output Enable
.

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read)

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)'

NM27C512 QE, NE, VE 90 90

NM27C512 QE, NE, VE 120 120

NM27C512QE, NE, VE 150 150

NM27C512 QE, NE. VE 200 200

Note: Surface mount PLCC package available for commercial and extended
temperature ranges only.

•All versions are guaranteed to function for slower speeds.

Package Types: NM27C512 Q. N, V XXX
Q = Quartz-Windowed ceramic DIP Package
N = Plastic OTP DIP Package
V = PLCC Package

• All packages conform to the JEDEC standard.

PLCC
.r-';;f£ >'0;;

At

••..,
NC

Of/vpp

•••
CE/PGli
<>,

'"

A.

"••.. I.
." 11
Ne 12



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Vee Supply Voltage with
please contact the National Semiconductor sales Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. ESD Protection
Storage Temperature -65'C to + 150'C (MIL Std. 883, Method 3015.2) >2000V
All Input Voltages Except A9 with All Output Voltages with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V Respect to Ground Vee + 1.0VtoGND -0.6V
Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground -0.7Vto +14V

Operating Range
Range Temperature Vcc Tolerance

Comm'l O'Cto +70'C +5V ±10%

Industrial -40'Cto + 85'C +5V ±10%

Military -55'C to + 125'C +5V ±10%

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics -
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.5 08 V

VIH Input High Level - 2.0 Vee + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL= 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH= -2.5mA 3.5 V

IS81 Vcc Standby Current (CMOS) cr = Vee ±0.3V 100 J.LA

IS82 Vee Standby Current cr = VIH 1 mA

leel Vee Active Current CE = OE = VIL f = 5 MHz 40 mA

ICC2 Vcc Active Current ~ = GND, f = 5 MHz
CMOS Inputs Inputs = Vee or GND, I/O = 0 mA 35 mA

C, I Temp Ranges

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vcc 10 J.LA

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage Ve - 0.7 Vcc V

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND -1 1 J.LA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT= 5.5V or GND -10 10 J.LA

AC Electrical Characteristics

Symbol Parameter 90 120 150 200 Unit.
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output 90 120 150 200Delay

teE cr to Output Delay 90 120 150 200

toE OE to Output Delay 40 50 50 50

tOF Output Disable to ns

Output Float 35 25 45 55

toH Output Hold from
Addresses, ~ or OE, 0 0 0
Whichever Occurred First

II



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CINl Input Capacitance VIN = OV 6 12 pF
except~/Vpp

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

CIN2 N/Vpp Input VIN = OV
20 25 pF

Capacitance

AC Test Conditions
Output Load

Input Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

CE 2.0V
O.8V

OE/Vpp 2.0V
O.8V

2.0V
OUTPUT

O.8V

1 TTL Gate and
CL = 100 pF (Note B)

:5:5 ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level (Note 9)
Inputs O.BV and 2V
Outputs O.BV and 2V

TUD/l0834-4

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating ooty and functionaJ
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Nole 3: O"E may be delayed up to tACC - toE after the falling edge of CE without impacting tACC

Nole 4: The !oF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATE, the measured VOHl (DC) - O.10V;
Low to TRI-STATE. the measured Vou (DC) + O.10V.

Nole 5: TRI-ST ATE may be attained using O"E or CE.
Note 6: The power switching eharacteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ~F ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Nole 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Nole 8: 1 TTL Gate: 10l = 1.6 mA, 10H = - 400 pA.
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns Max.



toES OE Setup Time .- I I"~

tos Data Setup Time - 1 ,..s

tyC5 Vee Setup Time . 1 ,..s

tAH Address Hold Time 0 ,..s

toH Data Hold Time 1 ,..s

teF Chip Enable to Output Float Delay m: = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ,..s

toEH <:5E Hold Time 1 ,..s

tOY Data Valid from CE m: = VIL 250 ns

tpRT m: Pulse Rise Time 50
during Programming

ns
.. .

tYR Vpp Recovery Time 1 ,..s

Ipp Vpp Supply Current during CE = VIL 30 mA
Programming Pulse m: = Vpp

Ice Vee Supply Current 50 mA

TR Temperature Ambient ~ 20 25 30 ·C

Vcc Power Supply Voltage 6 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage ...•.•.
"' 0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage
,-

2.4 4 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2 V

tOUT Output Timing Reference Voltage ,- 0.8 2 V, .
Programming Waveforms

PROGRAW P~~~lyW_

~ --
ADDRESSES ~ ADDRESS N " K

~
2Y DAU IN S'AEll[ Hi-Z 2Y

DATA DATA OUT VALID ADD"
0.8Y '00 " 0.8Y

~ ~ ~ k

'~
~

OE/Ypp \
to,s ,t"w to'H l-tVR1t"RT ~ I I

cr/PGW 2V I\-J 11 JO.8V

Yee

Ftyes----+
,

6.25Y

TUD/lll834·5

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifications described herein.
Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to VPP or Vcc.

Nole 3: The maximum ebsolute elloweble voltage which may be applied to the VPP pin during programming is 14V. Cere must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 I'F capacitor is required across Vcc to GND to suppress spurious
voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm at typical power supply voltages and timings.

•
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Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the EPROM are listed in Ta-
ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TIL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
OElVpp. The OElVpp power supply must be at 12.75V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the
other three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V
during the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode

The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (CE/PGM) is the power control and should be
used for device selection. Output Enable (OElVpp) is the
output control and should be used to gate data to the output
pins, independent of device selection. Assuming that ad-
dresses are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to
the delay from CE to output (teE). Data is available at the
outputs toE after the falling edge of OE, assuming that CE
has been low and addresses have been stable for at least
tACC-toE·

Standby Mode
The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 385 mW to 0.55 mW.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the CE/PGM input. When in standby
mode, the outputs are in a high impedance state, indepen-
dent of the OE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TIL
high signal to the OE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Typing

Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:

a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and

b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not
occur.

To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE/PGM be decoded and used as the primary
device selecting function, while OElVpp be made a com-
mon connection to all devices in the array and connected to
the READ line from the system control bus.

This assures that all deselected memory devices are in their
low power standby modes and that the output pins are ac-
tive only when data is desired from a particular memory de-
vice.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 22 (OElVpp) will damage
the EPROM.

Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1 's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "l's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.

The EPROM is in the programming mode when the OElVpp
is at 12.75V.1t is required that at least a 0.1 ",F capacitor be
placed across Vcc to ground to suppress spurious voltage
transients which may damage the device. The data to be
programmed is applied 8 bits in parallel to the data output
pins. The levels required for the address and data inputs are
TIL.

When the address and data are stable, an active low, TIL
program pulse is applied to the CE/PGM input. A program
pulse must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed.

The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Programming Al-
gorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is programmed
with a series of 100 "'S pulses until it verifies good, up to a
maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will program with
a single 100 "'S pulse.

The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the CE/PGM input.

Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of
the programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TIL pulse applied
to the CE/PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit

Programming multiple EPROMs in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE/PGM all
like inputs (including OElVpp) of the parallel EPROMs may
be common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an
EPROM's CE/PGM input with OElVpp at 12.75V will pro-
gram that EPROM. A TIL high level CE/PGM input inhibits
the other EPROMs from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify is accomplished with OElVpp and CE at VIL. Data
should be verified TDV after the falling edge of CEo

AFTER PROGRAMMING

Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional tailure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.

The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for NM27C512 is "8F85", where "8F" designates that
it is made by National Semiconductor, and "85" designates
a 512K part.

The code is accessed by applying 12V ± 0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses Al-A8, Al0-A16, and all control pins



Functional Description (Continued)

are held at VIL. Address pin AO is held at VIL for the manu- When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
code is read on the eight data pins, 00-07' Proper code tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
access is only guaranteed at 2SoC ± SoC. symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously

The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave- SYSTEM CONSIDERATION

lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores- careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice.
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range. has three segments that are of interest to the system de-

The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex- signer: the standby current level, the active current level.

posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave- and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-

length of 2S37 A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity X age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-

exposure time) for erasure should be minimum of sient current peaks is dependent of the output capacitance

lSW-sec/ cm2. loading of the device. The associated Vcc transient voltage

The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling

tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 JLF ceramic

tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table III capacitor be used on every device between Vce and GND.

shows the minimum EPROM erasure time for various light This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent

intensities. inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 JLF bulk electrolytic

An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
capacitor should be used between Vcc and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near

distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
inch. The erasure time increase as the square of the dis- pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.

Mode Selection
The modes of operation of the NM27CS12 are listed in Table I. A single SV power supply is required in the read mode. All inputs
are TIL levels excepts for Vpp and A9 for device signature.

TABLE I. Mode Selection

Pins
CE/PGM OE/Vpp Vcc Outputs

Mode

Read VIL VIL S.OV Dour

Output Disable X
VIH S.OV HighZ

(Note 1)

Standby VIH X S.OV HighZ

Programming VIL 12.7SV 6.2SV DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL 6.2SV Dour

Program Inhibit VIH 12.7SV 6.2SV HighZ

Note 1: X can be YIL or YIH.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins
AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex

(10) (24) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 85
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NM27C010
1,048,576-Bit (128K X 8) High Performance CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27C010 is a high performance, 1,048,576-bit Electri-
cally Programmable UV Erasable Read Only Memory. It is
organized as 128K-words of 8 bits each. Its pin-compatibility
with byte-wide JEDEC EPROMs enables upgrades through
8 Mbit EPROMs. The "Don't Care" feature during read op-
erations allows memory expansions from 1M to 8M bits with
no printed circuit board changes.
The NM27C010 can directly replace lower density 28-pin
EPROMs by adding an A16 address line and Vcc jumper.
During the normal read operation PGM and Vpp are in a
"Don't Care" state which allows higher order addresses,
such as A17, A18, and A19 to be connected without affect-
ing the normal read operation. This allows memory up-
grades to 8M bits without hardware changes. The
NM27C010 is also offered in a 32-pin plastic DIP with the
same upgrade path.
The NM27C010 provides microprocessor-based systems
extensive storage capacity for large portions of operating
system and application software. Its 90 ns access time pro-
vides no-wait-state operation with high-performance CPUs.
The NM27C010 offers a single chip solution for the code
storage requirements of 100% firmware-based equipment.
Frequently-used software routines are quickly executed
from EPROM storage, greatly enhancing system utility.

The NM27C010 is manufactured using National's advanced
CMOS AMGTMEPROM technology.
The NM27C010 is one member of a high density EPROM
Family which range in densities up to 4 Megabit.

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 90 ns access time
• Fast turn-off for microprocessor compatibility
• Simplified upgrade path

- Vpp and PGM are "Don't Care" during normal read
operation

• Manufacturers identification code
• Fast programming
• JEDEC standard pin configurations

- 32-pin DIP package
- 32-pin PLCC package
- 32-pin TSOP package

AD·Ala
ADDRESS

INPUTS II



27C080 27C040 27C020 27C5l2 27C256

A19 XXlVpp XXlVpp
A16 A16 A16
A15 A1S A1S A1S Vpp
A12 A12 A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6 A6 A6
AS AS AS AS AS
A4 A4 A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2
Al Al Al Al Al
AO AO AO AO AO
00 00 00 00 00
01 01 01 01 01
02 02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND GND

DIP
NM27C010

n/V,. 1 32 Va:
A16 2 3' n/PGii
A15 3 30 XX

A12 • 29 AI•
A7 5 28 A13
A6 6 27 AS
AS 7 26 AS
U 8 0 25 All
AS 9 2. OE
A2 10 23 Al0
Al 11 22 CE
AO 12 21 07
00 13 20 0,
01 ,. 19 0,
O2 15 18 O.

GII0 16 17 03

27C256 27C5l2 27C020 27C040 27COBO

Vcc Vcc Vcc
XX/l5mil A18 A18

VCC VCC A17 A17 A17
A14 A14 A14 A14 A14
A13 A13 A13 A13 A13
A8 A8 A8 A8 A8
A9 A9 A9 A9 A9

All All All All All
N NlVpp N rn: rn:lVpp
Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0

0"E:/l5mil ~/l5mil ~ ~/l5mil ~/J5ml
07 07 07 07 07
06 06 06 06 06
05 05 05 05 05
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
03 03 03 03 03

Commercial Temperature Range (lrC to +7lrC)
VCC = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C010 Q, V, N, T 90 90

NM27C010 Q, V, N, T 120 120

NM27C010 Q, V, N, T 150 150

NM27C010 Q, V, N, T 200 200

Extended Temperature Range (-4lrC to +as·C)
VCC = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C010 QE, VE, NE 100 100

NM27C010 QE, VE, NE 120 120

NM27C010 QE, VE, NE 150 150

NM27C010 QE, VE, NE 200 200

AO-A16 Addresses

cr Chip Enable

m: Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

J5ITM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read)

Military Temperature Range (- SS·C to + 12SOC)
VCC = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C010QM 150 150

NM27C010 QM 200 200

Note: Surface mount PLCC package available for commercial and extended
temperature ranges only.

Package Types: NM27C010 Q, N, V XXX
Q = Quartz-Windowed Ceramic DIP package
V = PLCC package
N = Plastic DIP package
T = TSOP package

• All packages conform to JEDEC standard.

• All versions are guaranteed to function at slower speeds.

TSOP Pin Configuration PLCC Pin Configuration

~ ~All 32 DE ~ If~ ••..••••.......8
A9 31 Al0 ..,z-..r..r~>~~
A8 30 CE • 3 2 1 32 31 30

A13 29 07 .., 29 "' .
AI. 28 06 A6 28 "'3

Ne 27 05 As 27 As

PG" 26 O. A. 26 As
Vcc 8x20MM 25 03 A, 25

""TSOPvPP 24 Vss A2 10 •• DE
A16 10 23 02

'" 11 "'.
A15 11 22 01 •• 12 CE
A12 12 21 00 o" 0.,

A7 13 20 AO

A6 ,. 19 Al

A5 15 18 A2
0" o~ ~ O'o~<f'OO

TUDI10798-3
u 16 17 A3 Top View

TLiD/10798-9



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Range
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Range Temperature Vcc Toleranceplease contact the National Semiconductor sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Commercial O"Cto +70"C +5V ±10%
Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C Industrial -40"Cto + 85·C +5V ±10%

All Input Voltages Except Ag with Military -55·C to + 125·C +5V ±10%
Respect to Ground (Note 10) -0.6Vto +7V

Vpp and Ag with Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +14V

Vcc Supply Voltage with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

ESD Protection >2000V

All Output Voltages with
Respectto Ground (Note 10) Vcc + 1.0Vto GND -0.6V

DC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

V,l Input Low Level - -='- - -0.5 0.8 V

V,H Input High Level 2.0 Vcc+ 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOl = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage 'OH = -2.5mA 3.5 V

IS81 Vee Standby Current cr = Vee ± 0.3V
100 1J.A

(CMOS)

IS82 Vee Standby Current (TTL) cr = VIH 1 mA

Ice Vcc Active Current cr = mo = Vil

I
f = 5MHz

30 mA
I/O = OmA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vee 10 1J.A

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage ~~--' Vcc - 0.7 Vcc V

'll Input Load Current V,N = 5.5 or GND ~. I -1 1 1J.A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = 5.5V or GND -10 10 1J.A

AC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter 90 120 150 200 Unit.
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 90 120 150 200

teE ~ to Output Delay 90 120 150 200

toE mo to Output Delay 40 50 50 50

tOF Output Disable to Output Float
35 35 45 55

ns
(Note 2)

toH Output Hold from Addresses,
(Note 2) ~ or mo,Whichever 0 0 0 0

Occurred First ..

II



AC Test Conditions
Output Load

Input Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

1 TIL Gate and
CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

S;5 ns
0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.8Vand2V
0.8Vand2V

IACC

(NOTE 3)
TUDI1 0798-4

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functionaJ
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: m; may be dalayed up to tACc - toE after the falling edge of CE without impacting tAce·

Note 4: The tOF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATE •• the measured VOHl (DC) - O.lOV;
Low to TRI-STATE, the measured VOL1 (DC) + 0.10V.

Note 5: TRI·STATE may be attained using m; or CE.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 JLFceramic capacitor be used on
<Nary device between Vce and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vce + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TTL Gate: IOL ~ 1.6 mA. IOH - - 400 ".A.
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capaci1anee.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vce except during programming.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs cen undershoot to -2.0V for 20 ns Max.



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 fLs

toES m: Setup Time 1 fLs

teES a:: Setup Time m: = VIH 1 fLs

tos Data Setup Time 1 fLs

tvps Vpp Setup Time 1 fLs

tvcs Vcc Setup Time 1 fLs

tAH Address Hold Time 0 fLs

tOH Data Hold Time 1 fLs

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay a:: = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 fLs

toE Data Valid from m: a:: = VIL 100 fLs

Ipp Vpp Supply Current during a:: = VIL 15 mA
Programming Pulse PGM = VIL

Ice Vcc Supply Current 20 mA

TA Temperature Ambient ,- 20 25 30 ·C

Vcc Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage . 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage I 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage , "0 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

-PROGRAW p~:ry"-
A.DDRESSES ~ A.DDRESS N ~

~ ltAH -
DATA~ DATA 1M SlA8L£ HI-Z DATAOUTVAUD -"" ADON

~ A -lor.
vcc '.2SV

tvcs

Vpp 12.75V .J tvPS

CE O.BV

I-teES-

PGW 2V WO.8V

?
I-toES1 1-'0[-

l....--
OE ~~8V

,
TL/D/10798-5

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneousty or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vppor Vcc.
Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 ,...F capacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

Note 5: During power up the ~ pin must be brought high (:<!VIH)either coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.

•
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8 Fast Programming Algorithm Flow Chart (Same as NMC27C010)•....
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at TTL levels. The power suppli~s required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (CE) is the power control and should be used
for device selection. Output Enable (DE) is the output con-
trol and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that the ad-
dresses are stable, address access time (tAccl is equal to
the delay from CE to output (icE). Data is available at the
outputs toE after the falling edge of DE, assuming that CE
has been low and addresses have been stable for at least
tAcc-toE·

Standby Mode
The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 165 mW to 0.55 mW.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the CE input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the DE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTL
high signal to the OE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Tying
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:

a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while OE be made a common con-
nection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on the Vpp or A9 pin will damage
the EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.

to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied 8 bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the PGM input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 !£s pulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 !£s pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
to the PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROM's in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE all like in-
puts (including DE and PGM) of the parallel EPROM may be
common. A TTL low level program pulse applied to an
EPROM's PGM input with CE at VIL and Vpp at 12.75V will
program that EPROM.A TTL high level CE input inhibits the
other EPROM's from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
Vcc, except during programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING
Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's indentification code to
aid in programming. When the device is inserted in an
EPROM programmer socket, the programmer reads the
code and then automatically calls up the specific program-
ming algorithm for the part. This automatic programming
control is only possible with programmers which have the
capability of reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for the NM27C010 is "8F86", where "8F" designates
that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "86" desig-
nates a 1 Megabit (128K x 8) part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ±0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A16, and all control pins
are held at VIL. Address pin AOis held at VIL for the manu-
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The
code is read on the eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code
access is only guaranteed at 25°C ± 5°C.

•



Functional Description (Continued)

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS

The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.

The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2537A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity X
exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of 15W-
sec/cm2.

The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure.

An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp. (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause

symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents and even system designs have been erroneously sus-
pected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION

The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vcc transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 /LF ceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vcc and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 /LF bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vcc and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

The modes of operation of the NM27C010 are listed in Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read mode. All inputs
are TIL levels except for Vpp .and A9 for device signature.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Pins
CE OE PGM Vpp Vcc Outputs

Mode

Read
VIL VIL

X
X 5.0V Dour(Note 1)

Output Disable X VIH X X 5.0V HighZ

Standby VIH X X X 5.0V HighZ

Programming VIL VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V Dour

Program Inhibit VIH X X 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Note 1: X can be V'L or V,H.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins
AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex

(12) (26) (21) (20) (19) (18) (17) (15) (14) (13) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 86



~National
~ semiconductor

NM27C210
1,048,576-Bit (64K X 16) High Performance CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27C210 is a high performance Electrically Program-
mable UV erasable ROM (EPROM). It contains 1,048,576
bits configured as 64K x 16 bit. It is offered in both erasable
versions for prototyping and early production applications
as well as non-erasable, plastic packaged versions that are
ideal for high volume and automated assembly applications.

The NM27C210 operates from a single 5 volt ± 10% supply
in the read mode.

The NM27C210 is offered in both DIP and surface mount
packages. The DIP package is a 40-pin dual-in-line ceramic
with a quartz window to allow erasing. The surface mount
package is a 44-pin PLCC that is offered in OTP.

This EPROM is manufactured using National's proprietary
0.8 micron CMOS AMGTM EPROM technology for an excel-
lent combination of speed and economy while providing ex-
cellent reliability.

Vcc 0---+
GND0---+
Vpp0---+

OUTPUT ENABLE,
CHIP ENABLE, AND

PROGRAM LOGIC

Ao - A15
ADDRESS

INPUTS

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 90 ns access time
• Fast turn-off for microprocessor compatibility
• Simplified upgrade path

- Vpp and PGM are "Don't Care" during normal read
operation

• Compatible with 27210 and 27C210 EPROMs
• Manufacturer's identification code
• Fast programming
• JEDEC standard pin configuration

- 40-pin CDIP package
- 44-pin PLCC package

•



Connection Diagrams
DIP PIN CONFIGURATIONS

27C280 27C240 27C220

~~~ XX/~ XXlVpp
~I M cr

O,S O,S O,S
0,4 0,4 0,4
0,3 0,3 0,3
0,2 0,2 0,2
0,1 0" 0"
0,0 0,0 0,0
°e °e °e
°e °e °eGND GND GND
07 07 07
06 06 06
Os Os Os
04 04 04
03 03 03
02 02 02
0, 0, 0,
00 ~ ~~lVpp

DIP
NM27C210

-XXIV,.,
-a:
-0,5

-0,.•
-°13

-°12

-°Il

-°10-0,
-0,
-GIlD
-0,
-0,
-0,
-0,
-0,
-0,
-0,

-0.
-0£

27C220 27C240 27C280

XX;~ Vcc Vcc
A17 A17

A'6 A'6 A'6
A,s A,S A,S
A'4 A'4 A'4
A'3 A'3 A'3
A'2 A'2 A'2
All A" A,l
A,0 A,0 A,0
Ae Ae Ae

GND GND GND
Ae Ae As
A7 A7 A7
As As As
As As As
A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2
A, A, A,
AO Ao Ao

TLID/l10e3-2
Note: Compatible EPROM pin configurations are shown in the blocks adjacent to the NM27C21 0 pins.

Commercial Temperature Range (OOCto +700C)
VCC = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C210 Q, V 90 90

NM27C210 Q, V 120 120

NM27C210 Q, V 150 150

NM27C210 Q, V 200 200

Extended Temperature Range (- 400C to +85·C)
VCC = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C210 QE, VE 120 120

NM27C210QE, VE 150 150

NM27C210 QE, VE 200 200

Military Temperature Range (- 55·C to + 125·C)
Vcc=5V±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C210 QM 200 200

AO-A15 Addresses

CE Chip Enable

DE Output Enable

00-015 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read)

NC No Connect

Package Types: NM27C210 Q. V XXX
Q = Quartz-Windowed Ceramic DIP package
V = PLCC package

• All packages conform to JEDEC standard .

• All versions are guaranteed to function in slower applica-
tions.



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Range
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Range Temperature Vcc Toleranceplea.. contact the National semiconductor sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Commercial O'Cto +70'C +5V ±10%
Storage Temperature -65'C to + 150'C Industrial -40'Cto +B5'C +5V ±10%
All Input Voltages except A9 with Military -55'C to + 125'C +5V ±10%

Respect to Ground (Note 10) -0.6Vto +7V
Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground -0.6V to + 14V
Vce Supply Voltage with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V
ESD Protection >2000V
All Output Voltages with

Respect to Ground (Note 10)
Vce + 1.0VtoGND - 0.6V

DC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vce

Symbol Paremeter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level
-"'~

-0.5 O.B V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vce+ 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -2.5mA 3.5 V

1581 Vce Standby Current ~ = Vce ±0.3V 100 p.A
(CMOS)

1582 Vce Standby Current ~=VIH 1 mA

Ice Vce Active Current ~=~=VIL I f = 5 MHz 40 mA
I/O = OmA ,:

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vce ~ - 10 p.A

ILl Input Load Current VIN = 5.5 or GND ~ -1 1 p.A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT= 5.5V or GND -10 10 p.A

AC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vce

Symbol Paremeter 90 120 150 200
Units

Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tAce Address to Output Delay 90 120 150 200

teE ~ to Output Delay 90 120 150 200

toE ~ to Output Delay 50 50 50 50

tOF Output Disable to Output Float 30 35 45 55 ns
(Note 2)

toH Output Hold from Addresses,
(Note 2) ~ or~, Whichever 0 0 0 0

Occurred First

•



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

C,N Input Capacitance VIN = OV 12 20 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 13 20 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TIL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

~5ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.8Vand2V
0.8Vand2VInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

ADDRESSES
2.0V
O.8V

cr 2.0V
O.8V

liE 2.0V
O.8V

OUTPUT
.OV

O.8V

IACC
(HOTE3)

TUD/11093-4

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: m: may be deleyed up to tAce - toe after the falling edge of cr without impacting tAce.

Note 4: The 'oF and IcF compare level is delenmined as follows:
High to TAl-STATE., the measured VOHl (DC) - 0.10V;
Low to TAl-STATE, the measured VOl1 (DC) + 0.10V.

Note 5: TAl-STATE may be attained using m: or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,...F ceramk: capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GNO.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch·up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TTL Gate: IOL = 1.6 mA, IOH ~ -400 I'A.
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vce except dUring programming.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns Max,



tAS Address Setup Time --..- 1 ",s

toES ~SetupTime 1 ",s

teES ~SetupTime OE = VIH 1 ",s

tos Data Setup Time 1 ",s

tvps Vpp Setup Time 1 ",s

tves Vce Setup Time 1 ",s

tAH Address Hold Time c-- - 0 ",s

tOH Data Hold Time 1 ",s

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay cr = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ",s

toE Data Valid from N CE = VIL 100 ns

Ipp V pp Supply Current during CE = VIL 40 mA
Programming Pulse PGM = VIL

Ice Vce Supply Current 50 mA

TA Temperature Ambient
.~ ...•.

20 25 30 'C

Vce Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFA InpU1 Rise. Fall Time .~ 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage I 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage ..- 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage ,-' 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V.
Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

-PROGIWol p=w_

ADDRESSES 2V ~ ADDRESSN KO.av

~ II.., -
MTA~

MYAIN sr.ta..£ HI-Z DATA OUT VALl) -•••• ••••
~ ~ -lor

VCC'4-~
Vpp'-::::.....I ~

CE o.av
I-tas-

PGij a'.av b!:t
-
foIs1-'0<- .....--

i5E a'.av .- TLID/11093-5

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted Into or removed from a
board with vohage applied 10 Vpp or Vcc.

Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable vohage whiCh may be applied 10 the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. care musl be laken when switching \he Vpp
supply 10 prevent any ov9fShoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 I'F capacijor Is required across VPP. Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients whiCh may damage \he deviCe.
Note 4: Programming and program verily are tested _ the fast Program Algorijhm. at typical power supply vohages and timings.
Nola 5: During power up the I'l:m' pin must be brought high (" VIH) eijher coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.
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Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the EPROM are listed in Ta-
ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TIL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (CE) is the power control and should be used
for device selection. Output Enable (Oi:) is the output con-
trol and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that the ad-
dresses are stable, address access time (tACC)is equal to
the delay from Cf: to output (icE). Data is available at the
outputs toE after the falling edge of OE, assuming that cr
has been low and addresses have been stable for at least
tAcc-toE·

Standby Mode

The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 275 mW to 0.55 mW.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the cr input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the OE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TIL
high signal to the Oi: input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR· Tying
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:

a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.

To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while OE be made a common con-
nection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming

CAUTION: Exceeding 14Von the Vpp or A9 pin will damage
the EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1 's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
The EPROM is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 12.75V and Oi: is at VIH. It is required
that at least a 0.1 I-'F capacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc
to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied 16 bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TIL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TIL
program pulse is applied to the PmJ input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 I-'s pulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 I-'s pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the PmJ input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel EP-
ROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TIL pulse applied
to the PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

•



Functional Description (Continued)

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROM's in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for a:: all like in-
puts (including OE and PGM) of the parallel EPROM may be
common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an EP-
ROM's PGM input with a:: at VIL and Vpp at 12.75V will
program that EPROM.A TIL high level a:: input inhibits the
other EPROM's from being programmed.

Program Verity
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V.Vpp must be at
Vcc, except during programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING
Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for the NM27C210 is "SFOS", where "SF" designates
that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "OS" desig-
nates a 1 Megabit (64K x lS) part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± 0.5V to address
pin Ag. Addresses At-AS, AtO-Ats, and all control pins are
held at VIL.Address pin AOis held at VILfor the manufactur-
er's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The code is
read on the lower eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code ac-
cess is only guaranteed at 25"C ± 5"C.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.
The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2537A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity x
exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of 15W-
sec/cm2.
The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vce transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,..Fceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vce and GNO.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 ,..F bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vcc and GNO for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.



MODE SELECTION
The modes of operation of the NM27C21 0 are listed in Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read mode. All inputs
are TTL levels except for Vpp and A9 for device signature.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Pins CE OE PGM Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode

Read
VIL VIL

X X 5.0V Dour(Note 1)

Output Disable X VIH X X 5.0V HighZ

Standby VIH X X X 5.0V HighZ

Programming VIL VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V Dour

Program Inhibit VIH X X 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Note 1:Xcan be VIL or VIH.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins
AO A9 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00 Hex

(21) (31) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 D6

•
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NM27C020
2,097, 152-Bit (256K x 8) UV Erasable CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27C020 is a high performance 2,097,152-bit
EPROM. It is organized as 256 K-words of 8 bits each. Its
pin-compatibility with byte-wide JEDEC EPROMs enables
upgrades through 8 Mbit EPROMs. The "Don't Care" fea-
ture during read operations enables memory expansions up
to 8 Mbits with no printed circuit board changes.
The NM27C020 provides microprocessor-based systems
extensive storage capacity for large portions of operating
system and application software. Its 100 ns access time
provides no-wait-state operation with high-performance
CPUs. The NM27C020 offers a single chip solution for the
code storage requirements of 100% firmware-based equip-
ment. Frequently-used software routines are qUicklyexecut-
ed from EPROM storage, greatly enhancing system utility.

The NM27C020, is manufactured using National's ad-
vanced CMOS AMGTMEPROM technology.
The NM27C020 is one member of a high density National
EPROM series which range in densities up to 4 Mb.

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 100 ns access time
• Simplified upgrade path

- Vpp and PGM are "Don't Care" during normal read
operation

• JEDEC standard pin configuration
• Manufacturer's identification code
• JEDEC standard pin configuration

-32-pin DIP
- 32-pin PLCC

AD-All
ADDRESS

INPUTS •
•

x •
DECODER

Symbol Description

AO-A17 Addresses

~ Chip Enable

~ Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read)



aMbit 4Mblt 1 Mblt 27C512 27C256

A19 ~lVpp XXlVpp
A16 Al6 A16
A15 A15 A15 A15 Vpp
A12 A12 A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6 A6 A6
A5 A5 A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2
Al Al Al Al Al
AD AD AD AD AD
00 00 00 00 00
0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
02 02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND GND

DIP Pin Configuration

NM27C020

-xxIV ••
-A,16

-AIS

-A12

-A'
-AS
-A5
-M

-1.3

-A2

-AI

-NJ

-00

-0,
-°2
-GIlD

27C256 27C512 27C010 27C040 27C080

Vcc Vcc Vcc
XX/J5mJ A18 A18

Vcc Vcc ~ A17 A17
A14 A14 A14 A14 A14
A13 A13 A13 A13 A13
A8 A8 A8 A8 A8
A9 A9 A9 A9 A9

All All All All All
~ ~lVpp ~ ~ ~lVpp
Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0 Al0

~/J5mJ ~/J5mJ ~ ~/J5mJ ~/J5mJ
0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
06 06 06 06 06
Os Os Os Os Os
04 04 04 04 04
03 03 03 03 03

Commercial Temp. Range (O"C to +70"C)
VCC = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (na)

NM27C020 Q, V 100 100

NM27C020 Q, V 120 120

NM27C020 Q. V 150 150

NM27C020 Q, V 200 200

Extended Temp. Range ( - 40"C to +85·C)
VCC = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Acceaa Time (na)

NM27C020 QE, VE 100 100

NM27C020 QE, VE 150 150

NM27C020 QE, VE 200 200

Packages Types: NM27C020 Q. V

Q = Ceramic DIP

V = PLCC

::::n;I_M_e_m_O_ry T_M_J JC

CMOS -

PLCC Pin Configuration
Q. I~

N '" '"
>Q.
"- <J "-.. .. .. >< <J >< :<>< > ><

A7 A14

A6 28 A13

A5 27 A8

A4 26 A9

A3 25 A11

A2 10 24 OE

Al l' 23 A10

AD 12 22 ff
00 07

(; N '" .., .. '" '"'" z '" 0 0 0
co

TUD/'D83S-3

~

Q T ~Acce88TlmeL 150= 150ns

Operating Temperature Range
Blank = Commercial

E = Extended

Package
Q = Ceramic Dip
V = PLCC

•



This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the
device at these or any other conditions above those indicat-
ed in the operational sections of this specification is not
implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions
for extended periods of time may affect device reliability.

Respect to Ground (Note 10)

Vpp and A9 with Respect
to Ground

Vcc Supply Voltage with
Respect to Ground

ESD Protection
(MIL Std. S83C, Method 3015.2)

All Output Voltages
with Respect to Ground (Note 10)

-0.6Vto +7V

> 2000V

Vcc + 1.0V
toGND- 0.6V

Range Temperature Vcc Tolerance

Comm'l O·Cto +70·C +5V ±10%

Military -55·C to + 125·C +5V ±10%

Industrial -40·Cto + 85·C +5V ±10%

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

Vil Input Low Level -0.5 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOl = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -400/-LA - 3.5 V

1581 Vcc Standby Current CE = Vcc ±0.3V
100 /-LA

(Note 3) (CMOS)
"

1582 Vcc Standby Current (TIL) CE = VIH 1 mA

Icc' Vcc Active Current CE = C5E = Vil Commercial 30
(Note 1) Inputs = VIH or Vil mA

1/0 = 0 mA, f = 5 MHz Industrial 30

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = VCC 10 /-LA

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage Vcc - 0.7 Vcc V

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND -1 1 /-LA

ILO Output Leakage Current Your = 5.5V or GND -10 10 /-LA

150 200
Symbol Parameter Units

Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 150 200

tee CE to Output Delay 150 200

toe C5Eto Output Delay 50 50

tOF Output Disable to
45 55

ns
(Note 2) Output Float

toH Output Hold from Addresses,
(Note 2) CEorC5E. 0 0

Whichever Occurred First
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Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 9 15 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 12 15 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TIL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note B)
,;; 5 ns

Input Pulse Levels 0.45 to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level (Note 10)
Inputs O.BV and 2.0V
Outputs O.BV and 2.0V

ADDRESSES v ADDRESSES VALID.BV

CE 2V
a.BV

OE 2V
a.BV

OUTPUT
2V
a.BV

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the devico. This is stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not Implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: rn: may be delayed up to tAce - toE after the falling edge of CE without impacting tAce.

Note 4: The tOF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATE", the measured VOHI (DC) - O.10V;
Low to TRI-STATE, the measured VOLl (DC) + O.IOV.

Note 5: TRI-STATE may be attained using rn: or CE.

Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,...F ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vce and GNO.

Note 7: The ou1puls must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0Y to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: TTL Gate: IOL - 1.6 mA, IOH = - 400 pA.
CL = 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note II: Vpp may be connected to Vce except during programming.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0Y for 20 ns Max.



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 J.Ls

toES DE Setup Time 1 J.Ls

teES CE Setup Time OE = VIH 1 J.Ls

tos Data Setup Time 1 J.Ls

tvps Vpp Setup Time 1 J.Ls

tves Vee Setup Time 1 J.Ls

tAH Address Hold Time 0 J.Ls

tOH Data Hold Time 1 J.Ls

tOF Output Enable to Output CE = VIL
0 60 ns

Float Delay

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 J.Ls

toE Data Valid from DE CE = VIL 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current CE = VIL, 15 mA
during Programming Pulse PGM = VIL

Ice Vee Supply Current 20 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 'C

Vee Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFA Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

!--PRQGIWj P~"~

ADDRESSES ~ ADDRESSN- "-
~ 1tAN -

DATA ~ MfA" STAa£ HI-Z OA.TAOt1TVALIl -"'IN ..•..
~ k -tor

Va;
6.25'1

'vcs

vpp~ ~

cr 0.8'1

l-'cEs-

PGW 2V b;:f0.8'1

-
1oEs1-10[-1

or 2V , )~
O~V

TliD/l0835-5

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vppor Vcc.
Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 ,...F capacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings. The Min and Max limit
parameters are design parameters, not tested or guaranteed.
Note 5: During power up the ~ pin must be brought high (~ VIH) either coincident with or before power is apphed to Vpp.





Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the device are listed in
Table I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes
are at TIL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The part has two control functions, both of which must be
logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs. Chip
Enable (a=) is the power control and should be used for
device selection. Output Enable (OE) is the output control
and should be used to gate data to the output pins, indepen-
dent of device selection. Assuming that addresses are sta-
ble, address access time (tACel is equal to the delay froma= to output (leE). Data is available at the outputs toE after
the falling edge of OE, assuming that a= has been low and
addresses have been stable for at least tACC-toE.

Standby Mode
The device has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 220 mW to 0.55 mW.
The device is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the a= input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the OE input.

Output OR-Tying
Because the part is usually used in larger memory ar~ays,
National has provided a 2-line control function that accom-
modates this use of multiple memory connections. The 2-
line control function allows for:
a. the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b. complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that a= be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while DE be made a common con-
nection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on the Vpp or A9 pin will damage
the device.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the device are in
the "1" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O"s into the desired bit locations. Although only "O"s
will be programmed, both "1 "s and "O"s can be present in
the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a "1" is by
ultraviolet light erasure.
The part is in the programming mode when the Vpp power
supply is at 12.75V and OE is at VIH. It is required that at
least a 0.1 J.LFcapacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc to
ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which may
damage the device. The data to be programmed is applied 8
bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels required
for the address and data inputs are TIL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TIL
program pulse is applied to the ~ input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 J.Lspulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 J.Lspulse. The EPROM must not
be programmed with a DC signal applied to the PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TIL pulse applied
to the PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROM's in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for a= all like in-
puts (including DE and PGM) of the parallel EPROM may be
common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an EP-
ROM's PGM input with a= at VIL and Vpp at 12.75V will
program that EPROM.A TIL high level a= input inhibits the
other EPROMs from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
Vcc, except during programming and program verify.

Mode Selection
The modes of operation of NM27C020 are listed in Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read mode. All inputs are
TIL levels except for Vpp and A9 for device signature.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Mode Pins CE OE PGM Vpp Vcc Outputs •Read
VIL VIL

X X 5.0V DOUT(Note 1)

Output Disable X VIH X X 5.0V High-Z

Standby VIH X X X 5.0V High-Z

Programming VIL VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V DOUT

Program Inhibit VIH X X 12.75V 6.25V High-Z

Note 1: X can ba VIL or VIH.
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Functional Description (Continued)

Manufacturer's Identification Code
The part has a manufacturer's identification code to aid in
programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and the device type.
The code for the NM27C020 is "8F07", where "8F" desig-
nates that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "07"
designates a 2 Megabit byte-wide part.
The code is accessed by applying 12.0V ±0.5V to address
pin A9. All address and control pins are held at VIL, except
AO. Address pin AO is held at VIL for the manufacturer's
code, and held at VIH from the device code. The code is
read on the eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code access is
only guaranteed at 25°C ± 5°C.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave·
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.
After programming, opaque labels should be placed over
the device window to prevent unintentional erasure. Cover-
ing the window will also prevent temporary functional fail-
ures due to the generation of photo currents.
The recommended erasure procedure for the device is ex-
posure to shortwave ultraviolet light which has a wavelength
of 2537A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity x expo-

sure time) for erasure should be a minimum of 15 Wsec/
cm2. The device should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance. (If distance is doubled the erasure time Increases by
factor of 4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. When a lamp
is changed, the distance has changed, or the lamp has
aged, the system should be checked to make certain full
erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause symp-
toms that can be misleading. Programmers, components,
and even system designs have been erroneously suspected
when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer. The standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent of the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vcc transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 /LFceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vcc and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 /LF bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vcc and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Pins AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(12) (26) (21) (20) (19) (18) (17) (15) (14) (13) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 07
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NM27C040
4,194,304-Bit (512K x 8) High Performance CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27C040 is a high performance. 4.194,304-bit Electri-
cally Programmable UV Erasable Read Only Memory. It is
organized as 512K words of 6 bits each. Its pin-compatibility
with byte-wide JEDEC EPROMs enables upgrades through
6 Mbit EPROMs. The "Don't Care" feature on Vpp during
read operations allows memory expansions from 1M to
6 Mbits with no printed circuit board changes.
The NM27C040 provides microprocessor-based systems
extensive storage capacity for large portions of operating
system and application software. Its 120 ns access time
provides high speed operation with high-performance CPUs.
The NM27C040 offers a single chip solution for the code
storage requirements of 100% firmware-based equipment.
Frequently used software routines are quickly executed
from EPROM storage, greatly enl1ancingsystem utility.

vcc 0----+
GND0----+

vpp 0----+

OUTPUT ENABLE,
CHIP ENABLE, AND

PROGRA~ LOGIC

AO-A 18
AODRESS

INPUTS

The NM27C040 is manufactured using National's advanced
CMOS AMGTMEPROM technology.

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 120 ns access time
• Simplified upgrade path

- Vpp is a "Don't Care" during normal read operation
• Manufacturer's identification code
• JEDEC standard pin configuration

-32-pin DIP
- 32-pin PLCC
- 32-pin TSOP

•



27C080 27C020 27C010

A19 XXlVpp XXlVpp
A16 A16 A16
A15 A15 A15
A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6
A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2
A1 A1 A1
AO AO AO
00 00 00
01 01 01
02 02 02

GND GND GND

-xxIV"
-AI'

-A15
-Al2

-A7

-AS
-AS
-u
-AS

->2
-AI

-AO

-0,-0,
-0,
-GIlD

DIP
NM27C040

Va:-
""8-
A17-
.14-
A13-
A6--
A9--
.11-

or--
A'O-
cr/PGii -
~-0,--
°5--0.--
°3--

27C010 27C020 27C080

XX~~ XX~~
Vcc
A18

XX A17 A17
A14 A14 A14
A13 A13 A13
A8 A8 A8
A9 A9 A9

A11 A11 A11
DE DE DElVpp
A10 A10 A10
CE CE CE/j5GM
07 07 07
06 06 06
Os Os Os
04 04 04
03 03 03

Commercial Temperature Range (O'C to +70'C)
Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C040 Q, V, T 120 120

NM27C040 Q, V, T 150 150

NM27C040 Q, V, T 170 170

NM27C040 Q, V, T 200 200

Military Temperature Range ( - 55'C to + 125'C)
Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C040 QM 150 150

NM27C040 QM 200 200

AO-A18 Addresses

CE/PGM Chip Enable/Program

DE Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

XX Don't Care (During Read)

Extended Temperature Range ( - 40'C to +85'C)
Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C040 QE, VE, TE 150 150

NM27C040 QE, VE, TE 170 170

NM27C040 QE, VE, TE 200 200

Package Types: NM27C040 Q, V, T XXX
Q = Quartz-Windowed Ceramic DIP
V = PLCC
T = TSOP

• All packages conform to the JEDEC standard.

• All versions are guaranteed to function for slower
speeds.
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~ IAll Input Voltages except A9 with Military - 55°C to + 125°C ±10%

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +14V

Vce Supply Voltage with
Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

ESD Protection >2000V

All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground Vcc +10VtoGND -0.6V

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics Over operating range with Vpp = VCC

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.5 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vce + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -2.5mA 3.5 V

1881 Vcc Standby Current (CMOS) CE = Vcc ± 0.3V 100 I'-A

1882 Vcc Standby Current CE = VIH 1 mA

Ice Vcc Active Current CE = ill: = VIL, I/O = 0 mA I f = 5 MHz 30 mA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vcc 10 I'-A

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage Vce - 0.4 Vce V

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND -1 1 I'-A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = 5.5Vor GND -10 10 I'-A

AC Electrical Characteristics Over operating range with Vpp = Vce

120 150 170 200
Symbol Parameter Units

Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 120 150 170 200

teE CE to Output Delay 120 150 170 200

toE ill: to Output Delay 50 50 50 50

tOF Output Disable to
35 35 45 55

ns
(Note 2) Output Float

toH Output Hold from Addresses
(Note 2) CE or ill:, Whichever 0 0 0 0

Occurred First

&I



o••8 Capacitance TA = +25'C, f = 1 MHz (Note 2)•...
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Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 9 15 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT= OV 12 15 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TTL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)
~5ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level (Note 10)
Inputs 0.8V and 2V
Outputs 0.8V and 2VInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

2.0V
OUTPUT

O.BV

TL/O/l0838-4

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating onty and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Not. 2: This parameter is only sempled and is not 100% tested.

Not. 3: OE may be delayed up to tAce - toe after the falling edge of O£ without impacting tAce-

Note 4: The tor and tcF compare ievel is determined as follows:
High to TRI-5TATE., the measured VOH1 (DC) - 0.10V;
Low to TRI-STATE, the measured VOL1 (DC) + 0.10V.

Not. 5: TRI-STATE may be attained using OE or O£.

Not. 8: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It Is recommended that at least a 0.1 I'F ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vce snd GNO.

Not. 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vce + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Not. 8: 1 TIL Gate: IOL - 1.6 mA, IOH - - 400 ,.A.
Ct.: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Not. t: Vpp may be connected to Vce except during programming.

Not. 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to -2.0V for 20 ns Max.
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Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3 &4)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

Address Setup Time
.

1tAS ".s

toES C5E Setup Time 1 ".s

tos Data Setup Time 1 ".s

tvps Vpp Setup Time - 1 ".s

tves Vee Setup Time 1 ".s

tAH Address Hold Time 0 ".s

tOH Data Hold Time 1 ".s

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay ~/PGM = X 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ".5
toE Data Valid from ~ ~/]5ID:;1 = X 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current during
~/PGM = VIL 30 mA

Programming Pulse

Ice Vee Supply Current 30 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 'C

Vcc Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to speciftCations described herein.

Note 2: Vex must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vex.
Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 I'F capacitor is required across Vpp. Vex to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.

Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Progam Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

Note 5: During power up the cr/l'mJ pin must be brought high (:< V,H) either coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.





ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TTL levels. The power supplies required are VCC and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (CE/PGM) is the power control and should be
used for device selection. Output Enable (OE) is the output
control and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses
are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to the delay
from CE to output (tCE).Data is available at the outputs tOE
after the falling edge of OE, assuming that CE/PGM has
been low and addresses have been stable for at least tACC-
toE'

Standby Mode
The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from of 65 mW to 0.55 mW.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the CE/PGM input. When in standby
mode, the outputs are in a high impedance state, indepen-
dent of the OE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTL
high signal to the OE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Typing

Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE/PGM be decoded and used as the primary
device selecting function, while OE be made a common
connection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the
EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1 's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.

.- --..,_.---
that at least a 0.1 JLFcapacitor be placed across Vpp, VCC
to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied S bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the CE/PGM input. A program
pulse must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 JLspulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 JLspulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the CE/PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
to the CE/PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.
Note: Some programmer manufacturers. due to equipment limitation, may
offer interactive program Algorithm (shown in Figure 2).

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROMs in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE/PGM all
like inputs (including OE) of the parallel EPROMs may be
common. A TTL low level program pulse applied to an
EPROM's CE/PGM input with Vpp at 12.75V will program
that EPROM. A TTL high level CE/PGM input inhibits the
other EPROMs from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
VCC,except during programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING
Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for NM27C040 is "SFOS",where "SF" designates that
it is made by National Semiconductor, and "OS" designates
a 4 Megabit (512K x S) part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± 0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses A1-AS, A1O-A 1S, and all control pins
are held at VIL. Address pin AOis held at VIL for the manu-



Functional Description (Continued)

facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
code is read on the eight data pins, 00-07' Proper code lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
access is only guaranteed at 25°C ± 5°C. tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously

The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era- suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). lt SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of f1uores- The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range. careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex- has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave- signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
length of 2537A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity X and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt·
exposure time) for erasure should be minimum of age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran·
15W-sec/cm2. sient current peaks is dependent of the output capacitance

The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage

tubes dUring erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling

tubes which should be removed before erasure. capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ",F ceramic

An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent

distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 ",F bulk electrolytic
inch. The erasure time increase as the square of the dis- capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
tance from the lamp. (If distance is doubled the erasure time eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
increases by factor of 4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur·

pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Mode Selection
The modes of operation of the NM27C040 are listed in Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read mode. All inputs
are TIL levels except for Vpp and A9 for device signature.

TABLE I. Modes selection

Pins CE/~ OE Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode

Read VIL VIL X 5.0V Dour
(Note 1)

Output Disable X VIH X 5.0V HighZ

Standby VIH X X 5.0V HighZ

Programming VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V DIN
Program Verify X VIL 12.75V 6.25V Dour
Program Inhibit VIH VIH 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

_1: X can be Vil 0<VH

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(12) (26) (21) (20) (19) (18) (17) (15) (14) (13) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 08 •
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NM27C240
4,194,304-Bit (256k x 16) High Performance CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27C240 is a high performance Electrically Program-
mable UV erasable ROM (EPROM). It contains 4,194,304
bits configured as 256k x 16 bits. It is offered in both eras-
able versions for prototyping and early production applica-
tions as well as non-erasable, plastic packaged versions
that are ideal for high volume and automated assembly ap-
plications.

The NM27C240 operates from a single 5V ± 10% supply in
the read mode.

The NM27C240 is offered in both DIP and surface mount
packages. The DIP package is a 40-pin dual-in-line ceramic
with a quartz window to allow erasing. The surface mount
package is a 44-pin PLCC that is offered in OTP.

This EPROM is manufactured using National's proprietary
0.8 micron CMOS AMGTM EPROM technology for an excel-
lent combination of speed and economy while providing ex-
cellent reliability.

Features
• High performance CMOS

- 120 ns access time
• Fast turn-off for microprocessor compatibility
• Simplified upgrade path

- Vpp and PGM are "Don't Care" during normal read
operation

• Compatible with 27240 and 27C240 EPROMs
• JEDEC standard pin configuration

- 40-pin DIP package
- 44-pin PLCC package

• Manufacturer's identification code
• Fast programming algorithm

VccO-+
GNDo-+
vppO-+

OUTPUT ENABLE,
CHIP ENABLE, and

PROGRAM LOGIC

AD - A 17
ADDRESS

INPUTS



27C280 27C220 27C210

A18 XXVpp XXVpp

CE/I'GI;! CE CE
015 015 015

014 014 014

013 013 013

012 012 012

011 011 011

010 010 010

09 09 09

08 08 08

GNO GNO GNO

07 07 07

06 06 06

05 05 05

04 04 04

03 03 03

02 02 02

01 01 01

00 00 00

~lVpp ~ ~

NM27C240

XX/Vpp 40 VCC

CE!PGM 39 A17

015 38 A16

014 37 A15

013 36 A14

012 35 A13

011 34 A12

010 33 All

09 Al0

08 10 0 A9

GND 11 GND

07 12 A8

06 13 A7

05 14 A6

04 15 26 A5

03 16 25 A4

02 17 24 A3

01 18 23 A2

00 19 22 Al

OE 20 21 AO

TUO/11949-2

Commercial Temperature Range (O"Cto +70"C)
Vcc = SV ±10%

27C210 27C220 27C280

Vcc Vcc Vcc

XX/l'm'l l'm'I A17

NC A16 A16

A15 Al5 A15

A14 A14 A14

A13 Al3 Al3

Al2 Al2 A12

All All All

A10 A10 A10

A9 A9 A9

GND GND GND

AS A8 A8

A7 A7 A7

A6 A6 A6

A5 A5 A5

A4 A4 A4

A3 A3 A3

A2 A2 A2

Al Al Al

AO AO AO

Extended Temperature Range ( - 40" to +8S·C)
Vcc=SV±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C240 Q. V 120 120

NM27C240 Q. V 150 150

NM27C240 Q. V 200 200

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27C240 QE, VE 120 120

NM27C240 QE, VE 150 150

NM27C240 QE, VE 200 200

Note: Surface mount PLCC package available for commercial and extended
temperature ranges only.

Package types: NM27C240 Q. V XXX

NM27C240 Q. V, XXX

a = Quartz-Windowed ceramic DIP Package

V - PLCC Package

• All packages conform 10 JEDEC standard.

• All versions are guaranteed to function in slower apphcations.

AO-A15 Addresses

"CE/PGM Chip Enable/Program

DE Output Enable

00-015 Outputs

XX Don't Care (During Read)

NC No Connect

PLCC Pin Configuration

I~>8:

~ ; ~ ItI? ~ >e; ; ~ ~
7 :::::::::::::::::::::: 39
-. "6· "'5" "." "3· "2" ! ! '44342 • '140 r-

:: 8 .,. 38::

:: 9 37::
:: 10 36::
:: 11 35::-
:: 12 34::_
::13 33::
:: 14 32::
:: 15 31::
::16 30::.

1Y f1 ri f1 fl fl ri f1 f1 f1 f1 f1 'i9
'3 ~ (; g I~ ~ :( ~ ~ ~ ::
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All Input Voltages except A9 with Operating Range
Respect to Ground (Note 10) -0.6Vto +7V

Vpp and A9 with
Range Temperature Vcc Tolerance

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +14V Commercial O·Cto +700C +SV ±10%

Vcc Supply Voltage with Industrial -40VOCto +8S·C +SV ±10%
Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

DC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter Conditions : Mln Max Units

V,L Input Low Level I -O.S 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vce+ 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -2.SmA
~

3.S V

1581 Vcc Standby Current (CMOS) "CE = Vcc ±0.3V
I,

100 p.A

1582 Vce Standby Current (TIL) "CE = VIH 1 mA

Ice Vce Active Current "CE = IT!: = VIL. I/O = 0 mA I f = SMHz 40 mA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = VCC 10 p.A

III Input Load Current VIN = S.SV or GND -1 1 p.A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = S.SV or GND -10 10 p.A

AC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vce

120 150 200
Symbol Parameter Units

Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 120 1S0 200

teE "CE to Output Delay 120 1S0 200

toE m: to Output Delay SO 50 SO
ns

tOF (Note 2) Output Disable to Output Float 35 45 5S

tOH (Note 2) Output Hold from Addresses ~ or
0 0 001:, Whichever Occurred First

Capacitance TA = + 25·C, f = 1 MHz (Note 2)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 12 20 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 13 20 pF



AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TTL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)
,;;5 nsInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

AC Waveforms (Notes 6, 7, and 9)

0.8Vand 2V
0.8V and 2V

2.0Y
Addresses Addresses Valid

O.BY

2.0Y
FE

O.BY

2.0Y
OE

O.BY

2.0Y High 2
Output

O.BY

TLJD/11949-4

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: OE may be delayed up to tAce-toE after the falling edge of CE without impacting tAce.

Note 4: The tOF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATEe, the measured VOHl (DC) - 0.10V;
Low to TRI-STATE, the measured YoL1 (DC) + 0.10Y.

Note 5: TRI-STATE may be attained using OE or CE.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPAOMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 J.LFceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TIL Gate: loL ~ 1.6 mA, IOH ~ -400 fLA. CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.QV for 20 ns Max.

•



DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 /Ls

toES ITE Setup Time 1 /Ls

tos Data Setup Time 1 2.4 /Ls

tvps Vpp Setup Time 1 /Ls

tves Vee Setup Time 1 /Ls

tAH Address Hold Time ~~= -. 00_= ~ ~ . 0 /Ls

tOH Data Hold Time <', 1 /Ls

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay "CE = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 /Ls

toE Data Valid from m: "CE = VIL 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current during Programming Pulse "CE = VIL, PGM = VIL 30 mA

Ice Vee Supply Current 30 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 'C

Vee Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage =~ .,--~. .--- r .. 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage I > \.. 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 1- ~ 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

-Program Program Verify-

-
Address 2.0V). Address N KO.BV ..

"...•
tAS r- -1AH-

Ooto~ Ooto In Stable
High 2

Ooto Out Valid

...• Ios •.. ...• IoH •.. ...• lor •..
V~cc

...•
t~cs

•..
Vpp 12.75V

tvps •..
cr/PGt.l :l.UV )sfO.BV

~ ~
OE 2.0V ~ IO.BV

TUO/119-49-5

Nol. 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to speciflC8tions described herein.

Nol. 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Nole 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin dUring programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 IJ-F capacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GNO to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the dOVK:e.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

Nol. 5: During power up the CE/]5GI;l pin must be brought high (" VIH) either coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.
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The six modes of operation of the EPROM are listed in Ta-
ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TIL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The VCCpower supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Mode Selection
The modes of operation of the NM27C240 are listed in Ta-
ble I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read mode.
All inputs are TIL levels except for Vpp and A9 for device
signature.

Pins

Mode CEI
PGM

OE Vpp Vcc Outputs

Read VIL VIL X 5.0V Dour

Output Disable X VIH X 5.0V HighZ

Standby VIH X X 5.0V HighZ

Programming VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL 12.75V 6.25V Dour

Program Inhibit VIH X 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (eE) is the power control and should be used
for device selection. Output Enable (DE) is the output con-
trol and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of the device selection. Assuming that the ad-
dresses are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to
the delay from CE to output (teE). Data is available at the
outputs toE after the falling edge of OE, assuming that CE
has been low and addresses have been stable for at least
tAcc-toE·

Standby Mode
The EPROM standby mode reduces the active power dissi-
pation by over 99%, from 165 mW to 0.55 mW. The EPROM
is placed in the standby mode by applying a CMOS high
signal to the CE input. When in standby mode, the outputs
are in a high impedance state, independent of the DE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TIL
high signal to the DE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Tying
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that

a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) the complete assurance that output bus contention will

not occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while DE be made a common con-
nection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on the Vpp or A9 pin will dam-

age the EPROM.
Initially, and after erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in the
"1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively programming
"O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only "O's" will
be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be presented in
the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a "1" is by
ultraviolet light erasure.
The EPROM is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 12.75V and OE is at VIH. It is required
that at least a 0.1 ",F capacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc
to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied 16 bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TIL.
When the address and data are stable, and active low, TIL
program pulse is applied to the PGM input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 "'S pulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 "'S pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TIL pulse applied
to the PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROM's in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE all like in-
puts (including OE and PGM) of the parallel EPROM may be
common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an
EPROM's PGM input with CE at VIL and Vpp at 12.75V will
program that EPROM.A TIL high level CE input inhibits the
other EPROM's from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
Vcc, except during programming and program verify.



Functional Description (Continued)

After Programming
Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

Manufacturer's Identification Code
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The manufacturer's identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for the NM27C240 is "SFEE", where "SF" designates
that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "EE" desig-
nates a 4 Megabit (256k x 16) part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ±0.5% to address
pin A9. Addresses A1-AS, A10-A15, and all control pins
are held at VIL. Address pin AO is held at VIL for the manu-
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The
code is read on the lower eight data pins, 00-07. Proper
code access is only guaranteed at 25'C ± 5'C.

Erasure Characteristics
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 300oA-400oA range.
The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2537A. The integrated dose (Le., UV intensity x
exposure time) for erasure should be minimum of 15W-secl
cm2.

The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make sure
full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

System Consideration
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ",F ceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 ",F bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Pins
AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(21) (31) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 SF

Device Code VIH 12V 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 EE

•



~National
~ semiconductor

General Description
National Semiconductor's family of Processor Oriented
EPROMs are devices with features or functions to enhance
their operation with various microprocessors and microcon-

trollers. There are 3 devices with specification improve-
ments to help eliminate wait states and glue logic. Those
are the NM27P512, NM27P210, and NM27P040.

Packagea
Q,N,V

Q,V
Q,N,V

V,Q
V,Q,T

V,N,Q,T

Temperature Ranges·
C,E,M
C,E,M
C,E,M
C,E,M
C,E,M
C,E,M

Improved tOF/toH
Y
Y
y
y
y
y

NM27P512
NM27P210
NM27P040
NM27P240 (Note 1)
NM27P020 (Note 1)
NM27P010 (Note 1)

Note 1: Contact your National Semiconductor sales representative for datasheet availability.

·Contact your National Semiconductor sales representative for military operating temperature range devices.

:;~~:I_M_e_m_O_ry T_M__ r JP 1512

Processor Oriented ------------ _

Memory Configuration
512=64kx8
010 = 128kx8
210 = 64kx 16
020 = 256kx8
040 = 512kx8
240 = 256k x 16

EQ~speed
Operating Temperature Range

No Entry = O°Cto + 700C
E = -40°C to +85°C
M = -55°C to + 125°C

Package
Q = Quartz Window Ceramic
N = Plastic DIP (OTP)
V = PLCC(OTP)
T = TSOP



NM27P512
524,288-Bit (64K x 8) Processor Oriented
CMOS EPROM

General Description
The NM27P512 is a 512K Processor Oriented EPROM con-
figured as 64k x 8. It's designed to simplify microprocessor
interfacing while remaining compatible with standard
EPROMs. It can reduce both wait states and glue logic
when the specification improvements are taken advantage
of in the system design. The NM27P512 is implemented in
National's advanced CMOS EPROM process to provide ex-
cellent reliability and access times as fast as 120 ns.
The interface improvements address two areas to eliminate
the need for additional devices to adapt the EPROM to the
microprocessor and to eliminate wait states at the termina-
tion of the access cycle. Even with these improvements, the
NM27P512 remains compatible with industry standard
JEDEC pinout EPROMs.The maximum specification for out-
put turn-off time has been reduced, eliminating the need for
wait states at the end of a read cycle. Also, the minimum
specification for output hold time has been increased, elimi-
nating the need for external circuitry to hold the data.

Features
• Fast output turn off to eliminate wait states
• Extended data hold time for microprocessor

compatibility
• High performance CMOS

- 120 ns access time
• JEDEC standard pin configuration
• Manufacturer's identification code

AI-Al&
ADDRESS

IIIP1lTS

•



"16 "16 "'6 "'6
A1S A1S A,s A,s Vpp

A12 A,2 A,2 A,2 A12
A7 A7 A7 A7 A7
Ae Ae Ae Ae Ae
As As As As As
A-. A-. A-. A-. A-.
A3 A3 A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2
A, A, A, A, A,
A" A" A" A" A"
00 00 00 00 00
01 0, 0, 0, 01
02 02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND GND

-",-",-',
- ..
-.,
-',-.,
-',-"-."-0"-0,
-0,
-GND 14

vcc-

",-",-..-..--",-
OE/V,.,. -

".-cr/Piflj-
0,-
Os-0,-

,..", rUt •• ,..,..,r_,y, ~'6 ~'6
VCC XX A17 A17 A17
A,4 A14 A,4 A,4 A,4
A,3 A,3 A,3 A,3 A,3
Ae Ae Ae Ae Ae
Ag Ag Ag Ag Ag
An An All An An
m: m: m: m: m:/vpp

AlO A,o A,o A,o A,o~/J5<m ~ cr cr/J5<m cr/J5<m
07 07 07 07 07
06 06 06 06 °e
Os Os Os Os Os
04 04 04 04 04
03 03 03 03 ~

TUO/,l365-2

Note: Compatible EPROMpin configurations are shown in the blocks adjacent to the NM27PS,2pins.

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)'

NM27P512Q, N,V 120 120

NM27P512Q, N,V 150 150

NM27P512 Q, N,V 200 200

Parameter/Order Number Ace ••• Tim. (na)'

NM27P512 QE, NE, VE 120 120

NM27P512 QE, NE, VE 150 150

NM27P512 QE, NE, VE 200 200

Military Temp Range (-SSOC to + 12S0C)

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)'

NM27P512 QM 200 200

Note: Surface mount PLCC package available lor commercial and extended
temperature ranges only.

•All versions are guaranteed to function for slower speeds.

Package Types: NM27P512 Q, N, V XXX
Q = Quartz-Windowed Ceramic DIP Package
N = Plastic OTP DIP Package
V = PlCC Package

• All packages conform to the JEDEC standard.

AO-A15 Addresses ,

CE Chip Enable

DE Output Enable
- -~

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read)

PLCC.f'';;~'};;
.. '., .
" 7

" ..., ." ,.
." 11
Ne 12

••
••",
Me

Oi/v,.,.

".cr



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

If MIlitary/Aerospace specified devices are required, Vcc Supply Voltage with
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. ESD Protection
Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C (MIL Std. 883, Method 3015.2) >2000V

All Input Voltages Except A9 with All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V Respect to Ground Vcc + 1.0VtoGND -0.6V

Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground -0.7Vto +14V

Operating Range
Range Temperature Vcc Tolerance

Comm'l O'Cto +70'C +5V ±100/0

Industrial -40'Cto +85'C +5V ±100/0

Military -55'C to + 125'C +5V ±100/0

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.5 08 V

VIH Input High Level
_. .. ..

2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -2.5mA 3.5 V

1881(10) Vcc Standby Current (CMOS) CE = Vcc ±0.3V - 100 I'-A

1882 Vcc Standby Current CE = VIH 1 mA

Icc VCC Active Current CE = CE = VIL, I f = 5MHz
40 mA

I/O = 0 mA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = VCC 10 I'-A

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage Vcc - 0.7 Vcc V

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND -1 1 I'-A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = 5.5V or GND -10 10 I'-A

AC Electrical Characteristics
120 150 200

Symbol Parameter Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 120 150 200

teE CE to Output Delay 120 150 200

toE CE to Output Delay 50 50 50

tOF(2) Output Disable to Output Float 25 25 25 ns

tCF(2) Chip Disable to Output Float 30 30 30

toH(2) Output Hold from Addresses, CE
7 7 7

or CE, Whichever Occurred First •



C'I..-
~ Capacitance T A = + 25°C, f = 1 MHz (Note 2)•...
C'I
~
Z

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN1 Input Capacitance VIN = OV 6 12 pF
except OElVpp

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

CIN2 OElVpp Input VIN = OV
20 25 pF

Capacitance

AC Test Conditions
Output Load

Input Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

CE 2.0V
0.8V

OE/Vpp 2.0V
0.8V

2.QV
OUTPUT

O.8V

1 TTL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

,;;5ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level (Note 9)

Inputs 0.8Vand 2V

Outputs 0.8V and 2V

TLiD/11365-4

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation 01 the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specffication is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: O£ may be delayed up to tAce - toe after the falling edge of CE without impecting tAce.

Note 4: The tOF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATE, the measured VOHl (DC) - 0.10V;
Low to TRI-STATE, the measured Vall (DC) + 0.10V.

Note 5: TRI-STATE may be attained using O£ or CE.

Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ""F ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vce and GNO.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vce + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TTL Gate: IOL ~ 1.6 mA, 100 - - 400 p.A.
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to -2.0V for 20 ns Max.

Note 10: CMOS inputs; VIL = GNO ±0.3V, VIH ~ Vce ±0.3V.



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1 and 2)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 "..5
toES DE Setup Time 1 "..5
tos Data Setup Time 1 "..5
tves Vee Setup Time , 1 "..5
tAH Address Hold Time 0 "..5
tOH Data Hold Time 1 "..5
teF Chip Enable to Output Float Delay OE = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 "..5
toEH DE Hold Time 1 "..5
tov Data Valid from CE DE = VIL 250 ns

tpRT DE Pulse Rise Time
50

during Programming
ns

tVR Vpp Recovery Time 1 "..5
Ipp Vpp Supply Current during CE = VIL

30 mA
Programming Pulse DE = Vpp

Ice Vee Supply Current 50 mA

TR Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

Vee Power Supply Voltage 6 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage
,

0.8 2 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2 V

Programming Waveforms
PROGRAM P~~~tl-- -

ADDRESSES 2V ) ADDRESS N Ka.sv- -,r

~
2V DATA IN STA8LE Hi-Z 2V

DATA ADO' DATA OUT VALID ADO '"
D.8V 0.8V

~ ~ ~ .A

'~
~

eE/Vpp 0.8V \
toES 'PW toEH l-tvR1 >r

'PRT •... I I-
2V U " )CE a.8V

Ftvcs-- -
VCC 6.25V

TUD111365-5

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifICations described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneousty or before Vpp and removed simultaneousty or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.
Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 ,.,.F capacitor is required across Vcc to GNO to suppress spurious
voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm at typical power supply voltages and timings.

•
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Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the EPROM are listed in Ta-
ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TTL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
OElVpp. The OElVpp power supply must be at 12.75V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the
other three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V
during the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (CE/PGM) is the power control and should be
used for device selection. Output Enable (OElVpp) is the
output control and should be used to gate data to the output
pins, independent of device selection. Assuming that ad-
dresses are stable, address access time (tACC)is equal to
the delay from CE to output (leE). Data is available at the
outputs toE after the falling edge of OE, assuming that CE
has been low and addresses have been stable for at least
tACC-toE·

Standby Mode

The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 385 mW to 0.55 mW.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the CE/PGM input. When in standby
mode, the outputs are in a high impedance state, indepen-
dent of the OE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTL
high signal to the OE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Typing
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of mUltiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE/PGM be decoded and used as the primary
device selecting function, while OElVpp be made a com-
mon connection to all devices in the array and connected to
the READ line from the system control bus.

This assures that all deselected memory devices are in their
low power standby modes and that the output pins are ac-
tive only when data is desired from a particular memory de-
vice.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 22 (OElVpp) will damage
the EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "a's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"a's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "a's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "a" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
The EPROM is in the programming mode when the OElVpp
is at 12.75V. It is required that at least a 0.1 ,..Fcapacitor be
placed across Vcc to ground to suppress spurious voltage
transients which may damage the device. The data to be
programmed is applied 8 bits in parallel to the data output
pins. The levels required for the address and data inputs are
TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the CE/PGM input. A program
pulse must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed.
The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Programming Al-
gorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is programmed
with a series of 100 ,..S pulses until it verifies good, up to a
maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will program with
a single 100 ,..S pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the CE/PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of
the programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
to the CE/PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROMs in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE/PGM all
like inputs (including OElVpp) of the parallel EPROMs may
be common. A TTL low level program pulse applied to an
EPROM's CE/PGM input with OElVpp at 12.75V will pro-
gram that EPROM. A TTL high level CE/PGM input inhibits
the other EPROMs from being programmed.



PI verny snoUiODe penormeo on me programmeo OilS to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify is accomplished with OE/Vpp and CE at VIL. Data
should be verified TDVafter the falling edge of CEo

AFTER PROGRAMMING
Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for NM27PS12 is "SFSS", where "SF" designates that
it is made by National Semiconductor, and "SS" designates
a S12K part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± O.SVto address
pin A9. Addresses A1-AS, A10-A16, and all control pins
are held at VIL. Address pin AOis held at VIL for the manu-
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The
code is read on the eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code
access is only guaranteed at 2S·C ± S·C.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.
The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-

QAfJU;;'UIQ UIIIII;i'/ IVI Qla.,UiO .,IIVUIU uo 1IIlIIIIIIUlii VI

1SW-sec/cm2.
The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table III
shows the minimum EPROM erasure time for various light
intensities.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increase as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent of the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 /LFceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 /LF bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.



Pins
CE/PGM OE/Vpp Vcc OutputsMode

Read VIL VIL 5.0V Dour

Output Disable X
VIH 5.0V HighZ

(Note 1)

Standby VIH X 5.0V HighZ

Programming VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL 6.25V Dour

Program Inhibit VIH 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Pins AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(10) (24) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 85

•
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NM27P210
1,048,576-Bit (64K x 16) Processor Oriented
CMOS EPROM

General Description
The NM27P210 is a 1024K Processor Oriented EPROM
(POPTM) configured as 64K x 16. It's designed to simplify
microprocessor interfacing while remaining compatible with
standard EPROMs. It can reduce both wait states and glue
logic when the specification improvements are taken advan-
tage of in the system design. The NM27P210 is implement-
ed in National's advanced CMOS EPROM process to pro-
vide excellent reliability and access times as fast as 120 ns.

The interface improvements address two areas to eliminate
the need for additional devices to adapt the EPROM to the
microprocessor and to eliminate wait states at the termina-
tion of the access cycle. Even with these improvements, the
NM27P210 remains compatible with industry standard
JEDEC pinout EPROMs. The maximum spec. for output
turn-off time has been reduced, eliminating the need for wait
states at the end of a read cycle. Also, the minimum spec.
for output hold time has been increased, eliminating the
need for external circuitry to hold the data.

Features
• Fast output turn-off to eliminate wait states
• Extended data hold time for microprocessor

compatibility
• High performance CMOS

- 120 ns access time
• JEDEC standard pin configuration
• Manufacturer's identification code

vcc 0---+
GND 0---+

vpp 0---+

OUTPUT ENABLE,
CHIP ENABLE, AND

PROGRAM LOGIC

Ao - A15
ADDRESS

INPUTS



Connection Diagrams
DIP PIN CONFIGURATIONS

27C280 27C240 27C220

cr~~
XXlVpp XXlVpp
cr/PGM cr

015 015 015
014 014 014
013 013 013
012 012 012
011 011 011
010 010 010
09 09 09
08 08 08

GND GND GND
07 07 07
06 06 06
05 05 05
04 04 04
03 03 03
02 02 02
01 01 01
00 ~ ~OElVpp

DIP
NM27P210

-'f.X/VPf I

-ff
-~,-~.-~,
-~2

-~,
-~o-0,
-0,
-GNO

-0,
-0,
-0,

v",-
xxIPGW -
NC-

~,-~.-~,-
~,-
~,-
~o-..-
ONO-

27C220 27C240 27C280

XX~~
Vcc Vcc
A17 A17

A16 A16 A16
A15 A15 A15
A14 A14 A14
A13 A13 A13
A12 A12 A12
All All All
AlO AlO Al0
A9 A9 Ag

GND GND GND
A8 A8 A8
A7 A7 A7
As As As
A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2
A1 Al Al
Ao Ao Ao

..-..,-..-..-
A.-
A,-.,-
~-
"'-
TL/D/11366-2

Note: Compatible EPROM pin configurations are shown in the blocks adjacent to the NM27P21 0 pins.

Commercial Temperature Range (O"Cto +70"C)
Vcc=SV±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)
NM27P210 Q, V 120 120
NM27P210 Q, V 150 150

Extended Temperature Range (- 40"C to +8S·C)
VCC = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)
NM27P210 QE, VE 120 120
NM27P210 QE, VE 150 150

Military Temperature Range ( - SS·Cto + 12S·C)
VCC = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)
NM27P210 QM 200 150

Note: Surface mount PLCC package available for commercial and extended
temperature ranges only.

Package Types: NM27P210 Q, V XXX
Q = Quartz-Windowed Ceramic DIP package
V = PLCC package
• All packages conform to JEDEC standard.
• All versions are guaranteed to function in slower applica-

tions.

AO-A15 Addresses

IT Chip Enable

DE Output Enable

00-015 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read)

NC No Connect

PLCC Pin Configuration
>'1:. l!

;;;;l~=~}~~.c,;
7::~5~~51~~~~3~~2~U;;;;;;;~;~:3! ""3
::8 1 38:: -',:
::' 37:: ""1
::10 36:: ""0
::,1 .55:: At

34:: CND
33:: Ne
32:: As
31:: "..,

::16 30:;- As

1~:;~H[~r~lt~2:~Jr~ff~tNfri,~



Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C jlndustrial I -40'Cto + 85'C I +5V I ±10%

IAll Input Voltages except A9 with Military -55'Cto +125'C +5V ±10%
Respect to Ground (Note 10) -0.6Vto +7V

Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground -0.6V to + 14V

Vcc Supply Voltage with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

ESD Protection >2000V

All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground (Note 10)

Vcc + 1.0V to GND - 0.6V

DC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

Vil Input Low Level -0.5 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOl = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -2.5mA 3.5 V

1581 Vcc Standby Current CE = Vcc ±0.3V
100 IJoA(Note 11) (CMOS)

1582 VCC Standby Current CE = VIH 1 mA

Icc Vcc Active Current CE = CE = Vll, t = 5MHz
50 mA

I/O = OmA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vcc 10 IJoA

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5 or GND -1 1 IJoA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = 5.5V or GND , -10 10 IJoA

AC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter
120 150

Units
Min Max Min Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 120 150

tCE CE to Output Delay 120 150

tOE OE to Output Delay 50 50

tOF(Note2) Output Disable to Output Float 30 30 ns
teF (Note 2) Chip Disable to Output Float 30 30

toH Output Hold trom Addresses,
(Note 2) CE or CE, Whichever 7 7

Occurred First



AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TIL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

';;5 ns
0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.8Vand2V
0.8Vand2VInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

IACC

(NOTE 3)

TLJOJ11366-4

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: m; may be delayed up to tAce - toE after the falling edge of cr without impacting tAce.

Note 4: The tOF and tcF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TAl-STATE", the measured VOHl (DC) - 0.10V:
Low to TAl-STATE, the measured Vou (DC) + 0.10V.

Note 5: TAl-STATE may be attained using ~ or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful devH=e decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ~F ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TIL Gate: IOL ~ 1.6 mA, IOH ~ -400,.A.
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.
Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns Max.

Note 11: CMOS inputs: V'L ~ GND ±0.3V, V,H ~ Vce ±0.3V.

•



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 ,.,.S

tOES OE Setup Time 1 ,.,.S

teES CE Setup Time OE = VIH 1 ,.,.S

tos Data Setup Time 1 ,.,.S

tvps Vpp Setup Time 1
~ ,.,.s

tves Vee Setup Time 1 ,.,.S

tAH Address Hold Time
.

0 ,.,.S

tOH Data Hold Time 1 ,.,.S

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay CE = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ,.,.S

toE Data Valid from OE CE = VIL 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current during CE = VIL 40 mA
Programming Pulse PGM = VIL ~.

Ice Vee Supply Current 50 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 'C

Vee Power Supply Voltage .. 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage - - 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

PROGR .• W P~~~N~-
ADDRESSES

,v ~ ADDRESS N KO.8Y

~ ItAH -
DA.TA~ OAU,IN srASLE Hi-Z DATA OUT YAllO -,lOON 'DOH

~ ~ - 'or

Vee
6.25V

tves

Vl~typP ~

CE a.8V

l-'cES-
-,v
PGW O.SY Uti -'oES1 -'0[-

I.--- ,v 11 Ior O.8V
TL/D/11366-5

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneousty or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 j.LFcapacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

Note 5: During power up the i5G'M pin must be brought high (~VIH) either coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.
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Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the EPROM are listed in Ta-
ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TIL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (GE) is the power control and should be used
for device selection. Output Enable (DE) is the output con-
trol and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that the ad-
dresses are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to
the delay from GE to output (leE). Data is available at the
outputs toE after the falling edge of DE, assuming that GE
has been low and addresses have been stable for at least
tACC-tOE·

Standby Mode
The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 275 mW to 0.55 mW.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the GE input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the DE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TIL
high signal to the DE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Tying
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has prOVideda 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:

a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.

To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while OE be made a common con-
nection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14Von the Vpp or A9 pin will damage
the EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
The EPROM is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 12.75V and DE is at VIH. It is required
that at least a 0.1 JLFcapacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc
to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied 16 bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TIL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TIL
program pulse is applied to the PGM input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 JLs pulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 JLs pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel EP-
ROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TIL pulse applied
to the PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.
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data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE all like in-
puts (including liE and PGM) of the parallel EPROM may be
common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an EP-
ROM's PGM input with CE at VIL and Vpp at 12.7SV will
program that EPROM. A TIL high level CE input inhibits the
other EPROM's from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.7SV.Vpp must be at
Vee, except during programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING
Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for the NM27P210 is "SFDS", where "SF" designates
that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "DS" desig-
nates a 1 Megabit (S4K x lS) part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ±O.SV to address
pin Ag. Addresses Al-Aa, Al0-A1S, and all control pins are
held at VIL.Address pin AOis held at VILfor the manufactur-
er's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The code is
read on the lower eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code ac-
cess is only guaranteed at 2SoC ± SOC.

sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.
The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2S37A. The integrated dose (I.e., UV intensity x
exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of lSW-
sec/cm2.

The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vcc transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 JLFceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 JLFbulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

&I



TABLE I. Modes selection

Pins
CE OE PGM Vpp Vcc Outputs

Mode

Read
VIL VIL

X
X 5.0V Dour(Note 1)

Output Disable X VIH X X 5.0V HighZ

Standby VIH X X X 5.0V HighZ

Programming VIL VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V Dour

Program Inhibit VIH X X 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Note 1: X can be VIL or VIH.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins
AO A9 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(21) (31) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 D6
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NM27P040
4, 194,304-Bit (512K x 8) Processor Oriented
CMOS EPROM

General Description
The NM27P040 is a 4096K Processor Oriented EPROM
(POPTM)configured as 512K x 8. It's designed to simplify
microprocessor interfacing while remaining compatible with
standard EPROMs. It can reduce both wait states and glue
logic when the specification improvements are taken advan-
tage of in the system design. The NM27P040 is implement-
ed in National's advanced CMOS EPROM process to pro-
vide a reliable solution and access times as fast as 120 ns.
The interface improvements address two areas to eliminate
the need for additional devices to adapt the EPROM to the
microprocessor and to eliminate wait states at the termina-
tion of the access cycle. Even with these improvements, the
NM27P040 remains compatible with industry standard
JEDEC pinout EPROMs. The time from CE or OE being
negated until the outputs are guaranteed to be in the high
impedance state has been reduced to eliminate the need
for wait states at the termination of the memory cycle and

the data-out hold time has been extended to eliminate the
need to provide data hold time for the microprocessor by
delaying control signals or latching and holding the data in
external latches.

Features
• Fast output turn off to eliminate wait states
• Extended data hold time for microprocessor

compatibility
• High performance CMOS

- 120 ns access time
• JEDEC standard pin configuration
• Manufacturer's identification code

Vcc0----+
GND0----+

vPP 0----+

AO-A 18
AOORESS

INPUTS

OE

cr/PG~

OUTPUT ENABLE,
CHIP ENABLE, ANO

PROGRA~ lOGIC

II
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C'l::Ez 27C080 27C020 27C010

A19 XXlVpp XXlVpp
A16 A16 A16
A15 A15 A15
A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6
A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2
Al Al Al
AO AO AO
00 00 00
01 01 01
02 02 02

GND GND GND

DIP
NM27P040

xx/vpp 32 Vce
A16 31 A16

A15 30 A17

A.2 • 2. A14

A7 5 28 A13

A' • 27 A8

A5 D 2' A'

A4 25 All

A3 2. Or
A2 10 23 A.O

Al 11 22 CE'/PGli
AO 12 21 0,
"0 13 20 ••
'"

14 " 05

0, 15 18 O.

GNO 16 17 0,

27C010 27C020 27C080

XX~~~M XX~~M
Vcc
A16

XX A17 A17
A14 A14 A14
A13 A13 A13
A8 A6 A8
A9 A9 A9
All All Al1
OE OE OElVpp
Al0 Al0 Al0
CE CE CE/P<Th1
07 07 07
Os Os Os
Os Os Os
04 04 04
03 03 03

Commercial Temperature Range (O'C to + 70·C)
Vcc = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)
NM27P040 Q 120 120
NM27P040 Q 150 150
NM27P040 Q 170 170

Military Temperature Range (-SS·C to + 12S·C)
Vcc = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)
NM27P040QM 150 150
NM27P040 QM 200 200

AO-A16 Addresses
CE/PGM Chip Enable/Program
OE Output Enable
00-07 Outputs
XX Don't Care (During Read)

Extended Temperature Range (- 40'C to +85"C)
Vcc = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)
NM27P040QE 150 150
NM27P040 QE 170 170

Package Types: NM27P040 QXXX
Q = Quartz-Windowed Ceramic DIP

• All packages conform to the JEDEC standard.
• All versions are guaranteed to function for slower

speeds.



::;torage I emperature - o::n, 10 -r IOV-1... 1'"UU"'"d' I =;~o~;~~~;5':'C I ~5V I IAll Input Voltages except A9 with Military ±10%

Respect to Ground (Note 10) -0.6Vto +7V

Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +14V

Vcc Supply Voltage with
Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

ESD Protection >2000V

All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground (Note 10) Vcc +1.0VtoGND -0.6V

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics Over operating range with Vpp = VCC

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.2 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -2.5mA 3.5 V

1581 Vcc Standby Current (CMOS) CE = Vcc ± 0.3V
100 /LA

(Note 11)

1582 Vcc Standby Current CE = VIH 1 mA

Icc Vcc Active Current CE = DE = VIL. I/O = 0 mA
30 mA

f = 5 MHz

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vcc
.

10 /LA.
Vpp Vpp Read Voltage Vcc - 0.4 Vcc V

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND -1 1 /LA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = 5.5V or GND -10 10 /LA

AC Electrical Characteristics Over operating range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol
120 150 170 250

Parameter Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 120 150 170 250

tCE CE to Output Delay 120 150 170 250

tOE DE to Output Delay 50 50 50 50

tOF Output Disable to 35
25 25 25

(Note 2) Output Float ns

teF Chip Disable to 35
30 30 30

(Note 2) Output Float

toH Output Hold from Addresses. CE or OE.
7 7 7 7

(Note 2) Whichever Occurred First



AC Test Conditions
Output Load

Input Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

1 TTL Gate and
CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

:>:5 ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.8Vand2V
0.8Vand2V

2.0V

O.BV

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: OE: may be delayed up to tAce - toe after the falling edge of CE without impacting tAce.

Note 4: The toF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TAl-STATE", the measured VOHl (DC) - O.10V;
Low to TAl-STATE, the measured Vall (DC)-+ O.10V.

Note 5: TAl-STATE may be attained using 01" or CE.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 J.lF ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TIL Gate: IOL - 1.6 mA, 10H - - 400 I'A.
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns Max.

Note 11: CMOS input: V'L - GND ±O.3V, V,H - Vce ±O.3V.





Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3 & 4)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time = = 1 ,..s

tOES DE Setup Time 1 ,..s

tos Data Setup Time 1 ,..s

tvps Vpp Setup Time
"'"

1 ,..s

tves Vee Setup Time ,{ ~
1 ,..s

tAH Address Hold Time . ~. 0 ,..s

tOH Data Hold Time 1 ,..s

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay Cl:/PGM = VIH 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ,..s

toE Data Valid from DE Cl:/PGM = VIH 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current during
Cl:/PGM = VIL 30 mA

Programming Pulse

Ice Vee Supply Current 30 mA

Temperature Ambient
-

30 ·CTA 20 25

Vee Power Supply Voltage
, .,-

6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage whtch may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. eare must be taken when switching the Vpp
suppty to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 ~F capacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verity are tested with the fast Progam Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

Note 5: During power up the 'CE/PG''M pin must be brought high (,::<=VIH)either coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.





ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TTL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (CE/PGM) is the power control and should be
used for device selection. Output Enable (CE) is the output
control and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses
are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to the delay
from cr to output (leE). Data is available at the outputs toE
after the falling edge of CE, assuming that CE/PGM has
been low and addresses have been stable for at least tACC-
toE·

Standby Mode

The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from of 165 mW to
0.55 mW. The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by
applying a CMOS high signal to the CE/PGM input. When in
standby mode, the outputs are in a high impedance state,
independent of the CE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTL
high signal to the 0\: input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Typing
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE/JiG'M be decoded and used as the primary
device selecting function, while C5t be made a common
connection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the
EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be pre-

The EPROM is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 12.75V and CE is at VIH. It is required
that at least a 0.1 JLFcapacitor be placed across Vpp, VCC
to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied S bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the CE/PGM input. A program
pulse must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 JLspulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 JLspulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the CE/PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
to the CE/PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROMs in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE/JiG'M all
like inputs (including 0\:) of the parallel EPROMs may be
common. A TTL low level program pulse applied to an
EPROM's CE/PGM input with Vpp at 12.75V will program
that EPROM. A TTL high level cr/PGM input inhibits the
other EPROMs from being programmed.

Program Verify

A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
Vcc, except dUring programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING
Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for NM27P040 is "SFOS",where "SF" designates that



Functional Description (Continued)

it is made by National Semiconductor, and "08" designates tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
a 4 Megabit (512K x 8) part. symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± 0.5V to address nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A18, and all control pins suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.
are held at VIL. Address pin AOis held at VIL for the manu- SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The The power switching characteristics of EPROMs requirecode is read on the eight data pins, 00-07' Proper code
access is only guaranteed at 25·C ± 5·C. careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,

has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that.era- and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave- age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores- loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range. peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling

The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex- capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,...Fceramic

posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave- capacitor be used on every device between Vcc and GND.

length of 2537A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity X This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent

exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 ,...Fbulk electrolytic

15W-sec/cm2. capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each

The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-

tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
tubes which should be removed before erasure. caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one Mode Selection
inch. The erasure time increase as the square of the dis- The modes of operation of the NM27P040 are listed in Ta-tance from the lamp. (If distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. ble I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read mode.

When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the All inputs are TTL levels except for Vpp and A9 for device

lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer- signature.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Pins
CE/PGM OE Vpp Vcc Outputs

Mode

Read VIL VIL X 5.0V DOUT
(Note 1)

Output Disable X VIH X 5.0V HighZ

Standby VIH X X 5.0V HighZ

Programming VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V DIN
Program Verify VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DOUT
Program Inhibit VIH VIH 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Note 1: X can be V,L or VH

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(12) (26) (21) (20) (19) (18) (17) (15) (14) (13) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 08
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NMC87C257
262, 144-Bit (32K X 8) CMOS EPROM
with On-Chip Address Latches
General Description
The NMC87C257 is a CMOS EPROM, ideally suited for ap-
plications where fast turnaround, pattern experimentation
and low power consumption are important requirements.

The NMC87C257 has latched addresses for direct interfac-
ing with address/data multiplexed microprocessors and mi-
crocontrollers. The AO-A7 pins can be tied to the respec-
tive 00-07 pins and then bused to the microprocessor or
microcontroller directly. No latch device is needed for inter-
facing.

The part is designed to operate with a single +5V power
supply with ± 10% tolerance.

The part is packaged in a 28-pin dual-in-line package with a
quartz window or PLCC. The quartz window allows the user
to expose the chip to ultraviolet light to erase the bit pattern.
A new pattern can then be written electrically into the device
by following the programming procedure. The PLCC is not
erasable.

This EPROM is fabricated with National's proprietary CMOS
double-poly silicon gate technology.

Features
• Address latches for direct interfacing with address/data

multiplexed microprocessors
• Low CMOS power consumption:

- Active power: 110 mW max
- Standby power: 0.55 mW max

• Pin compatible with standard 256K EPROM
• Fast and reliable programming
• TTL, CMOS compatible inputs/outputs
• TRI-STATE~ output
• Manufacturer's identification code for automatic pro-

gramming control use NMC27C256B PGM Algorithm
• High current CMOS level output drivers

y
Y GATINGDECODER

~
~

AD - AI. ~
ADDRESS ~

INPUTS ~
~ X 262,lH-BIT~ DECODER CELL ~ATRIX

Vee0-----+

GND 0-----+

OE

CE/PG~

DATA OUTPUTS 00 - 07_____ .A- ,
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Dual-In-llne Package ....••

27C256 27C256

Vpp Vpp/ALE 1 28 VC(; Vcc
A12 A12 2 27 A14 A14
A7 A7 3 26 A13 A13
A6 A6 4 25 A8 A8
A5 AS 5 24 A9 A9
A4 M 6 23 All A11
A3 AS 7 22 OE OE
A2 A2 8 21 Al0 A10
A1 Al 9 20 CE!PGN CE/PGM
AO AO 10 19 07 07
00 00 11 18 06 06
01 01 12 17 05 05
02 02 13 16 04 04

GND GNO 14 15 03 03

TL/D/ll012-2
Note: Socket compatible 27C256 EPROM pin configuration is shown in the block adjacent to the NMC67C257 pins.

PlCC Pin Configuration

~
N ~ tl:! ..,•... :c Q.U :c..• > z > ..•

A6 5 A8

A5 6 A9

A4 7 All

A3 8 HC

A2 9 DE
Al 10 Al0

AO 11 CE/PGW
HC 12 07

00 13 06

14 Note: Leadfess or
Leaded, Plastic or

0 N Q U .., ~ on Ceramic Package0 z z 0 0 0

'" TL/DI11012-8

Top

Symbol Description

AO-A14 Addresses

CE Chip Enable

DE Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

ALE Address Latch Enable

Vpp ProgrammingSupply

Vcc Power Supply

GND Ground

NC No Connection

Commercial Temperature Range (erC to +7erC)
Vcc = 5V ± 10%

Parameter/Order Access
Number Time (ns)

NMC87C257Q150, V150 150
NMC87C257Q200, V200 200

Extended Temperature Range (- 4erC to +85·C)
Vcc = 5V ± 10%

Parameter/Order Access
Number Time (ns)

NMC87C257QE150 150
NMC87C257QE200 200

•
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Temperature under Bias -65'C to + 150'C Lead Temperature
Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C (Soldering, 10 Seconds) 300'C

Vcc Supply Voltages ESD Rating
with Respect to Ground + 7.0V to -0.6V (Mil Spec 883C, Method 3015.2) 1700V

All Input Voltages except A9
Operating Conditions (Note 3)with Respect to Ground (Note 2) +6.5Vto -0.6V

All Output Voltages with Respect Vcc Power Supply 5V ±10%
to Ground (Note 2) Vcc + 1.0VtoGND -0.6V Temperature Range

Commercial O'Cto +70'C
Extended - 40'C to + 85'C

READ OPERATION
DC Electrical Characteristics .

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

III Input Load Current VIN = VCC or GND 0.01 1.0 /LA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = VCC or GND, CE = VIH 0.01 1.0 /LA

ICC1 Vcc Current (Active) ALE = VIH, f = 5 MHz
15 30 mA

(Note 4) TILlnputs All Inputs = VIH or VIL, I/O = 0 mA

ICC2 Vcc Current (Active) ALE = Vcc, f = 5 MHz
10 20 mA(Note 4) CMOS Inputs All Inputs = VCC or GND, I/O = 0 mA

ICCSB1 Vcc Current (Standby) Switching CE = VIH, ALE = VIH 10 12 mA
TIL Inputs Stable CE = VIH, ALE = VIL 0.3 1 mA

ICCSB2 Vcc Current (Standby) Switching CE = Vcc, ALE = Vcc 8 10 mA
CMOS Inputs

Stable CE = Vcc, ALE = GND 50 100 /LA

Ipp Vpp Load Current Vpp = Vcc 10 /LA

VIL Input Low Voltage I -0.2 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage
,

2.0 VCC + 1 V

VOL1 Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.40 V

VOH1 Output High Voltage IOH = -2.5mA 3.5 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage I • IOL = 10/LA ! . 0.1 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = -10/LA Vcc - 0.1 V

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational section of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.QV for 20 ns Max.

Note 3: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended thar at least a 0.1 IJ-Fceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 4: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.



NMC87C257

Symbol Parameter Conditions 150, 200 Units

Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address Access Time cr = DE = VIL 150 200 ns

teE Chip Enable Access Time OE = VIL 150 200 ns

tLL Chip Deselect Width 30 50 ns

tAL Address to ALE Latch Set-Up 5 15 ns

tLA Address Hold from ALE Latch 20 30 ns

toE Output Enable to Output Valid cr = VIL 50 75 ns

tLOE ALE to Output Enable 20 30 ns

teF Chip Disable to Output OE = VIL
0 50 0 55 ns

(Note 1) in HighZ

tOF Output Disable to cr = VIL
0 50 0 55 ns

(Note 1) Output in High Z

toH Output Hold from Addresses, "

cr or DE, whichever 0 0 ns
occurred first

•
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Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 6 12 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TTL Gate and

Cl = 100 pF (Note 7)

:>:5 ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.8Vand2V
0.8V and 2VInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

V1H
ADDRESSES

VIL

icE
(NOTE 2)

Note 1: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 2: OE may be delayed up to tACC - toE after the falling edge of cr without impacting tACC.

Note 3: The tDF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATE. the measured VOHl (DC) - O.lOV;
Low to TRI-STATE, the measured Vall (DC) + 0.10V.

Note 4: TRI-STATE may be attained using m: or cr.
Note 5: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decQupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 "",Fceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 6: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 7: 1 TTL Gate: IOL ~ 1.6 mA, IOH ~ -400 pA
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 8: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.



.
tAS Address Setup Time 1 I-'s

toES DE Setup Time • 1 I-'s

tos Data Setup Time 1 I-'s

tyPS Vpp Setup Time 1 I-'s

tyCS Vee Setup Time 1 I-'s

tAH Address Hold Time 0 I-'s

tOH Data Hold Time - J' 1 I-'s

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 I-'s

toE Data Valid from DE DE = VIL 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current CE = VIL 30 mA
during Programming Pulse DE = VIH

Ice Vee Supply Current 10 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

Vee Power Supply Voltage , 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage . 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage I 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage A, 0.8 1.5 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage
, ,. 0.8 1.5 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms
PROGRA~

PROGRA~ VERIFY
-

ADDRESSES 02~v ) ADDRESS N K- "
~

I tAN --
DATA ~

DATA IN STABLE Hi-Z DATA OUT VALID -ADD H AOD H

~ ~ . -10,

Vee
6.25V "

tvcs

Vl~
- "pp ~

~
CE/PG~ 02~v bd -

-10[51-10,-
DE 2V " Io.sv

" TL/D/II012-4

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to ypp or Ycc.
Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when SWitching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 JA-F capacitor is required across Vpp, Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

•



FIGURE 1
Note 1: Programming and program verily are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.



Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The seven modes of operation of the NMC87C257 are list-
ed in Table I. It should be noted that all inputs for the seven
modes are at TTL levels. The power supplies required are
Vcc and Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V
during the three programming modes, and must be at 5V in
the other modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V
during the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other
modes.

Read Mode
The NMC87C257 has a chip enable (CE) and an output
enable (OE), both of which must be logically active in order
to obtain data at the outputs. Chip Enable (cr) is the power
control and should be used for device selection. Output En-
able (OE) is the output control and should be used to gate
data to the output pins, independent of device selection.
Assuming that addresses are stable, address access time
(tACC),is equal to the delay from cr to omput (teE). Data is
available at the outputs toE after the falling edge of OE,
assuming that cr has been low and addresses have been
stable for at least tACC - toE'
The sense amps are clocked for fast access time. Vcc
should therefore be maintained at operating voltage during
read and verify. If Vcc temporarily drops below the spec.
voltage (but not to ground) an address transition must be
performed after the drop to insure proper output data.

Address Latch Operation

The NMC87C257 has an Address Latch Enable (ALE) pin
which latches the address inputs on a negative transition.
Addresses must be stable for the address setup time (tAU
before the ALE transition, and they must hold for the ad-
dress hold time (tLAl after the transition. After the hold time
has transpired the address drive can be removed from the
address input pins and the bus can be used for other sig-
nals. The ALE pin is a feed-through latch and the part will
operate as a normal unlatched device when the ALE pin is
held high.
An important application for the NMC87C257 is memory in
an address/data multiplexed microprocessor system. In an
8 bit system the low order memory address pins, AO-A7,
can be tied to the respective memory output pins, 00-07
and run on an 8-bit bus to the ADO-AD7 pins of the micro-
processor. This reduces the bus width and it can be done
without adding an address latch interface device. In this ap-
plication the Output Enable (OE) pin should be held high
until after the address hold time (tLAl has transpired, to
avoid bus contention.

Standby Mode
The NMC87C257 has a standby mode which reduces the
active power dissipation by over 99%, from 110 mW to
0.55 mW. The NMC87C257 is placed in the standby mode
by applying a CMOS high signal to the cr input and a
CMOS low signal to the ALE input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the OE input.

Output OR-Tying

Because NMC87C257s are usually used in larger memory
arrays, National has provided a 3-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 3-line control function allows for:
a. the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b. complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these control lines, it is recommend-
ed that cr and ALE be decoded and used as the primary
device selecting functions while OE be made a common
connection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

ProgrammIng

CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the
NMC87C257.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the NMC87C257
are in the "1" state. Data is introduced by selectively pro-
grammings "Os" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"Os" will be programmed, both "1s" and "Os" can be pres-
ent in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a "1"
is by untraviolet light erasure.
The NMC87C257 is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 12.75V and OE is at VIH. It is required
that at least a 0.1 J'oFcapacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc
to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied 8 bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the cr input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The NMC87C257 is programmed with the Fast
ProgrammingAlgorithm shown in Figure 1.Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 J'ospulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 J'ospulse. The NMC87C257 must
not be programmed with a DC signal applied to the cr in-
put. •



Functional Description (Continued)
TABLE I. Mode Selection

Pins CE OE Vpp/ALE Vcc Outputs
Mode (20) (22) (1) (28) (11-13,15-19)

Read VIL VIL VIH 5V Dour
Latched VIL VIL VIL 5V Dour
Standby VIH Don't Care VIL 5V Hi-Z
Output Disable Don't Care VIH VIH 5V Hi-Z
Program VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V DIN
Program Verify VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V Dour
Program Inhibit VIH VIH 12.75V 6.25V Hi-Z

Programming multiple NMC87C257s in parallel with the (A). It should be noted that sunlight and certain types of
same data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity fluorescent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A
of the programming requirements. Like inputs of the paral- range. After programming, opaque labels should be placed
leled NMC87C257 may be connected together when they over the NMC87C257 window to prevent unintentional era-
are programmed with the same data. A low level TTL sure. Covering the window will also prevent temporary func-
pulse applied to the CE input programs the paralleled tional failure due to the generation of photo currents.
NMC87C257. The recommended erasure procedure for the NMC87C257
Program Inhibit is exposure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-

Programming multiple NMC87C257s in parallel with differ- length of 2537 Angstroms (A). The integrated dose (I.e., UV

ent data is also easily accomplished. Except CE, all like intensity x exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum

inputs (including OE) of the parallel NMC87C257s may be of 15 W-sec/cm2.

common. A TTL low level program pulse applied to an The NMC87C257 should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
NMC87C257 CE input with Vpp at 12.75V will program that tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
NMC87C257. A TTL high level CE input inhibits the other tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table III
NMC87C257 from being programmed. shows the minimum NMC87C257 erasure time for various

light intensities.
Program Verify An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to distance from lamp to unit should be maintained at one inch.
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The The erasure time increases as the square of the distance. (If
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at distance is doubled the erasure time increases by a factor of
Vee except during programming and program verify. 4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. When a lamp is
Manufacturer's Identification Code changed, the distance has changed, or the lamp has aged,

The NMC87C257 has a manufacturer's identification code the system should be checked to make certain full erasure

to aid in programming. When the device is inserted in an is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause symptoms that
can be misleading. Programmers, components, and evenEPROM programmer socket, the programmer reads the system designs have been erroneously suspected when in-code and then automatically calls up the specific program- complete erasure was the problem.

ming algorithm for the part. This automatic programming
control is only possible with programmers which have the SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
capability of reading the code. The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II, careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and the device type. has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
The code for NMC87C257 is "8F04", where "8F" desig- signer-the standby current level, the active current level,
nates that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "04" and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
designates a 256K part. age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
The code is accessed by applying 12.0V ± 0.5V to address sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A14, and all control pins loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
are held at VIL and Vpp/ ALE is held at VIH. Address pin AO peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
is held at VIL for the manufacturer's code, and held at VIH capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 JLFceramic
for the device code. The code is read on the eight data pins, capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
00-07. Proper code access is only guaranteed at 25'C ± This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
5'C. inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 JLFbulk electrolytic

capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
The erasure characteristics of the NMC87C257 are such where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
that erasure begins to occur when exposed to light with pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
wavelengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.



Functional Description (Continued)

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins
AO 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex

(10) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 04

TABLE III. Minimum NMC87C257 Erasure Time

Light Intensity Erasure Time
(Mlcro-Watts/cm2) (Minutes)

15,000 20

10,000 25

5,000 50

•
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General Description
National Semiconductor's family of Low Voltage EPROMs
are devices with low power consumption for power sensitive
systems. Specifically, hand held and portable battery oper-
ated products.

NM27LV512
NM27LV010
NM27LV210

Packages
Q,V,T
Q,V,T

V,F

National's family of Low Voltage EPROMs includes mid to
high density, high performance devices.

Temperature Ranges'
C,E,M
C,E,M
C,E,M

Improved tOF/tOH
Y
Y
Y

National Memory

EPROM

Low Voltage

Memory Configuration
512 = 64kxB
010 = 12BkxB
210 = 64kx16

IrJ E 1201 Lspeed

Operating Temperature Range
No Entry = O'Cto + 70'C

E = -40'Cto +B5'C
M = -55'C to + 125'C

Package
Q = Quartz Window Ceramic
V = PLCC(OTP)
T= TSOP
F = TQFP (10 x 10 x 1.4)
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NM27LV512
524,288-Bit (64k X 8) Low Voltage EP~OM

General Description
The NM27LV512 is a high performance Low Voltage
Electrical Programmable Read Only Memory. It is manufac-
tured using National's latest 1.21JoCMOS split gate SVG
EPROM technology. This technology allows the part to op-
erate at speeds as fast as 200 ns over commercial tempera-
ture (O°Cto 70°C), and 250 ns over industrial temperatures
(-40°C to +85°C).
This Low Voltage and Low Power EPROM is designed with
power sensitive handheld and portable battery products in
mind. This allows for code storage of firmware for
applications like notebook computers, palm top computers,
cellular phones, and HDD.
National still maintains its commitment to high quality and
reliability with EPI processing on the NM27LV512. Latch-up
immunity is guaranteed for stresses up to 200 mA on ad-
dress and data pins from -W to Vee + 0.3V. ESD
protection is guaranteed to 2000V.
Small outline packages are just as critical to portable appli-
cations as Low Voltage and Low Power. National
Semiconductor has forseen this need and provides win-

dowed LCC for prototyping and software development,
PLCC for production runs, and TSOP for PC board space
sensitive users.
The NM27LV512 is one member of National's growing Low
Voltage product family.

Features
• 3.0V to 5.5V operation
• 200 ns access time
• Low current operation

- 15 mA Ice Active Current @ 5 MHz
- 20 IJoAIce Standby Current @ 5 MHz

• Ultra Low Power operation
- 50 IJoWStandby Power @ 3.3V
- 50 mW Active Power @ 3.3V

• Surface mount package options
-28-pin DIP
- 32-pin PLCC
- 32-pin TSOP

•



A16 A16 A16 A16
A15 A15 A15 A15 Vpp
A12 A12 A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6 As A6
A5 A5 A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2 A2 A2
A1 A1 A1 A1 A1
Ao Ao AO Ao AO
00 00 00 00 00
01 01 01 01 01
02 02 02 02 02

GND GND GND GND GND

- ...•, vcc-- ...•, ..... -
-'7 ...•,-
- ... ...--
-As ...--
-'. ....,-
-', O£/Vpp -

-', 21 ...•,-
- ...• cr/PGii-
-Ag 0,-

-"0 0.-

-"t 0,-

-0, 0.--

-GND 0,--

XX/PGM XX/PGM A1S A1S

Vcc XX An An An
A14 A14 A14 A14 A14
A13 A13 A13 A13 A13
As As As As As
Ag Ag Ag Ag Ag
All All All All All
OE OE OE OE ~lVpp
A10 A10 AlO AlO AlO

~/PGM ~ ~ ~/PGM ~/PGM
07 07 07 07 07
06 06 06 06 06
05 05 05 05 05
04 04 04 04 04
03 03 03 03 03

AO-A15 Addresses

CE Chip Enable

DE Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read)

4 3 2 1 32 31 30... ,. ...
As 2. •••
•..• 27 .•.. ,

"'3 26 He

'&'2 25 O'E/Vpp

•••• 10 ,. ••••,

Ag 11 cr/PC"
HC 12 0,"0 0.

Package Types: NM27LV512
Q = Ceramic DIP Package
V = PLCC Package
T = TSOP Package

TSOP

OE/Vpp 32 HC

HC 31 .10

.11 30 cr
•• " 07

•• 2. O •

Al3 27 05

." 26 "Vcc 25 03

HC ,. GHO

.15 10 " 02

'12 11 22 01

A7 12 21 00

•• 13 20 AO

AS ,. 19 AI

•• 15 IS "
" 16 17 HC

TUD/11375-B

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)'

NM27LV512Q, V, T, 200 200

NM27LV512 Q, V, T, 250 250

NM27LV512 Q, V, T, 300 300

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)'

NM27LV512 QE, VE, TE 250 250

NM27LV512 QE, VE, TE 300 300



Storage Temperature

All Input Voltages Except A9 with
Respect to Ground

Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground

(MIL ::>to. tltl::l, MetnoO ::lUl :>.l!) .;.> It-UUUV

All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground Vcc + 1.0V to GND -0.6V-0.6Vto +7V

-0.7Vto +14V

Range Temperature Vcc Tolerance

Comm'l O·Cto +70·C 3.3V ±0.3V

Industrial -40·Cto ,85·C 3.3V ±0.3V

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.3 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level - 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 V

VOL1 Output Low Voltage (TTL) IOL = 2.0mA 0.4 V

VOHl Output High Voltage (TTL) IOH = -2.0mA 2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage (CMOS) IOL = 100/LA -~ 0.2 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage (CMOS) IOH = -100/LA Vcc - 0.3 V

I5Bl Vcc Standby Current (CMOS) CE = Vcc ±0.3V 20 /LA

I5B2 Vcc Standby Current (TTL) CE = VIH 100 /LA

ICCl Vcc Active Current CE = ITE = VIL I f = 5 MHz 15 mA

ICC2 Vcc Active Current CE = GND, f = 5 MHz
CMOS Inputs Inputs = Vcc or GND, I/O = 0 mA 15 mA

C, I Temp Ranges

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = VCC 10 /LA

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage Vcc - 0.7 Vcc V

III Input Load Current VIN = 3.3V or GND -1 1 /LA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = 3.3V or GND -1 1 /LA

Symbol Parameter
200 250 300

Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output
200 250 300

Delay

teE CE to Output Delay 200 250 300

toE ITE to Output Delay 75 100 120

tOF Output Disable to ns

Output Float
0 60 0 60 0 105

toH Output Hold from
Addresses, CE or OE, 0 0 0
Whichever Occurred First

•



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN1 Input Capacitance VIN = OV 6 12 pF
exceptOElVpp

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

CIN2 OElVpp Input VIN = OV
20 25 pF

Capacitance

AC Test Conditions
Output Load

Input Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

CE 2.0V
O.SV

OE/Vpp
2.0V
O.SV

2.0V
OUTPUT

O.BV

1 TIL Gate and
CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

,,;5 ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level (Note 9)
Inputs 0.8V and 2V
Outputs 0.8V and 2V

TL/D/11375-5

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absotute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: OE: maybe delayedup to tACC- toE after the fallingedgeof cr withoutimpactingtACC.
Not. 4: The tOF and teF compare level is determined as follows:

Highto TAl-STATE,the measuredVOHI (DC) - 0.10V;
Lowto TAl-STATE.the measuredVou (DC) + 0.10V.

Note 5: TAl-STATEmaybe attainedusingOE: or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ILF ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 7: The outputsmustbe restrictedto Vcc + 1.0Vto avoid latCh-upanddevicedamage.
Note 8: 1 TIL Gate:10L- 1.6mA, 10H- -400 ".A.

CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.
Nole II: Inputsand outputscan undershootto - 2.0Vlor 20 ns Max.



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1 and 2)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 "'S
toES DE Setup Time ~ 1 "'S
tos Data Setup Time 1 "'s

tves Vee Setup Time 1 "'S
tAH Address Hold Time 0 "'S
tOH Data Hold Time 1 "'S
teF Chip Enable to Output Float Delay C5E = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 "'S
toEH C5EHold Time 1 "'S
tov Data Valid from CE C5E = VIL 250 ns

tpRT DE Pulse Rise Time
50

during Programming
ns

tVR Vpp Recovery Time 1 "'S
Ipp Vpp Supply Current during CE = VIL

30 mA
Programming Pulse C5E = Vpp

Ice Vee Supply Current 50 mA

TR Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 'C

Vee Power Supply Voltage 6 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 0' 2.4 4 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2 V

Programming Waveforms
PROGRAW P~~~~r~W_

ADDRESSES ~ Klli.J ADDRESSN

~
..

2V OAUIHSUBLE Hi-Z 2V
DATA DATA OUT VALID ADO H

0.8V ADO 101 0.8V

~ ~ ~ .A

'~
~

OE/Vpp O,8V \
~ t,w 'oEH I...-tvR

1
t,RT ••.• I I

CE
2V It-J "' JO.8V

Vcc

Ftvcs-

6.2SV

TUD/11375-6

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: VCC must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc,

Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 ,...F capacitor is required across Vcc to GND to suppress spurious
voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm at typical power supply voltages and timings.

•
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Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the EPROM are listed in
Table I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes
are at TTL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
OElVpp. The ~lVpp power supply must be at 12.75V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and must be at 3.3V in
the other three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at
6.25V during the three programming modes, and at 3.3V in
the other three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (cr) is the power control and should be used
for device selection. Output Enable (OE"lVpp) is the output
control and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses
are stable, address access time (tACC)is equal to the delay
from cr to output (teE). Data is available at the outputs toE
after the falling edge of OE, assuming that cr has been low
and addresses have been stable for at least tAcc-toE.

Standby Mode
The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 44 mW to 110 ".W.
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a
CMOS high signal to the cr input. When in standby mode,
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of
the OE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTL
high signal to the OE input. When in output disable all
circuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Tying

Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that cr be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while OElVpp be made a common
connection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus.

This assures that all deselected memory devices are in their
low power standby modes and that the output pins are ac-
tive only when data is desired from a particular memory de-
vice.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 22 (OElVpp) will damage
the EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
The EPROM is in the programming mode when the OElVpp
is at 12.75V. It is required that at least a 0.1 ".F capacitor be
placed across Vcc to ground to suppress spurious voltage
transients which may damage the device. The data to be
programmed is applied 8 bits in parallel to the data output
pins. The levels required for the address and data inputs are
TTL.

When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the cr input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed.
The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Programming Al-
gorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is programmed
with a series of 100 ".S pulses until it verifies good, up to a
maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will program with
a single 100 ".S pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the cr input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of
the programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
to the cr input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple EPROMs in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for cr all like in-
puts (including OElVpp) of the parallel EPROMs may be
common. A TTL low level program pulse applied to an
EPROM's cr input with OElVpp at 12.75V will program
that EPROM. A TTL high level cr input inhibits the other
EPROMs from being programmed.

•



A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify is accomplished with OElVpp and CE at VIL. Data
should be verified TDVafter the falling edge of CE.
AFTER PROGRAMMING

Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE

The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for NM27LVS12 is "8F8S", where "8F" designates
that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "8S" desig-
nates a S12k part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± O.SVto address
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A1S, and all control pins
are held at VIL. Address pin AOis held at VIL for the manu-
facturer's code, ~nd held at VIH for the device code. The
code is read on the eight data pins, 00-07' Proper code
access is only guaranteed at 2S'C ± S'C.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-400oA range.

p"" •••••••••• , •••• ~ •••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "~I ••• "111\.111 11g.~ g. •• ay'O~

length of 2S37 A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity x
exposure time) for erasure should be minimum of
1SW-sec/cm2.
The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increase as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent of the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 fLFceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 fLF bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.



Mode Selection
The modes of operation of the NM27LV512 are listed in Table I. A single 3.3V power supply is required in the read mode. All
inputs are TIL levels excepts for Vpp and A9 for device signature.

Pins
CE OE/Vpp Vcc Outputs

Mode

Read VIL VIL 3.3V Dour

Output Disable X
VIH 3.3V HighZ

(Note 1)

Standby VIH X 3.3V HighZ

Programming VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL 6.25V Dour

Program Inhibit VIH 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Pins
AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex

(10) (24) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 85

•
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NM27LV010
1,048,576-Bit (128k X 8) Low Voltage EPROM
General Description
The NM27LV010 is a high performance Low Voltage Electri-
cally Programmable Read Only Memory. It is manufactured
using National's latest 0.8,.,. CMOS split gate AMGTM
EPROM technology. This technology allows the part to op-
erate at speeds as fast as 1S0 ns over Industrial tempera-
tures (- 40·C to +8S·C).

This Low Voltage and Low Power EPROM is designed with
power sensitive hand held and portable battery products in
mind. This allows for code storage of firmware for applica-
tions like notebook computers, palm top computers, cellular
phones, and HOD.

Small outline packages are just as critical to portable appli-
cations as Low Voltage and Low Power. National Semicon-
ductor has foreseen this need and provides windowed LCC
for prototyping and software development, PLCC for pro-
duction runs, and TSOP for PC board sensitive applications.

The NM27LV010 is one member of National's growing Low
Voltage product Family.

Features
• 3.0V to 3.6V operation
• 1S0 ns access time
• Low current operation

- 1S mA lee active current @ S MHz
- 20 ,.,.A Ice standby current @ S MHz

• Ultra low power operation
- 66 ,.,.W standby power @ 3.3V
- SO mW active power @ 3.3V

• Surface mount package options
- 32-pin TSOP
- 32-pin PLCC

Vet <>--+
GND <>--+
V,., <>--+

OUTPUT ENABI.£.

CHIP ENABlE. AND
PROGRAM LOCtC

AD-Al6
ADDRESS

INPUTS



A.

A3

A2 10

~ 11

Ao 12

00

~.
28 ~3
27 As
26 As
25 ~1
H OE

25 ~O
22 CE

~

Commercial Temperature Range (O"C to + 70·C)
Vcc = 3.3 ± 0.3

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27LV010 C, V, T 150 150

NM27LV010 C, V, T 200 200

NM27L V01 0 C, V, T 250 250

AO-A16 Addresses

CE Chip Enable

OE Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read) .
Vpp Programming Voltage

A9 51 A10

A8 30 cr
A13 29 07

A14 28 06

NC 27 05

PGM 26 04

Vcc 8x20 MM 25 05

Vpp
TSOP

24 vss
A16 10 23 02

A15 11 22 01

A12 12 21 00

A7 13 20 AO

A6 14 19 Al

A5 15 18 A2

A4 16 17 A3

TL/D/11377-2

Top View

Industrial Temperature Range (- 40·C to + 8S·C)
Vcc = 3.3 ± 0.3

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27LV010CE, VE, TE 150

NM27LV010CE, VE, TE 200

NM27LV010CE, VE, TE 250

Package Types: NM27LV010 C, V, T
C = Quam-Windowed LCC Package
V = PLCC
T = TSOP

• All packages conform to the JEDEC standard.

• All versions are guaranteed to function for slower speeds.

• Consult the NSC Sales office on new released products
and packages.

• Consult the NSC representative for custom products for
your specific application.



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Range
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,

Range Temperature Vcc Toleranceplease contact the National Semiconductor Sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Commercial O·Cto +70·C 3.3V ±0.3V
Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C Industrial -40·Cto +85·C 3.3V ±0.3V

All Input Voltages except A9 with
Respect to Ground (Note 10) -0.6Vto +7V

Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground -0.6V to + 14V

Vcc Supply Voltage with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

ESD Protection >2000V

All Output Voltages with Vcc+1.OV
Respect to Ground (Note 10) toGND - 0.6V

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.3 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vcc + 0.3 V

VOL1 Output Low Voltage (TIL) IOL = 2.0 mA 0.4 V

VOH1 Output High Voltage (TIL) IOH = -2.0mA 2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL = 100 !-LA 0.2 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage (CMOS) IOH = -100 !-LA Vcc - 0.3

1561 Vcc Standby Current CE = Vcc ±0.3V
20 !-LA(CMOS)

1562 Vcc Standby Current(TIL) CE:. VIH 100 !-LA

Icc Vcc Active Current CE = OE = VIL, t = 5 MHz
15 mA

I/O = o !-LA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp'= Vcc 10 !-LA

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage Vcc - 0.7 Vcc V

III Input Load Current VIN = 3.OV or GND 1 !-LA

ILO Output Leakage Current Your = 3.OV or GND -1 1 !-LA

AC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter
150 200 250

Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Outpu\ Delay 150 200 250

tCE CE to Output Delay 150 200 250

toE DE to Output Delay 65 70 75

tOF Output Disable to Output Float
50 50 50 ns

(Note 2)

toH Output Hold trom Addresses,
(Note 2) CE or DE, Whichever 0 0 0

Occurred First



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 9 15 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 12 15 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TTL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)
,;;5 ns

0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
OutputsInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

0.8Vand2V
0.8Vand2V

TL/D/11377-3

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operations sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliabilrty.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Nole 3: OC may be delayedup to IACC- teE after Ihe fallingedgeof ~ without impactingtACC'
Note 4: The toF and teF compare level is determined as follows:

Highto TRI-STATE•• the measuredVOHl (DC) - O.lOV;
Low 10 TRI-STATE,the measuredVOll (DC) + O.lOV.

Nole 5: TRI-5TATEmaybe attainedusingOC or~.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.2 ILF ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch·up and device damage.

Nole 8: 1 TIL Gate: IOL= 1.6mA, IOH= -400I'-A.
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns Max.



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 J.l.s

toES OE Setup Time 1 J.l.s

teES cr Setup Time 1 J.l.s

tos Data Setup Time 1 J.l.s

tvps Vpp Setup Time 1 J.l.s

tves Vee Setup Time 1 ,.,.5

tAH Address Hold Time 0 J.l.s

tOH Data Hold Time 1 J.l.s

tOF Output Enable to Output cr/PGM = V,L
0 60 nsFloat Delay

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ,.,.5

toE Data Valid from m: CE/PGM= V,L 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current cr/PGM = V,L
20 mAduring Programming Pulse

Ice Vee Supply Current 20 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

Vee Power Supply Voltage 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage -- 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage -- - 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveform (Note 3)

PROGRAW P~f.~,~"~
ADDRESSES ,v }I ADDRESS H K0.8'1

~ I tAH I--

DATA~
DATA 1M SUBl[ Hi-Z DATA OUT VALID -ADO N ADO N

~ ~ -'0,

vcc
6.25'1

tvcs

V ~pp ~

_,-'cES
CE 'i

PG" 'v0.8'1

••• -'oES11--'0,-
-- 'v 11or 0.8'1

TUD/11377-4

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneousty or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 ""F capacitor is required across Vpp. Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the dev;ce.

Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

Note 5: During power up the J5(jg pin must be brought high (~ VIH) either coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.
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that at least a 0.1 "F capacitor be placed across Vpp and
Vcc to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients
which may damage the device. The data to be programmed
is applied 8 bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the PGM input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 "s pulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 "s pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
to the PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Program Inhibit

Programming multiple EPROM's in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE, all like in-
puts (including OE and PGM) of the parallel
EPROM may be common. A TTL low level program pulse
applied to an EPROM's PGM input with CE at VIL and Vpp
at 12.75V will program that EPROM. A TTL high level CE
input inhibits the other EPROM's from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
Vcc, except during programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING

Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE
The EPROM has a manuiacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for the NM27LV010 is "8F86", where "8F" designates
that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "86" desig-
nates a 1 Megabit (128k x 8) part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± 0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A16, and all control pins
are held at VIL. Address pin AOis held at VIL for the manu-
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The
code is read on the lower eight data pins, 00-07. Proper
code access is only guaranteed at 25'C ± 5'C.

ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TTL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 3.3V in the other
three modes. The Vcc power supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 3.3V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (CE) is the power control and should be used
for device selection. Output Enable (DE) is the output con-
trol and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses
are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to the delay
from CE to output (tCE)'Data is available at the outputs toE
after the falling edge of DE, assuming that CE has been low
and addresses have been stable for at least tACC-tOE.

Standby Mode

The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 50 mW to 66 "W. The
EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a CMOS
high signal to the CE input. When in standby mode, the
outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of the
DE input.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTL
high signal to the OE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Tying

Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has prOVideda 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:

a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while OE be made a common con-
nection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the
EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.



Functional Description (Continued)

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS mers, components, and even system designs have been
The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era· erroneously suspected when incomplete erasure was the
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave· problem.
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores· The power switching characteristics of EPROMs requirecent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range. careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex· has three segments that are of interest to the system de·
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave· signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
length of 2537A. The integrated dose (I.e., UV intensity x and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt·
exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of 30W· age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sec/cm2. sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
tubes which should be removed before erasure. capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 1LFceramic
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis· inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 1LFbulk electrolytic
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age. eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
When a lamp has aged, the system should be checked to where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur·
make certain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
will cause symptoms that can be misleading. Program· caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Mode Selection
The modes of operation of the NM27LV010 are listed in Table I. A single 3.3V power supply is required in the read mode. All
inputs are TTL levels except for Vpp and A9 for device signature.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Pins
CE OE PGM Vpp VCC Outputs

Mode

Read VIL VIL X Vee 3.3V Dour

Output Disable X (Note 1) VIH X Vee 3.3V HighZ

Standby VIH X X Vee 3.3V HighZ

Programming VIL VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL VIH 12.75V 12.75V Dour

Program Inhibit VIH VIH X 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Note 1: X can be V,L or V,H.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(12) (26) (21) (20) (19) (18) (17) (15) (14) (13) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 86

•
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NM27LV210
1,048,576-Bit (64K X 16) Low Voltage EPROM
General Description
The NM27LV210 is a high performance Low Voltage Electri-
cal Programmable read only memory. It is manufactured us-
ing National's latest EPROM technology. This technology
allows the part to operate at speeds as fast as 1S0 ns over
industrial temperatures (- 40·C to +8S·C).

This Low Voltage and Low Power EPROM is designed with
power sensitive hand held and portable battery products in
mind. This allows for code storage of firmware for applica-
tions like notebook computers, palm top computers, cellular
phones, and HOD.

Small outline packages are just as critical to portable appli-
cations as Low Voltage and Low Power. National Semicon-
ductor has foreseen this need and provides windowed

CERQUAD for prototyping and software development,
PLCC for production runs, and TQFP for PC board sensitive
users.

The NM27LV210 is one member of National's growing Low
Voltage product family.

Features
• 3.0V to 3.6V operation
• 1S0 ns maximum access time
• Low current operation

- 20 mA Ice active current @ S MHz
- 20 JLA Ice standby current @ S MHz

• Ultra low power operation
- 66 JLW standby power @ 3.3V
- 66 mW active power @ 3.3V

• Surface mount package options
- 44-Pin PLCC
-44 Pin TQFP

Vcc0---+

GND0---+
vpp 0---+

y •DECODER •
Ao - 1<,5
ADDRESS

INPUTS ••x •DECODER ••



7 t ~ t ~ t ~ t ~ t ~ : : t ~ t ~ t ~ t ~ t ~ 39
0,2.::6 5 ~ 3 2 ~~H~H2~1~0:: 1;3
0,1 _::8 1 38:: 1;2
0,0 ::9 37:: 1;1
Og ::10 36:: 1;0
Os :: 11 35 :: Ag

GNO ::12 3~:: GND
NC :: 13 33 :: NC
~ ::14 32 :: A8
Os ::15 31:: A7
05 ::16 30 ::- As
04 ::18192021 22 232~ 25 26 2728::- As

17r~r~ r~ r~ r~ r~ r~ r~ r~ r~ r~ 29
I I I I I I

Commercial Temperature Range (OOCto +700C)
Vcc = 3.3V ±O.3%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27LV21 0 V, F, 150 150

NM27LV210 V, F, 200 200

NM27LV210 V, F, 250 250

AO-A15 Addresses

CE Chip Enable

OE Output Enable

00-015 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (During Read)

NC No Connect

Vpp Programming Voltage

I I I I I I

t~ t~ t~ t~ t~ t~ t~ t~ t~ t~ t~33
0,2 ~~ ~3 42 41 ~O39 38 3736 35 3~:: 1;3
011 .:: 2 32 :: I; 2
0,0 _::3 31:: 1;1
09 ::~ 30:: 1;0
Os :: 5 29 ::_ Ag

GND ::6 28::_ GND
NC :: 7 27:: Ne
~ :: 8 26 ::- As

06 :: 9 25 ::- A7
Os :: 10 H ::- As

°4 ::12131~15161718'9202122::' As
11 r ~ r ~ r ~ r ~ r ~ r ~ r ~ r ~ r ~ r ~ r ~ 23

I I I I I I I I

Industrial Temperature Range (-40'C to +85'C)
Vcc = 3.3V ±O.3%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27LV210 VE, FE. 150 150

NM27LV210 VE, FE, 200 200

NM27LV210 VE, FE, 250 250
Note: Surface mount PLCC package available for commercial and extended
temperature ranges onty.

Package Types: NM27LV210 C, V, F
V = PLCC package
F = TQFP package
C = Quartz-Windowed LCC package

• All packages conform to JEDEC standard.

• All versions are guaranteed to function in slower applica-
tions.

• Consult the NSC representative for newly released prod-
ucts/ packages.

•



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Range
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Range Temperature Vcc Toleranceplease contact the National semiconductor Sales
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Commercial O'Cto +70'C 3.3 ±0.3

Storage Temperature - 6S'C to + 1S0'C Industrial -40'Cto +8S'C 3.3 ±0.3

All Input Voltages except A9 with
Respect to Ground (Note 10) -0.6Vto +7V

Vpp and A9 with Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +14V

Vce Supply Voltage with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V

ESD Protection >2000V

All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground (Note 10)

Vcc + 1.0V to GND - 0.6V

DC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Mln Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.3 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 VCC + 0.3 V

VOL1 Output Low Voltage (TIL) 0.4 V

VOHl Output High Voltage (TIL) 2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage (CMOS)
. .

0.3 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage (CMOS) Vce - 0.3 V

1581 Vcc Standby Current (TIL) CE = VIH 100 IJoA

1582 Vcc Standby Current (CMOS) CE = Vcc ±0.3V 20 IJoA

Ice Vcc Active Current CE= ~= VIL, 1= 5MHz 20 mA
I/O = 0 IJoA

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vce 10 IJoA

III Input Load Current VIN = 3.3 or GND -1 1 IJoA

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT = 3.3V or GND -1 1 IJoA

AC Read Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vce

Symbol Parameter 150 200 250 Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tAce Address to Output Delay 150 200 250

teE CE to Output Delay 150 200 250

toE ~ to Output Delay 65 70 75

tOF Output Disable to Output Float
0 50 0 50 0 60

ns
(Note 2)

toH Output Hold Irom Addresses,
(Note 2) CEor OE,Whichever 0 0 0

Occurred First



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 12 20 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 13 20 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TILGateand

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)

:5:5 ns
0.45V to 2.4V

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
OutputsInput Rise and Fall Times

Input Pulse Levels

0.8Vand2V
0.8V and 2V

TL/D/11376-4

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Nole 3: OE may be delayed up to IACC - toe after the falling adga of cr without impacting tACC.

Note 4: The toF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TAl-STATE", the measured VOHl (DC) - 0.10V;
Low to TAl-STATE, the measured VOlt (DC) + 0.10V.

Nole 5: TAl-STATE may be attained using OE or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,...Fceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Nole 8: 1 TTL Gate: IOL ~ 1.6 mA, IOH ~ -400 ",A.
CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns Max.

•



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1,2,3,4 & 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 1 ,...S

toES OE Setup Time o· 1 ,...S

teES CE Setup Time
.

OE = VIH 1 ,...S

tos Data Setup Time 1 ,...S

tyPS Vpp Setup Time 1 ,...s

tyes Vcc Setup Time , 1 ,...S

tAH Address Hold Time '. 0 ,...S

tOH Data Hold Time 1 ,...S

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay cr = VIL 0 60 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ,...S

toE Data Valid from OE cr = VIL 100 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current during CE = VIL 40 mA. Programming Pulse v PGM = VIL c

Ice Vcc Supply Current 50 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

VCC Power Supply Voltage .. ~ 6.0 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.5 12.75 13.0 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage - l_- - .. - 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage ~ 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

I---- POOORAW P~~~r'yW_

ADDRESSES ~ ADDRESS N i(----n ItAH -
DATA.~ DAUIN STABl[ Hl-Z DA'.•. OUTV,lllO -.lOON '00 •

~ ~ 1-- •••.

Vcc
e.2SV

Iyes

v 1:::::..J tvpp ~

CE a.sv , ..
!-'c,,_

- ,v

WPGW a.8V

-'0"1-'0[-
- ,.
OE a.8V

TUO/11376-S

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies only to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
boardwith voltageappliedto Vpp or Vcc.

Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supplyto preventany overshootfrom exceedingthis 14V maximumspecification.At least a 0.1 ,.F capacitoris requiredacross Vpp, Vcc to GND to supp<ess
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.

Note 4: Programming and program verity are tested with the fast Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.

Note 5: During power up the ~ pin must be brought high (~VIH) either coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.
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Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION
The six modes of operation of the EPROM are listed in Ta-
ble I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes are
at TTL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 12.75V during the
three programming modes, and must be at 3.3V in the other
three modes. The VCCpower supply must be at 6.25V dur-
ing the three programming modes, and at 3.3V in the other
three modes.

Read Mode
The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must
be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs.
Chip Enable (<::E)is the power control and should be used
for device selection. Output Enable (CE) is the output con-
trol and should be used to gate data to the output pins,
independent of device selection. Assuming that the ad-
dresses are stable, address access time (tAccl is equal to
the delay from <::Eto output (tCE).Data is available at the
outputs toE after the falling edge of CE, assuming that <::E
has been low and addresses have been stable for at least
tACC-tOE·

Standby Mode
The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active
power dissipation by over 99%, from 66 mW to 66 ",W. The
EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a CMOS
high signal to the <::E input. When in standby mode, the
outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of the
CEinput.

Output Disable
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTL
high signal to the CE input. When in output disable all cir-
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped-
ance state (TRI-STATE).

Output OR-Tying
Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar-
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections.
The 2-line control function allows for:

a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not

occur.

To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom-
mended that CE be decoded and used as the primary de-
vice selecting function, while OE be made a common con-
nection to all devices in the array and connected to the
READ line from the system control bus. This assures that all
deselected memory devices are in their low power standby
modes and that the output pins are active only when data is
desired from a particular memory device.

Programming
CAUTION: Exceeding 14Von the Vpp or A9 pin will damage
the EPROM.
Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
the "1's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program-
ming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
"O's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be pre-
sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
"1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
The EPROM is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is at 12.75V and CE is at VIH. It is required
that at least a 0.1 ",F capacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc
to ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which
may damage the device. The data to be programmed is
applied 16 bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels
required for the address and data inputs are TTL.
When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
program pulse is applied to the PGM input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Fast Pro-
gramming Algorithm shown in Figure 1. Each Address is
programmed with a series of 100 "'S pulses until it verifies
good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
program with a single 100 "'S pulse.
The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
plied to the PGM input.
Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel EP-
ROM may be connected together when they are pro-
grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
to the PGM input programs the paralleled EPROM.



Programming multiple EPROM's in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for cr all like in-
puts (including ITE and PGM) of the parallel EPROM may be
common. A TTL low level program pulse applied to an
EPROM's PGM input with cr at VIL and Vpp at 12.75V
will program that EPROM. A TTL high level cr input inhibits
the other EPROM's from b~ing programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 12.75V. Vpp must be at
Vee, except during programming and.program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING

Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE

The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for the NM27LV210 is "8F06", where "8F" desig-
nates that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "06"
designates a 1 Megabit (64K x 16) part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± 0.5V to address
pin Ag. Addresses A1-Ae, A10-A15, and all control pins are
held at VIL.Address pin AOis held at VILfor the manufactur-
er's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The code is
read on the lower eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code ac-
cess is only guaranteed at 25'C ± 5'C.

The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.
The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2537A. The integrated dose (I.e., UV intensity x
exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of 30W-
sec/cm2.
The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp (if distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4). Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp is changed, the distance has changed, or the
lamp has aged, the system should be checked to make cer-
tain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause
symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers, compo-
nents, and even system designs have been erroneously
suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION

The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 IJoFceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GNO.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 IJoFbulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GNO for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

•



are TTL levels except tor Vpp ano A9 tor Oevlce signature.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Pins
CE OE PGM Vpp VCC Outputs

Mode

Read
VIL VIL

X X 3.3V DOUT(Note 1)

Output Disable X VIH X X 3.3V HighZ

Standby VIH X X X 3.3V HighZ

Programming VIL VIH VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN

Program Verify VIL VIL VIH 12.75V 6.25V DOUT

Program Inhibit VIH X X 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Note 1: Xcan be VIL or VIH.

TABLE II. Manufacturer's Identification Code

Pins
AO A9 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00 Hex

(21) (31) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 D6



~National
~ semiconductor

General Description
National Semiconductor's family of low current EPROMs
are devices that consume extremely low current in both ac-
tive and standby modes. These Power Miser products are
ideal for battery powered portables and hand-held systems,
and for systems using "in-line" power. There are three de-
vices offered in the JEOEC pinout: the NM27LC64,
NM27LC256, and the NM27LC512.

NM27LC64
NM27LC256
NM27LC512

Packages
a,N
a,N
a,N,V,T

Temperature
Ranges

C,E
C,E
C,E

Features
• Lower CMOS Power Consumption

- 5V operation
- 8.0 mA (max) active
- 100 IJ-A(max) standby

• JEOEC standard pin configuration
• High reliability with EPI processing

- Latch-up immunity to 200 mA
- ESO protection >2000V

• Manufacturer's identification code

•
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NM27LC64
65,536-Bit (8k X 8) Low Current CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27LC64 is a 8k x 8 EPROM manufactured on a
proven, manufacturable CMOS process, consuming ex-
tremely low current in both the active and standby modes.
The NC27LC64 consumes a mere 12.5 mW (typical) in
CMOS, and 25 mW (typical) in TTL, at 3 MHz.
The NM27LC64 is one among a family of Power Miser (PM)
products from National Semiconductor catering to the in-
creasing low current demands of the market.
Offered in the JEDEC Pinout, this device is a replacement
for high power devices, while also providing an upgrade
path to higher densities.

vcc 0--+
GND 0--+
vPP 0--+

Features
• Low power consumption

- 5V operation
- 4.5 mA (max) active
- 100 /LA (max) standby

• 170 ns access time
• High reliability with EPI processing

- Latch-up immunity to 200 mA
- ESD protection exceeds 2000V

• JEDEC standard pin configuration
• Silicon Signature
• Manufacturer's identification code

OUTPUT ENABLE
AND CHIP OUTPUT

ENABLE LOGIC BUFFERS

Y
DECOOER Y GATING

AD-A12
ADDRESS •INPUTS •

X • 65,536 - BIT
DECODER CELL lotATRIX•

•
TL/D/11421-1

Symbol Description

AO-A12 Addresses

CE Chip Enable

OE Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care (during Read)



A16
A1S A1S Vpp

A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6
AS AS AS
A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2
A1 A1 A1
AO AO AO
00 00 00
01 01 01
02 02 02

GND GND GND

....._. --_.
Vpp 28 Vee
A12 27 POW

A7 26 Ne

A6 25 A8

AS 24 A9

A4 23 All

A3 0 22 OE
A2 21 A 10

A1 20 CE
AO 10 19 07

00 11 18 06

01 12 17 05

02 13 16 04

OND 14 15 03

Commercial Temperature Range (O"C to +70"C)
Vcc = SV ±10%

XX/J5illJ
Vcc Vcc XX
A14 A14 A14
A13 A13 A13
A8 A8 A8
A9 A9 A9
A1l All All
DE DElVpp DE
Al0 Al0 Al0

CE/J5illJ CE/J5illJ CE
07 07 07
06 06 06
05 05 05
04 04 04
03 03 03

Extended Temperature Range ( - 40"C to +8S·C)
Vcc = SV ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27LC64 Q, N, 120 120

NM27LC64 Q, N, 150 150

NM27LC64 Q, N, 200 200

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27LC64 QE, NE, 120 120

NM27LC64 QE, NE, 150 150

NM27LC64 QE, NE, 200 200

:::::I_M_e_m_O_ry T_M_T JLC

Low Current -

E 2001 L-..T1m•
200 = 200 ns

Operating Temperature Range
Blank = Commercial

E = Extended

~-----Package
Q = Ceramic DIP
N = Plastic DIP, OTP

Size
64 = 64k

256 = 256k
512 = 512k

•



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1)

Temperature Under Bias - 55·C to + 125·C

Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150·C

All Input Voltages except AS with
Respect to Ground (Note 10) +6.5Vto -0.6V

All Output Voltages with
Respect to Ground (Note 10) Vcc + 1.0V to GND -0.6V

Vpp Supply Voltage and AS
with Respect to Ground
During Programming + 14.0V to - 0.6V

Vcc Supply Voltage with
Respect to Ground + 7.0V to - 0.6V

1.0W
3000C

Power Dissipation

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.)

ESD Rating
(Mil Spec 883C. Method 3015.2)

Range Temperature Vcc
Commercial O·Cto +700C +5V ±10%

Industrial - 40·C to + 85·C +5V ±10%

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Type Max Units

III Input Load Current VIN = Vcc or GND 10 ",A

ILO Output Leakage Current Your = Vcc or GND. CE = VIH 10 ",A

ICCl VCC Current (Active) CE = VIL, f = 3 MHz Comm'l - 5 6.3 mA
(NoteS) TTL Inputs Inputs = VIH or VIL, Ind'i 5 7 mA

I/O = OmA

ICC2 VCC Current (Active) CE = GND, f = 3 MHz Comm'l
.

(NoteS) CMOS Inputs Inputs = Vcc or GND,
2 3 mA

I/O = OmA, Ind'i
(Figures 1 and 2) 2 3.5 mA

ICCSSl Vcc Current (Standby) CE = VIH
0.1 1 mA

TTLlnputs

ICCSS2 Vcc Current (Standby) CE = Vcc
0.5 100 ",ACMOS Inputs

Ipp Vpp Load Current Vpp = Vcc
~

10 ",A

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.1 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage \
2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOLl Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.45 V

VOHl Output High Voltage IOH = -400",A 2.4 V

VOL2 Output Low Voltage IOL = 0 ",A 0.1 V

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = o ",A Vcc - 0.1 V

Symbol Parameter Conditions
150 200 250

Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay CE = OE = VIL
150 200 250 ns

PGM = VIH

teE CE to Output Delay OE = VIL, PGM = VIH 150 200 250 ns

toE OE to Output Delay CE = VIL, PGM = VIH 60 60 70 ns

tOF OE High to Output Float CE = VIL, PGM = VIH 0 60 0 60 0 60 ns

teF CE High to Output Float OE = VIL, PGM = V,H 0 60 0 60 0 60 ns

toH Output Hold from Addresses, CE = OE = VIL
CE or OE, Whichever PGM = VIH 0 0 0 ns
Occurred First



TUD/11421-3

FIGURE 1.• ce-Actlve_CMOS va Frequency
Vcc = Vpp = 5.0V, Temperature = 25"C

2 3

FREQUENCY (MHz)

TUD/11421-4

FIGURE 2. Ice-Actlve_CMOS va Temperature
Vcc = Vpp 5.0V, Frequency = 1 MHz

o'---'-_.l--1._..1---L_...L...--J'-...J
-50 -30 -10 10 30 50 70 90

TEMPERATURE (DC)

•



I COUT~ Output Capacitance I VOUT = OV ~ pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TTL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note B)
,;; 5 ns

Input Pulse Levels

Timing Measurement Reference Level
Inputs
Outputs

0.45V to 2.4V

(Note 10)
O.BV and 2.0V
O.BV and 2.0V

ADDRESSES 2.0V
v

CE 2.0V
0.8V

OE 2.0V
0.8V

2.0VOUTPUT
0.8V

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional
operattan of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operations section of this specificatton is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not t 00% tested.

Nole 3: m;' may be delayed up to lAce - teE after Ihe falling edge of CE without impacling lAce.

Note 4: The tOF and teF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATE"', Ihe measured VCH' (DC) - 0.10V;
Low 10 TRI-STATE, the measured Vou (DC) + 0.10V.

Nole 5: TRI-STATE may be attained using m;'or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 j.LFceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vcc and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must be restricted to Vcc + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Nole 8: ITL Gate: 10L - '.6 mA, 10H = - 400 p.A.
CL = 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.
Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.QV for 20 ns Max.

Nole 11: CMOS inputs: V,L = GND ± 0.3V, V,H ~ Vce ± 0.3V.



tAS Address Setup Time .... 2 J.'s

toES ('5E Setup Time 2 ",s

tCES a: Setup Time 2 ",s

tos Data Setup,Time , 2 , J.'s

tyPS Vpp Setup Time .~\-; 'r- 2 ",s

tyes Vcc Setup Time .. .., 2 J.'s

tAH Address Hold Time ._'-~--~-'~ ."~~ 0 J.'s

tOH Data Hold Time 2 J.'s

tOF Output Enable to Output Float Delay a: = VIL 0 130 ns

tpw Program Pulse Width 0.45 0.5 0.55 ms

toE Data Valid from ('5E a: = VIL 150 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current During a: = VIL 30 mA
Programming Pulse PGM = VIL r

Icc Vcc Supply Current ! 10 mA

TA Temperature Ambient I \ 20 25 30 ·C

VCC Power Supply Voltage , ,\ 5.75 6.0 6.25 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.2 13.0 13.3 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time - 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High V,oltage .. 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage
'" .. 0.8 1.5 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 1.5 2.0 V



Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifications described het'ein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simultaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board wUh voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Nole 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin dUring programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the Vpp
suppty to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least a 0.1 ,...F capacitor is required across VPP. Vcc to GND to suppress
spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.

Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the interactive Program Algorithm, at typical power supply voltages and timings.
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Table I. It should be noted that all inputs for the six modes mary device selecting function, while <:5l: (pin 22) be made a
are at TTL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and common connection to all devices in the array and connect-
Vpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 13.0V during the ed to the READ line from the system control bus. This as-
three programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other sures that all deselected memory devices are in their low
three modes. The Vce power supply must be at 6V during power standby modes and that the output pins are active
the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other three only when data is desired from a particular memory device.
modes. Programming
Read Mode CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the
The NM27LC64 has two control functions, both of which NM27LC64.
must be logically active in order to obtain data at the out- Initially, all bits of the NM27LC64 are in the "1" state. Data
puts. Chip Enable (~) is the power control and should be is introduced by selectively programming "Os" into the de-
used for device selection. Output Enable (OE:) is the output sired bit locations. Although only "Os" will be programmed,
control and should be used to gate data to the output pins, both "1s" and "Os" can be presented in the data word. A
independent of device selection. The programming pin "0" cannot be changed to a "1" once the bit has been
(PITM) should be at VIHexcept during programming. Assum- programmed.
ing that addresses are stable, address access time (tACe>is The NM27LC64 is in the programming mode when the Vpp
equal to the delay from cr to output (icE). Data is available power supply is at 13.0V and OE is at VIH. It is required that
at the outputs toE after the falling edge of OE, assuming at least a 0.1 ,...Fcapacitor be placed across Vpp, Vce to
that ~ has been low and addresses have been stable for ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which may
at least tAce-toE. damage the device. The data to be programmed is applied 8
The sense amps are clocked for fast access time. Vcc bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels required
should therefore be maintained at operating voltage during for the address and data inputs are TTL.
read and verify. If Vcc temporarily drops below the spec. For programming, ~ should be kept TTL low at all times
voltage (but not to ground) an address transition must be while Vpp is kept at 13.0V.
performed after the drop to insure proper output data. When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
Standby Mode program pulse is applied to the J5GM input. A program pulse
The NM27LC64 has a standby mode which reduces the ac- must be applied at each address location to be pro-
tive power dissipation by 97%, from 34.65 mW to 0.55 mW. grammed. The NM27LC64 is designed to be programmed
The NM27LC64 is placed in the standby mode by applying a with interactive programming (Figure 3), where each ad-
CMOS high signal to the ~ input. When in standby mode, dress is programmed with a series of 0.5 ms pulses until it
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of verifies (up to a maximum of 20 pulses or 10 ms). The
the OE: input. NM27LC64 must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-

plied to the PGM input.
Output OR-Tying Programming multiple NM27LC64s in parallel with the same
Because NM27LC64s are usually used in larger memory ar- data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
rays, National has provided a 2-line control function that programming requirements. Like inputs of the paralleled
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections. NM27LC64s may be connected together when they are pro-
The 2-line control function allows for: grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and to the PGM input programs the paralleled NM27LC64s. If an
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not application requires erasing and reprogramming, the

occur. NM27LC64Q UV erasable PROM in a windowed package
should be used.

TABLE I. Mode Selection

Pins CE OE PGM Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode (20) (22) (27) (1) (28) (11-13,15-19)

Read VIL VIL VIH 5V 5V Dour
Standby VIH Don't Care Don't Care 5V 5V Hi-Z

Output Disable Don't Care VIH VIH 5V 5V Hi-Z

Program VIL VIH 13V 6V DIN
Program Verify VIL VIL VrH 13V 6V Dour
Program Inhibit VIH Don't Care Don't Care 13V 6V Hi-Z



p~t~ (i~~i~ding-~ ~nd pdM) of the par~lIel NM27LC64 may
be common. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an
NM27LC64's PGM input with cr at VIL and Vpp at 13.0V will
program that NM27LC64. A TIL high level cr input inhibits
the other NM27LC64s from being programmed.

Program Verify

A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 13.0V. Vpp must be at
Vee, except during programming and program verify.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE

The NM27LC64 has a manufacturer's identification code to
aid in programming. The code, shown in Table II, is two
bytes wide and is stored in a ROM configuration on the chip.
It identifies the manufacturer and the device type. The code
for the NM27LC64 is "8FC2", where "8F" designates that it
is made by National Semiconductor, and "C2" designates a
64k part.

The code is accessed by applying 12V ± O.SV to address
pin A9. Addresses Al-A8, Al0-A12, cr, and C5E are held
at VIL. Address AO is held at VIL for the manufacturer's
code, and at VIH for the device code. The code is read out
on the 8 data pins. Proper code access is only guaranteed
at 2S'C ± S'C.

The primary purpose of the manufacturer's identification
code is automatic programming control. When the device is
inserted in a EPROM programmer socket, the programmer
reads the code and then automatically calls up the specific
programming algorithm for the part. This automatic pro-
gramming control is only possible with programmers which
have the capability of reading the code.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS

The erasure characteristics of the NM27LC64 are such that
erasure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.

After programming, opaque labels should be placed over
the NM27LC64's window to prevent unintentional erasure.
Covering the window will also prevent temporary functional
failure due to the generation of photo currents.

intensity x exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum
of lSW-sec/cm2.

The NM27LC64 should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure.

An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to unit should be maintained at one inch.
The erasure time increases as the square of the distance. (If
distance is doubled the erasure time increases by a factor of
4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. When a lamp is
changed, the distance has changed or the lamp has aged,
the system should be checked to make certain full erasure
is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause symptoms that
can be misleading. Programmers, components, and even
system designs have been erroneously suspected when in-
complete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION

The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer-the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vee transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 J.LFceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vee and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 J.LFbulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vcc and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Pins
Ao 07 06 05 O. 03 02 01 00 Hex

(10) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 C2 •
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NM27LC256
262, 144-Bit (32k x 8) Low Current CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27LC256 is a 32k x 8 EPROM manufactured on a
proven, manufacturable CMOS process, consuming ex-
tremely low current in both the active and standby modes.
The NM27LC256 consumes a mere 17.5 mW, (typical) mak-
ing it ideal for battery powered portable and hand held sys-
tems, and for systems using "in-line" power.
The NM27LC256 is one among a family of Power Miser
products from National Semiconductor catering to the in-
creasing low current demands of the market.
Offered in the JEDEC Pinout, the NM27LC256 offers a via-
ble alternative to the user as a replacement for existing high
power devices, while also providing an upgrade path to
higher densities.

Features
• Low power consumption

- 5V operation
- 4.5 mA (max) active
- 100 ",A (max) standby

• 200 ns access time
• JEDEC standard pinout
• Manufacturer's identification code

AO-A1.
ADDRESS

INPUTS

AO-A14 Addresses

a: Chip Enable

OE Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care
(During Read)



27LC010 27LC512 27LC64

XXlVpp
A16
A15 A15 Vpp
A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6
A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2
Al A1 Al
AO AO AO
00 00 00
01 01 01
02 02 02

GND GND GND

DIP
NM27LC256

-Vpp 28 VC/:--

-A12 27 A14-

-A7 26 A13-

-A6 25 A8--

-A5 24 A9--

-u 23 All-

-A3 22 or--
-A2 21 Al0-

-A1 9 20 CE--
-AO 10 19 07--

-00 11 18 06--

-01 12 17 05--

-02 13 16 04--

-GND 14 15 03--

TL/D/11405-2

Commercial Temperature Range
(crCto +7crC)

Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27LC256 Q, 200 200

NM27LC256 Q, 250 250 i

27LC64 27LC512 27LC010

Vcc
XX/PGM

Vcc Vcc XX
PGM A14 A14
NC A13 A13
AS AS AS
A9 A9 A9
All Al1 All
~ O£lVpp O£
Al0 Al0 A10
"CE "CE ~
07 07 07
06 06 06
05 05 05
04 04 04
03 03 03

Extended Temperature Range
(-4crCto + 85"C)
Vcc = 5V ±10%

Parameter/Order Number Access Time (ns)

NM27LC256 QE, 200 200

NM27LC256 QE, 250 250

:::::I_M_e_m_O_ry T_N_M_T JLC

Low Current -

E 2001 L_nm•200 = 200 ns
250 = 250 ns

Operating Temperature Range
E = Ex1ended Temperature

Blank = Commercial Temperature

Package
Q = Ceramic DIP

Size
64 = 64k

256 = 256k
512 = 512k •



· '--r--~~'" ...••...•.•.••••.• -v.uv ~uT I Y nespeCl to urouna VCC + 1.0V to GND - 0.6V

Vpp and A9 with
Operating RangeRespect to Ground -0.6Vto +14V

Vcc Supply Voltage with Range Temperature VccRespect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V
Commercial O'Cto +70'C 5V ±10%

Industrial - 40'C to + 85'C 5V ±10%

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.1 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL = 2.1 mA 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -400,.,.A 2.4 V

IS81 Vcc Standby Current (CMOS) CE = Vcc ±0.3V 0.5 100 ,.,.A

IS62 Vcc Standby Current CE = VIH 0.1 1.0 mA

Ice1 Vcc Active Current CE = DEVIL, F = 3 MHz Com'l 8.0 11.0
mA

TTL Inputs Inputs VIH or VIL Ind'i " 8.0 12.0

ICC2 Vcc Active Current CE = GND, F = 3 MHz Com'l
3.5 5.5

CMOS Inputs Inputs = Vce or GND,
mA

1/0 = OmA Ind'i
(See Figures 1, 2) 3.5 6.0

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vcc 10 ,.,.A

Vpp Vpp Read Voltage Vcc-0.7 Vcc + 0.7 V

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND -1 1 ,.,.A

Iw Output Leakage Current Your = 5.5VorGND -10 10 ,.,.A

AC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range with Vpp = Vcc

Symbol Parameter
200 250

Units
Mln Max Mln Max

tAce Address to Output Delay 200 250

teE CE to Output Delay 200 250

toE DE to Output Delay 75 100
ns

tDF Output Disable to
60 60

(Note 2) Output Float

toH Output Hold from Addresses,
(Note 2) CE or DE, whichever 0 0

Occurred First
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FIGURE 1. Icc-ACTIVE..-CMOS va Temperature Vcc = Vp = 5.0V, Frequency 1 MHz
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FIGURE 2. Icc-ACTIVE..-CMOS va Frequency Vcc = Vpp = 5.0V, Temperature = 25°C
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Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 6 12 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load

ADDRESSES 2.0Y
Y

CE 2.0Y
O.8Y

or 2.0Y
O.8Y

2.0YOUTPUT
O.8Y

1 TTL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)
,,; 5 ns

Input Pulse Level

Timing Measurement Level (Note 10)

Inputs

Outputs

0.45V to 2.4V

(Note 10)

0.8Vt02V

0.8Vt02V

TUO/11405-5

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating onty and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indtcated in the operattans sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditk>ns for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Note 3: m: may ba delayad up to tAce - teE after the falling adge of cr without impacting tAce.

Note 4: The TOF and TCF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATEe, the maasura VCH' (DC) - O.10V;
Low to TRI·STATE, the measure VOl1 (DC) + O.10V.

Note 5: TRI-STATE may ba attainad using m: or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ",F ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between VCC and GND.

Note 7: The outputs must ba restrictad to Vce + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Note 8: 1 TIL Gate: 10l ~ 1.6 mA, IOH = -400 p.A, Cl: 100 pF includes fIXture capacitance.

Note 9: Vpp may be connected to Vcc except during programming.

Note 10: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to - 2.0V for 20 ns Max.

Note tl: CMOS inputs V,l ~ GND ±O.3V, V,H ~ Vce ± O.3V.



Programming Characteristics (Notes 1,2.3.4 and 5)

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

tAS Address Setup Time 2 ,..S
toES OE Setup Time 2 ,..S

tos Data Setup Time 2 ,..S

tvps Vpp Setup Time = " 2 ,..S

tvcs Vce Setup Time 2 ,..S
tAH Address Hold Time " 0 JLs

tOH Data Hold Time 2 ,..S

tOF Output Enable to Output CE/PGM = VIL
0 130 nsFloat Delay

tpw Program Pulse Width 0.45 0.5 0.55 ms

tt Data Valid from DE CE/PGM = VIL 150 ns

Ipp Vpp Supply Current CE/PGM = VIL
30 mAduring Programming Pulse

Ice Vcc Supply Current 10 mA

TA Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

Vcc Power Supply Voltage ~ 5.75 6.0 6.25 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage 12.2 13.0 13.3 V

tFR Input Rise, Fall Time " 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage ,. 0.0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4.0 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 2.0 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage . 0.8 2.0 V

Programming Waveforms (Note 3)

PROGRAW P~~~:yW ----.

ADDRESSES 2V ~ ADDRESS N KO.8V -n "I tAH •...
2V DATA IN STABLE Hi-Z .

DATA OUT VALID -DATA ~ ADD N ADO N

~ ~ -lor

Vee
5.75V

tves .
v ::::.....J

pp ~

- 2V
CE O.8V

Ipw
-\oEs1-\oE-

0[ 2V 1 IO.8V

TUD/11405-6

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Note 2: Vcc must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed simuttaneously or after Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed from a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.

Note 3: The maximum absolute allowable Yoltagewhich may be applied to the Vpp pin during programming is 14V. Care must be taken when switching the spurious
Vpp voltage transients which may damage the device.
Note 4: Programming and program verify are tested with the Interactive Program Algorithm, at typk:al power supply voltages and timings.

Nole 5: During power up the J5GQ pin must be brought high (;> VIIi) either coincident with or before power is applied to Vpp.
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nection to all devices in the array and connected to theat TTL levels. The power supplies required are Vcc and READ line from the system control bus. This assures that allVpp. The Vpp power supply must be at 13.0V during the deselected memory devices are in their low power standbythree programming modes, and must be at 5V in the other modes and that the output pins are active only when data isthree modes. The Vcc power supply must be at B.OVduring desired from a particular memory device.the three programming modes, and at 5V in the other three
modes. Programming; Interactive Algorithm

Read Mode CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 1 (Vpp) will damage the

The EPROM has two control functions, both of which must EPROM.

be logically active in order to obtain data at the outputs. Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the EPROM are in
Chip Enable (CE) is the power control and should be used the "l's" state. Data is introduced by selectively program·
for device selection. Output Enable (DE) is the output con· ming "D's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
trol and should be used to gate data to the output pins, "D's" will be programmed, both "l's" and "D's" can be pre·
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
are stable. address access time (tACel is equal to the delay "1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
from CE to output (leE). Data is available at the outputs toE The EPROM is in the programming mode when the Vpp
after the falling edge of DE, assuming that CE has been low power supply is at 13.0V and DE is at VIH. It is required that
and addresses have been stable for at least tACC-toE. at least a 0.1 ,...F capacitor be placed across Vpp, Vcc to
The sense amps are clocked for fast access time. Vcc ground to suppress spurious voltage transients which may
should therefore be maintained at operating voltage during damage the device. The data to be programmed is applied
read and verify. If Vcc temporarily drops below the spec. S bits in parallel to the data output pins. The levels required
voltage (but not to ground) an address transition must be for the address and data inputs are TTL.
performed after the drop to ensure proper output data. When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL

Standby Mode program pulse is applied to the CE input. A program pulse
must be applied at each address location to be pro·

The EPROM has a standby mode which reduces the active grammed. The EPROM is programmed with the Interactive
power dissipation by over 97%, from 24.75 mW to 0.55 mW. Programming Algorithm shown in Figure 3. Each Address is
The EPROM is placed in the standby mode by applying a programmed with a series of 500 ,...S pulses until it verifies
CMOS high signal to the CE input. When in standby mode, good, up to a maximum of 20 pulses. Most memory cells will
the outputs are in a high impedance state, independent of program with a single 500 ,...S pulse.
the DE input. The EPROM must not be programmed with a DC signal ap-
Output Disable plied to the CE input.
The EPROM is placed in output disable by applying a TTL Programming multiple EPROM in parallel with the same
high signal to the DE input. When in output disable all dr- data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
cuitry is enabled, except the outputs are in a high imped- programming requirements. Like inputs of the parallel
ance state (TRI-STATE). EPROM may be connected together when they are pro-

Output OR-Tying
grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
to the CE input programs the paralleled EPROM.

Because the EPROM is usually used in larger memory ar·
Program Inhibitrays, National has provided a 2-line control function that

accommodates this use of multiple memory connections. Programming multiple EPROMs in parallel with different
The 2-line control function allows for: data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE, all like in·
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and puts (including OE) of the parallel EPROMs may be com·

b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not monoA TTL low level program pulse applied to an EPROMs
CE input with Vpp at 13.0V will program that EPROM.A TTLoccur. high level CE/PGM input inhibits the other EPROM from
being programmed.

TABLE I. Modes Selection

Pins CE/PGM OE Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode

Read VIL VIL Vcc 5.0V Dour
Output Disable X

VIH Vcc 5.0V HighZ(Note 1)
Standby VIH X Vcc 5.0V HighZ
Programming VIL X 13V B.OV DIN
Program Verify X VIL 13V B.OV Dour
Program Inhibit VIH V,H 13V B.OV HighZ

Note 1: X can be V,L or V,H.

II



Functional Description (Continued)

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify may be performed with Vpp at 13.0V. Vpp must be at
Vee, except during programming and program verify.

AFTER PROGRAMMING

Opaque labels should be placed over the EPROM window
to prevent unintentional erasure. Covering the window will
also prevent temporary functional failure due to the genera-
tion of photo currents.

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION CODE

The EPROM has a manufacturer's identification code to aid
in programming. When the device is inserted in an EPROM
programmer socket, the programmer reads the code and
then automatically calls up the specific programming algo-
rithm for the part. This automatic programming control is
only possible with programmers which have the capability of
reading the code.
The Manufacturer's Identification code, shown in Table II,
specifically identifies the manufacturer and device type. The
code for NM27LC2S6 is "8FC4", where "8F" designates
that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "C4" desig-
nates a 2S6k (32k8) part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± O.SVto address
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A16, and all control pins
are held at VIH. Address pin AOis held at VIL for the manu-
facturer's code, and held at VIH for the device code. The
code is read on the eight data pins, 00-07. Proper code
access is only guaranteed at 25°C to ± 5°C.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS

The erasure characteristics of the device are such that era-
sure begins to occur when exposed to light with wave-
lengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms (A). It
should be noted that sunlight and certain types of fluores-
cent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A range.

The recommended erasure procedure for the EPROM is ex-
posure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2S37A. The integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity X
exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of
1SW-sec/cm2.
The EPROM should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to device should be maintained at one
inch. The erasure time increases as the square of the dis-
tance from the lamp. (If distance is doubled the erasure time
increases by factor of 4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age.
When a lamp has aged, the system should be checked to
make certain full erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure
will cause symptoms that can be misleading. Programmers,
components, and even system designs have been errone-
ously suspected when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION

The power switching characteristic of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer: the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent of the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vcc transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,..Fceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vcc and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 ,..F bulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vee and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Pins AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(10) (24) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 C4



~National
~ semiconductor

NM27LC512
524,288-Bit (64k X 8) Low Current CMOS EPROM
General Description
The NM27LC512 is a 64k x 8 EPROM manufactured on a
proven, manufacturable CMOS process, consuming ex-
tremely low current in both the active and standby modes.
The NM27LC512 consumes a mere 30 mW, making it ideal
for portable and hand held computers, data acquisition and
medical equipment, and for systems using in-line power.
The NM27LC512 is one among a family of Power Miser
products from National Semiconductor catering to the in-
creasing low current demands of the market.
Offered in a JEDEC Standard Pinout, the NM27LC512 of-
fers a viable alternative to the user as a replacement for
existing high power devices, while also providing an up-
grade path from lower densities.

Features
• Low CMOS power consumption

- 5V operation
- 8.0 mA (Max) active
- 100 p.A (Max) standby

• 150 ns access time
• JEDEC standard pin configuration
• Manufacturer's identification code

Vee0--+
GND0--+

vpp 0--+

AD-A15
ADDRESS

INPUTS

AO-A15 Addresses

cr Chip Enable

C5ElVpp Output Enable

00-07 Outputs

PGM Program

XX Don't Care
(During Read)



A16
A15 Vpp Vpp
A12 A12 A12
A7 A7 A7
A6 A6 A6
A5 A5 A5
A4 A4 A4
A3 A3 A3
A2 A2 A2
Al Al Al
AO AO AO
00 00 00
01 01 01
02 02 02

GND GND GND

..... _. --_ ..
-Als 28 Vcc--
-A12 27 A14--

-A7 26 A13--

-A6 25 A8--

-AS 24 A9--

-A4 23 Al'--

-A3 22 OE/VPf>-
-A2 21 Al0--

-AI 9 20 Cf--
-AO 10 19 07--

-00 11 18 06--

-01 12 17 05--

-02 13 16 04--

-GND 14 15 03--

TUD/11406-2

Commercial Temperature Range
(OOCto +700C)

Vcc = 5V ±10%

vcc
XX/PGM

Vcc Vcc XX
PGM A14 A14
NC A13 A13
AB AB AB
A9 A9 A9

All All All
DE DE DE
Al0 Al0 Al0
CE CE CE
07 07 07
06 06 06
05 05 05
04 04 04
03 03 03

Extended Temperature Range
( - 400Cto +85°C)
Vcc = 5V ± 10%

Parameter/Order Number Access
Time (ns)

NM27LC512 Q, N, V, T 150 150

NM27LC512 Q, N, V, T 200 200

NM27LC512 Q, N, V, T 250 250

Parameter/Order Number
Access

Time (ns)

NM27LC512 QE, NE, VE. TE 150 150

NM27LC512 QE, NE. VE, TE 200 200

NM27LC512 QE. NE. VE. TE 250 250

TSOP Pin Configuration PLCC Pin Configuration

"- I~All 32 OE >"-
N If) cD••••••••u'-...(...(-e(~ u x x

A9 31 Al0 > x x

A8 30 CE
A13 4 29 07 A7 A,4

A14 28 06 A6 28 A,3

He 27 05 As 27 As
PCt.I 26 04 A4 26 Ag

Vcc 8x20MM 25 03 A3 25 A"TSOP
Vpp 24 Vss A2 10 24 OE

A16 10 23 02 A, 11 23 A,o

A15 11 22 01 Ao 12 22 CE
A12 12 21 00 00 ~

A7 13 20 AO

A6 14 19 Al
<5" •.••0 o~ 0..•.oVl 0'"

AS 15 18 A2 0 z
C>

A4 16 17 A3 Tl/D/11406-9

Top View
Tl/D/11406-10



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Range
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Range Temperature Vccplease contact the National semiconductor seles
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Commercial O'Cto +70'C 5V ± 10%
Storage Temperature -65'C to + 150'C Industrial -40'Cto + 85'C 5V ± 10%
All Input Voltages Except A9 with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V
Vpp and A9 with

Respect to Ground -0.7V to + 14V
VCCSupply Voltage with

Respect to Ground -0.6Vto +7V
ESD Protection >2000V
All Output Voltages with

Respect to Ground Vcc + 1.0V to GND - 0.6V

Read Operation

DC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range

Symbol Parameter Conditions Mln Typ Max Units

VIL Input Low Level -0.2 0.8 V

VIH Input High Level 2.0 Vcc + 1 V

VOL Output Low Voltage IOL= 2.1 mA t- 0.4 V

VOH Output High Voltage IOH= -2.5mA 3.5 V

1581 Vcc Standby Current ~ = Vcc ± 0.3V
-

0.5 50 100 ,...A
CMOS Inputs

h

1582 Vcc Standby Current ~=VIH
- .

TIL Inputs
0.1 0.4 1.0 mA

ICC1 Vcc Active Current ~ = OE = VIL, I = 3 MHz I Comm'l 11.0 15 mA
TILlnputs Inputs = VIHor VIL I Ind'i 11.0 15

ICC2 VCCActive Current ~ = GND, I = 3 MHz
CMOS Inputs Inputs = Vcc or GND. I/O = 0 mA 6.5 10 mA

(ReIer to Figures 1,2)

Ipp Vpp Supply Current Vpp = Vcc 10 ,...A

III Input Load Current VIN = 5.5V or GND -1 1 ,...A

ILO Output Leakage Current VOUT= 5.5Vor GND -10 10 ,...A

AC Electrical Characteristics Over Operating Range

Symbol Parameter
150 200 250

Units
Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

tACC Address to Output Delay 150 200 250

teE ~ to Output Delay 150 200 250

toE OE to Output Delay 60 75 100

tOF Output Disable to
50 55 60 ns

(Note 2) Output Float

toH Output Hold Irom Addresses,
(Note 2) ~ or CE, whichever 0 0 0

Occurred First
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FIGURE 1. Ice-ACTIVLCMOS va Frequency
Vcc = 5.0V, Temperature = 25"C
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Vcc = 5.0V, Frequency = 1 MHz



Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Max Units

CIN Input Capacitance VIN = OV 6 12 pF

COUT Output Capacitance VOUT = OV 9 12 pF

AC Test Conditions
Output Load 1 TTL Gate and

CL = 100 pF (Note 8)
,;; 5ns

Input Pulse Levels

Timing Measurement Reference Level

Inputs
Outputs

ADDRESSES 2.0V

CE 2.0V
0.8V

OE/Vpp 2.0V
0.8V

2.0VOUTPUT
0.8V

0.45V to 2.4V

(Note 9)

0.8Vt02V
0.8Vt02V

TUD/11406-5

Note 1: Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating ooty and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indicated in the operations sections of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Nole 2: This parameter is only sampled and is not 100% tested.

Nole 3: ~ may be delayed up to tAce - tee after the falling edge of cr without impacting tAce-

Note 4: The T OF and T CF compare level is determined as follows:
High to TRI-STATE-, the measure VCHl (DC) - 0.10V;
Low to TRI-5TATE, the measure VOll (DC) + 0.10V.

Nole 5: TRI-5TATE may be attained using ~ or cr.
Note 6: The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require careful device decoupling. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ILF ceramic capacitor be used on
every device between Vce and GNO.

Nole 7: The ou1pu1s must be restricted to Vce + 1.0V to avoid latch-up and device damage.

Nole 8: 1 TIL Gate: 10l ~ 1.6 mA, 100 - -400 p.A.

CL: 100 pF includes fixture capacitance.
Nole 8: Inputs and outputs can undershoot to -2.0V for 20 ns Max.

Nole 10: CMOS inputs Vil = GNO ± 0.3V, VIH = Vce ± 0.3V.



tAS Address Setup Time 1 ,...s

toES DE Setup Time 1 ,...s

tos Data Setup Time 1 ,...s

tves Vee Setup Time 1 ,...s

tAH Address Hold Time 0 . ,...s

tOH Data Hold Time 1 ,...s

tel Chip Enable to Output m: = VIL 0 60 ns
Float Delay

tpw Program Pulse Width 95 100 105 ,...s

toEH DE Hold Time 1 ,...s

tov Data Valid from CE m: = VIL 250 ns

tpRT DE Pulse Rise Time 50
During Programming ns---

tVR Vpp Recovery Time 1 ,...s

Ipp Vpp Supply Current CE = VIL
r 30 mA

During Programming Pulse DE = Vpp

Ice Vee Supply Current 10 mA

TR Temperature Ambient 20 25 30 ·C

Vcc Power Supply Voltage
-- .-

6 6.25 6.5 V

Vpp Programming Supply Voltage =~ 12.5 12.75 13 V

tFR Input Rise. Fall Time = ~l ~. 5 ns

VIL Input Low Voltage 0 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 4 V

tiN Input Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 1.5 2 V

toUT Output Timing Reference Voltage 0.8 1.5 2 V

Note 1: National's standard product warranty applies to devices programmed to specifications described herein.

Not. 2: Vcc must be applied simulteneously or before Vpp and removed simulteneously or alter Vpp. The EPROM must not be inserted into or removed Irpm a
board with voltage applied to Vpp or Vcc.
Not. 3: The maximum absolute allowable voltage which may be applied to the Vpp pin during progremming is 14V. care must be taken when switching the Vpp
supply to prevent any overshoot from exceeding this 14V maximum specification. At least 0.1 ,...F capacitor is required across Vcc to GND to suppress spurious
vottage transients which may damage the device.

Not. 4: Programming and program verify are tasted with the last Program Algorithm at typical POW'" supply voltages and timings.

Programming Waveforms
PROGRAM P~~~~F~M_

ADDRESSES 2V ~ ADDRESSN CO.8V

~
2V DATA. IN STABLE Hi-Z 2V

DATA DATA OUT VALID ADD N
D.8V ADD N m.8V

~ ~ ~ ~
lAH

'~ \ ~
OE/Vpp D.8V

toES .!!!- toEH
~IVR1

..
't>RT ~

CE 2V , jO.8V '"--'F1ves- "

Vee6.25V

TUD/11406-6
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Functional Description
DEVICE OPERATION This assures that all deselected memory devices are in their

The six modes of operation of the NM27LC512 are listed in low power standby modes and that the output pins are ac-
tive only when data is desired from a particular memory de-Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read vice.mode. All inputs are TTL levels except for OElVpp during

programming. In the program mode the OElVpp input is Programming
pulsed from a TTL low level to 12.75V. CAUTION: Exceeding 14V on pin 22 (OElVpp) will damage
Read Mode the NM27LC512.

The NM27LC512 has two control functions, both of which Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the NM27LC512
must be logically active in order to obtain data at the out- are in the "1" state. Data is introduced by selectively pro-
puts. Chip Enable (CE) is the power control and should be gramming "O's" into the desired bit locations. Although only
used for device selection. Output Enable (OE) is the output "O's" will be programmed, both "1's" and "O's" can be pre-
control and should be used to gate data to the output pins, sented in the data word. The only way to change a "0" to a
independent of device selection. Assuming that addresses "1" is by ultraviolet light erasure.
are stable, address access time (tACel is equal to the delay The NM27LC512 is in the programming mode when the
from CE to output (icE). Data is available at the outputs after OElVpp is at 12.75V. It is required that at least a 0.1 fLF
the falling edge of OE, assuming that CE has been low and capacitor be placed across Vcc and ground to suppress
addresses have been stable for at least tACC-toE. spurious voltage transients which may damage the device.
The sense amps are clocked for fast access time. Vcc The data to be programmed is applied 8 bits in parallel to
should therefore be maintained at operating voltage during the data output pins. The levels required for the address
read and verify. If Vcc temporarily drops below the spec. and data inputs are TTL.
voltage (but not to ground) an address transition must be When the address and data are stable, an active low, TTL
performed after the drop to ensure proper output data. program pulse is applied to the CE input. A program pulse

Standby Mode
must be applied at each address location to be pro-
grammed.

The NM27LC512 has a standby mode which reduces the The NM27LC512 is programmed with the Fast Program-
active power dissipation by over 99%, from 44 mW to ming Algorithm shown in Figure 4. Each Address is pro-
0.55 mW. The NM27LC512 is placed in the standby mode grammed with a series of 100 fLs pulses until it verifiesby applying a CMOS high signal to the CE input. When in good, up to a maximum of 25 pulses. Most memory cells will
standby mode, the outputs are in a high impedance state, program with a single 100 fLs pulse.independent of the OE input.

The NM27LC512 must not be programmed with a DC signal
Output OR-Tying applied to the CE input.
Because the NM27LC512 is usually used in larger memory Programming multiple NM27LC512 in parallel with the same
arrays, National has provided a 2-line control function that data can be easily accomplished due to the simplicity of the
accommodates this use of multiple memory connections. programming requirements. Like inputs of the paralleled
The 2-line control function allows for: NM27LC512 may be connected together when they are pro-
a) the lowest possible memory power dissipation, and grammed with the same data. A low level TTL pulse applied
b) complete assurance that output bus contention will not to the CE input programs the paralleled NM27LC512.

occur. Mode Selection
To most efficiently use these two control lines, it is recom- The modes of operation of the NM27LC512 are listed in
mended that CE (pin 20) be decoded and used as the pri- Table I. A single 5V power supply is required in the read
mary device selecting function, while OElVpp (pin 22) be mode. All inputs are TTL levels except for Vpp and A9 for
made a common connection to all devices in the array and device signature.
connected to the READ line from the system control bus.

TABLE I. Modes selection

Pins CE/PGM OE/Vpp Vcc Outputs
Mode
Read VIL VIL 5.0V DOUT
Output Disable X

VIH 5.0V HighZ(Note 1)
Standby VIH X 5.0V HighZ
Programming VIL 12.75V 6.25V DIN
Program Verify X VIL 6.25V DOUT
Program Inhibit VIH 12.75V 6.25V HighZ

Note 1: X can be VIL or VIH.



Functional Description (Continued)

Program Inhibit
Programming multiple NM27LC512 in parallel with different
data is also easily accomplished. Except for CE, all like in-
puts (including OE) of the parallel NM27LC512 may be com-
mon. A TIL low level program pulse applied to an
NM27LC512's CE input with OElVpp at 12.75V will program
that NM27LC512. A TIL high level CE input inhibits the oth-
er NM27LC512 from being programmed.

Program Verify
A verify should be performed on the programmed bits to
determine whether they were correctly programmed. The
verify is accomplished with OElVpp and CE at VIL. Data
should be verified tov after the falling edge of CE.
Manufacturer's Identification Code
The NM27LC512 has a manufacturer's identification code
to aid in programming. The code, shown in Table II, is two
bytes wide and is stored in a ROM configuration on the chip.
It identifies the manufacturer and the device type. The code
for the NM27LC512 is , "8F 85", where "8F" designates
that it is made by National Semiconductor, and "85" desig-
nates a 512k part.
The code is accessed by applying 12V ± 0.5V to address
pin A9. Addresses A1-A8, A10-A15, CE, and OE are held
at VIL. Address AO is held at VIL for the manufacturer's
code, and at VIH for the device code. The code is read on
the 8 data pins. Proper code access is only guaranteed at
25'C ±5'C.
The primary purpose of the manufacturer's identification
code is automatic programming control. When the device is
inserted in an EPROM programmer socket, the programmer
reads the code and then automatically calls up the specific
programming algorithm for the part. This automatic pro-
gramming control is only possible with programmers which
have the capability of reading the code.

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS
The erasure characteristics of the NM27LC512 are such
that erasure begins to occur when exposed to light with
wavelengths shorter than approximately 4000 Angstroms
(A). It should be noted that sunlight and certain types of
fluorescent lamps have wavelengths in the 3000A-4000A
range.

After programming opaque labels should be placed over the
NM27LC512 window to prevent unintentional erasure. Cov-
ering the window will also prevent temporary functional fail-
ure due to the generation of photo currents.
The recommended erasure procedure for the NM27LC512
is exposure to short wave ultraviolet light which has a wave-
length of 2537A. The integrated dose (Le., UV intensity x
exposure time) for erasure should be a minimum of
15W-sec/ cm2.
The NM27LC512 should be placed within 1 inch of the lamp
tubes during erasure. Some lamps have a filter on their
tubes which should be removed before erasure. Table III
shows the minimum NM27LC512 erasure time for various
light intensities.
An erasure system should be calibrated periodically. The
distance from lamp to unit should be maintained at one inch.
The erasure time increases as the square of the distance. (If
distance is doubled the erasure time increases by a factor of
4.) Lamps lose intensity as they age. When a lamp is
changed, the system should be checked to make certain full
erasure is occurring. Incomplete erasure will cause symp-
toms that can be misleading. Programmers, components,
and even system designs have been erroneously suspected
when incomplete erasure was the problem.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATION
The power switching characteristics of EPROMs require
careful decoupling of the devices. The supply current, Ice,
has three segments that are of interest to the system de-
signer-the standby current level, the active current level,
and the transient current peaks that are produced by volt-
age transitions on input pins. The magnitude of these tran-
sient current peaks is dependent on the output capacitance
loading of the device. The associated Vcc transient voltage
peaks can be suppressed by properly selected decoupling
capacitors. It is recommended that at least a 0.1 ,...Fceramic
capacitor be used on every device between Vcc and GND.
This should be a high frequency capacitor of low inherent
inductance. In addition, at least a 4.7 ,...Fbulk electrolytic
capacitor should be used between Vcc and GND for each
eight devices. The bulk capacitor should be located near
where the power supply is connected to the array. The pur-
pose of the bulk capacitor is to overcome the voltage drop
caused by the inductive effects of the PC board traces.

Pins AO A9 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Hex
(10) (24) (19) (18) (17) (16) (15) (13) (12) (11) Data

Manufacturer Code VIL 12V 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8F

Device Code VIH 12V 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 85

Light Intensity Erasure Time
(Mlcro-Watts/cm2) (Minutes)

15,000 20

10,000 25

5,000 50

•
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Flash technology is basically an outgrowth of EPROM tech-
nology. Toshiba first invented Flash technology in the mid
80's. Intel quickly developed its own version based on a
simpler cell structure, ETOX (EPROM Tunnel Oxide). Cells
based on the ETOX structure are the basis for the majority
of the Flash products sold today.
Flash memory takes the features of EEPROM and com-
bines them with the density of EPROM (Figure 1). Like
EEPROM, Flash offers in-circuit programmability. But Flash
also uses only one transistor per cell which enables it to
achieve densities as high as 16Mb. This is equivalent to
current DRAM densities. In fact, Flash should keep pace
with and possibly exceed DRAM densities because there is
no additional capacitor in the cell.

FIGURE 1. FLASH Advantage
There are actually two different kinds of Flash memory. One
kind, NOR Flash, is very similar to EPROM's. The other,
called NAND Flash, is comparable to E2PROM's. The main
difference between NOR and NAND is how the cells are
programmed/erased and how data is read off the device.
National Semiconductor is the only U.S. manufacturer to of-
fer both types of Flash. In the NOR Flash, National offers
the 1Mb NM28F010 and the 4Mb NM28F040. For NAND,
National offers the 16Mb NM29N16.

PROGRAM/ERASE METHODS
Both types of Flash have their own advantages and disad-
vantages due to the program/erase method used and the
architecture. NOR Flash uses EPROM programming meth-
ods but erases using an E2PROM method. For program-
ming, NOR uses Hot Electron-Injection (HEI). In this opera-
tion, the control gate is held at Vpp (12V) while the drain is
at 6V and the source grounded (Figure 2). Electrons are
injected from the drain to the floating gate. This operation
requires a lot of current (mA's) and is the reason why
EPROMs and NOR Flash require a 12V supply. The advan-
tage of this method is a relatively fast program (10 Its/byte)
while also offering individual byte programmability. For
erase, NOR uses Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling like
E2PROMs. To prevent over erasure, an additional step has
been added to the erase operation. Prior to erasing, all
bytes are programmed to the "1" state. They are then
erased by putting the control gate at ground and the source
at 12V. Electrons tunnel from the floating gate to the
source. The added step to prevent overerasure causes
NOR Flash to take longer to erase (:::::1 sec.).
An obstacle to the system designer is that individual bytes
can not be erased, whole blocks must be erased. National's
NM28F040 offers one the smallest block sizes at 16 Kb.
The 1Mb parts (xx28F010) have standardized on the entire
chip erasing at the same time.

FIGURE 2. NOR Program/Erase

In contrast to NOR Flash, NAND Flash uses F-N tunneling
for both program and erase operations. Programming the
cell involves placing the control gate at Vpp (:::::20V) while
the channel region is grounded (Figure 3). Electrons tunnel
through the gate oxide into the floating gate. An advantage
of this method over HEI is that less current is used (itA's).
Since the tunneling is from the channel, there is also less
stress on the gate oxide. The lower current used allows
NAND devices to be built with a single 5V power supply.
The lower stress gives NAND devices higher endurance lev-
els (106 program/erase cycles versus 105 for NOR Flash).
Erasing the NAND cell involves grounding the control gate
and pulling the channel region to Vpp (:::::20V). Without the
added erase step used by NOR devices, NAND is able to
erase in milliseconds rather than seconds.



FIGURE 3. NAND Program/Erase

FLASH INTERFACING

Interfacing to a NOR Flash device is just like interfacing to
an EPROM. In fact, some NOR Flash devices maintain the
same pinout configuration as the similar density EPROM
(Figure 4). Reads are performed by placing the address on
the address lines, pulling cr and (jE low and then reading
the databus.

Programming involves sending in a programming command
(40H, this and the following NOR command examples are
standardized commands for 1Mb devices) while strobing
WE low. This is followed by the address and the data while
again strobing WI: low. A successful program can be veri-
fied by issuing a program verify command (COH) and read-
ing the data. The data read out then needs to be compared
against the data inputted by the processor,

The erase operation involves writing two consecutive 'erase
commands (20H). Again a verify command (AOH) is sent to
check for a successful erase. There is typically a one sec-
ond delay between the second erase command and the
erase verify command.

Interfacing to a NAND device is similar to interfacing to a
peripheral device on a PC motherboard. The device does
not have any address pins but instead has eight I/O lines

A 12 29 AU

A7 28 A13

A6 27 A8

A5 26 A9

A4 25 A11
Nt.428r040 OrA3 24

A2 23 Al0

Al 22 CE
AO 21 1/07

1/00 20 1/06

1/01 19 1/05

1/02 15 18 1/04

GND 16 17 1/03

FIGURE 4. NM28F040 Pinout

through which all data and commands pass (Figure 5). Be-
cause of this architecture, a NAND device does not map
into the system memory byte for byte. In fact, as little as
three bytes of the system memory-map can be used to ad-
dress 2 MBytes in a single NAND device. Data is pulled out
of the NAND device in pages. Pages are 256 bytes with the
NM29N16 providing an additional 8 bytes for a total of 264
bytes per page. The additional eight bytes may be used for
redundancy or error code correction. The read operation
involves sending the read command (OOH) followed by a
three cycle address. The ad.dress tells the device which

. page (16 pages to a block, 512 blocks to a device) to pull
from the' array and where to set the pointer within the page.
The data is pulled from the array and is ready to read after

44 Vcc
43 CE
42 RE
41 RIB
40 Vss
39 NC

38 NC

37 NC

36 NC

NC 35 NC

Nt.429N16

NC 13 32 NC

NC 14 31 NC

NC 15 30 NC

NC 16 29 NC

NC 17 28 NC

1/01 18 27 1/08

I/O? 19 26 1/07

1/03 20 25 1/06

1/04 21 24 1/05

Vss 22 23 Vcc



a 25 ",s delay. Sending consecutive RE pulses reads out
data a byte at a time starting at the location pointed to by
the pointer.
Programming the device involves sending the data input
command (80H), the three cycle address and the data, a
byte at a time. This is followed by the program command
(10H).
The ready/busy (R/B) pin will go low for approximately
300 ",s while the programming occurs. A verify command
(70H) can be sent to ensure of proper operation.
The erase operation consists of sending in the auto block
erase command (60H) followed by a two cycle address of
the block to erase. The NM29N16 offers designers in-
creased flexibility by using one of the smallest block sizes of
any Flash at 4 KBytes. The erase execution command
(DOH) is then given to commence the erase procedure.

Again, the ready/busy (R/B) pin will go low, this time for
approximately 6 ms. The verify command can again be used
to check for proper operation.

SUMMARY
Overall, Flash memory is a step closer towards the ideal
memory device that includes non-volatility with fast read
times, high density and low cost. There are a number of
compromises that the system designer must make in using
Flash, but these are more than overcome by the benefits
enjoyed by using Flash Oust think of trying to pull an
EPROM from a system already in the field as opposed to
sending the customer a disk to update his system). In the
future, Flash will also allow new systems to come to market
that otherwise would not be able to because of weight, cost
or power constraints.

•



Interfacing the NM29N 16 in
a Microcontroller
Environment

INTRODUCTION
The NM29N16 is a 2Mbyte NAND Flash EEPROM memory
that operates from a single 5V supply. This device does not
have the parallel data, address, and control bus interfaces
traditionally found on memory devices. The NM29N16 uses
a byte wide serial interface with internal address, data, and
control registers. The serial interface dramatically reduces
the number of pins required to interface to the NM29N16.
While the interface is nontraditional, it can easily be inter-
faced to standard microcontrollers. This application note de-
scribes how the NM29N16 can be interfaced to the Motoro-
la 68HC11 microcontroller.

68HC11 INTERFACE
The NM29N16 can be interfaced to a microcontroller using
the data bus, control bus, and a few I/O port bits. Figure 1
shows the NM29N16 interfaced to a minimal 68HC11 sys-
tem. The 68HC11 is configured in the expanded multiplexed
mode which allows access to external memory devices.
Most microcontrollers offer a mode that allows access to
external memory and the NM29N16 should fit easily into all
of these environments.
The I/Os of the NM29N16 were connected directly to the
68HC11 data bus. The NM29N16 occupies addresses
COOOHto DFFFH in the 68HC11 memory map due to the
use of a three to eight (74HCT138) address decoder. While
8Kbytes of memory is taken in this design, the NM29N16
only requires a single address (COOOH)out of that block.
Due to timing constraints, the RE (Read Enable) and WE
(Write Enable) signals must be ORed with the COOOHad-
dress decode signal. CE (Chip Enable), CLE (Command
Latch Enable), and ALE (Address Latch Enable) are con-
trolled directly from three 68HC11 I/O port bits. The R/B
(Ready/Busy) status output of the NM29N16 is polled by
one I/O port bit.
A MAX707 fLPsupervisory chip is used to drive the RESET
input of the 68HC11. The MAX707 forces its RESET output
low until Vcc reaches 4.75V. Once Vcc exceeds 4.75V the
RESET output remains low for an additional 200 ms before
going high. This RESET output is also used to drive the WP
(Write Protect) input of the NM29N16 to insure against inad-
vertent writes when Vcc is below 4.75V.

National Semiconductor
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68HC11 TO NM29N16 COMMUNICATION
Information is transferred back and forth with a series of
read and write operations that access the NM29N16 data,
address and control registers. Loading the address register
is accomplished by bringing CE low, ALE high and then
loading data through the data bus with write operations to
address COOOH.Control register access is performed in a
similar manner except that CLE is brought high instead of
ALE. Data register access is performed when both ALE and
CLE are low.
The EEPROM array in the NM29N16 is not directly accessi-
ble from the controller. An intermediate data register is used
to transfer a page (264 bytes) of information back and forth
between the EEPROM memory and the external controller.
There are three basic forms of data transfers; erase opera-
tions that operate on a 16 page block, program operations
that alter the contents of a single page, and read opera-
tions. During these three operations the R/B output goes
low until the transfer or erase has completed.
A read operation is performed with a four step sequence.
The command register is first loaded with the read instruc-
tion. The address register is then loaded with the page and
byte address to access. At this point an internal recall oper-
ation is performed to transfer the contents of an EEPROM
page to the 264 byte data register. After the recall has com-
pleted the accessed data is finally accessible by reading the
contents of the data register. This is accomplished by puls-
ing RE low to read out sequential bytes.
Erase and program operations are performed similarly by
accessing the data, control, and address registers. The sim-
ple access to these registers allow software routines that
are as simple as that required to interface with a traditional
parallel memory device.

SOFTWARE DRIVERS FOR A 68HC11 TO NM29N16
INTERFACE
A software listing is provided to demonstrate several fea-
tures of the NM29N16. Different subroutines were devel-
oped that perform the basic read and write functions. These
routines can be used with only minor modifications to inter-
face the NM29N16 to any microcontroller.
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** RDPAG Read a page of information (264 bytes) out of the NM29N16*
* RDDAT1 Read a byte from data memory *
* RDRED1 Read a byte from redundancy memory *
* PGMRED Program a byte in redundancy memory *
* PGMDAT Program a byte in data memory *
* PGMPAG Program an entire page (256 bytes data, 8 redundancy) *
* ERASE1 Erase a block (16 pages) *
* STATUS Read the Status Register *
* READID Read the manufacturer code and the device code *
* INIT Tag blocks that are not fully functional *
* ** The 68HCll interfaces to the NM29N16 by using the data bus, control *
* bus, and a few I/O port lines. The NM29N16 requires only one address*
* location when configured in this manner. The data bus is directly *
* connected to the EEPROM. Three I/O lines drive CLE, ALE, and CEo *
* One I/O line is used to monitor the R/B output. *
* ** The mainline was used to test the functionality of the subroutines. *
* The subroutines can be copied directly into a customer's program and *
* be expected to operate as described. The final mainline only *
* performs a block erase and verify. *
************************************************************************
****************************
* ADDRESS LOCATION EQUATES *
****************************
DDRD
PORTD
FLASH

$09
$08
$COOO

port D direction register
port D data register
NM29N16 = $COOO to $DFFF

$1009
$1008

EQU
EQU
EQU

************************
* BIT POSITION EQUATES *
************************
CEBIT
CLEBIT
ALEBIT

CE position in port D
CLE position in port D
ALE position in port D

bit 5
bit 4
bit 3

EQU
EQU
EQU

****************************
* VARIABLE ADDRESS EQUATES *
****************************
HIPG
LOPG
ADD
DATVAL
BLOCK
BLOCKL

$0180
$0181
$0182
$0183
$0184
$0185

high order page pointer
low order page pointer
byte pointer within a page
data transfer register

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

****************
* RESET VECTOR *
****************



$FFFE
$EOOO

*****************************
* PROGRAM STARTING LOCATION *
*****************************

ORG
BEGIN: LOS

LOX
LOAA
STAA
LOAA
STAA
BCLR
BCLR

$EOOO
#$OlFF
#$1000
#$FF
PORTO, X
#$3B
OORO,X
PORTO,X #CLEBIT
PORTO,X #ALEBIT

program execution begins at $EOOO
initialize stack pointer
initialize "address index register"
initialize I/O ports

************
* MAINLINE *
************

LOAA
STAA
STAA
JSR
JSR

#$00
LOPG
HIPG
ERASE 1
STATUS

************************************************************************
* ROPAGE copies a page from the NM29N16 into SRAM memory on the 68HC11.*
* All 264 bytes (data and redundancy) are copied into the SRAM buffer. *
* The page number to be transfered is passed in the variables LOPG and *
* HIPG. The EEPROM data is copied into the 68HC11 SRAM between *
* addresses OOOOH and 0107H. *
************************************************************************

BSET PORTO, X #CLEBIT
BCLR PORTO ,X #CEBIT
LOAA #$00
STAA FLASH
BSET PORTO,X #CEBIT
BCLR PORTO, X #CLEBIT
BSET PORTD,X #ALEBIT
BCLR PORTD,X #CEBIT
LOAA #$00
STAA FLASH
LDAA LOPG
STAA FLASH
LDAA HIPG
STAA FLASH
BCLR PORTO, X #ALEBIT
JSR WAIT
LOY #$0000
LOAA FLASH
STAA $OO,Y
INY
CPY #$0108
BNE NEXTR
BSET PORTD,X #CEBIT

load READ(l) instruction into
the command register

load the byte pointer in the address
register with OOH (start of page)

read data from EEPROM and fill SRAM
buffer with data register contents



***********************************************************************
* RDDATl and RDREDl are used to read the contents of a single address *
* in the EEPROM array. Data can be read from either the DATA portion *
* of the array (RDDAT1) or the REDUNDANT portion (RDRED1). The *
* location to be accessed is defined in the variables ADD, LOPG, and *
* HIPAG. LOPG and HIPG define the page to be accessed and ADD *
* indicates a position within the page. ADD can range between 0 and *
* 255 for DATA accesses or between 0 and 7 for REDUNDANT accesses. *
* The value in the chosen location is returned in the variable DATVAL.*
***********************************************************************
RDDAT1: LDAA #$00 READ(l) command

BRA RDJMP
RDRED1: LDAA #$50 READ(2) command
RDJMP: BSET PORTD,X #CLEBIT

BCLR PORTD,X ICEBIT
STAA FLASH load appropriate READ command into
BSET PORTD,X ICEBIT the command retister
BCLR PORTO, X ICLEBIT
BSET PORTD,X #ALEBIT
BCLR PORTO, X #CEBIT
LDAA ADD load the byte address into the
STAA FLASH address register
LDAA LOPG
STAA FLASH load the low order page number
LDAA HIPG
STAA FLASH load the high order page number
BCLR PORTD,X #ALEBIT
JSR WAIT wait for recall to data register
LDAA FLASH load the value from the chosen
LDAA FLASH

STAA DATVAL address and save the result in DATVAL
BSET PORTD,X #CEBIT
JSR WAIT pause until EEPROM is idle
RTS

*************************************************************************
* PGMRED, PGMDAT, and PGMPAG are used to program either a single byte *
* or an entire page. During program operations the entire data register*
* must be loaded and then the contents transfered to an EEPROM page. *
* EEPROM bits can only be flipped from a one (erased state) to a zero *
* (programmed state) during a program operation. To program a single *
* byte the entire data register must be filled with FFH except for the *
* byte that is to be programmed. During the programming cycle bits *
* that are zero in the data register will force the corresponding bits *
* in the chosen page to the zero state, other bits will remain *
* unchanged. *
* ** These routines use a SRAM data array located on the 68HCll between *
* address OOOOH and 0107H. This array is transfered byte for byte into *
* the NM29N16 data register during the data load portion of the *
* programming cycle. If single byte is to be altered the location *
* in the SRAM array corresponding to the address to be programmed is *
* loaded with the new data and all other addresses in the array are *
* filled with FFH. *
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* PGLO and PGHI, and the byte position within the page is contained in *
* ADD. *
* ** The routine PGMPAG assumes that the SRAM array already has the data *
* that will be programmed into the EEPROM. PGLO and PGHI contain the *
* page number to be programmed. *
*************************************************************************
PGMRED: JSR

LDY
BRA

PGMDAT: JSR
LDY

PGMB: LDAB
ABY
LDAA
STAA

PGMPAG: BSET
BCLR
LDAA
STAA
BCLR
BSET
LDAA
STAA
LDAA
STAA
LDAA
STAA
BCLR
LDY

LOADB: LDAA
STAA
INY
CPY
BNE
BSET
LDAA
STAA
BSET
BCLR
JSR
RTS

FILLFF: LDY
LDAA

LOOPF: STAA
INY
CPY
BNE
RTS

FILLFF
#$0100
PGMB
FILLFF
#$0000
ADD

fill SRAM array with FFH
load Y with redundant memory offset
fill SRAM array with FFH
load Y with data memory offset
data or redundant address to alter
calculate absolute address in page

DATVAL
$OO,Y
PORTD,X #CLEBIT
PORTD,X #CEBIT
#$80
FLASH
PORTD,X #CLEBIT
PORTD,X #ALEBIT
#$00
FLASH
LOPG
FLASH
HIPG
FLASH
PORTD,X #ALEBIT
#$0000
$OO,Y
FLASH

load command register with
data input command

load address register with
start of page

transfer data from SRAM array
into the NM29N16 data register

loop until all 264 bytes have
been transfered

#$0108
LOADB
PORTD,X #CLEBIT
#$10
FLASH
PORTD,X #CEBIT
PORTD,X #CLEBIT
WAIT

load command register with
start program command

#$0000
#$FF
$OO,Y

*************************************************************************
* ERASE1 performs an erase operation on a single block (16 pages). The *
* block to be erased is specified in the variables LOPG and HIPG. The *
* lower 4 bits of LOPG are not used so that the least significant bit of*



ERASEl: BSET PORTD,X #CLEBIT
BCLR PORTD,X #CEBIT
LDAA #$60 load command register with
STAA FLASH block erase command
BCLR PORTD,X #CLEBIT
BSET PORTD,X #ALEBIT
LDAA LOPG load low order block number
STAA FLASH (XXXX0123)
LDAA HIPG load high order block number
STAA FLASH (45678XXX)
BCLR PORTD,X #ALEBIT
BSET PORTD,X #CLEBIT
LDAA #$DO load command register with erase
STAA FLASH execution command
BCLR PORTD,X #CLEBIT
BSET PORTD,X #CEBIT
JSR WAIT pause until EEPROM is idle
RTS

*************************************************************************
* STATUS is used to read the NM29N16 status register. This command can *
* be used after erase and program cycles to determine if the results *
* were successfull. The contents of the status register are returned in*
* the variable DATVAL. *
*************************************************************************
STATUS: BSET PORTD,X #CLEBIT

BCLR PORTD,X #CEBIT
LDAA #$70 load command register with
STAA FLASH status read command
BSET PORTD,X #CEBIT
BCLR PORTD,X #CLEBIT
BCLR PORTD,X #CEBIT
LDAA FLASH read status register
STAA DATVAL save results
BSET PORTD,X #CEBIT
RTS

*********************************************************************
* READID is used to read the NM29N16 device and manufacturer codes. *
* The manufacturer code is returned in the A register and the device*
* code is returned in the B register. *
*********************************************************************
READID: BSET PORTD,X #CLEBIT

BCLR PORTD,X #CEBIT
LDAA #$90
STAA FLASH
BSET PORTD,X #CEBIT
BCLR PORTD,X #CLEBIT
BSET PORTD,X #ALEBIT
BCLR PORTD,X #CEBIT
LDAA #$00
STAA FLASH
BCLR PORTD,X #ALEBIT
LDAA FLASH



LDAB
BSET
RTS

FLASH
PORTD,X #CEBIT

**********************************************************************
* WAIT is used to pause until the NM29N16 returns to the ready mode. *
* The routine polls the R/B (ready/busy) pin until it returns high. *
**********************************************************************

PORTD, X
#$04
#$00
WAIT

LDAA
ANDA
CMPA
BEQ
RTS

**************************************************************************
* INIT is used to determine which blocks in the NM29N16 are usable. The *
* sequence is as follows: *
* ** I Start with block 0 *
* 2 Erase and verify block *
* 3 write $AA to each page in the block and verify *
* 4 Erase and verify block *
* 5 write $55 to each page in the block and verify *
* 6 Erase and verify block *
* 7 If steps 1-5 were successful tag the good block with data $FO *
* in address 0 of the redundancy memory in page 0 of the block *
* just verified ** 8 Step through all 512 blocks *
**************************************************************************
INIT: LDY #$0000

STY BLOCK
LOOP1: LDY BLOCK

STY HIPG
JSR ERASE1
JSR STATUS
LDAA DATVAL
ANDA #$01
BEQ NXTSTP
JMP BADBLK

NXTSTP: LDAA #$AA
JSR FILLXX
LDY BLOCK
LDAB #$OF
CLC
ABY
STY HIPG
LDAA #$00
STAA ADD

LOOPAA: JSR PGMPAG
JSR STATUS
LDAA DATVAL
ANDA #$01
BNE BADBLK
LDAA LOPG
ANDA #$OF
BEQ DONEAA
DEC LOPG
BRA LOOPAA

verify that $AA can be written
to all pages in the block

start with page 15 and work down
to page 0

program page with $AA
see if programming is successful

loop until all pages have been
tested

step to next page in the block
being verified



DONEAA: JSR
JSR
LDAA
ANDA
BNE
LDAA
JSR
LDY
LDAB
CLC
ABY
STY
LDAA
STAA

LOOP55: JSR
JSR
LDAA
ANDA
BNE
LDAA
ANDA
BEQ
DEC
BRA

DONE55: JSR
JSR
LDAA
ANDA
BNE
LDAA
STAA
LDY
STY
LDAA
STAA
JSR

BADBLK: LDY
CPY
BEQ
CLC
LDAB
ABY
STY
JMP

DONE: RTS

FILLXX: LDY
LOOPF2: STAA

INY
CPY
BNE
RTS

ERASE1
STATUS
DATVAL
#01
BADBLK
#$55
FILLXX
BLOCK
#$OF

jump to BADBLK if erase unsuccessful
verify that $55 can be written to
all pages in the block

HIPG
#$00
ADD
PGMPAG
STATUS
DATVAL
#$01
BADBLK
LOPG
#$OF
DONE55
LOPG
LOOP55
ERASE I
STATUS
DATVAL
#01
BADBLK
#$FO
DATVAL
BLOCK
HIPG
#$00
ADD
PGMRED
BLOCK
#$lFFO
DONE

program page with $55
see if programming is successful

jump to BADBLK if bad page found

loop until all pages in block
have been verified

step to next page

erase block
see if erase is successful
jump to DATVAL if bad block found

jump to BADBLK if erase unsuccessful
tag good block by writing $FO into
byte 0, page 0 (redundancy memory)
of the block just verified

#$0000
$OO,Y

fill SRAM addresses OOOOH to
0107H with value in A reg



SUMMARY
The NM29N16 provides an extremely flexible interface for
many systems. By not utilizing address lines, the device
gives designers the ability to incorporate multiple mega-
bytes of memory without the use of an expensive processor
or system bus. The application described here is only one
example of this. With this architecture, the NM29N16 should
enable new types of portable systems to be developed.



National offers two types of Flash Devices, namely NOR
type and NAND type. The device densities ranging from
1 Mbit to 16 Mbit, suited for various kinds of applications like
BIOS code storage, Solid state file storage, Image file stor-
age, etc. Some of the devices also feature Auto program/
erase operations which aid in elegant, compact program-
ming code.
This note describes the various hardware considerations
that a system designer has to consider when using Nation-
al's Flash devices.

ORGANIZATION
1. DEVICE CONSIDERATIONS

This section addresses the various issues like program-
ming voltage (Vpp) generation and control, Vcc consid-
erations, etc.

2. NOR DEVICES
The NOR Flash device section covers the individual de-
sign considerations for the following Flash devices

NM2BF010: 1 Mbit, by1ewide device.
NM2BF040: 4 Mbit, by1ewide device.
NM2BF044: 4 Mbit, by1ewide device.

3. NAND DEVICE
This section covers NAND type NM29N16 device, which
is a 16 Mbit, 5V only device ideally suited for large file
storage type of applications, like Solid state Disk,
PCMCIA based Memory cards, etc.

4. ICP (In-Circuit Programming)
Finally, this note also discusses the In-Circuit Program-
ming (ICP) in general, and the various types of ICP con-
figurations available today.

1.0 DEVICE CONSIDERATIONS
Vpp Specifications: National's Flash devices have ± 5%
tolerance specification on the 12V level that is required for
Vpp. This specification is guaranteed by most of the off-the-
shelf industry standard power supplies. In fact the PC-AT<!>
system power supply has a +5% and -4% tolerance
specification on the + 12V level.

,ROM POWER
SUPPLY +5V
TAP

POWER
SENSING

Vcc CIRCUITRY

I/p

MOS,ET
Switch (RoN ~ 4fi)

The Figure 1 represents a typical MOSFET Switch for the
12V line in the interface design towards Flash devices.
MOSFET of the above configuration is available from a
number of vendors, and MTD4P05 Motorola device is one
good example. The only consideration is that the ON-RE-
SISTANCE of the selected Switch should be low enough to
keep the Vpp o/p within ± 5% tolerance range.
The 12V Vpp programming voltage required for Program-
ming/Erasing operations on the device is gated from the
source (power supply's + 12V TAP) through an enabling cir-
cuitry (e.g., a MOSFET Switch) to the Flash memory's Vpp
pin. An enable signal from the system's control circuitry,
say, "Vpp_EN" could then be used to switch ON/OFF the
12V path to the Flash memory's Vpp Pin.
Usage of this 12V Switch achieves two purposes:
1. Having the Switch turned off during power up ensures

that Vpp voltage at the Vpp Pin of the device doesn't
ramp up before the Vcc ramps to the required 5V level,
which is a basic requirement for the Flash device.

2. In systems, especially laptop portables, having 12V sup-
ply enabled ON continuously is not a favourable choice
in terms of the power drain of the Battery, since the need
for 12V on the Vpp Pin is only during Programming/Eras-
ing, etc. operations and not for the typical Read opera-
tion. Hence a Switch to turn on the 12V for Vpp only
during the required limited times saves considerable
power.

Additional Considerations: The Figure 2 shows a typical
circuit of a power control circuitry. This kind of a circuitry
helps in improving the data integrity. The power sensing de-
vice in essence monitors the power supply's 5V output and

EN_ vPP TO
MOS,ET
GATE



asserts a "power OK" signal only when the input Vcc is matched Power supply in terms of the Power wattage
within the tolerance limits. When the input Vcc levels cross against the total expected maximum load on the 5V line.
the tolerance level, the "power OK" signal is deasserted Also adequate powerline decoupling especially around the
(driven low) which in turn switches off the MOSFET switch memory devices and high speed switching devices should
and thus disabling the 12V from reaching the Vpp Pin any- be ensured, which would take care of the Vcc droop caused
more. System's reset signal is also coupled along with this by device sWitchingto be within the tolerant limits.
"power OK" signal to take care of power_up and warm Power Sequencing: To protect the device against any data
reset conditions. "Switch ON" signal is an output from sys- corruption during Power cycling the following power se-
tem control circuitry which determines when to apply 12V at quencing is required.
the Vpp pins of the Flash device under normal operations. Power On Condition: Vpp must be applied only after Vcc
Vpp Generation: In the above discussion it is assumed that stabilizes to within 5V ± 5% and while cr is high.
the 12V ±5% supply is readily available in the system, but Power Off Condition: Vpp must be turned off after Vccfor systems where this tolerance requirement is not met or stabilizes to within 5V ±5% and while cr is high. Vcc canwhen the 12V ±5% supply is not available at all from the only be turned off after Vpp has reached OV.system power supply there are ample Vpp Generation cir-
cuits available which generally employ one of the following The sample circuit shown in Figure 2 employing a power
techniques. sensing unit inherently takes care of the Power-Sequencing

1. DC to DC conversion. required, without any additional logic.

2. Regulation from a higher voltage (Down conversion). 2.0 NOR DEVICES

3. Voltage boosters (5V to 12V). 1. NM28F010 (128k x 8)
A number of solutions employing the above mentioned The following note describes the In·circuit programming as·
techniques are available from National Semiconductor. pects for a system using National's NM28F010 Flash mem-
Please refer to the listing given at the end of this note for ory device.
the source. NM28F010 is a 1,048,576 bit Flash Electrically Erasable
Vcc Specifications: NSC Flash devices have a tolerance and Programmable Non-volatile memory device. It features
specification of ±5% on the 5V Vcc line. Though most of single command for typical operations like READ, CHIP
the available Power supplies have a ± 5% tolerance specifi· ERASE and PROGRAM allowing ease of use for in-circuit
cation on their +5V line, variation of this voltage within this programming from within a system.
tolerance range is dictated by the system loading and Software Considerations: The following two tables depict
switching frequency of the devices at any given instant of the various modes of NM28F010 Flash device operation
time. Proper consideration should be given in choosing a and the command definitions to set to a particular mode.

Mode Selection Table

Mode
Signals

CE WE OE Address Data Vcc Vpp Power

Read L H L
Read Data

Address Output O-VCC Active
READ Output . . 5V or

Deselect L H High 12V. . Impedance
Standby H . Standby

~
L L..J H (Note 1) Command

COMMAND Control Data
INPUT cr Command .

Control
L..J L H (Note 1)

Data

PROGRAM/ERASE . H H H 5V 12V Active

PROGRAM/ERASE VERIFY L H L (Note 1) Data
Output .

IDREAD L H L OxO/Ox1 Data
Output

·H or L

Note 1: Refer Commend Qefinilion Table II



Command Definition Table

No. of First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle
Function Bus

Cycles Type Address Data Type Address Data

Read 1 WRITE · OOH NA NA NA

10Read 2 WRITE · 90H READ OxOH/Ox1H Mfg/DevlD

Chip Erase 2 WRITE · 20H WRITE · 20H

Erase Verify 2 WRITE Byte Address AOH READ · EVData

Program Setupl
2 WRITE · 40H WRITE Byte Address WRDataBegin

Program Verify 2 WRITE Byte Address COH READ · WVData

Reset 2 WRITE · FFH WRITE · FFH
·H or L

Interface Block Diagram
ADDRESS
LINES •• CS cs
~READ •• DECODE and WE -

SYSTE~ ~E~ORY WE
PROCESSOR ~WRITE CONTROL OE Or

- I N~28rD1D I

CPU CONTROL Vpp

TL-. SYSTE~ SWITCH_ON
RESET CONTROL Vpp GEN and

CIRCUITRY RESET SWITCHING

I CONTROL
rRO~ +SV POWERPOWER .....:..::.:...

SENSE andSUPPLY
RESET

CONTROL

Tl/0/11952-3
FIGURE 3

Operating Modes: NM28F010 features seven modes of Auto Chip erase, Auto Block erase and Auto ProgramlVerify
operation as shown in COMMAND DEFINITION TABLE. allowing ease of use for in-circuit programming. NM28F040
Setting the device to any particular mode is by writing an is a 32 pin device whereas NM28F044 is a 44 pin device.
appropriate opcode to the Command register of the device.

UNIQUE FEATURESNote that the Command register by itself doesn't occupy
any address range of the device and write to the Command Block Mode Erase: These Flash devices can either be full
register is enabled only when Vpp is at 12V level. chip erased or in terms of a specific block of 16 kbyte. This

A detailed description of the various operating modes can block mode erase feature allows ease of management of

be found in NM28F010 data sheets. code blocks.

Figure 3 depicts a typical wiring diagram of control signals Auto Function: Both these devices feature a unique

for a system using National's NM28F010 FLASH Memory "AUTO-FINISH" facility for commands like Chip erase,

with a block level specifications of the integral functional Block erase and ProgramlVerify. Once after issuing any of

units discussed earlier. the above commands to the device, all that is required is to
sample the device data lines, D7 for operation completion

Description: Interface to NM28F010 Flash memory is very (ROYIBUSY) and 04 for status of completion (FAIL/PASS).
much similar to that of conventional 27C010 EPROMexcept These devices have the necessary logic built-in inside the
that the system's memory write enable MWRITE is also chip to do all of the iterative routines of the programming
considered. software. Looping through the same part of the code till
The DECODE and MEMORY CONTROL logic could be a operation proves to be a success or failure becomes unnec-
simple combinatorial PAL<B>,like 16L8, which takes in the essary and all those iterative functions can now be removed
higher order address lines, memory read and memory write from the code, resulting in a compact elegant programming
control signals as input and generates Flash memory chip algorithm.
select (ITS), output enable (DE') and write enable (WE). Software Considerations: The following two tables outline
2. NM28F040INM28F044 the various operational modes and the command definition

NM28F040 and NM28F044 are 4,194,304 bit (512 x 8) to set the various modes.

CMOS Flash devices featuring single command for Read,



.._-- - - Address Output O-Vcc Active
READ Output · 5V or

Deselect
l H High 12V

Impedance
Standby H . · Standby

COMMAND l.I" H (Note 1) Command
INPUT Data

PROGRAM/ERASE . . ·
DO-3,5,6:2 5V 12V Active

PROGRAM/ERASE
l l · D4-fail/pass

STATUS POLLING D7-rdy/busy

IDREAD l l OxO/Ox1 Data
Output

·H or L

Note 1: Refer COMMAND DEFINITION TABLE

Command Definition Table

No. of First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle
Function Bus

Cycles Type Address Data Type Address Data

Read 1 WRITE · OOH NA NA NA

ID Read 2 WRITE · 90H READ OxOH/Ox1H Mfg/DevlD

Auto By1eProgram 2 WRITE · 10H WRITE By1eAddress WR Data

Auto Chip Erase 2 WRITE · 30H WRITE . 30H

Auto Block Erase 2 WRITE · 20H WRITE Block Address DOH

Reset 2 WRITE · FFH WRITE . FFH

Operating Modes: Both NM28F044 and NM28F040 fea- Two of the data lines, D7 and D4, signify the operation com-
ture same modes of operation, viz., Read, ID Read, Reset, pletion and status of completion respectively. Once after
Auto By1eProgram, Auto Chip Erase and Auto Block Erase. issuing any of the Auto By1eProgram, Auto Chip Erase and
The Read, ID Read and Reset modes of operation of these Auto Block Erase commands to the device, all that is re-
two devices are the same as that of NM28F010, however quired is to do a read on the device after a specified time
the Program and Erase modes are significantly different (depending on the command issued). A High (High logic lev-
from NM28F010. el) on the data line D7 signifies that the operation for the

A more detailed description of the various operating modes issued command was completed. The data line stays at low

can be found in the relevant device data sheets. (low logic level) if the operation is not completed yet. Simi-
larly, when D7 has become high, a low (low logic level) on

HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS the D4 line signifies success of the operation and a High

1.NM28F044 (High logic level) signifies failure.

Designing around NM28F044 is very much similar to
NM28F010 which we discussed earlier, but with the follow-
ing difference:
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NM28F040 Flash device is different from NM28F044 Flash
device in sense that it doesn't have a "WE" signal. The
"CS" signal in this device acts as a multiplexed pin for both
chip select (in the case of a read from the device) and write
enable (in the case of a write to the device). Write mode is
differentiated from the READ mode by the following condi-
tions:

Operation on the Device
READ
WRITE

But "CS" signal continues to behave like a chip select sig-
nal (read mode) as long as Vpp voltage remains below Vcc,
no matter whatever operation (READ or WRITE) is done on
the device. Figure 4 shows one possible way of interfacing
NM28F040 Flash device in a system.
"CS" Generation: The potential problem of chip select (CS)
signal glitching and thus leading to the possibilities of cor-
rupting any valid data in the Flash device can be easily sur-
mounted with simple logic. Data corruption chances are
possible in NS28F040 Flash device only when 12V power is
enabled to the Vpp pin of the device and then there is an
extraneous cycle happening on the bus (bus cycle to a de-
vice other than the Flash device).
Memory decode designs in general incorporate a mecha-
nism of gating the decoded signal (from the address bus)
with Memory control signals (MREAD and MWRiiE) to gen-
erate a valid chip select to the memory. Glitches become
apparent when the total time for the address bus to get
stabilized to valid logic levels (say, Tsb) and the time to
decode the address lines (say, Td) Is longer than the
Memory control signal (MREAD or MWRITE) driven val·
Id delay (say, Tv).
In systems where both the Address lines and the memory
control signals are driven simultaneously this "glitching"
scenario is inherent and one common way of eliminating the
glitches in the output (chip select) signal is to delay the
memory control signal by an amount greater than Tsb + Td
and using this delayed signal for gating purpose. Simple DE-
LAY LINE devices can be used to delay the control signals,
as shown in Figure 4.

Processors like 180486, output Address, Memory control
(MIlO) and Read Write (PW/R) control signals all at the
same instant whenever an external cycle is started on the
system bus. In this scenario. generating the chip select sig-
nal from address and MIlO and PWIR control signals all

gated together would have the output chip select signal
glitching for a period equal to the above mentioned Tsb +
Td. But by using a delayed (by an amount Tsb + Td) mem-
ory READIWRITE signal for final gating, chances for glitch-
es in the chip select signal is eliminated.
"WLSEL" Signal: The "WLSEL" signal shown in Fig-
ure 4 is a signal from one of the available general purpose
1/0 ports. This signal in most cases is the same as the
"EN_Vpp" signal which was discussed earlier.
Prior to doing any write operation on the Flash device, the
Vpp circuitry must be turned on so that Vpp voltage at the
Vpp pin is 12V. "EN_Vpp" is a signal generated for this
purpose. The same signal can be used in the CS generation
logic to gate the decoded address signal with either of the
memory control signals (MREAD and MWRITE) which ever
becomes valid during a particular Flash device access. The
need for having to do this is due to the multiplexed nature of
the chip select pin of the Flash device.
The following representative schematic (Figure 5) explains
the above discussion.

Common Considerations: In all the three Flash devices
discussed so far, it is essential that proper command codes
are entered in proper sequence. Inputting any command
code other than those described could render an improper
device functionality. Also accidental removal of Vpp supply
during any Erase or Program operation in progress should
be taken care of, for in some cases the valid data in the
device could get corrupted. It's also essential to employ a
POWER ON/OFF sequence as described earlier to safe-
guard the valid data against any corruption possibilities duro
ing power cycling.



3.0 NAND DEVICE

NM29N16 (2M x 8-Blt)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

National's NM29N16 is 16.5 Mbit NAND Electrically Eras-
able and Programmable device. NM29N16 is a 5V only de-
vice, which does not require 12V for any of the Program-
ming or Erase operations.
Organization: NM29N16 is organized as (256 + 8) by1esx
16 Pages x 512 Blocks. Programming is done in terms of a
Page (264 By1eseach) while Erasing is done in terms of a
Block or multiples of Blocks (16 Pages each). Figure 6 de-
picts a conceptual organization of the Device.
NM29N16 is a by1e_wide serial type of device in which the
Address and Data are time multiplexed on the same I/O
pins as there are no separate Address pins. Address in input
as three by1es of Data during Address input cycles. The
Program and Erase operations are handled automatically by
the device, resulting in minimal Processor intervention and
elegant programming code.
Additionally, the device aids in mapping out bad memory
locations by providing an extra 8 by1esof redundant memo-
ry for every page in the device. This feature makes
NM29N16 Flash device as an ideal candidate for SOLID
STATE FILE STORAGE applications. Alternatively, this re-
dundant 8 by1e space per page can be used for normal
storage resulting in extra capacity (16.5 Mbits instead of 16
Mbits).
Applications: NM29N16 is ideally suited for applications
like,
1. Solid State File Storage
2. Voice Recording
3. Image File Storage, etc.
NM29N16 type of a device is the most sought after in Solid
State File Storage where large data is stored and retrieved
at a single access (Normally in terms of some specified
Blocks Size). With the advent of PCMCIA based systems,
Solid State Data Storage has become an intelligent form of
Data storage and NM29N16 with its unique features is the
ideal candidate for PCMCIA based Solid State Disk.
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Device Specific Details: NM29N16 has the following con-
trol signals, whose combination, as depicted in the following
truth table, signify the various operations that can be per-
formed on the device. The control signals are CLE (com-
mand latch enable), ALE (address latch enable), CE (chip
enable), WE (write enable), RE (read enable) and WP (write
protect).

CLE ALE CE WE RE WP

Command Input H L L U H X

Data Input L L L U H X

Address Input L H L U H X

Address Output L H L H U X

Serial Data Output L L L H U X

During Programming X X X X X H
(BUSY)

During Erasing (BUSY) X X X X X H

Program/Erase Inhibit X X X X X L

H: V'H L: V'L x: V'L or V'H

Operating Modes: The device supports the following
modes of operation, viz., Read Mode-1, Read Mode-2,
Status Read, ID Read, Auto Page Program, Auto Block
Erase, Auto Multi-Block Erase, Suspend/Resume and Re-
set.
The device is set into any of the above modes by writing an
appropriate opcode into the device Command Register.
Then if needed the Address and Data registers are updated.
Thus programming the device for any mode of operation
involves any1hingfrom one step to four step process, de-
pending on the mode. Various Command codes (opcodes)
needed for those above mentioned modes are listed in the
Command Table.
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Modes of Operation
First Cycle Second
(opcode) Cycle #

Read Mode-1 00

Read Mode-2 50

Reset FF

Auto Program 80 10

Auto Block Erase 60 DO

Auto Multi Block Erase 60· DO

Erase Suspend BO

Erase Resume DO

Status Read 70 .

Register Read EO

IDRead
-

90

Note: second cycle shown above for the Program/Erase operations is a
confirmatory cycte. The actual execution begins only after this command
write. This feature is to safeguard against any inadvertent erasures, espe-
cially during Power Up.

• For Multi-Block erase operations. Command code (60) is repeated for every
block to be erased. Typical sequence for a three block erasure would be.
< OPCOOE "60" > < Add of Block # 1> < OPCODE "60" > < Add of Block
#2> <OPCODE "60"> <Add of Block#3> <OPCODE "DO">.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS: There are basically two
types of operations performed on the device, viz., READ
and WRITE.
READ Type Operations: Read mode-1, Read mode-2,
Status read, Register read and ID read are the operations

RD. ViR.
~E~. I/O

which conform to Read type. For all these modes the appro-
priate command code is first written into the device Com-
mand register (first cycle). Then depending on the mode
issued, address information is written into the Address reg-
ister, which is essentially three write cycles following the
Command input cycle. Then after a specified delay data is
read off the Data register through a typical read cycle. Ad-
dress information is not input for a Status Read operation.
All these Registers, viz., Command, Data. Address and
Status, do not occupy any of the device's memory location.
They are indeed selected by the combination of logic levels
of the control signals ALE and CLE. Note also that the Com-
mand Register cannot be read back for the contents.
The starting address is composed of 3 bytes, which are en-
tered right after the command input in three successive
write cycles. The format of the address is input as shown
below:

1101 1/02 1/03 1/04 1105 1106 1/07 1/08

First Address
AD A1 A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7

Cycle

Second Address
A8 A9 A1D A11 A12 A13 A14 A1S

Cycle

Third Address
A16 A17 A18 A19 A2D L L L

Cycle

Note: 1/0 bits 6. 7 and S should be set to low level dUring the third address
cycle.

A 12 to A20 form the Block address (selects one out of 512 Blocks).

A11 to AS form the Page address (selects one out of 16 pages) within a
seiected Block.

AD to A7 form the column address (selects the starting address of the data
transfer within a page).

TO AN ifp PORT
OR INTERRUPT
CONTROL



WRITE Type Operations: Operations like Program, Erase,
Erase suspend, and Reset conform to Write type of com-
mand. Setting the device for these operating modes is simi-
lar to earlier described READ type operations. In these
modes the device is updated with some new information.
A more detailed description of the various operating modes
are found in the Device data sheets. Refer to the table given
at the end of this note.
Hardware Interface: The Figure 7 shows one of the meth-
ods of interfacing NM28N16 Flash device in a system. A
generic Processor (Micro-controller) is assumed in this dis-
cussion. The external interface attributes (Bus Control Inter-
face) of this generic processor is commonly found in almost
all of the available Processors.
Types of Cycles: The cycle types that are typically per-
formed on NM29N16 Flash device fall into three categories,
viz., Command, Address and Data cycles. The following ta-
ble explains the control signal configuration during these
three cycles.

Cycle Types CLE ALE CE WE RE

Command Input H L L 1I H

Input L H L 1I H
Address

Output L H L H 1I

Data
Input L L L 1I H

Output L L L H 1I

The Input/Output cycles (in Address and Data cycles) are
differentiated by WE and RE pulsing respectively with other
being stable. In general all these three cycles happen either
RE or WE pulsing during a stable window of the other con-
trol signals as shown in the above table.
110 Port: Having an I/O Port type of interface is necessitat-
ed by the fact that the NM29N16 Flash Device control sig-
nals are not of the same type which are normally found in
common Flash Devices. NM29N16 device is meant for large
data storage applications (Memory cards, Solid state disk,
etc.) where the device form factor is also crucial. In view of
this, the device features an optimized Pinout, resulting in a
compact device and yet with a much larger capacity. The
control signals of this NM29N16 Flash device is not directly
compatible to existing Micro-controller interface control. An
I/O Port type of interface between this Flash device and any
common Micro-controller normally considered for this type
of an application, simplifies the interfacing task without any
complex logic.
The 1/0 Port shown in the above diagram is any general
purpose 1/0 port, normally found in a system. One such 1/0
port is availed to establish the key interface to the
NM29N16 Flash device. Three control signals, viz., "~",
"CLE" and "ALE" are driven by this 1/0 port as shown.
Before doing an actual NM29N16 access, the system CPU
initially writes to this 1/0 Port with the needed signal config-
uration for the type of the cycle (Command, Address or
Data). Then a normal Read or Write cycle to the Flash de-
vice memory space would do an actual Read or Write cycle
on the device.
Decoder: The decoder unit generates the ReadlWrite con-
trol signals for the Flash device. System address, memory
control signals form the input to this unit. This unit could be
a combination of discrete devices like 'LS139 or just a com-
binatorial PAL like 16L8 device.

Power Monitor: This unit basically monitors the Vcc power
point for the required operating level. Whenever the system
Vcc falls out of the ±5% tolerance range, this unit gener-
ates the system Reset as well as the write protect signal
(WP). This unit takes care of the POWERON condition also
by keeping the system Reset and WP asserted till the sys-
tem Vcc reaches the proper required level and thus protect-
ing the data against corruption. Power monitor unit is avail-
able from numerous vendors in the form of a single device.
One typical example of such a device would be Dallas Semi-
conductor component DS1231.
Ready/Busy Signal: This status output signal can be rout-
ed to'an Input Port, which the CPU can keep polling for the
status of operation completion or alternatively to the sys-
tem's Interrupt control so as to generate an interrupt upon
operation completion.

4.0 ICP (IN-CIRCUIT PROGRAMMING)
In-circuit programming (ICP)as opposed to device level pro-
gramming is an efficient method of programming the most
widely used programmable devices like, PROM, EPROM,
PAL, PLD, Micro-controllers, FPGA, FLASH memory, etc.
ICP is a means of programming these devices after they
have been assembled into their target boards. There are
broadly two categories of In-circuit programming, one being
Production oriented and the other being End user oriented.

ICP Benefits: Obvious advantages of ICP over the tradition-
al device-level programming are streamlined manufacturing
flow, simplified handling, lesser inventory overheads and re-
duced production costs. ICP has become a preferred meth-
od of programming the device with the gaining usage of
surface-mount devices (SMDs) and the Just-in-time produc-
tion methods.
ICP Configurations: Different configurations are available
today to achieve the programming of these devices in their
target enclosure.
1. Standalone In-circuit Programmers: This is the Production
oriented type of configuration and in this, the target (device
assembled) board(s) get plugged on to slots assigned for
programming purpose in the Standalone In-circuit Program-
mer, much like individual devices (ICs) getting plugged into
the IC sockets of a Device Programmer. Then the relevant
programming algorithm, resident in the In-circuit Program-
mer, is executed by the In-circuit Programmer to program
the device with the proper data. A typical example of this
kind of programmer would be DATA 1I0's BoardSite. In this
case the target boards usually have additional circuitry to
isolate the programmable device(s) from the onboard's log-
ic which is essential during the device programming. The
level of complexity of this additional logic varies depending
on the type of the device and the number of such devices.
This kind of configuration is well suited for production site
programming where assembled boards are directly pro-
grammed for the devices present instead of programming
the individual devices and house keeping them before as-
sembly into a particular board.
2. Programming via serial link: In this configuration the tar-
get board has a serial link interface for the purpose of pro-
gramming (or reprogramming) the device(s) on board. This
target board is hooked to a conventional Device program-
mer via the serial interface, in which case the Device Pro-
grammer does the programming job as it would program an
individual device.



Compared to the earlier discussed Production type ICP, this
falls into End-user type of ICP, and this method eases the
task of any code update at customer site without having to
disassemble the target board from the system. But then a
device programmer is required to be carried to the customer
site to do any re-programming.
3. In-System Programming: In this configuration, typically a
remote host downloads the software to be updated onto the
target system through, say, a serial link. Then the target
system executes the resident programming algorithm to
program the mounted device. Instead of a serial link, a flop-
py diskette containing the updated code could be download-
ed into the target system for programming purposes.
This approach of In-circuit Programming is preferred where
frequent code change is involved, especially in customer
field locations, where dismantling the whole system for de-

vice replacement purposes is not welcomed and it is not
required to carry any device programmer to the customer
site.
Flash Memory: An In-circuit Programmable device of partic-
ular concern here is a FLASH device which as byfar come in
as a drop in replacement for the conventional EPROMs.
Apart from delivering the "functional compatibilities", they
feature a significant advantage over EPROMs in terms of
Re-programming conveniences whenever a code_update
is necessitated. Unlike EPROMs which have to be removed
from the target board, Ultra-Violet erased, programmed with
the new code and then plugged back into the target board,
the FLASH devices are erased instantly and re-programmed
with the new code all performed when the device is in the
target board only, thus bringing all the benefits of ICP.
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The NM29N16 is a 16Mb FLASH memory that utilizes the
NAND architecture. The device incorporates a number of
features that make it suitable for numerous portable applica-
tions that need large amounts of data storage but can not
use a disk drive due to power or weight considerations.
While making such systems possible, the NM29N16 also
offers greater performance over disk drives in the area of
data transfer time. program time, and endurance.
The following sections give a general overview of the
NM29N16 and describe how it operates. The operation of
the three basic functions: read, write and program, is gone
over in detail followed by the physics behind the device op-
eration.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The NM29N16 is a unique memory device that does not
operate like normal EPROM or SRAM memory devices. All
data that is read and written to the device is done in pages,
which contain 264 bytes. Data is transferred from/to an on-
chip buffer that stores the page. When the data is read out.
it is read out sequentially, byte after byte, in order. This data
transfer method allows the NM29N16 to not have any ad-
dress pins which simplifies both board layout and the sys-
tem interface. The device is easily interfaced to high end
microprocessors and low end microcontrollers.
The NM29N16 is organized as 8192 pages of data with
each page consisting of 264 bytes. Figure 1 gives a three-
dimensional view of how the device is organized. Each page TUD/11953-2

allows for 256 bytes of data storage plus an additional 8 FIGURE 2. NAND Cell Architecture
bytes that may be used for error correction or redundancy.

A block makes up the collection of 16 pages times the 264
I/O 1 bytes per page.

The NM29N16 is not read and written to like normal memo-
ry devices. There are no address or data pins for the NAND
device as can be seen in Table I. There are only I/O pins,

TABLE I. Pinout of NM29N16

B 192
pages

512 blocks I
I
J-----

,/
,/

,/
,/

TL/O/11953-1

FIGURE 1. NM29N16 Conceptual Layout

There are 16 pages to a block (512 blocks in a device). The
block is the smallest unit which can be erased (4 kbytes).
Each block within the array consists of a chain of 16 NAND
cells connected in series. Figure 2 shows a typical cell.

1/01-8 I/O Port

CE Chip Enable

wt Write Enable

FiE Read Enable

CLE Command Latch Enable

ALE Address Latch Enable

WP Write Protect

R/B Ready/Busy

VcclVss Power Supply/Ground

II
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similar to peripheral ICs used in PC's before the advent of
chip sets. Like the peripheral ICs, commands are sent to the
NAND device to initialize it for the desired operation, be it a
read, erase, or program. Address information follows the
command to tell the device on which page or block the op-
eration should take place. Figure 3 shows the basic timing
sequence of most operations.

In the following sections each of the main operations and
their command sequence will be discussed.

READ
The NM29N16 offers a number of different Read modes.
These enhance the ease with which the device may fit into
numerous designs. Table II lists the different Read modes
for the NM29N16 along with the other command modes.
These will now be explained in detail.

The default mode of the NM29N16 is Read Mode 1. This
mode uses the command OOH. A Read is initiated by writing
the OOH command to the device followed by an address.
The address tells the device what page to pull from the
array and at what point within the page to set the pointer.
On the rising edge of WE, the page will be pulled out of the
array and into an on-chip buffer. During this time the RIB pin
goes low. This allows the system to do other operations
while polling the RIB pin to return high. The time to pull the
page from the array into the buffer is typically 25 )-'s. Once
the page is stored in the buffer it can be read out sequential-
ly. Sending consecutive RE pulses will read out sequential
bytes of data starting at the byte set by the address input-

ted. For example, sending in address 05H-5FH-1FH would
result in reading block 501 (1 F5H), page 16(FH) starting at
byte 6(05H) of 264 bytes. Figure 4 graphically shows this
example.

First Second
Acceptable

Mode
Cycle Cycle

Command
during Busy

Serial Data Input 80

Read Mode (1) 00

Read Mode (2) 50

Reset FF Yes

Auto Program 10

Auto Block Erase 60 DO

Auto Multi Block Erase 60 ...60 DO

Suspend in Erasing BO Yes

Resume DO

Status Read 70 Yes

Register Read EO

ID Read 90

,)
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mat~ly -25 ",s until the next page is in the on-chip buffer. In
this manner the entire device can be read out, page after
page. Figure 5 depicts this wraparound feature.

TL/D/11953-5

FIGURE 5. Read Mode 1 Wraparound

Upon reaching the final byte in the final page, additional RE
pulses will only read out the last byte over and over. In other
words, the device will not wrap around to the first page of
the array.

The NM29N16 provides eight additional bytes at the end of
each page to be used for various functions. A special com-
mand, SOH, is used to read out only these last eight bytes
from the page. This is achieved by writing the SOH com-
mand to the device followed by the three part address. The
first byte determines the pointer location but in this case
only the first three bits (1/01-3) are recognized. The re-
maining bits (1/04-8) are ignored. Again, the device will go
through a 25 "'S delay before the data can be read out with
strobes of RE.

TL/D/11953-6

FIGURE 6. Read Mode 2 Wraparound

A method of checking the status of the NM29N16 is provid-
ed via the 70H command. This command provides automat-
ic program and erase verification. No software is needed to
check each of the bytes individually to see if they have been
programmed or erased properly. The 70H command offers
the end user the ability to check if the program or erase
operation was carried out successfully. This is accom-
plished after the R/B pin has returned high during a pro-
gram/erase operation. By issuing the 70H command follow-
ing R/B going high, the status of the device will be output-
ted on 1/01-8. Figure 7 shows this operation for a page
program operation.

\MAAr·V\[
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THE VERIFICATION RESULT IS OUTPUT BY BIT UNIT

(
PASS: '0')

fAIL: '1'



If 1/0 1 is a "0", the operation was successful. If a "1" is
outputted on 1/01, then the program or erase failed. If an
erase failed, then the block that was erased should be
mapped by the system as bad and should not be used
again. If a page program fails, then the data should be writ-
ten to another block and again the block should be mapped
as bad by the system.
The Register Read command, EOH,allows the system to
determine which bits did not program successfully. The EOH
command is only used after a failed program attempt. This
is done by writing the EOHcommand followed by consecu-
tive RE pulses. A "0" outputted on 1/01 means the bit was
programmed successfully while a "1" means the pro-
grammed bit failed. This information can be used for error
correction to increase the accuracy of the data stored.
The final Read mode is the 10 Read. Like all FLASH prod-
ucts, the NM29N16 offers a way to identify the manufacturer
of the device and the type of device. This is accomplished
by issuing the 90H command followed by the OOHaddress.
This is a single address input, not a three part input like the
other commands. Issuing two RE pulses will output the
manufacture code (8FH for National Semiconductor) fol-
lowed by the device code (64H for the 16 Mb NAND). Figure
8 shows the timing sequence. Applications such as
PCMCIA cards will use this data to identify the card and
determine which driver to use for the interface.

PROGRAM

The NM29N16 implements an automatic programming algo-
rithm which greatly simplifies the system software. The soft-
ware for programming the device consists of writing three
commands and the data. Programming must be done from
the lowest page in the block to the highest. For example,
page 16(1FH) in block 1 must be programmed before page
15(1EH) in block 1.
The program mode begins by issuing the 80H command to
the device. This is followed by the three part address of the
page and block. The data is then input sequentially starting
with the lowest byte. The Program command, 10H, is then
input to start the program operation. The RIB line will go
low to signal the commencement of the programming as
shown in Figure 9. Program time is typically around 300 JJ-s.
Upon RIB going high a Status Read command, 70H, can be
written to the device. This allows the system to verify if the
program was a success or not. A "0" on 1/01 reports a
successful program and a "1" on 1/01 means a failed pro-
gram attempt. If the program does fail, the block should be
mapped out as a bad block and not written to anymore.
Also, the data that was in the on-chip buffer will be lost and
will have to be rewritten into the buffer before programming
it into a different block. Figure 10 shows this sequence of
commands.
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Block Address
Input: 2 cycle
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Command

The NM29N16 allows data to be written to a page when
there is less than 264 bytes. Up to 10 sections of the same
page may be written to at different times. For example, the
system may write 25 bytes to the first part of the page, call
them DO-D24. The rest of the page of filled with "1" (FFH)
and then programmed. A second 25 bytes can then be
stored at D24-D49. Again the rest of the page is filled with
"1" along with DO-D24. In this manner, the data that was
previously programmed into DO-D24 is masked out from
being reprogrammed. The benefit to the system designer is
the ability to be able to store small amounts of data in a
page and not to waste memory space.

Finally, the NM29N16 allows page to page transfers. How-
ever, when this is done the data that is reprogrammed into
the new page is inverted ("0" --+ "1" and "1" --+ "0").

ERASE
The NM29N16 has two modes for block erasure. These are
Auto Block Erase and Auto Multi-Block Erase. Two different
commands are used in the erase procedure to prevent acci-
dental erasure. These are 60H to set up the Auto Block
Erase and DOH to execute the Erase command. The
NM29N 16 provides one of the smallest erase block sizes in
the industry at 4 kbytes.

The Auto Block Erase, like the Program command, uses an
algorithm to handle the entire erase procedure. This helps
minimize the work load on the processor. The command
sequence for a single block erase is shown in Figure 11.

It starts by writing the 60H command to the device followed
by the two cycle address, which represents the block to be
erased. The Erase Execution (DOH) command is then writ-
ten to confirm the erasure. The RIB signal line will drop low
for approximately 6 ms while the erase operation is in prog-
ress. When the RIB line returns high, the status of the era-
sure can be checked by issuing the Status Read (70H) com-
mand. If the erasure fails (1/01 outputs "1") then the block
should be marked as bad and no further operations should
take place on this block.

The Auto Multi-Block Erase operation allows the system to
mark multiple random blocks to be erased. A similar se-
quence as the single block erasure is followed as seen in
Figure 12.

After the first address is inputted, it is followed by another
60H command and a second two cycle block address. This
process can be repeated to mark as many blocks for era-
sure as is desired. When all the blocks have been marked
the DOH command is finally inputted and the erasure com-
mences (RIB goes low). The total erase time will be 6 ms
plus 15 "'S times the number of blocks that have been
marked for erasure.

PHYSICS OF OPERATION
The NM29N16 utilizes a different architecture and program-
ming method than the traditional NOR FLASH devices. The
main difference in the programming method is the use of
Fowler-Nordhiem tunneling for both programming and era-
sure of the cells. The physical operation behind reading,
writing and erasing the NAND device at the cell level is
explained in the following sections.

First an explanation of how Fowler-Nordhiem (F-N) tunnel-
ing operates is necessary. Figure 13 shows a typical cross-
section of a single NAND FLASH cell.
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FIGURE 13. NAND Cell Program/Erase •



During program operation the substrate is grounded while
the control gate is raised to Vpp (Vpp is approximately 20V).
This pulls charges from the substrate, tunneling through the
oxide to the floating gate where the charge is stored. During
erasure the reverse operation is performed with the sub-
strate at Vpp and the control gate grounded. This allows
charge to tunnel through the oxide back into the substrate.

In contrast to NAND FLASH operation, NOR FLASH uses
Hot-Electron Injection (HEI) for programming. In HEI, Vpp is
applied to both the drain and the control gate while the
source is grounded. In this case the charge is injected
through the oxide and then collected by the floating gate as
shown in Figure 14.

~
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TL/D/11953-14

FIGURE 14. NOR FLASH Cell Program/Erase

TL/D/11953-15

FIGURE 15. NAND FLASH Read Operation

In this case, Vpp is typically on the order of 12V. The main
disadvantage that HEI has versus F-N tunneling is that it
requires more current to inject the electrons into the floating
gate. Therefore it is easier to build NAND FLASH devices
that use less power and a single power supply.

The read operation of the NAND cell is displayed in Figure
15. The first part of the read operation involves biasing of
the page lines that are not selected along with select line 1
and 2. This way the 16 NAND cells are connected to ground
and the bit line. The selected page line is biased at OV. If the
floating gate transistor cell is programmed "1", current is
allowed to flow from the pre-charged bit line to ground. A
cell that is programmed "0" does not allow current to flow
and the bit line stays charged at the same level (thus the
NAND name). Sense amps at the end of the bit line sense
the voltage difference and reading out the data into the on-
chip buffer.

The erase operation of the NAND cell is exhibited in Figure
16. In the erase operation an entire 4 kbyte block is

TL/D/11953-16

FIGURE 16. NAND FLASH Erase Operation
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rithm to monitor the procedure. Figure 17 shows the opera-
tion. First, select line 1 is turned on connecting the 16
NAND cells to the bit line while select line 2 is set low dis-
connecting the line from ground. Next, a high voltage (ap-
proximately 10V) is applied to all the page lines of the block
except the page line that is to be programmed. The page
line that is to be programmed is set at Vpp (approximately
20V). If data is to be programmed into the cell, the bit line is
set low. This causes a differential of approximately 20V be-
tween the control gate and the substrate, allowing for tun-
neling into the floating gate. If the cell is not to be pro-
grammed, the bit line is set at approximately 10V.This caus-
es the differential between the control gate and channel to
be only 10V which is not enough to cause tunneling. Again
the automatic program algorithm monitors the process for
complete programming of the cells.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
It should be clear from the above description of the
NM29N16 that the device is very flexible in the manner in
which it may be used. This makes it an ideal device for
numerous applications that require large amounts of bulk
data storage or secondary memory storage. Systems that
need to store audio, visual or data files, and need to be
portable are prime candidates to use NAND FLASH.

TUD/11953-17

FIGURE 17. NAND FLASH Program Operation
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MICROWIRE™ EEPROM Paul Lubeck

National Semiconductor manufactures a wide range of low
density serial EEPROMs that use the MICROWIRE interface
as a means of communication. Although all of these devices
use the MICROWIRE interface, there are slight variations in
interfacing due to differences in memory sizes, features,
and technology used to implement the device. Additionally,
the MICROWIRE interface does not specifically define any
protocol, it only defines a basic set of signal lines to inter-
connect two or more devices. Due to these reasons, addi-
tional information is necessary to fully understand how to
best interface to National's family of MICROWIRE
EEPROM.

The goal of this application guide is to cover a diversity of
information in regard to basic timing, interfacing options,
and functionality of different EEPROMs. I will use an outline
approach, so the appropriate heading can be located easily.
Each section attempts to be stand alone so the information
can be easily extracted. The outline appears below:

OUTLINE

1.0 Description of EEPROM Families

1.1 CMOS EEPROM

1.1.1 NM93C Family

1.1.2 NM93CS Family

1.1.3 Variations

2.0 HARDWARE CONNECTIONS

2.1. INTERFACE PIN DESCRIPTIONS

2.1.1 Chip Select

2.1.2 Serial Clock

2.1.3 Data-In (01)

2.1.4 Data-Out (DO)

2.1.5 Program Enable (PE)

2.1.6 Protect Register Enable (PRE)

2.1.7 Organization (ORG)

2.1.8 Status (ROY/BUSY)

2.2. FOUR WIRE BUS

2.3. THREE WIRE BUS

3.0 TIMING CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 BUS TIMING

3.2 INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE DESCRIPTIONS

3.2.1 Read Cycle

3.2.2 Sequential Read

3.2.3 Erase and Erase All

3.2.4 Write and Write All

3.2.5 Program Enable and Program Disable

3.2.6 Protect Register Read

3.2.7 Protect Register Enable

3.2.8 Protect Register Disable

3.2.9 Protect Register Clear

3.2.10 Protect Register Write

3.3. INTERFACING SOLUTIONS

4.0 CONCLUSION

1.0 Description of EEPROM
Families
1.1 CMOS EEPROM

National builds a range of MICROWIRE CMOS EEPROMs
in memory sizes ranging from 256-bit to 4906-bit. The
NM93C family is the base family and the NM93CS is a simi-
lar family with additional features, there are also other devic-
es with slight variations on the interface. All these devices
are available with certain "standard" options such as oper-
ating temperature ranges and operating voltage ranges,
packaging options and test options. These options being
fairly standard variations for semiconductor devices, will not
be addressed beyond this. The purpose of this article is to
address basic functionality and interfacing, including various
tricks to simplify or modify the interface.

1.1.1 NM93CFamlly

The NM93C family of EEPROM is available in 256-, 1024-,
2048-, and 4096-bit sizes. All of these are internally orga-
nized in 16-bit words, therefore all data transactions deal
with 16 bits. This family of EEPROMs has 7 instructions that
deal with read, write, and a basic level of data protection.
The instructions are listed in Table I. It is important to note
that there is a basic difference in length of the instruction
between the NM93C06 or NM93C46 and the NM93C56 or
NM93C66. This is due to the larger devices needing addi-
tional address bits.

The NM93C family of EEPROM, like all of National's serial
EEPROMs have a basic level of write protection that can be
turned on or off by the use of the ERASE/WRITE DISABLE
(EWDS) and ERASE/WRITE ENABLE (EWEN) instructions.
Although there are two erase instructions included in the
NM93C family, these are included only for compatibility with
older EEPROMs that require erase before write. These
EEPROMs don't require erase before write and it is recom-
mended that in application the erase not be used as this
adversely affects endurance.

1.1.2 NM93CS Family

The NM93CS EEPROMs are identical to the NM93C family
in memory sizes and organization. Making them different,
they have two additional functions, sequential read and user
configurable write protection, and don't have either of the
erase functions, ERASE and ERASE-ALL as they are not
needed. Like all of the CMOS EEPROMs, these have self
timed programming cycles and operate from a single exter-
nal supply of either 4.5V to 5.5V or 2.0V to 5.5V. In these
devices it is necessary to eliminate the erase cycles from
the code as they may adversely affect the performance of
the device.

As these have additional functions, the instruction set in-
cludes a total of 10 instructions, 3 that operate on the mem-
ory array, 2 that deal with the basic write protection and 5
that deal with the user configurable write protection. Refer



to the NM93CS instruction set table (Table II) for definitions To further increase data security in these EEPROMs there
of these instructions. As with the NM93C family, there is a are also two additional input signals defined, Program En-
basic difference in instruction length depending on memory able (PE) and Protect Register Enable (PRE). These signals
size. are on pins that are unused on the NM93C family providing

upward compatibility to the NM93CS devices.

TABLE I. NM93C Family Instruction Set Table

Instruction sB OpCode Address Data Comments

READ 1 10 Al/A5-AO Reads data stored in memory.

EWEN 1 00 11XXXX Write enable must precede all programming modes.

ERASE 1 11 A5-AO Erase register A5A4A3A2A 1AO.

WRITE 1 01 A5-AO D15-DO Writes register. ,

ERAL 1 00 10XXXX Erase all registers. .
WRAL 1 00 01XXXX D15-DO Writes all registers.

EWDS 1 00 OOXXXX Disables all programming instructions. ..

TABLE II. NM93Cs Family Instruction Set Table

Instruction sB OpCode Address Data PRE PE Comments

READ 1 10 A5-AO 0 X Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified address.

WEN 1 00 11XXXX 0 1 Write enable must precede all programming modes.

WRITE 1 01 A5-AO D15-DO 0 1 Writes register if address is unprotected.

WRALL 1 00 01XXXX D15-DO 0 1 Writes all registers. Valid only when Protect Register is
cleared.

WDS 1 00 OOXXXX 0 X Disables all programming instructions.

PRREAD 1 10 XXXXXX 1 X Reads address stored in Protect Register.

PREN 1 00 11XXXX 1 1 Must immediately precede PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, and PRDS
instructions.

PRCLEAR 1 11 111111 1 1 Clears the Protect Register so that no registers are protected
from WRITE.

PRWRITE 1 01 A5-AO 1 1 Program address into Protect Register. Thereafter, memory
addresses;;' the address in Protect Register are protected
from WRITE.

PRDS 1 00 000000 1 1 One time only instruction after which the address in the
Protect Register cannot be altered.

•



hancements. The first enhancement is a Organization
(ORG) input that allows the user to select the internal con-
figuration of the memory as either 8 bits wide or 16 bits
wide. When the input is high or unconnected, the device is
configured as 16 bits wide, when the ORG input is at a low
level, the memory is configured as 8 bits wide, but twice as
deep. The feature is present on both the NM93C46A and
the NM59C11.

The second variation is the STATUS output. This is the
Busy/Ready polling to indicate programming status. All oth-
er devices have this feature on the Data-Out (DO) output,
the NM59C11 alone has status available as a separate out-
put and not on the Data-Out output. This can simplify inter-
facing to a bidirectional data bus.

2.0 Hardware Connection
2.1 INTERFACE PIN DESCRIPTIONS
In this section, each possible input or output will be de-
scribed followed by the most popular variations of bus con-
nections. Not all devices have all of the described I/Os. The
I/Os are available according to Table III, I/O Functionality.

2.1.1 CHIP SELECT (CS)
Chip Select is used to differentiate between various devices
on the same Microwire bus. In the case of EEPROM it can-
not be tied high even if it is the only device on the bus as it
performs several additional functions. As it applies to any of
the Microwire EEPROMs, the rising edge resets the internal
circuitry of the device, a function necessary prior to initiating
any new cycle. As shown in the functional block diagram
(Figure 1) chip select also gates the data input and clock
input, thus disabling these functions.

the cycle will have to be started again with a new start bit.

During programming cycles chip select initiates the internal
programming cycle. The falling edge of chip select will start
the internal programming cycle when a programming op-
code has been entered (Erase, Write, Erase All, Write All)
and then, in conjunction with Data-Out (DO), will indicate if
programming is complete (except the NMOS NMC9306). If
programming is complete, Data-Out will drive high, if incom-
plete it will drive low. In the case of the NMC9306, the user
must provide the programming time and in this case chip
select must be held low for a minimum of 10 ms, then
brought high and clocked to end the programming cycle.

Several additional notes in regard to chip select:

If a programming cycle is partially clocked in and then chip
select dropped, the EEPROM may enter into a programming
mode. This is determined by how many bits have been
clocked in when chip select is dropped. If the start bit, op-
code, and all of the address has been clocked in, a pro-
gramming cycle will be initiated with no or partial data. If less
than a complete address has been clocked in, the program-
ming cycle will not be initiated. Refer to Figure 2, reference
line 1.

In the case of the NM59C11, a programming cycle will not
be entered unless a full data field has been clocked in. A full
data field may be either 8 or 16 bits depending on the logic
level present at the ORG input. A programming cycle will be
entered at reference line 2 in Figure 2 for the NM59C11.

Chip select hold time at the end of a cycle is referenced to
the last rising edge of clock (SK). The hold time from the
rising edge is the same as the minimum SK high time for the
particular device. This is stated in the datasheets as 0 ns
hold time from the falling edge of SK which assumes that
SK high time is always minimum. In this case SK can be left
in the high state or taken low at a later time. Internally chip
select gates SK, therefore SK is not critical.

TABLE 111.1/0 Functionality by Device

CS SK 01 DO PE PRE ORG STAT

NM93CFamily X X X X

NM93CS Family X X X X X X

NM93C46A X X X X X

NM59C11 X X X X X X
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2.1.2 SERIAL CLOCK (SK)

The clock input is used to clock all data, address, op-code,
and start bits into or out of the EEPROMs. SK clocks both
input and output on the rising edge only, the falling edge has
no effect on the devices. The only function it is not neces-
sary for is the Busy/Ready Polling which is an asynchro-
nous function.
Since SK is gated by ship select, it is a "Don't Care" any
time chip select is low. It is also don't care prior to a start bit
being clocked in and during Busy/Ready Polling. During
these conditions Data-In (01) must be held at a low level,
otherwise a start bit will be interpreted.
If it is desirable to insert additional clock cycles during a
instruction sequence for the purpose of byte aligning the
data, there are several places in the data stream they may
be inserted as described below:
- On any instruction, zeros can be clocked into the 01 in-

put before the start bit. Any number of clock cycles may
be added if Data-In (01) is held at zero. The first 1
clocked in will be interpreted as the start bit. This re-
quires special precautions if a bidirectional data bus is
used (Data-In tied to Data-Out) as the Busy/Ready Poll-
ing will interfere with the Data-In if it is not cleared out at
the end of each programming cycle. See Section 2.3,
THREE WIRE BUS, for more information.

- During a Read instruction, it is allowable to continue to
clock the device after the 16 bits of data has been
clocked out. In the case of the NM93CS family this will
cause the memory to increment to the next register and
present its contents on the Data-Out pin. In the case of
all other devices, whatever was present on the Data-In
pin will become present on the Data-Out pin (Fall thru).
Refer to Figure 1, Block Diagram.

- During a Write or Write-All, additional clock cycles may
be added after address AO and before the valid data.
The EEPROMwill write into the memory the most recent
16 bits, or in the case of the NM93C46A, the most re-
cent a bits or 16 bits depending on the status of the
ORG input. Adding additional clocks after the valid data
will cause the data to be misaligned. In the case of the
NM59C11, the device counts the data bits clocked in
and automatically enters the programming mode when it
receives a full data field, therefore bits cannot be insert-
ed between AOand valid data.

- During the EWEN, Erase, Erase All, EWDS, WEN, WDS
cycles, it is not necessary to clock in a data field, al-
though it is mandatory to clock in a complete address
field, even if the addresses are "Don't Care". Additional
clocks can be added after the address field.

2.1.4 DATA-OUT (DO)

The Data-Out (DO) output sends read data onto the micro-
wire bus and is clocked out on the rising edge of SK. It also
carries the programming status after a programming cycle
which is an asynchronous function that does not require the
clock. At all other times the Data-Out is in the high imped-
ance state. During a Read cycle, the Data-Out output begins
to drive actively after the last address bit (AO)is clocked in.
During the Busy/Ready polling it begins to drive active after
chip select is raised to a high level.
During the Busy/Ready Polling, the Data-Out output drives
low while the device is still in the internal programming cy-
cle. After the EEPROM has completed the internal program-
ming cycle, the Data-Out pin will drive high when chip select
is high. Subsequently, if chip select is brought high again,
Data-Out will again drive high indicating it has completed
the programming cycle. To clear the Busy/Ready Polling it
is necessary to raise chip select and clock in a start bit.
Once the start bit is clocked in, Data-Out will return to the
high impedance state. It is not necessary to continue with a
cycle after this start bit has been clocked in, although it is
permissible to start a new cycle with this start bit. This clear-
ing of the Busy/Ready status may be necessary if a bidirec-
tional data bus is used (Data-In tied to Data-Out) as the
Data-Out output will interfere with the new data being pre-
sented on the Data-In input.

2.1.5 PROGRAM ENABLE (PE)

The program enable (PE) input will enable all programming
cycles when it is held at a high level during the duration of a
programming cycle. Conversely, it will disable all program-
ming, including programming of the protect register, while it
is held low. This input has no affect on any other cycle, so it
may be permanently tied high or low, or may be used in an
active mode. This input is available on the NM93CS family
only.

2.1.6 PROTECT REGISTER ENABLE (PRE)

The protect register enable (PRE) input is used to switch
between memory operations and protect register operations
since the same op-codes are used for both. With the PRE
input high, the op-codes define operations in the protect
register, with the PRE input low, the op-codes define opera-
tions in the memory. This pin may be tied high or low, or
used in the active mode. This input is available on the
NM93CS family only.

2.1.7 ORGANIZATION (ORG)

The Organization input (ORG) is used to control the internal
organization of the memory. The two selectable organiza-
tions are 16-bit words and a-bit words. Simply by holding the
ORG pin at a high level, 16-bit words are selected, by hold-
ing the input at a low level a-bit words are selected. When in
the a-bit mode, one additional address bit is required in the
instruction sequence since the depth of the memory is dou-
bled. This input is available only on certain device types,
refer to the individual datasheets.

2.1.8 STATUS (ROY IBUSY)

The status output indicates the programming cycle status
after a programming cycle. When the device is in the pro-
gramming mode and therefore cannot accept any other cy-
cles, this pin will be low. After completion of the cycle the
STATUS pin will be driven high. When this function is pres-
ent, the Busy/Ready Polling is not available on the Data-Out

2.1.3 DATA-IN (01)

The Data-In input receives the Start-Bit, Address, and input
data in a serial stream, each bit clocked in on the rising
edge of SK. 01 is gated by the chip select to provide a high
degree of noise immunity. As shown in the block diagram,
Data-In is routed to both the instruction shift register and the
data shift register. When the start bit is clocked into the last
bit of the instruction register, the clock is switched to the
data register to receive input data and clock data out simul-
taneous. The Data-Out remains in high impedance unless a
read cycle or Busy/Ready status is being done. The safest
state is to keep the Data-In pin in a low level as a start bit is
a high level.
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output. In some systems, particularly those using a bi-direc-
tional data bus, this can simplify interfacing by eliminating
the possible contention between the Ready indication and
the incoming data from the host device. This output is avail-
able only on certain device types, refer to the individual
datasheets.

2.2 FOUR WIRE BUS
The 4 wire bus is the simplest interconnection between the
EEPROM and the host device. In most cases the only sig-
nals necessary to provide are clock, chip select, Data-In and
Data-Out as shown in Figure 5. The PRE, PE, ORG, and
STATUS pins are not shown as they are variations on this
and the 3 wire bus connection. Multiple devices can be con-
nected to the microwire bus, the only limitations being load-
ing and available chip select means. In some systems it is
necessary to have a bi-directional data line as described
below in 3 wire bus.

WICRO
50

51

5K

PX

FIGURE 5. Four Wire Connection

2.3 THREE WIRE BUS
The 3 wire bus operates in the same mode as the 4 wire bus
with the exception that the Data-In and Data-Out pins on the
EEPROM are tied together. When using this connection,
there are two precautions that need to be observed.
- When Data-In is tied to Data-Out, there is a possible

conflict between address AOin the instruction sequence

and the dummy bit. This only occurs during a READ
cycle. This is not harmful to the device and the internal
circuitry of the EEPROM guarantees that the device will
function properly under this condition. To decrease the
noise created by the condition, a resistor may be
placed in the locations indicated in Figure 6. The timing
diagram in Figure 7 shows the bus conflict.

- The second possible area of conflict occurs when the
Busy/Ready status is on the Data-Out output. Since the
device will continue to indicate a Ready status indefinite-
ly after a programming cycle (until a start-bit is clocked
in), this can conflict with the beginning of the next cycle
if leading zeros are clocked in (See Figure 7). The solu-
tion is to either use a separate cycle to clear the Ready
bit or to eliminate any leading zeros from the instruction
sequence. If the Busy/Ready Polling is not used in the
application, the easiest solution is to use the NM59C11
that does not have the polling on Data-Out but has it on
a separate output.

TLID/11169-B

FIGURE 6. Three Wire Connection Showing
Optional Resistor
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scribed, followed by instruction sequence timing, and finally,
specific information in each instruction sequence.

3.1. BUS TIMING

The synchronous data timing shown in Figure 8 is similar to
that shown in the various datasheets. There is one signifi-
cant modification to the timing specification though, the chip
select (CS) hold time is referenced to the rising edge of the
clock rather than the falling edge. With this modification, the
hold time specification must be changed to be the same as

- The only time the clock is necessary is when clocking
data into or out of the EEPROM. It is not necessary dur-
ing Busy/Ready Polling.

- The clock may be left in either the high state or low state
between cycles. It is safer to leave the clock in the low
state.

- When chip select (CS) is high, clock (SK) is a critical
signal. With the exceptions noted in Section 2.1.2 tilted
SERIAL CLOCK (SK), no additional clock cycles or noise
that crosses the VIH or VIL thresholds can be tolerated .

•



3.2 INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE DESCRIPTIONS

3.2.1 READ CYCLE
The READ cycle requires the host to raise chip select (CS)
and then clock in thru the Data-In (01) pin a start-bit, op-
code, and address. Following clocking in the last address
bit, the Data-Out (DO) output comes out of the high imped-
ance state and drives a low level on the output. This is
referred to as the dummy bit and is a good indication that a
READ mode has been successfully entered if difficulty is
encountered during initial debug of a system. The dummy bit
is clocked out of the EEPROM on the same rising edge of
SK that clocks in the last address bit, AO.This is shown in
Figure 9.

3.2.2 SEQUENTIAL READ

Sequential read is a read mode available only on the
NM93CS family. It is entered by entering a READ cycle and
clocking out the first 16-bit word. After reading the first
16-bit word if chip select (CS) is kept high, address A + 1
may be clocked out followed by address A + 2 and so on.
When the maximum address is reached, the memory contin-
ues in the sequential read mode at address O. In this man-
ner, the host may operate the memory in a continuous loop
read. When initiating a SEQUENTIAL READ, the first data

csJ

word is proceeded by a dummy bit as in a standard READ,
although the dummy bit is supressed in all subsequent data
words as shown in Figure 9.

3.2.3 ERASE AND ERASE ALL
The ERASE cycles return the contents of the EEPROM to a
clear state which is read as 1's. It is not necessary for any of
the CMOS EEPROM described in this article, and is includ-
ed in the NM93C family, NM93C46A, and NM59C11 only for
compatibility with older devices that require erasing. It is
recommended that the erase cycles be eliminated from the
instructions to simplify the code, speed up writing and to
improve the endurance obtained in the application. These
modes are entered by clocking in a start-bit, op-code. and
address. It is not necessary to clock in the data field as it is
assumed to be all 1's. It is necessary to clock in the ad-
dress, even in the case of ERASE-ALL where it is "don't
care" in all except the first two bits of the address field
which is used as additional op-code bits. After the full ad-
dress field has been clocked in, chip select must be re-
turned to a low level in initiate the erase cycle. In all devices,
except the NMC9306, programming completion can be de-
termined by Polling as shown in Figure 4, or a simple 10 ms
timeout will guarantee programming is complete if polling is
not used.

SK -flJlJlJlJlJUUlJ1J1MJlJUUl
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3.2.4 WRITE AND WRITE ALL
The Write and Write All cycles will write a specified data
word into the specified address, or in the case of Write All,
the same data pattern will be written into all locations. In all
devices a new data pattern may be directly written over an
existing data pattern without erasing the first data pattern.
The write mode is entered by clocking in a start-bit, op-
code, address, and data. The full address field must be
clocked in for the Write All even though it is don't care in all
but the first 2 bits. It is also necessary to clock in a full data
field to assure correct alignment of data. The write cycle will
be initiated after 8- or 16-bit have been clocked into the
device in some of the devices and in other devices after
chip select is brought low regardless of how many data bits
have been clocked in. Refer to the specific datasheets to
determine which method is used.

3.2.5 PROGRAM ENABLE AND PROGRAM DISABLE
Program enable and program disable are the instructions
that enable or disable writing and, where included, erasing.
The instruction name varies depending on the specific de-
vice but includes EWEN, EWDS, WEN, and WDS. These
instructions enable or disable the entire memory array with a
single instruction. All devices power up in the disable mode
and once placed in the enabled mode remain enabled until
a disable instruction is performed or VCC is cycled. These
instructions provide the most basic level of data protection.
Although since most lost data is the result of the host device
becoming uncontrolled and performing the "Program Sub-
routine" it may be helpful to structure the software such that
the enable command is not included in the "Program Sub-
routine" but is in a separate subroutine. If a greater degree
of data security is needed, a NM93CS family device is rec-
ommended, or other more elaborate schemes involving re-
dundant data storage and polling.

3.2.6 PROTECT REGISTER READ
The protect register read (PRREAD) command is the same
as a word read command except the input PRE must be
held at a high level and the address is don't care. In spite of
the address being don't care, the entire address field must
be clocked in. On the Data-Out pin the contents of the pro·
tect register will be clocked out MSB first descending to
LSB.

3.2.7 PROTECT REGISTER ENABLE
Similar to the programming enable instructions described
above, the PREN instruction is necessary to perform any
programming instruction the affects the Protect Register.
Unlike the enable instructions described above, a PREN
must immediately proceed each programming instruction
that involves the protect register. The Protect Register pro-
gramming instructions are PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, and
PROS.

3.2.8 PROTECT REGISTER DISABLE
The protect register disable instruction permanently dis-
ables any further programming instructions to the protect
register. Therefore it can only be performed once in the
lifetime of a NM93CS device. The purpose of it is to perma-
nently configure a portion of the EEPROM as true ROM and
a portion as Read/Write EEPROM. Great caution should be
exercised prior to executing this instruction as there is no
second chance. It is performed by sending a start-bit, op-

code and an address field of all O's while both the PRE and
PE inputs are at a high level. This instruction must be imme-
diately proceeded by a PREN instruction.

3.2.9 PROTECT REGISTER CLEAR
The protect register clear instruction will clear the contents
of the Protect Register making the entire contents of the
EEPROM alterable only if the PROS instruction has not pre·
viously been executed. This is done by clocking in a start·
bit, op-code, and address field of all ones. This instruction
must be immediately proceeded by PREN instruction and
requires that both PRE and PE inputs be held at a high level.

3.2.10 PROTECT REGISTER WRITE
The Protect Register write command (PRWRITE) allows the
host to write the protect register with the address where the
memory is to be segmented into ROM and EEPROM. The
defined address is the first ROM address and the ROM field
then continues to the top of memory. To execute this com-
mand a start-bit, op-code, and address must be clocked in,
the address field containing the memory address that de-
fines the ROM/EEPROM boundary. The PRE and PE inputs
must be held at a high level.

3.3 INTERFACING SOLUTIONS
When interfacing serial microwire EEPROMs to microcon-
trollers there is an apparent conflict that occurs when se-
lecting clock polarity and phase. This can be easily over-
come in most situations, although when using some micro-
controllers that do not allow selection of either clock polarity
or clock phase, the only solution may be to resort to bit set
and bit reset instructions to interface to the EEPROM rather
than use of the serial interface provided on the microcon·
troller.
In the instance where there is a dedicated serial interface
provided, the conflict typically occurs as follows. Figure 10
demonstrates an EEPROM READ as this involves data be-
ing transferred from the micro to the EEPROM (Start bit, op-
code, and address) and data transferred from the EEPROM
to the micro (address contents). The conflict occurs in this
example when the micros clock sets data up on the falling
edge of SK and expects the EEPROM to accept it on the
rising edge, but then expects the EEPROM to do the same
when it sends data back to the micro.
1. The micro sets up a data bit. A propagation delay after

the falling edge the data bit is valid at the EEPROM 01
pin.

2. The EEPROM uses the rising edge of SK to clock the
data bit into its internal register.

3. When the data direction changes the EEPROM sets the
data up starting at the rising edge of SK.

4. The micro attempts to clock the data bit in that was set
up on clock edge 3.

This example will work if the micro requires 20 ns or less
data hold time after edge 4. If greater than 20 ns is required,
an alternate strategy is needed.
1a. The micro sets up the data bit on the rising edge and a

propagation delay later it is valid at the EEPROM.
2a. The EEPROM clocks the data into its internal register.

The EEPROM requires only 10 ns data hold time, which
can normally be guaranteed.
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minimum high and low time of the SK clock used in the
application.

It should be noted that in the second example. CS (chip
select) is asserted when SK is low. If this cannot be done.
the 01 input should be low when CS is asserted. If both 01
and SK are high when CS is asserted the EEPROM will

4.0 Conclusion
The serial EEPROMoffered by National all share a common
structure. Separating them are various features that give
benefit to various applications such as the need for a bi-di-
rectional data bus or need for one byte word width. There
are a number of "tricks" that may simplify interfacing to
these which can easily be understood with the help of a
functional block diagram. Given this information the overall
job of using a serial interface EEPROM will be simpler.
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Microcontrollers to
National's
MICROWIRETM EEPROMs

ABSTRACT
National's NM93Cxx and NM93CSxx family of serial
EEPROMs have MICROWIRE "slave" interfaces that direct-
ly connect to the MICROWIRE "master" interfaces on the
COP800 family of 8-bit microcontrollers. Peak data transfer
rates are as high as 1 MB on the 4 wire MICROWIRE bus.
This application note includes the essential assembly lan-
guage software to address MICROWIRE EEPROMs.

HARDWARE INTERFACE
A schematic for connecting a COP800 family microcontrol-
ler to one of Nationals NM93Cxx family MICROWIRE
EEPROMs via the microcontrollers dedicated MICROWIRE
port is shown in Figure 1.National makes two basic families
of MICROWIRE EEPROMs, the classic NM93Cxx series
and the newer full featured NM93CSxx series. The
NM93CSxx series EEPROMs have a sequential read capa-
bility and the "S" in "CS" stands for sequential (the "C"
implies CMOS). As can be seen the "CS" series devices
have two additional pins which control write protect features
(consult a data sheet for information on their function). By
connection these pins to Vcc and GNO as shown in
Figure 2, it becomes possible to use either "C" or "CS"
family parts in the same physical socket. This would be de-
sirable if a change from a "C" series part to a "CS" series
part is possible for reasons of product upgrades or simply
manufacturing inventory control. Pins 6 and 7 on the "C"
series parts are true no connects and thus can be tied to
Vcc or ground harmlessly.

TUD/11491-1

FIGURE 1. Basic National MICROWIRE
Interconnection to a COP800 Family Part
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FIGURE 2. This schematic allows either a

NM93Cxx or NM93CSxx part to be used In the
same socket. Software can then be adjusted

to take advantage of the "CS" series advantages
without making changes to the board.

If it's desirable to use both types in the same socket without
being forced to make software changes, one must be care-
ful not to use the sequential read capability of the "CS"
series. Both types of parts should be tested in the socket
before the software is frozen.

NM93C06 to COP8XX Family Software Details
Always consult the latest data sheets for information about
timing variables mentioned in the text that follows. These
numbers were correct at the time that this application note
was written but are subject to change.
1. The SK clock frequency must not exceed 1 MHz. Consult

the processor data sheet for details.
2. The CS low time following a write must exceed 250 ns.

This starts the internally timed write operation. The DO
line will leave the high impedance state if CS goes high
again and will drive low until the internal write cycle is
complete. After DO returns high, indicating "ready" the
first rising edge of SK with CS high and 01 high will return
the DO pin to the high impedance condition. This condi-
tion is normally the start bit of the next instruction.
The DO pin will be low for up to 10 ms and then go high to
indicate that the write is complete. If a new instruction is
attempted before the DO pin returns high it will be ig-
nored and the DO pin will not go tristate. The DO pin will
always go to the tristate condition when CS is low.

3. Opcodes are either 2-bits or 4-bits long depending on the
instruction type and are always preceded by a "start-bit"
of a logic one. Any number of leading zeros can be
clocked in before the start-bit (the sample assembly code
inserts seven). Addresses are either 6 or 8-bits long de-
pending on the density of the device. The combined op-
code and address field is 8-bits for the smaller devices
(93C06 and 93C46) and 10-bits for the larger devices
(93C56 and 93C66). On the opcode types that do not use
addresses, all of the "dummy" address bits must be
clocked anyway (the combined opcode/address field is
constant number of clock cycles).

4. On read operations the data out stream starts with a
dummy zero. On NM93Cxx family EEPROMs. it is accept-
able but not required to have extra clocks after the 16th
actual data bit. On NM93CSxx family EEPROMs, extra
clocks after the 16th actual data bit will begin to read the
next data word.



Notes on the Assembly Code:
The subroutines that follow are adequate to quickly pilot the
programmers task of addressing a serial EEPROM of the
NM93Cxx family. Additional subroutines can very easily be
adapted from these to handle the additional opcode types
of the NM93CSxx series parts. Enough code has been in-
cluded to allow the code to operate in a stand-alone fash-
ion. However, when integrating the routines in to another
program, initialization statements affecting global variables
such as initializing the stack point or the X or B registers will
need to be moved, deleted or replaced by statements in the
main program.

The assembly code uses a software timer loop to time out
the write time of the EEPROM. The programmer should be

aware that it is possible to use the EEPROMs own internal
timer to accomplish this task. This is done by monitoring the
EEPROMs DO line after taking the EEPROMs CS line low to
start a write and then setting CS high again to re-enable the
DO output. The write is complete when the 00 (of the
EEPROM) drives high. Using the EEPROMs internal timer
will allows the microcontroller time to accomplish some oth-
er task in the 10 ms that the write or erase operation re-
quires. If the 00 line is to be used to indicate that the write
is complete, other MICROWIRE components on the bus
must wait for the EEPROM writes to time out before being
accessed (the DO line is in use).

The code was tested on a COP820 device via a Metalink In
Circuit Emulator. The code should translate to other
COP800 devices with little or no modification.

WREN Write Enable 0 0 1 1 X X X X
WRDI Write Disable 0 0 0 0 X X X X
ERAL Erase All 0 0 1 0 X X X X
WRAL Write All 0 0 0 1 X X X X
READ Read 1 0 AS A4 A3 A2 A1 AO
WRITE Write 0 1 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 AO

WREN Write Enable 0 0 1 1 X X X X X X
WRDI Write Disable 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X
ERAL Erase All 0 0 1 0 X X X X X X
WRAL Write All 0 0 0 1 X X X X X X
READ Read 1 0 A7 A6 AS A4 A3 A2 A1 AO
WRITE Write 0 1 A7 A6 AS A4 A3 A2 A1 AO
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FIGURE 3. Read and Write cycle waveforms. Notice that one leading
zero Is shown before the start·blt. The actual code Inserts seven.

;••• ** ••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••• ** ••
; THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES SUBROUTINES TO HANDLE COP820 OPERATIONS ON
; THE NM93C06 EEPROM I.E., WRITES, READS, ERASES, ENABLES AND DISABLES
;**.*********.*.*.*.**** •••• **************************.*

.INCLD COP820.INC
;Reserving RAM locations for key variables
RDATL = 1 :LOWER BYTE OF THE NM93C06 MEMORY DATA READ
RDATH = 2 :UPPER BYTE OF THE NM93C06 MEMORY DATA READ
WDATL = 3 :LOWER BYTE OF THE DATA TO BE WRITTEN TO NM93C06
WDATH = 4 :UPPER BYTE OF THE DATA TO BE WRITTEN TO NM93C06
ADRESS = 5 :THE LOWER 4-BITS OF THIS LOCATION CONTAINS THE ADDRESS

:OF THE NM93C06 MEMORY LOCATIONS TO BE READ/WRITTEN
:THE UPPER NIBBLE MUST BE ZEROS

SNDBUF = 0 :USED FOR THE COMMAND BYTE TO BE WRITTEN (Local Scratch Pad)
DLYH = OFO :LOCATIONS RESERVED FOR WRITE TIMEOUT VALUES
DLYL = OFl
FLAGS = 6 :USED FOR PROGRAM FLAGS (Local Scratch Pad)

:FLAG VALUE DEFINITIONS
;00 ERASE, ENABLE, DISABLE, ERASE ALL
:01 READ CONTENTS OF NM93C06 REGISTER
:03 WRITE TO NM93C06 REGISTER
;OTHERS ILLEGAL COMBINATION

III



..-
'OS'ep ;THE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE COP820C/840C AND THE NM93C06 (256-BIT EEPROM)
~ ;CONSISTS OF FOUR LINES. THE GO(CHIP SELECT LINE). G4(SERIAL OUT SO).
<C ;G5(SERIAL CLOCK SK) AND G6(SERIAL IN SI).

;••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• *.*.*.* ••••••••

;INITIALIZATION. MODIFY MOVE OR DELETE WHEN INTEGRATING INTO MAIN PROGRAM
;USE ONLY IF SP WAS NOT PREVIOUSLY INITIALIZED

LD SP.#02F ;INITIALIZE STACK POINTER
LD PORTGC.#031;SETUP GO. G4. G5 AS OUTPUT
LD PORTGD.#OOO;INITIALIZE G DATA REG TO ZERO
LD CNTRL.#008 ;ENABLE MSEL. SELECT MW RATE OF 2TC

LD X.#SIOR
LD B.#PSW

;SET THE X REGISTER TO POINT TO SIOR
;SET THE B REGISTER TO POINT TO PSW

;EXAMPLE SUBROUTINE CALLS ONLY. DO NOT INCLUDE IN FINAL CODE LOAD
;ADDRESS IN LOCATION "ADRESS" HIGH AND LOW BYTE TO BE WRITTEN INTO
;WDATH AND WDATL AND CALL THE SUBROUTINE.

JSR EWEN
JSR WRITE
JSR EWDS
JSR READ

DONE: JP DONE

;THIS ROUTINE ERASES THE MEMORY LOCATION POINTED TO BY THE ADDRESS
;CONTAINED IN THE LOCATION "ADRESS". THE LOWER NIBBLE OF THE VALUE
;IN THE LOCATION "ADRESS" IS THE NM93C06 REGISTER ADDRESS. THE UPPER
;NIBBLE SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO.

ERASE: LD A.ADRESS
OR A.#OCO
X A.SNDBUF
LD FLAGS.#OO
JSR INIT
RET

EWEN: LD SNDBUF.#030
LD FLAGS.#OO
JSR INIT
RET

EWDS: LD SNDBUF.#OO
LD FLAGS.#OO
JSR INIT
RET

ERAL: LD SNDBUF.#020
LD FLAGS.#OO
JSR INIT
RET



;THIS ROUTINE READS THE CONTENTS OF THE NM93C06 REGISTER. THE ADDRESS
;IS SPECIFIED IN THE LOWER NIBBLE OF LOCATION "ADRESS". THE UPPER
;NIBBLE SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO. THE 16-BIT CONTENTS OF NM93C06 REGISTER ARE
;STORED IN ROATL AND ROATH.

READ: LD
OR
X
LD
JSR
RET

A,ADRESS
A,#080
A,SNDBUF
FLAGS ,#01
INIT

;THIS WRITES A 16-BIT VALUE STORED IN WDATL AND WDADTH TO THE EEPROM
;REGISTER WHOSE ADDRESS IS CONTAINED IN THE LOWER NIBBLE OF THE
;LOCATION "ADRESS". THE UPPER NIBBLE OF THE ADDRESS SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO.

WRITE: LD
OR
X
LD
JSR
RET

A,ADRESS
A,#040
A,SNDBUF
FLAGS ,#03
INIT

;THIS ROUTINE SENDS OUT THE START BIT AND COMMAND BYTE. IT ALSO
;DECIPHERS THE CONTENTS OF THE FLAG LOCATION AND MAKES A DECISION
;REGARDING WRITE, READ OR RETURN TO THE CALLING ROUTINE.
INIT: SBIT O,PORTGD ;SET CHIP SELECT HIGH

LD SIOR,#OOl ;LOAD SIOR WITH START BIT
SBIT BUSY, [B] ;SEND OUT THE START BIT

PUNT!: IFBIT BUSY, [B]
JP PUNT!
LD A,SNDBUF
X A, [X] ;LOAD SIOR WITH COMMAND BYTE
SBIT BUSY, [B] ;SEND OUT COMMAND BYTE

PUNT2: IFBIT BUSY, [B]
JP PUNT2
IFBIT o ,FLAGS ;ANY FURTHER PROCESSING?
JP NOTDON ;YES
RBIT O,PORTGD ;NO, RESET CS AND RETURN
RET

NOTDON:IFBIT l,FLAGS ;READ OR WRITE?
JP WR93C ;JMP TO WRITE ROUTINE
LD SIOR,#OOO ;NO READ NM93C06
SBIT BUSY,PSW ;DUMMY CLOCK TO READ ZERO
RBIT BUSY, [B]
SBIT BUSY, [B]

PUNT3: IFBIT BUSY, [B]
JP PUNT 3
X A, [X]
SBIT BUSY, [B]
X A,RDATH



.•.. .---------------------------------------------,
••••~ PUNT4: IFBIT BUSY.[Bl
Z JP PUNT4
ce LD A. [Xl

X A.RDArL
RBIT O.PORTGD
RET

WR93C: LD A.WDATH
X A. [X]
SBIT BUSY. [B)

PUNT5: IFBIT BUSY. [B)
JP PUNT5
LD A.WDArL
X A. [X]
SBIT BUSY. [B)

PUNT6: IFBIT BUSY.[B]
JP PUNT6
RBIT O.PORTGD
JSR TOUT
RET

;ROUTINE TO GENERATE DELAY FOR WRITE
;•••• *.*** ••••••• *** •••••• ***********.***

;CHECK YOUR OSCILLATOR--PROCESSOR COMBINATION
;TUNE FOR 10 MS DELAY

WAIT: LD
WAIT1: DRSZ

JP
DRSZ
JP
RET
•END

DLYL.#OFF
DLYL
WAIT1
DLYH
WAIT



Designing with the
NM93C06
A Versatile Simple to Use
E2 PROM

This application note outlines various methods of interfacing
an NM93C06 with the COPSTMfamily of microcontrollers
and other microprocessors. Figures 1-6 show pin connec-
tions involved in such interfaces. Figure 7 shows how paral-
lel data can be converted into a serial format to be in-
putted to the NM93C06; as well as how serial data outputted
from an NM93C06 can be converted to a parallel-format.
The second part of the application note summarizes the key
points covering the critical electrical specifications to be
kept in mind when using the NM93C06.
The third part of the application note shows a list of various
applications that can use a NM93C06.

GENERIC CONSIDERATIONS
A typical application should meet the follOWing generic
criteria:
1. Allow for no more than 10,000 E/W cycles for optimum

and reliable performance.
2. Allow for any number of read cycles.
3. Allow for an erase or write cycle that operates in the

10-30 ms range, and not in the tens or hundreds of ns
range as used in writing RAMs. (Read vs write speeds
are distinctly different by orders of magnitude in E2p-
ROM, not so in RAMs.)

National Semiconductor
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4. No battery back-up required for data-retention, which is
fully non-volatile for at least 10 years at room-ambient.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
When the control processor is turned on and off, power
supply transitions between ground and operating voltage
may cause undesired pulses to occur on data, address and
control lines. By using WEEN and WEDS instructions in con-
junction with a LO-HI transition on CS, accidental erasing or
writing into the memory is prevented.
The duty cycle in conjunction with the maximum frequency
translates into having a minimum Hi-time on the SK clock. If
the minimum SK clock high time is greater than 1 ILs, the
duty cycle is not a critical factor as long as the frequency
does not exceed the 250 kHz max. On the low side no limit
exists on the minimum frequency. This makes it superior to
the COP499 CMOS-RAM. The rise and fall times on the SK
clock can also be slow enough not to require termination up
to reasonable cable-lengths.
Since the device operates off of a simple 5V supply, the
signal levels on the inputs are non-critical and may be oper-
ated anywhere within the specified input range.

•
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FIGURE 8. NM93C06 Timing

THE NM93C06A

Extremely simple to interface with any ",P or hardware logic.
The device has six pins for the following functions:
Pin 1 CS" HI enabled
Pin 2 SK Serial Clock input
Pin 3 01 For instruction or data

input
Pin 4 DO"" For data read, TRI-STATE4I>

otherwise
Pin5
Pin8
Pins 6-7

GND
VCC
No Connect

For 5V power
No termination required

"Following an E/W instruction feed, CS is also toggled
low for 10 ms (typical) for an E/W operation. This inter-
nally turns the VPP generator on (HI-LO on CS) and off
(LO-HI on CS).

""01 and DO can be on a common line since DO is TRI-
STATED when unselected DO is only on in the read
mode.

USING THE NM93C06

The following points are worth noting:

1. SK clock frequency should be in the 0-250 kHz range.
With most ",Ps this is easily achieved when implement-
ed in software by bit-set and bit-clear instructions,
which take 4 instructions to execute a clock or a fre-
quency in the 100 kHz range for standard ",P speeds.
Symmetrical duty cycle is irrelevant if SK HI time is ~
2 ",s.

2. CS low period following an E/W instruction must not
exceed the 30 ms max. It should best be set at typical
or minimum spec of 10 ms. This is easily done by timer
or a software connect. The reason is that it minimizes
the 'on time' for the high Vpp internal voltage, and so
maximizes endurance. SK-clock during this period may
be turned off if desired.

3. All E/W instructions must be preceded by EWEN and
should be followed by an EWDS. This is to secure the
stored data and avoid inadvertent erase or write.

4. A continuously 'on' SK clock does not hurt the stored
data. Proper sequencing of instructions and data on 01
is essential to proper operation.

5. Stored data is fully non-volatile for a minimum of ten
years independent of Vcc. which may be on or off.
Read cycles have no adverse effects on data reten-
tion.

6. Up to 10,000 E/W cycles/register are possible. Under
typical conditions, this number may actually approach
1 million. For applications requiring a large number of
cycles, redundant use of internal registers beyond
10,000 cycles is recommended.

7. Data shows a fairly constant E/W Programmingbehav-
ior over temperature. In this sense E2PROMs super-
sede EPROMs which are restricted to room tempera-
ture programming.

8. As shown in the timing diagrams, the start bit on 01
must be set by a ZERO - ONE transition following a CS
enable (ZERO - ONE), when executing any instruction.
ONE CS enable transition can only execute ONE in-
struction.

9. In the read mode, following an instruction and data
train, the 01can be a don't care, while the data is being
outputted I.e., for next 17 bits or clocks. The same is
true for other instructions after the instruction and data
has been fed in.

10. The data-out train starts with a dummy bit 0 and is
terminated by chip deselect. Any extra SK cycle after
16 bits is not essential. If CS is held on after all 16 of
the data bits have been outputted, the DO will output
the state of 01 till another CS LO-HI transition starts a
new instruction cycle.

11. When a common line is used for 01and DO, a probable
overlap occurs between the last bit on 01 and start bit
on DO.

12. After a read cycle, the CS must be brought low for
1 SK clock cycle before another instruction cycle can
start.

All commands, data in, and data out are shifted in/out on
rising edge of SK clock.
Write/erase is then done by pulsing CS low for 10 ms.
All instructions are initiated by a LO-HI transition on CS fol-
lowed by a LO-HI transition on 01.
READ- After read command is shifted in

01 becomes don't care and data can
be read out on data out, starting
with dummy bit zero.

WRITE - Write command shifted in followed by
data in (16 bits) then CS pulsed low
for 10 ms minimum.
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Instruction S8 Opcode Address Data Comments

READ 01 10xx A3A2A1AO Read Register A3A2A1AO

WRITE 01 01xx A3A2A1AO 015-00 Write Register A3A2A1AO

ERASE 01 llxx A3A2A1AO Erase Register A3A2A1AO

EWEN 01 0011 XXXX Erase/Write Enable

EWDS 01 0000 XXXX Erase/Write Disable

ERAL 01 0010 XXXX Erase All Registers

WRAL 01 0001 XXXX 015-00 Write All Registers

NM93C06 has 7 instructions as shown. Nots that MSB of any given instruction is a "1" and is viewed ~s a ~tart bit
in the interface sequence. The next 8 bits carry the op code and the 4-bit address for 1 of 16, 16-blt registers.

X is a don't care state.

The following is a list of various systems that could use a
NM93C06
A. Airline terminal

Alarm system
Analog switch network
Auto calibration system
Automobile odometer
Auto engine control
Avionics fire control

B. Bathroom scale
Blood analyzer
Bus interface

C. Cable TV. tuner
CAD graphics
Calibration device
Calculator-user programmable
Camera system
Code identifier
Communications controller
Computer terminal
Control panel
Crystal oscillator

D. Data acquisition system
Data terminal

E. Electronic circuit breaker
Electronic DIP switch
Electronic potentiometer
Emissions analyzer
Encryption system
Energy management system

F. Flow computer
Frequency synthesizer
Fuel computer

G. Gas analyzer
Gasoline pump

H. Home energy management
Hotel lock

I. Industrial control
Instrumentation

J. Joulemeter
K. Keyboard -softkey
L. Laser machine tool
M. Machine control

Machine process control
Medical imaging
Memory bank selection
Message center control
Mobile telephone

Modem
Motion picture projector

N. Navigation receiver
Network system
Number comparison

O. Oilfield equipment
P. PABX

Patient monitoring
Plasma display driver
Postal scale
Process control
Programmable communications
Protocol converter

Q. Quiescent current meter
R. Radio tuner

Radar dectector
Refinery controller
Repeater
Repertory dialer

S. Secure communications system
Self diagnostic test equipment
Sona-Bouy
Spectral scanner
Spectrum analyzer

T. Telecommunications switching system
Teleconferencing system
Telephone dialing system
T.V. tuner
Terminal
Test equipment
Test system
TouchTone dialers
Traffic signal controller

U. Ultrasound diagnostics
Utility telemetering

V. Video games
Video tape system
Voice/data phone switch

W. Winchester disk controller
X. X-ray machine

Xenon lamp system
Y. YAG-Iaser controller
Z. Zone/perimeter alarm

system



Using the NM93CS
EEPROM Family Features

The NM93CS Family consists of four members as shown in
Table I. Each of these members is available in a variety of
temperature ranges, operating voltage ranges, and packag-
ing options. These EEPROMsare a superset of the industry
standard NM93C Family. The differentiating features of the
NM93CS Family are the Sequential Register Read and the
Memory Protect Register. The purpose of this application
note is to more fully describe these features.

Part Memory Internal
Number Size Organization

NM93CS06 256-bit 16x 16
NM93CS46 1024-bit 64x16
NM93CS56 2048-bit 128 x 16
NM93CS66 4096-bit 256 x 16

SEQUENTIAL REGISTER READ
This read mode is entered the same way as the standard
word read. First a start bit is transmitted, followed by the op
code for a read cycle and then the first address to be read.
It is always necessary to define the first address to be read
since the address register's state is not guaranteed.
Up until this point, the data out (DO) will remain in TRI-
STATElIl, but beginning with the same rising edge of the
clock (SK) that clocks in address bit AO, the data out will
drive a low level. This first bit is always a zero. Starting with
the next clock. valid data will appear on the data out pin.
The leading zero in the data field will only appear in the first
word read in a sequential read sequence, all subsequent
data words will be clocked out on the data out pin in an
uninterrupted stream. Refer to Figure 1 for the timing se-
quence.
Any number of data words may be read with a single se-
quential read instruction. When the top of memory is
reached it will automatically wrap around to address 0 and
continue in the sequential read mode. Using this feature it
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would be possible to read the entire memory in an endless
loop if desired.
The Memory Protect Register has no effect on Sequential
Read. The Sequential Read will cross the write protection
boundary and read to the top of the memory and cycle back
to address 0 (possibly in the unprotected field) regardless of
the Protect Register status.
To terminate a sequential read operation, the host must
drop chip select (low). At any time CS is transitioned to a
low, the current instruction will be terminated. It is not nec-
essary to observe word boundaries when terminating a read
or sequential read operation. It may be terminated at any
time without affect on the EEPROM.

MEMORY PROTECT REGISTER

The protect register is a unique method of write protecting
the contents of a variable number of memory registers. The
basic concept is shown in Figure 2 using the NM93CS66
4096-bit EEPROM.For the other family members everything
remains the same except the memory size and the corre-
sponding maximum address that can be set in the protect
register. One other difference that needs to be noted is the
address length for the NM93CS06 and NM93CS46 is 6 bits
and for the NM93CS56 and NM93CS66. 8 bits. The differ-
ence in address length produces a corresponding difference
in length of the protect register.

Read
Only

WOrnof)'

Protect
Register

TLlDI11056-2

FIGURE 2. Memory Protect Register
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CD.•..
•••••• There are two basic elements to the protection scheme, the
Z: Protect Register and the Disable Cell. Both the Protect Reg-
ce ister and the Disable Cell are implemented in EEPROM

latches, therefore do not require the introduction of addition-
al technologies onto the die. The purpose of the Protect
Register is to contain the address of the first write protected
location in memory. The location in memory defined by the
address written into the protect register and all others above
that location, to the maximum address in memory are write
protected.
The Protect Register is writable from the serial bus in a
manner similar to writing a memory register, the only differ-
ence being the input PRE (Protect Register Enable) must be
high and the instruction immediately preceding the write to
the protect register must be a Protect Register Enable
(PREN) instruction. By requiring this specific sequence and
set of conditions, both hardware and software oriented, the
chances of inadvertently changing the contents of the pro-
tect register or an unauthorized user changing the data with-
out specific knowledge of the operation of the EEPROM are
very remote.
The Disable Cell is a single EEPROM latch that may be set
via a Protect Register Disable (PRDS) instruction. Like the
Protect Register Write (PRWRITE) instruction, it must be
executed with the input PRE high and immediately preceded
by a PREN instruction. Once the Disable Cell is written, it
cannot be cleared because the PRDS instruction is a one
time only instruction. Once the PRDS instruction has been
executed, the Protect Register cannot be updated again in
the life of the part and the defined portion of memory is
permanently protected.
A typical instruction sequence for storing manufacturing and
factory calibration information in a NM93CS family part is
shown as follows:

1.
2. WEN

Power On
Enable all programming instruc-
tions.
Write maximum address location.
Write maximum address location
-1.

Write max. address location -2.

3. WRITE A(max)
4. WRITE A(max-1)

Write maximum address location
-yo
Enable programming of Protect
Register.

8. PRWRITE(A(max-y)) Write address (max-y) to Protect
Register.
Enable programming of the Dis-
able Cell.
Disable all future programming of
the protect register and protected
memory.
Disable all programming instruc-
tions.

It is not necessary to do steps 9 and 10. The PRDS instruc-
tion makes the protection permanent. Without executing the
PRDS instruction the option remains to remove the write
protection thus allowing changing the data in the formerly
protected portion of memory. The following sequence will
remove the write protection and clear the contents of the
Protect Register:
Instruction

1. WEN
2. PREN
3. PRCLEAR

Description
Enable all programming instruction.
Enable programming of the Protect Register.
Enable writing of all memory locations and
clear the Protect Register.

4. WDS Disable all programming instruction.
In both examples above the final step is a Write Disable
(WDS) instruction. This instruction would normally be de-
layed until all programming is complete, but should be in-
cluded as a minimal level of data protection for otherwise
unprotected memory locations.



Upgrade to National's Wide
Voltage Range, Zero
Standby Current EEPROMs
ABSTRACT
National's NM93C06L, NM93C46L, and NM93C56L
EEPROMs and the new NM93C06/46/56LZ series devices
operate across a 2.0V to 5.5V range suitable for unregulat-
ed battery powered operation. In addition, the new
NM93C06/46/56LZ devices have ultra-low standby cur-
rents ideal for portable applications using very small batter-
ies.

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS GAIN SOPHISTICATION
Many personal electronic items have moved from being per-
ceived as trendy novelties to being viewed as mainstream
personal or business appliances. Consumer familiarity, in
turn, produces sophistication in the market for features. The
ability to retain memory through battery changes and other
types of power failure is highly desirable. Implementation of
such sophisticated features requires RAM with battery back
up or EEPROM memory.

Battery backed up RAM is usually far more expensive and
functionally less attractive than EEPROM memory. Battery
backed up RAM requires:

1. RAM

2. Battery holder

3. Battery

4. A door or other method to allow the battery to be re-
placed

5. New batteries to be located and replaced by the owner

EEPROM on the other hand requires:

1. EEPROM.

serial EEPROM is invariably the cheapest and most com-
pact solution for memory requirements up to 16 kbits.

CORDLESS PHONES
Memory dialing, noise reduction signal processing, and mul-
ti-channel operation with low noise channel selection capa-
bility, are now standard features for better quality cordless
phones. Cordless phones are now moving to serial
EEPROMs which can retain memory dial phone numbers
and other parameters even through the inevitable dead bat-
tery and line power outage events.

Cordless phones have limited battery life. Memory dial data
and other feature settings stored in RAM are subject to loss
from dead batteries if implemented in the hand unit, or line
power outages if maintained in the base unit. Reprogram-
ming ten or more numbers for a memory dialer each time
this happens is not desirable. Implementation of memory
dialing and other features in the environment of a cordless
phone requires RAM with a battery back up or EEPROM
memory.

National Semiconductor
Application Note 870
Robert Stodieck
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The length of time a phone can be left off its charger when
not in use without the battery going dead is called standby.
The cordless phone in standby normally leaves the radio
receiver on to listen for incoming calls so that it can ring
locally.

Standby and off hook time power consumption are dominat-
ed by the linear circuitry of the radio transmitter and receiv-
er. Furthermore, the batteries in this application are relative-
ly large and are frequently recharged. Thus, this application
does not usually require the extremely low standby currents
that can be achieved with the "LZ" series serial EEPROMs.
But a broad range of Vcc voltages are encountered in this
application. Most cordless phones use a stack of three Ni-
Cad batteries for power. This produces a nominal voltage of
3.6V, but during charging this may go as high as 4.0V, and
may drop into the 2.7V range in use. Some types of cordless
phones use other battery technologies and battery counts.
For example, stacks of 2 lead acid cells are also used pro-
ducing a 4V nominal Vcc. The 2.0V to 5.5V Vcc range al-
lowed by the "L" series of serial EEPROMs accommodates
all the common Vcc ranges.

PAGERS

Paging units are a second example of high technology elec-
tronics gone blase. Unlike cordless phones, pagers use reg-
ulated batteries for power and thus, do not need wide Vcc
range EEPROMs. Since the batteries are small and power is
a concern, low voltage operation is an advantage, as are
very low standby currents used by the "LZ" series.

ELECTRONIC CAMERAS
All electronic cameras also make use of the NM93C46LZ
and NM93C56LZ devices. This application generally uses
regulated batteries to guarantee a constant 5V. But the bat-
teries tend to be small and the camera spends much of its
life on the shelf. Parameters stored in the electronic memo-
ry on these new cameras include shutter speed and focus
calibrations that must never be lost in the life of the camera,
and the frame counts and other details that change in serv-
ice but which must not be lost when the battery dies.

The parameters connected with the many features found on
these cameras are best retained in EEPROM. The small
batteries and the long periods of inactivity involved require
an EEPROM with very low standby currents to avoid running
down the battery when not in use. With a standby current of
less than 1 ",A, the "LZ" series parts handle these applica-
tions with ease.

LEARNING REMOTE CONTROL UNITS
Alas, you have taught your new remote control unit to con-
trol the volume on your TV, it has mastered the slow ad-
vance on the video cassette recorder, it turns on and off the
CD player, and your local soap opera is recorded daily



~ep thanks to VCR Plus™ function. If the designer hasn't stored
Z the critical information required in an EEPROM, one had
ce better hope the battery never dies, or one will again become

a slave to his "personal assistant" while retraining the
beast. Owners of many first generation VCRs and televi-
sions with digital random access tuners know the feeling
well. Random access tuners allow their owners to skip over
all the channels that could not be accessed in the area or
that the owner simply did not like. But, if the power cord was
even briefly disturbed or if the power went down, the tuner
had to be retrained, a time consuming operation.
Both learning remote controls and digital tuners are more
likely now to cure these problems by using EEPROM. TV
and VCRs do not need low voltage, wide Vcc range, or low
standby current parts, but the remote control units frequent-
ly do. The scenario is familiar:

1. Unregulated batteries are used.
2. The batteries are not large or frequently recharged.

3. The units spend relatively little time actually in use.
4. Long battery life is desirable.

Smart remote controls benefit from the wide Vcc range and
low standby characteristics of the NM93C46LZ and
NM93C56LZ serial EEPROMs.

SUMMARY

Serial EEPROMs offer by far the most compact and low
cost non-volatile memory solutions for common consumer
applications. The need for serial EEPROMs continues to
grow with increasing consumer sophistication and growth of
the personal electronics market. National's LZ products
have wide operating voltage ranges and very low standby
power and are particularly appropriate for battery powered
applications of all types.



ABSTRACT
National's 93CSxx family of serial EEPROMs offer sophisti-
cated protection against accidental overwrite. Unfortunate-
ly, understanding why and when this protection is needed
otten requires an equally sophisticated design engineer.
This application note sheds light on the causes of acciden-
tal overwrite and the solutions that the "CS" series provide
for controlling the problem.

GETTING SOPHISTICATED
EEPROMs are an important refinement to digital electronic
products of many types. As consumers become more so-
phisticated about features, the advantages of non-volatile
and cost effective serial EEPROMs frequently become im-
portant. Digital systems from cordless phones to VCRs, and
from keyless entry systems to thermostats, benefit from the
ability to store small stashes of data that do not go away
when the power goes down or the batteries die.
The designers first reflex is to grab the cheapest generic
solution on the market and run with it. After all, serial
EEPROMs are all really the same aren't they?

NOI
In the beginning National Semiconductor married its
MICROWIRETMserial bus to a small EEPROM and created
a classic 8-pin device that has since been copied by dozens
of makers and has become the industry standard. Its de-
scendants are available now from National in densities from
256 bits to 16 kbits.
So buy the industry standard device (every one else does)
and run with it right?

NOI
National Semiconductor's classic 8-pin device is clearly the
correct choice for some, but not all systems, and not know-
ing the difference can be expensive. Designs that shine
through prototyping and test may fail in the field.
Serial EEPROMs are connected to microprocessors, micro-
controllers and ASICs. Under a variety of error conditions
the controlling system can accidentally overwrite data in the
EEPROM.Application environments vary widely as does the
importance of the data the EEPROMs are used to retain.
The bit of information retained in the non-volatile memory
may control the shape of the graphic sprite used in a child's
game or something of importance to a nuclear power plant.
It is be to expected that there is a need for more than one
type of EEPROM.
The economy of serial EEPROMs and their utility explains
why they are often used in high volume consumer items.
Quality here is paramount because a flaw in the design can
lead to very expensive returns and even recalls.

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
Volatile DRAM and SRAM memory forget past mistakes on
reset or power down. A malfunctioning computer or video
game can usually be fixed by turning the unit off and back

on again. In contrast, non-volatile memories retain data
even after the power goes off. They also retain memory of
past single event mistakes such as unintended write opera-
tions.
Accidental overwrites to EEPROM can be caused by power
supply noise, electrical interface noise, errant software, or
"crashing" microcontrollers and processors. Such an event
may be rare indeed but needs to occur ONLY ONCE in a
product's lifetime to cause a problem and ... such events
are not always so rare.
Overwrite problems are well understood in the parallel
EEPROM world. Overwrite protection schemes have long
been central to the parallel EEPROM's architecture. Parallel
EEPROMs usually have Vcc voltage sensing circuitry that
helps to prevent unintended write events on power-up or
power-down and Vcc transients. In addition, fairly complex
write protection algorithms are used to reduce the probabili-
ty of accidental overwrite.
Serial EEPROMsare far less susceptible to accidental over-
writes than are parallel devices. The long sequence of serial
data required to trigger a write in a serial device makes
many of the precautions used on parallel devices unneces-
sary. Random noise on power-up is not likely to imitate the
19 plus serial bit sequence reqUiredto initiate a write opera-
tion.
However, the difficult problem of overwrite protection during
a processor "crash" remains. There are some applications
where there is no definitive solution to this problem. Howev-
er, in many other situations the write protect features of the
NM93CSxx can limit or cleanly eliminate the problem.

SO WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
The fact that a long serial bit sequence is reqUiredto initiate
a write operation into a serial non-volatile memory solves
most accidental overwrite problems. But there is one persis-
tent type of failure pathology that remains and can defeat
this type of protection. It is particularly likely to occur in ap-
plications using small microcontrollers.
The problem is that no matter what input sequence is re-
quired to trigger a write operation, it has to be known to and
be embedded in the software. The code segment that
"knows" the write input sequence can be executed by un-
planned jumps in the program sequencing induced by elec-
trical noise, in practice usually Vcc noise or low Vcc. It can
also be caused by imperfect software.

DOES THAT REALLY HAPPEN?
Yes. Understanding the problem requires a little reflection
on how a processor works. A program counter is the device
that generates addresses for program memory accesses.
Remember that the program counter in a processor is basi-
cally a re-Ioadable binary counter. As long as Vcc is steady,
and the clock and control signals to the control are noise
free and within specified timing, the count (and program ex-
ecution) normally advances one step at a time (see Figure
1a).
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FIGURE 1a. Normal Program Flow after Power-on Reset
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FIGURE 1b. Disturbed Reset Operation Following a Too
Short Reset Pulse. This Is a Common SCenario after a

Short Interruption of Vcc.
If Vcc is not steady or is too low, and the clock or control
signals are not noise free or are not within specified timings,
the count may skip randomly. If Vcc or the offending control
signals then return to normal, the count (and program exe-
cution) again begins to advance one increment at a time.
But now the program is at a completely random location. If
the program counter has skipped to the program segment
that writes to the EEPROM, it will tend to write garbage to
random locations. This is a particularly serious problem for
microcontrollers which have relatively small program memo-
ry spaces. Thus, any skipping that occurs is more likely to
overrun the serial write code.

THE SHORT RESET EXAMPLE
Normal processor reset is illustrated in Figure 1s. Faulty
reset, possibly caused by short Vcc interruptions, is illustrat-
ed in Figure 1b. If the processor starts operation near the
"WRITE-EEPROM" code segment it may trigger an acci-
dental overwrite. It is difficult to prevent this type of mis-

sequencing in all cases because of the large spectrum of
Vcc transients that may be experienced in the products life-
time. Some combination of low Vcc and Vcc interruption
timing can usually be found that prevents the power up re-
set circuit from resetting correctly.
The slowly decaying Vcc level resulting from a discharging
battery will also cause the program counter to begin skip-
ping at some point. This is a common problem with the myri-
ad of small electronic devices powered by unregUlated bat-
teries. Learning remote control units are a practical example
of a system that uses EEPROM and suffers from this prob-
lem.
In large microprocessors with large memory spaces and
various traps to stop errant operation, the possibility of acci-
dental overwrite is not particularly high. But, in microcontrol-
lers that may have only 1 kbyte to 2 kbytes of program code
and few trapping techniques, this is a serious problem. Fur-
thermore, in some applications conditions that can trigger
this type of problem are repetitive and frequent.

FOR EXAMPLE

Room thermostats and refrigerators have historically used
bi-metallic switches to maintain temperature control. If the
line power dipped or dropped out there was no problem.
Operating temperatures would soon return to normal when
the power came back on. These kinds of controls are, of
course, frequently being replaced with digital units, but
these have a few problems. The temperature setting must
be stored in battery backed-up RAM, or it must be stored in
EEPROM. If not it will be volatile and lost after a power
outage.
Serial EEPROM is by far the most desirable and cost effec-
tive way of providing non-volatility for this type of applica-
tion, but care must be taken to guarantee data integrity in
the EEPROM to prevent a change in temperature settings
caused by an accidental overwrite.
Fortunately, the write security features of the NM93CSxx
family of EEPROMs can not only guarantee security for the
temperature data under the worst conditions, but at the
same time has space for temperature calibration data, a
serial number, and a date of manufacture, if required. Fur-
thermore, the temperature calibration and serial number
data can be rendered absolutely permanent. Figure 3 shows
how the write Protect Register of a NM93CSxx part can be
used to protect a zone of memory from writes. This protec-
tion can be made permanent, if desired, by executing a one
time only instruction that disables all writes to the protect
register itself.
The write protect features are controlled by two new pin
functions that replace two no connect pins on the standard
MICROWIRE pinout (Figure 3): the Program Enable pin, PE,
and the Protect Register Enable pin, PRE. The PE pin must
be high to enable any write to the EEPROM. The PRE pin
must be high to write to allow writes to the internal Write
Protect Register.
Note: The words write and program are used interchangably.
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FIGURE 3. With the Write Protect Register Programmed
to 33, EEPROM Locations 33 to the End of Memory are

Not Writable.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a refrigerator controller exam-
ple. Figure 5 shows how a factory-only accessible jumper
can be used to control the logic level of the Protect Register
Enable pin, and a user accessible push button switch can
be used to control the logic level of the Program Enable pin.
This arrangement allows the factory to enter and protect
temperature calibration data in the EEPROM. The calibra-
tion data is located in the area protected by the protect
register defined area. This data can only be altered by a
trained technician who knows about the jumper.
At the same time, this arrangement allows the user to
change the temperature settings which are located in the
"writeable" area. Keep in mind though that this area is
writeable only when the Program Enable (PE) pin is held
high by the "SET" push button. The temperature setting is
located in the "unprotected" area, where overwrites are
controlled by using the PE pin. This example illustrates the
use of two levels of write protection available with the "CS"
series EEPROMs.

TLID/11782-5

FIGURE 4. Refrigerator Temperature Controller. The
Main Power Relay. Connected Directly to the Same

power Line as the Controller, Cycles Off and On
Frequently to Maintain Refrigerator Temperature,
Creating an Ample Capacity for Generating Short

Destructive Vcc Transients.
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FIGURE 5. A Combination of a User-Accessible Switch,
and a Factory Only Accessible Jumper, Allows Two

Different Zones of Over-Write Protection In the Same
EEPROM.

Most importantly though, the arrangement of the user ac-
cessible switch prevents accidental writes to the EEPROM
from any source, and the write protection control is not soft-
ware dependent. The EEPROM may not be altered in any
way except when the user is actually pressing a front panel
button labeled SET (Figures 4 and 5). This makes the prob-
ability of unintended overwrite vanishingly slight. •



MORE EXAMPLES
Many contemporary applications have requirements similar
to the refrigerator example. In all cases where an EEPROM
is called for, data loss is expensive or even dangerous and
the power supply cannot be guaranteed to be transient free.
In these cases either the write protection required can be
made permanent or a non-software dependent method is
available to temporarily disable write protection when a data
change is required, Le., a switch or jumper allows the write
protect pins to be toggled under controlled conditions. Alter-
natively, the part can be removed from the PC board for
reprogramming.

AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS
Automotive applications subject auto accessories to dead
batteries, battery replacements, brown outs caused by
cranking the engine on low batteries, etc. Thus, automotive
applications are a prime environment for write protected se-
rial EEPROMs. In the following applications and many oth-
ers, hardware over-write protection is desirable and practi-
cal.

- Auto Stereo Anti-Theft Codes
The transients that the cassette deck's motors and re-
lays generate in operation contribute to the normal auto-
motive Vcc transients that the microcontroller must
weather. Unless overwrite protection is provided for the
EEPROM, one "crash" event could provoke an unin-
tended overwrite and the deck may fail to work for its
correct owner. Code changes are rare and overwrite
protection can be controlled by a push button switch.

- Automotive Engine Controls
Engine control adjustments are retained in the EEPROM
and must not be disturbed or the car may not operate
correctly. Settings change only when the car is serviced
and overwrite protection in this application can be con-
trolled by the service equipment.

- Automotive Keyless Entry Systems
A keyless entry system must not forget its security
codes and lock out its owner. Code changes are rare
and overwrite protection can be controlled by a push
button switch.

HOUSEHOLD APPLICATIONS
Household Vcc transients tend to come from brownouts,
blackouts, and most commonly, simply plugging in or un-
plugging an appliance. Some contemporary applications in-
clude:
- Keyless Entry Systems
- Digital Room Thermostats
- Refrigerator Temperature Controls

TELECOM SWITCH APPLICATIONS
It is now a requirement that all boards found in common
telecom switching systems have an electronically readable
serial number. The serial number of any board in a switch
must be readable from an operators console. This is an aid
to repair. Reliability is a paramount consideration. With the
NM93CSxx series serial EEPROMs the serial number can
be recorded either permanently or alterably, changeable
only by replacing the part in a socket or by a technician
fitting a jumper during a rare, factory only, reprogramming
event.

IN SUMMARY
The multiple write protect features of the NM93CSxx parts
allow the parts to retain data such as serial numbers, date-
of-manufacture codes, and calibration data, permanently
and unalterably. The same part can provide application al-
terable EEPROM. In these applications one NM93CSxx se-
ries part takes the place of two devices. In other applica-
tions, just the fact that the data in the device can be ren-
dered permanent may justify their use.
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"Chip Security" EEPROMs

ABSTRACT
National's NM93CSxx Family of serial EEPROMs offers so-
phisticated protection against accidental overwrites from
power surges, controller crashes, and other potential noise
sources. Utilizing the data protection features in these de-
vices require a few, simple command sequences which may
not be familiar to users of standard MICROWIRETMcom-
mands. This application note presents and explains assem-
bly code for Motorola's 68HC11 microcontroller which im-
plements all of the interface command sequences required
to control the NM93CSxx Family of EEPROMs.

WHY SHOULD DESIGN ENGINEERS USE NATIONAL
SEMICONDUCTOR'S NM93CSxx FAMILY OF EEPROMs?
There has never been a more "data secure" EEPROM
available on the market than the NM93CSxx devices. These
"Chip Security" EEPROMs enable Design Engineers to
bring new products to market quicker than ever before. The
Chip Security features prevent the slightest risk of inadver-
tent writes caused by noise sources, and unplanned jumps
in program sequencing that are difficult to "track down."
Trial-and-error tactics to determine the cause of accidental
overwrites often takes several hours which are not expend-
able in todays dynamic and fast paced market, so to help
prevent data corruption problems that often delay product
introduction dates, NM93CSxx devices have software and
hardware features that eliminate those potential problems.
Another benefit realized by using the NM93CSxx Family of
EEPROMs is preventing field failure returns of the end prod-
uct. The hardware and software data protection features
described in this application note prevent all types of acci-
dental overwrites that could cause a field failure of the end
product, such as losing radio stations stored in EEPROM or
losing valuable calibration data points that are considered
vital to the accuracy of test equipment. As the "Rule of
Tens" states, if it cost $10 to find an error at the board level,
then it will cost $100 at the system level, and finally $1000
at the field level. Why is the cost incurred exponential in
nature? Simple, failures in the field can lose customers and
ruin reputations if the product doesn't work.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON NATIONAL SEMI-
CONDUCTOR's EEPROMs
National Semiconductor is the market leader in low density
serial EEPROMs, and defined the ubiquitous MICROWIRE
interface commonly copied by our competitors. We offer
standard MICROWIRE EEPROMs from 256 bits up to
16 Kbits (16K available 1st quarter of 1994). And for up-
scale products that can't afford the slightest risk of data
corruption, we invented and brought to market the "Chip
Security" MICROWIRE EEPROM Family. With over ten
years of EEPROM design and process experience, we have
also developed low voltage (1.8V to 6.0V) and Zero Standby
« 1 /LA standby current) EEPROMs to meet the battery
supported market needs.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE NM93CSxx FEATURES
The "Chip Security" EEPROM Family has data protection
features added to the standard MICROWIRE Family that
give the ultimate data protection solution in non-volatile, se-
rial memory devices. The assembly code required to read
and write the NM93CSxx (Chip Security devices) is the
same as that required by the NM93Cxx EEPROMs (stan-
dard devices). The difference lays in the added commands
and hardwire pins that bring about the data protection.
The first available method of data protection with the
NM93CSxx EEPROMs is by using the Program Enable (PE)
pin. The PE pin can have a delay signal placed on it via
software control, or a"nexternal switch for hardware control.
Either way reduces the odds of accidental overwrites during
voltage transients caused by power outages, unplugging
equipment, system noise, unregulated batteries, or when
changing batteries.
The second method of data protection with the NM93CSxx
EEPROMs is to use the Protect Register which is controlled
by the Protect Register Enable (PRE) pin and software com-
mands. This is the best method to prevent overwrites
caused by disturbed reset operations and crashing control-
lers that often write "garbage" to EEPROMs during these
periods. "Garbage" gets written to the EEPROM because of
the "skipping" binary counter in the controller. Just by hav-
ing the PRE pin externally controlled, or having extra com-
mands to execute a write command, reduces the odds of
overwrites to near zero for the NM93CSxx Family.
The final method of protecting information in the EEPROM
is to use the Protect Register Disable (PROS) command.
Once this command is executed after using the Protect
Register commands, the user selected portion of the
EEPROM array becomes permanently disabled from all fu-
ture writes. This is the best method for protecting security
codes, calibration information and any other information
that needs to become ROM once written into the EEPROM.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE 68HCll
MICROCONTROLLER
The MC68HC11 is a high density CMOS microcontroller
which contain a microcontroller unit (MCU) and highly so-
phisticated integrated peripheral capabilities. An eight-chan-
nel AID converter is included on chip. An 8-bit pulse accu-
mulator subsystem on chip can count external events or
measure external periods. The main 16-bit, free-running tim-
er system has three input capture lines, five output compare
lines, and a real-time interrupt function. An asynchronous
serial communications interface (SCI) and a synchronous
serial peripheral interlace (SPI) are also included.
The SPI is an independent serial communications subsys-
tem which allows the MCU to communicate synchronously
with peripheral devices. This application note describes as-
sembly code which interfaces the MC68HC11 to the
NM93CSxx Family of EEPROMs through the SPI without
any intermediate logic.



TABLE I. Instruction Set for the NM93CSxx Family of EEPROMs

Op Address Address
Command NM93CS06 NM93CS56 Data Pre Pe Comments

Cd
NM93CS46 NM93CS66

READ 10 A5-AO A7-AO 0 X Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified
address.

WEN 00 11XXXX 11XXXXXX 0 1 Write enable must precede all programming modes.

WRITE 01 A5-AO A7-AO D15-DO 0 1 Writes register if address is unprotected.

WRALL 00 01XXXX 01XXXXXX D15-DO 0 1 Writes all registers. Valid only when Protect Register is
cleared.

WRDS 00 OOXXXX OOXXXXXX 0 X Disables all programming instructions.

PRREAD 10 XXXXXX XXXXXXXX 1 X Reads address stored in Protect Register.

PREN 00 11XXXX 11XXXXXX 1 1 Must immediately precede PRCLEAR, PRWRITE, and
PRDS instructions.

PRCLEAR 11 111111 11111111 1 1 Clears the Protect Register, so that no registers are
protected from WRITE. Protect register equals 0000.

PRWRITE 01 A5-AO A7-AO 1 1 Programs address into Protect Register. Thereafter,
memory addresses greater than or equal to the address in
Protect Register are protected from WRITE.

PRDS 00 000000 00000000 1 1 One time only instruction after which the address in the
Protect Register cannot be altered.

MC68HC11INM93CSxx INTERFACE HARDWARE MC68HC111NM93CSxx INTERFACE CODE
DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the interface between the MC68HC11 The assembly code which interfaces the MC68HC11 micro-
microcontroller and the NM93CSxx family of serial controller to the NM93CSxx serial EEPROMs is stnuctured
EEPROMs is given in Figure 1. Straps are inserted in the as 10 subroutines: one subroutine for each command type.
PRE and PE lines in the schematic (attached) to permit A data flow diagram of the code is shown in Figure 2. Each
hardware protection from accidental data corruption. By re- routine pushes the values of the A, B, X, and Y accumula-
moving the straps, data cannot be written to the EEPROM, tors on a subroutine call and restore their values on return.
but the EEPROM can still be read. The routines expect the address of the command being

sent (if required) to reside at XADDR, and the data to ber-------, sent (if required) to reside at location XDATHI and XDATLQ.
MC68HCll I NM93CSxx Reads of the serial EEPROM are implemented as polledI Serial

I EEPROM reads; that is, the subroutine which implements the reads
cs - goes into a polling mode which checks that the read is com-- plete before control is returned to the calling program.

Serial - SCLK +-- Writes to the EEPROM are implemented as posted writes;Peripheral '1NInterface - -l that is, the first byte of the command message is sent out,
(SPI) DOUT , then control is returned to the calling program. The rest of- the command message is sent out by an interrupt service

PE routine which sends each additional byte as the SPI inter-
PRE rupts the main program when the previous byte is complete.

r
~

This necessitates that each subroutine check that the previ-
ous command write is complete before it allows the next

I read or write to take place (implemented in subroutine
I WRPEN). Posted writes are used to improve real-time per-_______ .J PorI D formance, particularly when the SPI clock rate is low. It also

TLID/11918-1 provides an example of implementing the MC68HC11 to
FIGURE 1. 68HC11 to 93CSxx Block Diagram NM93CSxx as a polled routine and as an interrupt driven

routine.



Two commands: READ and PRRD, read data from the The remainder of the commands (WRITE, PRWRITE,
EEPROM; these commands are implemented such that the WREN, PREN,WRALL, PRWRITE,WRDIS, and PROS)only
subroutine does not release control of the microcontroller write data to the EEPROM; these commands are imple-
until the SPI has completed sending and receiving the entire mented such that the subroutine releases control back to
command message. The subroutines pack the READ or the main program immediately after the first byte of the
PRRD commands to be sent in the transmit buffer command message is sent. These subroutines pack the
(XMESSx), set the count of the number of bytes in the com- commands to be sent in the transmit buffer (XMESSx), set
mand message (MESSCT), set the PRE and PE bits appro- the count of the number of bytes in the command message
priately, and jump to the POLLRD routine. This routine ap- (MESSGT), set the PRE and PE bits appropriately, and jump
plies the PRE, PE, and CS signals to the EEPROM and to the PSTWR routine.
sends the first packet in the transmit buffer. The routine This routine applies the PRE, PE, and CS signals to the
then waits for the SPI to acknowledge that it has completed EEPROM and sends the first packet in the transmit buffer
sending that byte of the command message. The received and control is returned to the main program. When the byte
data is then unloaded into the receive buffer (RDATHI or transfer is complete, the SPI interrupts the microcontroller,
RDATLQ, whichever is appropriate). The next byte in the and the interrupt service routine sends the next byte of the
transmit buffer is then sent out, the routine waits for the SPI command message if applicable.
to acknowledge the byte was sent, then the received data is A summary of the command messages, the data structure,unloaded if necessary. This process is repeated until the and the bytes transmitted for each is given in Table II forentire command message is sent out and all the data is NM93CS06 and NM93CS46, and Table III for NM93CSS6received from the EEPROM, then the subroutine relinquish- and NM93CS66.es control to the main code.

TABLE II. SPI Menages for NM93CS06 and NM93CS46

Command Pre Pe XMESS3 XMESS2 XMESSl XMESSO RDATHI RDATLO

READ 0 0 00000011 o a5 84113 00000000 00000000 015-08 07-00
a2a1 acO

WEN 0 1 00000001 00110000

WRITE 0 1 00000001 01a584 015-08 07-00
a3 a2a1 ac

WRALL 0 1 00000001 01000000 015-08 07-00

WRDS 0 1 00000001 00000000

PRRD 1 0 00000011 Oa584a3 00000000 xxxx a5 84a3 a2
a2a1 acO XXXO a1 acxx

PREN 1 1 00000001 00110000

PRCLR 1 1 00000001 1111 1111

PRWRT 1 1 00000001 01 a584
- a3 a2a1 ac

PROS 1 1 00000001 00000000

I HDR I
---t PREN h_=~ SPllnterrupt

~ .." ~.= SPINT
---t PROS h_= :::I DIS ~---t~~-- ~

---t ~ rr ~ PSTWR Return

.,.---t WRAll I r
Subroutine ~ I

Cell ---t p;;;jiT=---t PRClR=
~ ~ POllRD 1-----+ Return

PRRD

\ V
I '--v---J

Build command Send command
m.ssage
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FIGURE 2. 93CSxx Interface Code Flow Diagram
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8281 aoO

WEN a 0000 0100 1100 0000

WRITE a 0000 0101 87 ae 85 84 015-08 Dr-Do
838281 ao

WRALL a 0000 0101 0000 0000 015-08 Dr-Do

WRDS a 0000 0100 0000 0000

PRRD a 0000 11087 ae 85 84 83 0000 0000 xxxx 85848382

8281 ao a xxxO 8180 X x

PREN 0000 0100 11000000

PRCLR 00000111 1111 1111

PRWRT 0000 0101 87 ae 85 84

838281 ao

PROS 0000 0100 0000 0000

+sv
SERIAL EEPROM

NM93CS56 +sv

01
PA7 /PAI/OC 1 VDD

48
02 47 01
03

PA6/0C2/0C1 PDS/-SS
46 02

CS VCC

04
PAS/OC3/0C1 PD4/SCK

45 03
SK PRE

05
PA4/0C4/0C 1 PD3/MOSI

44 04
01 PE

06
PA3/IC4/0CS/OCl PC2/MISO

43
DO GNO

07
PA2/IC1 PD1/TXD

42
08

PA 1/IC2 PDO/RXD
41

09
PAO/IC3 -IRQ

40
10

PB7/ A 15 -XIRQ
39 PRE STRAP

11
PB6/A14 -RESET

38 01 02

12
PBS/A13 PC7/A07

37
13

PB4/A12 PC6/AD6
36 PE STRAP

14
PB3/A11 PCS/ADS

35 01 02

15
PB2/A10 PC4/A04

34
16

PB1/A9 PC3/AD3
33

17
PBO/A8 PC2/AD2

32 N
PEO/ANO PC1/A01 C;; '"+SV 18
PE1/ANl PCO/ ADO

31
19

PE2/AN2 XTAL
30

20 29
21

PE3/AN3 EXTAL
28..,

22
VRL STRB/R/-W

27
RF

u
VRH E

23
VSS STRA/AS

26 024 25
MOOB MOOA/-L1R XTAL

N

MC68HC 11 E2 J; J;MICROCONTROLLER
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0000 17
0000 18
0000 19
0000 20
0000 21
0000 22
0000 23

24
0000 25
0000 26
0000 27
0000 28
0000 29
0000 30
0000 31
0000 32

33
34

0000 35
0000 36
0000 37
0000 38
0000 39

40
0000 41

42
43

COOO 44
COOO 8EOOFF 45
C003 863B 46
COOS B71009 47
C008 8653 48
COOA B71028 49
COOD 8600 50
COOF B71008 51
C012 8603 52
C014 B7103C 53
C017 C6CO 54
C019 06 55
COlA 8600 56

;MC68HC11 to NM93CS06/46 interface code
;Revision A 7/28/93
;This assembly code implements the serial interface
;to the NM93CS06/46 serial EEPROM with Chip Security
;through the SPI interface and the rest of Port D.
;There are 10 commands:

WRITE Protect Reg WRite (PRWR)
READ Protect Reg ReaD (PRRD)
WRite ENable (WREN) Protect Reg ENable (PREN)
WRite DiSable (WROS) Protect Reg DiSable (PROS)

; WRite ALL (WRALL) Protect Reg CLeaR (PRCLR)
;Each EEPROM command type is implemented as a
;subroutine call. Address is passed to the routine
;in XADDR, data in XDATLO and XDATHI. Data is
;returned from read operations in ROATLO and ROATHI.
$ include "header.asm"
PORTD equ $1008 ;Port D data Register
DDRO equ S1009 ;D Data Direction Register
SPCR equ S1028 ;SPI Control Register
SPSR equ S1029 ;SPI Status Register
SPDR equ $102a ;SPI Data Register
HPRIO equ S103c ;Interrupt Priority
XMESSO equ SOO ;Transmit Message Buffer 0
XMESS1 equ SOl ;Transmit Message Buffer 1
XMESS2 equ S02 ;Transmit Message Buffer 2
XMESS3 equ S03 ;Transmit Message Buffer 3
MESSCT equ S04 ;Message Byte Count.
PREPE equ S05 ;es, Pre, Pe Bit settings
EXTWR equ SOb ;Set if write takes Extra Tiine
WRACTV equ SOc ;Set if write still active after

imessage count goes to 00
XADDR equ S06 iTransmit Address
XDATLO equ $07 ;Transmit Data low byte
XDATHI equ S08 ;Transmit Data high bype
ROATLO equ S09 ;Receive Data low byte
ROATH I equ SOa ;Receive Data high byte
$ include "init.asm"

;Init initializes registers critical to SPI
operation

org ScOOO
Ids #$OOff
ldaa #$3b
staa DDRO
ldaa #S53
staa SPCR
ldaa #$00
staa PORTD
ldaa #$03 ;Set SPI Interrupt to highest

priority

;Start code at COOO
;Locate Stack at OOFF
;Initialize DDRO Register

staa HPRIO
ldab #$cO
tap
ldaa #SOO

•





COB3 36
COB4 37
COBS 3C
COB6 1B3C
COBS BDC1BC
COBB B621
COBD 9705
COBF B600
C09l 970B
C093 B602
C095 9704
C097 B600
C099 9700
C09B B601
C09D 9701
C09F 7EC195
COA2 36
COA3 37
COM 3C
COA5 1B3C
COA7 BDC1BC
COM B620
COAC 9705
COAE B600
COBO 970B
COB2 B604
COM 9704
COB6 B600
COBB 9700
COBA 9701
COBC 9606
COBE 4B
COBF B47E
COC1 9702
COC3 B603
COC5 9703
COC7 7EC215
COCA 36
COCB 37
COCC 3C
COCO 1B3C
COCF BDC1BC
COD2 B622
COD4 9705
COD6 B600
CODB 970B
CODA B603
CODC 9704
CODE B600
COEO 9700
COE2 9606
COE4 4B

115
116
117
11B WrDs
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
12B Dis
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136 Read
137
13B
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
14B
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
15B PrRd
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
16B
169
170
171
172

•

psha
pshb
pshx
pshy
jsr WrPen
ldaa IS21
staa PREPE
ldaa ISOO
staa EXTWR
ldaa 1$02
staa MESSCT
ldaa 1$00
staa XMESSO
ldaa IS01
staa XMESS1
jmp PstWr

:Load message byte count
:Load last byte, op code=OO
:Data = 000000
:Load start bit
:jump to Posted Write Routine

psha
pshb
pshx
pshy
jsr WrPen :Check Write still Pending?
ldaa IS20
staa PREPE :Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
ldaa #$00
staa EXTWR :No extra write time required
ldaa #S04
staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
ldaa ISOO
staa XMESSO ;Load low byte data (don't care)
staa XMESS1 ;Load hi byte data (don't care)
ldaa XADDR
asia
anda IS7e ;Mask off bits 0 & 7 of address
staa XMESS2 ;Load address byte
ldaa #S03
staa XMESS3 :Load start bit and MSB of op code
jmp PollRd ;Jump to Polled Read Routine
psha
pshb
pshx
pshy
jsr WrPen ;Check Write still pending?
ldaa 1$22
staa PREPE :Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
ldaa #SOO
staa EXTWR ;No extra write time required
ldaa 1$03
staa MESSCT :Load message byte count
ldaa ISOO
staa XMESSO ;Load low byte (don't care)
ldaa XADDR
asia



a>
0a> 173 anda #$7e ;Mask off bits 0 & 7 of address. COE5 647EZ COE7 9701 174 staa XMESS1 ;Load address bytec( COE9 6603 175 1daa #$03

COEB 9702 176 staa XMESS2 ;Load start bit and MSB of op code
COED 7EC215 177 jmp Po11Rd ;Jump to Polled Read R~utine

176
COFO 36 179 Write psha
COF1 37 160 pshb
COF2 3C 161 pshx
COF3 163C 162 pshy
COF5 BDC16C 163 jsr WrPen ;Check Write still Pending?
COF6 6621 164 Idaa #$21
COFA 9705 165 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
COFC 6601 166 Idaa #$01
COFE 970B 167 staa EXTWR iExtra write time required
CIOO 6604 166 Idaa #$04
CI02 9704 169 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
C104 9607 190 Idaa XDATLO
C106 9700 191 staa XMESSO ;Load low xmit data byte
C106 9606 192 Idaa XDATHI
C10A 9701 193 staa XMESS1 ;Load high xmit data byte
C10C 663F 194 Idaa #$3f
C10E C640 195 Idab #$40
C110 9406 196 anda XADDR ;Mask off bits 6 & 7 of address
C112 9702 197 staa XMESS2
C114 DA02 196 orab XMESS2 ;Add op code=Ol to address
C116 0702 199 stab XMESS2 ;Load address byte
C116 6601 200 Idaa #$01
C11A 9703 201 staa XMESS3 ;Load start bit
C11C 7EC195 202 jmp PstWr ;Jump to Posted Write Routine

203
C11F 36 204 WrAll psha
C120 37 205 pshb
C121 3C 206 pshx
C122 163C 207 pshy
C124 BDC16C 206 jsr WrPen ;Check if Write still Pending?
C127 6621 209 Idaa #$21
C129 9705 210 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bitsC12B 6601 211 Idaa #$01
C12D 970B 212 staa EXTWR ;Extra write time requiredC12F 6604 213 Idaa #$04
C131 9704 214 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte countC133 9607 215 Idaa XDATLO
Cl35 9700 216 staa XMESSO ;Load low xmit data byteCl37 9606 217 Idaa XDATHI
C139 9701 216 staa XMESSl ;Load high xmit data byteC13B 6610 219 Idaa #$10
Cl3D 9702 220 staa XMESS2 ;Load op code=OO, rest 010000C13F 6601 221 Idaa #$01
C141 9703 222 staa XMESS3 ;Load start bit
C143 7EC195 223 jmp PstWr ;Jump to Posted Write Routine

224
C146 36 225 PrWrt psha
C147 37 226 pshb
C146 3C 227 pshx
C149 163C 226 pshy
C14B BDC16C 229 jsr WrPen ;Check if Write still Pending?
C14E 6623 230 Idaa #$23
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C1S0 9705
C1S2 8601
C1S4 970B
C1S6 8602
C158 9704
C1SA 863F
C1SC C640
C1SE 9406
C160 9700
C162 DAOO
C164 D700
C166 8601
C168 9701
C16A 7EC195
C16D 36
C16E 37
C16F 3C
Cl70 183C
C172 BDC18C
Cl75 8623
Cl77 9705
Cl79 8601
C17B 970B
Cl7D 8602
C17F 9704
C181 86FF
C183 9700
C18S 8601
C187 9701
C189 7EC195

.C190 960C
C192 26F8
C194 39

C19S 8680
C197 BA1028
C19A B71028
C19D D604
C19F CEOOOO
C1A2 B61008
C1A5 9A05
C1A7 B71008
C1M SA
C1AB 3A
C1AC A600
C1AE B7102A
C1B1 1838
C1B3 38

231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288

staa PREPE
ldaa #SOl
staa EXTWR
ldaa #S02
staa MESSCT
1daa #S3f
ldab #S40
anda XADDR
staa XMESSO
orab XMESSO
stab XMESSO
ldaa #SOl
staa XMESS1
jmp PstWr
psha
pshb
pshx
pshy
jsr WrPen
ldaa #S23
staa PREPE
ldaa #SOl
staa EXTWR
ldaa #S02
staa MESSCT
ldaa #SOff
staa XMESSO
ldaa #SOl
staa XMESS1
jmp PstWr

ldaa WRACTV
bne WrPen
rts

ldaa tS80
oraa SPCR
staa SPCR
ldab MESSCT
ldx tXMESSO
ldaa PORTD
oraa PREPE
staa PORTD
decb
abx
ldaa O,x
staa SPDR
puly
pulx

;Load start bit
;Jump to Posted Writ~ Routine

;Load start bit
;Jump to Posted Write Routine
;Write Pending Subroutine:
;check if previous message byte
;count is 0 before preceeding
;Check write still active even
;though last message sent
;Note that a bad write (ie. WREN
;has not been set) will not return
;a ready so this loop will never
;stop ... a timer (approx 10ms)
;should be implemented to monitor
;for this situation.

Enable SPI Interrupt
Message byte count in B
Address of last message byte
Read Port D
Set CS, PRE, PE lines of PORT D
decrement message indexing B
index address in X to mess byte
Load A with message byte data
Send data packet (start bit)



0)
0
0)• CIB4 33 289 pulbZ CIB5 32 290 pulacr: CIB6 39 291 rts Return to main program ...the

292 rest of the message is sent
293 by interrupt routine SpInt
294

CIB7 F61029 295 SpInt ldab SPSR ;Check that interrupt cause by
CIBA 2A58 296 bpI done ;SPIF (not mode error)
CIBC B6102A 297 ldaa SPDR ;Clear SPIF interrupt
CIBF D604 298 ldab MESSCT ;Load message byte count in B
CICI 272D 299 beq Twp ;Jump to post write paller
CIC3 SA 300 decb ;Decrement message count
CIC4 D704 301 stab MESSCT ;Store that 1 byte was sent
CIC6 270D 302 beq SsOff ;Branch if last byte was sent
CIC8 CEOOOO 303 ldx 'XMESSO ;Load address of last byte in X
CICB SA 304 decb ;Decrement message index B
CICC 3A 305 abx ;Index address in X to next byte
CICD MOO 306 ldaa O,x ;Load next message byte
CICF B7102A 307 staa SPDR ;Send message byte
CID2 7EC214 308 jmp Done ;Return to Main Program
CID5 B61008 309 SsOff ldaa PORTD
CID8 84DF 310 anda 'SdF
CIDA B71008 311 staa PORTD ;Turn off CS
CIDD 84FC 312 anda 'Sfc
CIDF B71008 313 staa PORTD iTurn off PRE, PE
CIE2 "60B 314 ldaa EXTWR
CIE4 ;716 315 beq Off ;Jump to turn off interrupts
CIE6 B61008 316 ldaa PORTD
CIE9 8A20 317 oraa <lS20
CIEB BU008 318 staa PORTD ;Turn CS on
CIEE 8600 319 ldaa 'SOO
CIFO 81FF 320 Twp cmpa 'Sff ;Check if write complete
CIF2 2617 321 bne Send iNo, send another idle byte
CIF4 B61008 322 ldaa PORTD
CIF7 84DF 323 anda 'Sdf
CIF9 B71008 324 staa PORTD ;Turn off CS
CIFC 867F 325 Off ldaa .S7f
CIFE B41028 326 anda SPCR
C201 B71028. 327 staa SPCR ;Disable SPI interrupt
C204 8600 328 ldaa 'SOO
C206 970C 329 staa WRACTV ;Write complete
C208 7EC214 330 jmp Done
C20B 8601 331 Send ldaa 'SOl
C20D 970C 332 staa WRACTV ;Set write active
C20F 8600 333 ldaa IiSOO
C211 B7102A 334 staa SPDR ;Send data
C214 3B 335 Done rti ;Return to main program

336
C215 D604 337 PoIIRd ldab MESSCT ;Load message byte count in B
C217 CEOOOO 338 ldx 'XMESSO ;Load address of last byte in X
C21A B61008 339 ldaa PORTD
C21D 9A05 340 oraa PREPE
C21F B71008 341 staa PORTD Set CS, PRE, and PE
C222 3A 342 abx Index into address past byte
C223 09 343 SendX dex Decrement back to byte
C224 5A 344 decb Decrement index B
C225 MOO 345 ldaa O,x Load next message byte
C227 B7102A 346 staa SPDR Send message byte
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C232 C100 350 cmpb '$00
C234 2705 351 beq StrLo
C236 970A 352 staa RDATHI
C238 7EC223 353 jmp SendX
C23B 9709 354 StrLo staa RDATLO
C23D D704 355 stab MESSCT
C23F 8!iDC 356 1daa '$dc
C241 B41008 357 anda PORTD
C244 B71008 358 staa PORTD
C247 1838 359 pu1y
C249 38 360 pu1x
C24A 33 361 pu1b
C24B 32 362 pula
C24C 39 363 rts

364
FFD8 365 org $ffd8
FFD8 C1B7 366 fdb Splnt

367
368
369
370

Symbol Table
DDRD 1009
DIS C093
DONE C214
ENB C061
EXTWR OOOB
HPRIO 103C
INIT1 COOO
MAIN C020
MESSCT 0004
OFF C1FC
POLLRD C215
PORTD 1008
PRCLR C16D
PRDS C070
PREN C03E
PREPE 0005
PRRD COCA
PRWRT C146
PSTWR C195
ROATH I OOOA
ROATLO 0009
READ COA2
SEND C20B
SENDX C223
SPCR 1028
SPDR 102A
SPINT C1B7
SPSR 1029
SSOFF C1D5
STRLO C23B
TWP C1FO
WAIT C22A
WRACTV OOOC
WRALL CllF
WRDS C083
WREN C051
WRITE COFO
WRPEN C18C
XADDR 0006
XDATHI 0008
XDATLO 0007
XMESSO 0000
XMESS1 0001
XMESS2 0002
XMESS3 0003

;Save byte as hi receive byte
;Send/receive next byte
;Store 10 receive byte
;Zero out message byte count

Set SPI interrupt vector to
point to SPI interrupt service
routine



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0000 17
0000 18
0000 19
0000 20
0000 21
0000 22
0000 23

24
0000 25
0000 26
0000 27
0000 28
0000 29
0000 30
0000 31
0000 32

33
34

0000 35
0000 36
0000 37
0000 38
0000 39

40
0000 41

42
43

COOO 44
COOO 8EOOFF 45
C003 863B 46
COOS B71009 47
C008 8653 48
COOl'.B71028 49
COOD 8600 50
CO OF B71008 51
C012 8603 52
C014 B7103C 53
COl7 C6CO 54
C019 06 55
COlA 8600 56

;MC68HCll to NM93CS56/66 interface code
;Revision A 7/28/93
;This assembly code implements the serial interface
;to the NM93CS56/66 serial EEPROM with Chip Security
;through the SPI interface and the rest of Port D.
;There are 10 commands:

. WRITE Protect Reg WRite (PRWR)
READ Protect Reg ReaD (PRRD)
WRite ENable (WREN) Protect Reg ENable (PREN)
WRite DiSable (WRDS) Protect Reg DiSable (PRDS)

; WRite ALL (WRALL) Protect Reg CLeaR (PRCLR)
;Each EEPROM command type is implemented as a
;subroutine call. Address is passed to the routine
;in XADDR, data in XDATLO and XDATHI. Data is
;returned from read operations in RDATLO and RDATHI.
$ include "header ..asm"
PORTD equ $1008 ;Port D data Register
DDRD equ $1009 ;D Data Direction Register
SPCR equ $1028 ;SPI Control Register
SPSR equ $1029 ;SPI Status Register
SPDR equ $102a ;SPI Data Register
HPRIO equ $103c ;Interrupt Priority
XMESSO equ $00 ;Transmit Message Buffer 0
XMESSl equ $01 ;Transmit Message Buffer 1
XMESS2 equ $02 ;Transmit Message Buffer 2
XMESS3 equ $03 ;Trans~it Message Buffer 3
MESSCT equ $04 ;Message Byte Count
PREPE equ $05 ;CS, Pre, Pe Bit settings
EXTWR equ SOb ;Set if write takes Extra Time
WRACTV equ $Oc ;Set if write still active after

;message count goes to 00
XADDR equ $06 ;Transmit Address
XDATLO equ $07 ;Transmit Data"low byte
XDATHI equ $08 ;Transmit Data high bype
RDATLO equ $09 ;Receive Data low byte
RDATHI equ $Oa ;Receive Data high byte
$ include "init.asrnlf

;Init initializes registers critical to SPI
operation

org $cOOO
lds #$OOff
ldaa #$~b
staa DDRD
ldaa #$53
staa SPCR
ldaa #$00
staa PORTD
ldaa #$03 ;Set SPI Interrupt to highest

priority

;Start code at COOO
;Locate Stack at OOFF
;Initialize DDRD Register

staa HPRIO
ldab '$cO
tap
ldaa '$00



•z•C01C 9704 57 staa MESSCT ;Message count is zero CD
0COlE 970C 58 staa WRACTV ;Write not. active CD

59
C020 8656 60 main ldaa '$56 ;Main give examples of using

61 ;a few of the command routines
C022 9706 62 staa XADOR ;Load in transmit address
C024 8633 63 Idaa '$33
C026 9707 64 staa XOATLO ;Load in low byte xmit data
C028 86CC 65 Idaa '$cc
C02A 9708 66 staa XDATHI ;Load in hi byte xmit data
C02C BOC054 67 jsr WREN ;Call Write Enable
C02F BOC04l 68 jsr PREN ;Call Protect Register Enable
C032 BOC15C 69 jsr PRCLR ;Call Protect Register Clear
C035 BOC04l 70 jsr PREN ;Call Protect Register Enable
C038 BOC13O 71 jsr PRWRT ;Call Protect Register Write
C03B BDCOCB 72 jsr PRRD ;Call Protect Regiater Read

73 ; (read back Protect Register)
C03E 7EC020 74 jmp main

75
C04l 36 76 PrEn psha
C042 37 77 pshb
C043 3C 78 pshx
C044 l83C 79 pshy
C046 BOC17B 80 jsr WrPen Subroutine Write Pending checks

81 whether a previous write is still
82 pending, and waits until it is
83 done if there is.

C049 8623 84 ldaa 1$23
C04B 9705 85 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
C040 8600 86 ldaa '$00
C04F 970B 87 staa EXTWR ;No extra time after command
C05l 7EC064 88 jmp Enb

89
C054 36 90 WrEn psha
C055 37 91 pshb
C056 3C 92 pshx
C057 l83C 93 pshy
C059 BOC17B 94 jsr WrPen
C05C 8621 95 Idaa 1$21
C05E 9705 96 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
C060 8600 97 ldaa 1$00
C062 970B 98 staa EXTWR ;No extra time after command

99
C064 8602 100 Enb ldaa '$02
C066 9704 101 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
C068 86CO 102 ldaa '$cO ;Load last byte
C06A 9700 103 staa XMESSO ;Oata is 11000000
C06C 8604 104 ldaa '$04
C06E 9701 105 staa XMESSl ;Load start bit & op code-OO
C070 7EC184 106 jmp PstWr ;Jump to Posted Write Routine

107
C073 36 108 PrOs psha
C074 37 109 pshb
C075 3C 110 pshx
C076 l83C 111 pshy
C078 BOC17B 112 jsr WrPen ;Check Write still Pending?
C07B 8623 113 ldaa '$23
C070 9705 114 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
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CD
0
CD, C07E' 8601 115 1daa #$01Z C081 970B 116 staa EXTWR ;Extra time after commandc(

C083 7EC096 117 jmp Dis
118

C086 36 119 WrDs psha
C087 37 120 pshb
C088 3C 121 pshx
C089 183C 122 pshy
C08B BDC17B 123 jsr WrPen ;Check Write still Pending?
C08E 8621 124 ldaa '$21
C090 9705 125 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
C092 8600 126 ldaa '$00
C094 970B 127 staa EXTWR ;No extra time after command

128
C096 8602 129 Dis ldaa '$02
C098 9704 130 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
C09A 8600 131 1daa #$00 ;Load last byte
C09C 9700 132 staa XMESSO ;Data = 0000 0000
C09E 8604 133 1daa '$04
COAO 9701 134 staa XMESS1 ;Load start bit & op code=OO
COA2 7EC184 135 jmp PstWr ;jump to Posted Write Routine

136
COA5 36 137 Read psha
COAG 37 138 pshb
COA7 3C 139 pshx
COAB 183C 140 pshy
COAA BDC17B 141 jsr WrPen ;Check Write still Pending?
COAD 8620 142 ldaa .$20
COAE' 9705 143 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
COB1 8600 144 ldaa .$00
COB3 970B 145 staa EXTWR ;No extra time after command
COBS 8604 146 ldaa '$04
COB7 9704 147 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
COB9 8600 148 ldaa '$00
COBB 9700 149 staa XMESSO ;Load low byte data (don't care)
COBD 9701 150 staa XMESS1 ;Load hi byte data (don't care)
COBF D606 151 1dab XADDR
COC1 8606 152 ldaa .$06
COC3 05 153 as1d
COC4 D702 154 stab XMESS2 ;Load address
COC6 9703 155 staa XMESS3 ;Load start bit and op code-10
COC8 7EC204 156 jmp PollRd ;Jump to Polled Read Routine

157
COCB 36 158 PrRd psha
COCC 37 159 pshb
COCD 3C 160 pshx
COCE 183C 161 pshy
CODO BDC17B 162 jsr WrPen ;Check Write still Pending?
COD3 8622 163 ldaa .$22
COD5 9705 164 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
COD7 8600 165 ldaa #$00
COD9 970B 166 staa EXTWR ;No extra time after command
CODB 8603 167 ldaa .$03
CODD 9704 168 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
CODF 8600 169 ldaa '$00
COE1 9700 170 staa XMESSO ;Load low byte (don't care)
COE3 D606 171 ldab XADDR
COE5 8606 172 1daa '$06
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177
COEF 36 178 Write psha
COFO 37 179 pshb
COFl 3C 180 pshx
COF2 183C 181 pshy
COF4 BDC17B 182 jsr WrPen ;Check Write still Pending?
COF7 8621 183 Idaa 'S21
COF9 9705 184 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
COFB 8601 185 ldaa 'SOl
COFD 970B 186 staa EXTWR ;Extra time after command
COFF 8604 187 ldaa 'S04
C101 9704 188 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
C103 9607 189 ldaa XDATLO
C105 9700 190 staa XMESSO ;Load low xmit data byte
C107 9608 191 ldaa XDATHI
C109 9701 192 staa XMESS1 ;Load high xmit data byte
C10B 9606 193 ldaa XADDR
ClOD 9702 194 staa XMESS2 ;Load address byte
C10F 8605 195 ldaa 'S05
C111 9703 196 staa XMESS3 ;Load start bit & op code=Ol
C113 7EC184 197 jmp PstWr ;Jump to Posted Write Routine

198
C116 36 199 WrA1l psha
C117 37 200 pshb
C118 3C 201 pshx
C119 183C 202 pshy
C11B BDC17B 203 jsr WrPen ;Check if Write still Pending?
C11E 8621 204 ldaa 'S21
C120 9705 205 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bits
C122 8601 206 ldaa 'SOl
C124 970B 207 staa EXTWR ;Extra time after command
C126 8604 208 ldaa IS04
C128 9704 209 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
C12A 9607 210 1daa XDATLO
C12C 9700 211 staa XMESSO ;Load low xmit data byte
C12E 9608 212 ldaa XDATHI
C130 9701 213 staa XMESS1 ;Load high xmit data byte
C132 8640 214 ldaa IS40
C134 9702 215 staa XMESS2 ;Load address 0100 0000
C136 8604 216 ldaa 'S04
C138 9703 217 staa XMESS3 ;Load start bit & op code=OO
C13A 7EC184 218 jmp PstWr ;Jump to Posted Write Routine

219
C13D 36 220 PrWrt psha
C13E 37 221 pshb
Cl3F 3C 222 pshx
C140 183C 223 pshy
C142 BDC17B 224 jsr WrPen ;Check if Write still Pending?
C145 8623 225 ldaa IS23
C147 9705 226 staa PREPE ;Set CS, PRE, and PE bitsC149 8601 227 ldaa IS01
C14B 970B 228 staa EXTWR ;Extra time after command
C14D 8602 229 ldaa 'S02
C14F 9704 230 staa MESSCT ;Load message byte count
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C151 9606
C153 9700
C155 8605
C157 9701
C159 7EC184
C15C 36
C15D 37
C15E 3C
C15F 183C
C161 BDC17B
C164 8623
C166 9705
C168 8601
C16A 970B
C16C 8602
C16E 9704
C170 86FF
Cl72 9700
C174 8607
C176 9701
C178 7EC184

C17F 960C
C181 26F8
C183 39

C184 8680
C186 BA1028
C189 B71028
C18C 0604
C18E CEOOOO
C191 B61008
C194 9A05
C196 B71008
C199 SA
C19A 3A
C19B A600
C19D B7102A
C1AO 1838
C1A2 38
C1A3 33
C1M 32
C1A5 39

C1A6 F61029
C1A9 2A58
C1AB B6102A

231
232
233
234
235
236
237 PrClr
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254 WrPen
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266 PstWr
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286 SpInt
287
288

ldaa XADDR
staa XMESSO ;Load address byte
ldaa IS05
staa XMESS1 ;Load start bit & op code=Ol
jmp PstWr ;Jump to Posted Write Routine
psha
pshb
pshx
pshy
jsr WrPen
1daa IS23
staa PREPE
ldaa IS01
staa EXTWR
ldaa #S02
staa MESSCT
ldaa ISff
staa XMESSO
ldaa IS07
staa XMESS1
jmp PstWr

ldaa WRACTV
bne WrPen
rts

ldaa IS80
oraa SPCR
staa SPCR
ldab MESSCT
ldx IXMESSO
ldaa PORTD
oraa PREPE
staa PORTD
decb
abx
ldaa O,x
staa SPDR
puly
pulx
pulb
pula
rts

'ldab SPSR
bpl done
ldaa SPDR

;Load start bit & op code=ll
;Jump to Posted Write Routine
;Write Pending Subroutine:
;check if previous message byte
;count is 0 before preceeding
;Check write still active even
;tho last message sent
;Note that a bad write(ie. WREN
;has not been set) will not return
;a ready so this loop will never
;end ...a timer (approx 10ms) would
;normally be implemented to
;monitor this.

;Enable SPI Interrupt
;Message byte count in B
;Address of last message byte
;Read Port 0
;Set CS, PRE, PE lines of PORT D
;decrement message indexing B
;index address in X to mess byte
;Load A with message byte data-
;Send data packet (start bit)

Return to main program ...the
rest of the message is sent
by interrupt routine SpInt

Check that interrupt cause by
SPIF (not mode error)
Clear SPIF interrupt



»z.CIAE 0604 289 Idab MESSCT ;Load message byte count in B CD
CIBO 2720 290 beq Twp ;Jump to post write poller 0

CDCIB2 SA 291 decb ;Oecrement message count
CIB3 0704 292 stab MESSCT ;Store that 1 byte was sent
CIB5 2700 293 beq SsOff ;Branch if last byte was sent
CIB7 CEOOOO 294 Idx #XMESSO ;Load address of last byte in X
CIBA SA 295 decb ;Decrement message index B
CIBB 3A 296 abx ;Index address in X to next byte
CIBC A600 297 Idaa O,x ;Load next message byte
CIBE B7102A 298 staa SPDR ;Send message byte
CICI 7EC203 299 jmp Done ;Return to Main Program
CIC4 B61008 300 SsOff Idaa PORTO
CIC7 84DF 301 anda #$dF
CIC9 B71008 302 staa PORTO ;Turn off CS
CICC 84FC 303 anda #$fc
CICE B71008 304 staa PORTO ;Turn off PRE, PE
CIDI 960B 305 Idaa EXTWR iZero out Extra Write time
CID3 2716 306 beq Off ;jump to turn off interrupt
CID5 B61008 307 Idaa PORTO
C108 8A20 308 oraa #$20
CIDA B71008 309 staa PORTO iTurn on CS
ClOD 8600 310 Idaa #$00
ClOF 81FF 311 Twp cmpa #$ff ;Check if write complete
CIEI 2617 312 bne Send iNo, send another idle byte
CIE3 B61008 313 Idaa PORTO
CIE6 84DF 314 anda #$df
CIE8 B71008 315 staa PORTO ;Turn off CS
CIEB 867F 316 Off Idaa #$7f
ClEO B41028 317 anda SPCR
CIFO B71028 318 staa SPCR ;Disable SPI interrupt
CIF3 8600 319 Idaa #$00
CIF5 970C 320 staa WRACTV ;Write complete
CIF7 7EC203 321 jmp Done
CIFA 8601 322 Send Idaa #$01
CIFC 970C 323 staa WRACTV
CIFE 8600 324 Idaa #$00
C200 B7102A 325 staa SPDR
C203 3B 326 Done rti ;Return to main program

327
C204 0604 328 PollRd Idab MESSCT ;Load message byte count in B
C206 CEOOOO 329 Idx #XMESSO ;Load address of last byte in X
C209 B61008 330 Idaa PORTO
C20C 9AD5 331 oraa PREPE
C20E B71008 332 staa PORTO ;Set CS, PRE, and PE
C211 3A 333 abx ;Index into address past byte
C212 09 334 SendX dex ;Decrement back to byte
C213 SA 335 decb ;Decrement index B
C214 A600 336 Idaa O,x ;Load next message byte
C216 B7102A 337 staa SPDR ;Send message byte
C219 B61029 338 Wait Idaa SPSR ;Load SPI Status register
C21C 2AFB 339 bpI Wait ;Wait unit SPIF is set
C21E B6102A 340 Idaa SPDR ;Load in data to AC221 CI00 341 cmpb #$00 ;Last message byte?
C223 2705 342 beq StrLo
C225 970A 343 staa ROATH I Save byte as hi receive byte
C227 7EC212 344 jmp SendX Send/receive next byte
C22A 9709 345 StrLo staa ROATLO Store 10 receive byte
C22C 0704 346 stab MESSCT Zero out message byte count
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G)
0G) 347 ldaa 'Sdc. C22E 86DCZ C230 641008 348 anda PORTOc( C233 671008 349 staa PORTO ;Turn off CS, PRE, PE

C236 1838 350 puly
C238 38 351 pulx
C239 33 352 pulb
C23A 32 353 pula
C236 39 354 rts ;Return to Main Program

355
FFD8 356 org Sffd8
FFD8 C1A6 357 fdb Splnt Set SPI interrupt vector to

358 point to SPI interrupt service
359 routine
360
361

Symbol Table
DDRO 1009
DIS C096
DONE C203
EN6 C064
EXTWR 0006
HPRIO 103C
INIT1 COOO
MAIN C020
MESSCT 0004
OFF C1E6
POLLRO C204
PORTD 1008
PRCLR C15C
PROS C073
PREN C041
PREPE 0005
PRRO COC6
PRWRT C13D
PSTWR C184
ROATH I OOOA
ROATLO 0009
READ COA5
SEND C1FA
SENDX C212
SPCR 1028
SPDR 102A
SPINT C1A6
SPSR 1029
SSOFF C1C4
STRLO C22A
TWP C1DF
WAIT C219
WRACTV OOOC
WRALL C116
WROS C086
WREN C054
WRITE COEF
WRPEN C176
XADDR 0006
XDATHI 0008 TL/D/11918-18
XDATLO 0007
XMESSO 0000
XMESS1 0001
XMESS2 0002
XMESS3 0003 TL/D/11918-19



National offers a broad line of serial interface EEPROMs
which share a common set of features:
• Low cost
• Single supply in all modes (+5V ± 10%)
• TTL compatible interface
• MICROWIRETMcompatible interface
• Read-Only mode or read-write mode
This Application Brief will address protecting data in any of
National's Serial Interface EEPROMs by using read-only
mode.
Whereas EEPROM is non-volatile and does not require Vcc
to retain data, the problem exists that stored data can be
destroyed during power transitions. This is due to either un-
controlled interface signals during power transitions or noise
on the power supply lines. There are various hardware de-
sign considerations which can help eliminate the problem
although the simplest most effective method may be the
following programming method.
All National Serial EEPROMs, when initially powered up are
in the Program Disable Mode·. In this mode, the EEPROM
will abort any requested Erase or Write cycles. Prior to Eras-

ing or Writing it is necessary to place the device in the Pro-
gram Enable Modet. Following placing the device in the
Program Enable Mode, Erase and Write will remain enabled
until either executing the Disable instruction or removing
Vcc. Having Vcc unexpectedly removed often results in
uncontrolled interface signals which could result in the
EEPROM interpreting a programming instruction causing
data to be destroyed.
Upon power up the EEPROM will automatically enter the
Program Disable Mode. Subsequently the design should in-
corporate the following to achieve protection of stored data.
1) The device powers up in the read-only mode. However,

as a backup, the EWDS instruction should be executed
as soon as possible after Vcc to the EEPROM is pow-
ered up to ensure that it is in the read-only mode.

2) Immediately preceding a programming instruction
(ERASE, WRITE, ERAL or WRAL), the EWEN instruction
should be executed to enable the device for program-
ming; the EWDS instruction should be executed immedi-
ately following the programming instruction to return

°EWDS or WDS. depending on exact device.

tEWEN or WEN, depending on exact device.

csJ
~---.A 0 IC'fII/IA

EHAIlf=l1
DISAILE=OO

MAIN POWER SUPPLYr 1 _
UV·5.5V .-- L

Vee J L 5.5V '" Vee '" 4.5V
MAINTAINED ON CAPACIMR -l

INSTRUCTIDN.JEWDsl..~~

(ERASE. WRITE.
ERAL DR WRAL)

TLl0I7085-2

°EWDS must be executed before Vcc drops below 4.5V to prevent accidental data loss during subsequent power down and/or power up transients.



3) Special care must be taken in designs in which program-
ming instructions are initiated to store data in the EEP-
ROM after the main power supply has gone down. This is
usually accomplished by maintaining Vcc for the EEP-
ROM and its controller on a capacitor for a sufficient
amount of time (approximately 50 ms, depending on the
clock rate) to complete these operations. This capacitor

81elYTOlloWlngme 18S1programming Instruction. r-AIL-

URE TO EXECUTE THE LAST EWDS INSTRUCTION
BEFORE Vcc DROPS BELOW 4.5 VOLTS MAY CAUSE
INADVERTENT DATA DISTURB DURING SUBSE-
QUENT POWER DOWN AND/OR POWER UP TRAN-
SIENTS.



Electronic Compass
Calibration Made Easy with
EEPROMs

When a compass is first installed in a vehicle, or when new
equipment, such as car speakers, are added to a vehicle
with a compass, the compass must be compensated for
stray magnetic fields. With a magnetic compass, it must be
pointed towards magnetic north and then adjusted. This
procedure is repeated at all four main points of the compass
until the compass is calibrated. This procedure is lengthy
and also requires another calibrated compass to point the
vehicle in the correct direction.
The block diagram illustrates an electronic compass that,
with the aide of an E2 memory, makes adjusting a compass
as easy as pushing a button, and also eliminates the need
for another compass. In addition it gives you the ability to
adjust for variation between magnetic and true north. This is
a major advantage because it is something that even the
most expensive magnetic compass cannot do.
The brain of the electronic compass is the COP421 micro-
controller. There are two sense coils, one for north/south
and one for east/west. The output of each of the sense
amplifiers is an analog voltage which is fed into the A to D
converter. These voltages are read by the COP421 over the
microwire interface. From these voltages, the microcontrol-
ler determines the direction and displays the results

National Semiconductor
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once again over the microwire interface. To compensate the
compass in a new environment the procedure is very sim-
ple. Start by pointing the car in any direction and push the
switch. The CPU at this time will measure the voltage at the
sense amplifiers and store this information in the E2 memo-
ry over the microwire interface. Now the vehicle is turned
1800

, and the button is pushed again. The same procedure
will be followed internally. The compensation procedures
are now complete. During operation the CPU will compen-
sate for stray fields by adding an analog voltage back into
the sense amplifiers. This value is stored in E2 memory and
not lost when the power is turned off, but is readjustable if
its environment is modified.
Compass variation is the difference between true and mag-
netic north. This variation differs all over the world and is
something that must be taken into consideration when navi-
gating by compass. With the E2 memory device, a variance
can be programmed in for any given location. In California
this is approximately 17", in Michigan approximately 10

•

Once again, this cannot be accomplished by a magnetic
compass, and would have been impossible to accomplish
without an E2 memory device.
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~ Automatic Low Cost
Thermostat

Ths application brief describes the use of the NMG9346
(64 x 16) serial EEPROM. With the advent of the inexpen-
sive GOPSTMfamily from National Semiconductor, hereto-
fore "expensive" applications can now be realized inexpen-
sively. Such an application is a low cost thermostat. Typical
features of such a device are:
1) Ability to interface to local and remote temperature sen-

sors,
2) Ability to hold changeable settings,
3) Digital display of present temperature,
4) Inexpensive in high volume.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The basis of the thermostat is the GOP410 microcontroller.
This, with the addition of 2 ADC0854 AID converters, an
NMG9346 EEPROM and some logic for LED display, com-
prise an extremely versatile, yet low cost, system. The
ADG0854 allows 4 channels of temperature sensors, 1 local
and 3 remote. Temperature sensors used are LM34 (for
readings in OF)or LM35 (for readings in °G).
While there are several possible choices for AID converters
that are MIGROWIRETMcompatible, the ADG0854 was cho-
sen because of its "settability". By presetting the "cold"
temperature (i.e., when the cooling unit should come
on-say 800F) all the microcomputer has to do is to multi-
plex the inputs and read the data in line. Similarly, the "hot"
AID can be preset to the temperature where the furnace
should come on (e.g., 60°F) and scanned in a like manner.
Since the microcomputer is also keeping time of day, select-
ing an AID with more "smarts" (as in the ADC0854) the
software can be kept manageable and an external real time
clock chip is not needed.

National Semiconductor
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The EEPROM (NMG9346) holds the presettable tempera-
ture ranges (high and low settings) by day of the week.
Since data is in EEPROM rather than in mask ROM, it can
be changed.
The LED display is multiplexed by the microcomputer. De-
pending on the type of display selected, external drivers
may be necessary.
Input power is typically 24 VAG. Using a linear regUlator
would cause too much heat to be dissipated, which would
upset the local temperature sensors. Thus, a switch mode
regulator must be used. Fortunately, National Semiconduc-
tor has provided a solution to the problem with the LM3578,
a switching regulator in an 8-pin mini-DIP, providing more
than enough current for the application, using only a mini-
mum of external components.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
Since a real time clock is implemented in software, all rou-
tines must execute the same number of cycles independent
of the input. Because of the flexibility of the COPS family
instruction set, this is not as difficult a problem as it first
appears. Since the EEPROM contains the settings that are
periodically sent to the AID converters, the COPS program
merely fetches data from one source and dumps it to anoth-
er while monitoring the output. Even the SET and MODE
keys can be acted upon in a predictable manner IF the soft-
ware designer carefully plans the program flow BEFORE
writing code.
Not.: Also 86e App Brief 15.
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Error Detection and
Correction Techniques for
National Semiconductor's
EEPROM Products

This application note provides the non-volatile memory sys-
tem designer who cannot tolerate the very low failure rate
associated with National Semiconductor's E2PROMs,with a
method to assure data integrity and extend the life span of
the product.
With a minimum additional parts cost, the following error
detection and correction techniques allow the designer to
extend the usable life of an EEPROM device. The technique
is applicable for applications requiring 100,000 or more
erase/write cycles per register.
All EEPROMsfail with extended erase/write cycling. Nation-
al Semiconductor EEPROMsfail in a statistically predictable
and well behaved fashion as the number of erase/write cy-
cles increase. The failure of one bit cell does not influence
the operation of adjacent bit cells. Since bit failure is a grad-
ual wearout phenomenon which only affects discrete cell
locations one at a time, it is possible to apply simple encod-
ing techniques which can determine the locations of cell
failures so that faltering memory addresses can be avoided
in the future.
Single parity checking is the simplest way to check for er-
rors in a binary code. In a parity checking system an extra-
parity-bit is chosen so that the number of 1s in the block of
data, including the parity bit, is even. In practice this is ac-
complished using modulo 2 addition (I.e., 0 + 0 = 0; 0 +
1 = 1; 1 + 0 = 1; 1 + 1 = 0; 0 + 0 + 1 = 1; etc.).
Modulo 2 addition is quickly accomplished through an exclu-
sive OR gate. When the data is read back, the number of
ones are counted and the sum is checked to see if it is odd
or even. An odd sum is an indication that an error occurred
in the data. This method of single parity checking can detect
the occurrence of an error in a block but it cannot be used
to determine the exact location of the error to correct the
bad data.
A natural extension of single parity checking is the Hamming
code. A Hamming code uses several parity checks, instead
of just one. This allows errors to be corrected as well as
detected. Using bits in blocks of 7, where 4 of the bits are

~I
BIlS
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FIGURE 1. Computation Scheme for Parity Bits
Using Hamming Code
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information and 3 are parity allows for error detection and
correction of any single bit within the block, including the
parity bits themselves.
The initial parity is calculated as shown in Figure 1. The
parity bits are in columns 4, 5 and 6, while the actual infor-
mation bits are in columns 0, 1, 2, and 3. The contents of
each parity bit comes from summing the contents of a
unique combination of three of the four information bits. The
parity bit is chosen so that this sum will be an even number
when added to the parity bit itself. Notice that each one of
the parity bits calculates its contents by using different com-
binations of the data bits. Every data bit in the block has its
information read at least twice. Using this overlapping
scheme is what allows the code to correct errors.
Since there are only 4 bits of information there can be only
24 = 16 possible combinations of 1s and Os. These 16
possible correct combinations are listed on the code word
table in Table I. When the encoded block is read back from
memory, the same parity coding scheme is used again on
the information bits and compared to the original parity bits.
This forms what is called a syndrome. If any errors have
occurred in the 7-bit block their locations can be determined
and the errors corrected. Table II shows the decoding ma-
trix which is used on the syndromes to determine the loca-
tion of an error. If no errors occurred the syndrome will be
000. Table III shows all the combinations of the 7-bit block.
Note that there are only 128 possible variations of 1s and Os
in the block: (7 mistake combinations per block + 1 correct
combination per block) x (16 possible block combinations).
All these combinations can be stored in a table and called
up quickly to check for possible data errors without the need
to even create a syndrome upon reading a word. For exam-
ple, suppose we want to store the data 1000. From Table I
we see that the 7-bit block would be 1111000 after the
Hamming code had been applied. If information bit 3 for
example goes bad, then the new block would read 1110000.
This is case number 112 in Table III, and we see that the
correct information is 1000. With Table III available in the
computer memory, the received codeword can be corrected
automatically. An array of 128 bytes can provide both the
corrected information and the syndrome information.
The 7-bit codeword works nicely with National Semiconduc-
tor's serial EEPROMsbecause they are organized as arrays
of 16-bit registers. Each 16 bit register is modified or ac-
cessed with a simple-serial protocol. The 16-bit unit can be
partitioned two eight-bit bytes. Each byte can contain a sev-
en-bit codeword and one-bit flag that indicates whether an
error has been previously detected in the byte. This scheme
provides one byte of error corrected information per 16-bit
register. Slightly more elaborate systems can be used which
will detect and correct more errors if additional parity bits
are added to the data.



TABLE I. Encoding Table for Hamming Code TABLE II. Syndrome Decoding Table for Hamming Code

Sixteen Code Words Syndrome Meaning

Parity Information 0 0 0 No error detected
Bits Bits 0 0 1 Check bit 0 in error

P P P I I I I 0 1 0 Check bit 1 in error

2 1 0 3 2 1 0 0 1 1 Information bit 2 corrected
1 0 0 Check bit 2 in error

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 Information bit 1 corrected
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 Information bit 0 corrected
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 Information bit 3 corrected
3 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
4 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 With this added data protection the reliability of EEPROMs
5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 can be extended because the probability of two or more
6 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 cells failing on the same codeword is low. To illustrate the
7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Hamming code, an experiment on 16 devices with 1k bits
8 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 each was conducted. The experiment results are shown in

9 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 Table IV. While the first bit failure was detected somewhere

10 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 between 12,589 and 15,849 cycles, the Hamming code just

11 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 described would have protected against the loss of data

12 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
until somewhere between 79,433 and 100,000 erase/write
cycles. Notice that 55 bit failures were indicated when the

13 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 first Hamming code failure was detected. This is to be ex-
14 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 pected because a Hamming failure will not occur until two or
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 more bits within a particular group of seven bits have failed.

TABLE III. Information Retrieval Table for All Possible Combinations of Slngle-Blt-Correct Hamming Code

Received Syndrome Corrected
Codeword Bits Information

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 ·1 0 1 1 1
4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

10 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
11 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
12 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
13 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
14 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
15 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
16 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 1 01 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
18 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
19 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
20 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
21 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
22 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
23 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
24 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
25 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
26 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
27 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
28 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
29 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
30 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
31 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0



32 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
33 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
34 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
35 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
36 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
37 0 1 0 0 1 0 1. 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
38 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
39 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
40 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
41 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
42 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
43 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
44 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
45 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
46 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
47 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
48 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
49 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
50 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
51 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
52 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
53 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
54 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
55 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
56 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
57 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
58 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
59 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
60 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
61 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
62 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
63 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
64 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
65 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
66 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
67 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
68 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
69 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
70 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
71 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
72 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
73 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
74 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
75 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
76 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
77 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
78 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
79 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1



TABLE III. Information Retrieval Table for All Possible Combinations of Single-Blt-Correct Hamming Code (Continued)

Received Syndrome Corrected
Codeword Bits Information

80 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
81 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
82 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
83 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
84 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
85 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
86 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
87 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
88 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
89 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
90 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
91 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
92 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
93 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
94 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
95 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
96 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
97 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
98 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
99 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

100 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
101 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
102 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
103 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
104 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
105 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
106 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
107 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
108 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
109 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
110 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
111 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
112 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
113 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
114 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
115 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
116 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
117 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
118 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
119 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
120 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
121 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
122 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
123 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
124 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
125 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
126 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
127 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

II



Erase/Write Total Bit Total Codeword Percent Bit Percent Codeword
Cycles Failures Failures Failures Failures

1000 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
1259 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
1585 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
1995 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
2512 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
3162 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
3981 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
5012 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
6310 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
7943 0 0 0.00% 0.00%

10000 0 0 0.00% 0.00%
12589 1 0 0.01% 0.00%
15849 1 0 0.01% 0.00%
19953 1 0 0.01% 0.00%
25119 1 0 0.01% 0.00%
31623 3 0 0.02% 0.00%
39811 4 0 0.02% 0.00%
50119 10 0 0.06% 0.00%
63096 16 0 0.10% 0.00%
79433 55 1 0.34% 0.05%

100000 103 3 0.63% 0.15%



Question: What has 8 pins, runs on 5V and can store any
one of more than 10300 unique bit patterns?

Answer: The NM93C46-a 1024-bit serial EEPROM.

Surprised? It is easy to check:

21024 = number of possible combinations

210 = 103
21024 •• (210)102 = (103)102 = 10306

10306 combinations are more than enough for any conceiv-
able security application, serial number, or station 1.0. many
times over. Although the NM93C46 is a small part both
physically and in memory size, its capacity to store unique
codes is boundless.

Figure 1 shows the pin assignments and pin names for the
NM93C46. Pins 6 and 7 are not connected, leaving only 6
active pins on the device. The DO pin is not active while
data is being loaded through the 01 pin. 01 and DO can be
tied together, creating a device that requires a 5-wire inter-
face. This interface may be useful in security applications.
The EEPROM could be built into a module that could be
used as a "smart key" in electronic security systems. The
key would be read whenever it was inserted into a 5-contact
keyhole and access would be granted or denied as deter-
mined by the stored code. If only 256 bits of the EEPROM
were to be used to store the code, this would still provide
1077 possible combinations. The remainder of the memory
in the key could be used for data collection or to keep a
record of where the key had been. It should be noted that
ability to write data into the key allows the key to be immedi-
ately erased if it is misused.

Dual-In-Llne PackageCS08 Vcc
SK 2 7 NC

01 3 6 NC

DO 4 5 GNO

Pin Names
CS
SK
01
DO
Vcc
GNO
NC

Chip Select
Serial Clock
Data Input
Data Output
+5V
Ground
No Connection

The 5-contact key is nice, but a 4-contact key is at least
20% better. Figure 2 shows how the addition of a retriggera-
ble one-shot can achieve this reduction. This circuit puts
some timing constraints on the serial clock signal, but these
are easily met. The output pulse of the one-shot should re-
main high for a period that is slightly longer than one serial
clock cycle to prevent the NM93C46 from being reset. (The
falling edge of CS must occur before the rising edge of the
serial clock after the last bit of a write command is transmit-
ted.)

SK/cs
Ol/DO

One-shot is relriggerable MM74HC123

FIGURE 2

A circuit for a 3-contact key is shown in Figure 3. A filter
capacitor, diode and one-shot have been added. Both one-
shots are triggered whenever a pulse to ground occurs on
the power supply contact. The capacitor and diode provide
power to the NM93C46 and the one-shots during this brief
power interruption. An operational amplifier can be used as
the power source and can easily generate the required
waveform. Both the serial clock and chip select signals are
recovered from this waveform.

•



CO)
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Vet:..
Z SKc( CS

CS

SK

DI/DO DI

DO

TlID/861'-3

One-Shot A-Y, MM74HC123

One-Shot B-Y, MM74HC123

FIGURE 3

By adding more circuitry to the key, it is possible to achieve
a 2-contact interface. A circuit for this interface is shown in
Figure 4.
Commands and data are transmitted to the key by superim-
posing a pulse-width-modulated code on the power supply
contact. The voltage swings between 8V and 16V at point 1.
A regulated 5V is supplied to the circuits in the key by a
local regulator. Resistors R 1 and R2 form a divider to create
a 3V reference for the operational amplifier. R3 and R4 are
used as a divider that converts the 8V to 16V signal at point
1 to a signal at point 2 that swings between 2V and 4V. The
output of the operational amplifier now follows the signal at
point 1 but swings from OV to 5V. This signal is used to
trigger the one-shots as in the 3-contact circuit, and appears

Vet:.

DI (j)
DO
CS
SK

Rl - 20K

R2 = 30K

R3 = 15K

R4 - 5K

One-Shot A - 'It MM74HC123

One-Shot B - 'It MM74HC123

V-R ~ LM2930Z-5.0

OA ~ LM358

R5 - 16000

at the 01 pin as a pulse-width-modulated signal. Command
and data signals may now be entered. Data is read from the
key by monitoring the power supply current When the DO
pin is in TRI-STATE. or outputs a one, transistor T2 is
turned off. When DO outputs a zero, T2 is turned on and
current flows through R5. The value of R5 may be chosen to
create whatever current change is needed to detect the
state of DO. The current should be tested when the voltage
at point 1 is 16V. The resistor in this example will produce a
10 mA change.

Figure 5 shows a typical read sequence for the circuit
shown in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION
This application note describes a number of circuits that are
useful in security and data collection systems. These cir-
cuits should be considered only the beginning. It no longer
makes sense to install DIP switches to select access codes
in garage door openers, cordless and mobile phones, or any
other microcontroller-based system. "Smart keys" can be
used to gain access to databases and can be invalidated
over normal communication lines if they are abused. It bog-
gles the mind to consider what can be done with so many
unique codes.
Not.: The oircolts In this application note feature the NM93C46. The

NM93C06 is a pin-compatible part that stores 256 bits.
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INTRODUCTION
This application note presents a number of solutions to help
a system designer overcome some possible limitations of
serial Electrically Erasable PROMs (EEPROMs) to obtain
greater system performance and flexibility.

This note assumes that the reader is familiar with National
Semiconductor's range of MICROWIRE EEPROMs
(NM93Cxx and NM93CSxx) and 12C (NM24Cxx) devices.

1.0 COMPARING SERIAL EEPROM
INTERFACE STANDARDS
The two industry standard serial interfaces for EEPROMs
are the MICROWIRE and 12C-bus specifications. The key
features of these two interfaces are shown in Figure 1.

SDA SDA

1·1 -,

J SCL SCL

SK Clock

cs Chip Select

DO DataOul

DI Data In

MICROWIRE 12C , ~
Max Bus Speed 1 MHz .- 100 kHz

Number of Active Pins 4 2

Maximum Memory N/A 16 kbit

Acknowledge No 1 Yes

Data Size 8-or 16·Bit J 8·Bit

Block Write No Yes

Sequential Read Yes Yes

Number of Devices on Bus Limited by Port Pins 32 Functions, 256 Total Devices

•



The key advantages of the MICROWIRE interface com-
pared to the 12C-bus are:

• Higher system speed (1 MHz vs 100 kHz)

• Greater memory size (unlimited vs 16 kbit maximum)

• Address programming pins are not required on
peripherals

The key advantages of the 12C-bus are:

• Only requires 2 pins (SDA and SCL)

• Allows easy implementation of a multi-master system

Both interface standards are supported by a variety of mi-
crocomputers; some have dedicated interfaces built-in (for
example National Semiconductor's COPSTM), while other
microcomputers can interface to either standard by toggling
1/0 port pins as required.

2.0 12C·BUS MEMORY SIZE

2.1 12C·Bus Concept

The 12C-bus uses two wires, serial data (SDA) and serial
clock (SCL) to carry information between various integrated
circuits connected to the bus. Each device is recognized by
a unique address and can operate as either a transmitter or
receiver depending on the function of the individual device.
A typical 12C-bus system is shown in Figure 2.

TL/D/11429-4

FIGURE 2. A Typlcal12C-Bus System

In addition to transmitters and receivers, devices can also
be defined as masters or slaves when performing data
transfers.

A master is: - the device which initiates data transfer

- generates clock signals

- terminates a data transfer

- e.g., a microcomputer

- the device addressed by a master

- e.g., a memory
Note: The 12C-bus is a multi-master bus; each master generates its own

clock signals when transferring data on the bus.

2.2 EEPROM Memory on the 12C-Bus

The 12C-bus specification allows a maximum of 16 kbits of
EEPROM. The 4-bit device type identifier string which fol·
lows the START condition is 1010 for EEPROMs. National
Semiconductor manufactures a range of different size 12C
EEPROMs (2k, 4k, 8k, and 16 kbits) to allow a system de·
signer to select the amount of memory required.

EEPROMs on the 12C·bus may be configured in any manner
required, providing the total memory addressed does not
exceed 16 kbits. EEPROM memory Addressing is controlled
by two methods:

• Hardware configuring the AO, A1, and A2 pins (device
address pins) with pull-up or pull-down resistors

• Software addressing the required PAGE BLOCK within
the device memory array (as sent in the slave address
string)

Pin Descriptions

Serial Clock (SCL) an input used to clock data into and
out of the memory

a bidirectional pin used to transfer
data into and out of the device

connected to VCC or VSS to config-
ure EEPROM address

Device AO A1 A2 Effect of Address

NM24C02/03 ADR ADR ADR 23 = 8 (8) x (2k) = 16k
NM24C04/05 X ADR ADR 22 = 4 (4) x (4k) = 16k
NM24C08/09 X X ADR 21 = 2 (4) x (8k) = 16k
NM24C16/17 X X X 20 = 1 (1) x (16k) = 16k

ADR-active pin used for device addressing

X-not used for addressing (must be tied to groundlVss)

Many applications now require greater than 16 kbits of
EEPROM on an 12Csystem. For the purpose of this applica-
tion note we will consider how to use multiple 16 kbit
(NM24C16/17) devices in an 12C bus system to increase
the total memory size.



,2C BUS

SOA SCL

MM74HC40S1

Y7

SOA
OUT/IN Y2

40SLEN
INH Yl

A
A YO

B

C
C

SOA SCL

NW24C16

-0

FIGURE 3. Incre.alng 12C-Bua EEPROM -+ 16 kblta

2.3 Bank Switching 12CEEPROMa The MM74HC4051 is controlled by four inputs; INH which
A circuit to increase the EEPROM memory size of the 12C enables the switches to be "on" and inputs A, Band C
bus. while still maintaining full software and hardware com- which select one of the eight switches. The master (micro-
patibility. is shown in Figure 3. controller) generates these four control signals to the
The circuit connects the serial clock (SCl) to each memory MM74HC4051 directly.
device, but the serial data (SDA) is connected by a multi- In this case a typical software flow would be:
plexed. bidirectional analog switch (MM74HC4051). The - set microcontroller port pins to select the NM24C16/17
MM74HC4051 is an 8-channel analog multiplexer which required
connects together the outputs of 8 digitally controlled ana· _ [DEVICE TYPE] -+ [DEVICE ADDRESS] -+ [PAGE
log switches. thus achieving an 8-channel mUltiplexer. BLOCK ADDRESS] -+ [BYTE ADDRESS]
These switches are bidirectional. allowing any analog input This means that this low cost solution still maintains full
to be used as an output and vice-versa. They have a low 12C-buscompatibility.
"on" resistance. typically 500 or less.

12C·BuaSpecification MM74HC4051
Solution Speclflc.tlon

Cmax = 400 pF (Note 1) CIN = 90 pF max
fmax = 100 kHz (Note 2) tpD = 15 nsmax

= 10 ,,"sPeriod = 5 ns typical
'OLmax = 3mA RONmax = 1400

Nota 1: The mexlmum number of devices connected to the 12C-bus is controlled by the meximum ellowable
capacitance which Is 400 pF per line.

Note 2: The maximum 12C system clock Is 100 kHz. The propsgatlon delay through the MM74HC4051Is small
enough to ensure that deta set-up time of 250 ns mln Is not violated.

III



3.1.1. Random Read

Random read allows the master to access any memory location in a random manner. The master first performs a "dummy" write
operation, then issues a start condition followed by the slave address and then the word address to be read. (See Figure 4.)

S S
BUS ACTIVITY, 1 SLAVE WORD 1 SLAVE ~

MASTER R ADDRESS ADDRESS n R ADDRESS 0
T • , , , T. , P

SDA LINE ~-: :-: :-: :-: L.EJ1JlC:J1J-: :-: :-: :-: rEl

3.1.2 Sequential Read

A sequential read operation allows the master to read a continuous stream of data from the memory without having to keep
clocking in the word address and waiting for the memory to assert the ACK signal.

Sequential reads can be initiated as either a current address read or random access read. The first word is transmitted as
normal, however, the master now responds with an acknowledge (ACK) to indicate that it requires additional data. The memory
continues to output data for each ACK received until the master does not send an ACK and generates a STOP condition.

The address counter increments all word address bits, allowing the entire memory contents to be read during one operation.
When the top memory address is reached then the counter "rolls·over" to zero and continues counting. (See Figure 5.)

SLAVE A A A ~
ADDRESS C C C 0

~_,-: :=: :=: :=: U=: :=: :=: :=: W : : : : : : : ~~,_ : :_: :_: :_: rE
C
K

3.1.3. Current Address Read

Internally the NM24Cxx devices contain an address counter that maintains the address of the last word accessed, incremented
by one. Therefore, if the last access (either a read or write) was to address n, the next read operation would access data from
address n + 1, without the need for the master to transmit the a·bit word address and then wait for the NM24Cxx acknowledge
signal before transmitting the data. (See Figure 6.)

S
BUS ACTIVITY: 1 SLAVE ~

MASTER R ADDRESS 0

T " P

SDA LINE ETl.fl..C]""lJ-: :-: :-: :-: ffi"
A~'---~--~
C DATA
K

Write Operations

3.1.4 Byte Write

The normal write sequence is shown in Figure 7.
S

BUS ACTIVITY, 1 SLAVE WORD ~
MASTER R ADDRESS ADDRESS DATA 0

T , , , , P

SDALINE ~-: :-: :-: :-: U-: :-: :-: :-:LEr
FIGURE 7. Byte Write

The master clocks the data into the NM24CXX, and upon receipt of the ACK generates a STOP condition, at which time the
NM24CXX begins the internal write cycle to the nonvolatile memory. While the internal write cycle is in progress the NM24CXX
inputs are disabled, and the device will not respond to any requests from the master.

All NM24Cxx EEPROMs have a Write cycle time of Twr = 10 ms MAXIMUM for 5V systems.



cycle In me usual way wnen an Imernal wme cycle occurs In me memory.

This method results in a single Twr delay instead of sixteen. This is useful for applications such as saving data after detecting a
power failure when speed of writing is critical.

S
BUS ACTIVITY: T SLAVE

lllASTER ~ ADDRESS WORD ADDRESS en) DATA n DATA n + 1 DATA n + 15 a
T • • • • • • • •• 1 P

SDALINE ErL.flC:l..J : : : : : : : u : : : : : : : U-: :-: :-: :-: ~ : : : : LB
BUS ACTIVITY, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

NW24CXX KKK K K

TL/D/11429-1D

3.1.6 Typical T wr vs Maximum Twr

Good design practice recommends using "worst-case" timing calculations rather than typical figures. After a master had
initiated an internal write cycle in the memory there are two options before the next cycle can begin:

1. Master waits Twr MAX = 10 ms

- this ensures that all "worst-case" write cycles will be finished

or

2. Master "polls" memory to detemine if the write cycle is complete Twr TYP = 5 ms

With option 2 the master can start polling immediately after starting the internal memory write cycle as follows:

[STOP] -+ [START] -+ [SLAVE ADDRESS FOR WRITE OPERATION] -+ [POLL ACK]

IF no ACK then NM24CXx still BUSY doing internal write
else NM24Cxx completed write cycle
master can proceed with next read or write operation.

This method can make significant improvements to overall system performance.
Note: After receiving a no acknowledge the master should output a stop condition to free the 12C-bus for other operations.

3.2 MICROWIRE Systems

3.2.1 Read Mode

A typical Read access is shown in Figure 9. The rising edge of CS is used to select and reset the EEPROM. Then the
microcomputer clocks in the start bit and opcode for a read cycle using serial clock (SK) and Data In (01 pins). This is followed by
the address where data is to be read from, after which the data is output via Data Out (DO) pin.

VOH
DO (READ) VOL

VOH
DO (PROGRAM)

VOL

- Chip Select (CS) used to differentiate between various devices on bus.
- Rising edge of CS resets internal circuitry of EEPROM.
- Low-to-High transition of shift clock (SK) shifts all data in and out.
- CS brought low before next rising edge of SK to initiate self-timed programming cycle.

FIGURE 9. Read Mode



N
~ 3.2.2. Sequential Read

~ All National's NM93CSxx devices support sequential read allowing the complete memory array to be read in a single operation.

2
1

Memory 0

CMOS: Sequential Read

Allows the user to obtain an endless
loop of data simply by entering the
read mode .
••..• Reduces overhead
••..• 50% faster read

Note: The NM93Cxx devices do NOT support sequential read.

FIGURE 10. Sequential Read

3.2.3 Write Mode

A write cycle is entered in a similar way to a read cycle; first the start bit and opcode for a write cycle are clocked in via 01,
followed by the address and data to be written. The self timed programming cycle is initiated by bringing CS low before the next
rising edge of SK as shown in Figure 11.

3.2.4 Typical Twp vs Maximum T wp

When the MICROWIRE EEPROMs the designer has three options to determine when the device has finished a programming
cycle (either a write or erase instruction) as shown in Figure 11.

Option 1: ",processor/",controller waits for Twp(max) = 10 ms

Option 2: ",processor/",controller polls Data-Out (DO) for Busy/Ready status Twp(typ) = 3 ms

Option 3: if using the NM59C11 there is a separate ROY/BUSY pin: Twp(typ) = 3 ms

cs ../~---------_ •••\!

..~.XOO\ ...._---------



All MICROWIRE EEPROMs can use options 1 or 2, and in the case of the NM59C11 there is a separate ROY/BUSY pin which
the microcontroller/microprocessor can poll to determine the programming status.

4.0 WRITE PROTECTED MEMORY

4.1 12C EEPROMs

National Semiconductor manufactures two versions of 12C EEPROMs: a "standard" version (NM24C02/04/08/16) and a
"secure" version (NM24C03/05/09/17). The "secure" devices are fully software compatible with the standard devices plus
they use one of the unused pins to implement a hardware write protect for the upper half block of the memory array.

n

IF WP = +Vcc READ ONLY 1
IF WP = DV READ 4: WRITE

n/2
2k ::s; n ::s; 16k-bits

WP

~C EEPROIo4

SCl SCl

SDA SDA

FIGURE 12. 12C Secure Memory System

If the master does attempt to write to the protected memory, then the NM24C03/05/09/17 will accept the slave and word
addresses, but will not generate an ACK, thus the programming cycle will not be started when the STOP condition is asserted.

4.2 MICROWIRE EEPROMs

All NM93CSxx devices have the security feature which allows the user to define a portion of the memory to be write protected,
either permanently or temporarily. This is useful for storing secure information in a system, such as calibration data. To control
the secure memory involves a combination of setting a hardware pin and various software instructions as shown in Figure 13.

- Protect Register:
Input PRE must be high and PREN
instruction executed before a write
to protect register

- Disable Cell:
Set via PROS instruction, input
PRE must be high and PREN in-
struction executed
PROS is a one time only instruction

- Address in register defines first lo-
cation to be protected

- Protect register may be altered un-
less PROS is executed

Read
Only

lo4emory

FIGURE 13. Memory Protect RegIster

Data in serial MICROWIRE EEPROMs is further protected from spurious write cycles (especially during power transitions) by
including a program disable mode which will automatically abort any requested Erase or Write cycles. Figure 14 shows the
suggested instruction flow for maximum data integrity with National's MICROWIRE EEPROMs.

MAIN POWER SUPPLYr 1.. _
4.5Y·5.5V r-

Vee J L L
5.5V ~ Vee ~ 4.5Y

MAINTAINED ON CAPACITOR-I
INSTRUCTlDN.JEWOsL~~

(ERASE. WRITE.
ERAl OR WRAL)

Tl/D/11429-16

·EWOS must be executed before VCC drops below 4.5V to prevent accidental data loss during subsequent power down and/or power up transients.



Typical Instruction flow for Maximum Data Protection

- Although EEPROM in non-volatile, the problem exists that stored data can be destroyed during power transitions.

- All National Semiconductor serial EEPROMs when initially powered up are in Program Disable Mode. In this mode it will abort
any requested Erase or Write cycles.

5.0 EEPROM ENDURANCE AND SYSTEM LIFETIME

5.1 EEPROM Definitions

The two main specifications which determine the system reliability and lifetime of an EEPROM are Endurance and Data
Retention.

Endurance: The number of data changes of an EEPROM before any bit fails to write correctly.

Data Retention: The ability of an EEPROM cell to retain charge once it has been programmed for extended periods under static
or dynamic conditions of voltage or temperature.

Parameters which affect Endurance are:

• Programming Duty Cycle and Waveform: Although the NM93Cxx devices can have a FSK (max) 1 MHz, it is important to
make sure that the duty cycle is such that tSKH (SK high time) and tSKL (SK low time) have a minimum value of 250 ns .

• Ambient Write Cycle Temperature: The colder the operating temperature the better the endurance will be. For example
2S·C vs 90·C will show approximately a 2:1 improvement.

• Programming Time: All National EEPROMs are self-timed and the programming time cannot be varied by the user, guaran-
teeing reliable system and lifetime performance.

• Programming Voltage: The lower the programming voltage Vpp the longer the required timing period Twp' All National's
EEPROMs operate from a single Vcc supply and have an on-board Vpp generator which is Vcc independent. This ensures
that all National EEPROMs are both easy to use and highly reliable. The programming voltage cannot be varied by the user.

5.2 Read Cycles

Read cycles are non-destructive so all EEPROMs have the capability for an infinite number of reads.

5.3 Data Changes

With an EEPROM it is important to look at the endurance or number of write cycles the device can support. There are three
types of write sequence to consider with EEPROM technology:

1) Erase before Write

As the names suggests, a memory location must be erased before it can be written to. A typical software flow for a write
instruction is:

- send ERASE instruction to memory address n
- send WRITE instruction to memory address n

Disadvantages

- must perform 2 dedicated instructions

- slower system performance (2 instruction cycles, 2 Twp delays)

- each write operation requires 2 data changes;
i.e., endurance specification is effectively halved

2) Autoerase

- send WRITE instruction

- EEPROM automatically performs ERASE instruction, then performs the WRITE operation

Disadvantages

- still need 2 data changes for each WRITE cycle, thus reducing system performance and halving endurance rating

3) Direct Write

- single WRITE instruction, no ERASE needed

- writes over existing memory contents

- eliminates ERASE cycles

Advantages

- single instruction, faster system performance

- single data change for each WRITE instruction

All National Semiconductor CMOS EEPROMs (both MICROWIRE and 12C) use Direct Write method giving the highest system
performance, reliability and endurance characteristics of CMOS EEPROMs available on the market today.

When looking at EEPROM endurance specifications it is necessary to look more specifically at the number of data changes
(ERASE & WRITE) per write cycle. National specifies 1 write cycle to be 2 data changes (to be consistent with other manufactur-
er's datasheets whose products are either Erase before Write or Auto Erase), so the figure of SOOk Write cycles is actually
equivalent to an endurance figure of 1 Million (106) data changes.

National Semiconductor produce full product qualification booklets giving process performance and reliability characteristics; for
a copy contact your local National Sales representative.



6.0 CONCLUSION
National Semiconductor offer the widest range of serial EEPROMs covering two main industry standard serial interfaces;

MICROWIRE:
e.g. NM93Cxx. NM93CSxx
size: 256-bit ••.• 4 kbit (16 kbit coming)

12C:
e.g. NM24Cxx
size: 2k ••.• 16 kbits

All these EEPROMs offer the same high specifications of:
Endurance: 106 data changes
Direct Write: no erase cycle required
Data Retention: greater than 40 years
Self-Timed Write Cycle: typical write cycle time 5 ms
Sequential Read: NM93CSxx, NM24Cxx devices
Memory Protect: NM93CSxx, NM24C03/05/09/17
These features make them easy to use, allowing the system designer to achieve high performance, highly reliable systems.
REFERENCES
National Semiconductor Memory Databook
National Semiconductor CMOS Logic Databook



INTRODUCTION
National's NM95C12 is a 1024-bit Serial EEPROM with a
programmable switches. These outputs can provide logic
and analog switch inputs and outputs on a parallel bus, al-
lowing this device to perform functions such as polling via
the serial bus, interrupts via the serial bus and converting
parallel data onto the serial bus.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the NM95C12. It consists of a
61-word x H)-bit EEPROM array, a 16-bit Initial Switch Reg-
ister (ISR), a 16-bit Switch Configuration Register (SCR), a
16-bit Switch Readback Register (SRR), four identical
blocks of switch logic, programming and power-up circuits
and control logic.

Addresses 0-60 of the EEPROM are available to the user
as general purpose non-volatile memory. Data may be read
or programmed into this memory using the appropriate in-
structions.

Address 61 is also an EEPROM location, but it is used as
the ISR to provide the initial switch configuration information
automatically on power-up.

PROGRAWWING
at

POWER UP
CIRCUITS

Address 62 is the location of the SCR, which controls the
switch logic of the output terminals. This address contains a
volatile memory and therefore does not have endurance or
programming time limits associated with it, allowing the out-
puts to be reconfigured an unlimited number of times.

Address 63 contains the SRR. This is a read-only register
that reads back the logic levels present on the switch termi-
nals. Only a-bits of the SRR are used.

The NM95C12 also includes a Sequential Register Read
function that allows the user to obtain an endless loop of
data by entering the read mode and leaving the CS high.

SWITCH CONFIGURATIONS
The 16-bit SCR format is shown in Figure 2. It consists of
four 4-bit fields. Each field controls its corresponding switch
control logic. The individual bits in each field are labelled W,
X, Y and Z. Table I shows the relationship between these bit
values and the resulting behavior of the terminals.

Each switch pair can be individually configured to 1 of 14
modes. Therefore both logic and analog switches can be
implemented simultaneously.

The logic switch configurations are at standard TIL levels.

Address,

9



IIODE> Z y x W SWITCHCONfIGURATION COIIIIENTS

0 0 0 0 0 ~A~8 A=O,8=0

1 0 0 0 1 ~A ~8 A=0.8=1

2 0 0 ~ 0 ~A ~8 A=1 ,8=0

.
~A ~83 0 0 1 1 A= 1 ,8= 1

<4 0 1 0 0 ~A A=O , 8 = Trlstate
0 08

5 0 1 0 1 ~: A=8

6 0 1 1 0 0>::: A=B

7 0 1 1 1 ~A A= 1 ,8=Trlstate
0 08
0 OA

8 1 0 0 0 ~8
A=Trlstate • 8=0

9 1 0 0 1 ~: 8=A

10 1 0 1 0 ~: 8=A

0 OA
11 1 0 1 1

~8
A=Trlstate,8=1

12 1 1 0 X ,~+, Analog Switch
Open

~
13 1 1 1 X A 8

Analog Switch
Closed

- -- -
II



For example, in Mode 1, Terminal A would be driving VOL
and Terminal 8 would be driving VOH. In Mode 5, where an
input and output structure exists, Terminal A would be driv-
ing VIL or VIH. The switches also include a TAl-STATE'"
mode to represent an open terminal.
Each switch pair can also function as input/output terminals
in Modes 5, 6, 9, 10 and 13. Modes 4, 7, 8, 11 and 12
represent the same input/output functions, but with the
switch in the "open" configuration.

PROGRAMMING
It

POWER UP
CIRCUITS

POWER·UP MODE

When the NM95C12 is powered-up:
1. The data previously stored in the ISA is automatically

transferred to the SCA.
2. The SCA controls the switch logic, producing the switch

configuration of the terminals A1 through A4 and 81
through 84.

The switch configuration is valid 1 ms after the device power
supply reaches 4.5V or greater.

Address,

9
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UPDATE MODE
To update the information that is contained in the SCR and
therefore on the output terminals:
1. The SCR is updated via the serial bus by writing to ad-

dress 62.

01
00.---
SK-----. I

Ics--------·

2. The switch logic updates the outputs by selecting the 1 of
14 modes detailed in Table I. The configuration change
becomes effective at the terminals after a brief propaga-
tion delay (tSWPD). referenced to the falling edge of CS.

o z y x w z y x w
I-- SCR AOORESS ----11-- SWITCH 4 --I ...I-- SWITCH 1 --I

III



2. The control logic allows the 8-bit parallel input to be con-
verted to serial output on the DO pin.

The bit assignments and the conceptual function of the
SRR are shown in Figure 7. Only bits 15 through 8 are used;
Bits 7 through 0 are always read as logical O.

The SRR Read Timing diagram is shown in Figure 8. Note
that it is valid to terminate any read cycle early, allowing the

Mode 12, Analog switch open, is valid for SRR input mode.
For switch mode 13 (Analog switch closed), the SRR will not
report the actual levels present at the terminals due to the
analog levels. As a default, bits 15 through 8 of the SRR will
be all O's to indicate a closed analog switch. This is done to
avoid ambiguous logic levels which could exist when the
device is used in the Analog switch mode.

Address.

9

1
1
1 I

: I
~I Iw, ;:!if
~I i!1

I •••~
1-I
1 1
1 1 1
I I 16>-
1 I

SK------ I
Ics-------- ..

ENABL£4

ENABL£3
ENAB

ENABLE1 TLID/11097-8

FIGURE 7. Bit Assignments and Conceptual Function of the Switch Readback Register

FIGURE 8. SRR Read (Input Mode) Timing Diagram

4-108



location will be delivered on the IX) pin. I hiS sequential
read can continue indefinitely whereby the address is auto-
matically incremented after delivering 16 bits of data. In this
mode the address count will continue through the ISR, SCR
and SRR and then wrap around to Address O.
During a sequential register read there will be a dummy bit
preceding the first word read, after which, the bit stream will
be continuous without any dummy bit separating the data
words.

WRITE CYCLE CONSIDERATIONS

After loading the WRITE instruction and the 16-bit data, the
chip enters into a self-timed programming cycle when CS is
forced LOW before the next rising edge of the SK clock
(refer to Figure 9). The timer status is available on the DO
pin if the CS input is forced HIGH within 1 ms of starting the
programming cycle. LOW on the DO pin indicates that pro-
gramming is still in progress (BUSY), while HIGH indicates
that the device is READY for the next instruction.

National's ~M95C12 offers users the standard functionality
of a 1024-bit EEPROM and includes 8 programmable termi-
nals that can be used to implement both logic and Analog
switch functions simultaneously. These switches can be
used, for example, to replace mechanical DIP and SPST
switches, as well as allow interrupt polling via the serial bus.

When the device is powered-up, the switch configuration is
automatically transferred to the output terminals. The termi-
nals can be updated easily by executing a write cycle. In the
input mode, the current logic level at the output terminals is
read into the device and output onto the serial bus.

The NM95C12 combines unique and useable features with
the simplicity of standard EEPROM functionality.

II



NM95C12 Applications in a
PC-AT® Ethernet® Adapter

INTRODUCTION
This application describes a typical Ethernet adapter card
designed to be plugged into a PC-AT expansion slot. The
board is designed around the National Semiconductor
DP83932 SONICTMNetwork Controller device. This applica-
tion note will detail the system design and focus on the
functions performed by the NM95C12 EEPROM.
This application note assumes that the reader is familiar
with the PC-AT architecture. the DP83932 device, the
NM95C12 EEPROM and designing with GALli>Programma-
ble Logic Devices (PLDs).

ADOIt£SS IlUfFta

P SA(1I:0)
C

A
T CONTROl. BUFrER

S •.•SSHE

L
••••• [AD
•••lilEWR

0
T IIIQ a [lACK

IItULTIPl£XER

IRQ

',t,10,11,12-4,5,1,1

ORO
WUlTlPUXER

ORO

4,5,',7

National Semiconductor
Application Note 792
Sean Long

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The network controller card has been designed to meet the
following specifications:
• Designed around high performance 32-bit DP83932

Ethernet Controller
• 16-Bit bus master operation to give higher performance
• Fully software configurable (no jumpers or mechanical

DIP switches)
• Extensive test and configuration capabilities
• Supports different media interfaces
• Bootrom option

The system block diagram is shown in Figure 1.



FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BOARD
The system contains the following logical functions:
1. Network controller (DP83932)
2. Cable interfaces
3. Busmaster interface logic, including data and address

buffers
4. EPROM option for remote boot loader
This system uses both the EEPROM locations and the
switch logic terminals of the NM95C12 to perform various
functions within the system as detailed below.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF NM95C12 EEPROM
Use of the Switches:
The switch terminals of the NM95C12 EEPROMare used as
part of the memory map address decoding and the I/O map
decoding circuitry, feeding as inputs to a GAL20V8 which
performs the address decoding logic from the system ad-
dress inputs.
The NM95C12 switches control:
1. The base I/O address of the network controller board.
2. The base memory address of the bootrom EPROM option

on the board.

ADDRESS DECODING

The address decoding is controlled by a GAL20V8 PLD (re-
fer to the 1990 National Semiconductor PLD Databook and
Design Guide for further information) as shown in Figure 2.

The inputs to the GAL20V8 are the system address lines,
the memory and I/O control signals, and the switch termi-

SWITCH
INPUTS

FROM
NM95C12

nals from the NM95C12. The outputs from the GAL20V8 are
the various chip select signals for the memory and I/O
ports. The system address bus transmits the current ad-
dress value and the M/ - 10 signal determines if a memory
or I/O cycle is in progress.
Address lines AO-A19 allow up to 1 Mag (O-FFFFF) of
memory to be addressed, while address lines AO-A 15 allow
up to 64K (O-FFFF) of I/O ports to be addressed. If the
control signal M/-IO is logical "1" (high) then the proces-
sor is performing a memory cycle and if the M/ - 10 signal is
logical "0" then an I/O cycle is in operation.
For a PC-AT various memory and I/O locations are re-
served for standard functions such as system memory and
I/O (refer to PC-AT documentation to determine which
memory and I/O locations are free for add-in boards).
The switch outputs from the NM95C12 are connected as
inputs to the GAL address decode logic and are used to
determine the base memory and I/O locations for the add-in
card. Figure 2 shows the typical use of a GAL for address
decoding.
The advantage of using a PLD for the address decoding is
that it is an easy way to implement different address decode
functions by logic equations. The logic equations can be
implemented with a standard PLD design compiler such as
OPALTMfrom National Semiconductor or a third party soft-
ware package such as ABELTMfrom Data I/O. The PLD
compiler will take the logic equations and convert them into
the GAL fuse map which can be used for programming on a
wide range of device programmers. A typical set of logic
equations using National Semiconductors OPAL software
package is shown in FJgure 3.

Ell



BEGIN HEADER
TITLE Address decoding for PC AT Ethernet adapter card
PATTERN Addr_Dec
REVISION Rev 0
AUTHOR Dave Engineer
COMPANY National Semiconductor
DATE June 1991
Everything in the header command is copied directly into the JEDEC map as a comment field for
easy documentation
END HEADER

BEGIN DEFINITIONS
device G20V8;
inputs sO, sl, s2, s3, s4, s5;
inputs m_-io, aO, al, a2, a3, a4, a5;
outputs (com) bootroom, portpage;
( OPAL will perform automatic pin assignment
set ioselect=[s2,sl,sO], memselect=[s5,s4,s3];
set address=[a5,a4,a3,a2,al,aO] ;
END DEFINITIONS

specify the device used
define the inputs I

BEGIN EQUATIONS
( • / • = logical NOT function (i.e. logical 0)

• & • = logical AND function
• + • = logical OR function J

( if m_-io is logical 0, then decode switch set s2, sl, sO and address lines for the various
base I/O locations.

Refer to PC-AT system I/O address map before selecting free I/O ports, the decodes shown are
for example only - change for specific applications as required. I

bootrom = /m_-io & ( (ioselect __ 0) & (address thOO)
+ (ioselect __ 1) & (address __ thOl)
+ (ioselect __ 2) & (address __ th02)
+ (ioselect __ 3) & (address -- t h03)
+ (ioselect _ 4) & (address -- t h04)
+ (ioselect 5) & (address - th05)
+ (ioselect 6) & (address th06») ;

( if m_-io is logical 1, then decode switch set s5, s4, s3 and address line for the various
base memory locations.

Refer to PC-AT system I/O address map before selecting free Memory locations, the decodes
shown are for example purposes only - change for specific applications as required. J

portpage = m_-io & (memselect 0) & (address th18)
+ (memselect 1) & (address -_ th20)
+ (memselect __ 2) & (address __ th28)
+ (memselect __ 3) & (address -- th30)
+ (memselect _ 4) & (address -- t h38) ;

USE OF THE NM95C12 EEPROM LOCATIONS
1. Three locations are used to store the ethernet address of

the card.

2. One location is used to store the interrupt number and
the DMA channel of the board.

3. One location is used to store the busmaster speed setting
of the card.

4. Two locations are used to store information about the
production flow of the board e.g.; the version number of
the out-going inspection, and serialization program which
stores a unique ethernet address in the EEPROM.

5. There are also some EEPROM locations used to enable
some special features in the network driver such as pro-
tocol, DMA priority, etc.



16 BITS
1 •

msSWITCH READeACK REGISTER

82 INITIAL SWITCH SETTINGS

81 INITIAL SWITCH SETTING

80 } LOCATION 8 - 60 fREE fORt STORING NON-VOLATILE PARAWETERS

} TWO LOCATIONS USED

} ONE LOCATION STORES DWA CHANNEL USED

}
ONE LOCATION STORES BUSWASTER
SPEED SETTING

} ONE LOCATION STORES INTERRUPT NUWBER

1
THREE LOCATIONS (48 BITS) STORE
ETHERNET ADDRESS

TLIO/11265-3

FIGURE 4. Memory Locations Used In NM95C12

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SOFTWARE

The driver for the card can be supplied in two ways:

1. As a driver which is loaded from the disk.

2. As a bootrom which is located at the card.

The driver determines the base I/O address of the card.
This is done by scanning the possible I/O map where the
card can be located (seven possible locations) and testing if
the NM95C12 EEPROM can be found.

The EEPROM is found if, after an address is shifted in the
EEPROM, the DO output from the NM95C12 has become
logical "zero". Then the CS pin will be disabled and there
will be a check if the DO output pin will become high (this
pin is pulled up with a 47K resistor).

7

6

5

4

S
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1

0

When the software finds the base address of the card, it
reads the locations which contain the DMA and IRQ number
to use and programs these values into the corresponding
output latches. These latches will enable and/or multiplex
the corresponding DMA (DACKx, DRQx) and INT (IROx) to
the busmaster logic and interrupt logic.

The same operation is done for the busmaster speed, one
location in the EEPROM determines the active low and high
time for busmaster cycles, the output of this latch will go to
the busmaster state machine (implemented in a
GAL22V10).

The ethernet address will be read by the driver and copied
to a private location in the driver data area for use with the
network software.

The bootrom can be located at five locations in memory
(controlled by the NM95C12 switch logic) and can be dis-
abled if required.

CONCLUSION

This application has shown the many advantages of the
NM95C12 EEPROM with DIP Switches. In this example the
NM95C12 replaces the functions typically performed by a
Bipolar PROM (store ethernet address), mechanical DIP
switches/jumpers (select options), and general read/write
logic (software testing of the hardware configuration). The
use of the switch terminals as part of the address decode
logic makes the address decode function more flexible and
allows for software control.

The easy interfacing to the NM95C12 Oust four pins) and
the simple, but powerful instruction set allows the NM95C12
to give the system designer:

• Greater flexibility

• Fully software controllable and testable

• Greater reliability (no mechanical switches or jumpers)

• Reduced component count

• Lower component cost

•



INTRODUCTION
This application note describes a general purpose industrial
controller and details how a NM95C12 can be used to inte-
grate a number of different functions typically found in such
a design.
General purpose application examples of the use of the
NM95C12 are presented rather than a specific design. Each
design idea and software can be incorporated into the de-
signer's required application.
The basic building blocks of an industrial controller (for ex-
ample, heating, process control, etc.) are a microcontroller,
an Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC),an EEPROM,a dis-

SWITCH
CONDmON-

ING

THESE FUNCTIONS CAN
BE INTEGRATED INTO
A NW95C12

play (LCD, LED, etc.), I/O interfaces, and power driver/con-
trol circuits. The NM95C12 forms the basis of this design
performing the non-volatile parameter storage, a low cost
ADC, an I/O expander, and providing a simple control inter-
face.
Figure 1 shows the basic block diagram with the shaded
parts representing the functions performed by the
NM95C12.
This application note will describe the theory of operation
behind the design and give detailed software examples to
show how to interface a popular microcontroller to the
NM95C12.

KEYBOARD,
SWITCHES,

ETC.

SOLENOID,
VALVE,
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THE NM95C12 1024-BIT CMOS EEPROM WITH DIP
SWITCHES
The NM95C12 features 1K-bit EEPROM memory with a
switch logic terminals. These switch logic terminals are indi-
vidually programmable outputs which may be used as DIP
switch positions or as SPST switch positions.

The NM5C12 uses the MICROWIRETM serial 110 interface
which is fully compatible with COPSTM microcontrollers via
4 simple control lines:

SK - Serial Clock

CS - Chip Select

DI- Data In

DO- Data Out

The EPROM array (addresses 0 to 60) is addressed via five
instructions:

READ - Read Data from register

WEN - Write enable

WRITE - Writes data to register

WRALL - Writes to all registers

WDS - Disables all programming instructions

This area of memory is used for the normal EEPROM appli-
cations such as the storage of user changeable, non-vola-
tile parameters such as time on/off, temperature on/off lim-
its, etc.

CONTROLLING THE SWITCH LOGIC
Address locations 61 to 63 control the switch operation.

Address Name Description

61 ISS Provides the initial switch
configuration automatically on
power-up. Controlled via a WRITE
operation.

62 SCR The SCR is not an E2 location and
hence is volatile. The SCR is loaded
automatically from address 61 on
power-up. The SCR controls the
switch terminals A 1-A4 and
81-84.

63 SRR The SRR allows the current logic
levels of the switch terminals to be
read back via the MICROWIRE bus.

THEORY OF OPERATION
The relationship for charge of a capacitor is as follows:

Charge (Q) = Voltage M x Capacitance (C)
= Current ( I ) X Time (T)

Therefore the voltage across the capacitor, VCAP
VCAP = (I X T)/C

Assuming that the current I is a constant source, and the
capacitance value C does not vary gives:

VCAP is proportional to T.

Mode of Operation

- initially switch S1 is closed to short out VCAP to measure
input voltage VIN

To Measure VIN:
- microcontroller opens S1 and starts internal timer at T1

- VCAP is proportional to time T

- when VCAP > VIN then comparator output VCOMP goes
high

- microcontroller stops internal timer at T2

- VIN is proportional to time T = T2 - T1

- microcontroller closes S1 ready for next measurement

CURRENT SOURCE/VOLTAGE COMPARATOR
FORADC
This is based on a LM932 which has an Operational Amplifi-
er and a Voltage Comparator in the same a-pin package.
This device operates from a single +5V supply.

Refer to the National Semiconductor General Purpose lin-
ear Databook for further details of the LM392.

INPUT SENSOR
For this example assume temperature needs to be con-
trolled.

LM335: This is a precision, low-cost, easily calibrated two
terminal temperature sensor that behaves like a zener diode
with a voltage of + 10 mV /degree Kelvin. The initial accura-
cy is ± l' and can be externally trimmed with a potentiome-
ter connected to the ADJ pin.

Refer to the National Semiconductor Linear Databook 2 for
further details of the LM335 Temperature Sensors.

NM95C12 SWITCH LOGIC APPLICATIONS/
CONFIGURATIONS

A1. B1-Control the Charge/Discharge of Capacitor for
ADC
Switch Configuration:

Analog Switch Open: Mode 12, ZYXW = 110?
(? = don't care)

Analog Switch Closed: Mode 13, ZYXW = 111?

To change the state of the switch terminals A1' 81, follow
the flowchart in Figure 3.
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FFFC-to OPEN switch

FFFE-to CLOSE switch
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FIGURE 3. Controlling Switch Terminals A1, 81



A2. B2 and Aa, Ba - Switch Debouncing
The switch logic configuration is shown in Figure 4. When
either of the mechanical switches SW1 or SW2 are pressed,
this causes the interrupt line (INT) to be pulled low signalling
to the microcontroller that a switch has been pressed. As
part of the interrupt service routine the microcontroller can
generate a delay to allow time for mechanical switch de-
bouncing, before reading the NM95C12 SRR to determine
which mechanical switch was pressed.

The advantage of this design is that it saves input pins on
the microcontroller and means that the software does not
have to perform periodic polling of the inputs to determine
the mechanical switch status since the circuit is interrupt
driven.
Switch Configuration: both A2,S2 and Aa,Sa will be config-
ured in mode 5; ZYXW = 0101.
To change the state of the switch terminals A2,S2and Aa,Sa
follow the flowchart in Figure 5.

~ INT

{

IS 82 'lOW' OR '8i LOW ?
__ LOGICAL 'ANO' 0400 : Ir RESULT = 0000

THEN 82 = 0

LOGICAl. 'ANO' 1000 : Ir RESULT = 0000
THEN 83 = 0

A2,B2' A3.B3 Configured in mode 5, ZVXW = 0101

FIGURE 4. Switching Conditioning

TUD/11160-6

FIGURE 5. Controlling Switch Terminals A2.B2. Aa,Ba



READ CONFIGURATION
OF OTHER TERMINALS.

A2-A •• 82-8.

MASK OUT 81TS 0-11
SO AS NOT TO

CHANGE A2-A •• 82-8.

UPDATE NEW
CONFIGURATION FOR

A•• 8.

A4,B4 Programmable I/O

These two terminals use mode 1 to 4 according to the logic
level required on the output. In this example A.i is used for
the Display Chip Select signal and B4 is used for the Display
On/Off control signal.

In order to update and display the contents of the Display
then both terminals A4 and B4 need to be set to a logic "1"
therefore A.i.B4 are configured in mode 3 with ZYXW =

0011.
To change the state of the switch terminals A2.B2 and A3.B3
follow the flowchart in Figure 6.

SOFTWARE TO INTERFACING THE NM95C12 TO THE
COP820 MICROCONTROLLER

This section includes a number of subroutines to interface
to a NM95C12 as described in the design example above.
There are subroutines to implement each of the basic in-
structions together with routines for configuring and control-
ling the switch logic. These subroutines can be used as the
basis for a design and be tailored to meet the individual
application requirements.

CONCLUSION

The NM95C12 is an extremely versatile and inexpensive de-
vice which allows simple interfacing to all popular microcon-
trollers and microprocessors via a 4-wire serial bus. The
complete operation of the NM95C12 can be controlled by a
few simple instructions.

The design outlined offers an inexpensive solution for indus-
trial control applications with the key benefits of:

- simple interfacing between microcontroller. EEPROM.
"AOC"

- low part count

- fully software controlled and changeable

This has highlighted the flexibility of the NM95C12 and how
the switch terminals can be configured for a wide range of
applications including: mechanical switch replacement. pro-
grammable Address Decoder. programmable I/O expander
and a programmable interrupt controller. The NM95C12 of-
fers greater reliability than mechanical switches with the
benefits of software control and lower cost.

Plus you still get the 1K-bit EEPROM memory as weill; to-
gether with the 6 switch terminals it forms a truly remarkable
device.

Logical "AND" SCR contents with:

OFFF-to set A4 = 0 B4 = 0
1FFF-to set A4 = 0 B4 = 1
2FFF-to set A4 = 1 B4 = 0
3FFF-to set A4 = 1 B4 = 1

TLiD/11160-7

FIGURE 6. Controlling Switch Terminals A4,B4

II



PORTLD
PORTLC
PORTLP
PORTGD
PORTGC
PORTGP
PORTD
PORTI

SIOR
TMRLO
TMRHI
TAULO
TAUHI

CNTROL
PSW

TSEL
CSEL
TEDG
TRUN
IlSEL
IEDG
Sl
SO

HCARRY
CARRY
TPND
ENTI
IPND
BUSY
ENI
GIE

= ODO PORT L DATA
= OD1 PORT L CONFIGURATION
= OD2 PORT L PIN

= OD4 PORT G DATA
= OD5 PORT G CONFIGURATION
= OD6 PORT G PIN
= ODC PORT D
= OD7 PORT I

= OE9 SID SHIFT REGISTER
= OEA TIMER LOW BYTE
= OEB TIMER HIGH BYTE
= OEC TIMER REGISTER LOW BYTE
= OED TIMER REGISTER HIGH BYTE

= OEE CONTROL REGISTER
= OEF ; PSW REGISTER

***.****************

= 7
= 6
= 5
= 4
= 3
= 2
= 1
= 0

---- PSW- REGISTER BITS
= 7
= 6
= 5
= 4
= 3
= 2
= 1
= 0

TMRINP = 3
INTR = 0
rIO = 3
SO = 4
SK = 5
SI = 6
CKO = 7

.CHIP
LD

820
SP.#02F



This program provides in the form of subroutines, the ability to enable.
disable, read and write to the NM95C12 EEPROM with DIP switches.

SNDBUF = 0 ;CONTAINS THE COMMAND BYTE TO BE WRITTEN TO NM95C12
RDATL = 1 ;LOWER BYTE OF THE NM95C12 REGISTER DATA READ
RDATH 2 ;UPPER BYTE OF THE NM95C12 REGISTER DATA READ
WDATL = 3 ;LOWER BYTE OF THE DATA TO BE WRITTEN TO NM95C12 REGISTER
WDATH = 4 ;UPPER BYTE OF THE DATA TO BE WRITTEN TO NM95C12 REGISTER
ADDRESS = 5 ;THE LOWER 6-BITS OF THIS LOCATION CONTAIN THE ADDRESS

;OF THE NM95C12 REGISTER TO BE READ/WRITTEN
FLAGS = 6 ;USED FOR SETTING UP FLAGS

00
01
03
07
OTHERS

WRITE ENABLE ,DISABLE ,WRITE ALL
READ CONTENTS OF NM95C12 REGISTER
WRITE TO NM95C12 MEMORY REGISTER
WRITE NM95C12 SCR REGISTER
ILLEGAL COMBINATION

THE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE COP820C/840C AND THE NM95C12 (1024-BIT EEPROM)
CONSISTS OF FOUR LINES. THE Gl (CHIP SELECT LINE), G4 (SERIAL OUT SO),
G5 (SERIAL CLOCK SK) AND G6 (SERIAL IN SI).

LD PORTGC.032
LD PORTGD.OO
LD CNTROL,08
LD B,fPSW
LD X,fSIOR

;Setup Gl,G4.G5 as outputs
;Initialize G data reg to zero
;Enable MSEL, select MW rate of 2tc
;Load B with address of PSW
;Load X with address of Serial I/O Register

THIS ROUTINE ENABLES PROGRAMMING OF THE NM95C12. PROGRAMMING MUST
BE PRECEDED ONCE BY A PROGRAMMING ENABLE (WEN).

LD SNDBUF.f030
LD FLAGS,fO
JSR INIT
RET



'1),------------------------------------------------,
'I),...
~ THIS ROUTINE DISABLES PROGRAMMING OF THE NM95C12.ce

LD SNDBUF,tO
LD FLAGS ,to
JSR INIr
RET

THIS ROUTINE READS THE CONTENTS OF THE NM95C12 REGISTER.
THE NM95C12 ADDRESS IS SPECIFIED IN THE LOWER 6-BITS OF
LOCATION "ADDRESS". THE UPPER 2-BITS SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO.
THE 16-BIT CONTENTS OF THE NM95C12 REGISTER ARE STORED IN
RDATL AND RDATH.

LD A,ADRESS
OR A,tOaO
X A,SNDBUF
LD FLAGS,fl
JSR INIr
RET

LOAD ADDRESS A5-AO INTO ACCUMULATOR
SET OP CODE BITS TO '10'
TRANSFER COMMAND BYTE TO SERIAL I/O VARIABLE

THIS ROUTINE WRITES A 16-BIT VALUE STORED IN WDATL AND WDATH
TO THE NM95C12 REGISTER WHOSE ADDRESS IS CONTAINED IN THE
LOWER 6-BITS OF THE LOCATION "ADDRESS". THE UPPER 2-BITS OF
ADDRESS LOCATION SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO.

WRIrE: LD A,ADRESS
OR A,t040
X A,SNDBUF
LD FLAGS,t3
JSR INIr
RET

LOAD ADDRESS A5-AO INTO ACCUMULATOR
SET OP CODE BITS TO '01'
TRANSFER COMMAND BYTE TO SERIAL I/O VARIABLE

THIS ROUTINE WRITES A 16-BIT VALUE STORED IN WDATL AND WDATH
TO ALL THE NM95C12 REGISTERS

WRALL: LD SNDBUF,t040 ; LOAD OP CODE AND ADDRESS'
LD FLAGS,t3
JSR INIr
RET



THIS ROUTINE WRITES A 16-BIT VALUE STORED IN WDATL AND WDATH
TO THE NM95C12 SCR (SWITCH CONTROL REGISTER) WHOSE ADDRESS IS 62 DECIMAL
WHICH EQUALS f03E HEXADECIMAL. OP CODE = '01'
A WRITE TO THE SCR DOES NOT REQUIRE A PROGRAMMING CYCLE

WRSCR: LD SNDBUF,f07E ; LOAD OP CODE AND ADDRESS
LD FLAGS,f7
JSR INIT
RET

THIS ROUTINE SENDS OUT THE START BIT AND THE COMMAND BYTE.
IT ALSO DECIPHERS THE CONTENTS OF THE FLAG LOCATION AND TAKES
A DECISION REGARDING WRITE, WRITE SCR, READ OR RETURN TO THE
CALLING_ROUTINE.

INIT: SBIT l,PORTGD
LD SIOR,fOOl
SBIT BUSY, [B]

PUNT1: IFBIT BUSY,[B]
JP PUNTl
LD A,SNDBUF
X A, [X]
SBIT BUSY, [B]

PUNT2: IFBIT BUSY,[B]
JP PUNT2
IFBIT O,FLAGS
JP NOTDON
RBIT l,PORTGD
RET

IFBIT l,FLAGS
JP WR95C12
LD SOIR,fOOO
SBIT BUSY,PSW
RBIT BUSY, [B]
SBIT BUSY, [B]

PUNT3: IFBIT BUSY,[B]
JP PUNT3
X A, [X]
SBIT BUSY, [B]
X A,RDATH

;SET CHIP SELECT HIGH
;LOAD SIOR WITH START BIT
;SEND OUT THE START BIT

;LOAD SIOR WITH COMMAND BYTE
;SEND OUT COMMAND BYTE

;ANY FURTHER PROCESSING?
;YES
;NO, RESET CS AND RETURN

;READ OR WRITE?
;JUMP TO WRITE ROUTINE
;NO, READ NM95C12
;DUMMY CLOCK TO READ ZERO



It)
It)~ PUNT4: IFBIT BUSY.[B]
Z JP PUNT4
c( LD A. [X]

X A.RDATL
RBIT 1.PORTGD
RET

WR95C12:
LD A.WDATH
X A. [X]
SBIT BUSY. [B]

PUNT5: IFBIT BUSY.[B]
JP PUNT5
LD A.WDATL
X A. [X]
SBIT BUSY. [B]

PUNTS: IFBIT BUSY.[B]
JP PUNTS
RBIT 1.PORTGD
IFBIT 2. FLAGS
RET
SBIT 1.PORTGD

POLL: IFBIT SI.PORTGP
JP ENDTWP
JP POLL

; FINISHED CLOCKING OUT DATA
; RESET CHIP SELECT
; WRITE/WRALL OR WRSCR?
; WRSCR • NO PROGRAMMING TIME SO RETURN
; SET CHIP SELECT TO ALLOW TO POLL DO FOR BUSY/READY
; IS NM95C12 DO = SI LOW?
; DO HAS GONE HIGH. SO END PROGRAMMING CYCLE
; DO IS STILL LOW. SO KEEP POLLING



Using the NM95C12 to
Solve Common
Manufacturing Problems

INTRODUCTION
This application note describes how the NM95C12 E2p-
ROM + Dip Switches is utilized to reduce manufacturing
costs and increase reliability.

PROBLEM

The application described herein is a factory programmable
power supply. The existing system (Figure 1) requires one of
three different power supplies. depending on the options
installed in the final unit. The design engineer has presented
two solutions:
1. Three different assemblies, one for each output configu-

ration. or,
2. One assembly with a dip switch (or jumpers) to select the

configuration.
The manufacturing engineer would prefer to have one as-
sembly that would satisfy all three needs. Dip switches are
undesirable because they are difficult to flow solder when
on the PCB (and later clean the PCB) as well as posing a
threat to the final system should an untrained technician
choose to change a switch setting (thUSaltering the output
voltage). Jumpers are undesirable since they require hand
soldering-an additional step.
The manufacturing engineer would prefer to have one final
test program-not three.

National Semiconductor
Application Note 756
Kent Brooten

THE SOLUTION

The NM95C12 provides the solution. It enables the power
supply module to be configured for any of the three output
voltages. There only needs to be one assembly. No dip
switches or jumpers are used. The Automatic Test Equip-
ment (ATE) used at final test can check all three configura-
tions. The test program can set the final configuration as
well as assign a serial number and date of manufacture
which is stored in the EEPROM.

THE DESIGN

The power supply is designed using an LM2577 switching
regulator ("the Simple Switcher") in the flyback mode (Fig-
ure 2). The resistor divider R1/R2 set the output voltages
VOUT1and VOUT2.All three output voltages can be set by
merely selecting which combination of R1/R2 is connected
to the feedback pin of the switching regulator. When the
switches in the NM95C12 are configured for the analog
switch mode, they can be used to connect the appropriate
switch to the feedback pin of the Simple Switcher™.
The manufacturing group need only produce one assembly
which is electronically configured either at final test or dur-
ing final assembly. An increase in manufacturing efficiency
results.

•



During final test, the ATE can check each switch position by
sending serial commands via the serial ",WIRE interface of
the NM95C12. The serial number and date of manufacture
can be stored at this time. Output configuration can be se-
lected at final test or the power supply modules can be
stored and the output voltage programmed at a later time.

Note that there is no microcontroller necessary in the sys-
tem. While the NM95C12 is typically utilized in a ",Controller
based system, it can also be used in non-",Controller appli-
cations. The ATE provides programming and control of the
NM95C12 and connects to pads on the PCB via a bed-of-
nails test fixture. Alternatively, the Clock, Data IN, Data OUT
and Chip Select lines can be routed to fingers on an edge
connector.

PROGRAMMING
The programming example is written in the popular zao as-
sembly language. An NSCBOO is used for this example. Flow
charts are shown for each module.

SUMMARY
The NM95C12 is used in this application to replace a dip
switch. The user benefits in many ways:

1. Increased efficiency by manufacturing 1 large lot of sub-
assemblies rather than 3 smaller ones,

2. Ease of manUfacturing since neither mechanical dip
switches have to be treated with extra care nor jumpers
specially installed,

3. Only 1 sub-assembly needs to be inventoried, cutting
costs,

4. Increased reliability because mechanical devices are not
used,

5. Increased efficiency at final test since only 1 test pro-
gram can check all three configurations,

6. Inventory costs are reduced because 1 assembly will sat-
isfy any of 3 different functions, and

7. A history of the module can be stored in the EEPROM
portion of the device including serial number, date of
manufacture, date of last repair, etc.
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EQUATES:

READ EQU SOH ;READ COMMAND
WEN EQU OOH+30H ;WRITE ENABLE COMMAND
WRITE EQU 40H ;WRITE COMMAND
WRALL EQU OOH+10H ;WRITE ENTIRE MEMORY
WDS EQU OOH ;WRITE DISABLE

MODEO EQU OH ;A=O,B=O
MODEl EQU 1H ;A=O,B=l
MODE2 EQU 2H ;A=l,B=O
MODE3 EQU 3H ;A=l,B=l
MODE4 EQU 4H ;A=O,B=TS
MODE5 EQU 5H ;A=B
MODE6 EQU 6H ;A=B'
MODE7 EQU 7M ;A=l,B=TS
MODES EQU 8H ;A=TS,B=O
MODE9 EQU 9H ;B=A
MODE10 EQU OAH ;B=A'
MODEll EQU OBH ;A=TS,B=l
MODE12 EQU OCH ;ANALOG SWITCH OPEN
MODE13 EQU ODH ;ANALOG SWITCH CLOSED

OPEN EQU MODE12
CLOSED EQU MODE13

MASKS USED TO OPEN AND CLOSE SWITCHES

AB1CLO EQU OOOOFH ;SWITCH 1 CLOSED
AB2CLO EQU OOOFOH ;SWITCH 2 CLOSED
AB3CLO EQU OOFOOH ;SWITCH 3 CLOSED
AB4CLO EQU OFOOOH ;SWITCH 4 CLOSED
AB10PN EQU OOOOCH ;SWITCH 1 OPEN
AB20PN EQU OOOCOH ;SWITCH 2 OPEN
AB30PN EQU OOCOOH ;SWITCH 3 OPEN
AB40PN EQU OCOOOH ;SWITCH 4 OPEN
AB1MSK EQU OFFFOH ;MASK
AB2MSK EQU OFFOFH
AB3MSK EQU OFOFFH
AB4MSK EQU OOFFFH

EEPROM MEMORY LOCATIONS

ENABLE EQU

SN EQU
DATE EQU
PUSCR EQU
SCR EQU
SRR EQU

;LOC O,BIT 0=1 IF WR ENABLE
; =0 IF WR DISABLED
;SERIAL NUMBER STORAGE
;DATE STORED (DP8570 FORMAT)
;SCR LOADED FROM HERE ON POWER UP
;SWITCH CONFIGURATION REGISTER
;SWITCH READ BACK REGISTER (READ ONLY)



~
Z

;1/0 ADDRESS OF PARALLEL PORT .EEPORT: EQU OOH .....•
CIIEE: EQU EEPORT ;SHORTHAND G)

THE PARALLEL PORT IS CONFIGURED AS:
BIT 0 ••DATA OUT OUTPUT
BIT 1 IE CLOCK OUTPUT
BIT 2 ••CHIP SELECT OUTPUT
BIT 3 ••N/U
BIT 4 •••N/U
BIT 5 ••N/U
BIT 6 • N/U
BIT 7 ••DATA IN INPUT

FOR THIS PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE:
H ••EEPROM OPCODE
L ••EEPROM ADDRESS
DE ••16 BIT DATA
B ••SHIFT COUNTER
C ••PORT DATA STORAGE
A

LD H,WEN ;ENABLE CODE FOR NM95C12
CALL WRCMD ;SEND COMMAND
LD DE,AB1CLO+AB20PN+AB30PN+AB40PN

;SWITCH 1 CLOSED
;SWITCH 2 OPEN
;SWITCH 3 OPEN
;SWITCH 4 OPEN

LD H,WRITE ;EEPROM OPCODE
LD L,SCR ;ADDRESS TO WRITE TO
CALL WRDATA ;WR TO SWITCH CONFIGURATION REGISTER
LD H ,WRITE ;OPCODE
LD L,PUSCR ;ADDRESS
CALL WRDATA ;WR TO POWER UP SCR
LD H,weS ;WRITE DISABLE
CALL WRCMD ;DISABLE FURTHER WRITING
HALT ;END OF THIS EXAMPLE



WRITES COMMAND TO EEPROM
EXPECTS COMMAND TO BE IN H REG
EXPECTS ADDRESS TO BE IN L REG

CALL
CALL
CALL
RET

;SET CS, CHECK FOR BUSY
;SEND COMMAND
;SET CS INACTIVE
;DONE

PRECK
SHIFTS
CSLOW

WRITES COMMAND AND DATA TO EEPROM
EXPECTS COMMAND TO BE IN H REG
EXPECTS ADDRESS TO BE IN L REG
EXPECTS DATA TO BE IN D&E REG
ASSUMES EEPROM IS WRITE ENABLED

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
RET

PRECK
SHIFTS
SHIFT16
CSLOW

;PRELIMINARY CKS
;SEND COMMAND
;SEND DATA
;SET CS INACTIVE

IT SETS CS ACTIVE
WAITS AT LEAST 500 NS
LOOPS TILL NOT BUSY
LEAVES CS ACTIVE, DATA OUT LOW
IT EXPECTS PORT DATA IN C REG

;
PRECK:

PUSH AF ;SAVE
LD A,C ;GET PORT DATA
AND OFDH ;MASK CLK & DATA LOW
OR 4 ;SET CS ACTIVE
LD C,A ;SAVE
OUT (EE) ,A ;WRITE TO PORT

PRECK1:
IN A, (EE) ;READ PORT
AND SOH ;ACC = 0 IF BUSY
JP Z,PRECKl ;LOOP UNTILL NOT BUSY
POP AF ;RESTORE
RET ;ELSE DONE



BIT 0
BIT 1
BIT 2

DATA
CLOCK
CHIP SELECT (ACTIVE HI)

IT ASSUMES CS IS ACTIVE
IT SENDS A START BIT (LOW TO HI TRANSITION)
THEN IT SENDS DATA MSB FIRST
IT EXPECTS PORT DATA IN C REG
IT DESTROYS H,L,B

;
SHIFT8:

PUSH AF ;SAVE
CALL STRTBT ;SEND START BIT
LD B,7 ;LOOP COUNTER
LD A,L ;ADDRESS
OR H ;COMBINE WITH OPCODE
LD L,A ;SAVE IN L

SNDBIT:
LD A,C ;GET PORT CONTENTS
AND OFDH ;MASK CLK AND DATA LOW
LD C,A ;SAVE
RLC L ;CK MSB OF DATA
3P NC,SH8LP ;IF 0, DO NOTHING
OR 1 ;ELSE SET DATA BIT HI

SH8LP:
OUT (EE) ,A ;SEND DATA WITH CLK=O
OR 2 ;CLK=l
OUT (EE) ,A ;SEND IT
AND OFDH ;CLK=O
OUT (EE) ,A ;SEND IT
DEC B ;LOOP ONE FEWER TIMES
JP NZ,SNDBIT ;LOOP UNTILL DONE

POP
RET

•



BIT 0 = DATA
BIT 1 = CLOCK
BIT 2 = CHIP SELECT (ACTIVE HI)

IT ASSUMES CS IS ACTIVE
<DE> HOLDS DATA TO BE SENT (MSB FIRST)

;
SHIFT16:

PUSH AF
PUSH DE
LD B.7 ;LOOP COUNTER

SNDBT:
LD A.C ;GET PORT CONTENTS
AND OFDH ;MASK CLK AND DATA LOW
LD C.A ;SAVE
RLC D ;CK MSB OF FIRST BYTE OF DATA
JP NC.SH16LP ;IF O. DO NOTHING
OR 1 ;ELSE SET DATA BIT HI

SH16LP:
OUT (EE) .A ;SEND DATA WITH CLK=O
OR 2 ;CLK=l
OUT (EE) .A ;SEND IT
AND OFDH ;CLK=O
OUT (EE) .A ;SEND IT
DEC B ;LOOP ONE FEWER TIMES
JP NZ.SNDBT ;LOOP UNTILL DONE

LD B.7 ;LOOP COUNTER
SNDBT1:

LD A.C ;GET PORT CONTENTS
AND OFDH ;MASK CLK AND DATA LOW
LD C.A ;SAVE
RLC E ;CK MSB OF SECOND BYTE OF DATA
JP NC.SH16LPl ;IF O. DO NOTHING
OR 1 ;ELSE SET DATA BIT HI

SH16LP1:
OUT (EE) .A ;SEND DATA WITH CLK=O
OR 2 ;CLK=l
OUT (EE) .A ;SEND IT
AND OFDH ;CLK=O
OUT (EE) .A ;SEND IT
DEC B ;LOOP ONE FEWER TIMES
JP NZ.SNDBTl ;LOOP UNTILL DONE

POP
POP
RET



r----------------------------------------,.
Z•.....•
CIlenSEND A START BIT

;
STRTBT:

PUSH AF
LD A,C
AND OFCH
OUT (EE) ,A
OR 1
OUT (EE) ,A
OR 2
OUT (EE) ,A
AND OFDH
OUT (EE) ,A
LD C,A
POP AF
RET
SET CS LOW (INACTIVE)
ALTERS C REG

CSLOW:
PUSH AF
LD A,C
AND OF8H
LD C,A
OUT (EE) ,A
POP AF
RET

END

;SAVE ACC
;GET PORT CONTENTS
;MASK CLK & DATA LOW
;SEND IT
;DATA = 1
;SET UP DATA
;CLK = 1
;SEND
;CLK = 0
;SEND
;SAVE NEW CONTENTS IN C
;RESTORE ACC

;SAVE
;GET PORT DATA
;SET CS LOW (AND DATA AND CLK)
;SAVE
;WRITE TO PORT
;RESTORE
;DONE

•
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do

CSActlve
Walt Till Not Busy
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Analog Applications

INTRODUCTION
National's NM95C12 EEPROM programmable switch occu-
pies a unique niche in the switch marketplace. Consisting of
a 1024-bit serial input EEPROM with B programmable
switches, the output can provide either an analog switch or
TTL compatible logic functions.
The combination of switch performance and the flexibility
offered in the ability to software reconfigure the switching
function makes the NM95C12 an excellent device for ana-
log systems requiring switching or multiplexing. Often cali-
bration sequences or multiplexing functions have either re-
quired using several IC's or manually shorting and opening
printed circuit board connections, until the availability of the
NM95C12.
However, the limited analog range of the NM95C12 makes
it difficult to use for general analog functions. In order to
capitalize on the full capabilities of programmable switches,
it is important to understand the appropriate design tech-
niques in level shifting, increasing the output drive capabili-
ty, and increasing the output signal range. The focus of this
application note is to summarize general circuits that per-
form this function, and thereafter provide a practical trans-
ducer measurement system example. The discussion will be
solely devoted to extending the use of the NM95C12's
switches function, and not on the actual software program-
ming or operation of the IC.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A detailed description of the overall operation of the
NM95C12 can be found in AN-735, "Understanding Nation-
al's NM95C12 EEPROM with Programmable Switches", or
the NM95C12 data sheet. However, for the sake of com-
pleteness. the NM95C12 consists of a 61-word x 16-bit
EEPROM array, a 16-bit Initial Switch Register, a 16-bit
Switch Configuration Register, a 16-bit Switch Readback
Register, four identical blocks of switch logic, programming
and power-up circuits and control logic. Essentially, the
NM95C12 programmable switch can be easily configured.
and reconfigured, for applications including both analog and
digital switching functions. 60 internal addresses are avail-
able to reconfigure the switch settings on the fly. Upon pow-
er-up the Initial Switch Register, address 61, provides a de-
fined set-up state. This operational feature is extremely val-
uable since it provides an established initial condition for the
system.

SWITCH DETAILS
Each switch pair can be configured for either logic functions,
or as an analog switch. Functional block details relating
control of the switches to the input control logic can be
found in Table I of the NM95C12 data sheet. Basically, the

logic switch configurations are at standard TTL levels. Also,
the analog switch configurations can be looked at as stan-
dard MUX switches. Since this note specifically focuses on
extending the operating voltage range of the analog
switches, the emphasis will be on the analog switches. Fig-
ure 1 summarizes the salient operating features of the
switch pairs.

Logic Function

A 0------{:>----- B

A o---{>o----o B

Input Leakage ± 2.5 ,.A max

TIL Level Input/Output

Switch Functions

~c ~c

RON 2000 max

ROFF 10 MO min

(+0.7) ;> VOUT;> (Vcc - 0.7V)

FIGURE 1. The NM95C12 can be Programmed to
Configure either Logic Function or an Analog Switch

LEVEL SHIFTING AND EXTENDING
THE SWITCHES RANGE
In considering level switching and enhancement of the volt-
age range for the NM95C12, it is logical to examine some
simple level translations that can be solved with commer-
cially available IC's. Examples of simple translation circuits
includes the OS1630B Hex CMOS Compatible Buffer shown
in Figure 2. Where simple translation of TTL output signals
to higher levels of output voltage is required (such as CMOS
compatible signals), used at the output of logic configured
NM95C12 switch, the OS1630B represents a simple solu-
tion.



~~~~TTL IN OUT

Equivalent Circuit
FIGURE 2. The DS1630B/DS3630B Is a Hex CMOS

Buffer Amplifier. It Features Low Power Consumption,
and an Output Voltage that can go to 16V (Vcc).

An example of a voltage translation is the D58800 Dual
Voltage Level Translator which can be found in Figure 3.
Custom control of output swing can be established over a
31V range by setting V3, and V2 to the appropriate values.
Additional information can be found in the D58800 data
sheet.

Tl/D/11188-6

FIGURE 3. The DS8800 Is a Dual Voltage Translator
that Is useful for Programming MOS Type Memory,

Establishing Bias Voltages, and DriVing Transducers.
Output Swing Is Limited to 31V.

Figures 4 through 10 illustrate some useful translation cir-
cuits that use discrete components to achieve higher output
drive than typical monolithic IC's. The circuit in Figure 4 is
similar in functionality to the D58800. However, wider output
swings (limited to BVCeo of the output transistor), and larger
sink/source current ability is achieved.



TL/D/11188-8

FIGURE 5. A Simple 0 -. +V (+V Typically Is 3V -. + 18V) Level Translation Stage. ISOURCE > ISINK

TUD/11188-8
FIGURE 6. High Output Current Sink Level Translation Stage-£xcellent for Transducer Bridge Drive

II
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TWO PRACTICAL EXAMPLES
Bridge circuits playa dominant role in many measurement
applications. Typically, providing a trimmed, calibrated out-
put response is usually the goal of a bridge transducer sig-
nal processing system. Often this requires calibration,
switching for it's operation, and adjustments for operating
conditions related to available supply voltage. The
NM95C12 provides a software reconfigurable analog sys-
tem, where manual shorting and opening circuit board
traces is not required for either altering the operation of the
system, or performing calibration.
Figure 9 shows how the NM95C12 can be used to control a
transducer measurement system. By shifting through the
51-word sequence of the NM95C12 operation of the
bridge-pulsing or exciting the bridge, sampling with the
LF398, and strobing the AID converter can be performed
with the switches, which are configured in the TIL output
mode.
Figure 10 illustrates the inherent flexibility in using the
NM95C12 for controlling analog applications. One
NM95C12 is used as a switch to directly control both the
excitation voltage output level and enable to the bridge, pro-
vide TIL control signals for nulling the bridge-amplifier off-

set voltage, and strobe the LF398 sample/hold. Complete
control of the transducer measurement system can now be
controlled by the reconfigurable memory contents of the
NM95C12.
A stable LM185-2.5 reference is used to generate an accu-
rate 2.5V voltage. The 1K, 0.001 floF,20K circuit provides a
soft-start to the transducer bridge. This prevents potential
damage to metal-foil type 350 bridge transducers. SWl
must be programmed to either enable or disable the bridge
drive. A single-supply, low-power dual op-amp is used to
drive 01 which provides the appropriate bridge drive. Reli-
ability is enhanced by including a 100 mA short circuit cur-
rent limit.
The circuit is compatible with positive supply voltages ex-
tending from + 5V to + 15V. SW2 can be enabled to alter
the output voltage range of the bridge drive. SW3 and SW4,
in combination with the LFl1333 can be programmed to
provide a short to the instrumentation amplifier to null the
amplifiers offset.
Since the output range of the NM95C12 switch is limited to
a diode drop from the + 5V supply line, a LF13333 multi·
plexer is used to provide SWitchingthe bridge output volt·
age, which will probably exceed this limited voltage range.
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FIGURE 11. Using the NM95C12In the TTL Output Switch Mode to Control Transducer Bridge Operation
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FIGURE 12. Transducer Measurement System (Continued)



Using the NM95C12 in a
Stand Alone Metering
Device

ABSTRACT
This application gives a detailed description of the use of
the NM95C12 in electronic metering key applications where
it is desirable to have a status display without having the key
connected to any device. By using the NM95C12 such func-
tionality can be obtained without using a microcontroller in
the key. This can have significant cost, size and power im-
pact.

INTRODUCTION
Metering keys are becoming quite common now for use on
copying machines in large corporations for departmental ac-
counting purposes as well as in the flood of neighborhood
copy centers and resource facilities shared by a number of
businesses. The simplest implementation of such a device
is a simple mechanical counter with an advance solenoid-
as each copy is made a pulse advances the counter. This
approach suffers a number of drawbacks including low reli-
ability, easy to tamper with, bulky and unable to itemize be-
tween different uses or equipment. These types of devices
are no longer just used for copying machines-fax machine
usage, word processor usage, plotters, and laser printers
are now becoming part of the shared resources of a corpo-
ration or among a number of businesses as well as such
services being incorporated into the neighborhood copy
center. While the mechanical counter could still be used in
such applications where the device under use could incre-
ment the counter at different rates depending on the type of
usage, a different counter could be used for each service;
generating an itemized receipt for the user becomes very
cumbersome.
By using a non-volatile memory in the key device an item-
ized list can be kept of the services used. The value of the
services used could also be tracked and the key terminated
when a certain limit is reached. The key device could func-
tion like a debit card where the user gets a certain amount
of credit stored in his card-when it is all used up he must
go back for more at which point a cash register or other
device with a printer and a receptacle for the key device
would print an itemized list of usage and optionally erase the
memory and store a new credit amount. The disadvantage
of this approach when compared to the mechanical counter
is the lack of an indication of the remaining credit or usage
to the user. One way to solve this problem is to include a
display on the device being used to display the current cred-
it information. This has the disadvantage that the user must
have the key device plugged into a service device to find his
credit status. Another approach is to include a microcontrol-
ler in the key device along with a display, a battery and a
switch to activate the display. If the battery fails, information
in the key is lost. By using serial E2PROM memory devices
such as the NM9306, NM93Cxx or NM93CSxx families
solves the information retention problem when the battery
fails, but we still need the microcontroller if the key device is
to have an active display without connection to another de-
vice.

National Semiconductor
Application Note 766
Chris Siegl

Enter the NM95C12 serial E2PROM with eight programma-
ble outputs which are set to their stored values on power up.
This device is not only non-volatile, but is small, inexpen-
sive, simple to use and does not require a microcontroller in
the key device.

THE NM95C12
The NM95C12 is a 1024-bit, CMOS E2PROM with 8 pro-
grammable outputs. The 1024 bits of memory are divided
into 60 registers of 16 bits each and each register can be
individually accessed. Registers 61-63 are dedicated to
storing the programmable output settings. Each output may
be programmed to provide either a HIGH or a LOW output
level or these outputs may also be programmed to form four
individual pairs of SPST switches. In this application we will
only be programming these pins as HIGH or LOW outputs
but there are many other applications where a SPST switch
or switches would be useful.
Other features of the NM95C12 include a very low operating
current (less than 4 mAl, software write protection, self
timed write cycle (erase cycles not necessary) with an en-
durance of over 40,000 writes per register and at least 10
year data retention.
Interfacing to the NM95C12 is done through the on-board
MICROWIRETMport; this port consists of four signal lines: a
serial clock (SK), serial data input (SI), serial data output
(SO), and chip select (CS). MICROWIRE is supported in
hardware in the COP400, COP800 and HPCTMmicrocon-
troller families. MICROWIRE can also be easily implement-
ed on most microncontrollers and microprocessors in soft-
ware. The TP3064 and TP3065 implement a MICROWIRE
hardware interface to various standard microprocessors.

DISPLAY INTERFACE
The NM95C12 has 8 programmable outputs. The switch
configuration register (SCR) controls these outputs in pairs,
four bits per pair. Table I shows the different switch configu-
rations possible for each pair. In this application we are only
interested in modes 0, 1,2 and 3. Because the NM95C12
has a much greater current sinking capability than sourcing
we will configure our LED displays with their cathodes to the
output port. A LOW output results in a lit LED. Figure 1
shows a bar graph display being driven by the NM95C12. A
single resistor SIP can be used to limit the current to the
LEOs. The configuration register looks like Figure 2 with a,
b, c ... h representing the LED segments. To light a particu-
lar segment the appropriate bit in the SCR register must be
set to O. This register is set to the contents of the word
stored in the E2PROM's location 61 at power-up. The SCR
register itself is located at address 62 and can be written to
directly without affecting the E2PROM location 61 and the
new contents of the SCR register will be lost on power-
down. At the next power-up the contents of location 61 will
again be stored in the SCA.
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Switch Configuration Register (SCR)
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FIGURE 2. SCR Configured to Drive Bar Graph
(a 0 In a, b ..• h turns on appropriate segment)

The circuit in Figure 1 uses some tricks to maximize the
battery life. The LM2936 (low dropout; ultra-low quiescent
current 5V regulator) was used to regulate the battery volt-
age down to 5V for the NM95C12. By bypassing the regula-
tor for the +V connection to the resistor SIP the current
through the regulator only feeds the NM95C12 which in its
quiescent state (with all inputs at CMOS logic levels) is
<50 IJ-Athe dropout voltage of the LM2936 is <O.W. To
have the LEOs operate correctly it is important to keep

the battery voltage under BV to 9V otherwise the LEOs
which should be off will get turned on through the protection
diodes (see modes 12 and 13 of Table I) not to mention the
increase in current discharging the battery. Another ap-
proach would be to power the LEOs from the regulated
+5V. Now the thing to watch out for is the current limit of
the LM2936; exceeding 65 mA could force the regulator to
go into current limit.
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All the circuits in this application note use very low current
Hewlett Packard displays (they are specified for operation at
1 mA per segment) to maximize battery life. Other displays
at higher currents can be used but care must be exercised
not to exceed the current capabilities of the LM2936 as well
as the power dissipation capabilities of the NM95C12 espe-
cially if the surface mount package is used at higher temper-
atures. Another side effect of higher currents in the LEOs is
the Val specification is 0.4V at an IOl of 2.1 mA but will rise
with higher IOlS (typically stays well under 1V at 10 mAl.

Instead of using a bar graph individual LEOs could be used
in much the same manner. The length of bar graph lit or
number of LEOs lit would show the amount of credit remain-
ing. Another approach would be to use a 7 segment display.
Figure 3 shows such a circuit. The button is pressed when
the user wishes to see the display. There is a diode bypass
of the push button switch so the display is active while the
key is plugged into the device under use. The user can mon-
itor his remaining credit while operating the device. The bat-
tery is being charged whenever the key is plugged into a
device. If the battery should ever go too low to operate, the
user just plugs the key into a device for a while to re-

charge-the contents of the E2PROM are not lost. The re-
chargeable battery could be replaced with a 9V transistor
battery (typical voltage on these is 7V to 8V) which will give
operating life of multiple months if checked only intermit-
tently. No data would be lost during battery changes. Figure
3 shows how the key would be configured using the transis-
tor battery. Table II shows the bit combinations for the SCR
register to generate the digits 0 to 9. Notice with the 7 seg-
ment display we no longer can use a resistor SIP because
segment LEOs are all tied to a common cathode. Resistors
in this configuration are available in DIPs as well as SOIC.

Applications desiring two digits (credit can now be displayed
as percent remaining) can be implemented with two
MM74HC4511 display decoder/drivers as shown in Figure
4. The MM7 4HC4511 s have a quiescent current of < 80 p.A
maximizing battery life and are available both in DIP as well
as SOIC packages. The MM74HC4511 has a maximum sup-
ply voltage of 6V so it should be operated from +5V regu-
lated supply as shown in Figure 5. Table III shows how the
BCD (binary coded decimal) data is configured in the SCR
register to display the two digits.
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If there is a need to display the number 100 as well, this can
be accomplished with the addition of just one quad NOR
gate as shown in Figure 6. Here we get a little tricky. 8y
adding some gating to the two most significant bits of the
most significant digit a coding can be worked out that gives
a zero code to the most significant digit driver at the same
time as driving through another gate the hundreds digit. Fig-
ure 7 shows the logic along with a table of the states. If the
2 most significant bits of the most significant digit are invert-
ed before going to the SCR register the right numbers will
be displayed. To display 100 the SRC is loaded with all ze-
ros. Table IV shows some example numbers.

MODULE INTERFACE
The metering device or key must connect to the service
device through some type of connector. The simplest ap-
proach is to bring out the MICROWIRE port through a con-
nector to a processor or microcontroller in the service de-
vice. The MICROWIRE port consists of four signal lines; a
serial clock (SK), serial data input (SI), serial data output
(SO), and the chip select (CS).When CS is LOW the chip is
powered down into standby mode (outputs A1 through A4
and outputs 81 through 84 are still driven even while in
standby) and accesses on the MICROWIRE port are dis-

abled. So while the metering device is unplugged from the
service device we want this signal low, therefor this signal
has a pull down resistor. To begin an access to the
NM95C12 the CS is first set high by the service device then
a high start bit is on 01 and clocked into the NM95C12 by a
low to high transition on SK (see Figure 8) the start bit is
then followed by opcode and address (see Table V) with SK
low to high transitions for each bit. In the case of a read
instruction, subsequent toggling of the SK line causes the
addressed data to be shifted out on DO. Data should not be
sampled on DO on the low to high transition of SK as this is
when the bit is shifted out. On write operations they must be
preceded by the write enable instruction (WEN). In the write
instruction (WRITE) the data follows right after the address.
(see Figure 9).

The MICROWIRE interface is supported in hardware on the
COP400, COP800 and HPC microcontroller families. MI-
CROWIRE can also be easily implemented on most micro-
controllers and processors in software. Application Note
AN-50? "Using the NMC93CSxx family" covers the details
of how to communicate with these types of serial memory
devices from various microcontrollers. The TP3464 and
TP3465 implement a MICROWIRE hardware interface to
various standard microprocessors.
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If there is a need to minimize the number of contacts in the
connector from the metering device to the service device,
Application Note AN-423 "The NMC9346-An Amazing De-
vice" gives the details to implementing power and MICRO-
WIRE signals over just two connections.

CONCLUSION
This application note describes a number of approaches to
metering devices from the very simple to the complex. If
more E2PROM is required it is available in the NM93Cxx
family in S-pin DIPs and SOIC in various sizes. With the
features of very low power, small size, and low cost as well
as the simplicity of interface to most processors and con·
trollers already part of the panel interface of most server
devices, the implementation of this type of product is very
easy.
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TABLE V. NMC95C12 Instructions

Instruction SB OpCode Address Data Comments

READ 10 AS-AO Reads data stored in memory, starting at specified address

WEN 00 11XXXX Write enable must precede all programming modes

WRITE 01 AS-AO 015-00 Writes register

WRALL 00 01XXXX 015-00 Writes all registers

WDS 00 OOXXXX Disables all programming instructions
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INTRODUCTION

The design of an adapter card for a PC requires some
knowledge of the different mechanisms used by the PC to
access or exchange data with the adapter card.
The complexity of the mechanism used depends upon the
level of functionality one wishes to implement on his design.
At the low-end, the PC will access the adapter card as a
simple I/O location, where for the more sophisticated cards,
a BIOS will be incorporated onto the adapter card which
may also use memory, I/O, interrupts and DMA channels
from the PC.
This note discusses how to use the NM95C12 as a low cost
solution for the implementation of high-end features on a
general purpose adapter card for a PC.

1.0 OVERVIEW OF THE PC AND THE ADAPTER CARDS

In order to fully understand the possibilities offered by using
an NM95C12 at the interface level between the PC and its
adapter card, let's review the characteristics of that inter-
face.
1.1 The PC has a certain amount of memory available for
adapter cards. Both the location and space occupied by this
memory vary depending on the type of PC (XT, AT). The XT
reserves memory locations for 8-bit data transfers onto the
adapter cards. The AT reserves the same locations for 8-bit
data transfers but also reserves additional space for 16-bit
data transfers.
1.2 The same mechanism applies to the I/O locations on
the PC that are reserved for accesses onto an adapter card.
A certain amount of I/O addresses will allow the PC to per-
form 8-bit data transfers with the adapter card on an XT
system and some more locations will additionally be made
available for 16-bit data transfers with the adapter card on
an AT system.
1.3 Any adapter card you install into a PC is allowed to
request interrupt service from the main PC card. An XT sys-
tem offers the adapter card 6 interrupt lines where an AT
system offers an additional 5 lines. (Not all of these lines are
directly available for the adapter cards since some of them
will be used by other cards on the PC.)
1.4 Finally, some DMA channels on the PC main board can
be used by the adapter card through proper handling of
DMA REQUEST and DMA ACKNOWLEDGE lines available
on the PC connector. As for the other mechanisms, 8-bit
DMA data transfers are allowed on an XT system where
both 8- and 16-bit DMA data transfers are allowed on an
AT-based system.

2.0 POSITIONING THE ADAPTER CARD

Any designer which intends to use one or more of the data
transfer paths described above is aware that his card will
have to carry the ability to be mapped into the available
areas on the system, since other cards already installed into
the PC probably make use of a part of the space reserved
for the adapter cards.

2.1 If the adapter card contains memory accessible from the
PC main board, up to two different levels of mapping may
take place depending on the size of the memory. For a
small memory size (let's say 8K or less), the entire area will
be linearly accessible from the PC but its location will have
to be mappable at different places into the range reserved
for the adapter cards, thus ensuring that it will not interfere
with any other cards using parts of this range. For larger
memory, a second level of mapping is required, partitioning
the memory into software selectable windows of 2K, 4K, 8K,
etc. which location will still be mappable into available areas
as described above (see Figure 1).
2.2 The same procedure applies to I/O locations on the
adapter card. Any peripheral address has to have the possi-
bility to be accessed at different selectable locations into
the I/O address range reserved for adapter cards, thus en-
suring that there won't be any address conflict with periph-
erals from other cards already installed into the system.
2.3 If the adapter card has the ability to request interrupt
service from the PC main board, it also has to have the
possibility to select the interrupt line it will use among those
not being used by other adapter cards.
2.4 Finally, as for the interrupt lines, an adapter card using
DMA channels must be able to select channels not used by
other adapter cards.

3.0 TWO ISSUES: POSITIONING AND INITIALIZING

The most widely used way of implementing all of the above
options is to install jumpers on the adapter card which set-
ting will allow the end user to position its card into the avail-
able areas (see Figure 2). Even though this method has
some disadvantages, like the fact that the user has to open
the PC and remove the adapter card each time he has to
modify the setting and the fact that a description of the set-
tings allowed has to be carried along with the adapter card,
it remains one of the cheaper and most easy to implement
methods of positioning an adapter card into a PC.
Let's now consider some other interesting features that
could be implemented on an adapter card. Once the appli-
cation software is loaded from a diskette usually provided
with the card, it may be possible to initialize and then to
configure the card. For example, if the card is a data com-
munication product, its on-board peripherals first have to be
properly initialized and then the overall configuration of the
link has to be defined (the parity and stop bits, the baud rate
and such parameters as flow control, echoing, DCE or DTE
arrangement, split clocking, etc. for either asynchronous or
synchronous data transmission). Once all these parameters
have been defined, the card should be operational as long
as the power feeds the system.
An interesting step further in functionality would then be the
implementation of some non-volatile data storage area on
board into which the actual initialization and configuration of
the adapter would be stored and referred to at any subse-
quent call of the application software following a power-up.

II



an 8K window has to be
positioned into one of
the two available areas
in the PC memory map.

CD SECOND LEVEL: 8 different page. of 8K
can be software selected
to appear in the window.

If a BIOS is installed on the adapter card, the user could
even be prompted to verify and modify (if required) the con-
figuration of the card right away at power-up, since the BIOS
signatures are scanned and given control after the usual
diagnostics executions, graphic card. floppy and hard-disk
recognition.

4.0 USE OF AN NM95C12 ADDS POWERFUL FEATURES
TO YOUR ADAPTER CARD
The proposed application is to provide the PC with the pos-
sibility to access an NM95C12 located on the adapter card.
The BIOS on the adapter card would instruct the PC to veri-
fy the status of a configuration flag stored in the NM95C12.
If the status indicates that the card hasn't been initialized
and configured yet. the user will be requested to accomplish
these tasks prior to any further operation of the adapter
card. Once the initialization has been properly loaded and
saved, the BIOS, at any subsequent power-up, will simply
instruct the user of the current configuration and ask if any
modification is required.
The initialization portion of the card would make use of both
the non-volatile memory and the dip switch's replacement
features on the NM95C12. The positioning of the memory,
the selection of the I/O addresses range and the interrupt
lines or DMA channels (if required) would be set using the
dip switch's replacement according to the user selection at
first initialization. The other by1esor words used to initialize
the peripherals on the adapter card would be stored in the
NM95C12. All the configuration parameters related to the
software operation of the card would also be saved into the
NM95C12.

FIGURE 1. Partitioning of 64K of Memory through an 8k Window
Positioned Into One of Two Available Areas In the PC Memory Map

It is understood that such a solution does not eliminate all
the jumpers or dip switches' on the adapter card. The loca-
tion of the BIOS implemented on the card and the 110 ad-
dress used to access the NM95C12 both have to be deter-
mined and set prior to the installation of the card into the
PC. There is no easy way, if any, to work around such re-
strictions.
The circuit on Figure 3 shows a simple way to implement an
interface to the PC that will allow the user to position an 8K
window of memory into one of eight possible locations in
the adapter card's reserved area. He will have the possibility
to select one of eight possible ranges of addresses for the
110 address of the peripherals on board and he will also be
able to select one of four interrupt lines available on the PC
connector. The memory on the adapter card consists of 32K
of RAM divided into four pages of 8K. The selection of the
page is performed through a write operation of 2 bits in a
register whose 110 location has been determined by the
setting of the NM95C12.
At power-up, before the system has been initialized. the PC
must have the possibility to access at least the BIOS on the
adapter card (ROM BIOS on Figure 3). LK1 on Figure 3
allows eight different locations for that BIOS in the PC mem-
ory range reserved for that purpose. Since that BIOS will
verify the configuration by1eor word into the NM95C12. the
110 addresses of the circuit that accesses the NM95C12
also have to be selected prior to the installation of the
adapter card into the PC. This is done via LK2 on Figure 3.

The circuit that allows the accesses to the NMC9512 is very
simple. A sequence of writes to a latch (Itch A on Figure 3)
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FIGURE 2. Using Jumpers (or Dip Switches) to Position
Both Memory and 110 Addresses on an Adapter Card

enables CS on the NM95C12. presents the data to be writ-
ten to pin 01 and latches this data into the NM95C12 by
toggling the pin SK. The same principle applies to the read
operation except that the bit output at pin DO of the
NM95C12 is sent to the PC via a buffer (buff A on Figure 3 ).
The clock of latch A. the enable of buff A and the select and
output enable of the ROM BIOS are all controlled by control
A on Figure 3 which may be a GAL.
The user is then allowed to position and configure its card.
On the example of Figure 3, three lines of the NM95C12 are

connected to the memory decoder. The status of these
lines will position a window of 8K of RAM into one of eight
possible locations in the PC memory area reserved for
adapter cards. Three other lines of the NM95C12, connect-
ed to control B on Figure 3, will allow the same possibility for
the I/O address of the peripherals on the adapter card. One
of these peripherals is latch B into which the PC is now
allowed to write two bits whose value will select one of the
four pages of RAM to appear on the 8K window positioned
by the first three lines of the NM95C12.
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Ie Finally, the two remaining lines of the NM95C12 are con-
Z nected to the interrupt encoder on Figure 3, thus allowing
c( the user to determine which interrupt line, out of four possi-

ble lines, he will select for his application.
Additional precautions should be added by the designer to
ensure lhat a non-initialized card will not interfere with exist-
ing cards already plugged into the PC. A latch which status
at power-up disables the interrupt encoder, the 1/0 and
memory decoders, for example, could be reset by the PC

once the proper configuration has been loaded or confirmed
by the BIOS.

CONCLUSION
The implementation of similar features on a PCadapter card
without the use of a NM95C12 would still require an EEP-
ROM-like type of device in addition to some non-volatile
latch mechanism. For such an application, the NM95C12
represents a simpler, cost-effective solution.



Integrated Manufacturing
Control Using the Data
Quad Switch EEPROM-
NM95C12
INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing methods and testing techniques have be-
come increasingly automated over the past few years. Of
current interest are techniques which allow automated ac-
cess to manufacturing information which, in turn, is used to
tailor test and set up for individual manufactured assem-
blies. This note explores the application of the latest gener-
ation of memory devices to manufacturing control situations
and integrating access schemes for test, in system pro-
gramming and manufacturing control.

WHAT INFORMATION?

The first question raised in manufacturing control applica-
tions is what information needs to be accessable. In most
cases information like serial number, date of manufacture,
and revision number need to be written once during initial
manufacture. Ideally, this information should be secure (i.e.,
read only). As a product passes through test additional data
may be recorded such as calibration constants or configura-
tion data. If an assembly should fail, the type of failure and
number of recurrences may be recorded at the repair depot
to determine, for example, if this assembly should be
scrapped.
All of this data does not require a large memory device.
National Semiconductor's family of serial access E2PROMs
are ideal candidates because of low cost, small footprint
and ease of access.

SECURITY
The issue of data security is addressed by the 93CSXX fam-
ily of devices. In these units a portion (or all) of the memory
area may be set up to appear as ROM (once desired data
has been loaded into the device). The amount of ROM vs
PROM is determined by a value in the protection register
which delimits the portion of the device that is write protect-
ed. For details refer to AN-50? - Using the 93CSXX
MICROWIRETMfamily.

National Semiconductor
Application Note 789
Jan Ladiges

Some of the synchronous bus devices (24CXX 12Cfamily)
have write protection of the upper half of the memory space
by bringing a control line (WP) high.

ACCESS
In the most basic form of automated manufacturing control,
an E2PROM is simply added to a circuit assembly as an
isolated block. There may be no electrical connection be-
tween the memory and any portion of the circuit assembly.
A means of accessing the pins of the memory device must
be considered. This may involve adding extra contacts to a
card edge, creating a separate pin-type connector area or
simply providing BON (Bed Of Nails) access. The latter may
prove impractical with the increased use of surface mount.
A more promising and efficient use of board resource can
be realized if the memory device shares I/O pins and power
supply with the host assembly. The number of access points
required for varying applications schemes ranges from 2 (for
synchbus with no security) to 5 (for microwire with full secu-
rity).
To take maximum advantage of the E2PROM it is often de-
sirable to allow access both externally (like the isolated
case) and internally by the system resident on the circuit
assembly.
An example of shared functionality is given in Figure 1which
allows the resident system to flag a fault condition. The
unique feature of this is the fault flag will be valid even if
system power is cycled on and off or the board removed
from the system. The visible flag (an LED) allows a techni-
cian to quickly identify a problem board. Additional informa-
tion (i.e., a fault code) can be written into the E2PROM as
well. The module, when returned for repair, contains all the
traditional manufacturing information as well as the fault
code.
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tical at present density levels and virtually impossible when
SMD's are mounted on both sides of the board.
To facilitate surface mount board testing, electronic rather
than mechanical techniques have evolved. The solution of-
ten consists of boundary scan and some form of built in self
test (SIST).
JTAG (Joint Test Action Group), sponsored by the IEEE
P1149-1 Working Group, has defined a boundary scan stan-
dard which has become widely endorsed. This JTAG stan-
dard specifies that each conforming Ie have a Test Access
Port (TAP) which allows devices to be connected in series
and minimizes interconnect overhead (Figure 2). The
boundary scan register (double buffered) gives access to

Surveying current programmable logic trends, GAL type de-
vices are extremely popular to replace small blocks of ran-
dom logic. One disadvantage is that traditionally each differ-
ent "pattern" would have to be programmed, tested and
identified prior to being installed on the assembly. With SMT
versions of these devices, handling alone poses a signifi-
cant inconvenience.
The concept of programming devices after they have been
installed (ISP - In System Programming) is beginning to
attract interest.
What do these test and ISP techniques have in common
with manufacturing control? - serial board access.
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control data.

All 3 functions require a serial access scheme. If each is
considered independently, a considerable number of pins
would have to be dedicated to these functions (at least 12
connection points). One common bus and a common proto-
col to access management information. provide test access,
and perform incircuit PLO programming would be ideal.

AN EXAMPLE COMMON ACCESS SYSTEM
The circuit of Figure 3 uses a COP 822 microcontroller to
create a JTAG to MICROWIRE converter with added sup-

Because JT AG test access often requires high speed. this
system has been broken down as two JT AG loops (hence
two TMS pins), one high speed dedicted to the test loop and
a slower speed loop dedicated to E2PROM and PLO access
through the COP 822. The speed of this JT AG loop is limit-
ed by COP processing speed in translation to MICROWIRE.

This approach represents a solution for common access
using devices available today. As standards take hold (like
JT AG) then non-volatile memories and ISP PLO's may ap-
pear supporting a standard serial protocol and further re-
ducing the overheads in a common access scheme.
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NM95C12 EEPROM
Controls Amplifier Gain

BACKGROUND
Electrically Erasable PROM or EEPROM finds wide applica-
tion in analog data acquisition. When using sensors, some
possibilities include storing calibration constants (gain, non-
linearities, temperature effects and offset), the engineering
units of measurements, and even keeping serial numbers. In
Figure 1 for example, after an AID converter converts the
analog sensor output, the processor can use correction fac-
tors from the EEPROM to get a final value. By keeping
these corrections with the sensor assembly, one can effec-
tively get a more accurate sensor.
There are several ways to achieve a wide input range when
required. One way is to use an AID with more bits than
needed and then use the extra bits for ranging. In other
words, if 8 bits are needed for the output by using a 10-bit
converter a full scale resolution of 8 bits is still provided
even if the input range is only % of the converter range.
This can get expensive quickly since the price of accurate
AIDs goes up substantially with the number of bits! Even so,
with advances in audio parts of 16 to 18 bits, this could be
viable in some instances.
A more common way to cover wide range inputs is to scale
the incoming levels to close to the maximum rated input
range of the AID. If the input range is 0 -+ 0.2V and the

LW34
TEWP

SENSOR

INSTRUWENT
PRESSURE

SENSOR

National Semiconductor
Application Note 790
Harry W. Lewis

converter is rated 0 -+ 5V, a gain of 25 in front of the AID
will give the full resolution over the reduced range. Addition-
ally, the input range can be offset from zero. While many
AIDs have range and offset options, there are limits if the
accuracy is to be kept. A circuit to use both scaling and
offset is Figure 2. The gain and offset are mostly determined
by the reference and the resistor ratios.

V(AlD) = VIN(1 + R3 • (R1 + R2)/(R1 • R2»
- VREF• R3/R1

Common metal film resistors are widely sourced and have
good temperature coefficients. Type RN55 T-2 are rated at
± 50 ppmrC. The difficulty comes with their resistance
specification of ± 1%. Since most gain stages require at
least 2 resistors to determine gain, the system accuracy is
already reduced to, at best, 2%. Multiple stages and other
error sources compound the problem. Some 10-bit serial
AIDs have 0.1% accuracy! Even the lowly 8-bit converter
can be %%. For the circuit in Figure 2, EEPROM is a very
handy way to store the calibration of the low cost resistors
to get more of the full accuracy capability of the AID. Even
when not using a sensor, EEPROM can be useful for cali-
brating a scaling and offset circuit. This is especially true
now that low cost AID converters have gotten so accurate.

2 CHANNEL
SERIAL

AID

DATA OUT

DATA IN

CLOCK

Full Scale (5V) ~ 4720 PSI
Zero (OV) ~ - 83 PSI
Temp Coefficient ~ +0.2 PSIrF
Serial # ~ 184625
Last Rev = F

FIGURE 1. Sensor with Digital Output and Correction Factors



Vour = V AID = VIN ( 1 + _A3_(_A1_+_A2_)) - ~ VREF
(A1·A2) A1

~ 12.5· VIN - 2.5V

DON'T BE A DIP
For storing data, EEPROM can generally beat DIP switches.
However, there were some other things that DIP switches
could do better. One case was having external access to
logic levels without needing an additional port chip. Another
area was switching analog voltages. To replace an analog
DIP switch, a designer often had to add an output port and a
separate CMOS or other switch to do the actual sWitching.
The NMC95C12 1024-bit CMOS EEPROM with DIP
switches attacks both these areas. When first glancing at
the data sheet, the title "EEPROM with DIP switches" can
conjure up visions of the data being stored in 1024 tiny
levers on top of the packagel Of course that is not the case,
see Figure 3 for the real block diagram. Actually the part has
61 words of 16 bits of EEPROM for general use. That totals
976 bits. The DIP switches referenced in the title are 8 pins
with switch logic to allow several different modes of opera-
tion as controlled by the switch configuration register. There
is a nonvolatile Initial Switch Setting Register of 16 bits.
And, finally, a Switch Readback Register allows the pins to
be used as a digital input port. Processor interface is by a
serial MICROWIRETMport.

THE BIG SWITCH
Switches are the main difference between the NM95C12
and other EEPROMs. They can be thought of as four inde-
pendent switches each having two pins, A and B. Each
switch has four control bits labeled W, X, Y and Z to set it to
one of its 14 modes. Table I shows all the modes. The
Switch Configuration Register (SCR Figure 4) is 16 bits long
to hold all four bits of each of the four switches. It is not
made from EEPROM cells so it can be written faster and
there is no wearout mechanism. Being volatile, the SCR is
reloaded at each powerup from the EEPROM Initial Switch
Setting Register.

WHERE DID THE PARALLEL PORT COME FROM?
Switch modes 0-3 allow the 2 pins to be digital outputs.
When bits Y and Z are set to 0, A = X and B = W. Other
modes allow A andlor B to be TRI-STATE~ for use as digi-
tal inputs or 1/0. Figure 5 shows the switches being used for

general input and output, to set gain controls, and to drive
analog mUltiplexers. In Figure 5, the port of U4 selects the
input channel of the AID via the multiplexer U3. Input chan-
nel7 has a selectable gain preamplifier (U1) whose gain is
controlled by U2 selecting the proper feedback tap. The
resistor values for R1, R2, R3 and R4 are standard 1%
values. Ideally the values would be 48K, 12K, 3K and 1K.
Although they are not Quite correct for the gains desired,
calibration values stored in the EEPROMcan correct for this
while fixing the other errors. One thing to keep in mind when
selecting the standard values, make sure the AID stays in
its active range during the whole range of expected signal
input. If the AID needed to exceed the maximum count, the
error generated is not correctable. This implies making the
gains on the low side.

MODES 12 AND 13?
Mode 12 is an open (10+ MO) between pins A and B.
Mode 13 is an ANALOG short (2000 or less) between the
same pins. In Figure 6, analog switches give variable gains
and do analog multiplexing. Switches 1 and 2 select the
input to the AID. Switches 3 and 4 control gain. Although
the pins used for a closed analog switch can not be read as
an input, the input function of the Switch Readback Register
will still work for the other pins, so mixed analog and digital
operation is possible. Of course, errors in the amplifier gains
will be corrected by storing calibration constants in the
EEPROM section of the part.

FINALLYI
The NM95C12 can accomplish what a DIP switch used to
do without the extra parts. You have external access to log-
ic levels and you can even switch analog voltages. All with-
out needing additional port or multiplexer chips.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Serial Electrically Erasable PROMs (EEPROMs) are non-
volatile memories whose contents can be changed by
unique bit patterns called instructions, which are input to the
memory array using serial data and clock pins. Serial
EEPROMs operate from a single Vcc voltage supply (typi-
cally 2.0V-5.5V); an on-board charge pump provides the
higher voltages required during the programming operation.
These features offer the designer an easy to use and very
flexible device. The ability to have a non-volatile memory
whose contents can be changed "in-system" gives design
engineers much greater flexibility. Serial EEPROMs provide
a highly reliable and cost effective solution for a wide range
of applications which need to store information such as cali-
bration data, setting levels, and other user programmable
data.
However, one factor a system designer needs to be aware
of is the possibility of data corruption caused by "errone-
ous" or "false" data writes. Full featured EEPROMs (single

MICROWIRE
MICROCONTROLLER EEPROM

SPI
MICROCONTROLLER

CS CS

SK SK

DO 01

01 DO

voltage operation, self timed write cycle) can have data cor-
ruption problems due to noise spikes, glitches, bus conten-
tion, etc., which may initiate a false write or erase cycle. This
data corruption is a concern for the designer since the non-
volatile nature of the EEPROM means that after data cor-
ruption has occurred, it cannot be cleared simply by remov-
ing the power (for example as with a volatile memory such
asSRAM).
This application note looks at the different types of serial
EEPROMs and the techniques used by (a) the IC manufac-
turer, and (b) the system designer to overcome data corrup-
tion problems. The use of the three industry standard
EEPROMs (MICROWIRE, 12Cand SPI) are discussed be-
fore an in-depth application example is presented for Na-
tional Semiconductor's new NM25C04 SPI EEPROM.

2.0 SERIAL EEPROM INTERFACE STANDARDS
There are three main serial EEPROM interface standards;
MICROWIRETM,12CTMand SPITM.
MICROWIRE is a three or four wire standard using a serial
clock (SK), a Chip Select (CS), Data In (01) and Data Out
(DO) lines. These devices are available in either standard
form (NM93C06/46/56/66) or a security form (NM93CS06/
46/56/66).
12C(Inter-Integrated Circuit) is a two wire synchronous bus
which uses SCL (clock) and SOA (data) to clock data be-
tween a master (for example a microcontroller) and a slave
(the EEPROM). These devices are available in either stan-
dard form (NM24C02/04/08/16) or write protected form
(NM24C03/05/09/17).
SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) is a three or four wire syn-
chronous bus which uses a chip select (CS), a serial clock
(SCK), Data In (SI) and Data Out (SO) lines.
The three standardized serial interfaces are shown in Figure
1.The key specifications of these three interfaces are com-
pared in Figure 2.

12C
MICROCONTROLLER

SS cs
SK SCK

SO SI

SI SO

SCL SCL

SOA SOA

FIGURE 1. Serial EEPROM Interfaces
National samlconductor haa aerial EEPROMo for all 3 otandardo



MICROWIRE SPI 12C
NM93Cxx NM25Cxx NM24Cxx

Max Bus Speed f· 1 MHz 2.1 MHz 100 KHz
No Active Pins 30r4 30r4 2
Max Memory Size N/A N/A 16 kbit
Largest Device 4 kbit ~ 16 kbit 4kbit 16 kbit
Acknowledge NO NO YES
Data Size 8 bits or 16 bits 8 bits 8
Block Write NO YES YES
Sequential Read YES (CS version) YES YES
No Device on Bus Limited by Port Pins Limited by Port Pins Up to 16 kbits
Security Feature YES (CS version) YES YES (03/05/09/17)

FIGURE 2. Serial EEPROM Bus Comparison

Serial EEPROM devices are available from National Semiconductor in all three industry standards, in a variety of sizes as shown
in Figure 3.

MICROWIRE 12C

Special Write SPI
Standard Security

Feature
Standard

Protected

256-bit NM93C06 NM93CS06

1 kbit NM93C46 NM93CS46 NM93C46A
NM59C11
NM95C12

2 kbit NM93C56 NM93CS56 NM24C02 NM24C08

4 kbit NM93C66 NM93CS66 NM24C04 NM24C05 NM25C04

8kbit NM24C08 NM24C09

16 kbit NM93C86A NM24C16 NM24C17

'Note: Contact Customer Support Center et (800) 272-9959 for latest details of evailability.

FIGURE 3. Serial EEPROM Availability

3.0 ACCESSING SERIAL EEPROMs
Instruction Name Operation

No matter which type of serial interface standard used by an
EEPROM, they all have two basic instructions: READ and WREN Set Write Enable Latch

WRITE data. WRDI Reset Write Enable Latch
READ: This is a non-destructive instruction which reads

RDSR Read Status Registerdata from the memory array.

WRITE: This is a destructive instruction. The data in the WRSR Write Status Register
memory array is either erased or over written by the new

READ Read Data from Memory Array
data.

A typical set of EEPROM instructions, using the NM25C04 WRITE Write Data to Memory Array

SPI EEPROM as an example is shown in Figure 4. Note: EEPROM powers-up in Write Disable Mode

Note: Must execute WREN before a Write instruction

Note: Status Register is used to:
- Poll READY IBUSY
- Set zone write protection ranges
- Indicate Write enable status

FIGURE 4. NM25C04 SPI EEPROM Instructions

•



In order to ensure data integrity, the system designer needs
to understand the possible causes of inadvertent data
writes which may cause data corruption, and the ways of
overcoming this problem.

4.0 SOFTWARE WRITE PROTECT METHODS

All National Semiconductor EEPROMs incorporate common
features to protect against inadvertent data writing to offer
high reliability operation. A program disable mode is includ-
ed which will ensure that devices power-up in the "Write
Disable mode". This means that unless the "Write Enable"
instruction is executed, the EEPROM will abort any request-
ed write or erase cycles. This is especially useful for protect-
ing against data corruption during power transitions.

lFF

GOnly

0
WPPin 0
BPl X
BPa X

Data Protect Features

lFF lFF lFF

READ
Only READ

READ Only
180 G&

WRITE READ Only
100

& READ &
WRITE WRITE

0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 1
0 1 0

# 1. Software Write Enable/Disable
- Powers-up in write disable state
- Must execute WREN before a write Instruction

# 2. Zona Write protec1
- Controlled by BPl and BPa in WRSR (WRite Status Register)

# 3. Write Protect Pin (wp)
- Hardware method of preventing erroneous write cycles
- WJ5 must be high to allow writes to EEPROM or the status register

4.1 SPI EEPROMs (NM25C04)

National Semiconductor's SPI EEPROMs such as the 4 kbit
NM25C04 includes the following design features to guard
against inadvertent data writes:

- Write Protect (WP) pin to disable memory writes

- Write Disable Instructions

- Software write protection: the user can define a portion
of the memory to be READ Only.

The various write protection configurations are shown in
FigureS.

4.2 MICROWIRE EEPROMs

All NM93CSxx devices have the security feature which al-
lows the user to define a portion of the memory to be write
protected, either permanently or temporarily. This is useful
for storing secure information in a system, such as calibra-
tion data. To control the secure memory involves a combi-
nation of setting a hardware pin and various software in-
structions as shown in Figure 6.

- Protect Register:
Input PRE must be high and
PREN instruction executed be-
fore a write to protect register

- Disable Cell:
Set via PROS instruction, input
PRE must be high and PREN in-
struction executed
PROS is a one time only instruc-
tion

- Address in register defines first
location to be protected

- Protect register may be altered
unless PADS is executed

READ
ONLY

MEMORY

TLID/11726-4

FIGURE 6. NM93CSxx Memory Protect Register
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include a hardware method for protecting against false data
writes. The basic principle is the same for each family of
serial EEPROMs; for this example the NM25C04 SPI device
is considered.

I nls Interrace can De mocmec oy Ulf::t C::tUUIUUfI UI ~Vlller erA-

ternal logic to give software control for the WP pin to give
increased immunity from data corruption. The basic princi-
ple is shown in Figure 8.

NM25C04 SPI EEPROM
EEPROM

55 C5

5K 5CK

SO 51

51 SO

HOLD

ViP

"CS Chip Select Input

SO Serial Data Output

SI Serial Data Input

SCK Serial Clock Input

WP Write Protect

RND Suspends Serial Input

•••• EEPROMMICROCONTROLLER DATA CLR
0----l

Q ViP
ADDRESS

DECODE CLK
NM25C04CONTROL LOGIC

. Cs55
I

5CK5K
. I J

SO 51

51 SO

•



The theory of operation is as follows:
System RESET signal clears latch output Q, setting WP
at logic low level making EEPROM READ only,
For a WRITE instruction to the EEPROM, the microcon-
troller must first write a logic "1" to the latch to enable
the WP pin before executing the normal EEPROM
WRITE instruction,
After the WRITE instruction the microcontroller writes a
logic "0" to the latch to disable further EEPROM
WRITEs.

5.2 System Design Example
This method can be implemented in a practical way, as
shown in the design in Figure 9.

L
ADDRESS A

T
C
H

The common system block diagram built around an 8- or
16-bit microcontroller will have EPROM, SRAM, Various I/O
Ports and a serial EEPROM. The address decode and con-
trollogic implementation typically uses a programmable log-
ic device such as a GALe. The flexibility and user pro-
grammability of the GAL allows a designer to integrate the
write protect logic for the serial EEPROM in a reliable and
cost effective manner.

NEPROILCS

NSRAlLCS

NIO_CS

ELWRITLEN

SRAll

cs NSRAll_CS

WE
NWR

or NRD

~
cs NIO_CS

iffi
NWR

ViR
NRD

EEPROll

SS ELWRITLEN

SK

SO

SI



The system memory map is shown in Figure 10.
FFFF

7FFF

5FFF

5000
4FFF

4000

0000
TUD/11726-8

FIGURE 10. System Memory Map

The EEPROM typically connects directly to the microcon-
troller, either via a standard serial interface (e.g., SPI port for
Motorola 68HC05/11 micro's, MICROWIRE port for Nation-
al Semiconductor COPSTM/HPCTM micro's) or to parallel
port pins which can be toggled by software as required. For
the purpose of the write protect logic the EEPROM is
"mapped" to address space. Note in this example fully ex-
haustive address decoding was not used.

The logic equations for the GAL can be created using a
wide range of PLD design software tools; this example uses
National Semiconductor's OPALTM design software and is
shown in the appendix at the end of this application note.

A typical EEPROM WRITE operation would follow the fol-
lowing routine:

Write a "1" to address 5000H (sets WP high)

Perform EEPROM WRITE cycle

Write a "0" to address 5000H (sets WP low)

By having to explicitly follow this set of operations, it pro-
tects the serial EEPROM from inadvertent data writes.

6.0 CONCLUSION
Serial EEPROMs are becoming a standard component in
virtually every system; they offer the system designer an
easy to use, very flexible solution for a wide range of non-
volatile parameter storage applications. The addition of an
EEPROM allows for increased system functionality and flex-
ibility providing a superior solution to battery back-up RAM.
Serial EEPROMs are highly reliable, offering endurances of
1 million data changes, and data retention of greater than
40 years. The combinations of good IC design practice and
system design techniques help solve the issue of data cor-
ruption giving high integrity non-volatile memory solutions.

REFERENCES
National Semiconductor Memory Databook

National Semiconductor PLD Databook and Design Guide

National Semiconductor Microcontroller Databook
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APPENDIX

EEAPPS.OPL
Begin Header

GAL Design for Address Decode Logic & EEPROM Write Protect Logic
National Semiconductor, 1992

SYS_CLK = 1,
A15 = 2, A14 = 3, A13 = 4, A12 = 5,
All = 6, A10 = 7, A9 = 8, A8 = 9,
RD = 10, WR = 11, DO = 13,
RESET = 14; (RESET active high)

- SRAM_CS = !RESET & (!RD + !WR)
& ( (ADDRESS >= 'hOO) & (ADDRESS <= 'h1F) );

- IO_CS = !RESET & (!RD + !WR)
& ( (ADDRESS >= 'MO) & (ADDRESS <= 'h4F) );

EE_WRITE_EN ._ !RESET & (RD & !WR)
& DO & ( (ADDRESS >= 'h50) & (ADDRESS <= 'h5F) );



GAL Design for Address Decode Logic & EEPROM Write Protect Logic
National Semiconductor. 1992

CHIP EEAPPS GAL22V10
SYS_CLK=l A15=2 A14=3 A13=4 Al2=5 All=6
A10=7 A9=8 A8=9 RD=lO WR=ll DO=13 RES~T=14
EE_WRITE_EN=17 / - IO_CS=18 /- SRAM_CS=19 /- EPROM_CS=20

-EPROM_CS = A14 * A13 * A12 * All * A10 * A9 * A8 * /RD * WR
* /RESET

+ A15 * /RD * WR * /RESET

- SRAM_CS = /A15 * /A14 * /A13 * /WR * /RESET
+ /A15 * /A14 * /A13 * /RO * /RESET

- IO_CS = /A15 * A14 * /A13 * /A12 * /WR * /RESET
+ /A15 * A14 * /A13 * /A12 * /RD * /RESET

•



INTRODUCTION

National Semiconductor's NM24C EEPROMs are designed
to interface with Inter-Integrated Circuit (12C) buses and
hardware. NSC's electrically erasable programmable read
only memories (EEPROMs) offer valuable security features
(write protection), two write modes, three read modes and a
wide variety of memory sizes. Applications for the 12Cbus
and NM24C memories are included in SANs (small-area
networks), stereos, televisions, automobiles and other
scaled-down systems that don't require tremendous speeds
but instead cost efficiency and design simplicity.

12C BACKGROUND
The 12Cbus configuration is an amalgam of microcontrollers
and peripheral controllers. By definition: a device that trans-
mits signals onto the 12Cbus is the "transmitter" and a de-
vice that receives signals is the "receiver"; a device that
controls signal transfers on the line in addition to controlling
the clock frequency is the "master" and a device that is
controlled by the master is the "slave". The master can
transmit or receive signals to or from a slave, respectively,
or control signal transfers between two slaves, where one is
the transmitter and the other is the receiver. It is possible to
combine several masters, in addition to several slaves, onto
an 12Cbus to form a multimaster system. If more than one
master simultaneously tries to control the line, an arbitration
procedure decides which master gets priority. The maximum
number of devices connected to the bus is dictated by the
maximum allowable capacitance on the lines, 400 pF, and
the protocol's addressing limit of 16k; typical device capaci-
tance is 10 pF. Up to eight E2PROMs can be connected to
an 12Cbus, depending on the size of the memory device
implemented.
Simplicity of the 12Csystem is primarily due to the bidirec-
tional 2-wire design, a serial data line (SOA)and serial clock
line (SKL), and to the protocol format. Because of the effi-

cient 2-wire configuration used by the 12Cinterface com-
pared to that of the MICROWIRETMand SPI interface, re-
duced board space and pin count allows the designer to
have more creative flexibility while reducing interconnecting
cost.

OPERATING NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR'S NM24Cs
The NM24C E2PROMs require only six simple operating
codes for transmitting or receiving bits of information over
the 2-wire 12Cbus. These fields are explained in greater
detail below and briefly described hereafter: a start bit, a 7-
bit slave address, a read/write bit which defines whether the
slave is a transmitter or receiver, an acknowledge bit, mes-
sage bits divided into a-bit segments and a stop bit.
For efficient and faster serial communication between de-
vices, the NM24C Family features page write and sequential
read.
The NM24C03/C05/C09/C16/C17 Family offers a security
feature in addition to standard features found in the
NM24C02/C04/COa/C16 Family. The security feature is
beneficial in that it allows Read Only Memory (ROM) to be
implemented in the upper half of the memory to prevent any
future programming in that particular chip section; the re-
maining memory that has not been write protected can still
be programmed. The security feature in the NM24C031
C05/C09/C17 Family does not require immediate imple-
mentation when the device is interfaced to the 12Cbus,
which gives the designer the option to choose this feature at
a later date. Table I displays the following parameters:
memory content, write protect and the maximum number of
individual12CE2PROMsallowed on an 12Cbus at one time if
the total line capacitance is kept below 400 pF.
Code used to interface the NM24Cs with National Semicon-
ductor's copa Microcontroller Family is listed in a latter
section of this application note for further information to the
reader.

Number of Write Protect Max.Part No.
256x8 Page Blocks Feature Parts

NM24C02 1 No a

NM24C03 1 Yes a

NM24C04 2 No 4

NM24C05 2 Yes 4

NM24COa 4 No 2

NM24C09 4 Yes 2

NM24C16 a No 1

NM24C17 a Yes 1
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Start Condition

- Clock and Data line high (Bus free)

- Change Data line from high to low

- After IHS(Min) = 4 jIos the master supplies
the clock

FIGURE 2. 12C Bus Timing

Acknowledge

- Transmitting device releases the Data line

- The receiving device pulls the Data line

low during the ACK-elock if there is no er-

ror

- If there is no ACK, the master will gener-

ate a Stop Condition to abort the transfer

Stop Condition

- Clock line goes high

- After tHP(Min) ~ 4.7 jIos the Data lines go

high

- The master maintains the Data and Clock

line high

- Next Start Condition after tFB(Min) =
4.7 jIos is possible



START ISTOP CONDITIONS

If both the data and clock lines are HIGH, the bus is not
busy. To attain control of the bus, a start condition is need-
ed from a master; and to release the lines, a stop condition
is required.

Start Condition: HIGH-ta-LOW transition of the data line
while the clock line is in a HIGH state.

Stop Condition: LOW-to-HIGH transition of the data line
while the clock line is in a HIGH state.

The master always generates the start and stop conditions.
After the start condition the bus is in the busy state. The bus
becomes free after the stop condition.

DATA BIT TRANSFER

After a start condition "S" one databit is transferred during
each clock pulse. The data must be stable during the HIGH-
period of the clock. The data line can only change when the
clock line is at a LOW level.

Normally each data transfer is done with 8 data bits and 1
acknowledge bit (byte format with acknowledge).

ACKNOWLEDGE

Each data transfer needs to be acknowledged. The master
generates the acknowledge clock pulse. The transmitter re-
leases the data line (SDA = HIGH) during the acknowledge
clock pulse. If there was no error detected, the receiver will
pull down the SDA-line during the HIGH period of the ac-
knowledge clock pulse.

If a slave receiver is not able to acknowledge, the slave will
keep the SDA line HIGH and the master can then generate
a STOP condition to abort the transfer.

If a master receiver keeps the SDA line HIGH, during the
acknowledge clock pulse the master signals the end of data
transmission and the slave transmitter release the data line
to allow the master to generate a STOP-condition.

ARBITRATION

Only in multi master systems.

If more than one device are potential masters and more
than one desires access to the bus, an arbitration procedure
takes place: if a master transmits a HIGH level and another
master transmits a LOW level, the master with the LOW
level will get the bus and the other master will release the
bus; and the clock line switches immediately to the slave
receiver mode. This arbitration could carry on through many
bits (address bits and data bits are used for arbitration).

FORMATS

There are three data transfer formats supported:

- Master transmitter writes to slave receiver; no direction
change

- Master reads immediately after sending the address byte

- Combined format with multiple read or write tranfers.

ADDRESSING

The l-bit address of an 12C device and the direction of the
following data is coded in the first byte after the start condi-
tion:

llS9 LS9

ITIIIIIB
TUD/11268-3

A "0" on the least significant bit indicates that the master
will write information to the selected Slave address device;
a "1" indicates that the master will read data from the slave.

Some slave addresses are reserved for future use. These
are all addresses with the bit combinations 1111 XXX and
OOOOXXX. The address 00000000 is used for a general call
address, for example, to initialize all12C devices (refer to 12C
bus specification for detailed information).

Master Transmits to Slave, No Dlrecton Change

~ ;Ia,", A:d:;SS ~ Data l~~ Data rn
+ ~j

"0"= WRITE Data transferred
(in bytes + Acknowledge)

Master Reads Slave Immediately after First Byte

Q ;Ia,ve, A:d:;ss ~ Data GL:: Data

Data transferred
(in bytes + Acknowledge)

n bytes Data + ACK n bytes Data + ACK
S ~ Start Condition A = Acknowledge P = Slop Condition

FIGURE 3. 12C-Bus Transfer Formats



TIMING

The master can generate a maximum clock frequency of
100 KHz. The minimum lOW period is defined as 4.7 ,..s;
the minimum HIGH period width is 4 ,..s; the maximum rise

time on SDA and SCl is 1 ,..s; and the maximum fall time on
SDA and SCl is 300 ns.

Figure 4 shows the detailed timing requirements.

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Units

fSCL SCl Clock Frequency 0 100 kHz

tBUF Time the Bus Must Be Free before
4.7

a New Transmission Can Start
,..s

tHO; STA Hold Time Start Condition. After this
4.0

Period the First Clock Pulse is Generated !'-S

tLQW The lOW Period of the Clock 4.7 ,..s

tsu; STA Setup Time for Start Condition
(Only Relevant for a Repeated 4.7 ,..s
Start Condition)

tHD; DAT Data in Hold Time 5 ,..s

O' ,..s

tsu; DAT Setup Time Data 250 ns

t, Rise Time of Both SDA and SCl Lines 1 ,..s

tl Fall time of Both SDA and SCl Lines 300 ns

tsu; STO Setup Time for Stop Condition 4.7 ,..s

*Note that a transmitter must internally provide at least a hold time to bridge the undefined region (max. 300 os) of the falling edge of SCL.

FIGURE 4. 12C·Bus Timing Requirements

4 5 8

3
Voo

39k

COP820C
NIl24C02 7

28-PIN 2k 81T

4

23
+5V- TUO/11268-7

FIGURE 5. 12C Bus EEPROM/,..Controlier Configuration Used for sample Code

- 12C bus compatible ,..C's or peripherals have OPEN
DRAIN outputs at SDA and SCL.

- COP800 does not have OPEN DRAIN outputs, but the
"bus requirements" can be met by switching SDA and
SCl connections into TRI·STATE\!) for the following
cases:

The bus is not accessed

A slave has to send an acknowledge bit.

- MICROWIRE can not be used for 12C bus operations.

- Current sink capability on SDA and SCl must be 3 mA to
maintain "low level" (an 12C bus spec.).

SOFTWARE TASKS

I. Write fixed values to E2PROM cells

II. Read values back from E2PROM and save in RAM loca-
tions from COP

Not.: 12CBus Modes Used:

Master Transmitter ~t::Slave Receiver

Master Receiver ~L S~A Slave Receiver

REMARKS
- The 12C bus, 2-wire serial interface generally requires a

pull-up resistor on the SDA line and the SCl line, de-
pending on whether TTl or CMOS hardware interfacing
exists.



·TIlLE IIC - EEPROM ROUTINES'
.INCLD COPSOO.INC
.CHIP840
.LISTX '21

EEADR
EEWRD
EEDAT1
EEDAT2
F1.JG
EEREAD

INIT:
LDSP.
LD B.
LD [B+].
LD [B].
LD B.
LD [B-].
LD [B-].
LD [B-].
LD [B]

; EXAMPLE: IF ADDRESS BYTES IS "1010 010X THEN
; STORE: "X010 0101
; INTO RAM (X=0/1; WRITE/READ)
.* •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •.

LDPSW.
LDCNTRL.
LDFLAG.
.FCHA

SBIT O.
LD B.

RBIT 2 [B].
JSRSTACON
JSRWAIT

= 002= 003
= 004= 005= 010= 012
= 013
= 014
= 015
= OFO

#06F
PORTLD
#OOC
#OOC
#EEDAT2
#034
#012
#OAO
#025

#00
#00
#0

RAG
PORTLD

;ADDRESSOF EEPROM
;WORDADDRESSEEPR
; DATATO EECELl.
;8ECOIID BYTE
; RAG-WORD
; READ-OATA FROM EE
;8ECOIID BYTE
; THIRD BYTE
; FOURTH BYTE
;COUNTER FOR BITSHFT

; INIT lS. L3 FOR EE-
;OPERATIONS

; INITRAMS
; FIXEEDVALUES FOR
; EEWRITE (2 BYTES)
; MIRROR OF #05
; MIRROR OF "AS"

;lOADPSW
;AND CNTRl REG.

; SET RAG FOR WRITE
; POINT LPORT OAT REG.
; TO MODIFY "SDA. SCl"
; PREPARE FOR START
; CONDITION.
; AFTER WRITE TO EE.
; WAIT FOR> THAT 40



ST.AlX:J't
RBIT 3,
LD B,

LOPA:
LDBiTCO,

LOPA 1:
IFBIT 0, [B)
JPONE,
RBIT 2,
JP CLK

GE:
SBIT 2,
JPCLK

CLK:
SBIT 3,
~
~
RBIT 3,
RBIT 2,
.FORM

LD A, [B)
RRCA,
X A, [B)
DRSZBlTCO
JP LOPA1,
LD A. [B+),
IFBIT 1,
JMP,

JSRACK,

IFBIT 0,
JPCEC1.
IFBNE
JMP LOPA,
REf

CEC1:
IFBNE,
JMP LOPA.

•• DO THE START CONDITION"
•• AND SHIFT OUT ADRESS - ••
• • BYTE AND WORD-ADRESS ••

PORTLD FINISH START COND.
#EEADR PREPARE TO CLOCK

OUT AOORESS.

#008 ; DO SETS OF 8 BITS

; SWITCH SDA BEFORE
;SCL

PORTLD ; SET BIT LEVLE "0"

PORTLD ; SET BIT LEVEL "1"
; ENSURE SAME BIT
; LENGTH

PORTLD ; DO CLOCK PULSE

PORTLD ; ENSURE> 4USEC
PORTLD ; SWITCH ALSO SDA LOW

; ROTATE BYrE ONE
; BIT POS. RIGHT
; AND SAVE
; CHECK IF 8 BITS
; SHIFTED
; DECREMENT 8

RAG ; CHECK IF READ
GETDAT ; 3RD BYTE IS NEXT?

; IF SO, THEN READ.
;GET ACl<NOWl£DGED
; WHEN 8 BITS ARE
; SHIFTED.

RAG ; CHECK IF READ
; OR WRITE OPERATION.

#04 ; ON READ (HERE)
; IF NOT 2 BYTES YET
; AFTER EE-ADDRESS AND
; WORD AOORESSARE SHFT.

#06 ; 1ST AND 2ND DATA-
; BYTE (3RD + 4TH)

TUD/112e8-9



LD B.
LD [B-].
LD [B-].
LD [B-].
LD [B].
LD B.

RBIT 2. [B],
JSRSTACON.
JSR WAIT.

RBIT 0
LD B.
LD [B-],
LD [B].

LD B.
RBIT 2 [B]
JSRSTACON.

SBIT 2.
NOP,
NOP,
SBIT 3.
SBIT 1.

LD B.
LD [B-],
LD [B].

RBIT 2, [B].
JSRSTACON
RBIT 1,
JMP INIT
•FORM

#EEDAT2
#078
#056
#OEO
#025
PORTLD

RAG
#EEWRD
#OAO
#025

(IN TERMS OF TRNSMIT)
#PRTLD

PORTLD
RAG

#EEWRD
#OAO
#OAS

PORTLD

RAG

; NSEC TO PROPERLY
; ERASE WRITE.

; INIT RAMS
; ANOTHER 2 BYTES
;OF FIXED DATA
; MIRROR OF #07
; MIRROR OF "AS"
; POINT LPORT OAT REG.

; PREPARE FOR START
; CONDITION.
; AFTER WRITE TO EE.
; WAIT FOR> THAN 40
; MSEC TO PROPERLY
; ERASE WRITE.

; INDICATE READ
;INIT RAMS
; MIRROR OF #05
; MIRROR OF "AS"

; PREPARE
; FOR
; START COND.
; AND SHIFT 1ST
;2 BYTES.
; PREPARE FOR
; ANOTHER START-
; CONDITION.
; SDA HIGH FIRST.
; INDICATE THAT
; 3RD BYTE IS NEXT
; IN IT RAMS
; MIRROR OF #05
; MIRROR OF "AS"
; PERFORM ANOTHER
; START

; CLOSE THE LOOP WHEN
;FINISHED



STP:
SBIT 3,
NOP,
SBIT 2,
RET,
.FORM

GETOAT:
JSRACK,
LD B,
JP

GETOAT:
JSRACK,

GETDAT1:
LDBITCO,
RBIT 2,
RBIT 2,

LOPB:
SBIT 3,
RBIT 7, [B]
IFBIT 2,
SBIT 7, [B)
RBIT 3,
DRSZBITCO,
JPSHFT
LD A, [B+),
IFBNE
JMPGETDT,
SBIT 2,
JMPSTP

SHFT:
LD A, [B),
RACA
X A, [B)
JPLOPB

PORnD

PORnD

#EEREAD
GETDTl

#008
PORTlC
PORnD

PORnD

PORnD

PORnD

; ESTABUSH STOP-
;CONDfTlON

;GET ACKNOWlEOGMENT
; POINT FIRST READ RAM
; AND READ IN

; ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO EE-
; PROM WHEN 8 BITS
; ARE SHIFTED IN.

; INIT BIT COUNTER
; BEFORE READING, PUT
; 'SDA' INTO HIGH-Z.

; DO CLOCK HIGH
; READ IN EEDATA
; IN SETS OF 8 BITS

; DO CLOCK LCIN
; CHECK IF 8 BITS
;ARE SHIFTED
; INCREMENT B
; CHECK IF 4 BYTES
; ARE SHIFTED IN?
; PUT L2=0
; WHEN TRUE, DO STOP
; CONDITION AND
; RETURN

; ROTATE BITS ONE
; POSITION RIGHT

II



LOPD:
; TO PRODUCE>4OMSEC

LD OF2. #OFF ; TIMEOUT

LOPC:
;TO PROPERLY PROGRAM

DRSZ OF2, ; EEPROM. TIME REQUIRED
JP LOPC. ; TO ERASEJWRITE
DRSZOF1. ; THE EEPART.
JP LOPD
RET

ACK1:
SBIT 2. PORTlC ; INDICATE TO EE-PROM
JPACLK, ; (PUT DATA LINE LOW)

ACK:
RBIT 2, PORTlC ; PUT DATA-LINE HI·Z

ACLK:
;AND GET ACKNOWlEDGE

SBIT 3. PORTLD ; 8 BITS ARE SHIFTED,
I\CP ; 00 A DUMMY CLOCK
I\CP
I\CP
RBIT 3. PORno ; (FOR ACKNOWLEDGE)

SBIT 2, PORTlC
RET

.END

Tl/D/11268-13



Abstract: National's new NM25C04 serial EEPROM can
write from 1 to 4 bytes at a time and has a sequential read
capability. The command protocol is straight forward and
byte-oriented. The result is a serial EEPROM to be taken
seriously for any application not using a microcontroller with
a dedicated MICROWIRETMinterface

WhatlsSPI?
The Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is a general purpose
synchronous serial interface originally found on certain Mo-
torola microcontrollers. A virtually identical interface can
now be found on certain TI and SGS Thompsen microcon-
trollers as well. The SPI should not be confused with the SCI
(Serial Communications Interface) frequently also found on
the same microcontrollers but usually used for asynchro-
nous communications.

Since Many SPI Protocols are Possible, What
Convention has been Adopted for the EEPROM?
Unlike the MICROWIRE and Inter-Integrated Circuit (IIG)se-
rial buses, the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) does not
completely define a data transfer protocol. National's 25CXx
SPI EEPROM interface convention assumes that the Moto-
rola Microcontroller's SPI registers are set with:

Clock Phase Bit = 1
Clock Polarity Bit = 0

These same settings are usable for the SPI interfaces found
on other manufacturer's microcontrollers as well. In this
data transfer convention, Slave Selects reset the serial logic
between transfers. The Slave Selects are asserted low.
Data transfer lengths are multiples of 8-bit bytes.

55
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Reads and writes to the EEPROM are initiated by enabling
the device by asserting the Slave Select pin low and shifting
an opcode and address fields to the EEPROM (Figure 2) .
This requires 16 bits of data or two full transfers from the
8-bit data register on the microcontrollers SPI. For write op-
erations this is followed by one to four bytes of the data to
be written. The write operation is internally self-timed and
begins when the Slave Selects become low. For read oper-
ations the address is answered by bytes of data on the SO
pin starting from the address requested and sequencing up-
ward as many times as is desired, wrapping around at the
end of the memory array.

NATIONAL'S NM25C04 EEPROM FEATURES
AND OPERATION OVERVIEW
• 512 x 8-bits
• Write protect pin
• No need to pre-erase locations before write
• One to four byte block writ&-wraps at end of four byte

memory blocks
• Unlimited sequential read-wraps at end of memory

array
• Four zone software initialized write protection to prevent

unintended overwrites to reserved areas
• Internally self-timed write cycles
• Write cycle ready/busy indication via polling internal

status register~oes not tie up the output bus dUring
write timeout

FIGURE 1.The physical Serial Peripheral Interface definition Is very similar to National's MICROWIRE.
"Slave" Selects, Serial Clock, Slave In (SI), Slave Out (SO).

The SPllnterface can also be used to access MICROWIRE devices.
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C")

Read Cycleco•Z ssc:(

SCK

51

4 ZERO BITS

SO

1\
v

1\
'V' •.

B-BITS 8-BITS 8-BITS
TL/D/11473-2

Write Cycle

ss
SCK

51

4 ZERO BITS
9th-BIT or

SO N~25C04
ADDRESS

v
J\

v
1\

8-BITS 8-BITs 8-BITS
TL/D/11473-3

FIGURE 2. National's SPI EEPROM byte-oriented read and write cycle conventions.
Note that the read cycle can be extended and data bytes from sequential bytes will be output.

Write cycles can actually include 1 to 4 bytes to be written into a 1 to 4 location "block".

• Clock gate pin (hold)

• Slave In (SI)

• Slave Out (SO)

• Slave Select (88)
• Serial Clock (SCK)

• Serial Transfer Hold
(HOLD)

• Write Protect (WP)

OPCODES

ssOa V
DD

SO 2 7 HOLD

WP 3 6 SCK

VSS 4 5 51

TL/D/11473-10

WREN Write Enable (Note 1) 0000 X 110
WRDI Write Disable 0000 X 100
RDSR Read Status Register 0000 X 101
WRSR Write Status Register 0000 X 001
READ Read 0000A6011
WRITE Write 0000 A6 010

WRITE COMPLETE INDICATION
VIA STATUS REGISTER

All EEPROMs have write cycles that are far longer than
normal read cycles. Since writes are always relatively infre-
quent, it is often possible to simply wait out this time period
before proceeding with other operations. However, the read
status register opcode provides a method of polling for the

end of write indication that does not force the processor to
wait before proceeding to another operation. In fact, the
only time it is absolutely required that one check the write
complete status is prior to another read or write attempt.
Unlike most serial EEPROMs this is practical on the
NM25C04 by the read status register (RDSR) operation
(see Table I). The ROY bit in the status register is low if the
EEPROM has completed all write operations and is ready
for another read or write.

Note that Status register also provides the status of the
zone protect bits SP1 and SPO, and reveals whether the
device is currently enabled for writing the WEN bit.

TABLE I. Status Register Format
and Zone Write Protection Ranges

Status Register Format

BP1 BPO Write Protected Range
;

0 0 None

0 1 160-1FF

1 0 100-1FF

1 1 000-1FF



BLOCK WRITE AND SEQUENTIAL READ
One to four bytes can be written within a "block" boundary.
The first write "block" is at addresses 0 to 3, the second is
at addresses 4 to 7 etc. The block to be written to is loaded
in one sequence by simply loading an additional byte after
the first byte shown in the Figure 2 write cycle example. If
address "0" were requested and four bytes are sent, the
first byte will go to address zero and the second would go to
address two etc. If address "3" were requested and two
bytes are sent, the first byte will go to address three and the
second would wrap around the block boundary and be writ-
ten to address zero. Block write allows four bytes at a time,
thus reducing the average write time. This is sometimes im-
portant due to the very long inherent write cycle times of
EEPROMs.

Sequential read allows successive bytes to be read out of
the EEPROM without having to re-send a read opcode or
address for each new byte. This feature allows significant
improvements in the average read access time for multibyte
data. The entire length of memory can be read in one opera-
tion if required. The read sequence will wrap back to loca-
tion zero if read past the end of memory.

WRITE PROTECT FEATURES
EEPROMs operate on 5V supplies and do not require a sep-
arate high-voltage supply to execute write operations. This
is a primary feature of EEPROMs but inherent in this capa-
bility are some unique problems as well. Since they can be
programmed on board and data in memory is non-volatile,
accidental overwrite is a constant possibility. Unlike the ma-
jority of components on a typical PC board, the non-volatile
characteristic assures that the problem will not correct itself
after reset or power down. These problems are far less
common in serial I/O devices than in parallel EEPROMs but
it remains a serious issue. Thus a number of write protect
strategies can be supported on the NM25C04.

SOFTWARE WRITE ENABLE/DISABLE
All of National's Serial EEPROMs power up in a write dis-
able state to prevent accidental writes in the noise of the
power-up operation. In order to actually write to the device,
a write enable instruction must be sent to the EEPROM be-
fore a write instruction can be successfully executed. This is
the function of the WREN (WRite ENable) instruction. The
write function can be disabled again with the WRDI (WRite
Disable) instruction. The requirement that one execute a
write enable instruction before an actual write operation
greatly reduces the probability of a random noise induced
write over. It can also be used to manage software related
problems or to assist in debug.

ZONE WRITE PROTECTION
The NM25C04 has the ability to disable writes via software
to certain areas of EEPROM. This is done with the WRSR
(WRite Status Register) instruction. The write protect (WP)
pin must be high to allow writes to the status register and
the WRSR instruction must always be preceded by a
WREN (WRite ENable) instruction. Execution of the WRSR
instruction always places the device in the write disable
state. Thus the WREN instruction must be executed before
any further writes to the EEPROM can occur.

The values in two non-volatile bits of the status register con-
trol whether the higher %, the higher %, or the entire array
is rendered unwritable. This write protection feature is under
software control but is non-volatile. Protected areas be-
come read only memory. The RDSR (ReaD Status Register)
instruction allows the state of the write disable bits and the
write status bits to be read. The two non-volatile write pro-
tect bits are writable via the WRSR (WRite Status Register)
instruction. They may be altered repeatedly.
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SI X 1 1

4 ZERO BITS
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v
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SCK

SI X 0

4 ZERO BITS
WRDI OP-CODE

SO



WRITE PROTECT PIN
The write protect pin provides a hardware method of pre-
venting writes. The write protect pin must be high to allow
normal writes to the EEPROM or to the status register. The
uses of this pin are numerous. A manufacturer may use it to
prevent a serial number, date of manufacture, security code
or similar information from being alter~d intentionally or un-
intentionally in the field. Thus the EEPROM may be pre-pro-
grammed in a programmer prior to assembly. Once installed
in the PC board with the write protect pin tied low, the data
in the.EEPROM is permanent, Calibration data can be made
to be alterable only in the factory or by a field engineer by
controlling the write protect pin with a jumper or internal
switch.
One of the more subtle problems is the possibility of over-
write in a microcontroller "crash". Microcontrollers are easi-
ly upset by Vcc transients caused by such things as relay or
electric motor bperation, intermittent power switch opera-
tion or battery replacements, etc. Vcc transients can induce
glitches on reset, interrupt or clock lines but the result is
generally similar, that is, the microcontroller's program
counter will be upset. The microcontroller will leave its nor-
mal program sequence and begin running at an arbitrary
progr~m memory location. One of the possible "landing"
sites IS the code associated with writing the serial EEPROM.
Since microcontroller address spaces are often quite small
this,is a serious possibility, especially if the transients are a
common occurrence. Badly designed reset circuits can ag-
gravate or cause this problem. This type of event can also
defeat software based write protect strategies. The write
protect pin can be used to safeguard against this type of
problem.

WRITE PROTECT PIN APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

Oven or Refrigerator Temperature Controller (Figure 5)
A temperature controller uses an EEPROM to record both
set point and calibration information. Use of the EEPROMto
record the set temperature prevents loss of the set temper-
ature if the unit is shut off. Calibration data for the tempera-
ture sensor is also recorded in EEPROM initially at the fac-
tory but may be recalibrated by a technician in the field. In
the interests of compactness and economy the microcon-
troller is located in close proximity to an electromagnetic
relay used to control a larger off-board power relay which
actually switches power on or off to a heater or refrigeration
unit. This is the only output required from this board.
In this desig~ the power relay shares the same power cord
as the digital logic board. This is the normal case for refrig-
erators and ovens. The power line is subject to numerous
transients types not the least of which is caused by the
routine turn-on and turn-off of the relays, heating elements
or cooling systems of the appliance itself, but which also
includes lightning, outages, imperfectly inserted cords and
etc. Thus it is impossible to guarantee that the on-board
microcontroller will run faultlessly throughout its service life.
The problem is not that a destructive microcontroller mal-
function is particularly probable, the problem is that such an
event need only occur once to corrupt the data in the
EEPROM and cause problems.
If the microcontroll~r "crashes" it is a simple matter to \In-
plug the unit to reset the controller. In fact a simple watch
dog timer can reset the microcontroller routinely so that
such an event will not even be noticed. But it is possible that
the calibration data or set point data in the EEPROM will be



overwritten in such a crash. This may be true almost regard-
less of what software protection schemes are in place. And
of course the non-volatile EEPROM will not "forget" the
data from the transient event after powerdown or reset.

TLID/11473-8

FIGURE 5. Simple Temperature Controller
In an Oven Application '

A fix to this problem is to hardwire the Write Protect pin to a
switch or push button that must be closed manually any
time the values in the EEPROM are to be updated i.e.,
when changing the temperature set point or re-calibrating
the controller (5ee Figure 6).

Tl/D/11473-9

FIGURE 6. Using National's SPI EEPROM
Write Protect Pin and a Mechanical Switch

to Safeguard Critical Data

The more obvious approach of simply allowing the micro-
controller to read the set switch and handle the write opera-
tion to the EEPROM should be avoided. This approach in-
troduces the danger of subjecting the EEPROMto unintend-
ed writes from a temporarily wayward microcontroller.

Auto Cassette Deck Security Code Application
Auto Cassette Decks sometimes employ an anti-theft
scheme requiring that the owner enter a security code into
the unit from a keypad on the front panel before the unit can
be used. In practice the actual security code is typically resi-
dent in a serial EEPROM. The initial code is entered at the
factory and in some cases may be changed by the owner
who has to know the original code in order to change the
code.
The application problem has many similarities to the tem-
perature controller example. It is important not to corrupt
the data in the EEPROM. To do so would deny use of the
cassette player to its owner. The power supply to the player
is prone to transient events. The motors and control ele-
ments on the deck create Vcc transients and the car itself
creates predictable power supply catastrophes. Cranking
the car on a low battery, battery replacement and the inevi-
table jump start to name a few.
The fix is precisely the same as the temperature controller
example. That is a mechanical switch can be used to enable
writes, via the Write Protect pin, only at the time when a
change is clearly intended by the user.

CLOCK GATING PIN (HOLD)
For those applications where the EEPROM may be inter-
faced to relatively simple logic, a clock gating pin has been
provided. Transitions of the HOLD pin must be restricted to
times when the clock pin is high to avoid clock glitches.
(This is a simple AND gate.)

SUMMARY
National established the standard for serial EEPROM devic-
es with the NM93CXX MICROWIREfamily. National offers a
variety of devices and interface options. The SPI NM25CXX
family devices offer designers new choices for varied appli-
cations. The feature set of this new family makes it suitable
for any application that does not use a microcontroller with
a dedicated IIC or MICROWIRE interface.

•



Designing with National's
High Performance
CMOS EPROM

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this application note is to inform the system
designer of possible pitfalls of using high speed EPROM. In
older generation EPROM the fastest commonly available
data access times were 150 ns and 100 ns, but with the
current generation EPROM, data access times of less than
100 ns are common, and this is true of National Semicon-
ductor's family of 1.2 micron (0.9 Left) EPROM. This family
of EPROM is differentiated from other National EPROM by
using a part number prefix of NM rather than NMC. For
availability of specific part numbers and speeds contact
your local National Semiconductor sales office or franchised
distributor.
The problems that are encountered are typically seen as
noise on the data-out lines, noise on the data-in lines, or
possibly noise on the control signals. The cause of the
noise must be understood to truly eliminate it.
In EPROM chip design, there are several ways to decrease
the overall data access time. The major areas are:
1. Memory Cell-Designers are always looking for ways to

decrease the size of the memory cell as this significantly
affects the total die size. Typically as the memory cell
becomes smaller, the cell current becomes less, and as
the cell current becomes lower, the delay at the sense
amplifier has to be increased to assure correct data is
being read. On the other side of the issue, overall smaller
die sizes and smaller geometries bring higher speed,
therefore the actual speed improvement realized de-
pends on the design.

2. Interconnect Technology-By decreasing the resistance
of the poly-silicon interconnects lines in the EPROM, the
device can be significantly faster. This is one of the few
speed enhancements that doesn't carry a significant
penalty in some other area.

National Semiconductor
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3. Output Buffers-The output buffers on EPROM have typ-
ically had a 35 ns to 45 ns transition time (10% to 90%).
This is done to avoid ground bounce internal to the de-
vice as there are 8 simultaneous switching outputs. Very
fast output buffers are sometimes used, but requires spe-
cific PC Board layout and decoupling.

National Semiconductor has used an aggressively small
memory cell in conjuction with a patented adjustable sense
amplifier delay to optimize speed in the first area. Second,
the interconnect is polycide, which is u modified poly silicon
interconnect layer with significantly lower resistance. Finally,
a moderately fast output buffer transition time was selected.
It was deemed that a 30 ns transition would still meet de-
signers needs for layout of two layer PC Boards without
noise and provide a significant speed enhancement. The
test circuit used to measure the output transition is shown in
Figure 1.

As mentioned earlier, using the faster EPROM may cause
noise to show up in several areas not directly related to the
output buffers. When the 8 output buffers switch they cause
current to be injected into the ground of the EPROM, and
this high frequency current spike results in a ground refer-
ence that is not the same at all points within the EPROM.As
a result of this "ground bounce" the reference for the inputs
into the EPROM is temporarily altered. There is sufficient
margin built into the EPROM to account for this internal
noise and still meet the specification, although if the input
signals are marginal or the ground to the EPROM is highly
inductive the inputs are likely to detect a transition. A tran-
sition on the address inputs will cause the EPROM to begin
a n3Wdata access cycle, thus delaying the valid data at the
a outputs by an amount equal to the TACC.
There are several modifications that can be implemented on
an existing design without altering the PC layout that will

vcc-o·itO.4V
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overcome the problem, although the best solution is to use
these modifications in the circuit design as well as follow
some specific PC layout rules. The non-layout modifications
are as follows:

1. Improve the input high voltage levels to the EPROM. The
goal of this modification is to provide as much VIH margin
as possible so that more ground bounce can be tolerat-
ed. This can be accomplished in several ways. Many sys-
tems use a resistor from the signal line to Vcc to avoid
oscillation while the line is in the high impedance mode
(or in the case of a OC output the resistor is mandatory).
If the minimum VIH observed is at or near the specified
2.0V VIH of the EPROM (it should be at 2.4V minimum for
reasonable margin and system to system variation) the
pull-up resistor value should be decreased. Most output
drivers (1.2 mAl can guarantee a good VIL with a 4.7 kO
pull-up resistor, or in the case of an output driver capable
of aoo JLA a 7 kO resistor is a reasonable minimum. It
may not be necessary to use such a low value resistor. A
minimum value resistor can be selected simply by apply-
ing ohm's law as follows:

Max Vcc - VIL of EPROM = R
Max IOL of driver - Max IlL of total loads on driver

Max VCC is maximum voltage of the voltage supply to the
resistor.

VIL of EPROM is the maximum input low voltage of the
EPROM. In this case it is o.av. It is good to allow margin
so using 0.45V is conservative.

Max IOL of driver is the maximum output low current the
driver is capable of at the VIL level assumed above.

Max IlL of total loads on driver is the sum of all currents
at the node excluding the current of the resistor.

Using this method a pull-up resistor value can be selected
that will aid in providing the best VIH while guaranteeing a
VIL with good margin. Since the ground bounce problem is
normally a problem that affects the Input High Threshold,
the VIH should be given the most margin.

2. A second method of improving VIH to the EPROM and
thus making the EPROM more immune to ground
bounce is to use latches or drivers that have a better
VOH. Many CMOS devices will drive a VOH near Vcc
making them an excellent choice for this application.

3. Improving the ground connection (making it less induc-
tive) can have significant impact. If the EPROM has a
ground connection that is capacitive rather than induc-
tive and is closely coupled to the drivers (in respect to
signal and ground), steps 1 and 2 above may not be
necessary. To accomplish a low inductive/high capaci-
tive ground supply, each device should have a ceramic
capacitor in the range 0.1 JLF to 0.47 JLF, or similar. In
addition there should be a charge storage capacitor elec-
trically close. This should be similar to an aluminum elec-
trolytic in the range of 4.7 JLF to 15 JLF. Figure 2 shows a
satisfactory 2-layer PC board layout using latches on all
address lines. Typically only eight of the address lines
will require latches and the other address lines will be
directly driven from the micro, this is only to demonstrate
a sound layout including capacitors and power connec-
tions.

Many systems use dedicated layers in the PC board for
Vcc and ground. In these systems there is little to be
concerned about due to the excellent characteristics of
this approach. Equally satisfactory results can also be
obtained with routed Vcc and ground, but close attention
must be given to the result.
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INTRODUCTION
EPROMs are widely used for non-volatile code/data stor-
age in a variety of systems ranging from computers to in-
strumentation. A number of applications like laser printer
engines and analytical instruments (e.g. spectrometers) rely
heavily on look-up tables for their operation. The perform-
ance in all such applications can be improved by using high-
speed EPROMs and data buffers, which demand a premium
price.
National Semiconductor has introduced a new family of
EPROMs, called Processor Oriented EPROMs (POP),which
will improve the performance without requiring faster speed
EPROMs. One of the members of POP Family is Immediate
Access EPROMs. These devices improve the interface to
32-bit popular microprocessors like '030 and X386.
The POPs improve the interface by addessing two areas:
guaranteed data hold time at the end of EPROM access
cycle and faster data bus disable time. In this application
note we will show how the use of Immediate Access
EPROMs help in the system performance improvement.
Two cases are studied-the first is a 68030-based system
and the second is a X386-based system. For each case the
design with the standard EPROM and the POP is discussed.
It will be shown that to get the same performance as with
120 ns 27P512 (POP),80 ns (for '030 design) and 70 ns (for
X386 design) 27C512 (standard) EPROMs are required. The
general guidelines apply to any standard microprocessor
and some microcontrollers.

TARGET APPLICATIONS
• High Performance Computers
• Instrumentation-look-Up Table Based
• Digital Switch (PBX)
• laser Printer Engines
• Automotive Controllers

A: 68030-EPROM INTERFACE
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of EPROM interface to
68030-25.
For 68030 ClK input is the specified processor frequency
clock and all the timing is specified with respect to ClK. For
25 MHz 68030 ClK period is 40 ns.
The 68030 supports two types of read and write opera-
tions-asynchronous and synchronous. lower performance
systems may utilize asynchronous interface, where 8- or 16-
bit EPROM data bus is used and multiple transfers are re-
quired to fetch a 32-bit operand. Higher performance sys-
tems use 32-bit EPROM data bus and do a synchronous
data transfer. The fastest synchronous read operation re-
quires two clock cycles for completion as shown in Figure 2.

The cycle begins with valid address and control signals on
68030 output pins. The buffered address is applied to the
EPROM. The control logic decodes the address and en-
ables the EPROM.After the EPROMaccess time the data is
available for reading to the processor. The control logic is-
sues STERM signal to the 68030 to indicate the cycle is
over. Due to longer access time for EPROMs, one will have
to introduce wait states before STERM is returned. Table I
defines the relevant AC specifications for the read operation
for the 68030. With the basic timing explained let us see
what the interface looks like in detail.
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TABLE I. AC Specifications for
68030 Read Operation (Synchronous)

data bus (four 27C512s) is used. The 66030 design requires
the use of address strobe (;6$) signal to qualify the chip
selects. The decoder PAL 16l6-7 (7.5 ns delay) uses the
address and ;6$ to generate EPROMCS. F244 is used to
buffer the processor address.
The LATCHENABlE signal latches the EPROM data in
F373, so that 66030 data hold time requirements can be
met. The output enable signals applied to the EPROM and
the F373 are used to enable and disable the data bus. The
control PAls use ClK and CO< (inverted ClK) to generate
the various control signals. EPROMSTERM indicates the
end of EPROM read cycle. The memory controller uses this
signal to issue STERM to the processor.
Figure 4 shows the timing diagram for 27C512 read cycle.
For a (4+ %) cycle EPROMaccess (the '030 reads the data
on the falling edge of ClK), 120 ns 27C512s are required as
shown in Equation 1.

Mln Max

ClKPeriod (t1) 40ns 60ns

AO-A31, R/W Valid after o ns 20ns
Rising Edge of ClK (t6, t16)

;6$, OS Valid after 3 ns 16 ns
Falling Edge of ClK (t9)

00,031 Setup before 2 ns
Falling Edge of ClK (127)

00,031 Hold after 6 ns
Falling Edge of ClK (t30)

DESIGN WITH STANDARD EPROM
Figure 3 shows the complete EPROM interlace to the
66030. Due to the synchronous interlace 32-bit EPROM

EPilOill
EPROIolSTERIoI

ClK
ClK



t2
'12ClK period

+ tpo 373
latch delay

+ Max {tpAL, tpo244I

Max {PAL delay, 244 delay)

+ t27

data setup time to 68030

+ tACC
EPROM access time

~ (n + '12) • (teLKl

+ t9
CO< to ;6$ delay

+ tpo (transceiver)

transceiver delay

Substituting the values from the 68030 datasheet,

For a 4.5 clock cycle access

20 + 18 + 7.5 + tACC + 5 + 5 + 2 ~ 4.5· (40) (1)

tACC ~ 123 ns
For a 3.5 clock cycle access

20 + 18 + 7.5 + tACC + 5 + 5 + 2 ~ 3.5· (40) (2)

tACC ~ 83 ns

About 3 ns margin takes care of delays due to trace lengths,
clock skews and loading effects. EPROMSTERM is gener-
ated during the fifth cycle, to be sampled on the rising edge
of ClK in the sixth cycle so that a new operation can begin
after a total of six clock cycles.

DESIGNWITH POP(27P512-120 ns)
The 68030 Interface to POP looks very much the same as
the Standard EPROM interface. Because the Immediate Ac-
cess EPROM has a minimum of 7 ns hold time, F373 latch
is no longer required. A buffer is introduced in place of the
F373, assuming a large load on the data bus.
EPROMSTERM can be generated one cycle early as com-
pared to the standard EPROM Design. The complete timing
diagram is shown in Figure 5. •



The access to the EPROM still takes four-and-half cycles
for 120 ns 27P512. Due to the data hold feature of the
27P512, EPROMSTERM is generated one clock cycle early
and a new operation can begin immediately after a total of
five clock cycles. The combination of 7 ns minimum hold
time of 27P512 and 3 ns minimum delay from AS to
EPROMCS satisfies the data hold time requirement of 8 ns
in 68030 read operation. Thus, with POP, faster EPROM
read cycles are possible as compared to the standard
EPROM. To achieve the same pertormance with the stan-
dard EPROM, 80 ns 27C512 will be required as opposed to
120 ns 27P512 as shown in Equation 2. In the standard
design the fast decoding logic used cannot guarantee that
EPROMCS can be maintained ,for 8 ns after falling edge of
CLK. In fact, that is why F373 was used to capture EPROM
data in the previous scheme.
If the loading on the data bus is light, due to faster disable
time of the POP the buffer at the output of the 27P512 can
be omitted leading to a simpler, compact design. In the

standard EPROM even if the loading is light an additional
buffer is required to ensure that the EPROM does not drive
the data bus into the next cycle.

B: X386-EPROM INTERFACE

Figure 6 shows the block diagram of EPROM interface to
the X386-20. The X386 requires CLK2 input, which is the
double frequency clock, and all the timing parameters are
specified with respect to this clock. For 20 MHz X386, the
CLK2 period is 25 ns.
The X386 supports a variety of read and write cycles. For
the EPROM interface the non-pipelined accesses are con-
sidered. The fastest non-pipelined read cycle (henceforth
called "read cycle") requires two bus states as shown in
Figure 7. The cycle begins with valid address. byte enables
and control signals on the X386 output pins. The buffered
address is applied to the EPROM. The control logic de-
codes the address and enables the EPROM. After the
EPROM access time the data is available for reading to the
processor. The control logic issues READY signal to the
processor and the cycle is over.
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Due to longer access times for EPROM, one will have to
introduce wait states before READY is returned. Table II
defines the relevant AC specifications for the read opera-
tion. With the basic timing explained let us see what the
interface looks like in detail.

DESIGN WITH STANDARD EPROM(27C512)
The X386 data bus is 32-bit wide whereas, 27C512 has a
8-bit data bus. A variety of options are possible for interfac·
ing these two different width data buses. The X386 has
B516 input, which informs the processor whether the cur·
rent cycle is a 16-bit cycle or not. By using this input-we
can design 16-bit EPROM interface, that uses two 27C512s
in parallel. In this case, we need to generate A1, from the
byte enables (BEO-BE3). The A1 generation logic is not
shown, but can be derived easily. The interface is shown in
Figure 8.

Mln Max

CLK2 Period (t1) 25 ns 125 ns.

A2-A31 , Valid after Rising Edge of 4ns 30ns
CLK2 (Phase 1) (tS)

W1"Fl',MIlO Valid after Rising Edge 6ns 28ns
of CLK2 (Phase 1) (nO)

DO,031 Setup before Rising Edge 11 ns
of CLK2 (Phase 1) (t21)

DO,031, Hold after Rising Edge of 6ns
CLK2 (Phase 1) (t22)

•
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The F244 is used to buffer the processor address to be
applied to the 27C512 address bus. PAL16l8·A (25 ns de·
lay) decodes the address and MIlO signal to generate
EPROMCS signal. The LATCHENABLE signal latches the
EPROM data in F373, so that X386 data hold requirements
can be met. The output enable signals applied to the

EPROM and the F373 are used to enable it and disable the
data bus. These need to be synchronized for the proper
timing relationship. The double frequency ClK2 signal is
used to derive two half-frequency signals, ClK and CiJ<,
which drive the EPROM control PAls. EPROMREADY sig-
nal indicates the end of EPROM read cycle. The memory
controller uses this signal to issue ~ to the processor.
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Figure 9 shows the timing diagram for the 27C512 Read
Cycle. For a 4-cycle EPROM access, 120 ns 27C512 are
required as shown in Equation 3 below.

About 4 ns margin takes care of delays due to trace length,
clock skews and loading effects. EPROMREADY is generat-
ed in the fifth cycle, so that, a new operation can begin after
a total of five cycles.

DESIGN WITH POP (27P512)-120 os

The interface to the POP looks very much as the stand and
EPROM interface. The address decoder, A1 generation log-
ic and the address buffer are unchanged. Because the Im-
mediate Access EPROM has a minimum of 7 ns data hold
time, the F373 latch is no longer required. A buffer is intro-
duced in place of the F373, assuming a large load on the

data bus. EPROMREADY can be generated one clock cycle
earlier as compared to the standard EPROM design cycle.
The complete timing diagram is shown in Figure 10.

The access to the EPROM still takes four cycles, for 120 ns
27P512. Due to data hold feature of the 27P512 EPROM
READY is generated one clock cycle early and a new oper-
ation can begin immediately after a total of four cycle. 7 ns
minimum data hold time of the 27P512 satisfies the data
hold time requirement of 6 ns in the X386 read operation.
Thus, due to hold time feature of Immediate Access
EPROM, faster EPROM read cycles are possible as com-
pared to the standard EPROM. To achieve the same per-
formance as 120 ns POP. 70 ns standard EPROM are reo
quired as shown in Equation 4.

Ie
CLK2 to address valid
+ tpD (transceiver)
transceiver delay

+ Max {tpAL, tpD(buffer) I
Max {PAL delay, buffer delay I

+ t21

data setup time to X386

+ tACC + tpD (latch)
EPROM access time buffer delay
,;; (n) (2) tCLK2

Substituting the values from the datasheet,
For a 4-cycle access

30 + 25 + tACC + 5 + 5 + 11 ,;; 4 • (50) ................•.............•...... (3)
tACC';; 124 ns

For a 3-cycle access
30 + 25 + tACC + 5 + 5 + 11 ,;; 3 • (50) ................•.............•...... (4)
tACC';; 74 ns
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~
co In the Immediate Access EPROM design the data buffer at
:Z: the output of 27P512 can be omitted depending on the ap-
e( plication. Due to the fast disable time of the 27P512 (25 ns

as opposed to 50 ns in the 27C512), if the loading on the
data bus is light the 27P512 outputs can directly drive the
data bus. In such a case, even simpler and compact design
is achieved.

CONCLUSION

National's POP family of devices are ideal for the popular
processor based design (e.g. '030 and X386), which de-
mand performance from the non-volatile storage devices
without paying significant cost penalty. For the same access
time the number of wait states is reduced leading to a maxi-
mum of 20% performance improvement. Standard faster

access EPROMs can be designed in, but with extra compo-
nents and added complexity of design. Depending on the
loading conditions the external buffer at the POPoutput can
be omitted without causing data bus contention. The re-
duced component count leads to compact PCB real estate
which reduces design and manufacturing costs.
The performance improvement is achieved though two fea-
tures offered by the POP devices. The data hold feature
guarantees data at the EPROM output pins at the end of
access cycle. The fast data float feature assures that
EPROM will release the data bus much faster compared to
the standard EPROMs. As shown in this application note
EPROM memory subsystem can be easily designed with
POP with improved performace and reduced component
count.



Benefits of Low Voltage
EPROMs in Cellular
Applications
INTRODUCTION

Cellular phones are rapidly moving towards the "Portable
Phone" concept from their origin as vehicular mobile tele-
phone units. The Portable phone provides the user with ut-
most mobility. Reduced equipment size and power con-
sumption form the key to the design of such portable
phones. The introduction of Low Voltage EPROMs by Na-
tional Semiconductor addresses these requirements. The
power drain on the battery in the standby and talk modes
determines the duration for which the battery charge lasts.
This application note discusses the critical nature of this
factor and shows how the new Low Voltage EPROMs from
National go a long way in satisfying the needs of cellular
designers. Batteries last up to 25% longer on a single
charge in designs which employ the new Low Voltage
EPROMs from National.
CELLULAR CONCEPTS
The circuitry of a cellular phone consists of two sections-
the Radio Section and the Digital Section. The radio section
deals with the transmission and reception of voice and sig-
naling information at the appropriate radio frequencies. The
digital section is concerned with the generation and inter-
pretation of signaling information, display functions and with
manipulation of voice and users inputs. Figure 1 gives the
block diagram of a typical cellular telephone. The Radio
Section (Figure 1a) consists of the modulator, demodulator,
duplexer and the power amplifier for transmission of signals
at the specified level. The frequency synthesizer is con-
trolled by the digital section and is capable of generating the
required frequencies for transmission and reception on any
of the channels allocated for cellular telephony usage.
The control and digital section (Figure 1b) consists of a mi-
crocontroller, EPROM, RAM, E2PROM,encoder and decod-
er for the setup channel (to be explained later) and an ana-
log section consisting of tone-generators, handset interfac-
es, etc. The density of the EPROM used in typical cellular
telephones is 512 kbit-1 Mbit. The entire microcontroller
code is stored in this EPROM. The E2PROM is used for
storing frequently dialed numbers, information on radio fre-
quencies and certain numbers related to system identifica-
tion.
SIGNALING AND CALL PROCESSING
Two types of radio channels are used in Cellular Telepho-
ny-Setup Channels and Voice Channels. Setup channels
transmit and receive messages consisting of binary data
only. They are used only for initiating and setting up voice
calls. These channels are for common use of cellular
phones which are in the process of setting up a call. Voice
channels are used for voice communication and for short
bursts of data required for control purposes during the call
or at call termination. These bursts are interleaved with
voice.
When first powered up, the cellular phone enters what is
called the idle state. In this state, it scans the entire group of
setup frequencies to determine the strongest carrier signal
and begins to monitor that channel for incoming calls. Usu-
ally, the strongest signal belongs to the base station of the
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cell in which the cellular phone is operating. At periodic in-
tervals, the setup channels are scanned for the strongest
signal to determine whether the movement of the cellular
phone has made the use of the setup channel of another
cell more appropriate.
The important point to note here is that for such an activity
(I.e., monitoring the setup channel for incoming calls) the
receive portion of the radio circuitry and the digital control
section which includes the microcontroller, RAM, EPROM,
etc., are constantly powered on. What this actually means is
that the logic circuitry is always on, whether or not a voice
call is in progress, and thus represents a constant drain on
the battery. It is important, therefore, that this circuitry draw
minimal current in view of extending battery life. The power
drain of a cellular phone is a critical factor in the selection
as all of them radiate the same amount of power which is
determined by the relevant standard (I.e., EIA IS19B). Typi-
cal figures on power consumption for presently available
cellular phones are 55 mA-60 mA in standby (Idle) mode
and 550 mA-575 mA in the talk mode. The calculations for
power saving that follow are based on these representative
figures and a design based on a standard 5V microcontrol-
ler operating at 2 MHz-3 MHz and using a battery of
700 mAH rating.
A typical cellular phone uses an E2PROM for storing fre-
quently dialed numbers and electronic identification infor-
mation. A separate analog IC featuring 4 analog switches
(typically a CD4066) is used for switching voice, touch-tone
and binary signaling on to the radio channel. An important
design feature in this application note is the use of the ver-
satile NM95C12. This device integrates, on a space saving
14-pin SO/DIP, a 1024-bit E2PROM and 4 programmable
switches which can be used in a variety of modes. In this
application, the switches are used in the analog mode
where they are used for connecting the touch-tone, binary
and voice signals onto the transmit channel. This device
replaces the use of separate ICs for the E2PROMand ana-
log switches. On a vehicle mounted unit, they can also be
used to select between the handset and speakerphone
modes. It has a serial interface to the microcontroller-
MICROWIRE/PLUSTM. This leads to lesser interconnect
wiring on the board, giving further savings in board space.
POWER SAVING
Power consumption is reduced in two ways-by operating at
a lower voltage or by using devices that consume lesser
power. The NM27LV010 from National fits both categories.
It is capable of operating at 3V and it consumes vastly re-
duced power. While standard EPROMs consume up to
100 mW (20 mA typical @ 5V and 3 MHz) National's
NM27LV010 consumes about 24 mW (6 mA-8 mA typical @

3V), thus reducing power drawn by the EPROM by 75%.
Substituting these values in typical power consumption fig-
ures of a cellular phone (Box-1) shows that the standby
time of the cellular phone Is extended from a typical 12
hour value to up to 15 hours. The cellular phone con-
sumes a very large amount of current in talk mode. Using
National's Low Voltage EPROMswould extend the talk time



or ceIUla,app"catlon. Anomer slgnlllcant
point of interest to the designer is the operating frequency.
The power consumption varies widely with the operating fre-
quency. Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the oper-
ating frequency and the typical active current for the
NM27LV010. The designer may consider operating the sys-
tem at an appropriately reduced frequency to achieve fur-
ther savings in power.

SUMMARY
Using the low voltage EPROMs from National in cellular ap-
plications leads to savings in power and space. An overall

Functional Block

EPROM

E2PROM

Component

NM27LV512

NM95C12

Function

Code Storage

Non Volatile Storage for
Number, Frequencies, etc.

the components for the digital section available from Na-
tional. National has also announced an entire family of Low
Voltage Logic Devices for designing systems for 3V opera-
tion. A large number of National's components come with a
highly optimized serial interface--MICROWIRE/PLUS. This
interface is used for device control and reduces the inter-
connect wiring associated with usual parallel buses leading
to savings in board space. National also produces most of
the analog and digital components of the cellular radio sys-
tems, giving a single source solution to the Cellular Design-
er's needs.

Features

Low Voltage Operation, Low Power Consumption

MICROWIRE/PLUS operation, 4 Analog switches for
summing signals, selection between handset and
speakerphone operations on vehicle mounted mobile
phones. Replaces a separate IC for analog switching.

Low Power, Serial Interface
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Ntol27LV010
TYPICAL SUPPLY CURRENT VS FREQUENCY
VCC=Vpp=3.0V, TEtolPERATURE=25°C

345

FREQUENCY (tolHz)

Standard EPROM Solution

Typical Cellular Phone Current Drain

(in Standby Mode)

Typical EPROM Current @ 3 MHz and 5V

LV EPROM Solution

Typical Current (LV EPROM)

Logic ICs (for Interface)

8mA

4mA

Total Current -+ 12 mA @ 3V

Total Power -+ 12·3 = 36 mW

Using a DC-DC Converter which is 80% efficient

Current @ 5V -36/(0.8·5) = 9 mA

Current Savings -+ 20 mA - 9 mA = 11 mA

Current drain using LV EPROM -+ 55 mA - 11 mA = 44 mA

Extension of Standby Time (Using a 700 mAH Battery)

(700/44) - (700/55) = 3.18 Hours

Extension of Standby Time

(Percentage) = 3/12 -+ 25%
Note: All above calculations assume a 3 MHz Operating Frequency



Using Existing
Programmers to Program
Low Voltage EPROMs

INTRODUCTION

The range of EPROMs manufactured by National Semicon-
ductor is one of the largest in the industry. National's new
family of Low Voltage EPROMs, targeted for power supply
voltages in the range of 3V-3.6V, constitute a recent addi-
tion to the growing family of EPROMs. These Low Voltage
EPROMs are being introduced in densities of 512 kbit in
byte-wide and 1 Mbit in byte and word-wide organizations.
EPROM programmers currently available are designed to
program the standard EPROMs which operate at 5V. With
the introduction of Low Voltage EPROMs, most of the major
manufacturers of EPROM programmers have begun the
process of upgrading their hardware and software to ac-
commodate the Low Voltage EPROMs. This issue of pro-
grammer updates is common to all manufacturers of Low
Voltage EPROMs across the industry.
National's Low Voltage EPROMs use exactly the same pro-
gramming algorithm as the standard 5V parts and are fully
capable of programming on existing programmers, which
program the standard 5V EPROMs, with no adverse effects
whatsoever on their reliability and endurance. This note
seeks to alleviate any concern the EPROM user may have
on programming the Low Voltage EPROMs on program-
mers which program 5V parts and shows that these pro-
grammers are guaranteed to correctly program National's
Low Voltage EPROMs. Beginning with a brief and simplified
overview of the internal structure of EPROM, the note de-
scribes the process of programming and programming verify
and shows that National's Low Voltage EPROMs program
correctly on existing programmers.

EPROM OVERVIEW
The basic storage element in the EPROM is a MOS transis-
tor which has an additional "floating" gate built in between
the control gate and the channel. This element is usually
referred to as the cell (Figure 1).

TL/D/11434-1

FIGURE 1. EPROM Cell and Its Schematic
An important parameter of the cell is its threshold voltage-
the control gate voltage at which the cell begins to conduct.
The threshold voltage of an erased cell is well below the
Vcc value. When the control gate is driven to Vcc, the
erased cell conducts and this is a logic "1". Programming
elevates the threshold of the cell by 5V-10V. This results in
the programmed cell not conducting under normal operating
voltages, and is permanently off. This is a logic "0". A fully
erased EPROM reads all "1"s. Programming consists of ap-
plying elevated voltages to the gate and the drain of the cell.
This causes electrons to penetrate the intervening oxide

National Semiconductor
Application Note 825
Madhusudhan Rayabhari

and deposit themselves on the floating gate (Figure 2),
thereby altering the threshold voltage of the cell. This pro-
cess is called "hot electron injection." The shift in the
threshold, as already indicated, is typically 5V-10V.

t 6.25V

L:DRAIN SOURCE~

TL/D/11434-2

FIGURE 2. Programming an EPROM Cell
Erasure consists of shining ultra violet light on the die
through the quartz window provided. This light provides the
electrons trapped on the gate with sufficient energy to re-
turn to the channel and on to the control gate, and thereby
returns the cell to the unprogrammed state. This is illustrat-
ed in Figure 3.

TUD/11434-3

FIGURE 3. UV Light Erasure of Cell
The number of electrons that get liberated depends on the
intensity of the light and the duration of exposure. As al-
ready noted, then new Low Voltage EPROMs from National
use exactly the same programming algorithm as the stan-
dard 5V parts.

PROGRAMMING
The programming algorithm specified by most manufactur-
ers consists of programming data into the EPROM at the
specified elevated voltage into all the locations that need to
be programmed followed by a verify under normal read con-
ditions. Programming the desired cell requires that an ele-
vated voltage be applied to the bit line. The internal logic
applies a high voltage pulse of 13V to the control gate in
response to the external PGM pulse. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4. Programming a Cell In the Array
The verify is a "read" on the location to check if the cell has
the right programmed state and margin. Internally a check is
made to see if the cell conducts current of a magnitude
greater than half the current of an unprogrammed reference
cell. This reference value is called the sense threshold. Fig-
ure 5 depicts the relationship between the applied gate volt-
age and the current the cell conducts. The amount of cur-
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rent a cell conducts depends on the threshold voltage of the
cell and the magnitude of the voltages applied on the con-
trol gate and the drain.

PROGRAMMING VERIFY

An accurate verify must read the EPROMs at both Vcclmin)
and Vcclmax). For the Low Voltage EPROMs the values are
3.0V and 3.6V respectively. Most of the current program-
mers perform verify at the voltage levels specified for a
standard 5V part. As a result of incomplete erasure, the
lowered cell threshold voltage which might be adequate for
5V levels may not be so for low voltage operation. What this
actually means is that the higher level of voltages (5V as
against 3.0V-3.6V) may cause the cell to conduct current in
excess of the sense threshold. When the voltages are low-
ered to the correct values, the cell current might not exceed
the sense threshold. This is illustrated in Figure 5. When the
partially erased cell is verified at 5V levels, the current mag-
nitude exceeds the internal sense threshold. However, it
would not qualify when verified at voltage levels 3.0V-3.6V.
Thus, a part which verifies correctly at 5V might not when
operated at 3V. The inability to verify at Vcc levels 3.0V-
3.6V is a limitation of current programmers and most pro-
grammer vendors are in the process of coming up with up-
dates on their products which program and verify the low
voltage parts correctly.
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PROGRAMMING LOW VOLTAGE EPROMs
National's Low Voltage EPROMs are also capable of func-
tioning at the standard supply voltage (Vccl of 5V. Further-
more, National's proprietary manufacturing process using
the split-gate SVG technology guarantees that the threshold
of factory shipped parts are well below the 3V level and
hence may be directly programmed on existing program-
mers (which verify at 5V levels). The parts thus programmed
are guaranteed to work at the 3V levels. National guaran-
tees that the Low Voltage parts erased with an integrated
UV light dosage of 15 W-sec/cm2 will program (with verify
at 5V levels) and work reliably at 3V levels. This dosage of
UV light is obtained by exposing the part to a typical UV

lamp (15 mW/cm2) for 20 minutes. The part should be
placed within 1 inch of the source, removing any filters that
may be present. This Issue Is of no concern to users of
One Time Programmable (Windowless) EPROMs as Na-
tional ensures complete erasure of parts prior to ship-
ment thus guaranteeing requisite threshold levela. Na-
tional is working with manufacturers across the world to in-
stall the correct algorithm for low voltage parts. Table I lists
the 5V programmers available from the major programmer
manufacturers. These programmers use the correct algo-
rithm for the 5V parts and may be used to program the low
voltage EPROMs. These are the only programmers ap-
proved by NSC for programming NSC's memories.

Manufacturer
Programmer NM27C512, NM27C010, NM27C210,

Model NM27LV512 NM27LV010 NM27LV210

Data I/O UniPak2 V13
(800) 255-2102 UniPak2B V13 V15

212 Mod EPROM V1.1 V1.1
S1000 V11 V11

I

V20
-! Unisite40 V2.2

120/121A V14.1
GangPak
2900 V1.7 V1.0 V1.6
3900 V1.0 V1.0 V1.0
280
201
288 V02
60A
Series 22

Dataman 0-300-68066 S3

Digilec (818) 887-3175 828

Digital Media (714) 751-1373 10180/280

Elan Digital Systems, Ltd. 3000
(0293)510448 4000 5.0 5.0

5000
Universal

Epro Corporation 124 815-513-001 815-513-001
(800) 262-3776 2000 815-513-001 815-513-001

G-Tek (601) 467-8048 7956

IMS (408) 245-7180 IM3016

Kontrol Electronics '08165770 EPP80/MPP-80S

Logic Devices Inc_ GANGPR·8 8.070
(800) 331-7766 PROMPRO-8X 3.3

MCT (612) 462-6486 AUTOPRO

Micropross 20 479 040 5100

Minato '045 591-5611 1910 V2.02



Manufacturer
Programmer NM27C512, NM27C010. NM27C210,

Model NM27LV512 NM27LV010 NM27LV210

OAE (800) 828-0080 OMN164

Southern Computer (404) 252-3340 512B

Stack Ltd. 44-869-240404 C289

R4945 A02 A02
Advantest RA951 000 DOO

UP-UPROG

HI-LO System ,If AII-03 V3.0 V3.0

BP Microsystems ER-1140 V1.76 V1.76

Stag Microsystems (408) 988-1118 39M101 4.0 4.0
40M100
40M101 7.0
40N101 3.0 3.0
41M100
41M101
42M100

~- 42M101 I'·
ZM2000
ZM2500
ZM2800
ZM3000 5.0 5.0
PP40 04-01 04-01



National's Low Current
EPROMs

Designing line powered telephones for ISDN is now possi-
ble with the introduction of Low Current EPROMs by Nation-
al Semiconductor. The stringent power budget of 380 mW
imposed by the CCITT is now within the reach of the tele-
com designer by use of the Low Current EPROMs from the
Power Miser family introduced by National Semiconductor.
A large portion of the residential telecom Jines do not re-
quire to carry data. Telephony is, and will continue to be the
predominant residential telecommunication service. An
ISDN terminal equipment with voice-only capability is suffi-
cient to meet the telecom needs of such customers. Until
now, design of line powered ISDN telephones presented a
formidable task to the designer. This was due to the amount
of power the phones were permitted to draw from the ISDN
line. The advent of Low Current EPROMs makes It pos-
sible now to design ISDN telephones which are wholly
powered by the ISDN line.

THE STANDARDS
The standards for ISDN are specified by the CCID and
adapted for American use by the American National Stan-
dards Institute (ANSI). The standard (T1.605-1991) speci-
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fies the power consumption of such equipment. Power con-
sumed is defined in terms of Power Consumption Units
(PCUs). Under normal operating conditions a PCU is equiva-
lent to 100 mW (NPCU). Under power failure Le., restricted
conditions it equals 95 mW (RPCU). Fractional units are not
permitted and are rounded off to the next integer value.
Under restricted conditions only 4 RPCUs are permitted.
Hence, the figure of 380 mW. A line powered ISDN tele-
phone must, therefore, be able to provide the entire set of
features while consuming only 380 mW of power.

THE DESIGN

Figure 1 gives the block diagram of a line powered ISDN
telephone. The following paragraphs describe the key fea-
tures and elements of the design. The basic functions that
need to be incorporated in the design are

• Protocol Control for signaling on the "D" Channel

• Circuit Switched channel for Voice Calls

• Monitoring Functions to power down equipment when
not in use

• Keypad and display for user interaction

DC
TO
DC

CONVERTER



MEMORY
As always, the EPROM is one of the critical components in
a microcontroller/microprocessor based design. Important
parameters of this building block include density, access
time and power consumption. For a design based on 2 MHz
processor speed, an access time of 250 ns or better is ade-
quate. A Memory Density of 256 Kbits is typically adequate
for ISDN telephony phone applications. The use of the Low
Current NM27LC256 from National reduces the EPROM
power consumption by over 60%, making line powered
ISDN phones possible. As against a power consumption of
up to 100 mW in case of standard part the NM27LC256
consumes only 40 mW. This massive reduction of power
makes it possible to design an ISDN phone using only the
power delivered by the line while implementing a full set of
features.

Functional Block Component Power

Microcontroller HPC16400 10mA

Line Interface (SID) TP3420A 26mA

Display Driver MM58201 0.3mA

Display Any 7-Seg 24 Digit 0.5mA

Codec/Combo TP3076A 22mA

Handset Interface LM358 2mA

Total Power -- 60.8mA

Functional
Component Power Stdby

Block Power

EPROM 27LC256 4.5mA 100 JLA

EEPROM NM95C12 4mA 800 JLA

RAM 2kx8 5mA 50 JLA

Total Power
SmA 900 JLA(Worst Case)

Table I lists the components which are constantly on when
the phone is in use. These components include the Micro-
controller, Line Interface, Display, Display Driver and the
Codec. These components form the basic building blocks of
the telephone. Table II lists the components in the Memory
Section of the telephone. The RAM is required for storing
the incoming and outgoing signaling information, which is
actually in the form of data packets. For this application a
RAM density of 2 Kbytes is adequate. The RAM is also used
for the stack operations of the microcontroller. It is impor-
tant to note that the operation of EPROM and RAM is mutu-
ally exclusive. When either of them is accessed, the other is
in the standby mode. It is possible, via the microcontroller
serial port, to put the codec in the standby mode. This fea-

ture is used when activating the E2PROM to reduce the
instantaneous power consumption. This causes no opera-
tional problems as typically E2PROM accesses are made
for abbreviated dialing facility, single key dialing, etc. All this
occurs in mutual exclusion to voice communication (conver-
sation).
The E2PROM used in this application is the versatile
NM95C12 from National. This device features a 1024-bit
E2PROM array, a set of 8 switches which can be pro-
grammed to operate in a variety of modes. In this applica-
tion, the switches are used to direct analog voice signals at
the codec either to the handset or to the speaker phone.
This feature obviates the use of analog switches, leading to
savings in space and power.

BOX 1

Total Power Available: 380mW

Available Power with a 380 x 0.88 = 334.4 mW
DC-DCConverter of
88% Efficiency (used
in this design):

This gives a current of 66.88 mA @ 5V

Box 1 gives the power budget for the telephone system. A
high efficiency DC-DC Converter (88% efficiency) was used
in this application. It can be easily seen that the use of Na-
tional's Low Current NM27LC256 makes it possible to meet
the requirements imposed by the budget. This would not be
the case had standard EPROMs been used. It is possible to
design the entire software with the use of the 256 bytes of
on-chip RAM on the microcontroller, eliminating the external
RAM. Read/Write memory is required for storing incoming
packets of information, formation of outgoing packets and
stack for microcontroller operation. The packets are typical-
ly less than 16 bytes in size as only supervisory and un-num-
bered frames of LAPD are involved in signaling (no user
information). Memory of 128 bytes or greater can be made
available for the stack. This would permit the designer to
use a standard DC-DC Converter with efficiencies in the
range of 80%-85%.

MICROCONTROLLER AND LINE INTERFACES
An ideal choice for the microcontroller is the HPC16400
from National. This device incorporates a 16-bit core, a se-
lectable 8/16-bit external bus interface, 256 bytes of RAM
and most importantly a Protocol Controller for the "D" chan-
nel. A key design issue in this case is the power consump-
tion. The HPC16400 consumes a maximum of 10 mA at 5V
when operating at 2 MHz-a speed adequate for telephone
applications. The National TP3420A SID provides the entire
physical interface and the physical layer protocol manage-
ment for the "S" Reference Point-the interface definition
for attachment of subscriber equipment to the ISDN line.
The TP3076A from National is an integrated PCM codec
and filter designed specifically for ISDN applications. This
gives AI JL law selectability and programmable gain. The



LM358 Operational Amplifier from National operates from a
single 5V supply and consumes only a worst case maximum
current of 2 mA. The LM358 features dual Operational Am-
plifiers. One channel may be used for the Handset micro-
phone interface and the other for the Speakerphone micro-
phone.

National also produces a variety of display drivers for LCD
applications. Of particular interest in this application is the
MM58201 LCD display driver which drives up to 192 seg-
ments. It draws minimal power (0.3 mAl and is well suited

for the ISDN application where different messages (alpha-
numeric) are displayed for user interaction (Calling party
Number Indication. Reverse Charging request Indication,
etc.). It interfaces via a serial port to the Microcontroller.

SUMMARY
The introduction of Low Current EPROMs by National
makes it possible now to design ISDN telephones which are
wholly powered by the line. The entire set of components
required to build an ISDN phone are available from National
thus giving a single-point solution to the ISDN designer.



27C256 27C256

Vpp Vpp/ALE 1 28 Vex; VCC
A12 A12 2 27 A14 A14
A7 A7 3 26 A13 A13
A6 A6 4 25 A8 A8
AS A5 5 24 A9 A9
A4 A4 6 23 All A11
A3 A3 7 22 OE ot
A2 A2 8 21 AIO A10
A1 Al 9 20 cr/PG •• 'CE, J5'GM
AO AO 10 19 07 07
00 00 11 18 06 06
01 01 12 17 05 05
02 02 13 16 04 04

GND GIlO 14 15 03 03

TL/D/11089-1

FIGURE 1. Socket Compatible 27C256 EPROM Pin Configuration
Is Shown In the Block Adjacent to the NMC87C257 Pins.

Using National's
NMC87C257
256K EPROM with On-Chip
Latches

INTRODUCTION

The standard EPROM available from most manufacturers
limits the on-chip circuitry to just the minimum needed to
operate the EPROM and the minimum of user interface han-
dles. Users of standard EPROMs are forced to include
latches in their design to interface with most microcontrol-
lers and microprocessors.
Probably one of the most desirable user-interface features
is the ability to directly interface the EPROM to a host de-
vice that has a multiplexed address and data port. This type
of interface is present on many microcontrollers and micro-
processors such as the HPC, 80C51.and many of the Intel
and Motorola microcontrollers. National is now manufactur-
ing an EPROM that can directly interface with a host de-
vice-the NMC87C257.

NATIONAL'S NMC87C257 SOLUTION
The NMC87C257 is pin-compatible with the standard
27C256 (1 Megabit EPROM, organized as 128K x 8 bits),
shown in Figure 1. In fact, the NMC87C257 can be directly
substituted into the many existing 27C256 sockets when
used in the unlatched mode. The internal latches are trans-

National Semiconductor
Application Note 731
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parent and the Address Latch Enable (ALE) is on a shared
pin with Vpp. By tying Vpp to Vcc, the NMC87C257 behaves
exactly like the 27C256. The NMC87C257 is available in
both quartz-windowed Ceramic DIP and Plastic LCC pack-
ages as is the 27C256.
National's latched EPROM is useful because the same ALE
used for the 74F373 latch can be tied to the ALE of the
NMC87C257, eliminating the need for the 74F373 latch. As
shown in Figure 2, it is as simple as removing the two octal
latches and routing the appropriate bus and control line to
the EPROM.

SUMMARY
The NMC87C257 allows the user the combination of familiar
functionality, pinout and programmability (due to its compati-
bility with existing 27C256 EPROMs) and the advantages of
saved board space, cost of the octal latches and their inser-
tion and system power consumption. The NMC87C257
gives the system designer the needed flexibility of interfac-
ing directly with microcontrollers and microprocessors that
have multiplexed address and data ports.
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FIGURE 2. A common HPC Mlcrocontroller application using two NM27C256 EPROMs and two 74F373 external
latches (left) and the same application using only two NMC87C257 EPROMs with on-ehlp latches (right).



Stand Alone Control of
MICROWIRETM Peripherals
Using the NMC87C257

INTENT
This note describes the implementation and use of a stan-
dard memory element in the realization of state machine
control for the purpose of generating serial data. The appli-
cations shown here employ serial data streams to control
and program peripheral devices which would otherwise re-
quire CPU support for use.
The benefit to the user of the demonstrated techniques is
the low cost, low effort, implementation of tasks normally
allocated to more sophisticated and more engineering inten-
sive methods. These solutions expand the range of systems
and applications in which a variety of National Semiconduc-
tor's MICROWIRE devices may be used.

MICROWIRE
The MICROWIRE standard is an interface technique first
developed at National in the 1970's in an effort to reduce
the component pin count (and hence package size and
cost) required for the interfacing of microcontrollers to pe-
ripheral components. Over the ensuing years a wide variety
of devices employing this interface technique have been in-
troduced to the market. They include display drivers, analog
to digital converters, phase lock loop frequency synthesiz-
ers, memories and complex analog devices. A full list of all
but the most recent devices using the MICROWIRE inter-
face can be found in the Master Selection Guide.

A MICROWIRE connection is a straight forward serial hook-
up consisting of data and clock. Generally, input and output
data are presented on separate lines. The clock to data
relationship resembles that of a TTL or CMOS 7400 series
shift register with the positive edge of the clock performing
the active transfer of data into and out of the device. Care
must be taken to examine the data sheet for a device under
consideration as there may be deviations from this general
description. A more complete description of this interface
method is available in National Semiconductor Application
Note 452 by Abdul Aleaf.

STATE SEQUENCERS
State machines or sequencers in their simplest form consist
of a current state memory element and a next state determi-
nation network. Upon a clock edge the next state informa-
tion is converted and held as a new current state while a

National Semiconductor
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fresh next state logical determination takes place. One way
of implementing this state sequencer is by utilizing a register
or latch as the memory element and a Read Only Memory
to supply the logic function for the next state. Because a
ROM is a "rectangular" or complete logic array (i.e., for ev-
ery input combination there exists a unique output), this next
state logic is a lookup table.

THE NMC87C257 UV ERASABLE CMOS PROM
WITH LATCHES
The NMC87C257 is a device first conceived to reduce the
chip count in microprocessor systems which had a multi-
plexed address/data bus. As such, the latches required to
capture the address while return data occupied the bus
were put on board the device. Intended for this microproc-
essor application, the NMC87C257 does not have the
speed of some of the bipolar "logic" PROMs (nor the power
dissipation), but it's large memory array would be exceed-
ingly expensive in a bipolar device. The 32k x 8 memory
means that in a state machine application fifteen inputs can
define over 32,000 states, represented in eight output pins.

GENERATING A SERIAL OUTPUT WORD FROM THE
NMC87C257 BASED STATE MACHINE
Figure 1depicts a state machine capable of generating 128
different 128-bit serial data streams. DIP switches 0-7 se-
lect the specific data stream program. Seven bits of output
data are fed back to inputs to define the next state in the
serial data sequence. Bit 08 is the serial data output. A
CMOS oscillator generates the clock. It is important to note
that the clock drives both the ALE (Address Latch Enable)
and DE (Output Enable) inputs. ALE is the signal which acti-
vates the "open" state of the input latch, as such, unlike an
edge triggered register, the outputs follow the inputs until its
(ALE's) fall. To avoid a high speed feedback phenomenon
while the latches are open it is necessary to break the feed-
back loop and "freeze" the data at the desired output/input
state. This is accomplished by disabling the TRI-STATE~
outputs. As long as the outputs are loaded only by the high
impedance inputs of the CMOS device, the next state infor-
mation will be transferred into the latches. Resistive or bipo-
lar logic loads should not be attached to lines operating in
this manner.
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A3
A4
A5
A6
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A9
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All
A12
A13
AU
NWC87C257
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Address
Data serial

Commenta(7 Bits) Output

nn 7F 00 0 Startup Address Generates
1st Word

nnOO 01 1
nn01 02 1
nn02 84 0
nn 84 03 1

•
•
•
•

nn 7E 7E 0 Loop to Self· Stop

Table I shows an example of the PROM code which gener-
ates the serial output. The address includes a leading byte
"nn" which will determine which of the bit streams will be
selected. Notice that the 7-bit data is in fact the next state
information reflected in the next address.

APPLICATIONS FOR A SERIAL WORD GENERATOR
USING THE NMC87C257

A Power Supply Sequencer
The ADCOB54is a comparator circuit with a MICROWIRE
controlled four input multiplexer and a settable B·bit refer·
ence divider which drives the second compare input A
block diagram is depicted in Figure 2.
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The ADC0854 requires a 12-bit serial word to provide setup
information. A start bit is required, which is followed by one
bit to select four single ended or two differential inputs. A
two bit channel selection and the eight bit reference data
byte complete the serial word. It is depicted in Figure 3.
Referencing the simplified schematic in Figure 4, analog in-
put signals are presented to the multiple inputs of the com-

TrOm me sequence snown In rlgure 4A. I ne l.;nlp ::;elect
input which acts to latch the data word into the comparator
is generatect by a diode AND gate from the four output/input
lines controlling the count. All diodes depicted in the sche-
matic are in a single FSA2619P 16-pin dual-in-line package.
An MM74C14 hex Schmitt trigger circuit provides the neces-
sary clock wave form and an MM74C244 contributes buffer-
ing for the diode gates.
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Each regulator output is sequentially selected by the PROM
generated MICROWIREand tested for compliance to a volt-
age level also set via the MICROWIRE. When Voltage A
reaches its terminal value, the sequencer delays for a de-
fined period while voltage settles as determined here by the
RC network at the comparator input and then raises the
control voltage to the regulator B ON/OFF input and, after
monitoring that regulator's voltage rise, continues to regula-
tor C. A stable and fixed reference is supplied for the com-
parisons by an LM385.
A similar control procedure allows an orderly shutdown.
During operation the controller monitors the sum of the

three supply voltages. A drop from the proper sum will com-
mence the controlled shutdown. These procedures are de-
lineated by the state diagram in Figure 5b. In order to differ-
entiate the state defining the condition of the voltages when
powering up and the state produced when shutting down a
"history circuit" consisting of four diodes and a capacitor
records the "all supplies on" condition. The ON/OFF switch
must be recycled for the system to power up once again.
A Zener diode regulated output is provided from the
ADC0854 permitting the PROM and the Schmitt Trigger os-
cillator to be powered from the primary source.

St.t. NumlMr Definition
Bits 0 - 2 = Output Voltage. 1 - 3
Bits 3 - 5 = Input Control Signall 1 - 3

:::~~g~i~f~~~tCO:~~pOu~tPut=:=J
L, Ii

b b b b b b b b .h=hi.tory bIt



PRODUCTION LINE PROGRAMMING OF
MICROWIRE EEPROMS
EEPROMs are frequently programmed prior to board inser-
tion on the production line. This programming may reflect
the revision level of the system software and the engineer-
ing change level of the printed circuit board.
In this case an NM93C06 256-bit device has been selected.
In a production line situation it is desirable to write a seg-
ment of memory with the parameters described above.

In order to perform this task the memory must receive a
series of MICROWIRE commands. Each of the commands
is itself a state ordered sequence. The command se-
quences first enable the write capability, write 16 bits of
information to the specified address and then turn off the
write enable. Table II lists the inputs and outputs of the
NMC87C257 for a sequence to write a sixteen bit word.
The logic diagram in Figure 6 depicts a circuit which in-
cludes keypad entry capability such that an operator can
select up to 20 different such commands.

.------------.I
I
I
I
I
I
I KEYBOARD
, W,uRIX
I
I
I
I
I
I •
• _----- 411

·Consult MM74C923 datasheet for componant valuas approprlata to the specific application.

FIGURE 6. Logic Diagram for EEPROM Programmer



TABLE II. PROM Listing for EEPROM Programming

Address 00-04
EN

74HC173
CS 01 DO Comments

(Hex) (Hex) (Hex) r -

000 01 0 0 0 0' X
001 02 0

'C
0 1 0 X Start Erase/Write Enable

002 03 0 0 1 1 X Start 8it
003 . 04 " 0 0 1 0 X Opcode
004 1-' 05 ,- 0 0 1 0 X
005 06 0 0 1 1 X
006 07 0 0 ~ 1 1 X
007 08 0 0 1 0 X
008 09 0 0 .--:.- 1 0 X
009 OA 0 0 1 0 X
OOA 08 0 0 .~ 1 0 X
008 oe 0 0 1 0 X
ooe OD 0 0 1 0 X
OOD OE 0 0 0 0 X End Erase/Write Enable
OOE OF 0 0 0 0 X
OOF 10 0 0 1 0 X Start Write of Data
010 11 0 0 1 1 X
011 12 0 0 1 0 X
012 13 0 0

==
1 1 X

013 'I<' 14 - 0 0 1 a X Address Entry
014 15 0 0 1 a X
015 16 0 0 1 a X
016 17 0 0 1 a X
017 18 0 - 0 . 1 a X
018 19 0 0 1 a X
019 1A 0 0 .' 1 a X
01A 1A 0 0 1 a X
01A 1A 0 0 1 d X Data Input
01A 18 0 r 0 i 1 d X
018 IF 1 0 1 d X
01F 00 0 F 1 d X
020 01 ~, 0 F 1 d X
021 02 t 0 F 1 d X
022 03 0 F 1 d X
023 04 0 F 1 d X
024 05 0

,c~l'
F 1 d X

025 06 0 F 1 d X
026 07 0 F 1 d X
027 08 0 F 1 d X
028 09 0 F 1 d X
029 OA 0 F 1 d X
02A 08 0 F 1 d X
028 oe 0 F 1 d 0 End of Cycle
02e OD 0 F 0 0 0 Wait for Data Out to
02D OE 0 F 1 0 0 Go High
02E OF 0 F 1 1 1
02F 10 0 F 0 0 X
030 11 0 F 1 0 X Start of Erase/Write
031 12 0 F 1 1 X Disable Cycle
032 13 0 F 1 0 X
033 14 0 F 1 0 X
034 15 0 F 1 0 X
035 16 0 F 1 0 X
036 17 0 F 1 0 X
037 18 0 F 0 0 X End of EWDS Command
038 19 0 F 0 0 X



FILTER PARAMETER CONTROL
The lMC835 provides the complete resistor and switch set
to implement a stereo 7 band equalizer or a mono 14 band
system. While control of this device is usually provided from
a microcontroller there are instances where that expense
and effort are not necessary to achieve a complex filtering
function.
To program the lMC835 one of fourteen frequency bands
must be selected and the gain for that band entered. This
band gain setting requires a minimum of 18 states. All four-
teen bands must be preset and various control states must
be implemented. Because of the large number of states in-
volved in setting each of the fourteen bands a wider word is
needed than can be implemented in a single PROM. There

PR Q 5

CLK

are several methods of dealing with this, however the most
straight forward (for purposes of illustration) is to employ
two PROMs.
The MICROWIRE interface used with the lMC835 differs
slightly from those implemented above in that it uses a
strobe to transfer data from the internal shift register to the
latch for the addressed switch matrix. This permits the re-
programming of individual bands without the necessity of
rewriting the entire machine state.
A complete logic diagram for the word generator is shown in
Figure 7. The schematics for the implementation of the lin-
ear portions of the circuit can be obtained by referencing
the lMC835 datasheet. A template for the PROM listing is
also shown in Figure 8.

Ul

AO
Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
AS
A7
AB
A9
Al0
All
AU
A13
AU
NWCB7C257
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SUMMARY
The use of the NMC87C257 CMOS PROM with latches has
been shown to be an effective element in the implementa-
tion of several MICROWIRE interfaces. This use allows the
designer to implement systems with devices necessitating a
MICROWIRE interface without the use of a microcontroller
or microprocessor.

12.000
908000

7.2000

4.8000
204000

0.0
-2.400
-4.800

-7.200
-90800

-12.00
10

TL/D/11274-9

FIGURE A 1. A Ramp Transfer Characteristic.
Refer to Table A 1 for program Inputs.

TABLE A1. Program Inputs for
Ramp Transfer Characteristic

Frequency (Hz) Level (dB)

40 -7
63 -6

100 -5
160 -4
250 -3
400 -2
630 -1

lk 0
1.6k +1
2.5k +2

4k +3
6.3k +4
10k +5
16k +6

In constructing or adapting any of the circuits described in
this note the reader is advised to obtain copies of the Na-
tional Semiconductor data sheets for the components in-
cluded and to review their operation for applicability to their
system requirements.
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9.6000
7.2000
4.8000
204000

0.0
-20400

-4.800
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-9.800

-12.00
10

TL/D/11274-10

FIGURE A2. Vocal Presence Filter.
Refer to Table A2 for program Inputs.

TABLE A2. Program Inputs
for Vocal Presence Filter

Frequency (Hz) Level (dB)

40 o Subsonic Filter
63 0

100 0
160 0
250 0
400 +3
630 +3

lk +3
1.6k +3
2.5k +3

4k +3
6.3k o Supersonic Filter
10k 0
16k 0

Figures A 1 and A2 are gain vs. frequency plots of specimen filters realized using the logic of Figure 7 and PROM code
generated with SM835.c.
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* Author: Bob Moses, Rane Corporation, Mukilteo, WA *
* Revision: 18 June 1991 *
* Compiler: Borland TurboC *
* *
* Description: Generates Intel Hex tile tor NMC87C257 based *
* LMC835 state machine loader, *

* File Input: void *
* File Output: SML835.HEX *
* *

/*------------*/
/* Data Types */
/*------------*/

struct LMC835_RECORD
{

int chAbands[7];
int chArng;
int chBbands[7];
int chBrng;

/* gains tor chan A bands */
/* chan A range */
/* gains tor chan B bands */
/* chan B range */

/*--------------------*/
/* Function Prototypes*/
/*--------------------*/
void say_howdy(void) ;
void get_parameters(struct LMC835_RECORD *eq) ;
void compile_state_mach(struct LMC835_RECORD *eq, unsigned int states[]) ;
void output_data(unsigned int states[]) ;
void wr_ihex_data_rec(FILE *outtile, unsigned int addr, unsigned char recsize,

unsigned char data[]) ;

/*--------------*/
/* Main Program */
/*--------------*/
main()
[

/* declare one LMC835 equalizer */
struct LMC835_RECORD eql;



say_howdy() ;
get_parameters (leql) ;
compile_state_mach (leql, states) ;
output_data{states) ;

/*------------*/
/* Functions */
/*------------*/

void say_howdy(void)
(

clrscr() ;
tprintt(stdout,·\nSM835 - NMC87C257 LM835 State Machine Loader.·) ;
tprintt{stdout,·\n\nThis Program accepts parameters tor an LMC835-based·);
tprintt{stdout,·\nequalizer and generates an Intel Hex tile ( SML835.HEX ).);
tprintt{stdout,·\ntor the NMC87C257 State Machine Loader. This tile can be·);
tprintt{stdout,·\nloaded into most EPROM programmers and split-programmed·) ;
tprintt(stdout,·\n(even and odd bytes) into two EPROMs.·) ;
tprintt(stdout,·\n\nThe LMC835 graphic equalizer consists ot two channels·) ;
tprintt{stdout,·\n(chan A l chan B), each channel has 7 bands. The range ot·) ;
tprintt(stdout,·\neach band is selectable tor ± 12 dB in 1 dB steps, or·);
tprintt{stdout,·\n± 6 dB in 1/2 dB steps.\n·);

unsigned int i,currng;
int tempint;
char chan;
tloat temptloat;

/* get range tor chan A */
tprintt(stdout,·\nPlease enter range ot chan A (0 = ±12dB, 1 = ±6dB): .);
tscant(stdin,·%d·,ltempint) ;
eq-> chArng = tempintlOx0001;

/* get range tor chan B */
tprintt(stdout,·Please enter range ot chan B {O
tscant (stdin, ·%d· ,ltempint) ;
eq->chBrng = tempintlOx0001;



if(i = 7)
(

chan = 'B';
currng = 12-6* (eq->chBrng) ;

/* get a band value */
fprintf(stdout,·Gain of chan %c band #%d? ·,chan.(i%7)+1);
fscanf (stdin, .%g ••5:tempfloat) ;

/* scale for range */
if(currng = 6) tempint = (int) (tempfloat*2.0) ;
else tempint = (int)tempfloat;

/* check limits */
if( (tempint > 12) II (tempint < -12»
(

fprintf(stderr.· ••• err! value must be between -%d and +%d\n-.currng.currng) ;
continue;

/* save band */
if(chan == 'A') eq->chAbands[i] = tempint;
else eq->chBbands[i-7] = tempint;
i++; /* band counter */

void compile_state_mach(struct LMC835_RECORD *eq. unsigned int states[])
(

LMC835 CONTROL CODES
lit bit lintJ__ lut bit

__L
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'" z•....•

CD..•.
State Machine:--------------
--- State ---- ------------------------ Outputs -------------------Current Hext I Data Prestrobe CLI< Enable------- , ------------------------- --------- ----------

0 1 I Chan A, band 1, DATA I bO 0 0I1 2 I Chan A, band 1, DATA I bl 0 0
2 3 I Chan A, band 1, DATA I b2 0 03 4 I Chan A, band 1, DATA I b3 0 0
4 5 I Chan A, band 1, DATA I rB 0 0
5 6 I Chan A, band 1, DATA I rA 0 0
6 7 I Chan A, band 1, DATA I x 0 07 8 I Chan A, band 1, DATA I 1 1 0
8 9 rest for strobe 0 0
9 9 I Chan A, band 1, DATA II gO 0 0I10 11 I Chan A, band 1, DATA II g1 0 011 12 I Chan A, band 1, DATA II g2 0 0

12 13 I Chan A, band 1, DATA II g3 0 0
13 14 I Chan A, band 1, DATA II g4 0 0
14 15 I Chan A, band 1, DATA II g5 0 0
15 16 I Chan A, band 1, DATA II be 0 0
16 17 I Chan A, band 1, DATA II 0 1 0
17 18 \ rest for strobe 0 0
18 19 I Chan A, band 2, DATA I bO 0 0

34 35 Chan A, band 2, DATA II 0 1 0
35 36 rest for strobe 0 0

124 125 Chan A, band 7, DATA II 0 1 0
125 126 rest for strobe 0 0
126 127 Chan B, band 1, DATA I bO 0 0
250 251 Chan B, band 7, DATA II 0 1 0
251 252 rest for strobe 0 0
252 252 0 0 1-------------------------------------------------------------------

elK Enabl.Date.
P,m,.be

•



uns1gned 1nt band.substate.state1mg.curstate;
uns1gned char LMC835Ga1nCodeTable[] = IOx2F.Ox2D,Ox29.0xOl.0x16.0x2A.

OX12.0x02.0x04.0x08.0xl0.0x20.
OxOO.
Ox20.0xl0.0x08.0x04.0x02.0x12.
OX2A.Ox16.0xOl.0x29.0x2D.Ox2FI;

/*--------*/
/* chan A */
/*--------*/

for(band = O.curstate = O;band < 7;band++)
(

for(substate = O;substate < 18;substate++)
(

/* next state = current state +1 */
state1mg = (curstate+l)&OxlFFF;

/* CLK Enable */
state1mg &= OxDFFF;

1* Prestrobe */
H«substate _ 7)II(substate - 16)) state1mg += Ox8000;

/* Data */
sw1tch(substate)
{

case 0: /* DATA I bO */
state1mg += « (band+l)&Ox0001) < <14) ;
break;

case 1: /* DATA I bl */
state1mg += « (band+l)&Ox0002) < <13) ;
break;

case 2: /* DATA I b2 */
state1mg += «(band+l);£Ox0004) «12) ;
break;

case 3: /* DATA I b3 */
state1mg += « (band+l);£Ox0008)«11) ;
break;

case 4: /* DATA I rB */
state1mg += « (eq->chBrng) &Ox0001) < <14) ;
break;

case 5: /* DATA I rA */
state1mg += «(eq->chArng)&Ox0001) «14) ;
break;

case 6: /* DATA I don't care */
break;

case 7: /* DATA I 1 */
state1mg += Ox4000;
break;



case 8: /* rest for strobe */
break;

case 9: /* DATAII gO */
stateimg += (LMC835GainCodeTable [eq-> chAbands [band] +12] lOxOOQ1)< < 14) ;
break;

case 10: /* DATAII gl */
stateimg += «LMC835GainCodeTable [eq-> chAbands [band] +12] lOx0002) < < 13) ;
break;

case 11: /* DATAII gO */
stateimg += «LMC835GainCodeTable[eq->chAbands[band]+l2]lOx0004) < <12) ;
break;

case 12: /* DATAII g3 */
stateimg += «LMC835GainCodeTable[eq->chAbands[band]+12]lOx0008) < <11) ;
break;

case 13: /* DATAII g4 */
stateimg += «LMC835GainCodeTable[eq->chAbands[band]+12]lOx0010) < <10) ;
break;

case 14: /* DATAII g5 */
stateimg += «LMC835GainCodeTable[eq-> chAbands [band]+12] lOx0020) < <9) ;
break;

case 15: /* DATAII bc ( 0 = cut. 1 = boost) */
if(eq->chAbands[band] < 0) stateimg l= OxBFFF;
else stateimg += Ox4000;
break;

case 16: /* DATAII 0 */
stateimg l= OxBFFF;
break;

case 17: /* rest for strobe */
break;

/* switch ••• */

/* for(substate ••• */
/* for(band ••• */

/* write this state to states array */
states[curstate++] = stateimg;

/*--------*/
/* chao B */
/*--------*/

for(band = 7 ;baod < 14;band++)
(

for(substate = 0 ;substate < 18 ;substate++)
(

/* next state = current state +1 */
stateimg = (curstate+l)lOxlFFF;

/* CLKEnable */
stateimg l= OxDFFF; •



'* Data *'
sw1tch (substate)
(

case 0: '* DATAI bO *'
state1mg += «( (band+1) I:Ox0001)< <14) ;
break;

case 1: '* DATAI b1 *'
state1mg += «(band+1)I:OX0002) «13) ;
break;

case 2: '* DATAI b2 *'
state1mg += ((band+1)I:Ox0004) «12) ;
break;

case 3: '* DATAI b3 *'
state1mg += ( (band+l) I:Ox0008)< <11) ;
break;

case 4: '* DATAI rB *'
state1mg += «( (eq->chBrng) I:Ox0001)< <14) ;
break;

case 5: '* DATAI rA *'
state1mg += «((eq->chArng)I:Ox0001) «14) ;
break;

case 6: '* DATAI don't care *'
break;

case 7: '* DATAI 1 *'
state1mg += Ox4000;
break;

case 8: '* rest tor strobe *'
break ;

case 9: '* DATAII gO *'
state1mg += «LlIC835Ga1nCodeTab1e[eq->chBbands[band-7]+12]I:Ox0001) «14) ;
break;

case 10: '* DATAII gl *'
state1mg += (LlIC835Ga1nCodeTab1e[eq->chBbands[band-7]+12]1:0x0002) < <13) ;
break;

case 11: '* DATAII g2 *'
state1mg += (LlIC835Ga1nCodeTab1e[eq->chBbands[band-7]+12]1:0x0004) «12) ;
break;

case 12: '* DATAII g3 *'
state1mg += «LlIC835Ga1nCodeTab1e [eq-> chBbands [band-7] +12] I:Ox0008)< < 11) ;
break;

case 13: '* DATAII g4 *'
stateimg += (LlIC835Ga1nCodeTab1e [eq-> chBbands [band-7] +12] I:Ox0010)< < 10) ;
break;



case 14: '0 DATA II g5 0'
stateimg += ((LMC835GainCodeTable [eq-> chBbands [band-7] +12Ja:Ox0020) < < 9) :

break;
case 15: '0 DATA II bc ( 0 = cut. 1 = boost) 0'

if (eq->chBbands[band-7] < 0) stateimg l= OxBFFF:
else stateimg += Ox4000:
break;

case 16: '0 DATA II 0 0'
stateimg l= OxBFFF;
break;

case 17: '0 rest for strobe 0'
break:'0 switch ••• 0'

'0 write this state to states array 0'
states[curstate++] = stateimg;

'0 for(substate ••• 0''0 for(band ••• 0'
'0 final state: ·jump O' with clock disabled 0'
states[252] = 252+0x2000;

unsigned int i,addr.bitmask:
unsigned char csum,data[16] ;
FILE °outfile;

'0 open output file 0'
if(outfile = fopen(·sm1835.hex·.·w·» == NULL)
{

fprintf(stderr.·can·t open file SML835.HEX·):
exit(O} ;

'0 write states to stdout 0''0 0'
for(i = O;i < 253 :i++}

if(i == 252) fprintf(stdout.·\n\nFinal state ••• ·):
else if (!(i&18» fprintf(stdout.·\n\nBand %d ••• ·.(i'18)+1):
fprintf (stdout. '\nState %d: ',i);

'0 write each state as a binary image 0'
for(bitmask = O;bitmask < 16:bitmask++)
(

if( (states[i] < <bitmask) lOx8000) fprintf (stdout,'1") ;
else fprintf(stdout,'O'} ; •



/* write states to Intel Hex file */

/*-------------------------------*/
fprintf (stdout, "\n\nWri ting Intex Hex file: SML835.HEX••• \n") ;

/* write first 252 states */
for(addr = O;addr < 252;addr += 8)
(

/* copy 8 states (16 bytes) to temp data buffer */
forti = O;i < 16;i += 2)
{

data[i] = (char) (states[addr+(i/2)]&:OxOOFF);
data[i+l] = (char) «states[addr+(i/2)]»8)*OxOOFF);

/* write data to Intex Hex record */
wr_ihex_data_rec (out file, addr*2 ,16, data) ;

/* write last state */
data[O] = (char) (states[252]&:OxOOFF) ;
data[l] = (char) « states [252] > >8) &:OxOOFF);
wr_ihex_data_rec(outfile,252*2,2,data) ;

/* EOF record */
fprintf (out file, "\n :OOOOOOOlFF");

/* close file */
fclose (outfile) ;

void wr_ihex_data_rec(FILE *outfile, unsigned int addr, unsigned char recsize, unsigned char
data[] )
(

unsigned int i;
unsigned char csum;

/* record mark, record length, record address, and record type fields */
fprintf (outfile, "\n :%2.2X%4.4XOO",recsize ,addr) ;
csum = recsize + (char) )addr&:OxOOFF)+ (char) «(addr»8)&:OxOOFF) ;

/* data field */
for(i = O;i < recsize ;i++)
{

fprintf (outfile, "%2.2X",data[i]) ;
csum += data[i] ;

/* checksum field */
csum &:=OxOOFF;
csum *= -1;
fprintf(outfile,"%2.2X",csum) ;
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~National
~ semiconductor

The reliability performance of National Semiconductor's
Non-Volatile Memories is assured through the use of con-
servative design rules, stringent product qualification crite-
ria, and monthly ongoing reliability audits. When manufac-
tured on our well defined and SPC controlled wafer fabrica-
tion and assembly processes, the result is memory products
which provide outstanding reliability.

QUALIFICATION
All new products, redesigned products, process changes,
and packagel assembly changes are sUbjected to a rigorous
regime of stress testing prior to release for sale. All National
EPROM, EEPROM, and FLASH memories are subjected to
stress testing which includes: High Temperature Operating
Life Test, Temperature Cycling, High Temperature Storage,
ESD, and Latch-Up Characterization. Plastic packages, ad-
ditionally, receive Temperature Humidity Bias and Autoclave
testing. Three lots from three distinct wafer fabrication and
assembly lots are used.

In addition to these customary demonstrations of robust-
ness, other tests unique to memory devices are employed.
The ability to program, retain program, and erase are funda-
mental attributes of any EPROM, EEPROM or FLASH mem-
ory. These characteristics are tested at multiple thousands
of program-and-erase cycles. Data retention is assessed
through the use of a 250·C static bake (150·C for plastic
packages). The evaluation devices typically are pro-
grammed to a checkerboard pattern.

National's qualification requirements are detailed in Table I.

RELIABILITY AUDIT
Each month, samples of representative device families and
package styles are drawn from actual production lots and
submitted to Operating Life, Temperature Humidity Bias,
Temperature Cycling and Autoclave Tests. This ongoing as-

sessment of the outgoing reliability characteristics provides
certainty that there is no change in the product going to
customers.

Ongoing Reliability Audit criteria are found in Table II.

PRE-cONDITIONING

It has been well established that plastic surface mount IC
package reliability can be compromised by the stresses of
the various SMD solder attachment techniques. The pack-
age cracking is a result of the rapid egress of absorbed
package moisture during IR, Vapor Phase, or other SMD
soldering methods. This harsh assembly environment repre-
sents actual practice in manufacturing, but also presents a
dilema to the Component Reliability Engineer. Environmen-
tal stress tests conducted to assess reliability attributes and
device life could yield misleading data if the potential effects
of the rigors of SMD assembly are not, in some way, consid-
ered. Recognizing these facts, National has implemented a
regime of preconditioning devices, prior to subjecting parts
to on-going Reliability audits. Since many customers' circuit
boards include both through-hole and SMD devices, this re-
gime has been expanded to include plastic DIPs.

The following defines the preconditioning used on audit
samples prior to temperature-humidity-bias (THBT) tests
and autoclave (ACLV).

Surface Mount Package
• 30 temp cycles, - 65·C to + 150·C
• Bake, 8 hrs @ 125·C
• Moisture soak
• 3 Simulated IR or VPS reflow cycles
• Flux immersion and clean

Through-Hole
• 30 temp cycles, - 65·C to + 150·C
• Moisture soak
• Flux immersion and clean

Test Conditions Duration Sample Accept
Size Number

Operating Life VCC: 5.5V 1,000 Hours 100x3 0(Dynamic Burn-In) Temperature: 150·C

Temperaturel Vcc: 5.5V
HumiditylBias Temperature: 85·C 1,000 Hours 100 x 3 0

Humidity: 85% RH

Temperature Cycle -65·C +--+ + 150·C
1,000 Cycles 100 x 3 0(Unbiased)

Autoclave Temperature: 121·C
(Unbiased) Pressure: 15 PSIG 500 Hours 100x3 0

RH = 100%

High Temperature Temperature: 150·C (Plastic)
1,000 Hours 100x3 0Storage Life 250·C (Ceramic)

Electrostatic Human Body Model 25x3 0
Discharge (ESD) Voltage: 2,000V •
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i Reliability Testing
~ Reliability-"The characteristic of an item expressed by the
c probability that it will perform its required function under the
~ stated conditions for a stated period of time."

Any statement about reliability, directly or indirectly, includes
some measure of time. The prime interest is in what an
item's futurs state will be, rather than its current condition.
As such, reliability testing attempts to predict the future. To
accomplish this, accelerated stress test techniques are uti-
lized to "speed up the clock". These stress tests typically
employ temperature, voltage, mechanical shock and humid-
ity to accelerate the natural aging process of integrated cir-
cuits. The stress tests most commonly used at National, for
Qualification and Reliability Audit, are discussed in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Test Conditions Duration
Sample Accept

Size Number

Operating Life Vcc: 5.5V 1,000 Hours 100x3 0
(Dynamic Burn-In) Temperature: 150'C

Temperature/ Vcc: 5.5V
Humidity/Bias Temperature: 85'C 1,000 Hours 100x3 0

Humidity: 85% RH

Temperature Cycle -65'C +-+ + 150'C
1,000 Cycles 100x3 0

(Unbiased)

Autoclave Temperature: 121'C
500 Hours

(Unbiased) Pressure: 15 PSIG
100x3 0

OPL-oPERATING LIFE TEST

High temperature operating life test is the most commonly
used and generally accepted accelerated life test in the
semiconductor industry. The role of high temperature in ac-
celerating chemical and physical failure mechanisms has
long been known and established. In this test, sample devic-
es are exercised under bias while being subjected to elevat-
ed temperatures (most frequently 125'C or 150'C) for ex-
tended periods of time. The voltage and temperature stress-
es of this test can actively promote such failure mechanisms
as oxide breakdown, electro-migration, surface or bulk leak-
age, ionic contamination or channeling that may indicate
design or manufacturing deficiencies.

THBT-TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY-BIAS TEST
Temperature-Humidity-Bias testing at 85'C, 85% Relative
Humidity is the industry standard environmental stress test
whose role is to accelerate electro-chemical failures of plas-
tic packaged devices through the application of moisture,
temperature, and bias. Unlike hermetic cavity packages,
moisture can permeate the plastic encapsulant and reach
the die. The applied bias is used to create potential electro-
lytic cells which accelerate corrosion of die metallization
(the primary failure mechanism) and increase ionic mobility.
This test is usually continued for 1000 hours.

HE-HOT ELECTRON TEST
This test, similar to OPL but at low temperature (-40'C), is
performed to assess whether devices are sensitive to hot

electron injection. Non-Volatile Memories depend on the
presence or absence of stored charge on a floating gate as
the logic storage element. Any unintentional injection (or
loss) of charge is not desirable and could change the logic
state. With this test, worst case conditions of low tempera-
ture and accelerating field (voltage) are used to accelerate
any possible hot electron effects. Hot electron effects are a
function of channel length, oxide thicknesses, junction
depth, channel doping level and passivation materials,
therefore, it is more often used as a device design or pro-
cess qualification test.

TMCL--TEMPERATURE CYCLE TEST
In this test, devices are cycled between hot and cold air
chambers to determine the resistance of devices to expo-
sure at temperature extremes. The rapid change in temper-
ature extremes from - 65'C to + 150'C provides mechani-
cal stresses far greater than those expected during a typical
device's lifetime of operation within data sheet conditions.

ACLV--AUTOCLAVETEST
Autoclave is a highly accelerated environmental test which
assesses the mechanical integrity of the plastic encapsula-
tion system and the resultant effects of galvanic corrosion.
Here, pressure, temperature, and humidity are employed in
stressing the plastic encapsulated devices. The stress con-
ditions of 121'C, 100% R.H. at 15 PSIG, are applied for
durations of up to 500 hours.

BAKE-HIGH TEMPERATURE BAKE
High temperature storage at 150'C or 250'C, unbiased, is
performed to measure the ability of National's non-volatile
memories to retain data after having been programmed.

ESDTEST
Establishes the device's susceptibility to Electro-Static Dis-
charge damage. This destructive test is done using the Hu-
man Body Model, per MIL STD 883, Method 3015.

LATCH-UP TEST
This test attempts to induce latch-up in device input/out-
puts. Voltage/currents are forced on I/O pins in an effort to
trigger an SCR-like high current latched condition. This test
procedure is per JEDEC Standard No. 17.
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UV WINDOW SIZE AND CONFIGURATION DETERt.lINED BY DEVICE SIZE.
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